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January 2, 1981-Chief of Naval Operations memorandum responding to
and agreeing with H. G. Rickover's November 21, 1981, memorandum
recommending against Navy issuance or endorsement of a Center for
Naval Analyses study on the disruption costs in Navy shipbuilding
programs -556

December 11 1980-H. G. Rickover memorandum for the Secretary of the
Navy concerning General Dynamics (Electric Boat Division) delay to
resolution of the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals case re-
garding disallowed overhead costs under the "Basic Agreement Con-
cerning Overhead Costs." (No response to this memorandum was
received.) --------------------------------------- 557

December 13, 1980-H. G. Rickover memorandum for the Secretary of
the Navy requesting a response to recommendations submitted regard-
ing problems relating to Naval ship construction. (No response to this
memorandum was received.) -560

December 24, 1980-H. G. Rickover memorandum for the Deputy Secre-
tary of Defense requesting assistance in obtaining answers to recom-
mendations for improvement in Government operations -561

January 16, 1981-Deputy Secretary of Defense memorandum responding
to H. G. r ickover's December 24, 1980, memorandum requesting
assistance in obtaining answers to recommendations for improvement
in Government operations. The Deputy Secretary states he has for-
warded the H. G. Rickover memoranda to his successor with his recom-
mendations on them -563

December 29, 1980-H. G. Rickover memorandum for the Secretary of
the Navy concerning newspaper accounts of the Secretary of the Navy
stating that Admiral Rickover sought to hamper construction of the
Trident submarine by trying to create ill will between the Navy and the
shipbuilder. (No response to this memorandum was received.) -564

January 8, 1981-H. G. Rickover letter to Congressman Charles E.
Bennett concerning the Secretary of the Navy charging that Admiral
Rickover sought to hamper construction of the Trident submarine -567

January 16, 1981-H. G. Rickover memorandum for the Chief of Naval
Material recommending modification of the Navy Procurement Direc-
tives to require use of the NAVSEA Notification of Changes clause
in all future shipbuilding contracts -569

January 22, 1981-Chief of Naval Material memorandum disagreeing
with H. G. Rickover's January 16, 1981, memorandum recommending
modification of the Navy procurement directives to require use of the
NAVSEA notification of changes clause in all future shipbuilding con-
tracts - -571

January 23, 1981-H. G. Rickover memorandum for the Chief of Naval
Operations recommending the Navy preclude the Center for Naval
Analyses from issuing a study on disruption costs in Navy shipbuilding
programs -572

February 14, 1981-Chief of Naval Operations memorandum disagreeing
with the recommendation of the January 23, 1981, H. G. Rickover
memorandum that the Navy preclude the Center for Naval Analyses
from issuing a study on disruption costs in Navy shipbuilding programs 574

February 17, 1981-H. G. Rickover memorandum for the Commander,
Naval Sea Systems Command recommending steps to limit ceremonial
expenses in Naval ship construction at private yards 575

March 19, 1981-Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command memoran-
dum addressing ceremonial expenses in Naval ship construction at private
yards --------------------- 77

March 2, 1981-H. G. Rickover memorandum for the Chief of Naval Mate-
rial concerning a Newport News proposal for the inspection of a valve in
ATLANTA (SSN 712). (No response to this memorandum was re-
ceived.) -578

October 29, 1981-H. G. Rickover memorandum for the Commander,
Naval Sea Systems Command concerning the proposed incentives for
early delivery of CVN 71. (No response to this memorandum was re-
ceived.) ----------------- 580
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December 3, 1981-H. G. Rickover memorandum for the Assistant Secre-
tary of the Navy, Shipbuilding and Logistics, recommending a Center
for Naval Analyses study entitled "Disruption Costs in Navy Ship- Page
building Programs" not be approved by the Navy for release - 582

December 4, 1981-Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Shipbuilding and
Logistics) memorandum for the Chief of Naval Material agreeing with
H. G. Rickover's December 3, 1981, memorandum about the Center
for Naval Analyses study on disruption costs in Navy shipbuilding
programs --- 589

January 7, 1982-H. G. Rickover memorandum for the Commander, Naval
Sea Systems Command concerning contractual arrangements for the Post
Shakedown Availability of the USS OHIO (SSBN 726). (No response to
this memorandum was received.) -590



DEPARTTIAENT OF THIE NAV'
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'August 23, 1960

.I2YOXAIlDlI' FOR CHIEF CF AW.L 1" TJPT.''

Bubj: Chief Of Haval lA tcrial Ret'airemnt That HAVSHT1'S Par Higher
Fee Oa Propesod Contract With Utosiughouso Electric Corporatin

Rafs. (a) Pluvel laetoricl liettor 1'a1' 0.22/GH.M; Sor: 03195 dated 22 Aiugust
.1968

1. *dereonce (a) roturned a laval Ship Systeus Co.nd (ll.VSHIPS) request
for Chief of Naval lXatorini (Cr14-i) apeaoval of. a pre-negotiation business
)e.pxaneo for a contract I-rit V703tilneh1cusO Electric Corporation involving

the procremment of reietor conplonants for nuclear ships. The contract
As estinat-d to cost &350,S0S,394 for which RAVSHtIPS proporsed to py a
fjxed fee of 1,47,023 (2.2-5). PUtferonce (Q) disapprovod the fixed fee
of 2.29, as being too low. -

2. :1 awa at n loss to understand the ratianale of reference (h) which
wowtd requlre PANVSHIPS to pay a .hbigler fixed foo. It has been nry uindci'-
standiA' that Goverhuont officalEs aro 'ob'igated to obtain Eerlveos c, t -
the lowxst pozible' eos'. For iemny yezro I have ben emhort'ed to do so
by innuiaerable documents ishied by the President of tha United States, the
Iirector of the Lrdanv. of t!:e D-adget, the Secreta.ry of Defense, the Seem-r .
tary of the.lPavy, the Chief of Naval h;ater1al, and the Co.orander of 4Iaval
Ship Systems Coaairand, I have been able to obtain these very sman aer.'eces
troe Westinghouso.rid. froe General ElectriC for many years at the 2.25, or
'a loweor fixed fee.

:3.. netorenee (a). states that C014 cannot egrae thati the contreetor's risk
in thie proueneat nt is aero, but no roason is given to show that thero isi

f:lny risk. I hereby reaffiria that the tontractor's risk is and always Mas
' been aero--period. . ' .

4. In order not to delay awalrd of this contract, I w.1l cmaily wvith yotfr
requirc.nnt that.e' higiher tirxd fee b3 p-id. I an thuefore reconvneting
': to I YS~l* D'4.sion Or Cortrc~cts: th-t the fixcd fee on this Q50,VOS,39/4
contiact be ineircsed fro.- (1I,i4/,023 to csl?,j7023.05 or fron 2.:;' to
2.29000015;'

5. In vicu; of ny coepli1nce tiSh veur requeet I consider this matter to
bo closed.

X '.. ' . . , 'LX .ti.lio>< .J .. ',-'
CoI;y to: -' o t .av
A ssstant Socrv of t l,,vy (Insta:llations and oteiattis)

.:lA .ShII1.y Divirvion of Cvptretvc

(1)
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DEPAR1 MENT oF THE NAVY

iiEADDUARTERS 14AVAL MATERIAL COMMAND;- @WASHINGTON, D. C. 20360 -

- -- ; . ' : 2 G [II~~~* 2C1\.u'

. SIAIDt4 FOR VICE ADntIR4L II. G. RICI;VER (]!Avs]!nPb3)

..'Subj:. Pre-Ilegotiation Business Clearane' SS 12,918, Westinzlicuse .
Electrie Corporntion

ref: (aJ.) CIM ltr il'T 022/CUIR Ser: 03195 of 22 AMi5 1.98 to FAVsm1fs
(b) IIAVSIIIPS l'rza for CISS of lAu 23, 1958

:. Peforence (b) has risintorpreted reference (a). I'o direction was
,pI-oyicldc to increase t!:e fee v1n;er stsbject contract. Thc rationale
presented in subject prC-.ncotiatou e lear.rce *as inslilictc:t. es ..ell
as Ineonsistent to juwtify the nepotiction position in accor;'.ane uIlh
tbe veiji2ted Luidelimcs -slt forfix in AST11,'^e'tion 3-Eo8.3. FRavcv..
vith r-. Ž,2era of the n-L,0tiatlon toa= failcd to ejiciL furthier inforl:-t-:x.

.2; The eetion propospd in 1pare'pi Ii of r'f enco (b) is 'is.t-> o-;d
anLd by copy of this rc.2voraneon the Corz-d2zr, Zlva. Shi-p ESystz::3 Ccma-nd
is rcqeested to pro-vide in t::2 pRst nnCatietion cl.earaince s.icicrnt

*'- inforation to lolcaclly justify the fcd naretiated. .

:nformt~o, e, - , ' .

-Co].y to:l:ApiyITysco
EAVS(11PSYiOT)
ASli( IU.)
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C'&!-353.

- S * 1 J~A a 250
l14MIXIM1U t ir TS CHU2I W IRAVAL iJUVERIAL

BubJ: VAViP3. contraCt l;CWt21&-6e-C-51i1 ulth llentibrjouso flectric
Corporation ror nwalcar z.rcowl4Jon psr1at cczv,,ant&

Ref IV ( t) i rorrndvi Fr 03605 dt4 22 Aavtnlst 2ZC3
-AD'i 1. 0. Rie'.avcr i rworaritn to Un1 Chiea of nv31
-atorizel dtUi 23 Auucb l,-68

*-(c) Chie or liavo.l );terll .:wiora:uu for VAJi 0. GFieV.oycr
:dtO.26 Auaurt W&1J3

1. Xa refercrea (a), the flavah !oterinl Cctrz-n (RA4IVLT) dinrcpprove4t a
Naval Sbip SDytczrs Cc-.;aI (vYrSlIPS) pr:-lZetoe' b'ascs c1caranze
to contzcct for rcocentr3rrcjeubvioa plant coŽ,oe:g-s. Tho contrtct uars
eetlnattŽ to coCt +5O,&k3,343 for iOhtichli VAOili p-'r;zsrd to Joay a (xAd
S'ee or )4,147,C23 (2.;i. l;MilT njc'rov 4= the 1tWV1IflO prI-Maeztiution
positipj on costbs b, t dVst1.2r-v thr.e rio0osAca fixed fee of 2:.2$5;J 0 atinf.
that "a lrsher fee ts autLorizle.

2. In rcrerence (b), I intro- -a ;zou o. erv reco.mr-dation to th-3 1WSBfl
Division or Cortracts trat the fixes Cce& on iblo t5o, mtti3 ccczsct be
inercoacd f rs 1,11;i7,C`3 to l, .;1fC-2. 5, cr fro,2 2.4;,' to 2.2j;0Ccc9,
thereby co2lyins vilth the WlA.VIA directive that a i r x-I rce bc
paid.

.'3. $ fercece (c) rtc..teJ themt 1 h:d zdcmtc-rpretA" th2e Aurj'st 23 lAVltf
zeeeora-.:ua, fe;-rcrle' (a), cr. 0 at:

* ago dlrectior. V;s pro'Ided to incrcase tbe fcuc uru.r th- cbbject
contract. The rpterale prese-ntel in cubject prc-m~ottiatioa
olczramne vc. insufficic:tt as uell no Incnnalztear to j3int;ify
tnc uc:'tlatdoI-on fosltlon Jin nccojdanec, vit'' the vcl~t':d ,.idc-
lMac lact fcsrvh in ASP:9, S-c-te-nl 3-C3.3. Fcvleva VWf, -faabelrc
of the zuerotiautionl tcc:: tailcul to cllci; further inforzxctloa."

. . . tLe .Ccznx'kar, l lphti Syotzznn Cos- ti, Is rmviestJc.l to
pofl..do In the roLb ±ezotl;.tiw. clcnr.r.cc cufficicr.t irfo^oti'nj
to 3.oloeCi3.y justits the (ce rv;.ottitca."

1;. Subszeunt to th;!e aboze rR rclu*, j,!V'2 rp,.-rovc& thne avc.n c^-f thVs
contract ra the ri-xI fce or1,_ir^-iJ reccC-znerni3 by I;A'SLIP3, IUzAly,
2.29k, U>.eby*h r.cztiI:Z te 1. -'.'. di -6cct!vvr& i rcvfrencc (a) rLid (c).
SThe coitract keo r.oVl b-ean avarae4 to erA actcptei by Ucstirtlousse;
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5. I would like to make two points relative to award of this contract:

a. I consider that reference (a) was quite clear in requesting that
NAVSHIPS pay a higher fee on this contract. Reference (a) stated:

*Paragrapb 7 of subject clearance states that all of the com-
Oonents are subcontracted and are the responsibility of the.
.prizme contractor, a responsibility that will continue for over
five years. This office cannot agree that this responsibility
is worth only a 1.754 assigned weight as shown above, with a
sero assigned weight for contractor's risk below the line.
--Nor has it been shown that the contractor's request for a 5%

fixed fee is an unreasonable one."

Enclosure (1) is returned approved with respect to the pre-
Degotiation position on costs-but disapproved with respect to
a fixed fee of 22A,~,. A higher fee is authorized."

- b. In reference (c)'you stated that the t1AVSHIP'S rationale for a
-P.25% was "insufficient as well as inconsistent to justify the negotiation
:.: position in accordance with the weighted guidelines set forth in ASPR,

Section 3.ft3". Please note that RAVWLAT has reviewed and approved prime
contracts for nuclear component work at levels of 2.295p or less for the

.past several years.

*6. In sum, NAVWTT'S contribution to the-negotiation and award of this
contract was:

a. A directive that NAVSHIPS pay a higher fixed fee than NAVSHIPS
considered appropriate,and higher than the supplier was willing to
accept.

.b. A recision of that directive. -

C. A delay of 20 days in obtaining a contract..

G-. RICKOVER
Deputy Contander for
Nutlear Propulsion

Copy to:
Assistant'Secretary of the Navy (Installations and Logistics)

*Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command
Divition of Contracts, HAVSHIPS
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DEPARTMENT OFT-IE NAVY
HEADQUARTERS NAVAL MATERIAL COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.t. 20360

.2 6. SEP 1968

.Yi=RA1DU4 FOR VICE ADMIRAL H. G. RICKOVER (NAVSHIPS-08)

S!bj: Westinghouse Electric Corporation Procurement for Nuclear
' * * Reactor Components . . . .

'.1. have' reviewed your letter of 11 September 1968. I believe it
appropriate to indicate that the material provided rmy staff on 27
August 1968 regarding the Westinghouse contract should have been set
forth in the pr6-negotiation clearance submitted by IIAVSHIPS. In
Eddition, if the "weighted guidelines" method of profit determination
was not considered app~ropriate, the basis could have been set forth
in the pre-negotiation clearance and a waiver requested to the appro--
priate ASPR provision.

* 2. I mention the above two points to indicate ev concern that in
our acquisition process there is required a mutual exchange of

*-Itforniation, such that our recent exchange of correspondence on
-'.this matter would be unnecessary. I hope that I may have your
personal support to the end that our staffs will freely review

* proposei contractual actions well in advance so that we can achieve
our mutual goals of rapid and-businesslike procurements of oiaximau

* benefit to the rlavy.

Copy to:
*A!S,-r[(It.D)

* .CO!SIVBHIPS

92-530 0 - 82 - 2
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*> > e DEPARTMENT OFTHE NAVY
i NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMIAAND . '

. ( JINX .WASHIING1 ON. D.C. 20360

______ - - . . . 0811-359

MEXORANDUMI FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

- - .Subj: Westinghouse Electric Corporation Procuerement of Nuclear Reactor
-Components

-1. Your memorandum of 26 September 1968 is the latest in the series of
. :-. * correspondence concerning the fixed fee paid to Westinghouse Electric

Corporation on a recent NAVSHIPS contract for nuclear reactor components.
Your memorandum implies that this problem arose because NAVSiIIPS rationale
for. paying proposed fixed fees was not properly documented. You asked
for my personal support so that proposed contractual actionswill be

. freely reviewed well in advance and mutual goals of rapid and business-
-. like procurement of maximum benefit to the Navy can be achieved.

2. Documentation has nothing to do with the issue I raised. The point
is, in my opinion, NAVHA.T procurement officials should not be directing
NEAVSiIPS to pay higher fees. -

3. My records indicatd your office has reviewed 27 contract actions
totaling about $449 million for work under my technical cognizance during

* the past four years. Al) these contracts provide for fixed fees of about
* * 2.28% or less. I do not think NHAVMAT approved these contracts ilthou:;

understanding the basis for these fixed fees. The nature of these contrtracis
* - has -been discussed in great detail on several occasions by the meahers

of our respective staffs; specifically, with Admiral Bierf. and h's eta
t
f

on August .4, 1964, with Admiral Howard.and his staff on July 10, )987,
and again with Captain Freeman and his staff on August 27, 1963. Othsr

- discussions have been held from time to time. In each case, the dncis-.cn
has been maede to proceed with the procurement as recomeanded byNAVS8TVS.

4. You can be sasured of my support in the future, just as in ther past,
in achieving rapid and businesselike procurement of mxis.um benefit to

* the Navy.

5. I trust this issue is now settled;.

H. G. RICKOVER
Deputy Comuander for

- - . Nuclear Propulsion

Copy to:
-Assistant Secrete..y of the l-vy (Instaliationr and Logistics)
Crwwrnider, Navel Shzip Systeris Cnr;tnd

* Division of Contracts, "NSKUSi -
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K> DEPARI1MENT OF THE NAVY
: NAVAL SHIP Y5STE!.s CO'."':.!AD

-13 Nov 1968

MINORANDUM FOR THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF TTE NAVY (INSTALLATIONS &
LOGISTICS)

Subj: Need for improvements in ship procurement practices

-_ncl: (1) Examples of Recent Procurements Recommended-by Shipbuilders
but Which Were Overpriced

1. The rising cost of naval ship construction has been a ratter of
considerable concern to the Navy. I believe that a large portion of the

--price increase in the Navy's shipbuilding programc results fo-on poor
contracting practices.

2. There is little or no real price co-,petition for shimbt''dn.g cont.racts
or for complex equipment that shipbuRilders buW Bo{Th'Th, fcr nrneei,
the Navy has awarded shipbuilding contracts, and shipbhilders h.-.ve a-;-- 1~i
subcontracts, on the basis of "adequate competition".

3. Early this year, ITvy procuremen; officials rceo ;.ended awx.a; lnp t;he
-015N 36-37 ship corstruction contract without negotiating b cause 'ey

considered the coispetition obtained froma two bidders rdesutt even though.
NAVSHIPS technical and project personnel found numerous indication:, that

-'he low bidder's price was excessive& Ulti-matoly, 1shASIPS obtained
permission to negotiate the price. Through negotiation:', th- low bidder's
base price was reduced by $27,000,000.

4. Enclosure (1) contains several recent erasples of shipbuilder pro-
curecment that indicate the inadequacy of the Navy's present procedcres for
ensuring reasonable prices for the Government u ier shipbuilding co:tra.ts.
These examples were discovered because I require, specific i:AVS'-IPS raview
and approval of reajor subcontracts for equipmnnt under m.y technical
cognizance. Normally, the Navy does not review subcontracts on a case-b`y-
ense basis. Instead, the "ary approvcs a shipbuilder's procurru,.t system
and then relies on the approved procurement systen to obtain reasonable
prices for the Government. From what I have seen, this procedure has not
been effective.

5. Because competition for xiajor ship construction contracts is limited,
--ship prices are influenced more by histonical costs than by competitive

market pressures. Since shipblbilders base their quotes on subsontractor
bids, the*y have little Incentive to nenotiate lower prices after tny
receive a contract. In the long run, hIgher cost bases will generate
higher profits, since profits are ge.rcrally established ae prreentazds of
estimated cost.
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6. I believe that the Navy should face up to the lack of true competition
in the shipbuilding industry and among the suppliers of shipboard equip-

*-ment. Competition in this field is the exception--not the rule.

7. I recommend that you initiate a review of shipbuilding procurement
practices, placing particular emphasis on the lack of true competition
available, both at the prime contract and subcontract levels and on the
depth- of contractor and government review being performed on these pro-
curements. If carried out effectively, such a review should lead to
improvements that could save the taxpayer many millions of dollars each

~_year. Pending completion of this review, I recommend that you requtre
specific Navy review and consent to all subcontracts in excess of $100,000
under cost reimbursement and incentive type contracts.

S. If I can be of further assistance, please let me know.

tG . RICXGV"R
- Deputy Commander for

Nuclear Propulsion

Copies to:
CM
COKNAVSHIPS
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Examples of Recent Procurements Recommended
by Shipbuilders But 'llich Were Overpriced

I. Main circulatin giea water pump procurement

On May 17, 1968, Shipbuilder A requested NAVSHIPS approval to procure main
circulating sea water pumps from the only bidder of seven companies solicited.

_.The proposed price for these pumps was $311,000--about $75,000 more than
Shipbuilder A paid in February 1967 for similar plumps used in construction
of another type ship and about $152,000 more than was paid for pumps bought
in 1964 for the same type shipK. Shipbuilder A recommended the $311,000 price

-as reasonable based on increased technical requirements and known price
escalation. le did not obtain and evaluate the suppliers' cost and pricing
data as required by Public Law 87-653.

NAVSHIPS disapproved the proposed subcontract and asked Shipbuilder A to
obtain_and_evaluate the supplier 's cost data to insure that the price was
reasonable. This data showed that the price of $311,000 would provide the
pump supplier a $4j,000 profit on direct labor costs of $4,707, subcontracts
and materials totaling $213,387, and other costs, including sales expense,
ii&A-Ihrrntar-bes-tota~lng150,694;- Based on the suppliers' cost data,
Shipbuilder A negotiated a price of $228,000 which was about the same price
paid for similar pumps purchased eighteen months earlier, The negotiated
reduction of about $85,000 consisted of a reduction in price, including profit,
of about $45,000 and a reduction'of about $40,000 in resolution of technical

--requirements. However, the reduced price still provided the pump supplier a
profit of about 10% on his total costs and about 45% on his "in-housp" costs.
Without special review by NAVSHIPS, Shipbuilder A would have placed this
order as a competitive deal and the cost to the Government would have been
$85,000, or about 35%, higher.

II. Motor Generator Set and Voltage Regulator Procurement

On 14 August 1968, Shipbuilder A requested NAVSHIPS approval to place a
firm price contract for motor generator sets and voltage regulators at a
price of $513,488, including $122,500 for the voltage regulators. The sup-
plier's cost breakdown indicated that the price of $122,500 for voltage
regulators incuded a 33% profit on cost--a profit two to three times higher
than would normally be paid under ASPR guidelines. In their submission to
NAVS1IIPS, Shipbuilder A stated this profit was considered reasonable since
the items were "high risk" and the profit had been negotiated downward from
* 46%.

NAVSHIPS disapproved the proposed procurement. Shipbuilder A was requested
to initiate an audit of the supplier's cost breakdown and negotiate a more
refsinable price. Shipbuilder A subsequently. advised NAVSHIPS that the
preliminary audit report indicated questions relative to laboe and material
man hours. However, Shipbuilder A recommiended placement at the price
originally offered by the supplier since the suppli'sr had indicated his total

Enclcsure (1)
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price was fi;mil ani oo0 subject to Zarthzr nzotziation. With respect to the
high profits, Shipbuilder A indicated that the supplier was submitting a
new cost brek,.down to show higher costs, lower profit and the same price.
On this basis, Shipbuilder A stated:

In view of the competitive nature of this procurement, our evaluation
of the reasonableness of the total price quoted and the urgent
necessity for early placement of the order, we recommend that the
Contracting Officer give' us his consent to procure these sets from. . .
at the total price of $518,488 as well as the stock components at a

total price of $161,409, without waiting for the revised cost break-'
down or the final audit report from MMAA. Attention is again called
to the (supplier's name) position that the total price for these sets
will not 'be reduced.

This procurement is still pending.

_ 1_Main Sea atgr Pump Prourement

Shipbuilder B recommended that NAVSHIPS consent to a $216,000 subcontract for
main sea water pumps for which there was only one source.

Initially, the supplier refused to provide the cost data required by Public
Law 87-653. NAVSHIPS insisted that Shipbuilder B obtain the required cost data.
Thd supplier finally acquiesced. A Government audit of the supplier's cost
'obeakdown showed the following:

(1) A 25% profit on his estimated costs.

(2) His cost estimate included $,34,000 of other costs the Government
auditor considered questionable. He had added a 23% factor to
material costs, factory labor, and factory overhead costs to
provide an allowance for possible defective po-rk. A 10% factor sa;

then added to each cost alemaent for possible cost increases during
the two-year period of contract performance. A 20% factor was then
applied to the total cost less general and administrative expenses
to compensate for the risks of Government inspection. The Govern-
ment auditor could not obtain data to support these maric-up factors.

(3) The price included a $p68,000 subcontract with another division of
Shipbuilder B's parent corporation. This firm declined to furnish
cost and prIcing data to the pump supplier, the shipbuilder or the
Government because the procurement was less than $100,000. Although
this procurement was less than $100,000, the Navy's aggregate
procurement of such motors froe this firm, either directly or as a
lower tier supplier, constitutes a very large sum since this firm is
the Navy's leading supplier of quiet pump motors.

Shipbuilder B has been told to continue ncgotiations in order to obtain a
more reasonable price and to obtain and provide data necessary to justify the
reasonableness of the price. This procirerrent is still pendtr.g.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
HEADQUARTERS NAVAL MATERIAL COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. 203oo

Z0 November 1968

MEMORANDUM FOR VICE ADMIRAL RICKOVER, USN

Subj: Ship Procurement Practices

Your memorandum of 13 November has been read with a great

deal of interest. As you indicate, the rising cost of ship construction

has been a matter of great concern to the Navy for some time. The

entire matter of SCN pricing is being covered by the SCN Pricing and

Cost Control Study Group headed up by Rear Admiral Sonenshein. As

a part of this study, procurement practices are being encompassed but

not to the degree suggested in your memorandum. I have therefore

discussed this subject in detail with Rear Admiral Sonenshein. Both he

and Admiral Galantin agree that consideration should be given to

broadening the efforts of the Study Group to effectively encompass

certain aspects of procurement practices, especially the sub-contract

structure.

I also enlist your active support in providing any data requested

by the SCN Pricing and Cost Control Study Group to support its study

effort, as it mav pertain to nuclear propulsion components beirnpz9p-

cured for the Navy shipbuilding program. To this end, the designation

of a member diyo1yr gaff as a focal point for such liaison would be

appreciated.

Thank you for your suggestion.

BA&HILLITO
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY
/NS/TAL5ATIOtS AND LOGISTICS

WASI4INGOTKf DL 20360p Z5 November 1968

MEMORANDUM FOR VICE ADMIRAL RICKOVER, USN

Subj: Ship Procurement Practices

Reference is made to my memo of 20 November 1968 and our
telephone conversation of this date relative to this subject.
Apparently there has been some misunderstanding relative to
the intent of my memo. I am primarily concerned with the
SCN Pricing and Cost Control Study Group encompassing
ship procurement practices in their study efforts rather than
starting an additional review effort. While it is not necessary
that their be participation from your organization I would like
to hope that the study group can call on your organization for
assistance and advice as necessary in order to make their
efforts as meaningful as possible.

BARRYJ. SHILLITO
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20300 r!t to

Ser 08N - 1701
February 12, 1969

ME2ORANDUN FOR THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (INSTALLATIONS & LOGISTICS)

Subj: SSN685 - Electric Drive Submarine - Procurement of Main Sea Water Pumps

ReT: (a) NAVSHIPS memorandum ser 08H-370 dtd 13 Nov 1968
(b) ASN (I&L) memorandum dtd 20 Nov 1968

1. In reference (a), I advised the Assistant Secretary of the Navy for
Installations and Logistics that I believed a large portion of the price
increase in the Navy's shipbuilding program resulted from poor contracting
practices. I described several recent examples of shipbuilder procurements
that indicated the inadequacy of the Navy's present procedures for ensuring
reasonable prices for the Government under shipbuilding contracts. In reference
(b), Assistant Secretary Shillito said that my memorandum to his, reference
(a), had been read with a great deal of interest. He said the entire matter of
SCN pricing was being covered by a study headed up by Rear Admiral Sonenshein.

2. One of the examples given in reference (a) was the Drocurement of the
main sea wat'-""""" r. t0h C' ^tri : Drive Subs .' -I IeDh'C6C). The sole
source pump supplier initially refused to provide the cost data required by
Public Law 87-653, yet the shipbuilder recommended NAVSHIPS consent to
placing the order. I insisted that the shipbuilder obtain the cost data;

.this data showed that the price included excessive costs, unwarranted cost
contingencies, and an excessive profit percentage on these excessive costs.
I told the shipbuilder to continue negotiations in order to obtain a more reason-
able price. The details are given in reference (a).

3. The initial price from the pump supplier was $262,340. During initial
negotiations the shipbuilder obtained a price of $216,000 and recommended
that NAVSHIPS consent to placing the order at this price. Following my
insistence that cost data be obtained and further negotiations be conducted,
the shipbuilder obtained a price of $176,800. The shipbuilder has advised
NAVSHIPS that although this price is still too high it is the best he can
obtain. The shipbuilder has recommended that NAVSHIPS consent to placing the
order at this price.

4. The latest proposed price of $176,800 is still more than these pumps
should cost. A large part of the unwarranted cost contigencies identified
when the cost data was first submitted is still included in the price. As
a result, the potential for excessive profit remains. However, we cannot delay
further in placing this order. Negotiations have already been underway for
more then a year end the order r.unt now be placed so thet late delivery of
those pumps does not delay delivery of the Electric Drive Submarine itself.
I have no choice but to agree to order placement at a price of £176,600.
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Subj: SSN 685 - Electric Drive Submarine - Procurement of Main Sea Water Pumps

5. In reference (a), I made specific recommendations for improvements in
ship procurement practices. I know of no action which has been taken to
implement my recommendations. The latest developments on this procure-
ment of the main sea water pumps for the Electric Drive Submarine is a
further example of the need for action. I strongly urge you give this
matter your personal attention.

H. G. RICKOVER

Copy to:
CNM
COMNAVSHIPS
NAVSHIPS 02
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DEPARTMENT or THE NAVY
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20350

@ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~17 lR1969

MEMORANDUM FOR VICE ADMIRAL H. G. RICKOVER

Subj: Ship Procurement Practices

1. This is in response to your memorandum of February 12, 1969,
regarding procurement of components for the Electric Drive Submarine.
I am pleased to note that your efforts, and those of the Naval Ship
Systems Command, have resulted in substantial reduction of the price
proposed for the main sea water pumps. I am concerned, as you are,
that maximum attention is paid to the subcontract area in our procurement
process.

2. You also indicated that you knew of no action which had been taken to
implement recommendations you had previously made with respect to
ship procurement practices. However, as indicated in Mr. Shillito's
memorandum of Z0 November .1968, the matter of a subcontract structure
in ship procurement has been incorporated as part of the study being con-
ducted by the SCN Pricing and Cost Control Study Group, headed by Rear
Admiral Sonenshein. The results of the subcontract review efforts to
date indicate that there are several areas where improvements can be
made. I had hoped to be more specific in my response by now but believe
it appropriate that the entire study and all its conclusions be reviewed so
that coordinated action may be taken on the recommendations. I look
forward to an opportunity to discuss this study with you as soon as it has
been completed.

3. Your continued interest is appreciated. As noted above. I want to discwss
this matter in some detail with you. I would ask also for the cooperation of
your staff in assisting in the study efforts underway in the Naval Material
organization.

Copy to: Sanders

CNM Lustalt Secretary of the Navy
COMNAVSHIPSYSCOM ( rtaltionsand Logistics5
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DSPARTYMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20360 -W REPLY RKr TO

08H-1324
28 March 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY FOR INSTIALLATIONS &
LOGISTICS (I&L)

Subj: SSN685--Electric Drive Submarine--Procurement of Main Sea Water
Pumps

1. My memorandum to you of February 12, 1969, summarized problems I am
encountering in procuring the main sea water pumps for the Electric Drive
Submarine. I sent you that memorandum as a first hand example of the Navy
being forced to pay excessive prices because of inadequacies in present
ship procurement practices.

2. In response, your memorandum dated March 17, 1969, stated that you went
to discuss this matter with me in some detail, but after the Naval Material
Command has completed a study of SCN pricing and cost control since the Naval
Material Command study group had also found areas of subcontracting where
improvements could be made. You requested the cooperation of my staff in
assisting the study efforts underway in the Naval Material Command.

3. The procurement of main sea water Dumps for the Electric Drive Submarine
is an excellent example of why Navy ships cost more than they should. As
pointed out in my previous memoranda on this procurement:

a. NAVSHIPS estimated these pumps should cost about $110,000 based on
a previous procurement of the same design pump.

b. The sole-source pump supplier initially quoted a price of $262,340.

c. The shipbuilder conducted negotiations with the pump supplier; the
price was reduced to $226,000.

d. NAVSHIS did not accept this price and required the shipbuilder to
obtain and evaluate the pump supp'ier's cost data; the price was further
reduced to ^'76,800.

4. This is a low risk job for the pump supplier. The pump castings, which
were the high risk items on previou, procurements of this design pump, will
be provided by the shipbuilder. I:n addition, the pump supplier has added
a 23 percent contingency factor, which NAVSHPS considers unwarranted, to his
estimated costs to compensate for the risks of Government inspsction.. The
motor, which is 45 percent of the supnlier's basic estimated cost, is to be
subcontrntofr n'n E firm-fixed-price basis. The motor subcontrau:. is with
another division of the shipbuilder's parent corporation.
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08H-1324

5. Despite the low risk, the current price of $176,800 provides substantial
profit to all contractors involved. The pump supplier has added a 20 percent
profit to his total estimated costs, which includethe cost of the
subcontracted motor. If the contingency for Government inspection, as
explained in paragraph 3 above, does not materialize, the pump supplier
could realize a profit of more than 40 percent. The shipbuilder's parent
corporation gets a double profit in this procurement--a profit on the
price paid for the pumps under the shipbuilding contract and, in the $176,800
pump price, an additional profit paid to the division that sells the motors
to the pump supplier.

6. My experience is that procurements such as this are commonplace under
shipbuilding contracts. Competition is generally limited, yet shipbuilders
seldom negotiate or effectively analyze supplier costs. TheJ grb_-in-
Lgeotiktions Act his not been properly implemented by shipbuilders. Fre-
quently, the subcontracts provide much higher profits than can be justified
under the Department of Defense weighted guidelines method of profit
computation./ I believe this situation is evident without the necessity of
a Naval Material Command study. The Navy can and should take prompt action
to correct these deficiencies.

7. In view of your request that I cooperate with the Chief of Naval Material
in this matter, I request, by copy of this letter, any assistance he can
provide with respect to the procurement of these main sea water pumps for
the Electric Drive Submarine. The order must be placed without delay so
that the ship delivery schedule will not be delayed.

8. The problem facing the Navy in its ship procurement practices is an
urgent one and leads to higher costs than necessary. Recent public state-
ments by the Secretary of Defense indicate his dissatisfaction with the
Navy's management of its shipbuilding programs and with the delays and cost
increases of these programs. Various Congressional committees have also
indicated that an investigation of the high price of Navy ships is in
order. The Navy shipbuilding programs may be curtailed if shipbuilder
procurement practices are not improved promptly and substantially.

9. I believe the matter is of sufficient importance to warrant your
personal attention and direction.

9. t. RICK E-R'-
Deputy Command for
Nuclear Propulsion

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
HEADQUARTERS NAVAL MATERIAL COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20360
MAT 02: RF

-M.- AYU 69

))ORA2W FMR V ICA DMRAL E. 0. RICVYR, UWN

Subj: Electric Drive Submarine - Procurement of Main Sea Water Pam$

1. I regret the delay in arriving at a resolution of the problem'
discussed in your memorandum of March 1969.

2. The mubcontractor has agreed to provide a certified 'after the
fact' cost of the procurement of subject pusas. Re has also agreed-
to refund to the Government any costs which are less than those cer-
tified in his submission prior to contract. The later submission
vili be certified in accordance with PL87-653.

3. The contractor would not agree to * lesser profit rate on the sub-
contract. The matter of profits on the aotor purchased from a division
of the prime contractor will be the subject of discussions and nego-
tiations with the prime at the time of settlement of the basic contract.

4. Although this resolution is not a completely satisfactory one, the
agreement for "after the fact" cost information, the substantial de-
crease in price negotiated prior to your request for mW assistance,
A the stated urgency of the procurement are considered sufficient

bases for granting consent to this subcontract.

I GAI.An, r
Aidiral, USN

Copy to: Chie Of f aval Material
ASN(ILL)
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAtgJO1.i.3 w}!' -WASHINGTON, D. C. 20360 04 REPLY REFER TO

X a 0~~~~~~~~~~~~~8h7 Ser 1337

- 'Q S APR I96Y

MREMORANDUMr FOR THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (INSTALLATIONS & LOGISTICS)

Via: (1) Commander, Naval Ship Systems Connmand
(2) Chief of.Naval Material

Subj: Review of Controls over Construction Costs of Nuelear-Pcewred Ships
at Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company

Endl: (1) NAVSHIPS 03 Trip Report dtd 25 April 1969

1. The NJaval. Ship Systems Command is presently involved in three long term.
nuclear shipbuilding pregrarns at the Ne-rporb Ne'as Shipbuilding and Dry Dock
Company (New-.port News). These programs are expected to result in negotiated
contracts for a 3arge amount of Naval. nuclear ship construction work. over the
next several years. Newport Newrs is presently constructing two nuclear-
powered guided missile frigates, DlGN's 36 and 37, under a fixed-price incentive
eontract. In addition, under letter contracts, Newport News is buildi ng a
nuclear-powered attack aircraft carrier, NIMITZ (CVAIT 68), procuring long
leadtime coejoonents for a second NI'2TZ class aircraft casiier, CVAN 69, and
procuring long leadtime components for a high-speedl ruclear attack submarine
(SSN 688). Since the Government bears nearly all the risk of cost overruns
under these contracts, I recently had two of my representatives conduct a
limited review to find out how Eewport 'News eontrols shipbuilding costs on
Navy contracts. A report covering this review is attached as enclosure (i).

2. This enclosure indicates the following deficiencies in contrcls over ship-
building costs at Newport News:

a. Cost Centro. The present Newport News cost control system cannot
be relied upon to control costs adequately under Navy shipbuilding contracts.
A recent Newport News internal report stated "there is evidence of Aiidespread
mischarging of costs." There seems to be no comprchensive system of laobor
checkes to ensure that work is charged properly. These deficioncies axe
impe'rtant, particularly in connection with cost-type contracts, fixed-price-.
incentive contracts, and letter contracts. The Governaent bears most if not
all the risk of cost overruns under these types of contracts. Ne-w.port News
management acknowledged that their present cost control system is deficient
and indicated that this probleu had been recognized as early as l,66. Never-
theless, Newport Ne:;s has not yet established an effective cost control. system
for naval ship construction. Enclosuve (1) indicates that imulementation of
an improved cost control system for CVAS 68 and DPlAN's 36 and 37 has been
deferred until 1970. Mean..hile, construction of these ships and, work under
other Navy contracts where the Government bears the risk o' cost overruns
are proceeding without effective cost controi;s.
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b. Procurement Practices. The Newport New's procurement system cannot
be relied upon to obtain minimum prices for material and equipment. Newport
News tends to use competitive procurement procedures in noncompetitive
situations. For example, Newport Nevis recently submitted for NAVSHIPS o8
technical review sole source procurements totaling $1.7 million for which
they had not obtained and evaluated supplier cost and pricing data in
accordance wfith requirements of the Truth-in-Uegotiations Act (PL 87-653).
As a result of the NAVSHIPS o8 review, Newport News was required to obtain
the necessary data. After obtaining cost and pricing data, the company
was able to negotiate price reductions totaling $230,000 on these procure-
ments--13% less than the original prices it had recommended and which were
forwarded without any recommendation by the Supervisor of Shipbuilding.
Enclosure (1) indicates that Newport News is still not obtaining and using
,supplier cost and pricing data in all cases where this is required by
current Department of Defense procurement regulations.

c. Navy Review of Newoort News Procurements. The Navy's procedures
-- for reviewing- Ne-.fpcrt Thews- ptocurements have been ineffective. Even though

materials and equipment account for about 40 percent of the costs of a ships
.building contract, the Navy does not review individual subcontracts, regard-
- ess of dollar amount or degree of competition. Instead, about once a year,
the Navy reviews the Ndwport News procurement system and based upon these
reviews, has invariably authorized Newport News to place subcontracts without
specific Government review and approval of individual subcontracts.

In November, 1968, a special Naval Ship Systems Com-and audit team
reviewed the Newport News procurement system and concluded:

The contractor's procurement system is adequate, affords
-maximum protection of the Government's interests and assures
procurement of materials at the lowlest price consistent with
-uality and required delivery schedules. -- (-underlining sine)

try experience, to the contrary, is that the Newport News procurement system
cannot be relied upon to obtain minimum prices for material and equipment.'

-tCohsidering the deficiencies found in recent months, I consider that>Govern-
ment review of individual subcontracts is essential if the Navy is not to be
charged considerably higher costs than waarrnnted for equipment and material.

d. n Prcin and Administration of Change Orders. Neither Newport News
nor the Government is presently able to deteridne the-actual cost of changed
work on ship construction contracts. Change orders have generally been found
to increase shipbuilding contracts by 12 to 16 percent. Yet there is no way

- of verifying whether change orders have been over-priced. This is so because
-there is no record of actual costs for the work required to accomplish the

changes. Further,as much as two-thirds of the estimated cost of a change is
composed of standard "add-on" factors such as supervision, overtime, and general
and service labor although it may not be proper to charge all of these "add-ons"
to every change.

C
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e. Internal Audits and ADpraisals. Newport News does not appear to have
a centralized program for systematic examination and appraisal of its internal
operations. Their internal auditors seem to' be concerned primarily with
financial type auditing such as payroll accuracy verification, rather than
with the efficiency of shipyard operations or effectiveness of cost control
procedures. '

3. Competition for nuclear-powered ship construction contracts is limited
and in many cases non-existent. Since profits on shipbuilding contracts are
computed as a percentage of costs, high shipbuilder costs result in higher
profits in the long run. Under these circumstances the Navy cannot, in my
opinion, afford to rely on shipbuilders to reduce ship construction costs.

4. Government contracts account for about 80 to 85 percent of the total work
at Newport News. Since 1962, Neaport News has received over $1.2 billion in'
Navy prime contracts. From my experience and as confirmed by the findings in
enclosure (1), it appears that Newport News management, the Supervisor of
Shipbuilding, and the Defense Contract Audit Agency have not taken adequate
action to protect the U. S. Government against higher than necessary costs.

5. In view of the large value of Navy shipbuilding contracts at Newport News,
I consider that as a minimum the following action should be taken:

a. Newport News should not be permitted to delay until 1970 implementation
of effective cost controls for construction of DIGN's 36 and 37 end cVAN 68 end
for other contracts where the Government bears the risk of cost overruns. Fur-
ther, Newrport Neus should be required to establish an effective system to insure
that charges for naval ship construction work are valid enld accurate.

b. The Navy should review each major purchase order over $100,000 and
smaller orders on a spot check basis prior to order placement to insure that
prices are reasonable and that Newport News is complying in all respects with
the requirements of the Truth-in-Negotiations Act.

c. The Navy should require Newport News to maintain records of actual
costs of work to accomplish change orders, particularly in situations where
the change must be accomplished before a final change order price can be
negotiated. Newport News bhould also be'required to keep cost records which
adequately support the reasonableness of pricing factors used in estimating
the cost of changedE work.

d. The Navy should require Neqiort News to establish an effective program
of internal reviews and appraisals of its operations. The Supervisor of
Shipbuilding should be required to review and monitor this program. In addition,
the Supervisor should establish his oan independent program of formal appraisals
of Newport News operations that affect prices of Navy contracts.

6. The connitinns AdRcribed in the attach.cd roport should be of serious concern
to the Navy. These problems are not unique to Newport News. If reviews similar

92-530 0 - 82 - 3
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to this limited review at Newport News were conducted at other shipyards,
the findings would be substantially the same.

7. It is becoming more difficult for the Navy to obtain authorizations for
the ships it needs in view of the criticism by the Secretary of Defense and
various Congressional committees over the constantly increasing costs of
constructing naval warships. They have made repeated statements expressing
dissatisfaction with the Navy's management of its shipbuilding programs and
the resultant delays and cost increases. I am concerned that unless immediate
steps are taken to improve control of shipbuilding costs, authorization of
,needed Navy ships will be curtailed.

G. RICYKOVER
Deputy Commander
for Nuclear Propulsion

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations & Logistics)
Chief of Naval Material
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I an concerned that a reeoraidun containing such inaccuracics could be
* presented to you for consideration. For this reason I consider it necessary

to add siy co-smcents to those of Adm-iirals Fahy and Lucy. The fact that l'r. Rule
did not take the tim-e to ascertain all of the facts before writing, to you

* has required eany senior officers and civilians to divert many hours to
preparing mmr.r.r;mdu to you to correct the inaccuracies in his state:rents.
I know.r of three Admirals, three Ceptafcine who are Ship Acquisition Project
Manua^ers, and six senior civilians who have had to spend a collective total
of sore than 2G0 hours preparing, coordinating, and processing' these mrcoawada
through the chain of colrnud. This effort hial to be diverted frorm urgent
Navy shipbuilding pro3rams; there is simply no wzay to measure the adverse
impact of such use of top flavy talent. - I

Unfort-.Uiately, -this is not.-the first tia- r-iy efforts and thbsc of ry senior
people have been devote-d to correcting statements settle by lir. Rule.

For ydars 1-r. Rule has tric to change riy method of con.tra'cting for nuclear
propulsion pleat ccrponents -- a method which has proveit to be successiful for
-any year6. 1iy people have had to spend much time expla-ri upg why I r. Rule's

proposals cwre not In the best intcrests of the Gioverny;ent.-

As you know, AVSERPS p].aces cost-pIus-fix'ed--fcc (c:P;' prisre contracts w1ith
Gccreal. Electric and Westinug1houae to develop and furnish specific t-,ped; of
nuclear plants. The ce.t-ponents for these pl :nts are then procu-rcd from
iwluestry by these two price cctLractatc:'s by scans of coa!petitive fixed prie.c'
type snbcerotracts. Each of thee subcortracta receivs deta:? c.s technical
and contractual reviCe by TiWSrflS. This p.oczedure has been fo11.o.cif since':
the beginning of the nuclcar propulslon proepsem lend has pyoven effective
and econo-ical in obtaining the cerponents we necd far safe cau reliable
operation of naval nuclear propulsion plants.

Notwithstanling this record, 2-ir. Rutle in 1963 asked NVSlHIPS to change
this ioethcd of contracting for nuclear coanone te. The reason he gava was
that the Departr -ent of Defense desired to reduce tha dollar vol .u-c of CPTF
contracts. lie rcequested that 1'-VSII.'S use a contract s6hc-.. he had deviscd;
this woul]d ihe; t decrease in CPu contract maouant by using3, in effect, two -
contracts for each prime contractor -- a CPPF contr:act with the priTe
contractor for the prime contractor's oan work, and a fixed price coni1ract
for all fixed price co.iponent subcontracts. Mr. Ilules'schnoee would enable
the Navy to c.ein a "savilng" of 25 cents on evEry dollar in the fixed price
contract, since guidelines for measuring "savings" in the Dc-part-ent of

*Defense cost reduct' on progrcn a-1].o25,; of the dollar velu-e of all fixerl
price contracts converted from: cost-plus-fixedt-fec contracts to be reportcd
as "saving;s.'

hAVS]IIi'S opposed this change since there would be no actual charge in the
amuoat of vork being, done on a fie.t price basin; since the actual coats
of dmwinesrfng t-o prire cont-ets or r. tao-part contyract Tif^icbe of

2
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one contract would be hignhcr; and since there was lno reel benefit to the

Govcrnment from the proposerd sche.-e. After considerahle tine and efrort
by nyself, myW staff end senior officials in the Bureau of Ships and the

Office of lievel Mlatcrial over a period of maonths, thc Vice Chief of Naval

Material in 1.963 Agreed that ill the circumstances vvy method of contracting
vas appropriate and should be continued.

Despi te the 1963 decision or the Vice Chief of Havel l4aterial, Kr. Rule,
in July 1961, again raised this iesue. At that time, without.consultin_
me, he disapproved a proposed Burecu of Ships primie contrutct for nuclear

conmponents. Again hc proposed his "two conttract" schemle which would shov
an apparent recluction in the mractount of CPV' contracting. Atain it required

raich tiine and effort of n-yel)f, sty staff, as vel.l aS top level personnel in:
the orfice of NIaval Material to resolve this issue. Bccause or Mr. Rule's

continued iloisience it finally becarie necessary for the Chief of Waval
Material hirusclf to review the issues invo) ved. Follozinra his revi ew he

* concurred that rst.y method of conwtracting wa appropriate in the circ .stances.

lie directcd that he be informecl iraedtliately if further contract clearance
actio!;s by the Office of haval Material would delay procurem.nvits for the
naval. 'nuclear propulsion pro;rart.

Mr. Rule, hozever, did riot let thc rnatter rest there. In a speech Livell

on 3 Iny 1967 before the l1ava) Research Advisory Coarmittee he rcc: e'rm!eded,
asnougt other thius, that Project -ihulnaers, Sys te.'s C f:La.ers, etc, shold:
be precluded romi "dictating types of contracts, by rcCtuiring all directives

rclting to type of contract to be revicied and approved, prior to issuan-c
by ClI.!L" 'To support his rccotveridation he stated:.

"Admiral Ri ckover, for exailteIe, will not rEaOze an incentive or
fixed price contract -- oly CPiFF. Adrmiral Smith vi].]. not tr!!ae a
fixed pri~cc.eontract."

His statcin-:t was inaccurate, as Veri othcr statements in his speech.,
As ha should know,0 for over 20 years I have insist-d that nuclear coeponeants
be procured o:-der fixed price t.,ype contracts and subcontracts.

Shortly after thiss speech, lE) HilHoard, your then D1cpdty fo - Procureaent,
arranged a reeting acong Mr. Riule, RADII Smiith, AI'ON Jones, ry repeesciltt-tive,
and others, to leie.: lMr. Rule's statesents. At the conle)usionl ef this
mneeting, iRAD': leusrd stated that I>-. Rule's atetaemoants reflected poor
Judgpeent concerning3 the mrtiers covered-in his spmcch.

. In vieaJ of thies long backgroonrd, I do not underatarid whry Mr. Rule rade
the statcetent in his 1.8 June 1969 6 e0;orendu0:

"It is notc. tnat . . . General Electric is the sole source for
the nuclear propnlsicn plants for both cl.asscs of htips (DJ.G.; Mid RYO

despite thc nillions we have cxeI-A.c1i to rmaintain two contractors
(Gencral lEcctric andi tldeti'leusa) in e the reator buiinasa."

.3
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As Adsiiral. Fahy pointed out.in referenrce (d):

'''T. "The Navy has not spcli:t ri.l ions to maintain ts-o conttractors in thereactor business. The 1avy pl]ece prie dontracts *ith General Eleet-icad WestinEhouse to develop anld furilish specific types of reactor- plants,* the coaponrents of'o viihich arc proens-ed coocictitively from industry. TheDXGN anid the 1)I.I: utilize the sane reactor plant vhich vse GesiuciS by* General Nlectrie. Since the cmiponeits for thie nuclcar reactor planitsfor both types of' ship ere identiceal, it is rore e ficicnt and ecolo:nical
to procure them throug;h the sane prior' contractor."

I could add monse to this sueruorrar by diseiunsing other instances x'here,
In order to protect the in;.erests o:^ the Gc'verrament, great i-counts ofny tierre aee th: of ry senlor 'People have bean consu-redJ.c becausC of 1r. Rulc'sactions in r atter s under ry co,,ni-snae. For eaer-p3.e, in1'.96.;7 i-nd 1968
he de3layeil a no'crber' of contra.cts for nurzl car cor'on!ents becaus-e lie considseredthat thr fixicd fee2: to thr ncatra-etof-spr posd by 1_X'Stilt'S ee too lox!.You vill rrCrT ibor the exeh-urgee of e(r,'espo:-xdere e ntitt Ld by 1ir. Rule in1928 vherk her di a-oprovs'd placing; ono of ti-ca-- primre e'cntriets. in this esce'be CO! t55Cere t hat ILAVShPS should pay a bjgher 'ee to the contrae.tc-:f t:anNAVSiltiis o cickri. nde repiac:c-lte --- a fee t'he contrac'tr hid accentleld onsiricjir o,'-ncto in the pt. Ycou ill rccr;ll that T reclu-t-;utly tagretto inr'reasae the fi xre fee by t niimetel itn oc;ter to avcid fuether dIel.ey ina $,50 1i1llion prl:oz couiitP-nct. This ecchi-noe of o:i'o.po-.3ue -- the
"nickl3. I cttcren" - is coi.t olned p0 :ges 9 throuri 59 c:.' t ie let
Economicr CO. AU-tt- li-aricings oc t. 2,l tcoio i'cra of t 1 .u'u-ry i's'oew:coa, It 2,Nove^:er~ 3).i 1958.9
I .

- , -

,r 3. 
. .

5

You .--:y recall- t' i o:ue rao2ntion-d 1by Ark) rrz.l Patty ini re ircence (; ) co ne mithe opposi.ti1 on i'f 1-. Rlie's officer to th_ niaiot-tioV ofn E a con-tract vithRe orpo-;t i~e.-s for the n un3ea r-p oe-red fr ig e.t e DD i'sa 36 a.l 37. ,)lie. Ru) c'soffiei N'nccl to de col o re th c bid s re ce-iv roci i e.pO st No'- va:s z.±r-i Gc m -a, .
Dynai:1i5cs to be coc- petitive, end to oer] teiC cntracet to ttI 1qJ bd er -1: epor t Nc-cs *.- bu: .ithou; n ej otiit:ions. i..AVSJP .03 concil i-ed t!-e bids toohigh and desirce to ne-otiate with HcriGr -s i order to obtain a lo. Ce
price, .Ultimrately it c-j'.r c] your' aisio-ion, the rd-ec-a'rendati 00of 14-. Rile's office, to 'eArVSt 1A '.,'1FS to-1. i'otiatc iith Pe;$o't l ews. Asa result of thc-c negoti ations the Navy iarn able to obtain a substantial . .reduction in tbe, prJ c . of thc , so hipS ?. hiev r-r, thc e Ti.'j\', 1PS r cpre n it:titi. i-sspeiit rose tire in cm-a'epr-sr approovci fro- t thaVie Nanal Nitaeait. Ca" rrl tonefro tii. tc i: jth H-zeort I "e:s th e'they spent inl g&-ttieldg te.vpo het to agre e
to l3:ver their pr:.c .

Fre e'TX ro~y ex eei 'le:^ e ^. ai t' ;:r. 'lule, it ap pe ars h a do-. s io t ia; ders tord all. thatis invo Ive in Oprozunring c tcrec tori a2 eel entt. ?I; at-S to:-'ats irndli ca'W
that Projqqnt - - 'Sy;tea:s c'.:- al r con or should reŽddiy adadpt t-eir
pro,,i-oa:gres and teed:aci:l n- soa,;cimftt to the typ te of contract to- i neistt aon'.

I-;r . RulJ.e h3 s frcl-e nr "1-y -iwci-3 co:tra ot -3:-;uS a e lntcmx- to rlave and e ar
p r o p i s io c. :. i - --- I '' *y ti : s a s i6 s - r u i a s c c 1 n i t 1: e .- i o : 1 - . -
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rearing its head. Thesc issucs take ue considerable titse and efort--

tinec and effort t'hieh ve neat to devote to.our tenhnS cel Vor1". Invariably,

after these contract issues have been aired, Mr. Eule has beet! shoan to be

incorrect.

The issue facing te is sty increasing inability to carry out mys assigned

responsibilities becaousc of un.:arrsntea interfercnccs by those ;:ho do not

share or contribute to getting the job done -- but have the authority to

interfere at their volition. You nust realize that the siteation cldscribzd

in this mtetranSlubt is ore of the excrples of "over rmanage_:i-2nt" in the

Department of DA'fense about wtich I have testifiecl many tircs. You nust

recognize the deleterious effect it is having on the l4av-y.

It is irtortant that this intolerably inefficient situation be rerntdied as

Saon D s possible. I thereforc request that you reassign 'es'jorsibilities

tithi n your office so t'sat lr. Rule no longer has reica or approval

authori)ty over ccntract^s involvint'g tnpval nu-lear propellss)on vork.

. . . .~~~~/ .,,

Danuly Caa..i'inder for
-uclear Propul.sion

Copy to:
Coe~lr~ncedr, );av'l. Shi-) Systemis

Cor:mi antd
Projet Mnnger, ST.' 3C& endU iater

DCsign SSi Sehap...ritc Project (PM 13)
Director, Strategic Systcms Projects Office
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_____ DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMIMAND

WASH4INGTON. OC. RO1S0 - ".. , 10

08M-1103

15 JUL 1969

From: Comander, lnaval Ship Cystems Comand
'o: 1!stribution

iub4: Technical Correspondence and Documents Exchanged Between Shipbuildere
and the 7overiment Regarding Work Under the Techniceil Cognizance
of WiA3H1'2 (0o) in Ships Under Construction; Contractual status of

1. RAWSHIPS shipbuilding and design contracts provide for a considerable
day-to-day interchange of technical correspondence between shipyards andthe goverrnmert or its deaign agents concerning matters under the technical
cognizance of NAVSHIPS (OS . For example:

a. Shipbuilders frequently s.bmit proposed plan, technical manual,
procedure and specification changes, and other technical correspondence toNti.-iRIPS (OR) and other goverrment activities, reactor plant prime contractors,
or the lead reactor plent design yard for action.

b. Lead reactor plant design vards submit many plans, documents, andot:,er technical correspondence to IAVSHIPS (08) and other goveremient
activities for act ion.

c. ShipbuildIng contracts specify that working plans, technical manuals,test. procedures, and other design data for construction and testing of thereactor plants in nuclear powered ships will be furnished to the shipbuilder
and are to be uspd without deviation. Reactor plant prime contractors, leadren-tor plant deeign yards, and ether activities furnish such design data,
te.hrnical documer,4 - and revisions thereto directly to shipbuilders.

:P. Iestai data aid technical docuients furnished to the shipbuilder andtaehni1,,l replies to shipyard correspondence relating thereto are not intendedto awithorlze contract change' and atre not intended to require a contractor to takeaction rot already within the scope of his contract. In some cases,Bhipbuilders have Considered auch technical correspondence as authorizing
contract changes. For this reason RAVSHIPS considers that additional stepsare necessary to ensure that there are no fut'jre misunderstandings concerningtle contractual statas of technical correspondence and other technical dcocumentsnxchan.ed 'e'veeen st.ipbuilders and the Governmeent or Its design sgents
conterr.1in matt-rs under the technical cognizance of 3AVCflPPS (t.
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3. The following action in requested:

a. Shipbuilders

() Technical Correspondence to Government Activities. Reactor Plant
Prime Contrtctors. or Lead Reactor Plant Design Yards - Shipbuilders are
requested to include the following statement in all such correspondence
concerning matters under the technical cognizance of RAVSHIPS (08):

"The work that vo ld result from approval of this submittal
la within the scope of contract (a) (Insert appropriate
contract numbers), and no change In the contrect delivery
or completion date or the current negotiated price or amount
of zry government contract with (Insert name of shipbuilder)
is required."

If the above statecent cannot be included in the submittal, the correspondence
elould be addressed to 10VUH--(08)via the cognizant Supervisor of Shipbuilding,
citing tte circumstances involved, the shipbuilder's estimate -f the additional
costs ir. olved, the effect on ship delivery, and any alternate contractual
arragemernts considered necessary.

The above requirement does not apply to repairs or modifications to government-
furnished reactor plant equipment. Repairs or modifications to government-
furnished reactor plant equipment should continue to be handled in accordance
with existirg instructions.

(2) Reactor Plant Design Deta and Technical Documents Ftrnished to
'hi builders - Design data, technical documents, and revisions thereto fiurnished
to eipbuildere by reactor plant prime contractors, lead reactor plant design
yards, ard other activities are Issued on the basis that no chan&u in the current
negotiated price or amount, or contract delivery or completion date of any
contrAct is involved. If the shipbuilder considere that the use of ary such
deeign data, techrsieal documents, or revIsions thereto requires a contract
change, he ehall not proceed with work affected by such desirg data or technical
documents, but should praoptly, and in any event within 20 unys of receipt of
such design data or technical documents, notify NAVSH(08).n writing via the
Supervisor of Shiphiiilding of the facts and hle reasons for considering that
a contract ' hange is required. However, in emergencies where:

(a) the circumstances do not allow sufficient time to notify
NAIFSHIPS (0e)of the facts prior to the need to proceed with the
work; and,

(b) the work must proceed to avoid hazarde to personrel or facilities
or to avoid additional cost to the Government,

the shipbuilder may proceed with work in accordance with the design data or
technical document furnished. In suich cases, the shipbuilder should notify
HAVsHtp3(oAl)via the Supervisor of Shtpbuilding as soon as possible, and in any
event within 7 days, of his reasons for considering that a corntr-ct change is
r-eded and the nature of the esergei.cy which iequired his proceeding prior to
r otificetton of NA StlUPS (0';
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b. Lead Reactor Plant Design Yards

(1) LePd r.actor plant desigu yards are requested to include the

statnement In paragraph 3.a.(l) above in future technical correspondence to
NAVS5IIPS(o8)or other goverr.ent activities. The stateaent should apply
to both design work under design contracts and construction work under
applicable shipbuilding contracts held by the shipyard. Where desigr. or
construction work proposed is not considered within the scope of applicable
contracts, the correspondence should identify the estimated coet to porform
'he desigr. or construction work involved, the effect on ship delivery, and

iny contractual arrangements considered necessary. In such casers, the ship-
builder is not authorized to perform design or construction work that is
considered to be outside the scope of the contract until appropriate
contractual arrangements are made.

4. The antionc requested by this letter should be placed into effect
eyp-dit iuoly. ShLpbuilders and lead reactor plant design yards are requested
to nonfirm by 31 July 1969 that the actions requested by this letter are
in effect.

S. The nction requested by this letter is considered by NAVSHIPS to be
wLthin ttee rcope of existing contracts, and no change in contract deliver! or
comrpl]tic'n dates or in the current negotiated price or amount of r -overnment
contract is authorized.

H. 0. RICKOVER
Deputy Commander for
Nuclear Propulsion

Dir.tribution:
Electric Boat Div., General Dynsmics Corp.,

Groton, Via: SUPSHIP, Groton
Ingalls Shipbuilding Corp., Pascagoula

Vie: SIIPSHTP, Pnocagoula
Newport New! Shipbrulcding and Dry Dock Co.,

Ne-port News, Via: SVPSHIP, Newport News
Ele~i-ric Bont Div., General Dynasics Corp.,

Quincy, Vis: SIIPSHIP, Quincy

Copy to:
PU0fl Rep. *Grc.ton (?)

RJRo Rep., Fascagoula
PNRO Rep., 11rroport flews
Gen. 14gr., Dettis
5en. M'gr.,KIAPI.
Gen. Ilr., KAI
Gen. Mgr., rAD

GREER/surbey, x5710, 7-15-69, REVISED, RETrPM
.GBEER/surbey, 5710. 7-11-69, REVISED, RETYPED
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NlEWPORiT INEVS SHIIPBUILING
ACID DRY DOCK C0MPARY I . -FMrAL :M
,.[WPOlt fMMws. vIP.JGIA -....

July 25, 1969

VADM H. G. Rickover, USN
'AVSHIPS 08
naval Ship Systems Command Headquarters
Washington, D. C. 20360

VIA

Supervisor of Shipbuilding
Conversion and Repair, USN
Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company
Newport News, Virginia 23607

Subject: Technical Correspondence and Documents Exchanged Between
Shipbuilders and the Government Regarding Work Under the
Technical Cognizance of NAVSHIPS (OB) in Ships Under
Ccnstruction; Contractual status of

References:
(a) Ser 08M-1103 dated July 15, 1969
(b) Gen/4330, Ser 400-204 dated July 22, 1969

Dear Sir:

Effective August 1, 1969 the actions requested by

reference (a), which was forwarded by reference (b), will be
placed into effect.

With regard to paragraph 3.a(2) of reference (a) we will

nake every effort to meet the twenty day requirement; however, there

may be cases such as receipt of large quantities of drawings, tech-

nical manuals, etc. in early stages of contracts or lonq complicated

nanual changes requiring comments from several of our divisions
where we will need up to forty-five days to provide notification of

a change.

Yours very truly,

L. C. Ackerman
President and Chief Executive Officer

*istribution on Page 2
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Be*t-en Spballders Uad the Oovezames Rgsd" _- 69
wokvdvtha Techaital OM-18oNawp

(08) Ia S Undevr Constctles. Cnturactual Staue is

=s~resaw Naviblp t. : f-1103 da S .-- i

eCmudv , .,

' Mal SUP systems C _A
Depakmealt f dp :,'
Wa.- ag$M A C.

Via. SWpersr of 1hipbsildna
cGiv. siam sad Reparl. USN
0.Gm. Coamectcu.

to rePeas. referents is. W" **e adled IkesIle zMetwLe ".t d.l.al..

la imastaulig the p"eeeso wId* respect is tehatdcal cerreepeaduige eukliaai
tereta. As the MA se a *Ie d period we win .wsii.W th* *fses of &Maese
adminietrative requadms .d' ;

Very truly YPS''' -

GENEGAL DYNAMCB..'-
,iectric leat DieI90*,:a

~e .D. Pie'r co
,- cJi Di2e',-

* *D~ Sle;>
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1: iE..c':ss
Via*: (a Cc 's- aui5'r;, l.:.vJ: S:i~p Systraz- Coa'.z;an

* 3' CI(:-:l of O~ ; ala Ihtontal1

Srb': F'cwnrc~. .1'; Pr;:Ct;.tC;c a S CO;st Cenit'ne vnc;er lihavy

*o.-, ct:' r n, Ct: at til-le i::-- tDiv'lo, nS enc:; t' DynA'l cf.

*]hoeer~ CEo b:.'s.r..r ci

Re,: (£:) 3'T S 3 ti- 0.:: ser 1.337 c.cl 30 :ni5. 9

L1';:,: ('-) ) 'j ': 'c -::ji c° S- tc.b O 19.S' to \PX).:' F

C* .ll..S~vl GctS. . ee E:;-ct: icr~ )K;.at *;.; ?.eci, . itr

Dyr@~iarv t:^Of-i;C:.atjton .II t '.'- E,;I, Co:::;t..'et .n,

3. , ,. G i , G.' C.i''CC, lc' -ran .-;: '' t-t"

tvie CF o' 1'iv :ho cOflst.1 ;:c.' c i an-c. . c.Pa; :: , S

Vici'. E' ~eic~oc's s, p. i.f:'a:.'_r2it p:aet:.e . t ,n t :: .- )::a .:

l!r "" !. ; 1 :;;i. !': I)G:: C:c:'p .~y- aln o.. t::i'. a;r ..

2. Eriolostcir (i) report;.: O. il.Ecqi'.jtate contrela OVO?' th!' cost

oC lhavv c 3:1p ci:'o:;Zn, co:srt-roct~icfl and ovcrh:EoX *!Or;: ait tin

Llec t:-;.e Bor.t 3'ivicjon; of Uto3 (:ener..l Dynar:;cs Cc--po:-. tS.cn .'::

rteso t s! i::s that:- thle CcvcrL vi:fit 13 pa~yili: ;:ICoc; than ±1.t:s chuiu

fo; the %'O;:f bcin2 ec:;a; th-at: thierear Ll'ii t4.sprc'actdafi3..c-aia-~;
in prccunizi:enot. pr-.et'cc:;; ina:doquatA coitrecl over Xatniw r;:,d
utieti'fa Coa.tS clisnije to (ove7:-;;:.)ent ccc',tr&C'ts; ta.ct jtg'ceeuatOe
Cov~rrs;:z-flt sus-vl ClirnOrt of conltractor opx.atioiss

3. Parc: thco report it p~pcr:A' that ctefic'iecieSar in rr1:;4'.nst3;'e'.ti;:i

ct 0'orrin.:Cnt couitractz.s haet Inc urted l~y GC emil Dyniunitor to

obt4al i:h.t; Is, SIn offelC~t. a ir.-Žlti.-an.lYAon C~olt:a iunt(e!ra't-frc
pdvanzc~ O^ Gc'VcrivD::nt fesncs. Sotherl.2, Oer:cal Pynaseicu').:S, Siii

the hart ici: yzara-, cc'alc.Ste~rblIy rec'iesc'. its: capita3 S.aszctrt.enot
et E'cectrn.o Foat uchlel at t!:e sare tVl z t):e Go-vcrn:znit h-:s
subi-;t.:r';tSfal lv S nerased the reat ts prrc'.4it t'oinz patid for the
woofl: bein~i: dora' thet c
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'4. Shiphb:l"il )dr: proc;rxzont practiccs tech as those cited in
thla rco;ort t Ici rci'eaelca. (a) have resulted. in
Alull le:; Oct ili'r3 OJ unn6coc1.sary co..':s to tihe Covercicnt,
thu-rcA';; zr.J:ve;tn t::: ;.vy troe obt:zt;,'ir; the shktips it so
vitally :-ad:A *v -irl c:S w:sti:- i pid-Jic flds. Dy winct;olli
tVh!se p: fct'e:: C'r r:-.ny years, tho i.:vy hm;" tailed to protect

the Oovcr...:-:t'a intercS.

5. Tii ettached reporst is bescd on a 1.i.lSted check or readily
available lt ntor;-.eticr. ThecrzCre, the exanplas given in the
report ar-c rm:-l~y indic.ative or rmny smillar ones. It is
oblvic('s thst c-.. ri OZS rCsicicitic tch as those de.acribed era
peyva.sive Et Elcctric 1Yoat. .sitrat4on rrrats frthlr
inces'cS-:seti:.o- by Lnnor-aencod p:'03tc:;-c. ent rr.d cosl; contrcl
slaciall ;ris to C u.:tb: J .£i the fll tact;3 anId to eovelop co:prc-

tbcn~sic'. co~r~ci: ie l' r:±ar;'Su to precle> in Cetm.era, auch its-to
of CGover-c:. ti:ca Cst Electric Bo-t aE- r.ll-l ac st ot her yci£-v.

6. Over a period at yearn I havc E-vi:'C7 the 0111cc ot th:
Aesistacci Secr3tr-yo;.t;;:avs (Iofetall tirurt ern Lo,-.rtics)
ancd ctlche-r r.tf the sect

1
tor Lstantial imcprovcr::nt: In Et-'.

rahi phel) dir's~, proeurc.r:r.:,t pract".c-n. I h.-e polnter- cut tic: t
the ris coa-t or oar- EhipJ::f s in rl'.rt 0' to C4cuczaniv
priccr fCc-: rmatcrials a na cq:c9rsnmct cst-.nCtd by poor £hiplcci)c.c-
procur;.e -e--i practicee 1 to exec:.cive cCstt of shaip'a'-d vora; to
irni*dr .s; ute SI pY;ard cr.at control pr..zccran; to tbn:tl:o: of
cont.cc-cli nr for ;-avy : hips---rv:a'dil: ihaft-.r cost utith hl it~er
preiit; erd to inadc5:.t_ Govcrca.s adu-.inistration Ct ship;:rd

conten-ti; .

7. I 1-noe oa no ettectlCve ac-tSon taloe: to daFtC to correct thic
situation. Iy ia;noranda on tl:r s-abjuct Ieve bc-en refermrd for
stc dy to cu.ccessively lo:cor cch1rlons oa Leavy uanaze,:nt,
luaw.hi).c, considorable Govern-ment tured: are bhin- i-castod. The
issues re clear. I scee no nzced for further studies.. Xvugediatc
correctivo rction can be talkemn if ve roally nmeaun to fiveS rtore
thall lip-se:rvice to -c-cono:y in Govornmeent.

8. E lectric loat Sis not In realSty a "private" contractor.
It cond. ucts its Oper-liiona: in a non-ccop:tlvc -nvtrocrcaent

g9; oat its businss bons with thc Govbrm::ent. For this rcason
the Oovcr-mcnt ehae a d-irect fin.n ciFal Irntor£;t in all aepzcts
of Electric foat'E- opa:rationt7 Involving cos't enAd africienzy.
aThn davi rust catablS rh appropriate controls et Electric IBoatand at other' s;ipyards..
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9.. Sp:cirically as to Electric joa.t, I rccommend tho following:

In~~~~ . .?vr- a. 1'itu!-crie:'l.,.y e:gircvetl cC thE; procurcr~nt systcir.. 5he
Co.:paays!,becL'.u be ;e:vrrirc to rrb:ni::t i.ll proposed cubcontl'ZletU
in cacc::o f $2,C)oO s: oC*Govc:rna:0t review; and approval prior
to pls cc.zIt.

b. 1ithdraw app-oval or Electric l:o-t's accounting, systat-
until offoctive conmtrcs are cztpbisshed to preolewde mlschargin3
o. labor L:n1 *aterial Costs on Ccveii:.znt contracts.

C. Revisc progfie vc;J..:t proc,2.urcs so that General
3DynuM.i;ticb no loan"Oer gelcs int:'.zt-ure.c use of Govern;.me:n't funds..

d. Is-r. inutruction to p~eclu.e the Governlrent fron
Tinanzil;2 (uvelop.: not c-; the ,Arctic rub.,r!arlnc trnkier and other
co:'. lrc'ZAl ventirwt..

e. Iscae poticy instrv:etionf to preclude ei.:ploym.-nt of
for.cr contre cto7- pIrarel i.n po:.itto!-. ;he;e th:y are
rcupeonsh):.c Cr mevt:--:r *co:;trcctor op-eratirs 1in th. M activity
whorc t;.y oere Lo r.y rplo. cd.

r. ClaoeaIr thAt th2 cis.i.on. as to whether orl: should b^
prro:-' 'r-iIo.s oor sub)co~ntra.tr.- (-In;- or buy) a.s we)l as the
decisicn, :. r.tcn to: to c-t;:c; Gan::n.. k'n:.f cs Clvie.cn4 be

. . .reviewc:C anCd Epprove- in advance: by t!-,s Govcrirn3t.

E. )stsbli;;h pAil , pr.e.3ro and the mrans to
place tho Gover-:';.u'::nt on:t an equal Lootlng with the contractor

in s ettlioz charZgc orvcrs and clais.:.

h. Acssn a tcan o oxp *riencdc procurement anti cost control
spccia)ists to conduct a thorough investigtation or procuroaent
and Cost control practices and to develop a coa:prtmheneivce
co-tective actionl progra-m so as to precludc Lerther vaste of
GovoC)m11i1:ntl'.: Crori.3.

10. I doubt thAt the doficieicion lis;tcd in the attached
report, or in retorence (n), are unique to Elcetric loat or to
Nle:;port Vews. I balievo a detailed investigationl vould rind
that thc condi'tio.iS er-tins at thers teio co-.panies are endemic
throZ;ghout thu Cefenco iduSo:try. It should be obvio.1s that
vprosont Pprtw.c:nt or X' eCese contracting systoe.;F and cnforrccuent
precti.cco ~arc inadirqur te Cor toda.b; h.13hy co-.rploe: and large-

acalc v.:tli.t:ry prozir;x:.:ent. J'or this l'-:SC., J reco._od that
thie Deptu .:eut o Deft.ono: taxe £:tc-,p to:

a. kscots in thr, cxtc.nt to vhich cditions in;.illar to
those Lcn;A1 at Ylectric l'i;t rndti c:po:-'t le.ss obtain at ct'hc:L
shpynrC:s;'s'ar at tih Lz.siitici; or other contractc.rz pctrn:<
work urnder Jtepart;:rn-t oL ronrc contracts.

N
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b. Estitiz;3i s iCiC provlon' in the Arced ServIcc;3
Procureo:.mnt PczlIztiton;n (ASl'it) to preclude si;ilar dcficlr-.clee
In Covern:::cnt cor/ttactii.,.

c. Jie0crc: n 5.:t-r'ic tcYihi&tratto: o1 Ccernge co"itrctt4
to protect. ttrn £ ~over:rt'd ifltercatD. . - -

if ! t -e
Dczputy CD:::Ztder for :
Nuiaclar Propulsion

Copy to: *
Anstt.tant Sc.creta-y ot tic ravy (Inste.2)Eto-s & Lozibt±cs)
Chief of !aval !!later'.al
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REPORT TO ADMIRAL RICKDVECONCERNIM PROCCONTIT AND COST
CONTROL PtACTICES BY ELECTRIC BOAT DIVISION, GENERAL DYNAMICS
CORPORATION IN THE DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND OVERHAUL OF
NUCLER SUM ES.

8 September 1969

92-530 0 - 82 - 4
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REPORT TO ADMIRAL RICKOVER CONCERDING PROCUREMENT ANID COST CONTROL PRACTICES
B! EERICBOAT DIVISIONY GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION IN THE DESIGN,
CONSTRUCTION AND OVERHAUL OF NUCLEAR SUBMARINES

I. Background and Conclusions

Ninety-eight percent of the work performed at Electric Boat is under Navy

contracts. The backlog of Navy business at Electric Boat an of January, 1969,

vax $829,000,000. Ixcept for the Pr 1966 sub rine procurement, all major

contracts now being performed by Electric Boat for the Navy appear to have

been awarded on a sole-source or non-competitive basis. All mejor contracts

except for the FY 1966 submarine contract, which is firm-fixed priced and

80% conplete, are cost-type or fixed-price incentive contracts where the

Government shares in cost overruns and cost underruns. In 1968, halr of

the work performed by Electric Boat was under cost-type contracts. Since

profits on Navy contracts are negotiated as a percentage of coats, rising

coats can mean higher profits for Electric Boat on future contracts. In

these circumstances the effectiveness of Electric Boat's cost control and

procurement practices assues great iportance to the Government.

At your request, I reviewed Electric Boat's procurement and coat control

practices to determine if. these practices are adequate to obtain Government

work at -4n4im coat. Because of the magnitude of Electric Boat operations

my review was necessarily a limited one. It consisted principally of spot

checks of readily available files and other information, and discussions

with various Government and Electric Boat officials.

Wb review indicates that the Gover30ent ia paying far more than it

should for work at Electric Boat; that there are widespread weaknesses and
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deficiencies in Electric Boat procurement practices; that there in inadequate

control over labor and material costs charged to Government contracts; that

unwarranted charges are being made to Government contracts; that Govezrment

surveillance of contractor operations is inadequate. It appears that

General Dynamics has exploited weaknesses in the administration of Goverment

contracts at Electric Boat to obtain what amounts to a multi-million-dollar

interest-free advance of Goverment funds. Further, in the last few years,

General Dynamics has drastically reduced its capital investment at Electric

Boat while at the same time the Government has substantially increased the

rate of profit being paid on Electric Boat contracts.

From my review I believe that Electric Boat in wasting m4ll4ona of

dollars of Government funds because of inadequate management of its procure-

ment and cost control functions under Goverment contracts. The Government

bears the responsibility for much of this waste by the manner in which it is

administering its contracts. Under present procedures the Government tends

to rely on the contractor to look out for Government interests and has not

taken adequate steps to insure that the contractor is doing so.

As stated above, mr review was limited and based upon readily available

information. The extent and seriousness of the deficiencies which I found

indicates that the situation at Electric Boat warrants thorough investi-

gation by a team of trained procurement and cost control specialists who

could review these matters in detail to develop a comprehensive program of

corrective action, so as to prevent further waste. I believe the Government

will have to provide for more intensive surveillance and supervision of

Electric Boat business operations than it has in the past.
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I. Background and Conclusion

II. Contents

33I. Suznary of Findings

a. Procurement Practices:

1. Procurement files do not adequately justify prices being
paid by Electric Boat.

2. There seems to be an excessive and unwarranted mount of
sole-source procurement. It appears that many of these
sole-source procurements have been overpriced.

3. Electric Boat is not making effective use of the Truth-in-
Negotiations Act to obtain the lowest possible prices for
the Government.

4. Insufficient effort in being expended to reduce the cost
of supplies and materials charged to Government contracts.

5. Conpetitive procurements are not handled properly. As
a result, there is no assurance that all qualified firms
have an equal opportunity in the bidding process or that
reasonable prices are being obtained.

6. The lax procedures and practices employed in the procurement
of equipment and material for Goverment contracts are in
sharp contrast with the close attention paid by Electric
Boat and General Dynanics Management in procurements involving
corporate funds.

B. Charging of Material and Labor Costs:

1. Material Costs

a. Electric Boat's material control system contains serious
deficiencies such that the validity of material costs
charged to Governnent contracts cannot be determined.

b. Through questionable material charging practices,
Electric Boat in charging the Govermnent for material
that remains in inventory and for material that Electric
Boat itself has not paid for.
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2. labor Costs

a. Under the present labor charging system supervisors
have a strong incentive to charge labor costs to the
labor budget account that can best absorb the cost
and not necessarily to the budget account for the
work actually performed.

b. A comprehensive review of Electric Boat's labor
charging practices has not been conducted. However,
there are indications that labor costs are being
mischarged.' There are no effective controls to
preclude such mischarging.

C. Change Orders and Claims

1. Under the present system, there is no way to insure that
the Government is not being overcharged in the adjudication
of changes or in the settlement of claims.

22. Present procedures for handling claims against the Goverment
for changed work seem to be heavily weighted in favor of the
contractor.

D. Government Surveillance of Operations at Electric Boat:

1. Government representatives place undue reliance on Electric
Boat's procurement system to obtain reasonable prices for
the Government.

2. Although Governzent business accounts for 98 percent of
the wor4 at Electric Boat, Government auditors do not have
access to certain Electric Boat financial reports that re
essential in determining the reasonableness of charges to
Government contracts.

3. Government representatives do not review the company's
`fake or Buy" decisions and there are indications that
such decisions are not always made with the interests of
the Government foremost.

4. The Supervisor of Shipbuilding does not review Electric
Boat procurements from other divisions of General Dynamica
Corporation. The contractor does not justify the cost of
these procurements or indicate whether or not these items
are being obtained at less cost than would be possible
from other coapanies.
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5. The Supervisor of Shipbuilding does not adequately review
major areas of cost at Electric Boat considering that the
Government ultimately pays at least 98 percent of these
costs.

6. A nmber of former Electric Boat employees are
working in the offices of the Supervisor of Shipbuilding
and the Government Auditor. This situation is not con-
ducive to proper business relationships between the
Government and Electric Boat.

7. There are indications of acme recent improvement in
Government surveillance of Electric Boat. However, the
Government must take much stronger action to correct the
fundamental deficiencies at Electric Boat.

E. Profits and Contractor Investment
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III. Summary of Findings:

A. Procurement Practices:

Subcontracted work accounts for about one-third of the construction

costs of a nuclear submarine. In 1968 the Electric Boat procurement depart-

ment awarded subcontracts in the amount of $53 million. So far in 1969,

Electric Boat is subcontracting at an annual rate of about $86 million. A

review of about 4o procurement files revealed numerous deficiencies and

fundamental weaknesses in Electric Boat's procurement procedures and practices.

The deficiencies in procurement practices were comn and widespread. The

Government could save substantial sums by simply requiring Electric Boat to

improve its procurement practices.

The following are specific examples from Electric Boat's procure-

ment files which illustrate these deficiencies:

1. Procurement files do not adequately Justify prices being paid

by Electric Boat:

Of the 40 procurement files reviewed, there was no evidence

of actual return cost information from prior orders being used to justify

proposed costs. Electric Boat is not using pre-award audits or detailed

independent estimates to evaluate, negotiate and justify prices in sole-

source and other non-competitive procurements as required by the Armed

Services Procurement Regulation. For example:

a. Procurement of Shaft Seals:

Electric Boat has bought shaft seals exclusively from Sealol

Company for a number of years without requesting bids from other suppliers.

The procurement files contain no detailed independent estimate of what these
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seals should coat and no adequate Justification of the price paid. Nectric

Boat has never audited Sealol to see if actual costs for manufacturing these

seals were consistent with prices being paid. Recently, the first Government

audit of an Electric Boat procurement of these meals was completed--after the

order was placed. The Government auditor questioned costs of $36,701 in the

$119,910 price.

b. Procurement of Pumps:

On January 7, 1969 Electric Boat recoiended procurement of

certain pumps from Ingersoll-Rand at a price of $523,741. Ingersoll-Rand was

the mole bidder, nevertheless Electric Boat had not obtained supplier cost and

pricing data. Electric Boat stated that the price was reasonable based on its an

evaluation and independent cost estimate. Electric Boat further stated that

Ingersoll-Rand would supply cost and pricing data direct to the Government

Contracting Officer, if requested. The Contracting Officer withheld consent

to the procurement pending Ingersoll-Rand's submittal of certified cost and

pricing data as required by the Truth-in-Negotiations Act. The data were

submitted by Ingersoll-Rand on 12 March 1969. On 20 March 1969, the Con-

tracting Officer consented to placement of this order at the price recaimnded

by Electric Boat in order to avoid further delay to this equipment, which was

critical to ship construction schedules. However, the Contracting Officer

requested a post-award audit to insure that the price recoamended by Electric

Boat was not based on defective cost or pricing data. The post-award audit

was completed on 24 July 1969. The following are excerpts from this report:

"There is no cost accounting system maintained by
the Foundry Division. Subcontractor's representatives
have advised us that the estimated costs of castings
are predicated on prices charged by a competitor, the
Lebanon Steel Foundry of Lebanon, Pennsylvania. We
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were also advised that a cost accounting system
will be installed at the Foundry Division in the
near future; however, no firm data could be pro-
vided. Accordingly, we do not consider the sub-
contractor's estimating practice for proposing
the coat of castings to be acceptable..."

'...The subcontractor was unable to provide an
analysis of labor costs which indicated the number
of proposed labor hours..."

...e were unable to ascertain the reasonableness
of the proposed Foundry costs or the costs related
to development, paint and pack, spare parts, etc.,
for reasons stated earlier and, also, because no
historical cost data were avialable for cosparison
purposes..."

"...The proposed costs for the balance of the items
cosprised material costs, including development
(pattern aking), paint and pack, spare parts, test
and reports, were based solely on engineering 'best
judgement'..."

The auditor questioned e3,675 of the $511,447 fixed price

paid by Electric Boat. His report states that Ingersoll-Rand requested that

these findings not be disclosed to Electric Boat. Thus it appears that there

was no sound basis for the price reciended by Electric Boat. This m tter

is still pending.

2. There seems to be an excessive and unwarranted amount of sole
source procurement. It appears that many of these sole-source procurements
have been overpriced:

Electric Boat's Manager of Purchasing stated that about 6o% of

the ceqany 's procurements are sole source. Nost of the procurement files

do not indicate why the procurement has to be sole source or what efforts

have been made to find or develop other qualified suppliers. In many cases,

Electric Boat procures materials and equipment from the same supplier year

after year without checking to see If the materials or equipment could be

procurred more economically from other sources. Further, Electric Boat makes
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little or no effort to seek bids from other suppliers who appear to be

qualified to perform the work for certain repetitive procurements. The

following examples from Electric Boat's procurement files illustrate the

point.

a. Procurement of Shipboard Furniture:

In December 1968, Electric Boat awarded two sole-source

subcontracts totaling $515,000 to R. L. Ranson Company. R. L. Hanson was to

provide shipboard furniture for the 7Y 1967-68 submarine contract for which

Electric Boat is the lead yard and the Ingalls Shipbuilding Corporation is

the follow yard. Electric Boat negotiated its procurement based on total

quantities required by both 'shipyards to take advantage of a quantity discount.

Electric Boat priced its quantities on this basis and obtained an option for

Ingalls. The Electric Boat contract included a provision that increased the

price for the Electric Boat quantities if Ingalls did not exercise the option

for follow-on quantities.

A note in the Electric Boat procurement file stated:

"There is no technical or quality reason vwy
R. L. Hanson is a sole source vendor. It is
purely a matter of Electric Boat Division's
chosen method of handling the furniture program."

A Government representative at Ingalls stated that in the

past Ingalls has bought its shipboard furniture from other suppliers and that

in this case Ingalls had decided to solicit competitive bids rather exercise

the option Electric Boat obtained from R. L. Hanson. As a result, the price

of the Electric Boat subcontract with R. L. Hanson had to be increased by

$50,000 to adjust for the lesser quantity. Thus it is clear that:
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(1) There are other firms that can supply
shipboard furniture for nuclear submarines.

(2) Because Electric Boat did not solicit
competitive proposals so as to insure
that the price they had obtained was
the lowest obtainable, separate procure-
ment action had to be taken by Ingalls.

(3) The price of the Electric Boat order was
increased by $50,000 or about 10% because
the total quantity was not procurred from
a single source.

There were other questionable aspects in this procure-

ment. First, R. L. Hanson was only a Widdle man". He received an $84,300

markup on the contract and then subcontracted the work to two furniture manu-

facturers. An Electric Boat memorandum to file states:

"Mr. Hanson is reported to have vested
interests in the two sources he uses...
It is estimated that B and follow yard
business represent 75% of R. L. Hanson's
workload. BB has been working vith
Hanson for many years."

A Govermcent audit initiated after the order was

placed questioned all costs and stated:

"Our review of the proposal disclosed that
a major portion of the cost pertained to
subcontracting work to be performed by
second tier subcontractors. All the items
to be fabricated under these subcontracts
are to be drop -shipped directly to the
prime contractor. The subcontractor's
proposals were submitted on DD Forms 633...
(Note: the basic -sal was not).. .As
stated in exhibits (a) and (b), the con-
tractor's records were not maintained in
such a manner as to provide a ready determina-
tion of contract costs. In addition, the
DD Form 633 were based on pricing data
rather than on cost information."

Thus there seems to be no way to determine whether or not the prices paid by

Electric Boat for shipboard furniture are reasonable.
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b. Procurement of Valve Actuators:

Electric Boat originally placed a sm-ll order with Sargent

Industries for a new design valve actuator. Another firm, Parker Aircraft,

was the low bidder; however, Electric Boat stated Sargent Industries was the

preferred supplier for technical reasons.

A $168,132 follov-on production order was later awarded to

Sargent on a sole-source basis. At that time a third firm, Hydromatic Company,

protested to Electric Boat that it was fully qualified to manufacture these

actuators but that it was not permitted to bid.

Subsequently, Electric Boat placed five other sole-source

orders totaling over *800,000 with Sargent Industries for actuators without

auditing the price. A fourth firm, Flo-Tork, Incorporated, submitted several

unsolicited bids that were lower than Sargent prices. Protests by Plo-Tork

prompted a Congressional inquiry from Representative Ashbrook of Ohio. Electric

Boat responded that Flo-Tork's exceptions to certain standard Electric Boat

contract clauses were unacceptable. The files indicated that on the saew

day Flo-Tork had withdrawn all exceptions to Electric Boat terms and conditions,

Electric Boat bad, nevertheless, awarded all five orders to Sargent Industries.

From the extensive interest expressed by other firms in becoming qualified sup-

pliers of valve actuators it is obvious that additional sources for this equip-

ment are available or could be developed in order to encourage competition.

c. Procurement of Steel as an "Add on" to an Existing Order:

A June 1968 Government procurement system audit indicated

that Electric Boat added additional supplies and equipment to existing orders

without giving other suppliers a chance to bid, thus eliminating competition.
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It appears that this deficiency remains uncorrected. For example, Electric

Boat placed a subcontract with U. S. Steel in the amount of *225,000. The

U. S. Steel bid vas slightly lover than the bid of Lkenms Steel. Within three

months after placement of this order, Electric Boat added another $111,601 to

this order for additional item. without contacting Lukens, or any other

supplier to see if a better price could be obtained.

3. Electric Boat is not mking effective use of the Truth-in-
Negotiations Act to obtain the lowest possible prices for the Government:

Until about a year or so ago Electric Boat had not been obtain-

ing cost and pricing data required by the Truth-in-Negotiations Act (Public

law 87-653) in noncompetitive procurements. As a result of emphasis placed

on compliance with the Truth-in-Negotiations Act in connection with several

procurements in the nuclear area, Electric Boat appears to be mking greater

effort to obtain this required data. Kovever, the procurement files indicate

that the cost and pricing data provided by suppliers are not used to justify

subcontract prices. The files indicate that no real analysis of supplier cost

and pricing data is made and that there is little, if any, negotiation of

individual elements of costs in arriving at the final price. The reasonable-

neos of individual cost elements usually cannot be established from information

in Electric Boat's procurement files.

From reviewing these procurement files it appeared that Electric

Boat procurement personnel regard the act of obtaining supplier cost and

pricing data in non-competitive procurements sufficient to meet the require-

ments of the Truth-in-Negotiations Act. The data did not seem to be used.

In many cases it appeared that the price had been established and the decision
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to award the purchase order made before the supplier's cost and pricing data

were obtained. It appears that the cost and pricing data ere requested only

to give lip-service to the requirement that such data be obtained.

Certain actions on the part of the Government representatives

at Electric Boat tend to belittle the importance of supplier cost and pricing

data in determining the reasonableness of prices. For example, the local

Government representative in several instances has consented to proposed

Electric Boat procurements contingent upon Electric Boat obtaining certified

cost and pricing data from the supplier. Thus, Electric Boat may have the

impression that the cognizant Government officials do not consider supplier

cost and pricing data to be an essential factor in determining the reason-

ableness of prices obtained by Electric Boat or a useful tool for negotiating

lower prices.

In some cases Electric Boat has arranged to have suppliers send

cost and pricing data directly to Governaent representatives rather than

requiring them to submit the data to Electric Boat. Electric Boat makes this

arrangement in cases where its suppliers state that they are unwilling to

release cost and pricing data to Electric Boat but are willing to provide the

data to the Government. By not insisting that suppliers provide certified

cost and pricing data to Electric Boat, Electric Boat has no sound basis for

determining the reasonableness of their prices in a non-competitive situation.

Further, Government representatives have placed themselves in a difficult

position when they accept supplier's cost and pricing data that cannot be

released to Electric Boat. In such cases, Government representatives must

either accept the pricing proposed or enter into negotiations directly with

the supplier. Government representatives have been accepting the proposed pricing
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in such situations. For example, Electric Boat was attempting to procure

steel flasks. The steel supplier refused to submit cost and pricing data

to Electric Boat, so rrangements were made by Electric Boat to submit the

cost and pricing data directly to the Government. Upon reviewing the supplier's

cost and pricing data, the Government auditor stated in his report:

"Do not inform the buyer (Electric Boat) of the
facts above, especially the profit factor of
20.1 percent. This request was made by the
vendor.'

The Government representative at Electric Boat did not advise Electric Boat

of the large profit and the contract was awarded at the price originally

proposed ($738,372) without further negotiation.

Electric Boat procurement files indicate that the Truth-in-

Negotiations Act has not been implemented properly by Electric Boat and con-

sequently it is not resulting in lover prices for material and equipment

procurred by Electric Boat. Substantial reductions in the price of sub-

contracted material and equipment should be possible if Electric Boat properly

implemented the Truth-in-Negotiations Act. For example, Electric Boat submitted

a recommendation to the Naval Ship Systems Ca^and (NAVSHIPS) to buy main sea

water pumps from a sole-source supplier at $216,000 without obtaining cost

and pricing data. On the recozmendation of Naval Reactors, the NAVSHIPS

Contracting Officer rejected this proposal and requested that cost and pricing

data be obtained from the supplier and a revised procurement recommendation be

submitted based on the reasonableness of the vendor's costs. As a result of

evaluating the supplier's cost data, the price was negotiated down from

$216,000 to $176,800.
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4. Insufficient effort is being espended to reduce the cost of
supplies and materials charged to Government contracts:

In a number of cases it appeared that Electric Boat made little

or no effort to find more econcaical ways to obtain material and equipment

for use on Government contracts. For example:

a. Electric Boat generally procures repair parts through the

original equipment supplier without first checking whether they could be

procurred more economically by soliciting capetitive bids from other sup-

pliers. Procurement files indicate Electric Boat placed spare part procure-

ments of $20B,440 for cmon valve actuator parts, $27,000 for shaft seal

spare pats, $17,030 for furniture spare fixtures, and numerous other spare

part orders with the original equipment supplier with no justification

indicated as to the need to procure these spare parts on a sole-source basis.

My prior experience at another prime contractor activity

was that manr repair parts can be bought competitively at substantially

lower prices than can be obtained from the equipment supplier. In many

cases, repair parts could be bought competitively for about half of what

an equipment supplier would charge for the same part.

b. The General Services Administration (GSA) Office in the

Boston Region stated that Electric Boat, as a predominately Government prime

contractor, is authorized to procure supplies through the GSA, thereby taking

advantage of quantity and other discounts available to the Government. last

year Electric Boat bought coercially about $2.7 million of general purpose

supplies, none of which were procurred through GSA. At another prime con-

tractor location, prices obtained through GSA were substantially, in aome

ases 50% or more, below the norsal cocmercial market prices. Electric Boat

has not mde the effort to take advantage of this potential cost savings.
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c. Another Naval Reactors representative at Electric Boat

found that the price Electric Boat was paying for certain chemicals used

extensively in the construction and overhaul of nuclear ships was twice that

listed in the Navy Stock Catalogue for the identical items.

5. N ie v" ocrets are not handled pro

is a result,* there is noled firms an equal
M M .&the- aidng ss or hat ~reaso le prces are D~

obtained:

Electricf Boat's procurement files indicate that competitive

bidding practices are loose and that there are no effective safeguards to

insure that all bidders coupete on an equal footing for Electric Boat business

or that reasonable prices are being obtained. Bid due dates are not enforced.

Not all bidders are advised of significant changes such as extensions of bid

due dates or changes in quantities to be procured. Bids are opened indivi-

dually by the buyer when received without following a formal bid opening

procedure.

Electric Boat's competitive bidding practices are such that

there is no way to insure that the low bidder did not have access to bid

information from other suppliers. The following chronology was prepared

based on a review of Electric Boat's procurement of hull fittings for the PY

1967-68 submarines and for SSN 685. In these procurements the low bidder

was also the last firn to submit a bid; bids were received and opened over

a period of more than three weeks; not all bidders were granted the *ame

extension to their bid due date or advised of changes in quantities. The

following.-chronology illustrates the manner in which this Electric Boat

"competitive" procuremnt was conducted:

92-530 0 - 82 - 5
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Chronology of Competitive Procurement of Bull Fittings
From Worland Tool Company

FY 1967-68 SsN Procurement

24 Jul 1968 Inquiry Issued: 6 August Established As Bid Due Data

30 Jul 1968 Inquiry Modified to Add Option For One Additional Set.
(SSN 685) All suppliers Notified 3cept Morland Tool.
No Extension of Bid Due Date Was Indicated.

1 Aug 1968 First Bid Received and Opened

9 Aug 1968 Second Bid Received by TWX

23 Aug 1968 Third Bid Received by TVX

Fourth Bid Received and Opened (Price $39.51 each)

Morland Bid Received by Telephone (Price $39.00 each)

18 Sep 1968 Fourth Bidder Asks Permission to Revise His Bid

Electric Boat Denies Fourth Bidder Permission to Revise Bid

17 Oct 1968 Order Placed With Morland Tool at $38.50 each With No Pro-
vision Made For Additional Shipset Quantite For SSN 685.
Total Price 4191,730.

SsN 685 Procurement

15 Apr 1969 Bids Solicited For SSN 685 Quantities: Bids Due 30 Apr

30 Apr 1969 2:30 P.M. First Bid Received

4:10 P.M. Worland Tool Asks For Bid Extension to 7 May 1969

1 WY 1969 Electric Boat Grants Morland Request nd Advises All
Suppliers Except First Bidder of Revised Bid Due Date

7 May 1969 Becond Bid Received

Worland Bid Received (Price $46.50 each) Electric Boat
Offers Order to Morland at $45.00 each

9 May 1969 Morland Accepts Electric Boat Offer

12 may 1969 Third Bid Received ($50.13) Voided As Late By Electric Boat
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Later Note to File That Another Bid Received Was Rejected As
Being Late

22 May 1969 Purchase Order Placed With Morland At A Total Price of
$56,C05.

The files indicate that Morland Tool may be receiving favored treatment over
its competitors. Thus there is no assurance that the Goverment is paying
the lowest competitive price in these procurements.

6. The lax procedues and uractices employed in the Pocurement of
equipment and material for Government contracts are in sharm contrast with the
close attention paid by Electric Boat and General Dynamics Management in pro-
curements involving corporate funds:

Electric Boat takes special precautions when procurements involve

corporate funds For example:

a, Procurements involving over $300 in corporate funds must be

approved by the Electric Boat Comptroller. Proposed procurements over $10,000

must be approved by General Dynamics Corporate officials if corporate funds

are involved. By comparison, a $250,000 subcontract charged to the Government

can be given final approval by a senior purchasing agent in the Electric Boat

Procurement Department.

b. Electric Boat follovs a formal procedure in selling scrap

for its own account to insure that bid information is properly controlled.

Sealed bids are opened at a designated time, the bids are abstracted and the

bid abstract signed, all in the presence of three witnesses. As mentioned

earlier in this report, bids received undcr Goverent contracts are opened

by the buyer upon receipt with no safeguards, witnesses or formal procedures

equivalent to those used by Electric Boat in selling its scrap.

e. To insure that the lowest possible price had been obtained

by the Electric Boat Division in one procurement involving corporate funds,

General Dynamics called in its auditors from San Diego to verify labor charges
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of $52,755 from a subcontractor on a building expansion job. In another

case involving a potential sole-source procurement of a 50 ton crane, Electric

Boat contacted 8 other possible suppliers and obtained written statements

that they were not capable of supplying the item. Electric Boat then chal-

lenged the $73,900 liat price for the crane and through negotiations reduced

the price to $68,500.

Procurements of the same magnitude that involve Government funds do

not receive cocparable attention. For rost Government procurements Electric

Boat appears to place great reliance on an elaborate, conputerized 'cost

avoidance" reporting system to Justify prices being paid. They report as

Usavings' any favorable differences between budgeted and final prices paid.

Rowever, flexibility in establishing the budget amount makes this system of

almost no value in determining the reasonableness of prices being paid.

A substantial improvement could be made in Electric Boat procurement

practices under Government contracts if Electric Boat simply applied the

same controls to procurements involving Government funds that are applied to

procurements involving corporate funds--in other words, if Electric Boat

treated Government money vith the same care as they do their own money.
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B. Charging of Material and Labor Costs

1. Material Costs:

a. Electric Boat's material control system contains serious
deficiencies such that the validity of material costs charged to Government
contracts cannot be determined.

Electric Boat has a complex, computerized material control

system. It involves separate but parallel record-keeping by the Cost Accounting

Department and the Inventory Control Department.

In May 1967, the Resident Government Auditor found that

Electric Boat's material control practices were inadequate for accumulating

costs under Government contracts. Electric Boat promised corrective action.

The Government, however, did not follow up praoptly to insure that Electric

Boat's corrective action was adequate.

A June 1969 General Dynamics Corporate Headquarters audit

of Electric Boat's material control system disclosed further deficiencies.

For example they found serious quantity and pricing errors in inventory

charges. The report stated:

"There are pricing and quantity discrepancies caused
by a time lapse between inputs and material transfers.
Transfers.. .are subsequently, sometimes as long as
three months later, forwarded to Cost Accounting-
Materials for pricing and input to the Cost Accounting
System... Due to the absence of good input controls and
the maintenance of two EDP systems to record the same
activity, the division has, and to a lesser extent,
continues to create its own quantity, price, and
dollar variances... The large volume of accounting
adjustments made to correct errors created by the
system makes it difficult to follow an audit trail
for reconcilation purposes."

Daring the first quarter of 1969 deficiencies in inventory control procedures

necessitated accounting adjustments or corrections totaling $2.0 million on a

$10 million inventory. Inventory accounting adjustments are continuing at

about the ame rate.
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In sunary, Electric Boat has not taken effective action

to correct the deficiencies in its material control system even after the

Government has pointed out the seriousness of this problem. The Government

has not taken action to require Electric Boat to provide effective control

over material costs.

b. Through questionable material chargin practices
Electric Boat is charging the Government for material that remains in
inventory and for material that Electric Boat itself has not paid for.

Electric Boat carries a $10 million inventory of materials

commonly used in the performance of its contracts. Material in inventory

should not be charged to the Government until the material is actually issued

for use on Government contracts. However, Electric Boat charges the cost of

its material inventory to Government contracts at the end of the month, as

if the material had actually been issued. Electric Boat then receives progress

payments on these "costs" even though the material physically remains in

inventory.

On the first of the succeeding month Electric Boat reverses

the charge so that the material again shows up as inventory on the accounting

records. Under this arrangement the Government finances Electric Boat's $10

million inventory, interest-free, thus freeing up an equivalent amount of

General Dynamics funds for other corporate purposes. I consider this of an

improper charge to Government contracts.

Electric Boat has also arranged for special, expedited

Government payments for material procured directly for use on Government

contracts. Electric Boat bills the Government for such material or equipment

upon receipt. The Government pays Electric Boat weekly, within 4 days after

Electric Boat submits its bill. Thus Electric Boat can usually collect

payment from the Government long before Electric Boat pays its suppliers.
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Many of Electric Boat'a suppliers are roll c cpanies. These small sup-

pliers have their own funds tied up in material for vhich Electric Boat han

already received payment from the Government. The Goverment should require

Electric Boat to certify that its suppliers have been paid before Electric

Boat can bill the Government for the costs of subcontracted work.
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2. Labor Costa

a. Under the present labor charging system supervisors have a
strong incentive to charge labor costs to the labor budget account that can
best absorb the cost and not necessarily to the bugtccount for the work
actually performed.

The present labor charging system is aucceptable to mia-

charging of costs. Budgets are established by Electric Boat management.

Supervisors are responsible for keeping within budgeted amounts. Supervisors

are also responsible for determining how to charge the time worked by their

employees. Because one measure of personnel performance is the ability to

stay within budget and because, in general, supervisors are working on more

than one budgeted job at a time, there is an incentive to charge direct labor

based on which budget can beat absorb the charge. In this way budget overruns

can be minimized thereby improving performance ratings. This pressure on a

supervisor to "charge to the budget" is illustrated by the following statement

which is printed on a "Budgeted Man Hour Allocation" form given to supervisors:

"NDTE: Man hours should be kept within this budget.
If you have any questions call the following
telephone number 3795." (The telephone number
is for "Direct Labor Control".)

An Electric Boat memorandum discussing the labor budget

reporting system indicates that Electric Boat management recognizes the

ability of supervisors to mischarge costs. The memorandum stated:

"(Name) and his Operations Management review these
monthly Performance Reports and furnish Direct
Labor Control with reasons for significant over
and underruns to the detailed budgets. Direct Labor
Control (Name) is well aware that mischarging may occur
for various reasons br causes. However, every
supervisor should be aware that mischarging works
to the disadvantage of the trade and the division
by distorting the true labor cost of the job as
well as all of the actual hours charged against
the trades total budget. Mischarging also results
in improper budgets being imposed on subsequent
contracts with its attendant lost time in tracking
down variances from distorted historical mischarging."
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Despite the succeptability of the labor charging system to

mischarging no effective safeguards have been established in this area. This

is discussed further in the following section.

b. A comprehensive review of Electric Boat labor charging
practices has not been conducted. However, there are indications that labor
costs are being mischarged. There are no effective controls to preclude
such mischarging. -

Electric Boat does not have an effective system of labor

checks and other safeguards to protect against mischarging of labor costs.

When asked for copies of internal Electric Boat audits of labor costs or other

cost areas, the Electric Boat Comptroller replied that copies of internal audit

reports were provided the Goverment auditor. The Goverment auditor said he

did not get such reports. The reply to the Government auditoms formal request

for copies of the reports indicates the extent of Electric Boat internal audits.

The Electric Boat Comptroller said:

"Insofar as Electric Boat Division is concerned,
we do not have an Internal Audit Staff. You are
aware, of course, that we do have an Audit
Liaison Section whose primary duties are to main-
tain liaison with your office as well as other
audit agencies. This Section does not perform
formal internal audit assignments as set forth in
CAI 63-4. Therefore, we are not in a position to
comply with your request.

If and when an Internal Audit Staff is established
at Electric Boat Division, your office will be
provided with copies of their reports in accordance
with Corporate policy."

The Government has not conducted a comprehensive review of

Electric Boat's labor charging practices. For each of the last 5 years, only

about 13% of Electric Boat's departments have been reviewed by Government

auditors. On this schedule, labor charging practices in any particular

department is checked, on the average, once every 7-8 years.
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Further, Goverment attempts effectively to review Electric

Boat's labor charging practices, even in the areas where spot checks are

conducted, have been thwarted by Electric Boat's refusal to provide pertinent

labor budget records and reports for Government review. Electric Boat denies

the Government access to such information on the basis that it is '"management

information" and not an accounting record,even though 98 percent of the work

at Electric Boat is under Government contracts.

Although a comprehensive review of Electric Boat labor

charging practicashas not been made, there are several indications of mischarging.

&Sme Electric Boat professional employees stated that they charge their work

based on budget data provided by the cmpany rather than on the work actually

performed.

Recent spot checks by Goverment auditors revealed what

seems to be serious mischarges of labor costs in two departments. The

discrepancies in these departments involved charges to cost-type contracts

for work that was paid for under fixed price contracts and direct charges for

work that was of an indirect nature which should have been in overhead. Minor

incorrect practices in charging labor costs were found in many of the departments

checked.

Even though 98 percent of the work at Electric Boat is for

the Goverment, mischarging of labor costs can result in overcharges to the

Government. For example, if work for a fixed priced contract is mischarged

to a cost-type contract, the Government would be paying twice for the same

work--once in the price of the fixed priced contract and again as a reimbursable

expense under the cost-type contract. In these circumstances, greater

surveillance of Electric Boat's labor charging practices is needed both by

Electric Boat management and by the Government.
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C. Change Orders and Claims

1. Under the present system, there is no way to insure that the
Government is not overcharged in the adjudication of changes or in the
settlement of claims.

Electric Boat has about 75 personnel assigned to a change

control group which identifies potential claims and follows their prepara-

tion and processing until such claims are submitted to the Goverment and

settled. Because Electric Boat normally does not account separately for

the cost of changed work, there is no factual record from which either Electric

Boat or the Government can determine the actual cost of work that is the

basis for the claim. Those charged with the responsibility for settling

claims must rely mostly on "Judgment" and independent estimates in arriving

at a proper settlement. This is true even though the work is often accomplished

long before the claim is settled. At one time, Electric Boat did account

separately for the cost of changed work. However, that system was abandoned

after a General Accounting Office (GAO) review indicated that 58 of the 110

change orders reviewed had been overpriced by about $269,000. Nothese costs

generally are not separately recorded except when required by the Supervisor

of Shipbuilding for work funded from different appropriations.

Under these circumstances, the Government must depend primarily

on the contractor's estimates and his representation of the circumstances in

settling claims. To refute the contractor's claim, or to challenge with

any authority his cost estimate requires considerable time and effort.

Historically there is a large backlog of claims and unadjudicated changes.

These outstanding claims are sometimes grouped together and an overall settle-

ment reached. Consequently, the Government cannot tell on a job-by-job basis

bow much Electric Boat really spent for the extra work claimed or what the

Govermnent paid for it.
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There are indications of overcharges in claim settlements. For

example, the GAO report on pricing of change orders at Electric Boat indicated

that the Government had been overcharged in more than half the cases reviewed.

More recently, Goverment Auditors at Electric Boat found lbst Electric Boat

had overcharged the Goverment in calibrating certain equipment used in

submarine overhauls. The cost records indicated that the Goverment had been

overcharged about $90,000 on $200,000 worth of change orders for identical work.

Further, $58,000 of the $90,000 represented duplicate charges for work which

the Goverment had previously paid for under earlier contracts. Additional

safeguards are needed to insure reasonable and equitable claim settlements for

the Government.

2. Present procedures for handling claims against the Goverment
for changed work seem to be heavily weighted in favor of the contractor.

Under the present system, the Government is at a substantial

disadvantage in negotiation and settling claims for changed work. As

mentioned in the preceding section, the Government cannot rely on contractor

accounting records to determine the cost of changes made and there is now no

way to determine whether or not the Government is being overcharged on claims

settlements with Electric Boat. In addition the rules seem to favor the

contractor in other respects. For example:

a. Electric Boat has a special 75 man group that works full

time on documenting and prosecuting claims. This group has unlimited access

to technical, legal and contract specialists within the company who actually

prepare the claims. The cost of this group is prorated to each claim and

paid for by the Govermnent as a direct charge in claim settlements. In

contrast, the Supervisor of Shipbuilding has about 10 people, none of whom

are lawyers, assigned full time to settling changes and claims made by Electric

Boat. The Government does not have a special fact-finding group to document in
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detail the Government's and Electric Boat's performance during shipbuilding

contracts. Thus under present procedures, the Government pays for at least

75 Electric Boat employees who work full time prosecuting claims against

the Government. The Government, however, employs only 10 people to defend

against such claims.

b. Electric Boat can prosecute claims against the Government

at any time prior to final contract closeout which often is years after all

work has been completed. For example, contracts for Pblaris submarines

delivered to the Navy from 1960 through 1964 have not yet been closed and

change order claims for work on these ships are just now, in 1969, being

settled. Most other contracts for submarines delivered since 1964 are still

open. Thus while Electric Boat has years to submit and prosecute claims

against the Government, the Government's right to submit a claim against

Electric Boat for defective work is limited to six months after ship com-

pletion.

The magnitude of the problem can be illustrated by a statement

made by the Government representative responsible for settling claims. He

said that under Naval Ship Systems Command procedures he had unlimited

authority to settle claims in Electric Boat's favor but that procedures for

denying claims were so complex and time consuming that he was effectively

precluded from denying a claim.

c. Electric Boat can submit claims up to $100,000 without even

certifying that the information is correct and that prior payment has not

been received for the work in question.

Present procedures need to be strengthened so as to put

Government representatives on more equal footing with the contractor in

settling claims.
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D. Government Surveillance of Operations at Electric Boat

The Government's procedures and practices in administering the work

performed by Electric Boat under Navy contracts are inadequate. In view of the

numerous purchasing deficiencies cited earlier in this report it is apparent that

Government representatives place undue reliance on Electric Boat's procurement

system to obtain reasonable prices for the Government. Electric Boat procurements

are for the moat part free from Government surveillance. Government representa-

tives do not have access to certain key financial reports of Electric Boat that

are essential in determining the reasonableness of charges to Government contracts.

Goverment representatives are not reviewing the copany's 'Make or Buy"

decisions. In such decisions, determinations are made as to whether it would be

more economical to perform work in-house or to subcontract it. There are indica-

tions that Electric Boat "Make or Buy" decisions are not always made with the

interests of the Government foremost.

The Supervisor of Shipbuilding does not review Electric Boat's procure-

ments from other divisions of General Dynamics Corporation. The contractor does

not have to Justify the cost of these procurements or to indicate whether or not

these items are being obtained at less cost than could be obtained from other

companies. The Supervisor of Shipbuilding does not adequately review major areas

of cost at Electric Boat considering that the Government ultimately pays at least

98 percent of these costs. Finally, a number of. former Electric Boat employees

are now employed by the Government in positions where they are responsible for

surveillance of contractor operations in the areas where they formerly worked.

This practice is not conducive to proper business relationships.

1. Government resentatives lace undue reliance on Electric Boat's
procurement "tem to obt reonable prices for the Government.
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For the most part, the Government relies on Electric Boat's

procurement system to obtain reasonable prices under Government contracts.

Under the terms of Navy cost-type and incentive contracts with Electric

Boat, the Government has the right to review and approve major subcontracts

(generally those over $25,000 in value) prior to placement to determine if

the pricing is reasonable. bowever, the Supervisor of Shipbuilding has waived

this right based on the following recommendation from a NAVSHIPS Contractor

Procurement System Review Team in June 1968:

"The Contractor's procurement system affords the
maxinum protection of the Government's interest
and assumes procurement of materials at the lowest
prices consistent with quality and required delivery
schedules."

"It is recommended that the Contractor's purchase system
be approved without limitation, and no purchase orders
be submitted for approval, other than such approvals as
may be required by non-standard contract clauses..."

The Review Team spent three days reviewing the contractor's

procurement system. Government representatives and Electric Boat personnel

stated this was the first Government review ever conducted of Electric

Boat procurement practices and that no subsequent review has been made. On

October 2, 1968, the Supervisor of Shipbuilding officially approved Electric

Boat's procurement system. The approval letter concluded:

"You are to be c-ended that your procurement system
merits Government approval, and you are urged to continue
your efforts to maintain an acceptable procurement system."

In addition to not reviewing and approving individual procurements, the

Supervisor does not have a regular program to review in detail individual

procurement files on a spot-check basis. Several Electric Boat personnel

stated that, except for the 3 day Government procurement review in June,

1968, I was the first Government representative to review Electric Boat

procurement by studying their files.
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Electric Boat appears to do a better job of procurement when

they are required to submit procurements for approval. For example, files

relating to procurements made by Electric Boat for the British Navy indicate

that the local British representative reviews and approves procurements over

$10,000 and requires special justification and certification by Electric Boat

management for prices in excess of $100,000. The files indicate that Electric

Boat management paid much more attention to these procurements than it did

to comparable procurements for the U. S. Government.

2. Although Government business aecounts for Q8 Percent of the tMrt
at Electric Boat. Government auditors do not have access to certain Electric
Bost financial re s that are essential in determining the reasonableness of
charges to Government contracts.

As previously indicated in this report, Electric Boat has refused

to provide labor budget reports and other relevant financial records and reports

to the Government. A Material Salvage Financial Report exists that shows

which contracts are credited with the proceeds of sales of salvage materials

amounting to about $9 million each year. Electric Boat refused to provide me

a copy of the report. The Government auditor's files indicate numerous

problems in gaining access to Electric Boat records. Further, the Govrnment

Auditor and the Contracting Officer for the Supervisor of Shipbuilding stated

that Electric Boat screens certain files and other records before they are

made available to Government representatives who request them for audit and

review purposes.

3. Government representatives do not review the company's Make or
Buy" decisions and there are indications that such decisions are not always
made with the interests of the Government foremost.

Decisions which determine whether items will be made in-house or

will be bought by subcontract can greatly effect the cost of Government work.

However, such decisions are not reviewed by the Government as required by the

Armed Services Procurement Regulation. In one case senior Electric Boat
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personnel recommended that Electric Boat perform certain valve refurbishment

work nov being done by a subcontractor, Vickers, Inc. Since a number of Navy

submarines will require this work to be done in future, this proposal was

sent to the Make or Buy Committee. The Committee noted that this work could

be done by Electric Boat at a total cost to the Goveriment of about $23,000

less per ship than the $63,000 charged by Vickers. The Caomittee nonetheless

rejected the recommendation. The minutes of the meeting stated:

"...the real saving (to Electric Boat) would be in the

neighborhood of $4,000 per ship, not $23,000, after considering

the mechanics of fee arrangements on the contract. This

fact, coupled with the risk involved in not being able to

produce due to possible material problems, the need to

maintain a parts inventory, and inventory control problems,

the committee voted 6 to 3 to continue to buy from Vickers".

4. The Supervisor of Shipbuilding does not review Electric Boat

procurements from other divisions of General Dynamics Corporation. The

contractor does not justify the cost of these procurements or indicate whether

or not these items are being obtained at less cost than would be possible

from other companies.

Procurement files do not explain or justify these procurements.

Decisions to award work to other General Dynamics divisions seem to be made

outside of the Procurement Department. Files do not indicate whether these

items could be obtained at less cost from other companies. The Supervisor

of Shipbuilding does not review these transactions nor is he formally notified

of them.

The Procurement System Review Team in June 1968 recammended that

all orders placed with other divisions of General Dynamics be treated as

purchases subject to standard practices and procedures. This has not been done.

There has been no verification that some charges for work by other

Divisions of General Dynamics are reasonable and proper. For exampl, in March,

1969, Electric Boat placed cost-type procurements for ball valves valued at $2.5

million with the Canadair Division of General Dynamics in Montreal, Canada. No

92-530 0 - 82 - 6
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justification for the estimated costs was given and the files indicate that no

effort was sui to verify the reasonableness of estimated costs for this work.

After being questioned about this, the local Government auditor has taken steps

to have Canadair costs audited by Ca*,adan Government auditors.

In addition to work Electric Boat assigns directly to other

divisions of General Dynamics, there is other Electric Boat work that ends up

at other divisions of General Dynamics via Electric Boat's suppliers. For

emple, Electric Boat regularly buys pumps from Ingersoll-Rand which in turn

subcontracts the pump motors to Electro-Dynamics, another Division of General

Dynamics the primary supplier of quiet motors for the Navy. Although these

are non-competitive procurements, Electric Boat procurement files indicate

that no cost breakdowns have been obtained from Electro-Dynamics and no cost

analysis of the prices paid has been performed. Electro-Dynamics has refused

to provide cost breakdowns and, since its prices are typically just under the

$100,000 cut off point specified in the Truth-in-Negotiations Act, no one has

made an issue out of Electro-Dynamics refusals. Since the costs and profits

of Electro-Dynamics are amplified by the succeeding overhead and profit markups

of Ingersoll-Rand and Electric Boat before being passed on to the Government

as a cost, a detailed analysis of Electro-Dynamics procurements should be

carried out.

5. The Supervisor of Shipbuilding does not adequately review major
areas of cost at Electric Boat considering that the Government ultimately pays
at least 9W percent of these costs.

The Supervisor seems to be dealing with Electric Boat as if it

were a predominatly commercial firm engaged in a highly competitive business

where competition alone provides sufficient incentive for economical operations.

The Government's review of Electric Boat's business transactions appear

superficial. As a result, Government representatives do not seem to have much
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awareness of what is really going on at Electric Boat. As mentioned elsewhere

in this report, Government representatives apparently have not been aware of

serious deficiencies in Electric Boat's procurement practices, comprehensive

reviews of labor charging practices have not been conducted, and only recently,

were efforts being made to see if known deficiencies in Electric Boat's

material control system have, been corrected. Government representatives had not

looked into Electric Boats "Make or Buy" decisions, did not have access to

pertinent labor budget records, and did not review subcontracts to other

General Dynamics divisions. Although I did not specifically review in detail

Electric Boat overhead charging practices, I found that Electric Boat is

charging the development costs of a c mercial Artic submarine tanker to

their local overhead costs, 98 percent of which are paid for by the Government

under Navy contracts. One million dollars has been budgeted for this project

to date. The Navy should not have to pay for the development of a commercial

submarine.

6. A number of former Electric Boat employees are working in the
offices of the uper ding and the Government auditor. This
situation is not conducive to proper business relationships betveenthe
Government and Electric Boat.

A number of former Electric Boat employees have been hired by

the Resident Government Auditor and by the Supervisor of Shipbuilding in

positions where they are responsible for contractor surveillance. While

I have no reason to suspect any impropriety on the part of these employees,

the situation is not conducive to proper and objective relationships between

the Government and Electric Boat.

Recently, the Supervisor of Shipbuilding was advised by the

Naval Material Comand that a former Electric Boat employee, now working

within the Naval Material Command, had been selected by the Navy to head a

Navy Procurement Review Group assigned to conduct the annual review of Electric
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Boat's procurement system this fall. The Supervisor of Shipbuilding has

objected officially to the proposed assignment.

A much better policy for the Government to follow would be to

avoid placing former contractor employees in positions where they are respon-

sible for surveillance of the same plant where they formerly worked.

7. There are indications of some recent improvement in
Government surveillance of Electric Boat. However, the Government must
take much stronger action to correct the fundamental deficiencies at Electric
Boat.

Local Government representatives are looking into a number of

issues about which I have questioned them. For example:

a. In the area of labor and material charging practices, the

Resident Government Auditor has asked Electric Boat for copies of Electric

Boat internal audit reports. The auditor has also requested access to specific

Electric Boat labor budget records. He appears to be making many more spot

checks of how Electric Boat employees are charging labor costs. These are

steps in the right direction; however, these actions alone will not correct

the problems at Electric Boat. The Government should withdraw approval of

Electric Boat's accounting system until Electric Boat institutes effective

controls that will preclude mischarging of labor and material costs to

Government contracts. The Government should conduct a comprehensive review

of Electric Boat's practices in charging labor, material and overhead costs.

b. In the area of procurement, the Supervisor of Shipbuilding

recently rejected several Electric Boat procurement recommendations because

the price justifications were inadequate. This was rarely done before. The

Supervisor of Shipbuilding is now planning to issue instructions to his

people on how to review Electric Boat procurements. Also, I understand that

the Supervisor of Shipbuilding has complained to Electric Boat Management

about the quality of Electric Boat procurements.
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I do not think this action alone will be sufficient to obtain

the needed improvements. The procurement deficiencies at Electric Boat are

fundamental. These deficiencies have persisted so long that they have become

the normal way of doing business. To bring about the necessary changes,

Electric Boat Management will have to completely overhaul its procurement

practices. They will have to undertake a comprehensive reeducation and

retraining program to change prevailing attitudes. Electric Boat Management

should be required to apply as much attention to the expenditure of Government

funds as they do to the expenditure of corporate funds. Meanwhile the

Government should require Electric Boat to submit all subcontracts in excess

of $25,000 for Government review and approval prior to placement.

c. The Resident Government Auditor is now investigating the

$2.5 million, ball valve procurement from Canadair Division of General Dynamics

Corporation. However, the Government should conduct a thorough review of

Electric Boat transactions with other divisions of General Dynamics Corporation

and establish formal procedures for reviewing such transactions to insure

that the Government's interests are protected.
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E. Profits and Contractor Investment

Corporate profit and loss statements indicate that in 1968 Electric

Boat operations were conducted at a loss. These financial statements reflect

company representations and have not been audited by the Goverment.

In pricing contracts with Electric Boatthe Navy, on the average,

pays Electric Boat a 10 percent profit on costs. Assuming no cost overruns

or underruns, a 10 percent profit would yield profits of about $22.5 million

in 1967 and about $17.8 miflion in 1968. Such profits would provide General

Dynamics a return on invested capital of about 30 percent and 35 percent for

1967 and 1968 respectively. As a return on net fixed assets, the return would

be about 71 percent and 80 percent for the years in question. These are only

rough calculations but they are indicative of the profit potential of existing

Navy contracts with Electric Boat.

The following table summarizes the pertinent information:

Projected Return on Investment Resulting
From a 10 Profit on Goverment Contracts

With Electric Boat

Potential Annual
Costs Billed Return on Investment
to the Invested Net fixed 10% Invested Net Fixed

Goverment CIpital Assets Profit Capital Assets
(millions) milio) (milions) (millions)

1968 $178 $50.3 $25 $17.8 35.6% 71%

1967 $225 $75.5 $28 $22.5 30.0% 80%

From this information it appears that Navy contracts offer Electric

Boat ample opportunity to realize a substantial return on the corporation's

investment, and that the contractor's investment should be a major factor in

establishing the rate of profit in Government contracts at Electric Boat.

Instead the Navy calculates profits as a percentage of costs. Higher costs

result in higher profits- Thus Electric Boat has a "negative" incentive to
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reduce costs.

Since the most common measure of profitability is return on investment,

General Dynamics has no incentive to invest capital to reduce costs. If

General Dynamics increases investment and profit stays the same, the return on

investment is lowered. If the increased investment results in lowered costs,

profit may go down and the return on investment is further lowered. Thus the

overriding incentive is to maintain minimum investment with the highest

obtainable cost basis for profit. In recent years, Electric Boat has been very

effective in reducing the amount of General Dynamics funds required to operate

Electric Boat. The preceding table shoes that invested capital declined by

33 percent from 1967 to 1968.

Since 1963 the Navy has substantially increased the rate of profit

paid in pricing contracts with Electric Boat-from about 7% in 1963 for cost

type contracts to about 10% in 1969. Thus the Navy has paid a higher rate of

profit on its contracts at Electric Boat at the same time that General Dynamics

has reduced its investment in Electric Boat, by over a third.

There is almost no true competition -without which costs will not be

kept down-in the shipbuilding industry. Electric Boat, a typical shipbuilder,

has little incentive to cut costs. This highlights the need for frequent and

effective Govertment surveillance of Electric Boat operations.
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DPAPTNIENT OGF TH-: NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTSN: . CO54NIA74O
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23 October 1969

MM INMXD4 FCR TPE CCMiDER, NAVA4L SHIP Sysrm.s MOwND

Subj: Need for Improved Procurement and Cost Control Practices 'n the
Construction of Naval Ships

Pef: (a) NAVSHIPS ltr Ser 0814-1337 dtd 30 April 1969
(b) SHIPS 08 menlo Ser OSH-01354 dtd 23 September 1969
(c) O1NIAVSHIPS memo dtd 6 October 1969

i. In reference (a) I forwarded to you a retort i.chidc identified masjor
deficiencies in procurement practices and cost controls at Neuport Xewis
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Coamarny. I pointed out that these deficiencies
were responsible for wasting millions of dollars each year, ane that this
would continue unless the Navy took prompt and adequate corrective acticns.
In reference (b) I sent you a follow-up report indicating additional problems
discovered in this area; I pointed out that nothing has yet been done to
correct deficient prccurement oractices and cost controls at Newoort News,
as reported in reference (a).

2. Reference (c) is your reply to my mcmo-randa. In it you state that
NIY'SHIPS' review of these matters has not yet been completed, but -hat vou
will advise me shortly cf your decision with respect to my recomnse-1-ations.
You further state that "we must ensure that the cure is not ruze costly
than the cost risk of similar deficiencies occurring in the future, that
the corrective actions we require of Newport Newis do not place them in a
less competitive position for competitive fixed-price procurements, and
that the corrective actions are practical and obtainable and do not generate
misleading data."

3. I do not consider that "cure" of the, issues I raised will be "more
costly than the cost risk of similar deficiencies occurring in tha_ future..."
The Navy should know what it pays for; loow what ships actually cost to build;
have effective control over ship construction costs; see to it that ship-
builders follow economical and required procurement practices, Without these
features, competent and economical management of our shipbuilding program
cannot exist.

4. Further, I do not understand the significance of your comment "we must
ensure.. .that the corrective actions we require of Neuport News do not place
them in a less competitive position for competitive, fixed price procurements."
Front what I have observed over many years there is little, if any, real
competition in the naval shipbuilding industry. Newport News presently is
the sole source for the nuclear aircraft carrier program; the nuclear frigate
program; the high speed submarina program. They have also received a nimiber
of sole source shinp overhaul and conversion contracts. Even in the SEEN 637
class construction program--hehre several shipbuilders bid on the sate
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contract--the competition did not, to my mind, assure reasonable prices.

S. For many years Navy shipbuilders have been sheltered from competition,
by the geographic factors in earlier years, or by factors such as workload,
design, or schedular considerations as is now the case. In effect, the
Navy's major shipbuilders can count on sufficient sole-source or cost-plus
contracts to support them regardless of their efficiency or their ability
to control costs. The Department of Defense policy of calculating profits
as a percentage of cost, rather than as a return on investment, serves to
reward higher costs in the industry with higher profits.

6. The Navy must face up to the fact that there is little, if any, true
competition in the shipbuilding industry and that, as a direct result, the
industry is neither efficient nor economical. Further, it has little
incentive to become efficient or economic under existing Navy contracting
and contract administration policies and procedures.

7. If the steadily rising cost of ships is to be halted, the Navy must
take corrective actions that are, in your words, "practical and obtainable
and do not generate misleading data." We must, in addition, require
adequate Government surveillance of shipbuilder operations. Such surveillance
has been proved to be ineffective at all major shipyards. For this reason
I do not understand your concern expressed in reference (a) about unfair
competitive advantage.

S. The current situation in shipbuilding is urgent and serious. Improper
procurement practices and inadequate cost controls have increased and continue
every day to increase costs on Government contracts. The Navy cannot afford
to treat these gross deficiencies lightly or to invoke delay in their
correction. I consider it inappropriate under the circumstances--particularly
with the present Congressional displeasure at inefficient Defense procurement
practices--to procrastinate further.

Nf've --
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DEPARTWT OF THE NAVY 0NS np

Memorandum DAII: I Dec. 1969

FROM SHIPS 00

10 : SHIPS 08

Ssi Control of Construction Costs at Newport News Shipbuilding and
Dry Dock Company

REF s (a) Deputy Commander for Nuclear Propulsion Memo to Commander,
Naval Ship Systems Command Ser OBH-01354 of 23 Sep 1969 (C)

(b) Deputy Commander for Nuclear Propulsion Memo to Commander,
Naval Ship Systems Command Ser 0OH-1394 of 23 Oct 1969

(c) Deputy Commander for Nuclear Propulsion Memo to hSN(I&L)
Ser 08H-1337 of 30 Apr 1969

ZNEL (1) NAVSHIPS ltr 0763 Ser 334 of 24 November 1969 to ASN(I&L) (FOUO)

1. Enclosure (1) constitutes my action on references (a) and (b) and RV
comment on reference (e).

hL boxensW
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-i DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20J30 3 O0 StOO T
0763:JF:dsr
Ser 334

24 November 1969

Prom: Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command
To: Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations and .Logistie.)-
Via: Chief of Naval Material

Subj! Control of Construction Costs at Newport News Shipbuilding and
Dry Dock Company

Ref: (a) Deputy Commander for Nuclear Propulsion Memo to ASN(I&L)
08H Ser 1337 of 30 April 1969

(b) Deputy Commander for Nuclear Propulsion Confidential Memo
to Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command Ser 081-01354 of
23 September 1969

(c) Deputy Commander for Nuclear Propulsion Memo to Commander
Naval Ship Systems Command Ser 08H-1394 of 23 October 1969

Encl: (1) Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company ltr of 6 Aug 1969
(2) Resident DCAA Memo of May 21, 1969
(3) NAVSHIPS Review of Newport News Cost Control System
(4) NAVSHIPS Review of Subcontracting
(5) NAVSHIPS Review of a Cost System for Individual Changes
(6) NAVSHIPS Review of Internal Auditing Requirements
(7) NAVSHIPS Review of Recommendation for Certification of Claims

by Contractor
(8) NAVSHIPS Recapitulation of Planned action items

1. References (a), (b), and (c) reported deficiencies in procurement,
pricing, and cost control practices of the Newport News Shipbuilding and
Dry Dock Company and recommended early corrective action. I have reviewed
in depth the matters reported by the references. This review has been
supplemented by analyses conducted by SUPSHIP Newport News and the Resident
DCAA at Newport News. My conclusions and planned action are presented
in this letter.

- 2. In pointing up their criticism of procurement, pricing, cost control,
and general management practices of the NNS&Db Co., references (a) and
(b) cited numerous specific deficiencies. These are discussed in
enclosures (1) and (2), from whichit appears that there is considerable
disagreement on details of the reported items. But our reviews developed
four basic procedures which merit careful study; viz., cost control,
subcontracting, costing Of contract changes, and internal audits.
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3. Cost Control.

a. The first basic issue raised by references (a) and (b) is that of
requiring the Company to establish an effective cost control system, in-
cluding effective procedures to ensure that charges for naval ship construction
are valid and accurate. As developed in enclosure (3),' it is considered
that Newport News has a reasonably good basic cost control system. The
present system can be and should be improved to provide management with a
basis for ascertaining the present status of work and to permit more
accurate projection of cost overruns/underruns. Such improvements can be
made without the disruption attendant to establishing a new system. Further,
the improvements would be compatible with the Company's present budgeting
and estimating systems. The suggested improvements are detailed in
enclosure (3), and the Company has agreed to adopt them.

b. DODINST 7000.2 of 22 December 1967 provides the basis of a con-
tractual requirement for a Performance Measurement System which includes
cost control and budgeting. It is understood that N&VMAT is in the
process of preparing a NAVMAT Instruction and an implementation manual
for the DOD Instruction in order to establish standards for uniform
management requirements and for NAVMAT overview of benefits obtained from
such a contractual requirement. DOD has not yet promulgated the Guide
for Performance Measurement described in the DOD Instruction. Pending
receipt of the NAVMAT Instruction and Manual for the implementation of
DODINST 7000.2, NAVSHIPS will:

(1) Obtain a monthly copy of the Newport News cost control reports
for existing new construction contracts. Such a report is a good
management tool to use for evaluating the likelihood of cost overruns,
effectiveness of labor, validity of projected delivery dates and for
progress payment computation purposes.

(2) Require SUPSHIP to monitor and expedite, with assistance of
DCAA, the efforts of Newport News to improve as soon as possible the
present system as delineated by NAVSHIPS.

c. References (a) and (b) also recommend the establishment of an
effective system for insuring that charges are valid and accurate. NAVSHIPS,
SUPSHIP and the Resident DCAA office consider that such a system does
exist. It is true that erroneous charges to a contract have been made
on occasion; however, this is not necessarily the fault of the system.
What has occurred is that charges have been made to an improper cost class
of a contract, even though such charges were properly incurred for work
required by the contract. While such charges are valid as a proper charge
to the contract, they do tend to warp the historical base for future
estimating of cost classes. NAVSHIPS will request the Resident DCAA to
conduct an intensified program of monitoring the timekeeping system, which
is one of the responsibilities assigned to DCAA. Further, the Company has

2
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advised that it is employing additional internal auditors, who will assist
in auditing the timekeeping system. SUPSHIP will be required to obtain from
the Resident DCAA the results of such reviews and to report corrective
actions taken. If no reviews are performed, SUPSHIP will so report; and
NAVSHIPS will take appropriate action.. This matter of erroneous charges
to a cost class under a contract, although it is a valid charge to the con-
tract, has been a perennial problem in public as well as privately owned
yards. Greater surveillance will reduce its incidence but Yill not
eliminate it. At Newport News, an incentive system provides motivation
to the employee who is on incentive work to insure that he is properly
charged.

4. Subcontracting. The second basic issue concerns subcontracting. The
question here is what level of subcontract procurement performance should
be expected from a contractor under a contract containing the Consent to
Subcontract Clause. We expect a prime contractor to perform all of the
functions in the subcontract procurement that the Governzment would perform
if it were awarding a contract in excess of 8100,000. As outlined in
enclosure (4), there is a difference between what the Government expects and
what the contract clauses specified by ASPR require. NAVSHIPS will
recommend to the ASPR Committee requirements which would incorporate our
expectations into contractual requirements. Nevertheless, NAVSHIPS and
SUPSHIP areproceeding to require improvements in the Company's procurement
system on the basis of what we expect of a contractor. In the meantime,
SUPSHIP approval of the contractor's procurement system has been withdrawn,
and all applicable subcontracts witl require consent when a contract
contains the Subcontract Clause. Such a clause is a part of all recent
contracts awarded to Newport News, and requires consent notwithstanding
approval of the contractor's procurement system.

5. Costing of Contract Changes. The third basic issue is whether the con-
tractor can or should have a system to maintain costs for individual
changes. Enclosure (5) provides the rationale why such a system is not
considered feasible except for the cost of special material which is pro-
cured for a change or in other very limited circumstances. This matter has
been raised many times in the past. The NAVSHIPS position that such a
system is not feasible is still held to be valid. If there is still doubt
on this point, a task group of knowledgeable people, including industry
personnel, should be convened to review this question and submit recommendations.
This task group would make a feasibility study, including the cost
effectiveness of such a system. If considered feasible, a pilot program could
then be instituted to test it. Further, this basic issue is also involved in
the proposal of paragraph 6c of reference (b) for certification by the
contractor for each change order claim, regardless of amount, that costs
claimed do not exceed the act2al cost of the work performed. The NAVSHIPS
position as detailed in enclosure (7), is that this is not necessary in
the light of reviews otherwise required.

3
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6. Internal Audits The fourth basic issue concerns the duties of an ACO
(SUPSHIP) and the internal audits to be performed by the contractor. In
paragraph 5d of reference (a), the recommendaticn-is nmade that the Navy should
require Newpor t;Ngsvsto F establish;'an effective' program of internal reviews and
appraisals of its operations. The Company has advised that it is expanding
its internal auditing staff to 12 people from the present complement of 9.
NAVSHIPS and SUPSHIP will work with the Resident DCAA to ascertain what
should be required of the Company in this area and whether this augmented
staff is performing internal reviews and appraisals of the operations
of the Company in eccordance with Navy requirements. Further action will
depend on our findings in this area. DCAA is involved since such system
reviews are a matter under its cognizance. DCAA is required to alert the
ACO (SUPSHIP) when the contractor's performance in this area is unsatis-
factory. As to the duties of the ACO (SUPSHIP), the recommendation contained
in paragraph 5d of reference (a) would require SUPSHIP to review and
monitor the internal review program and to establish an independent pro-
gram of appraisals of Newport News operations. Pursuant to Chapter 3 of
the Contract Audit MInual, DCAA is responsible for establishing an
audit program and plan and for reviewing the following in the area of the
effectiveness of the contractor's management control over costs:

a. Estimating System

b. Timekeeping

c. Cost Controls

d. Internal Controls

e. Budgeting

f. Contract Financial M)nagement

g. Production Scheduling and Control, as it pertains to costs.

Although the above reviews are the responsibility of DCAA, NAVSHIPS does
consider that SUPSHIP should insure that they are performed. SUPSHIP is
working with the Resident DCAA Office to intensify such reviews. He
will provide technical support to the auditors and will keep NAVSHIPS
informed of the results. Upon receipt of advice from DCAA that the con-
tractor should take corrective &ction, SUPSHIP will arrange with the
Company to take such action promptly. Thus, what references (a) and (b)
would require of SUPSHIP in the area of internal audits is a responsibility
of DCAA. In the matter of production scheduling, SUPSHIP has a responsi-
bility to review this system from a technical viewpoint and to assist the
auditor in the performance of the review required by the Manual. Supple-
mentary comments are contained in enclosure (6).

4
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8. A recapitulation of the planned actions on the part of the Government
as well as the Company as developed in enclosures (3) through (7) is made
in enclosure (8).

9. In summary, then, references (a), (b) and (c) have served a valuable
purpose in highlighting the beed for certain corrective measures. Improve-
ments are not only desirable but clearly necessary, and -Nfaai-tAOr
accomplishment has been developed. The Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry
Dock Company is undergoing rapid management changes, both in personnel and
in practices; the new management is receptive to suggestions for impmrving
operating procedures. The Company has established active management
task groups and employed outside consultants. We will require the
necessary improvements as a proper demand under the practices of flexibly-
priced contracting, and I will keep you apprised of status and progress
on a quarterly basis.

Copy to: N. SONENSHEIN
02
02C
022
07Y(ES)
076
08
SUPSHIP NPTNWS
Res. DCAA NPTNWS

5
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

'WASHINGTON, D. C. 20360 I" , o

o8H-6403
23 December 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR TilE C@INANDER, NAVAL SNIP SYSTEr-;S C"IAND

SubJ: Deficiencies in Procurement of Hull Steel by Newport News Ship-
building and Dry Dock Company

Ref: (a) NAVSHIPS ltr 0763:JF:dsr Ser 334 of 24 November 1969
(b) VAIN Rickover memorandum Ser 08N-1337 of 30 April 1969
(c) VADM Rickover memorandum Ser 08H-01354 of 23 September 1969

Encl: (1) Report of Practices Followed by Newport News Shipbuilding and
Dry Dock Company in Procuring Hull Steel for Corstruction of
CVAN68

1. Reference (a) identified the actions you intend to take with respect to
deficiencies in shipyard cost control and procurement practices I described
in references (b) and (c). You have asked for my comments on your proposed
action plan.

2. I have not studied reference (a) sufficiently to provide you with
detailed comments at this time. However, I will comment as soon as possible.

3. Recently, I found what appears to be a major problem in the procurement
of hull steel by Newport News. Substantial amounts of HY 80 and HY 100
steel are required in the construction of CVAN68. The General Accounting
Office in June 1965 issued a report to Congress criticizing the way the Navy
and its shipbuilders procured HY 80 steel used in the construction of nuclear
submarines. Therefore, I asked one of my representatives to review how
Newport News currently procures this material. Enclosure (1) is the report
I have received.

4. The General Accounting Office report stated that the Navy and its
shipbuilders should obtain cost and pricing data from HY 80 steel suppliers
in order to comply with the requirements of the Truth-in-Negotiations Act.
The Navy agreed. Today, more than four years later, enclosure (1) indicates
that Newport News is still not obtaining cost and pricing data from HY 80
and HY 100 steel suppliers.

5. Enclosure (1) also identifies specific problems in Newport News' pro-
curement of high tensile steel. Apparently, the shipyard has bought about
$3.4 million worth of high tensile steel from Bethlehem Steel Corporation
without bothering to obtain competitive bids from other qualified firas and
without obtaining or evaluating supplier cost and pricing data. Further,
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Newport News has broken the $3.4 million total requirements from Bethlehem
Steel Corporation into more than 1200 individual orders, such that apparently
no individual high tensile steel order for CVAN68 exceeds $100,000-the lower
limit for requiring cost and pricing data under the Truth-in-Negotiations
Act. Through these practices, it appears to me that Newport News is not
taking maximum advantage of its potential bargaining power to obtain hull
steel at lower prices.

6. I am bringing this matter to your attention so that appropriate
corrective action may be taken. In this regard I reconmend that NAVSHIPS
check the procurement of hull steel at other shipyards to ensure that
deficiencies previously pointed out by the General Accounting Office
have been corrected as promised by the Navy and to ensure that hull steel
required in naval ship construction programs is being procured in the most
economical manner.

. G. ckover

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations and Logistics)
Chief of Naval Material

. 92-530 0 - 82 - 7
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ENCLOSURE (1)

Report of Practices Followed by Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock
Company in Procuring Hull Steel for Construction of CVA6N68

I. Background

In 1965, the General Accounting Office (GAO) issued a report to

Congress concerning procurement of HY 80 steel plate from U. S. Steel

Corporation and Lukens Steel Company for use in the construction of Navy

ships. The GAO report stated:

"...neither the Navy nor its prime shipbuilding contractors had
obtained and evaluated cost data for the purpose of determining
the reasonableness of the identical mill prices charged by these
two steel suppliers. These companies constituted the principal
available sources of supply for this essential material which is
used almost exclusively in the construction of nuclear submarines
and other naval vessels. These cost data properly certified by
the contractors, in our opinion, should have been required and
considered by the Navy and its prime shipbuilders in the nego-
tiation of prices under the Armed Services Procurement Regulation
prior to December 1, 1962, and under Public Law 87-653 thereafter."

The GAO report explains that HY 80 steel plate is a specialized item

produced in accordance with military specifications. It is produced prin-

cipally by two steel makers, United States Steel Corporation and Lukens

Steel Company. The firms quote identical catalog mill prices for this

material. The GAO reported that, depending on the way the figures were

presented, the rate of profit on costs for U. S. Steel varied from 3.5% to

14.5% and for Lukens from 22.9% to 26.8%. The GAO concluded that there are

sufficient differences in the costs of producing HY 80 steel plate, and in

the profits to be realized from identical prices, to require cost and

pricing data from both manufacturers in any future negotiated procurements

of HY 80 steel plate (or successor types) as required by the Truth-in-

Negotiations Act.
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The Navy agreed with the GAO findings. The following is quoted from

the GAO report:

"With regard to our first proposal, the Navy stated that pro-
curement of HY 80 steel plate by formal advertising had been
discontinued and that cost or pricing data was now being
required and certifications were requested in accordance with
the provisions of ASPR 3-807.3. In addition, the Navy stated
that successor types of plate and other types of steel will
be considered for slniilar treatment as conditions warrant.

With regard to our second proposal, the Navy indicated that
prime contractors had been advised to obtain cost or pricing
data on all HY 80 steel-plate procurements and to obtain certi-
fications in accordance with the provisions of their prime
contracts."

II. Procurement of HY 80 and HY 100 Steel for CVAN68

In view of the GAO's findings, and because hull steel is a significant

cost factor in Navy ships, a review was conducted of how HY 80 and HY 100

steel was being procured by Newport News for CVAN68. It appears that HY 80

and HY 100 steel plate is still being procured as described in the GAO report.

The bids of both suppliers seem to be identical when transportation costs

are considered, and certified cost or pricing data, as required by the Truth-

in-Negotiations Act, are not being obtained.

Newport News procurements of HY 80 and HY 100 steel plate for CVAN68

total nearly $9 million--$3,650,000 to Lukens, $5,250,000 to U. S. Steel, and

$5,000 to ANPICO Steel Company.

For-each of the purchase orders reviewed, bids were solicited from

both Lukens and U. S. Steel. In each case the Lukens bid was slightly higher

than the price quoted by U. S. Steel. However, penciled notes in Newport

News purchase files adjusted the two bids by adding the freight costs from

each mill to Newport News. These adjustments made the bids identical. In

several of the procurements reviewed, Lukens advised Newport News that they

were raising their prices. Within 30 days, in each case, U. S. Steel increased
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their prices by an identical amount. Thus, the prices from these two

independent suppliers remained identical. Newport News purchasing personnel

stated that because the bids are identical after transportation costs are

considered, award to Lakens or U. S. Steel is dependent upon "company

policy." (In certain cases Newport News solicited bids from ARMCO as well

as Lukens and U. S. Steel. However, the files state that PAMC0 was non-

responsive because of higher prices and because they were unable to supply

all the items on order.)

III. Procurement of High Tensile Steel for CVAN68

In addition to HY 80 and HY 100 steel, Newport News has procured about

$3.4 million worth of high tensile steel for use on CVAN68. A review of

the shipyard's high tensile steel procurements revealed what appears to be

two major deficiencies:

Failure to obtain competitive bids for high tensile steel requirements

Newport News is buying large quantities of high tensile steel plate

on a sole-source basis, even though there is more than one supplier for this

material. A review of these purchases indicates that Newport News has been

awarding the purchase orders to Bethlehem Steel Company without soliciting

bids from other vendors and without performing an evaluation as to the

reasonableness of prices paid. Shipyard procurement personnel acknowledged

this purchasing procedure, although they recogndze that there are other

vendors. They claim that procurement of high tensile steel from Bethlehem

would always result in the lowest cost because of transportation considerations.

The Bethlehem orders are shipped by barge from nearby Sparrows Point, Maryland.
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It may be that the "catalogue prices" for high tensile steel ara

the same for all suppliers, and thus Newport News considers it unnecessary

to solicit competitive bids. However, the shipyard's large requirements for.

steel could give it a strong bargaining point in a competitive situation.

The potential for $3.4 million worth of orders might well induce one or

more steel companies to quote below the standard price in order to win the

business. At least, Newport News should allow all potential suppliers to

bid. It does not appear that Newport News has made any effort to use its

potential bargaining position to obtain lower prices for high tensile steel

used on CVAN68 through competitive bids or negotiations.

Failure to obtain siiiplier cost and pr cind ata in sole source procurements

The Thuth-in-Negotiations Act requires that prim contractors obtain

and review subcontractor cost and pricing data in all noncompetitive

procurements over $100,000. A review of purchase orders for high tensile

steel revealed no evidence that cost or pricing data had been obtained and

evaluated. Although the procurements of high tensile steel for CVAN68

totalled more than $3.4 million, Newport News had split them into more than

1200 separate purchase orders. No one purchase order exceeded $100,000.

Shipyard procurement personnel claim that tie major factor in determining

the number of the Bethlehem purchase orders was the scheduling and size

limitations of barge shipment. However, shipyard purchase records show that

where the Truth-in-Negotiations Act does not apply, Newport Nei-s has placed

high tensile steel orders in excess of $100,000. For example, on one

conmmrcial hull, the high tensile steel procurements totalled only $650,000.

Two of these procurements were in excess of $100,000.
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IV. Conclusions

Newport News has recently been awarded a contract to procure materials

for CVAN69. Unless there is prompt action taken to correct the practices

used by Newport News in the procurement of hull steel, the companyis

procurements of hull steel for the new carrier will probably be no better

than those for CVAN68. Newport News should be required to solicit bids

from all qualified sources and to obtain and review cost or pricing data in

those cases where competitive bids are not obtained. The Navy should take

action necessary to correct the deficiencies identified in the 1965 GAO

report. It should also insure that its contractors establish effective

purchasing procedures for other specialty steels used in ship construction.
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7 January 1970

)fi40RANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY COMWANDE FOR NUCLEAR 0PT.R = N

Subjs Deficiencies in Procurement of Hull Steel by Newport News Shipbuilding
and Dry Dock Company

Refs (a) Deputy Commander for Nuclear Propulsion Memo 08H-64003 of
23 December 1969

1. Reference (a) reported a problem in the procurement of HY 80, HY 100 and
high tensile steel by Newport News. In respect to HY 60 and HY 100 steel
procurement, it was reported that the Company had not obtained cost or pricing
data from the suppliers, even though GAO in a 1965 report had criticized the
award of similar procurements without such data and the Navy had advised
that shipbuilders would be required to obtain cost or pricing data from the
suppliers. As to the high tensile steel, it was reported that the Company
had procured the steel from Bethlehem Steel Corporation without competition
and without obtaining cost or pricing data.

2. The basic facts reported in reference (a) have been verified by my re-
view. However, there are other facts that bear on these matters which also
must be considered in respect to these procurements. Most of these additional
facts are available at Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company and from
the files at SUPSHIP Newport News. Among other things, they show that the
SUPSHIP Contracting Officer consented to the placement of most of the purchases
of HY 60, HY 100, and high tensile steel. If these procurements were impro-
per, the SUPSHIP Contracting Officer must bear full responsibility for such
impropriety. However, before the Contracting Officer is criticized for
improperly consenting to the placement of these subcontracts, additional facts
must be considered.

3. My review, to date, shows that in respect to the HY S0 and 100 steel
procurements reported by reference (a), the Company is required to obtain
the consent of the Contracting Officer for procurements in excess of *50,000.
Certified oat or ricing data is required under PL 87-653 for subcontracts
in excess of $100,000, unless the subcontract price is based on adequate
price competition, established catalog or market prices of commercial items
sold in substantial quantities to the general public, or prices set by law
or regulation. Some HY 80 - 100 procurements were placed without consent
because the Contractor's procurement system had been approved. After can-

cellation of the approval, the first request for consent to the placement
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of a N! 80 - 100 steel subcontract, in August 1968, was on the basis that
the prices quoted by the suppliers were identical to those bid and accepted
for the steel under a formally advertised procurement of the Defense -
Industrial Supply Center, Philadelphia (DISC) for Mare Island Naval Ship-
yard's new construction program. Notwithatanding this report, Newport News
was advised to obtain oost or prioing data for the procurement. The re-
sponse from both Lukens Steel Company and U. S. Steel wva that DISC had
been procuring HY So and Er 100 steel by formally advertised procuremente
since late in 1967 and that euch procurements recognised that there was ..c
adequate price competition. Thzey further advised that in view of the Govern-
meat's determination of adequate price competition in the procurement of
such steel, they would not provide cost or pricing data, since FL 87-653 does
not require such data when a determination of adequate price competition in
made. In view of the fact that DISC considered there wan adequate price
competition and the prices quoted were the same as thbae bid to the Govern-
ment, the Contracting Officer consented to the procurement.

4. Further, m review of the H! eo and H! 100 matter shove that ince the
1965 GAO report:

a. Armco has increased its capacity for fabrication of such
steel.

b. Bethlehem has become a supplier of such steel.

c. In August 1967, DSA in a memorandum to Deputy ASD: (Procurement)
advisedthat heywere obtaining effective competition in the procurement of
HY eo steel *to such an extent that reasonableness of price is assured by
that competition.'

d. In Ootober 1967, the Deputy ASD (Procurement), in responding
to the DSA memorandum, advised that assuming the validity of the DSA con-
olusion (of effective price competition), it was not considered necessary
to obtain GAO consent to buy this steel by formal advertising or by com-
petitive negotiations.

e. In November 1967, MA advised GAO that such steel was being
procured under conditions of effective price competition and that they would
formally advertise or competitively negotiate for El So - 100 steel in the
future.

5. It would appear that from a oontraot administration point of view, GAO
should have been advised of the Navy's change in position, in that ship-
builders would not be required to obtain certified cost or pricing data
because it was considered that there was effective price competition. It
should be noted that Electric Boat is also procuring such steel on the basis
of adequate price competition with the consent of the Contracting Officer.
For future procurements of E! So - 100 steel, including requireients for
CVA-69 placed by Newport News, I will review the Competitive emtironmunt for

2
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such procurements. If I determine that there is adequate price competition,
I will advise G of that fact and of our intention not to obtain cost or
pricing data from suppliers. If it in determined that there is inadequate
price competition, certified coast or pricing data win be required an a pre-
requisite to consent to the placement of suboontracts. In the event that
suppliers refuse to provide such data, the matter will be referred to the
Secretary via NkVNAT in accordance with ASPR 3-807.6.

6. As to the high tensile steel, the granting of consent by the SUPSHIP'
Contracting Officer wva on the basis that the prices for these procuraenta
were the most reasonable prices for the steel as delivered to the shipyard.
This determination was predicated on the assumption that the prices at the
mill era catalog prices and that the barge delivery cost from the Sparrows
Point mill of Bethlehem was the lowest possible delivery charge. Thus, the
delivered price was the lowest price possible. Newport Nevs does not con-
tend that the multiple orders were placed on the basis of barge loads, as
stated in reference (a). The Contractor contends that such multiple orders
were the natural outgrowth Of working dravng preparation as related to the
ereation Nhui for Hi shp nthe liadtime for the steel. The con-
tractor further contends that these multiple orders were placed with no in-
tent'ton of evaBB re PL 87-653. I am inclined to accept
the position of Newport News, since catalog or market price of comercial
items sold in substantial quantities to the general public is one of the
exceptions to obtaining cost or pricing data required by PL 87-653; since
consent in required at the $50,000 level, whereas the PL 87-653 threshold
is in excess of $100,000; and since many of the orders required consent
approval. Accordingly, any attempt by the Company to evade the requirements
of PL 87-653 would have been iasrtgjuned during the consent process.

7. In any event, I consider that the matter of multiple orders and
reasonableness of price needs to be resolved. To this end, I will direct
SUPSHIP to:

a. Conduct a review of the relationship of drawing room output
to the erection schedule and procurement/delivery lead time to ascertain if
the orders could have been consolidated.

b. Require that for the CVA-69, orders be consolidated to the
aximu extent possible.

c. Require that the solicitations be competitive touthe M um
extent possible.

d. Consent to the placement of orders only after reasonable
assurance of compliance with ASPR requirements and FL 87-653, as appropriate.

CNN Nnr . so -qHISUPSHIP NPTNWS
SUPSHIP GTOWN Bear A1iral, USH.
SUPSHIP PASCAGOLA Conder, Nav. Ship Syatems Omcand

3
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A- - a' DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20360 IN REPLY RlRER TO

08H-706
29 January 1970

MIX)ROMDU54 FOR T CCiANDER NAVAL SHIP SYSTE&IS CONMAM'O

Subj: Deficiencies in Procurement of Hull Steel by Newport News
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company

Ref: (a) Deputy Commander for Nuclear Propulsion Memorandum 08H 6403
dated 23 December 1969

(b) Commander NAVSHIPS Memorandum 0763:JF:dsr Ser: 3 dated
7 January 1970

1. In reference (a) I pointed out several major deficiencies in the way
Newport News Snipbuilding and Dry Dock Company procures specialized HY

-80 and HY 100 hull steel and other high tensile steels under Navy contracts.
I pointed out that in 1965 the General Accounting Office found HY 80 steel
contracts which had been awarded on the basis of prices quoted by the
steel suppliers were resulting in profits of up to 26% on costs. From
its review the GAO recamimended and the Navy agreed that on subsequent
procurements cost and pricing data would be obtained from HY 80 steel
suppliers to assure that the quoted prices were reasonable in relation to
.the cost of producing this steel for the Navy. Recently, however, I found
that Newport News is procuring HY 80 and HY 100 steel for the aircraft
carriers CVAN 68 and 69 on the basis of quoted prices and without obtaining
cost and pricing data to determine whether the prices being paid are
reasonable.

2. In reference (a) I also pointed out that Newport News bought about $3.4
million worth of high tensile steel from the Bethlehem Steel Corporation
for construction of the aircraft carrier CVAN68 without obtaining competi-

_tive'bids from other qualified firms and without obtaining or evaluating
Bethlehem's cost and pricing data. In buying this steel, Newport News
placed more than 1200 individual orders with Bethlehem. None of these
orders exceeded $100,000--the lower limit for obtaining cost and pricing
data under the Truth-in-Negotiations Act. Thus it appears to me that
Newport News is neither complying with the Truth-in-Negotiations Act nor
taking maxirsiTm advantage of its potential bargaining power to obtain the
lowest possible prices for this steel.

3. In reference (b) you. verified the facts I reported in reference (a).
In addition, reference (b) pointed out that:

a. The Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Newiport News, reviewed and
consented to some of the Newport News HY 80 and HY 100 steel orders prior
to their placerent.
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b. In one case the Supervisor of Shipbuilding requested that cost
and pricing data be obtained from HY 80 and HY 100 steel suppliers; the
steel suppliers refused to provide such data. The Supervisor later
consented to this order on the basis that the prices quoted by the. suppliers
were identical to those obtained and accepted by the Defense Industrial
Supply Center for the same type steel under a formally advertiseulpro-
eurement.

c. Since late 1967, the Defense Industrial Supply Center has been
procuring HY 80 and HY 100 steel without obtaining and evaluating supplier
cost and pricing data on the basis that there is adequate price competition.
The Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Procurement) and the General
Accounting Office were informed of this in 1967.

4.. In reference (b) you also state that NAVSHIPS will review the procure-
mwnt of HY 80 and HY 100 steel and that if competition is not considered.
adequate, NAVSHIPS will either obtain supplier cost and pricing data or
request a waiver of the Truth-in-Negotiations Act. Reference (b) also
indicates that the Supervisor of Shipbuilding will determine if Newport
News orders are being consolidated whenever possible, and if maximum
competition is being obtained.

5. I am well aware that large steel suppliers have been and continue to
be reluctant to furnish cost and pricing data to the Government and that
in some cases they have refused to do so. However, I do not believe the
Government should be deterred from requiring cost and pricing data in cases.
where such data are required by the Truth-in-Negotiations Act. The Navy
uses substantial quantities of HY 80 and HY 100 steel in its shipbuilding
prograrims-$9 million has been spent to date for this material on the
aircraft carrier CVAN 68 alone. Moreover, the Government has spent
considerable sums to develop HY 80 and HY 100 steel. Although the Navy is
the primary customer for this steel, it, is my understanding that these . .
procuremants have been exempted from renegotiation under the Renegotiation
Act. In these circumstances, I believe NAVSHIPS has a definite responsib-
ility to insure that the prices it pays are reasonable.

6. The determination of adequate price competition is a difficult one.
It has bean ay experience that far too often procurements have been
classified as being competitive when the competition obtained at best was
limited and of marginal effectiveness in holding prices to reasonable
levels. In addition, much of our ship construction is contracted for on
the basis of the shipbuilder's estimated costs. In such cases, higher
costs can easily mean higher profits. Thus, there is often no real ___
incentive or pressure from shipbuilders on suppliers to keep prices down.
It also may be to a shipbuilder's advantage to buy in smrall quantities--
even if this means paying higher prices--in order to minimize the funds
required to perform Goverrner.t contracts. '
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7. lirecornend that NAVSHIPS find out whether the priceq which have been
and are being paid for .HY 80 and HY 100 steel are reasonable. It appears
that the 1965 General Accounting Office review is the only. factual check
that has ever been made on cost incurred and profits realized by HY 80
and HY 100 steel suppliers under Navy orders. I recosmend that you
arrange with the Defense Contract AudIt Agency or, if necessary, the
General Accounting Office itself to 2heck actual cost records of the
steel suppliers involved to determnii what costs are being incurred and
what profits are being Trade on contricts and subcontracts for HY 80 and
HY 100 steel. I would further reconieend that you take appropriate actions
at all shipyards to insure that steel orders are consolidated and procured
caspetitively to the mraxisnn extent possible.

.- G.Rickover

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations and Logistics)
Chief of Naval Material
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* WASHINGTON. D.C. i0360 if m ?e
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5 March 1970

From: Commander, Naval Ship Systems Comand
Tos Chief of Naval Material (HAT 021)

Subj: Identical Catalog Price Bids for Steel for Ships Under Construction

at Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company

Reaf (a) Deputy Commander for Nuclear Propulaion Memo, OSH-64003 of

23 December 1969 to Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command
Copy to CNN and ASN(I&L)

(b) Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command Memo, 0763 Ser: 3 of

7 January 1970 to Deputy Co=ander for Nuclear Propulsion
Copy to CNM and ASN(I&L)

(o) Deputy Commander for Nuclear Propulsion Memo, OSH-706 of
29 January 1970 to Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command
Copy to CMX and ASN(I&L)

(d) NAVSHIPS ltr Ser 0763-33 of 27 February 1970

Eclt (1) (SC) Samplies of Purchase Orders
(2) Copies of Correspondence from 11. S. Steel, Bethlehem Steel

and Lukens Steel; refusal to provide data on commercial sales

1, Reference (a) advised that Newport News vas niying large quantities

of high tensile steel plate on a sole source basis from Bethlehem Steel

Company for shipment by barge from the nearby Sparrows Point, Maryland

mill. Newport News claimed that the delivered cost of the steel was lower

than the delivered price from other suppliers and that they therefore did

not obtain the bids of other suppliers.

2. Reference (b) advised that the consent granted by the SUPSHIP Contracting

Officer was on the basis that all suppliers would bid identical FOB mill

catalog prices and that when the cost of the barge delivery from the near-

by Bethlehem Sparrows Point mill was added to the FOB mill prices, Bethlehem

prices for the steel delivered to the shipyard would always be the lowest

price. Reference (b) further advised that future solicitations for the

steel would be competitive to the -1dm extent possible.

3. Reference (c) recommended that appropriate action be taken to ensure

that steel orders are procured with the competition to the extent

possible.

4. Subsequently, NAVSHIPS directed SUPSHIP to consent to the placement of

steel orders only if they were placed as the result of m m competition
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and compliance with the requirements of PL 87-653, as appropriate.

5. Enclosure (1) is identical bids received by Newport News for steel.
These bids are the catalog prices for the steel FOB the steel mills. When
the shipment cost to the shipyard is added to the FOB mill prices, the
delivered steel prices are different, and Bethlehem's price is the lowest
price because of barge shipments from the nearby Sparrows Point mill. It
is our understanding that the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC)
Philadelphia also receives identical FOB mill prices in most instances.
After taking the discount and adding the delivery cost, all prices are
different and DISC makes the award to the supplier whose delivered price
in the lowest. Cost or pricing data is not required.

6. In order to establish that cost or pricing data would rit be required
because the FOB mill prices were established catalog prices of commercial
items sold in substantial quantities to the general public, Newport News
requested the suppliers to advise the tonnage of steel sold to the general
public. The suppliers refused to provide such information as evidenced by
enclosure (2). NAVSHIPS has not required Newport News to obtain cost or
pricing data from the steel suppliers, since a refusal to provide such data'
was inferred from the refusal to provide data from HY 80/100 steel,
reference (d).

7. The steel involved is carbon steel under specification NIIL-S' 2698E
and carbon high tensile steel under MIL-S-16113C. It is probab2z.ito
all of the suppliers do make substantial sales to the public on these
types of steel or sinilar steels. However, as indicated in enclosure (2),
this information was not furnished by the suppliers. Therefore, NAVSHIPS
considers that the following alternatives are available

a. The FOB mill price procurements are competitive, meet the require-
ments of ASPR 3-807.1(b)(1)(a), and there is no basis for considering the
FOB mill prices as unreasonable. Therefore, consent can be granted on the
basis of effective price competition without cost or pricing data.

b. Although the procurements are competitive, the identical FOB
mill prices are considered unreasonable and cost or pricing data will be
required when PL 87-653 is involved in the procurement. When PL 87-653
is not involved, consent will be granted only after Newport News conducts
a price analysis of the bids received. This alternative recognises that
as the result of these requirements1 the ships will be delayed an4 abe_
schedule disrupted. NAVSHIPS has no basis for a de ermination tUna the
prices are unreasonable.'

a. Although the steel suppliers have refused to provide data on
sales to the general public, the catalog prices do satisfy the require-
ments of ASPR 3-807.1(b)(2), which defines established catalog or market
prices of commercial items sold in substantial quantities to the general

2
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public. Therefore, consent can be granted on that basis without cost or
pricing data.

d. The delivered prices for the steel and not FOB mill prices are
the only meaningful prices. Such prices are all different when the delivery
costs are added to the FOB mill prices. Accordingly, the procurements
satisfy the requirements of ASPR 3-807.1(b)(1)(a) and consent can be granted
for the awards to be made to the supplier-whose delivered prices are the
lowest.

e. Consider that the prices bid by the suppliers do not reflect
adequate price competition and that under the shipbuilding contract, New-
port News is required to obtain cost or pricing data when the procurement
is under PL 87-653 and to conduct a cost analysis of such data; insist
that they obtain such data and perform the analysis. In the event that
they make the procurement without such data and analysis, the determination
of the shipbuilding contract final price would be dependent on a deter-
mination as to what the steel price would have been had they obtained the
cost or pricing data from the steel suppliers and made the procurement
after cost analysis of the data.

f. Consider that the prices bid by the suppliers do not reflect
adequate price competition when PL 87-653 is not involved but consent re-
quired for steel procurements. Advise Newport News that the prices are not
considered reasonable and to negotiate a reasonable price. If the procure-
ments are placed without consent, the determination of the shipbuilding
contract final price would be dependent on a determination as to what the
steel prices would have been had they negotiated reasonable prices.

8. NAVSHIPS recommends that either NAVMAT consider that the delivered
price of steel reflects adequate price competition and that the FOB mill
prices can be considered to be catalog prices of items sold in substantial
quantities to the general public or obtain a waiver of coat or pricing
data.

9. Pending the receipt of a reply to this letter, consent to the place-
ment of subcontracts for such steel is being withheld. The Contractor
has advised that the delivery date on such steel procurements will be
slipped if consent is not granted in the very near future and that this
slippage will have an impact on cost and ship delivery schedules.

Copy to:

PHSS 392 Depacvmoer Fix: At.ites/
PHS 378 Pop" Nrc rhor for Shpa
076 Ifertion & Ibnr
022(H)

3
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20300 : " PLY Utter To

08H-708
2 February 1970

MEr;D;RANDUN FOR THE CorMANDMER, NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS OIAND

Subj: Shipbuilding and Overhaul Contracts with Ingalls; Request for
Action Regarding

1. The purpose of this memorandum is to summarize the current unsatis-
factory situation regarding shipbuilding and overhaul contracts with
the Ingalls Shipbuilding Division, Litton Industries and to recocmend
that immediate corrective action be taken.

2. In June 1968, Ingalls was awarded a contract to construct SSN's 680,
682, and 683, three follow ships in the Fiscal Year 1967-8 SSH637 Clasz
submarine program. Shortly thereafter, by mutual agreement of NAVSHIPS
and Ingalls, actions were started to amend the contract to delay ship
delivery dates by one year each and to adjust the contract price as nec-
essary. This amendment was necessary to achieve the proper interval between
the lead Fiscal Year 1967-8 SSN being constructed by Electric Boat Division
and the SSN680 at Ingalls. Today, over a year and a half later, the
contract amendment has not been executed by the NAVSHIiS Contracts Division. -
Further, I understand that Ingalls has recently withdrawn its proposal for
the amendRent and has inforned NAVSHIPS infornally that an additional five
months delay in delivery of each ship is considered necessary, partially
because of late government furnished hull steel. I also understand that
Ingalls is preparing a new proposal for a contract amendnent which will
involve a considerable increase in contract price.

3. During 1968, several change prders for mandatory work were issued under
the contract with Ingalls for conpletion of POGY (SSN647). The change
orders were required to correct defective worknmanship in POGY by the New
York Shipbuilding Corporation. In the Spring of 1969, Ingalls proposed a
revised contract delivery date for tre ship of 31 Decenber 1970. This
proposal was not answered by the NAVS11IPS Contracts Division until January
1970, after pressure for a reply was brought to bear by PMS-381 and 08
representatives. In the ireantirre, because the ship contract delivery date
was not agreed to, SUPSHIP, Pascagoula did not obtain price proposals from
Ingalls for the change orders. The chance orders have rera neod uriced
forx over a year while the work involved has been conpleted. Further, I
understand that Ingalls has now proposed a new contract delivery date for
PO3Y of. 1 March 1971 based on progress on the ship over the past year.
Therefore, the whole process of establishing a fire contract dolivery date
for POGY and pricing outstanding change orders appears to be starting over
again.
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4. USS GUARDFISH is scheduled to start ovcjijaul at Ingalls on 23 March 1970.
This will be Ingalls' first overhaul of a nuclear powered ship. I
understand that NAVSHIPS has agreed with ]ii:alls' request to delay the
submission of their contract proposal for this overhaul until 13 February
1970, Just 37 days prior to the scheduled t.t:at of the overhaul. I also
understand it currently takes four, months or core for the evaluation and
negotiation of a contract for overhaul or cnversion of a nuclear submarine
after receipt of the shipyard's proposal.

5. I believe the above indicates that an uitmatisfactory shipbuilding and
overhaul contract situation at Ingalls will continue unless additional
drastic steps are taken by NAVSHIPS. I rccresnnd that the following action
be considered:

a. Request Ingalls to accelerate the submission of their contract
proposal for GUARDFISH as much as possible, regardless of past agreements.

b. Determine from the Type Casiander nuid the Chief of Naval Operations
the naxinun acceptable delay in the scheduld start of GUARDFISH overhaul,
and obtain agreement to delay the start of the overhaul until a priced
contract has been signed.

c. Upon receipt of the Ingalls propomal for overhaul of GUAHOFISH,
assign an experienced contract negotiator to this contract full time until
a priced contract has been signed.

(SHIPS 08 will provide the contracti u officer with the teclmical
analysis of the contractor's proposal for reactor plant work within two
weeks of receipt of the proposal.

d. Establish a finr schedule for reso)lution of SS!4637 Class submarine
contract delivery dates at Ingalls and for agreement on contract price
adjustments.

e. Provide additional temnporary staffit, if necessary, at SUS.iIP,
Pascagoula, to:

(1) Ensure completion of a techriA:Il analysis of the GUARDFISH
ovenhaul proposa- within threc wecks of roc,' pt, and

(2) Analyze and settle outstandirjin tubrrarine shipbuilding contract
proposals fran Ingalls.

f. Determine the steps necessary withlti the KNVS.IIPS Contracts
Division to support the above.

92-530 0 - 82 - 8
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6. NAVSHIPS by inadvertence, is permitting itself to get into a positionwhere it has abdicated its responsibility to control contracts--leaving
the cost entirely in the handQ of the contractor--cy failing to reach
timely agreement on firm contracts. Unless this situation at Ingalls iscorrected at once, the Navy will again be accused of incompetence--and
with no excuse.

7. I consider this situation to be serious enough to merit your immediatepersonal attention. I would appreciate being advised of the action youpropose to obtain a definitive contract before the start of USS GUARDFISHoverhaul and to settle outstanding contractual matters on SSN637 Classsubmarines under construction at Ingalls.

/i..RDOVERS
Copy to:
NAVSHIPS 09

02
04
425

.PRS-381
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-ags ; NAVAL SFHIP SYSTEMS COMMA?1D

. v 1t~t -99;? A5141wC4C.N, .0C.ZOG *0c '"> nul crnto

/tot;^oV~e # Ser OSII-712
'' -. 14 February 1970

WEANDRtW M)R THE C(ODDWDER, NAVAL SHIP SYSfDIS CtMMAD

* ubj: Shipbuilding and Overhaul Contracts for Nuclear Ponered Ships
at Newport No-s and'Electric Boat; Request for Action Regarding

1. The purpose of this memorandum is to point out problems being
encountered because of the unsatisfactory contract situation with Newport
News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company and Electric Boat Division of
General Dynrmics Corporation, and to request that immediate corrective
action be taken.' MIy memorandum of 2 February 1970, Serial 08H-708, dis-
cussed similar contract problems with Ingalls Shipbuilding Division.

2. Newo rt News is presently proceeding under letter contracts with work
which the Navy has estimated will cost over $500,000,000. I understand
that at the present time Newport News does not have enough work in the yard
to efficiently employ all of their work force. KtVSHJPS failure to obtain
firm contracts for all of the work in this shipyard in a timely manner is
-providing a huge slush fund that may be subsidizing inefficient employment
of labor to avoid lay-offs. Lack of an adequate cost control system at
Newport News, which I have pointed out in previous miemoranda, compounds
this situation. The higher costs resulting from this situation becane
"historical costs" which Newport News will use to justify increased cost
estimates, and thus larger profits, in future contract negotiations.

3. Electric Boat is proceeding under letter contracts with work which the
Navy has estimated will cost over $200,000,000. In previous memoranda I
have also pointed out weaknesses in Electric Boat procurement and cost
control practices that result in higher costs for the government. NAVS11IPS
failure to evaluate and negotiate 'firm contracts in a timely manner tends
to encourage continuation of these poor practices with consequent higher
costs for work at Electric Boat.

4. Because of the critciscis being levelcd at the Navy for the way it is
handlling ship contracts, I consider it most pruldent that NAVSII1PS definitize
the letter contracts for work in progress at Newport News and Electric
Boat'withoUt delay. Further, to prevent a recurrence of the present
situation, I consider that steps must be taken to ensure timely receipt
of proposals and prompt evaluation and negotiation of contracts for all
future work assigned to these yards. I recoamend that you consider the
following actions:
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a. Assign enough cxp)cricnced contract negotiators to expedite evaluationand negotiation of the proposals currently held by NAVSHIPS for CVAN 65,CYAN 6S, CVAN 69, CVAN 70, SSBIN 628, SSRN 629, SSBN 632, SSBN 633, SSNB 634,-and SS 685.

b. *Establish firm schedules for receipt and evaluation of proposalsfor SSHN 636, SSN' 637, DLGN 38 and SSN.688, and any future nuclear poweredships assigned to Newport News or Electric Boat. Ensure that all activitiesin NAVSIIPS responsible for the development of specifications or theevaluation and negotiation of proposals for overhaul and construction ofnuclear powered ships understand the need for timely contract awards.

c. Identify and resolve outstanding contract and audit issues whichcould delay final awaTd of contracts for work at Newport News and ElectricBoat. For example, the government auditor at Newport News has takenexception to the entire overhead pool (over $25,000,000 in potential costs)proposed by the contractor for the CVAN 65 and SSN 629 overhaul contracts.I understand that the auditor has requested NAVSHIPS assistance in obtainingaccess to company records which he deems essential for the evaluation ofthese proposals. To date NAVSHIPS has not made arrangements with Newport-News to obtain the data the government auditor requires.

d. Take action with Newport News and Electric Boat to ensure timelyreceipt of proposals for future work. I discussed the problem of delayedproposals in my memorandum of 2 February 1970 with regard to Ingalls. Onereason for delay in obtaining a firm contract with Newport News for theCVAN 65 overhaul was that the proposal was not received until two weeksafter start of the overhaul--five months after the proposal was due.
S. The current contract situation with Electric Boat and Newport News, asoutlined in the attachment is serious. I believe that unless you personallytake action td imajrbVe7 this' situation not only RAVSHIPS' but Uie entireiNavywill suffer from the consequences. NAVSIIPS will,because of inaction,becharged with nurturing cost overruns.

6. I uould appreciate being advised of action taken in the premisesfor the ships listed in the attachment. If there are any specific actionswithin my cognizance I can take to assist in improving the situation,plaas* Advise me.

Copy to:
(next page)
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STATUS OF OUrSTYIk'G LETTER CONIRACTS
FOR kUCLEAR POWERED SHIPS YORX

Shipyard

EBDIV

Date Ltr
Contract

12/16/68

Date Start
Work

12/16/68 * '
I

NX.&DDCO 5/16/68 *' 5/16/68

MNS&DD) 4/4/68 ' 5/13/69'

EBDIV 4/25/68. 7/8/69

NS&DDCO 2/3/69 11/8/69

EBDIV 8/22/68 1/5/70

EBDIV 8/22/68 7/15/70

M4SDD . 3/15/68 8/15/69

Date Propos
Rec'd (or D

6/5/69
11/5/69(SuA

10/3/68.

9/10/69 .

4/4/69

7/21/69

8/5/69,

8/5/69 .

8/29/69

aal .\

,m * Remarks

Delay in negotiatio..
plement) Technical Analysis

completed 11/12/69.
firma schedule for
negotiationsI.

Revised proposal rece
6/69. No firm sched
to definitize.

No firm

schedule to definiti:

these cortracts.

Negotiations in proc

SSBX636 I@Sf41m

SSN688 LNSUC

SHIPS SCHEDL TO START WORK
WITHIN 6 MDNIHS FMR WHICH

NO PROPOSAL HAS BEEN RECEIVED

* Uabm ~ ladefi7/15/70 Unknown

lkam inefinite .Indefinito

Attadment to ya Ser OSH-71M

S2ip

SSY685

CVAX6S I
CVAN69
CVAN70

SN629

SSBN632

SS3X628

SSBN633

SSBY'634

CVAN65

Nwe

None

*: . :

. .
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WDJ Shipbuilding and Overhaul Contracts for Nuclear Powered Ships at NewpOrt
Jlova and Electric Boat 7

Rets (a) SlIPS 06 Memo Ser OH-712 of 14 February 1970 - 4.

1. Tour of U FebruaLy 1970 ha been reviewed by me and di.ouee4
with SHIPS 02 and we are both keenly &wav that timely definitization eo
procurement action on the canes cited by you is of paramount importance*

2. There are, ond have been, a number of problem which led to the present'
situation, some of which have been solved and others for which wv are looId
toward a solution as soon an possible. f- . S < 4

3. Probably the min problem is a shortage of personnel in IPSP 02 Wohl-
has an Aaigned ceiling of 230 but only 210 on board at the present-tims.
The majority of the ihortage (13 of 20) Ia in the senior negotiator/

contracting officer category. Tou are, no doubt, aware of the present
restrictions an recruitment. Recognising the seriousness of the eitoation,
we have requested relief fron the Chief of Eaval Material and partial
relief has been authorised. We are being permitted to recruit 8 pf the 20'
people under ceiling. In advance of the actions required to bring thooe u
people on board, SHlIPS 02 has transferred three additional people from'%4.
other procurement programs to assist in negotiating subcarine constructien,
overhaul and oonversion contracts. '9

4. With regard to your ccent on access to records at Newport News,
eonsiderable work hea been done by SHIPS 02, 07 end SUPSIHIP Eewport n
to resolve this problem. Information received recently Is that proper,;
access to records has been obtained, the auditor has completed his review
and is preparing supplemental audit reports removing previous quglifltcatona-
en projeated overhead.

5. For your further informetion I em attaching a list covering the ships
cited In your mmo and providing a brief analysis of what has happened to
date and what Is being done or rimins to be done.
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STATUS OF WTSTANDING CONTRACTS .

1. 00-M5. Negotiations were scheduled to start on 2/24/70. Dua to.
illness of Z.B. personnel, date was postponed to 2/26/70 but are noW
underway. Due to the significant difference between the E.B..proposal.
and the NAVSHIPS position based on cost analysis, negotiations are .
expected to be difficult and time consuming but are continuing toward
a resolution. Ve expect to complete negotlations by the end of Match
and execute vithin two weeks thereafter. -

2. SSON 628 and 629. Because of similarities in the ships and the
vqrx required, contrac#iag for these.ships will l.e.done as a singl.
paoiage. Due to the delay in a decision as to whether theee ships
would undergo an overhaul or a conversion, the proposal was delayed
and the final audit report was not received until 2/9/70. This case
hae been assigned to one of the negotiators recently transferred to,
submarines end is currently being reviewed. We have established a
target date for omipletion of negotiations by 27 April and execution

1 24 May 70.

3. SSON 633 and 634. After the Contractor's proposal was submitted,
the time for the start of overhaul was 9hanged. The Contractor is
presently reviewing to see what is necessary to revise his proposa,
to reflect the later time span. As soon as we find out if a revised
proposal can be expected and, if so, when it will be received, we will
establish a firm contracting schedule. Based on the best available
information we expect advice by 4/10/70, completion of negotiations by
5/20/70 and execution by 5/30ho-.

4. PSSB 632. The Audit Report received on this overhaul contract wa
lsed on a new technique "correlation analysise used by the Defense -.
Contract Andit Agency. The results of this review put the negotiator
la a most difficult situation. Members of your staff have prepared a
rebuttal to the audit position to assist the negotiator in completing
the definitisation cycle. Based on this inforcation we expect to -
complete negotiations by 5/7/70 and execute within two weeks thereafter.

5. SSBN 676 in one of a number of proposals due from Newport News
schedules for which were discussed recently at a meeting in W office.
At that tine it was agreed that Newport News would subuit a proposal
en 12 March. We do not anticipate auy particular difficulty in
definitising this contract prior to overhaul start July 1970.
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6. SSR 688. Mr. Packard's memo of 16 February 1970 did not authorize
NAVS8IPS to contract for construction of SSN 688. It did authoriso a
letter contract for pre-production planning, procurement of long lead
time materials and other preparation work. Newport NeWvs position on
required nmw letter contract clauses has been forwarded to Mr. Packard
for action. In order to permit work to start pending resolution of the
letter contract problem, a CPFF contract was awarded on 28 February 70.
A proposal for construction of the ship is expected by 20 April 1970. -i

7. CVAN 65. Negotiations have been completed and the details of the
agreement have been sent to the Chief of Naval Material for approval
before execating the final document. Business Clearance expected ty
13 March 1970 and execution by 20 March 70.

8. CVAN 68. 69 and 70. You are aware that at the present time we are
addressing ourselves only to pricing of CVAN 68. CVAN 69 and 70 are not.
covered by letter contracts as yet. The most recent proposal on CVAN 68-
is 26 November 1969, which winl be supplemented on 9 March 1970, rather
than June 1969 as shown in your memo. Before oe can complete pricing .-
actions on CVAN 68 and proceed to CVAN 69 and 70, ve must obtain frem
the Contractor his final pricing arrangements pursuant to P.L. 87-653. i
Based upon receiving this data on 9 March, SHIPS 02 will be in a position4
to ccmence pricing negotiations during the week of 23 March, with. ;
target ccmpletion date of 31 March 1970. Pricing of CVAN 69 la exppocted i
bt 30 April 1970.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

%: ti ,-3 -. ^ .. {:t~WASHINGTON4, D. C. 20360 ,nrynrnT

0811-714
16 Februaiy 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR T1E CONANDER, NAVAL SHIP SYSB'IS C(C%10PD

Subj: Control of Ship Construction Costs at Newport News Shipbuilding
and Dry Dock Company

Ref: (a) Deputy Commander for Nuclear Propulsion Memo to Assistant
Secretary of th* Navy (Installation & Logistics) Ser 0811-
1337 dated 30 April 1969

(b) Deputy Commander for Nuclear Propulsion Confidential Memo
to Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command Ser 08H-01354
dated 23 September 1969

c) Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command letter to Assistant
Secretary of the Navy (Installation & Logistics) 0763:JF:
dsr Ser 334 dated 23 November 1969

(d) DCAA Newport News Report dated 30 January 1970 on Newport
News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company Estimating System

(e) Doputy Csmsander for Nuclear Propulsion Memo to Assistant
Secretary of the Navy (Installation & Logistics) Ser 08H-
370 dated ]3 November 1968

(f) -Chief of Naval Material Memo to Assistant Secretary of the
Navy (Installation & Logistics) Ser MAT 02:RGF dated 15 May
1969

Encl: (1) Memorandum to VAI'I H. G. Rickover dated January 26, 1970;
Subj: Cost Controls at Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry
Dock Company

1. In references (a) and (b), I pointed out a number of serious defi-
ciencies in procurement, pricing and cost control practices at the
Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company. Reference (c), on which
you asked my comments, is your report to the Assistant Secretary of the
Navy (Installation and Logistics) and the Chief of Naval Material on
these deficiencies, identifing corrective actions planned by NAVSSHIPS.
My comments on each of the four principal sections of reference (c) are
contained in the following paragraphs.

2. Cost Control
In references (a) and (b) I pointed out that Newport News has no

effective budget system to control labor costs. Under the conpany's
system it is possible to meet all working level budgets for a given ship
and still overrun contracts.
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Reference (c) however states:

a. Newport News has a reasonably good cost control system;

b. An effective system exists to insure that costs as charged are
valid and accurate.

c. Some improvements can and should be made in the cost control system
and that Newport 1Neis has agreed to adopt the NAVSHIPS recommenda-
tions for improvement.

d. Pending issuance of the Department of Defense (DOD) Guide for
Performance Measurement described in DOD Instruction 7000.2 and an
implementing Naval Material Coamand (NAVWAT) instruction and manual,
NAVSHIIPS will obtain copies of Newport News cost reports. The
Supervisor of Shipbuilding at Newport News (SUPSHIPS) and the
Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) office at Newport News will
monitor and expedite implementation of NAVSHIPS recommended
improvements to the cost control system.

Comments

I do not understand how the Newport News cost control system can be classed
"reasonably good" when their cost budgets do not and cannot act as a
prompt and effective check on work actually being performed in the shops
and on the waterfront. Under the Newport News system it is impossible to
identify specific cost overruns in a timely manner or to make effective use
of budgetary controls to safeguard against mischarging of costs. I
identified this problem in references (a) and (b). In January 1970 the
special NAVSiIPS team negotiating the contract for construction of the
aircraft carrier CVAN 68 also found that present Newport News cost controls
are not adequate to insure that work performed by their operating departments
are within established budgets. Enclosure (1) states:

'The review to date shows that there are two significant defi-
ciencies in the present Newport News cost control system:

1. There is no way to insure that work performed by the
operating departments is within cost budgets established
under the Xewport ecws cost control system.

2. It could take up to several months to determine whether a
cost overrun condition exists and the reason therefor."-

The January 30, 1970 Defense Contract Audit Office report on the Ncwport
News estimating system (reference (d)) also refers to this problem. It
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states:

"We now, believe that the contractor should use the hardware
oriented, work breakdown structure of the current production
control system for cost accumulation....The present cost
numbering system is too broad to pinpoint problems at the
work package level. Rather than simply increase the number
of cost categories, the cost numbering systen should coincide
with the production control numbering system so that variances
between budgeted and actual hours can be analvyzed below the
departmental level. lf~ he contractor cannot evaluate
variances atte work package level, inefficiency will simply
be perpetuated when cost returns are used as the basis for
proposals." [Emphasis added].

The lack of effective cost control at Newport News leads to higher than
necessary costs to the Government and thereby does great harm to the
Navy's submarine and surface ship construction programs. Nearly all
Navy work at Newport News is being performied under sole source, negotiated
contracts under which the Government bears all or at least a substantial
portion of cost overruns. Since profits on these contracts are negotiated
as a percentage of estimated costs, higher costs result in higher profits
in the long run. The company has little or no incentive to keep costs
down. Therefore the Navy itself must take the initiative. Minor
corrective measures will not suffice. Action is needed now to establish
an effective cost control system.

3. Subcontracting
In references (a) and (b), I listed numerous deficiencies in Newport

News procurement practices, particularly failure to comply with the
Truth-in-Negotiations Act and failure to evaluate or negotiate subcontract
prices effectively.

Reference (c) states:

"The second basic issue involves subcontracting. The question
here is what level of subcontract procurement perfoneance
should be expected from a contractor under a contract containing
the "Consent to Subcontract clause."

Reference (c) further states:

a. Anred Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR) contract clauses
do not require contractors to conduct subcontract procurements
in the sane manner as Governiment procurement is conducted.

b. KAVSIIIPS will recommend a change to ASPR so that contractors
would be contractually required to perfonm all the functions
the Governminent would perforim if it were awarding a contract
in excess of $]00,000.
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c. Approval of the contractor's procurement system has been
withdrawn. All applicable subcontracts will require Government
consent prior to placement.

Comment

The issues I raised in references (a) and (b) do not hinge on the language
of the ASPR "Consent to Subcontract clause." The point is that Newport
News is not managing its procurements in a business-like manner and in
accordance with the requirements of the Truth-in-Negotiations Act--to the
financial detriment of the Government. More to the pointlittle or nothing
is being done to require Newport News to improve its procurement operations.

In November, 1968, I pointed out deficiencies in Newport News procurement
practices (reference (e)). In April, 1969, I provided a more detailed
account of procurement deficiencies at Newuport News (reference (a)). In
May, 1969, the Chief of Naval Material confirmed the issues I raised. He
said in reference (f):

"The significant results of these studies are as follows:

--a. A significant portion of shipbuilding subcontracts are
non-capetitive (whether considering price or ten'nical
competition).

b. Adequate pricing data is not being obtained on these sub-
contracts.

c. Less than adequate effort is being made by prime contractors to:

1. Ensure adequate competition,

2. Perform adequate price analysis and conduct adequate
negotiations.

d. Bid prices on ships are in fact inflated by the sole source
nature of many of the major subcontracts.

e. Adequate emphasis is not being placed on P.L. 87-653 (Truth-
in-Negotiations Act) and subcontract management by prime
shipbuilding contracts.

These results are borne out, I believe, by a similar review performed
by Vice Admiral Rickover in the nuclear area."
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In reference (c) you state that a CPSR (Contractor Procurement System
Review) of the Newport News procurement system "to flush out deficiencies"
is schcduled for February, 1970, more than one year after I first raised
the issue. Reference (c) states further that SUPSHIPS will take 'continuing
action" to correct shipbuilder procurement deficiencies, i.e., we will go
back to "business as usual".

I see no reason to continue studying and reviewing the procurement situation
at Newport News. I consider-that the deficiencies have been identified and
confirmed. What is needed now is a firm coamnitment from Newport News to
upgrade its entire procurement operation so that subcontracting is conducted
efficiently. I see no need to await further reviews or changes in ASPR
clauses before requiring this.

4. Contract Changes
In reference aF I pointed out that because Newport News does not collect

costs of change orders separately, neither Newport News nor the Government
is presently able to determine the actual costs of changed work on ship
construction contracts. There is no way to determine whether change orders
have been overpriced.

In reference (c) you state that it is not feasible to maintain cost records
for individual changes.

Comments

I do not agree that it is not feasible for the shipyard to maintain cost
records for individual changes. I recognize that it may be difficult to
establish rules for accounting for costs of changes. But the problem is
not insurmountable. The shipbuilder prepares technical instructions and
detailed work packages for change orders; I do not understand why he cannot
account for the costs related to such technical instructions and work packages.

Obviously shipbuilders prefer not to account separately for the cost of
each change. By lumping changes together and commingling their costs with
other work, shipbuilders can overcharge the Government and make it impossible
for the Government to know whether or not the price was too high.

I recomiend that this issue be taken up with the Defense Contract Audit
Agency and with the General Accounting Office to determine wphat rules should
be established with regard to accounting for changes.
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I consider that NAVSHIPS must require contractors to account for changes if
it is to establish effective cost control and if it is to maintain the
integrity of its fixed priced type contracts.

5. Internal Audits
In reference (a) I recommended that the Navy require Newport News to

establish an effective program of internal reviews and appraisals of its
operations. In reference (c) you state that Newport News is expanding its
internal auditing staff to 12 fran the present complement of 9. In reference
(c) you imply that this problem is the responsibility of the Defense
Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) not NAVSHIPS.

Comments

In reference (a) I stated that Newport News internal auditors seem to be
concerned primarily with financial type auditing such as payroll verifica-
tion. The addition of 3 more such auditors at Newport News will not correct
the problem I raised. The need is for a strong internal audit organization
whose efforts would be directed teward more efficient shipyard operations
and more effective purchasing and cost control procedures. NAVSHIPS should
obtain specific commitments fron Newport News management to establish such
an internal audit program.

The Navy, not DCAA, defends shipbuilding budget requests in Congress.
Claims and overrun (cost growth) problems hinder the Navy in getting DOD
and Congressional approval of its shipbuilding programs. The final
responLsibility for efficient and economical shipbuilding, therefore, cannot
be shunted to local Government auditors.

6. For the reasons explained above, I believe that the actions you have
described in reference (c) are inadequate to obtain any substantive
improvements in Newport News procurement, pricing and cost control practices.

7. It appears to me that references (a) and (b) were referred for action to
the very people in MAV'SHIPS who for years have had the responsibility for
administering shipbuilding contracts--the same people slho are responsible
for existing unsatisfactory conditions. Thus, the comaents in reference
(c), predictably tend to understate the problems and obfuscate the issues.
Reference (c) gives the impression that M-MVSIIIPS now has all the problems
under control. I knaow of no significant improvements in any of the problem
areas I identified.

8. In my opinion, XM'SHIPS is not administering its shipbuilding contracts
properly. lThus, after many years of dealing with Newport Ncws and spending
billions of dollars there, NAMVSIIPS finds itself in the position where it
must today initiate action to require Newport News to implement effective
cost controls; to correct fundadiental deficiencies in its procurement system;
to implenient the requireamu:!ts of the Truth-in-Negotiations Act which was
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pass~d by Congress eight years ago; and to implement an effective system of
internal review. These facts are aample evidence that NAVSIHIPS has not
been effective in administering its shipbuilding contracts at Newport News.

9. I believe that these issues should be taken up with the President of
Newport News and his camnitment obtained for prompt and effective corrective
action. I will be pleased to assist in this regard. Delay in obtaining
such comnitmnents and corrective actions will lead to further unnecessary
cost to the Government.

10. I also reccmmend that:the administration of Navy shipbuilding contracts
be thoroughly reviewed. In my opinion, the Navy must reorganize and
strengthen its administration of these contracts.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installation & Logistics)
Chief of Naval Material
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,-. UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
To VARM H. G. Rickover DATE: January 26, 1970

MROM M. C. Greer

W Cost Controls at Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Ccmpany

Background

In connection with the negotiations with Newport News Shipbuilding and
Dry Dock Conpany to definitize a contract for construction of CVAN 68,
the NAVSHIPS negotiating team is performing a review of how Newport
News controls ship construction costs. This review was considered
necessary in order to determine whether or not Newport News cost control
system is adequate to effectively control the costs of labor and
material during CVAN 68 construction.

Sammary and Conclusions

The review to date shows that there are two significant deficiencies
in the present Newport News cost control system:

1. There is no way to insure that work performed by the operating
departments is within cost budgets established under the Newport
News cost control system.

2. It could take up to several months to determine whether a cost
overrun condition exists and the reason therefor.

Thus it will be necessary to establish a special reporting system to
review costs in constructing CVAN 68 and other nuclear ships. The
Navy should require Newport News to improve its cost control procedures.
In addition, the Navy should take steps to provide for adequate review
of Newport News costs and cost control procedures by the Supervisor
of Shipbuilding.

Discussion

On 16 January 1969, a meeting was held at NAVSHIPS to review Newpost
News cost controls for constructing CVAN 68. This meeting confirmed
that Newport News has prepared and issued operating budgets for con-
structing NIMITZ. These budgets allocate contract dollars among cost
groupings at the departmental level.

li Buy U.S. Savings Be)k Reiflady en the Payroll Sawving Plan

92-530 0 - 82 - 9
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Separate from the cost control system, Newport News has a production
control system for managing the work. Under the production control
system the total construction effort is broken down into discrete time
phased packages of work for accomplishment by shop and waterfront
trades. Newport News also establishes manhour estimates for performing
certain individual jobs in accordance with a labor incentive system.
However, when questioned as to whether or not costs could be controlled
under these various systems, the Newport News Contracts Manager stated
that under the present system there is no way to insure that work
performed by the operating departments under the production control
system is within the cost budgets established by the cost control
system. He also stated that Newport News had been working at resolving
this problem for some time but had not yet found a satisfactory solution.

Based on these discussions the NAVSHIPS Contracting Officer recommernded
that a special NAVSHIPS team headed by the CVAN Program Manager be
established to work with Newport News Cost Department personnel in
developing a cost reporting system which will provide a valid means of
determining the status of CVAN 68 labor construction costs and predicting
cost overruns.

On 22 January the NAVSHIPS team and representatives from the Supervisor
of Shipbuilding and the resident Defense Contract Audit Office met with
Newport News Contracts and Cost Engineering personnel at Newport News.
Newport News personnel explained that three basic cost reporting systems
exist at Newport News:

a. A cost budget/cost reporting system by specific cost accounts.

b. A cost budget/cost reporting system functional department.

c. A profit and loss report by hull.

Costs as reported under the first two systems were reviewed in detail
by the NAVSHIPS team. The third system involving profit and loss cost
reporting was not made available for review. Based on its review the NAVSHIPS
team concluded it was not possible to determine from the existing
cost reports the status of costs incurred for ship construction work -
versus the expected costs to completion. Neither did the cost reporting
system provide a means of identifying where or why cost overruns occurred
so that specific corrective action can be taken to limit the overrun
or prevent its recurrence. Newport News personnel stated that they
compared the general trend of departmental labor costs to budgeted
costs to determine whether a cost overrun condition exists. Newport
News agreed that it could take several months to detect a cost overrun
from the cost reporting system.
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It is apparent that improvements in the existing Newport News cost
control system are necessary. It was also apparent that because CVAN
68 construction work had been in progress for two years, it would not
be possible to develop a reliable cost control system which related
work as performed under the production control system to budgeted
costs developed from a negotiated ship construction price. Instead,
emphasis will have to be placed on developing a cost reporting system
which will provide a means of determining the status of CVAN 68 labor
costs. These costs will then have to be analyzed against the progress
of the work in order to ferret out potential problems. The NAVSHIPS
team will develop requirements for reporting cost progress and the
expected completion costs of each cost grouping. Newport News agreed
to review the NAVSHIPS requirewents, and incorporate those requirements
which are compatible with the existing cost control system.

On 23 January 1969, I telephoned the Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Newport
News to inform him of the results of the NAVSHIPS review. I also
asked who in his organization was responsible for monitoring the
contractor's cost control system so that we could work with him in
developing the Navy's cost reporting requirement. The Supervisor
stated he had one person in the Purchasing Section who coordinated the
correspondence and other actions pertaining to cost control. However,
there was no one person with specific responsibility to monitor Newport
News costs or Newport News cost control procedures. I recommended that
he take steps to assign someone this responsibility. The Supervisor
made no specific commitment to do so.

Recommendation

In view of the large amount of Navy business which will be awarded to
Newport News on the basis of negotiation rather than competitive prices
and the Government risk of cost overruns on these contracts, I recommend
that you again take this matter up with the Commander of the Naval Ship
Systems Caomand. I believe that the Commander should obtain specific
canmitments from the President of Newport News to initiate immediate
improvements-in its cost control system. I further recommend that
action be taken to provide for adequate review of shipyard costs and
cost control procedures by the Supervisor of Shipbuilding at Newport
News, and at other shipyards where the Government bears substantial
cost risk in its contracts.

M. C. Greer
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s s-. . 19 Fao 1970

MI"J{r-i1Ul FOR THE ASSISI.41NU SLQCiDRY OF W;E NWY (INS1i7LLATIONS 4 IGlSTICS)

Via: (1) Cc-nicnder, Naval Ship Systems Ccr-iand
(2) Cllef of Naval Material

S: !j: Proc.;rcm:u...- Practices and Cost Control under Navy Contra-ts with
Electi ic loat l'irision, Gneral Dyrnaics Corporation, for Design,
Constnictiom, and Over;haul of Nuc]ear Submearines

Ref: (a) Dzp.; y Corr.ncl-r for Nuclear Prqpulsion tiemorandumn to the
/ Assistaint Secretary of the Nmaly (Installations fi Logist 4

cs)
Scr 0S1 01354 of 23 Scptnher 1959

(b) Ccandev Naval Ship Systems Co:innd Letter to the Assistant
Secretary of th-e Navy (lnstallations & Logistics) Ser 357 of
24 November 1969

(c) Com'.andcr Naval Ship Syst-ms Coe' nod Letter to tlic Ashsistant
Socretary of t1je .Ns (Instali.tion- r Lr islics) 0753:JF:c'sr-
Ser 2 of 20 Ja1: 3970

(d)' Dc at- Ccnta1 :- fo'-riclr Pr-orlaion fl.cOrj-,du., to
Cc..-lr:mleor, hev l S ip Sytct's Crai Scr OSFI-714 of
16 Feb-uary ]970

EnDC: (1) CoGSi!!ents on Nva :;1lrS re-viei: of EJlctric Poat Subazontrectino
(2) CGZ-.:ets on NWAS!IM'S rex-vir o: l-lectric Bort Cost Control
(3) Co.ntIents otn MV&;l ]PS revic.q of lccit Bic Boat Progress Payments
(A) C c; asts on NAWS-.IIPS revic.- of PIsnciples ans Pfocdcl:s

fo- Settling Sqiplbuildfe, Chains an-l Cho:'ngc O1dc'
(5) Cca:ae-nts ona NX';. !'S rei ew of GrCev-int Surveillaice of

Ops atii"- a- Let-ic Bofat

1. OnI Septnte;bcr 13. ]';',, I foinuarded to you a couj;]c-1icsivI rcp:.rt,
refcrcece (a), pcjit irg oat n-ny seriocts dz'iciencies in cost contro 1

ai.d p.O^Irl pc-act-i cta. ottO: r NEa1-r> slip desig s, con]Stj-u;cti c ( and rorlaul
cotrect-s tith thl Lvcctric Lsat Divin n of G-ecs]a lryxe.acs Corporation.
'Ifis report sl-s thai: t~lC sener-:xt is paying Itore t-!n it should for
the worti bring dons; there are i.ide-asead defiClenCICs in procou-eacjnt
prfactices; therc is inadcolato control over labor and material costs
charged to GCvc-rincnt con- acts and inadequate GCae..e-c)nt survoillance of
contiactor op-rations. I pointed out that the situation at Electric Boat
zwmsrz.^)ed furt;her inlstigalion by epe-riencod proc-remcnt awl cost control
spczicl.ists to cstatlish thc full facts ainO to develop coapirehensive
co:rrctive measres to preclude such \:ste Of CoV-erneont funds in fulture.
I g:.-'c s-acr)l spcctfie rcco:.ondrsione for correctiva action at Elcctric
Bo.t p> at cp sMttjtyrr..
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2. On November 24, 1969, Commander, Naval Ship Systems Camnand (CO%'NAVSHIPS),
by reference (b), forwarded to you reports on these deficiencies from the
Resident Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) Auditor and fron the
Supervisor of Shipbuilding (SUPSHIPS) at Electric Boat. On January 20,
1970, CCMNAVSHIPS, by reference (c), forwarded to you six enclosures
summarizing NAVSHIPS review of the issues I had raised and presenting his
conclusions and planned actions with regard to my recomendations.

3. In their reports, the Resident DCAA Auditor and SUPSHIPS took exception
to many of the issues I had raised. COMNAVSHIPS also expressed disagreement
with several of my conclusions and recoamendations. In those cases where
CCM1NAVSHIPS indicated agreement with me, he cited at some length NAVSHIPS
actions which have been or were being taken, indicating that most or all
of these actions were taken or would have been taken regardless of my
report. In sum, the conclusions of the Resident DCAA Auditor, SUPSHIPS
Groton, and CCO-NINSHIPS are that my report is in error with respect to
many basic facts; that in those areas ishere my report is correct, the cog-
nizant officials were already well aware of the problems and were taking
appropriate actions to correct them; and that the thrust of many of my
recoamnendations would be to treat Electric Boat as a "captive" plant,
contrary to the Department of Defense (DOD) policy of 'disengagement"
which contemplates minimal interference in a contractor's operations. In
reference (c) CCNNAVSHIPS states:

....Our SUPSHIPS offices are staffed in an austere manner in
accordance with the DOD policy of disengagement; tightening
control and surveillance over the Contractor would require
increased SUPSHIPS personnel. Nowhere in any of the recom-
mendations made by the Deputy Commander is it contended that
a better ship would result, only that the contract cost
would be lower. I am unable to determine that the short-
range costs of closer surveillance of flexibly-priced contracts,
due to increased contractor overhead and increased SUPSHIPS
staffing will be offset by the savings that are implied by the
suggestions of reference (a)...."

4. CCNAVSIIPS statement that "nowhere in any of the recommendations
made by the Deputy Comnander is it contended that a better ship would
result, only that the contract cost would be lower" is not germane to
the issues I raised. Of course I am interested in obtaining high quality
ships. I am also interested in carrying out Presidential, Congressional,
Secretary of Defense, Secretary of the Navy, Chief of Naval Material,
CMaWAVSIIIPS and your own instructions to see to it that work is done in
the most economical manner.

5. Electric Boat is a "captive" plant by its own choice: more than 98
percent of all business at the yard is Government work. Most of this
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work is uidecr solc sourco, n.-otiated coitracts wil-It-r which the Goverrriaent
bears-all or a subri-arsiol *-tiion of aye cost cr.5--.ms Since profits
on those contracts ace ne otiated as a percentage of estirated costs,
hi.giher costs, in the v', run, result in higher profits. Thus the
contr&etor has little or no incentive to keep costs doan. In these
circminstailces the Goveris n:. t cannot afford to rely on Electric Boat to
p.-otect the Coverven:ent's finan-cial interests--as rrn report amply shovs.

6. Instead of thoroughly investigating tie issues I raised, CQDCtAVSHI4PS
has sirply referted- ny report to the vcry people..ho for years have had
the responsibilit4 y for adninistering shipbuilding contracts--tise very same
people ano are responsible for thoe umsetisfactol) conditioi.s at Electric
Boat. Their response, of course, is that everything is under control
and bein.g w1-el!i.-1 Jled by the existing orge.ntiatiosi. Thus, there have
been Po significant ispu-.vcwements in any of the problem areas I pointed
out.

7. Enclosure (J) through (5) contain ray detaliled conc:ents on each of the
principal issues covered by COC'IVSMill' in references (b) anfl (c). I
strongly disgruce w ith the concelusicrls dirail-n by CO'SNiV.SIIPS and wi thl
these of the Residen DCLAN Auditor acd of SUSI!PS at Electric Boat.
Ear e'r.a]ple:-

a. In enclosure (1) to rcfcrencc (c) CQWLAArSA-lIlS states thai: the
procureient deficiencies I ri pm-tcd iterm 1. i prior to niX
13 Srptc.-o.-thbe 1969 ieport: torI; Coverjneot a-nao-val of Electric
Boat's procure;. ut. scystam', was permitted to iapse on 1 October
1969; am-I thlat the Sup rr'I\6sor of Sip1spbuilding wfil] take 'continuin4.actiin" to correct ceo;ltractor proorem~nt deficiencies.

'The procurcm.3.t deficiencies at Electric Boot should have beer
laiann long beCoic Septcv'er 1969. t1, Noavcrir, 196S. le'tier to
your1 prcclocessor armI r-y folion-u" latters to you in Fcbruery
and I'hrclm,1.909 conce'sr- ig t'.'n need for improl-c.nent in ship
procurencent practices wfre attcspts to bring the prob.lens in
this area to the altcutio:m of the rcspo-siib to Nxvy officials.
Holneeer, it it Obvic'Ocs that little. has been done to iiqurove
Electric Boat p--ocuneailont practices. Attacht-lt A to enclosure
(J) orf th;, let er is a cu-;i-n1 t oxawrplc of poet procu'-e:e't
pracLices by El]ctric soat resulting in NAVSI-Il'S repentec
rejectioi of an Elkctric Boat procumo!xleit re-wtme.dcndation. Most
signi icant is the: failure of Electric Boat ri-nagertent to recognize
the scriousness of the deficioncies in their procure~-ient
practices.. Ohbiou-tvy N\WSIiPS has not been effective in getting
contractor ttanageo-'mmi to weorl constructively to correct pro-
curereant practices.-
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b. The Resident DO/,-A Auditor states that the contractor's system
for the accounting and control of labor costs is adequate and
that tLe Goverrient's surveillance of the contrpctor's labor
charging practices has also been adequate. I can ascertain
no factual basis for this conclusion. These areas have not
been reviewed adequately. Xmuaerous deficiencies still exist
in the contracto;r's is.terial control syste; as of 31 DecemVber
1969, the Govenirrant ias still. being denied access to pertinent
financial iffonrc'ati on. I do not know whether the Government
auditor has yet been able to obtain access to such infornaition.

:c. CQ'L'AVSHUPS reports that the present progress payment procedure
which a) lows Electric Boat to obtain payNent from the Government
for materials before Electric Boat actually incurs the cost and
before materials are issued froe inventories is "acceptable to
NAVSiIIPS and DGAA." GOiDAVSHIIPS further points out that progress
payments on fixed priced type contracts are based on physical
casiplction rather than incurred costs. The itsp)icatica is that
Electric Boat's mischarging of material costs has no ipntct on
shipbuilding contract pay:.-'Its.

Again I do not believe &'&S IIPS has looked adequately into the
issues I raised. The cora.actor certainly considers that
advance charging of material costs to the GoverniCreani has a
significant effect on shipbuilding contract pz;yanr.ts. For
example, Electric Boat recently paid one of its employees aIn
incentive award of $1,231 for suggesting that certain uniscel.la-seous
inventories of stock be charged off to the Govcrusroat bef-oe
they are used, so that a progress payment could be collected.
The employee, in his suggestion, stated:

"Presently the Governmient cannot be billed until the
material is actually used. By adopting an alloceled
type inventory for this mnterial,the Governmant can
be billed when the material is paid for because it
is bought for use on a specific contract. Then, in
effect, the Goveneazet finances this inventory for
Electric Boat Division... Ibzis suggestion] generates
funds for Electric Boat."

Thus, in this case the Government will not only be paiing higher
progress payments, it will also have to pay 9g3% of the incentive
award sijiclh led to the higher progress payments by the Govensient.

d. G%'AWSIIlPS considers present procedules for h~andl]ing claims and
contract changes to be adequate. I cannot understan;-d ho'. such a
conclud, ;an coluld rov`e'-C; re ealen ceCc-Cor's an!' Ic IC ,

cor ::;.) Can S efsrs cl (-; c-s v~it! clnl;- 'ark}: s:^, U:/ . p 1- 5 is
no firns basis for the Gorver irt to verify tVe costs elr'i;eJ by
contractors.
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e. Present hiring practices by the Super-viso; of Shipbuilding are
acceptable to A\A'SJiPS even though about one-third the pursonnel
representinig the Government at Electric Goat arc former Electric
Boat ce-ployees. While the practice of staffing:Government .
contract aJ.-inistrative officts with foemer contractor employces
may be permitted by lav: or regulation, such action surely cannotbe in the Gevarnacot's interest.

f. The lacik of detailed Govern.ent surveillance of the contractor's
operations at Electric Boat is attributed by COMiNAVSIIPS to
LOD's policy of "disengagczx;cet", under vIich the Governmnent
relics on the contractor to control costs under Government contracts.

;, Suclh an approach, particularly in a shipyard doing 98% of its1 busicess w;ith thre Govorim-nit makes no sense. W1itil respect
/ to this question of contrPs tor-Gowernrmcij: relationships thereis no oquestion hut that the Navy has been coamplying full with

"the DOD pulley" of r.inni-lc- interference. As a result, thecontractor is engaging in a Tide variety of practices which are
no doubt beneficial to him, bu. costly to the ta-rar.

S. The issues I raised E:r' fue1mratal to sound administration of theNa'.)-'s shlibjuuiding P-0grai1. They are not mino;. procedural matters asone might infer frca reading th refere:ccd w:cy.SiPS letters to you.
I believe that the seriousness of thesc issucs ani their adverse iinj)act-on the Navy is not yet. uneirstoo.I. Urlt ss we tal;e proy')t action to bring
costs under control, the Nwavy wijl not he a.ble to get funds from Congress
to build all the ships it needs.

9. The! NiStSIPS actions en rhe issucs J raiscd in reference (a) rem.inds meaof a sianilar explitence rC ore than 10 years ano. ]n 1.959, I pointed out
several overcharges on Gnveni.nel)I contracts by the Bethl.ehemn Steel Coerany's
Quircy shipyardJ to the Co' 7 roller of tilC- Navy. Ills response was to tellM- tha; I should 1ind ey own business and that I could rest assu-red 1his
auditOl-s ;ci a sc-Cing to it that the Governmeont '-as being treated fairly.
It was not Unl'li thc G(OG t.--o years later im-estigated the issues I raisedthat tie NI!Vy finally tool action to recci--r these overcharges. The
result wa- a GR1 report to Congress ard si-co criticism of the Nave--
criticism ilhicli could have been avoied.c h-ad N!;Vy officials take-n corrective
measurcs ilveen f raised the issues, instead of dcfending their past actions.
Moreover, it tona, the Navy 7 years to set1.1e the;e issues on an after-the-
fact basis. The Navy then had to settle for SO ccnts on the dollar formoney it w.asted becau;e of inad, qu. te contract al-1inistration. I hope
the Navy will not again wait for the GAO to raise the issue with Congress
before it ta'kes act1ion to correct procUrltOOC ahC cost control deficiencies
atfElectric e.at, as well as at other shipyards.
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10; Ocer the years, I hFse worked he-rd to irs-prove administration of our
shipbuilding con.tracts. I have spent a great deal of- my tine and that of
my leailing people in pointing out deficiencies that case to my attention
to cognizant naval authorities. Invariably the response to my consents
by the ouficials concerned is to deny that real problems exist, and to
cloud the issue with bureaucratic policy and procedural comments in defense
of fhat they ho.ve been and are doing. Little or no action is taken.
Invitalw;2y, hoverer, the facts com.e to light. I do not make contants and
recc1senenŽ: en.-s ligh ely or without careful consideration of the facts.

11. In nv opinion th.ese issues warrant your personal attention and direction.
Without. .h personal involvaem.ent, nothing fill be done; references (b)
and (cJ clearly attest to this. I recactnend that you take these issues up
iuth General Dywiaiaics mrn'agoo'ant and obtain caicn-itmnorts for promnpt and
effective corrective actions. Further, I reccordnend that you assign a
carmpetent and qualified parson to keep track of the progress made in
correcting these deficiencies and keep you advised, of progress. Finally,
I reco.;naDd that steps be taken to thoroughly review the administration of
Naw' shipbuildi;.ng contracts. Ouir SUPSiiPS org.n zations devote neucli tine
to the review and inspection- of t'cinZic' data, plans, sh;ip con-strc-tion
and so forth. rheir effort is also necded to revieg and monitor cost
control, procurcmente , and man:aOe-tenlt of contractor opcrations.

ii. G. Ri ckover

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary oF th-;e Navy

(Installati.ns & Logistics)
Chic f of Navet] Materi.al1
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ENCLOSURE (1)

VADM Rickover Comments on NAVSFIPS Review of Electric Boat Subcontracting

1. Problem & Recommendations, as Stated in VADM Rickover's Report Dated
23 September 19b9:

There are widespread weaknesses in the company's procurement operations.

Specifically:

a. Procurement files do not adequately justify prices being paid
by Electric Boat.

b. There seems to be an excessive and unwarranted amount of sole-
source procurement. It appears that many of these sole-source
procurements have been overpriced.

c. Electric Boat is not making effective use of the Truth-in-
Negotiations Act to obtain the lowest possible prices for the
Government.

d. Insufficient effort is being expended to reduce the cost of
supplies and materials charged to Government contracts.

e. Competitive procurements are not handled properly. As a
result, there is no assurance that all qualified firms have
an equal opportunity in the bidding process or that reasonable
prices are being obtained.

f. The lax procedures and practices employed in the procurement
of equipment and material for Government contracts are in sharp
contrast with the close attention paid by Electric Boat and
General Dynamics Management in procurements involving corporate
funds.

The Navy should withdraw approval of the procurement system. The company

should be required to submit all proposed subcontracts in excess of

$25,000 for Government review and approval prior to placement.

2. COMNAVSHIPS Response & Proposed Action:

COM4AVSHIPS states:

"The approval of the system was permitted to lapse on 1 October 1969.
Prior consent of the Contracting Officer to the placement of a subcontract
is now required for subcontracts under those contracts containing the
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"Subcontracts" clause.... NAVSBIPS does not consider it necessary to
negotiate an agreement with the contractor to modify existing contractual

requirements in order to obtain the contractual right to approve al.
subcontracts in excess of $25,000. NAVSHIPS will direct SUPSHIPS to

review on a sampling basis, to the extent of available resources, sub-
contracts over $25,000 under those contracts containing the "Subcontract"
clause."

Proposed Action:

Item Target Date

a. SUPSHIP actions to correct contractor's Continuing
Procurement deficiencies Action

b. SUPSHIP to conduct sampling reviews of Continuing
subcontracts over $25,000 Action

3. C ents on CaQ1AVSHIPS Response and Proposed Action:

Enclosure (1) to reference (b) states that "prior to the review

reported by reference (a), NAVSHIPS became concerned with the subcontracting

procedures in the shipbuilding industry." The enclosure went on to state

that SUPSHIP became aware "that deficiencies existed in the contractor's

system in placing subcontracts prior to the review contained in reference

(a). This concern was reflected in a letter of 8 July 1969 to NAVSHIPS

requesting that a qualified Procurement Methods Analyst be provided to

conduct a review of the contractor's procurement system."

The problem should have been known for some time. In November, 1968,

I reported to the Comnander of the Naval Ship Systems Conmand, the Chief

of Naval Material, and the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations
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& Logistics) a number of specific examples of Electric Boat and Newport

News procurements which indicated serious deficiencies in the procurement

operation of these two yards. In April, 1969, I submitted a detailed

report of deficiencies in procurement and cost control practices at

Newport News. However, Electric Boat continued to operate under a

Government-approved procurement system until Government approval was

allowed to lapse on October 1, 1969--the normal expiration date for

the approval granted the year before.

Although I raised this issue in November, 1968, a Government review

of Electric Boat's procurement system was not conducted until October-

November, 1969. This review confirmed the deficiencies I reported.

Thus more than a year has passed since I first pointed out problems

regarding how Electric Boat was conducting its procurements under Govern-

ment contracts. During this time, Electric Boat procurements were

running at an annual rate of $50 to $80 million; about 30% of the cost

of each ship built at Electric Boat is spent through Electric Boat's

purchasing department.

Attached to this enclosure is a series of letters between NAVSHIPS

and Electric Boat on a pending forging procurement for SSN 685. It is

apparent from Electric Boat's actions and their statements that nothing

concrete has been accomplished by NAVSEIPS or SUPSHIP "continuing action"

to correct procurement deficiencies. Of most significance is that Electric
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Attachment A to Enclosure (1) to NAVSHIPS letter 08H-718 dated
February 19. 1970

Procurement of Main Sea Water System Fittings for SSN 685

Electric Boat letter dated November 25, 1969, requested NAVSHIPS consent
to procure SSN 685 main sea water system fittings from Taylor Forge
Division of Gulf and Western Industrial Products Company at a price of
$482,014.79.

NAVSHIPS letter 08H-6402 dated December 19, 1969, disapproved the Electric
Boat request noting bid procedures were not adequate to support a competitive
award, negotiations were not conducted with all suppliers in a competitive
range and Electric Boat did not perform a price analysis to establish the
reasonableness of the recammended price. NAVSHIPS requested Electric
Boat reopen negotiations with both bidders (Taylor Forge and Tube Turns).

Electric Boat letter dated January 6, 1970, forwarded by SUPSHIPS letter
Ser. 400-4C dated January 8, 1970, requested NAVSHIPS approval to proceed
with award of the main sea water fitting order as originally recommended
and without reopening negotiations.

NAVSHIPS letter 02B:JF:epm Ser 1 dated January 29, 1970, again disapproved
the Electric Boat request due to the previously noted deficiencies. Electric
Boat was requested to reopen negotiations with both Taylor Forge and Tube
Turns to obtain the lowest price for the required work.

Electric Boat letter dated February 10, 1970, forwarded by SUPSHIPS letter
Ser 400-23C dated February 12, 1970, requested NAVSHIPS concurrence to a
proposed procedure in handling this procurement. Electric Boat proposes
to issue a new invitation to bid to Taylor Forge and Tube Turns.
Electric Boat requests NAVSHIPS approval to accept the low bid without
further negotiation.

NAVSHIPS letter 022C:JF:epm Ser 2 dated February 18, 1970, insists that
Electric Boat reserve the right to negotiate if necessary to obtain a
reasonable price. Electric Boat is again informed that Government consent
to this procurement will not be granted unless Electric Boat can establish
the reasonableness of the price.
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Boat Management does not appear to recognize the seriousness of the

deficiencies in their procurement practices. Thus NAVSHIPS has not been

effective in getting Electric Boat Management to take action to upgrade

its procurement operations.

I consider that NAVSHIPS has placed too much concern on procedural

matters and in defending past actions. NAVSHIPS has operated too long on

the premise that its shipbuilding contracts have been awarded in a highly

competitive market such as one might expect to find in procuring bread or

clothing. This accounts for the belief on the part of many Government

officials that the Government can rely on its contractors to spend public

funds prudently.

The principle involved is fairly simple. Large amounts of Government

funds are at stake in the procurement operation of shipbuilders such as

Electric Boat. There is ample evidence that these funds are not being

spent prudently. I have repeatedly pointed out that shipbuilders have

no incentive to tighten up their procurement organizations. Shipbuilding

is a noncompetitive business. The Navy must take action with its ship-

builders to get their procurement on a sound basis so that the Navy gets

fair value for its money.
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Enclosure (2)

VADM Rickover's Comments on NAVSHIPS Review of Electric Boat Cost Control

1. Problem & Recommendations. as Stated in VAEM Rickover's Report Dated
23 September 1969:

Labor and material costs are being mischarged on Government contracts.

Specifically:

a. Under the present labor charging system supervisors have a
strong incentive to charge labor costs to the labor budget
account that can best absorb the cost and not necessarily
to the budget account for the work actually performed.

b. A comprehensive review of Electric Boat's labor charging
practices has not been conducted. However, there are
indications that labor costs are being mischarged. There
are no effective controls to preclude such mischarging.

c. Electric Boat's material control system contains serious
deficiencies such that the validity of material costs
charged to Government contracts cannot be determined.

The Navy should withdraw approval of Electric Boat's accounting system

until effective controls are established to preclude mischarging of labor

and material costs on Government contracts.

2. CCMNAVSHIPS Response & Proposed Action:

CCNMAVSHIPS states:

"The Resident DCAM Auditor in his report . . . states that the accounting
system was never approved; therefore, withdrawal is not appropriate. Also

the Auditor reports the reviews that DCAA has conducted of the company's
labor charging practices, system, and controls, and has concluded that:

'We disagree with the Code 08 conclusions that the contractor's
system for the accounting and controls of labor costs is inade-
quate and that the Government's review of the contractor's
labor charging practices has been inadequate."'
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"...While we fAVSHIPS7 agree with the Resident DCAA position quoted above,we do consider that, if the company's financial audit staff were to beaugmented permanently to perform additional labor charging floor checksand material reviews, it could relieve DCAA of some of its surveillancefunction in this area to permit other utilization of Government auditors.'

Proposed Action:

Item Target Date

a. Contractor to review direct labor Continuingbudget workflow. 
Action

b. Contractor to review physical progress Continuingestimating workflow. Action

c. Contractor to revise the cost account Continuingstructure * Action

d. Contractor to identify overhaul work Continuingby specification item. Action

e. Contractor to revise manhour level of Continuingdirect labor budgeting. Action

f. Contractor to relate physical progress Continuingto cost-to-complete and the budgeting/ Actioncost control work authorization system.

g. Contractor to develop a top management Continuingreport on vessel status. Action

h. Contractor to develop a user-oriented Continuingmanual for direct labor budgeting and Actioncost control

i. Contractor to review requirements for Continuingdata processing programs. Action

J. Contractor to increase internal review Continuingstaffing for labor material checks and Actionconsider establishing a separate Internal
Review organization.
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3. C onts on CCNMAVSHIPS Response and Proposed Action:

It is not surprising that the auditor and NAVSHIPS have not found

mischarging of costs. The issue is that neither the Navy nor the con-

tractor have established adequate procedures to check on labor and

material charges. Thus when my representative checked into this matter,

he readily found the situation described in reference (a).

As long as the Navy depends on "continuing action" with the contractor

to deal with these problems, they will not be identified or solved. If

the Government auditor would make a careful review of this situation,

he would find it to be as bad as or worse than stated in my report.

While I agree that Electric Boat should have an effective internal

audit staff, the NAVSHIPS suggestion that additional Electric Boat auditors

can relieve this burden from the DCAA represents a fundamental misunderstanding

of the relationship between the Government and Electric Boat. As I have

reported time and again, Electric Boat has practically no incentive to

hold down costs on its Government contracts. Indeed, increased costs

can be profitable for the company. Since this is true, it is naive to

assu that we can rely on company auditors to hold down costs.

If the Resident Auditor does not have the time or manpower to make

a comprehensive study of cost charging practices at Electric Boat, then

the Navy should send a special team to study the situation -- as was

done at Newport News.

92-530 0 - 82 - 10
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Enclosure (3)

VADM Rickover Comments on NAVSHIPS Review of Electric Boat Progress Payments

1. Problem & Recommendation as Stated in VADM Rickover's Report Dated
23 September 1969:

Electric Boat is receiving interest-free progress payments for material

before the material has been used, and sometimes before the yard itself

has paid for the material.

The Navy should revise progress payment procedures so that General

Dynamics Corporation no longer gets interest-free use of Government funds.

2. COMNAVSHIPS Response & Proposed Action:

COMMAVSHIPS states:

"Enclosure (1) of reference (b), the report of the Resident Auditor,
provides an explanation of material charging and material progress
payment practices of Electric Boat. Such practices are acceptable
to DCAA and to NAVSUIPS. On other than cost type contracts, progress payments
are not based on costs incurred but on physical progress; they are limited
to no more than 105% of costs. For such contracts, SUPSHIPS, with the
assistance of DCAA, verifies monthly the material physical progress and
quarterly, the certification that the progress payment requested does
not exceed 105% of costs. The SUPSHIPS Quality Assurance Department, by
a sampling technique, verifies the percent of labor physical progress
claimed and makes its own progress calculations."

Proposed Action:

No corrective actions are necessary.
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3. Commnts on CCMNAVSHIPS Response and Proposed Action:

I do not believe NAVSHIPS has adequately looked into the issue I

raised. The implication in references (b) and (c) is that Electric

Boat's charges for material costs has no impact on shipbuilding contract

psaments.

The contractor certainly considers that advance charging of material

costs has a significant effect on shipbuilding contracts. For example,

Electric Boat recently paid one of its employees an incentive award of

$1,231 for suggesting that certain miscellaneous inventories of stock

be charged off to the Government before it is used so that a progress

payment could be collected. He stated in his suggestion:

'Presently the Government cannot be billed until the material
is actually used. By adopting an allocated type inventory
for this material the Government can be billed when the material
is paid for because it is bought for use on a specific contract.
Then, in effect, the Government finances this inventory for
Electric Boat Division...fhis suggestion7 generates funds for
Electric Boat."

Thus in this case the Government will not only be paying higher progress

payments, it will also have to pay 98% of the incentive award which led to

the higher payments.
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The impression one gets in reading the NAVSHIPS and DCAA coments

is that the present method of charging costs for progress payments is

acceptable because such actions are not prohibited by ASPR. In this

regard, the Navy arranged through the ASPFR committee some years ago to

use a special progress payments clause for shipbuilding contracts. It

appears that the shipbuilding clause as it is presently being administered

is more liberal than is the standard ASPR progress payments clause used

in other contracts, and results in an unwarranted subsidy to shipbuilders.

I believe the Navy is subject to severe criticism if it allows this

situation to persist. Prompt action is needed to correct this situation.
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VADM Rickover's Comments on NAVSHIPS Review of Principles and Procedures
for Settling Shipbuilder Claims

1. Problem & Recommendations as Stated in VADM Rickover's Report
dated 23 September 1969:

a. Under the present system, there is no way to insure that the
Government is not being overcharged in the adjudication of changes
or in the settlement of claims.

bb. Present procedures for handling claims against the Government for
changed work seem to be heavily weighted in favor of the contractor.
The Navy should establish principles, procedures, and means to
place the Government on equal footing with the contractor in
settling change orders and claims.

c. Electric Boat normally does not account separately for the cost
of changed work. Thus, settlement can only be made on the basis
of judgment and rough estimates.

d. Electric Boat has a "claim team" of 75 full-time employees to
identify and prepare any potential clainm on work in the yard. This
team prepares voluminous claims which the Government--lacking both
time and manpower--cannot possible refute in toto. Since the cost
of this team is charged to each claim, the Government actually pays
for most of this effort, even though it benefits the contractor,
not the Navy.

2. COMAVSHIPS Response and Proposed Action:

COWNAVSHIPS states:

". . reference (a) recommends the establishment of principles,
procedures and means to place the Government on an equal
footing with the Contractor in settling change orders and
clms . NAVSHIPS concurs with this recommendation and
considers that such principles, procedures and means do
now exist as detailed in enclosure (4). . .."
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Proposed Action:

NAVSHIPS to carry out its decision to assign counsel to certain

SUPSHIPS offices.

3. Comments on COMNAVSHIPS Response and Proposed Action:

The NAVSHIPS detailed response enumerates twelve actions NAVSHIPS has

taken over the years to help the Government deal with contractors more

effectively with regard to claims and changes. Many of these actions are pro-

cedural items, others involve improved contract clauses, revised organizations,

and increases in civilian personnel staffing at SUPSHIPS since 1965. No doubt

the Government is better off today because of these actions. However, I am

discussing conditions I see today.

Because Electric Boat normally does not account separately for the

cost of changed work, there is no factual record from which either Electric

Boat or the Government can determine the actual cost of work that is the

basis for the claim. Those charged with the responsibility for settling

claims must rely mostly on "judgaent" and independent estimates in arriving

at a proper settlement. This is true even though the work is often

accomplished long before the claim is settled.

Under these circumstances, the Government mast depend primarily on

the contractor's estimates and his representation of the circumstances in

settling claims. To refute the contractor's claim, or to challenge with

any authority his cost estimate requires considerable time and effort.

Historically there is a large backlog of claims and unadjudicated changes.

These outstanding claims are sometimes grouped together and an overall

settlement reached. Consequently, the Government cannot tell on a job-by-

job basis how much Electric Boat really spends for the extra work claimed or

what the Government paid for it.
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On the average, change orders increase the price of a submarine by

15 percent or more. As long as shipbuilders can commingle the cost of these

changes with other work, they can overcharge the Government and make it

impossible to know whether or not the price is too high. Further, effective

cost controls for either the changed work or the basic work are impossible

under this arrangement. As pointed out in my memorandum dated 16 February

1970 (reference (d)), I believe this issue should be taken up with the

Defense Contract Audit Agency and with the General Accounting Office to

determine what rules should be established with regard to accounting for

changes.

The basic issue I raised was that the Government was not on equal

footing with the contractor in settling claims. The assignment of one

lawyer in the SUPSHIPS office will not resolve this issue. The Government

cannot possibly compete in this manner with the 75 full-time employees the

contractor has to prepare and prosecute its claims.

I recommend that a special task group be formed to review how shipbuilders'

claifm are being prepared, prosecuted, and settled and what changes should be

made to protect effectively the Government's interest.
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VADM Rickover's Coments on NAVSHIPS Review of Government Surveillance of
Operations at Electric Boat

1. Problem & Recommendations as Stated in VADM Rickover's Report on
Newport News Dated 13 September 1969:

My report pointed out that the Navy must establish appropriate controls

at Electric Boat and at other shipyards. It stated:

a. "Although Government business accounts for 98 percent of the
work at Electric Boat, Government auditors do not have access
to certain Electric Boat financial reports that are essential
in determining the reasonableness of charges to Government
contracts.

b. "Government representatives do not review the company's "Make
or Buy" decisions and there are indications that such decisions
are not always made with the interests of the Government foremost.

c. "The Supervisor of Shipbuilding does not review Electric Boat
procurements from other divisions of General Dynamics Corporation.
The contractor does not justify the cost of these procurements
or indicate whether or not these items are being obtained at
less cost than would be possible from other companies.

d. "A number of former Electric Boat employees are working in the
offices of the Supervisor of Shipbuilding and the Government
Auditor. This situation is not conducive to proper business
relationships between the Government and Jlectric Boat."

The Navy should issue policy instructions to preclude employment of

former contractor personnel in positions where they are responsible for

reviewing contractor operations in the activity where they were formerly

employed.
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2. COMNAVSHIPS Response & Proposed Action:

The DCAA Auditor states:

"Presently we do have access to all accounting and financial
records which we consider necessary to the performance of our
audit responsibilities."

COMNAVSHIPS states:

"Consideration will be given to including a make-or-buy clause in
the contract when the solicitation contains make-or-buy requirements.
For contracts which have already been awarded to Electric Boat,
NAVSHIPS will explore the feasibility of including a make-or-buy
clause, providing that most of the high cost items have not already
been procured."

* * *

"As to that portion of the recommendations of reference (a) which
concerns the decision to assign work to other General Dynamic
Divisions, ASPR treats such intra-company matters as "make items.
Accordingly, when a make-or-buy program requirement is included
in a solicitation, the contractor will have to provide information
on "make" items and the contract will be negotiated on the basis
of the acceptability of such a "make" item. After contract
award, changes in the "make" decision will require approval by
the Contracting Officer only if the contract contains the make-or-
buy clause."

"Both the Resident DCAA and the SUPSHIP disagree with the im-
plication that proper business relationships between the Government
office and Electric Boat have been impaired because of the
employment of former Electric Boat employees. A parallel situation
exists in NAVSHIPS Headquarters, which employs former contractor
personnel in positions having engineering surveillance responsib-
ilities over the activities where they were formerly employed,
and we consider that proper objective relationships exist in
these cases. It would appear that the employment of former
contractor employees at the levels found in a SUPSHIP office
actually works to the disadvantage of the contractor rather than
the Government in that such personnel are usually well trained
and are aware of the weaknesses of the contractor which require
closer surveillance by the Government. NAVSHIPS knows of no law
or Civil Service regulation which would authorize the issuance
of a blanket prohibition against employing former contractor
personnel in such circumstances."
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3. Comments on COMNAVSHIPS Response and Proposed Action:

On 31 December 1969, the DCAA Auditor wrote Electric Boat as follows:

"Subject to various verifications pending the resolution of the
access to records problem regarding the "Quarterly Contract
Analysis" and "Contract Profit Forecast Data" reports, we have
concluded a review of Electric Boat Division's financial management
practices for compliance with ASPR Section VII, Part 2, limitation
of cost and/or funds clauses under cost-reimbursement type contracts,
and management's practices affecting costs under cost-type and
fixed-priced contracts. The review concluded that a system
exists to generate timely data for financial management and the
reporting of the financial status of individual contracts.
However, disclosures of significant cost overruns or underruns
are not being made to the Contracting Officer on a timely basis.
Also, until we are provided access to the above mentioned reports,
we cannot render an opinion on the adequacy of the system."

(Emphasis Added)

"Since we have been denied access to certain contractor reports,
we cannot report on the accuracy of the estimates to complete.
Due to the critical nature of Government funds and because of the
deficiencies noted in our review, this office is particularly
concerned with the projected cost to complete contracts by
element of cost. This information is available only on the
"Contract Profit Forecast Data" report. Access to this report
and the "Quarterly Contract Analysis" report is considered
essential for us to conclude that the contractor's financial
management system is adequate and responsive to Government
procuring agency needs."

I do not know whether the Aduitor yet has the reports he requires.

Obviously he did not have them at the time he wrote enclosure (1) to

reference (b).

With regard to make-or-buy decisions, I consider that each significant

order to be placed with other divisions of General Dynamics should be

reviewed by the Government to ensure that the business arrangements are

proper and that the lowest price to the Government is obtained for the

work required. I do not think this will be the case under the procedures
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set forth in reference (c). Therefore I consider additional procedures

should be established requiring the Supervisor of Shipbuilding review and

approval of intra-company orders over $25,000 on any contract in which the

Government bears the risk of cost overruns or underruns.

I do not agree that it is right to employ former contractor personnel

in surveillance of the contractor's operations. I am aware that HAVSHIPS

employs former cootractor personnel in.positions having engineering

surveillance responsibilities over the activities where they were formerly

employed. There are also a number of cases where former contractor personnel

are working in the NAVSHIPS contracts division and where former NAVSHIPS

contracting people work for shipbuilders. However, I do not consider such

practice to be in the best interests of the Government. It may be that

SUPSHIPS has violated no law or regulation in hiring more than 100 former

employees of the contractor; it still seems to me a violation of common sense

to place these employees in a position where they are expected to critically

review the performance of their friends and former colleagues. The Navy

must put a stop to this practice, particularly when the position being filled

is directly concerned with the negotiation or administration of contract

matters.
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UNITED STATES
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20545

March 25, 1970

The Honorable William Proxmire
U. S. Senate
Washington, D. C.

Dear Senator Proxmire,

In our recent telephone conversation you requested that I write you a
letter with my comments on remarks made by Mr. G. W. Rule concerning
the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program in his December 30, 1969 testimony
before the Joint Economic Committee.

I have reviewed the transcript of the record of Mr. Rule's testimony and
noted that in answer to your questions concerning the current large
backlog of contractor claims against Navy shipbuilding contracts, Mr.
Rule described the Nuclear Propulsion Program as having been conducted
in a "claim breeding manner" and said that there are existing shipbuilder
claims against the government because "unrealistic ship delivery dates
were set when it was known or should have been known that the nuclear
propulsion canponents for the ships would not be delivered to the yard
in time to meet their delivery date."

Contrary to Mr. Rule's testimony there are no such shipbuilder claims.

Specifically Mr. Rule testified:

"...in my looking ahead to areas of future claims I would be a
great deal less than candid if I didn't mention to you an area
that bothers me considerably and I have really, Senator Proxmire,
wrestled with myself as to whether I should mention this area,
but I cannot look ahead without seeing this area and, therefore,
I want to mention it.

... what I am referring to specifically.is the claim breeding
manner in which we have contracted for sane of our nuclear
propelled vessels in the past.

From claims now in being, claims that we have before us right
now, it is obvious that contracts have been made where unrealistic
ship delivery dates were set when it was known or should have
been known that the nuclear propulsion components for the ships
would not be delivered to the yard in time to enable the yard to
meet their delivery date. The result: Claims, and we have them
for that reason.
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If these practices are permitted to continue I predict substantial
additional claims that the Navy will face from the construction
of the CVANs, the DXGNs and other authorized nuclear vessels.
It is very clear indeed to me that the Navy must be firm in its
determination to not permit future contracts to contain unrealistic
ship delivery dates as tested by the delivery dates of the nuclear
component government-furnished material that goes into these ships...

I.1, in my statement, sir, have to bear down on this question
of late delivery of government-furnished material and primarily
the nuclear components that go into these ships, because I know,
I have cases in front of me where we have given a contractor
a contract to turn out a ship or ships by a certain date, and he
is tied to that contract, that date, and we don't supply the
nuclear components in time for him to meet that date.

Now, the minute we do that, the minute we miss that government-
furnished material delivery date he has a claim. There is some
thinking that he might work around a space where the component
is missing from, and theoretically, I guess, this is true. But
he has a claim, and what I don't want to see perpetrated is
making these contracts with delivery dates that are known to be
phony, when you know that the government-furnished propulsion
machinery is going to be one year late, and we will make a
contract and definitize the contract that we know is just asking
for claims."

At the time Mr. Rule testified, the Navy had about 60 pending or anticipated
claims under its shipbuilding contracts. These claims totaled about $800
million. As you pointed out in your hearings, Mr. Rule is the chairman
of a committee which was established to review these claims. A specific
purpose of this committee is to maintain current information on the status
of these claims. Thus, I would expect Mr. Rule to be well aware of the
fact that nearly all of the pending or anticipated claims under Navy
shipbuilding contracts--about 90% of the total--relate to construction
of conventionally powered ships, not nuclear ships. Of the small fraction
of the cla-imwhich relate to nuclear ships, only one claim, involving
about $8 million, relates to late delivery of nuclear propulsion plant
equipment. The items involved in this claim were steam plant equipments--
not nuclear components. They were delivered late because of supplier prob-
lems in manufacturing the equipment, and not because "unrealistic ship
delivery dates were set when it was known or should have been known that
the nuclear propulsion components for the ships would not be delivered
to the yard in time to meet their delivery dates." No other shipbuilder
claims for late delivery of equipment under my cognizance now exist under
any of our shipbuilding contracts.
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Even including the accelerated construction schedules for the Polaris
submarine program, nuclear camponents have been delivered to support
shipbuilding schedules with but a few, isolated exceptions where individual
components have been delayed because of unforeseen circumstances, or where
unexpected problems have developed after delivery of the equipment.
Therefore, I do not understand the basis for Mr. Rule's prediction that
the Navy will face substantial additional claims due to late delivery of
nuclear components during construction of "the CVANs, the DXGNs, and
other authorized nuclear vessels." His prediction is not supported by
the historical record. Moreover, the contracts for constructing the
CVANs, the DXQNs, and the recently authorized new design submarines have
not yet been finalized. The Navy's plans for finalizing these contracts
take into consideration the current status of all government and contractor
furnished material and design information and include provision for
structuring the contracts so as to minimize the possibility of shipbuilder
claims arising from late government furnished material or government fur-
nished design information. These plans were discussed with Mr. Rule prior
to his testimony before your Committee.

Of course, many problems have arisen during the construction of about 100
nuclear powered submarines and surface warships--ships which have incor-
porated rapid advancements in technology. Some of these problems have
inevitably led to delay in delivery of components and in some cases higher
costs of ship construction. I have had to face these problems as they
occurred and have had to take whatever action was in the government's best
interest according to the circumstances at the time. The timely
accomplishment of any complex technical project requires a balancing of
risks. Inevitably these risks lead occasionally to delays and higher
costs due to unexpected problems which arise as the state-of-the-art is
advanced.

NIMITZ Class Attack Carrier Program

I would like at this point to discuss in some detail the NIMITZ class
aircraft carriers because that program illustrates some of the points I
have just made.

In mid-1964 the Secretary of Defense requested the Atomic Energy Commission
to develop a two-reactor nuclear propulsion plant suitable for the NIMITZ
class carriers, the first of which was to be included in the 1967 shipbuild-
ing program. It was recognized at the outset that the transition from the
eight-reactor plant with a 3-year reactor core life then installed in the
EhrERPRISE to a two-reactor plant of about the same total power with a
13-year reactor core life would be a major technological advance. It
was also recognized that the first-of-a-kind equipments needed for the
two-reactor plant would be the largest ever manufactured for the Naval
Nuclear Propulsion Program. Because of the long leadtime required to
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procure the large, new-design reactor components, and because their delivery
controls the ship construction schedule, the Navy in the fall of 1964
requested that advance procurement funds be provided in the FY 1966 budget
for the FY 1967 carrier--the NIMITZ, CVAN'68. However, the Department of
Defense did not accept this request and decided that all shipbuilding
funds for the CVAN68 should be included in the fiscal year 1967 shipbuilding
program. The initial shipbuilding funds for the CVAN68 thus were made
available to the Navy in July 1966, one year later than the Navy requested
to support its desired completion date for this ship.

Due to the difficulty encountered in obtaining adequate industrial support
to manufacture the nuclear propulsion plant components on a schedule
supporting the NIMITZ construction schedule, the Naval Ship Systems
Command in 1967 obtained approval to assign the highest industrial priority
to the NIMlTZ propulsion plant. This propulsion plant is being procured
on a very tight schedule through four prime contractors, about fifty major
suppliers and over one-thousand sub-tier contractors.

Procurement of nuclear propulsion plant equipment for the NIMITZ is now
well into the production phase. Delivery of the first of the nuclear
components has taken place. Completion of all nuclear propulsion plant
component deliveries is expected in 1972. Many of the large nuclear
propulsion plant components will be delivered and installed this year.
However, solution of development and production problems including labor
strikes in several factories has delayed some components so that delivery
of the NIMITZ will probably be extended from 1972 to 1973.

Nuclear propulsion plant components for the second carrier of the class,
the DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER, CVAN69, will come off production lines right after
components for the NIMITZ and will therefore be in time to support the
construction schedule for the EISENHOWER. However, since the two ships
are being constructed in series in the same shipyard and have to use the
same limited drydock and pierside facilities, delay in the NIMITZ could
also delay the EISENHOMWER. The Naval Ship Systems Command is working
with the shipbuilder to arrange the shipbuilding schedules so as to build
both ships at minimum cost.

The NIMITZ is presently scheduled to be delivered to the Fleet in 1972
and the EISENHOWER in 1974. As I indicated above, these schedules may be
delayed about a year. If the Congress approves the Department of Defense
FY 1971 budget request for advance procurement funds for the third NIMITZ
class carrier, the CVAN70, and fully funds that carrier in FY 1972, it is
expected to be delivered to the Fleet in 1977, even considering possible
delays in the first two ships.
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The Navy thus considers it necessary to proceed with advance procurement
for the CVAN70 in FY 1971 as presently planned, not only to prevent further
delay to the ship, but also to avoid having to shut down the special
production lines which have been established specifically to manufacture
the nuclear components needed for NIMITZ class aircraft carriers. In
this regard, it should be remembered that procurement of long lead material
for the EISENHOWER was started in July 1967. Even with FY 71 advance
procurement funding, we are not able to initiate procurement for the
CVAN70 until July 1970 at the earliest-three years after start of pro-
curement for the EISENHOWER.

From the above discussion, I am sure you can appreciate that the development,
procurement and delivery of nuclear components must be carefully planned
and funded to take maximum advantage of technological advances, to obtain
the necessary industry capacity, and to meet shipbuilding schedules. It
is not simply a matter of ordering components to be delivered by a specified
date.

DXGN Nuclear-Powered Guided-Missile Frigate Program

With respect to the nuclear-powered guided-missile frigate DXGN program
(now called the DLGN38 class), all nuclear components are presently expected
to be delivered in time to support orderly ship construction for those ships
for which funds have been appropriated.

High Speed Nuclear Attack Submarine Program

The original schedules set over a year ago for our new design high speed
submarine program (SSN688 class) were predicated on the premise that the
highest industrial priority would be assigned to this program. However,
the Navy has not yet been successful in obtaining approval for such a
priority, although the Department of Defense recently agreed to seek
approval of this priority for selected items on the first ship of the
class. As a result, the submarine delivery schedules have recently been
revised to reflect the time that has elapsed without this priority. As
noted above, our contracting plans take into consideration the current
status of all Government and contractor furnished material and design
information. Therefore this delay in ship deliveries will be accommodated
in initial ship contracts and will not be a valid basis for shipbuilder
claims. It will however, result in somewhat higher ship costs due to
inflation occuring during the delay.

I hope that the information in this letter will help to clarify the record
concerning naval nuclear propulsion matters. If you have questions or
desire amplification of any point I have made, please do not hesitate to
ask.
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Please know that I deeply appreciate the support you have given over many
years to the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program.

Respectfully,

4 G tic Evr "

92-530 0 - 82 - 11
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UNITED STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20545

May 28, 1970

The Honorable William Proxmire
U. S. Senate
Washington, D. C.

Dear Senator Proxmire,

on May 1, 1970, you sent me copies of your March 17, 1970 letter to the
Secretary of Defense and the Defense Department's response dated
April 21, 1970. Your March 17th letter raised several questions concerning
the lack of industry ounpliance with the Truth-in-Negotiations Act. The
questions were based on my testinony and that of other witnesses before
the Joint Econcmic Cacmittee. Your May lst letter asked me to comment on
the Defense Department's official response.

I can appreciate your concern. The Defense Department's response appears
inconsistent with testimony I have given before various Congressional
conmittees, including your awn. I have testified on several occasions
that the Truth-in-Negotiations Act has not been implemented effectively by
the Department of Defense and that entire segments of industry, such as
computer manufacturers, material suppliers, and others, appear to be taking
a united stand in refusing to provide cost and pricing data required by
the Act. The Department of Defense, however, responded that, generally
speaking, defense contractors and subcontractors have provided cost or
pricing data when required by Public Law 87-653 except in selected cases;
that, with the exception of two firms, the Department does not know of any
industries or companies that refuse across-the-board to provide oust and
pricing data; and that since the passage of Public Law 87-653, the Department
of Defense has entered into well over 100 thousand transactions which were
subject to the Act with only a minuscule number of waivers--all of which
were reviewed at high levels in accordance with administrative procedures.

The Department of Defense also stated it was always seeking improved
methods of administering the Truth-in-Negotiations Act; that a task group
had been recently created to study alleged contractor resistance in
supplying oust and pricing data in specific instances; and that the
Department would take actions as necessary to improve its implenentation
of this law.

In stating that only a small number of waivers to the Truth-in-Negotiations
Act have been granted, the implication is that all but this small number
have been in osmpliance with the Act. The real issue, however, is the
very large number of procurements, both prime contracts and subcontracts,
where the law has not been complied with.
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With regard to the Defense Department's response:

1. It is incunprehensible to me that defense procurement officials do not

know of any industries or companies, other than the two specifically

mentioned, that refuse across-the-board to provide cost and pricing

data.

2. I believe, in light of the large segments of the defense industry that

have been refusing to comply with the Truth-in-Negotiations Act, that

the small number of waivers granted by the Defense Department is evidence

it has failed to police the Act.

3. It appears that defense procurement officials have been placing too

much reliance on management system rather than actually checking into

its procurement operations to identify problems. The establishment of

a special task group at this late date to study "alleged contractor

resistance to supplying cost or pricing data in specific instances"

is indicative of the extent to which defense procurement officials have.

insulated themselves from actual procurement problems. Contractors in

a number of industries have not been providing cost and pricing data

since 1962-the year of enactment of the Truth-in-Negotiations Act.

The refusal of industries and companies to provide cost and pricing data in

accordance with the Truth-in-Negotiations Act is known to officials of

other Gavernment agencies and to those involved in day-to-day procurement.

I do not understand why the Defense Department does not face up to this

problem. The following are three specific industries I have encountered

that have not been ccmplying with the requirements of the Truth-in-Negotiations

Act:

a. Computer Industry

Carputer suppliers have not been providing cost and pricing data to the

Government as required by the Truth-in-Negotiations Act. Defense procurement

officials should know of the problem; the Department of Defense has waived

the Truth-in-Negotiations Act in connection with cumputer procurements.

The issue has been well documented within the Government.

I pointed out this particular prcblem in testimany to Congress for the

past several years. The Administrator of the General Services Administration

also raised this issue in Congressional hearings and took it up with the

General Accounting Office. The Atanic Energy Commission recognized this

problem, too, and has been working with the Bureau of the Budget and the

9t530 151
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General Services Administration to try to get it resolved. The problem is
a matter of concern at the highest levels within the Atomic Energy Commission,
as is evident from the following statement from a recent Atomic Energy
Commission staff paper concerning failure of computer manufacturers to
comply with the Truth-in-Negotiations Act:

"In summary, the prcblem has been brought to the attention of
the Congress and the General Accounting Office, to the
attention of the Governnment's central ADPE procurement agency
(GSA), and to the attention of the Bureau of the Budget. We
have received a great deal of sympathy, but no solution. It
would appear, therefore, that in the absence of getting the
law amended either (1) to make submission of oust or pricing
data mandatory, with penalties for failure to do so, or (2)
to exempt cxrputers from the present requirements of the
law, we have no alternative but to continue waiving the
requirement for oest or pricing data on a case-by-case basis.'

b. Material Suppliers

Raw materials, particularly steel, are another example where an entire
industry has not been required to camply with the Truth-in--Negotiations
Act. Despite the many special purpose materials developed and procured
strictly for military application, very few material suppliers have been
required to provide oust or pricing data. Because material procurements
often take place at the second, third, or lower level of subtier supplier,
non-ocxxpliance with the Act in the area of material procurement is less
apparent than it is in the case of computer procuretents. However, a little
checking would show that material suppliers generally do not provide cost
and pricing data in accordance with the Act.

I found that in some cases considerable effort and ingenuity have gone
into finding ways to circumvent the law. Here are sane ways defense
oantractors and Government officials have been able for 8 years to procure

materials from cxmpanies that refuse to cwaply with the-Truth-in-Negotiations
Act without having to obtain an official waiver of the law:

1. Determine that two or three bids constitute adequate competition
regardless of the circumstances.

The Truth-in-Negotiations Act provides that supplier oxst and
pricing data are not required if the procuring activity considers
aompetition to be adequate. Since this judgment is often based
on subjective and intangible factors, it is subject to considerable
abuse.
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Procuanient of HY 80 and HY 100 anmor plate for shipbuilding is a
good example. These specialty steels were developed at Govenmxnt
expense and are used almast exclusively in the construction of
nuclear submarines and other naval vessels. In 1965 the General
Amounting Office issued a report on Navy procurement of HY 80
steel pointing out that the limited oampetition available did not
insure reasonable prices; the two suppliers were making profits of
14 to 27%. The Navy replied that, in future, the Navy and its prime
contractors would discontinue procurement of this material by
formal advertising and would obtain certified orst and pricing
data as required by the Truth-in-Negotiations Act.

In Decemaber, 1969, I pointed out to Navy officials that shipbuilders
had not been obtaining oast and pricing data on HY 80 and HY 100
steel procurements despite the assurances the Navy had made to the
General Accounting Office. Further, it turned out that responsibility
for direct Navy procurements of this material had been assigned to
the Defense Industrial Supply Center. This Center had not insisted
on aost and pricing data either. The shipyards and the Defense
Industrial Supply Center had decided that cmpetition was adequate
and that no cost and pricing data ware required.

The fact is that no otn has yet been able to obtain the steel
companies' agreement to provide such data. The Navy is now working
on this problem; I understand that as of this date all the steel
suppliers still refuse to provide cost and pricing data on these
procurements.

2. Conclude that the price is based on standard catalog prices.

The Truth-in-Negotiations Act provides that supplier cost and
pricing data need not be obtained where prices are negotiated based
on established catalog or market prices of camcercial items sold
in substantial quantities to the general public. Material suppliers,
therefore, establish standard catalog prices for the basic material,
and separate add-on factors for additional specification requirements.
The result is that prices for specialty materials peculiar to defense
equipment can be "based on established catalog or market prices of
amnsercial items sold in substantial quantities to the general
public". The Truth-in-Negotiations Act is thereby avoided.

3. Break procurements into small orders that do not exceed $100,000.

Procurements under $100,000 are exempt from the Truth-in-Negotiations
Act. As a result, same contractors divide their total requirements
into several smaller orders to bypass the Truth-in-Negotiations Act.
I found that a shipbuilder recently procured on a sole-souroe basis
$3.4 million of specialty steel for a single ship under 1200 separate
purchase orders, none of which exceeded $100,000.
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4. Disregard the law and dhance that no one in the Government will
f ind cut.

This tends to be encountered more in the second or third tier
subcontract level. However, in 1969, I found that two of the
Navy's major shipbuilders, most of whose goventrment business is
under Navy prime contracts, had not implemented the Truth-in-
Negotiations Act seven years after its enactment.

C. Forging Suppliers

For years the Department of Defense and its contractors have been
buying specialty forgings without obtaining cost and pricing data from
forging suppliers. The forgings are bought on the basis that there is
"adequate competiticn" for such items and that this "competition" can be
relied upon to insure reasonable prices to the government; therefore cost
and pricing data are not required. In fact, there is not usually real
competition for such forgings. What limited competition there is usually
is not adequate to insure reasonable prices. For example, frequently only
one or tbo suppliers are able to make the item, and often one supplier
has a significant competitive advantage over the others in the form of
production facilities or by virtue of having obtained the initial order
which paid for the tools, dies and fixtures needed for the forgings.
Often there is only one source.

I recently brought four specific cases involving sole-source procure-
ments to the attention of senior defense procurement officials. Since
sole-source procurement were involved, there was no question as to whether
or not competition was adequate; cost and pricing data were clearly required
in these procurements.

In these four cases, each of the four forging companies stated that
its policy was to not provide oast and pricing data. Navy procurement
officials had to devote considerable time and effort trying to convince
these companies-8 years after enactment of the Truth-in-Negotiations
Act-that they should start cxmplying with the law. The results were less
than satisfactory but they were the best the Navy could obtain in the
circumstances without further jecpardizing project .schedules. The following
is a summary:
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TIME SPENT TRYING
TO CET AGREE2MN

SUPPLIER TO PROVIDE COST DAA FINAL rdOLmlcN

Forging 2 months Forging Supplier A refused to provide
Supplier A cost data. The Assistant Secretary

of the Navy had to waive the law to
avoid delay to an important project.

Forging 6 months Forging Supplier B finally agreed to

Supplier B provide cost data, on this one pro-
curement only, on the basis that the
Navy could get no bids from another
source. The cost data showed an
unsupported contingency factor such
that the supplier stands to make a
23% profit on this order. The
supplier, however, has refused to
reduce his price.

Forging 7 months The Government had to agree to a
Supplier C cost-type contract rather than a

fixed-price contract before Forging
Supplier C would agree to provide
cost and pricing data on this pro-
curenent. The Government is left
with the problem of administering a
oxst-type contract through two higher
tiers of contractors, one of which
is operating under a fixed price
order. This is not an acceptable
long-run solution to the problem.

Forging 7 months Shortly after a nember of Forging
Supplier D Supplier D's management was appointed

to the Holifield Commission on
Government Procurement, the company
provided cost data. These data are
being audited. Since then, however,
Forging Supplier D has been unable
to obtain the required cost and
pricing data from its traditional
steel supplier on an order for steel
to be used in the Navy forgings.
Forging Supplier D is now seeking a
bid from another steel supplier so
that his lower tier procurement of
steel can be classified "competitive".
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I find it hard to believe that the problems I have pointed out are uniqueto my area of responsibility which covers but a small fraction of Defense
Department procurement. Camputers, steel, and forgings are basic to mostmilitary hardware. Therefore, I can only conclude that a general laxityin the inplementaticn and enforcement of the Tnith-in-Negotiaticns Actpervades the defense procurement establishment. It would appear to methat, if the issue were thoroughly investigated, it would be found that theprdblem is endemic throughout defense procurement. Of omurse, if you don'tfollow the facts too closely you won't have dirt kicked in your face.

As I have testified many times, I believe the Department of Defense shouldface up to the lack of effective ctompetition in contracts and subcontractsfor complex defense equipment and implement the Truth-in-Negotiations Act.Moreover, I believe it is wrong to apply a double standard sudh that samefavored industries and companies are allowed to avoid the Truth-in-Negotiations
Act, while others must comply. I believe you will find that my testimony tothis effect is based on fact.

I trust the above is responsive to your letter.

1espectfully,

H. G. RICPDVER
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SNIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20360
08H-767
15 July 1970

MENDRAN1U FOR Th: ASSISMNT SBECR Y OF M NAVY (INSMILATICNS & IJOISTICS)

Via: (1) Commander, Naval Ship Systms Coemand
(2) Chief of Naval Material

Subj: Review of Overhead Costs on Navy Contracts at Electric Boat

Ref: (a) NAVSHIPS ltr CCN:FCJ:1T Serial 124-OON dtd 30 April 1970

Encl: (1) Report on Overhead Costs on Navy Contracts at Electric Boat

1. On several occasions during the past two years, I have written to you
regarding contractor procurement and cost control deficiencies which are
resulting in unnecessary costs to the government at our major private
shi pyards.

2. Enclosure (1) is a report concerning the administration and charging
of overhead costs on Navy contracts with Electric Boat. As in the case of
procururent and cast control, it appears that the governsent is paying 'far
more than it should in overhead costs at Electric Boat, and that the
goverranent is not effectively administering its contracts with Electric
Boat. In total, fran reviews conducted to date, I believe the government
could reduce its shipbuilding costs by 5 to 10 percent-510 million or
more per year at Electric Boat alone-by improved administration of its
contracts and by improved contractor managurent practices.

3. Enclosure (1) points out that the flexibility in Electric Boat's
accounting system precludes either Electric Boat or the governnent from
ensuring that costs are charged fairly between cost-type and fixed-price-
type contracts. It appears that this accounting flexibility results in
rwcrcharges to govwncant cost-type contracts.

4. Enclosure (1) indicates that General Dynamics' corporate policies with
respect to corporate investment, lease versus purchase, and proprietary
purdcases ray also be resulting in higher than necessary overhead costs at
Electric Boat. The canpany seens to follow a policy of minimizing corporate
investment in the. shipyard even though this leads to higher operating costs.
Corporate investment in plant and facilities at Electric Boat in each of
the past three years has declined about 8 to 10 percent a year. Moreer,
the use of dosolescent shipyard facilities leads to higher labor costs and
other inefficiencies. The canpany, however, is able to pass on the higher
operating costs directly to the governmrnt because nearly all recent
goveruuent contracts have been placed on a noncompetitive basis.
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5. The specific examples cited in enclosure (1) are not meant to be
exhaustive. Rather, they are illustrative of a general prcbles concerning
overhead costs at Electric Boat and other private shipyards.

6. Enclosure (1) provides additional evidence that the Navy is not
administering its shipbuilding contracts properly. In this regard, I hope
that those responsible for administering our shipbuilding contracts will
respond to this report by developing more effective controls. Such action
would be considerably more constructive than the pattern of responses to
my previous reports. In the past, the response has been that my facts are
wrong, my conclusions in error, and that there is no substance to the
issues I have raised. When further investigation confirms the deficiencies,
those in charge then claim the deficiencies are minor, that corrective
action was underway before I raised the issue, and that there is no need
for further concern. The result, intentional or otherwise, is to obfuscate
important issues.

7. In March,1970, you asked the Chief of Naval Material to establish a
special review team to look into the procurement and cost control issues
I raised. The review team's report, reference (a), replaces my term,
"major deficiencies",with the phrase: "significant areas for improvement".
Then, at great length, the report comments on the details of my examples,
often to the exclusion of the basic issues themselves. At one point, the
review team devotes eight pages of camrents to a single sentence in my
report; their conclusion is that I was right, but that the particular
problem "is not representative of a general condition". How much more
germane and valuable it would have been if all that time and effort had
been devoted to reducing government costs at Electric Boat.

8. In response to my reports, your special review team and NAVSEHIPS have
attributed the lack of effective contract administration at our major
shipyards to a Department of Defense policy of "disengagement". The team
asked you to "set forth the applicability of the so-called DOD disengagement
policy to Navy contractors such as Electric Boat". I have never been able
to find any policy directives on "disengagement". However, the references
to this policy in NAVSHIPS' correspondence indicate that the government is
relying totally on the contractor to spend g

6
vernment funds prudently.

9. My years of experience in dealing with defense contractors have proved
time and again that the government cannot afford to delegate its responsi-
bility to contractors. Government officials have an unassignable responsi-
bility to the taxpaying public to ensure that, when public funds are involved,
contractors procure materials economically, maintain effective controls
over production and overhead costs, charge costs fairly, and so on. The
shipyard conditions which I have been pointing out for nearly two years are
further evidence that defense contractors cannot and should not be expected
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to act in the public interest. Thus, I strongly urge that you plainly and

forthrightly state there is no such policy as "disengagement" at other

shipyards or anywhere else where government funds are being spent.

10. The situation facing the Navy today is that we cannot get Congress to

give us the money for the ships we need because of their high cost. Yet

at the same time loose Navy contracting piactices are contributing to the

high oust. We ourselves are much to blame. The Navy prefers to enphasize

wat is right with shipbuilding, but what is right will not last if we do

not correct what is wrong. We must face up to the real situation, painful

or not, and quickly. We must take drastic action to improve our administra-

tion of shipbuilding contracts, require our contractors to operate their

shipyards more efficiently,and begin to regain credibility with Congress and

with the public.

,4'S
H. G. RICKOVER
Deputy Contander for
Nuclear Propulsion

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations & Logistics)

Chief of Naval Material
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20360 .. R.PY R.-ER
08H-772
26 August 1970

bWORAMN FOR ASSISTANT SECA1,W OF THE NAVY (INSTALIATICIS AND LOGISTICS)

Subj: Deficiencies in Procurement and Cost Control Practices of the Electric
Boat Division, General Dynamics Corporation; coanents on NAVSHIPS
Investigation of

Ref: (a) NAVSHIPS ltr o0N:FCJ:LT serial 124-OCN dtd 30 April 1970
(b) NAVSHIPS endorsement 07B3:RN:N0 serial 14-07B dtd 10 June 1970

on Deputy Caomander for Nuclear Propulsion memo 08H-718 of
19 February 1970

(c) Deputy Commander for Nuclear Propulsion Memorandum to the
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations & Logistics)
serial 08H-718 of 19 February 1970

Encl: (1) Camnents on Navy Department Review Team Report dated 30 April
1970 on Electric Boat Procurement and Cost Control Practices and
on CUrWLVSHIPS endorsement dtd 10 June 1970

1. Reference (a) is the report of the special Navy Department Review Team
that was established at your request to investigate procurement and cost
control practices in March 1970 at Electric Boat. This special review was
initiated as a result of my reports which pointed out many serious deficien-
cies in Electric Boat Division cost control and procurement practices under
Navy ship design, construction and overhaul contracts. I also stressed the
need for significant improvesents in administration of Navy shipbuilding
contracts at Electric Boat. Reference (b) is a Ca4NAVSHIPS endorsement
which forwards the Team Report and canments both on the Team Report and on
my memorandum to you of 19 February 1970, reference (c).

2. The Team Report substantiates many of my conclusions concerning the need
for impravemnt in procurement and cost control practices at Electric Boat.
However, the Team Report states:

R. . while there are significant areas for improvement in EBBs
procurement and cost control practices, as shown in the body of
this report (and to this extent NAVSHIPS 08 is supported in its
overall conclusion concerning EB) many of the examples cited and
the findings made are not supported by a thorough evaluation of
the facts. In a number of instances it is apparent that only a
superficial investigation by NAVSHIPS 08 was made, resulting in
ounclusions which the facts do not warrant.'
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In reference (b) C=M)AVSHIPS expresses agreement with the above statement.

3. I have carefully reviewed each example or finding which the Team contends

is not supported by a "thorough evaluation of the facts". My review shows

exactly the opposite: The examples and findings cited in my reports appear

well supported by the facts. In addition:

a. The Naval Material Command Contractor Procurement Review Team Report

issued January 1970 confirms the existence of serious deficiencies

in Electric Boat procurement practices.

b. The Defense Contract Audit Agency Report issued August 1970 confirms

the existence of a major problem with respect to Electric Boat's

mischarging of labor costs, thus refuting the sane auditor's denial

of several months ago that any problem existed.

c. The internal Defense Contract Audit Agency memoranda and the Navy

Review Team's Report, reference (a), confirm that there is a major

deficiency in the contractor's system for controlling costs of

materials charged to Government contracts.

d. WINAVSHIPS and the Navy Review Team Report confirm that Electric

-Boat is obtaining progress payments from the Government on its

inventories before the material is issued for use and even before
the contractor has paid for it. However, CamNAVSHIPS and the Navy
Review Team consider this practice acceptable.

e. Defense Contract Audit Agency correspondence with the contractor

subsequent to my report confirms that the Government was not being

given access to certain records required for adequate administration
of its contracts at Electric Boat.

f. CCX1.VSHIPS confirms that there is no segregation and accounting

for the cost of change orders, and a Defense Contract Audit Agency

Report issued in July 1970 concluded that the contractor's estimating

system, upon which the Government is forced to rely, is not adequate

for Government contracts.

4. Despite this record, which clearly supports the findings in my reports

to you, the Navy Department Review Team devoted considerable effort to

discrediting my statements. The Team report contains 98 pages of comient

on my findings and examples. These comments generally defend Electric Boat
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actions and refer to my statements in terms such as the following:

do not completely portray the total situation".
" does not tell the full story".

" . . is not factually correct".
" . . the complete story is less simple".
. . . is not representative of a general condition".

I find a strong bias in the Team comments, a bias defensive of NAVSHIPS and
of the contractor.

5. The Team Report frequently does not discuss the issues I raised. Rather,
it focuses on details of the examnles I cited to illustrate the issues. In
some cases the Team appears to have missed the point illustrated by the
example. In others, the Team Report amits mention of significant facts
derogatory to Electric Boat or to Government performance, but cites at
length justifications for Electric Boat or Government actions. In at least
one case the Team comment appears to have been prepared by the contractor.
The Team's comments frequently obfuscate the issue through a lengthly
discussion which emphasizes the adequacy of Electric Boat practices and
procedures. For example, the Team devotes a full chapter-17 pages--to
refuting my csoments concerning mischarging of labor costs. Only in the
third appendix to the report can the reader learn that a recent floor check
by the Government auditor showed a 32% error rate and a potential mischarging
of 20 percent.

6. Enclosure (1) contains my detailed comments on the Review Team Report.

7. It has been more than a year since I first brought these basic issues to
the attention of senior Navy officials. I am deeply disappointed in the
Navy's actions to date. Navy officials have written hundreds of pages
evading the issues and defending their inaction; they have done almost
nothing to improve the situation. Their reaction is typical of a bureaucracy.
Mhen the functioning of any part is criticized, its constituency feels
compelled to rise in defense of all its practices.

8. It would seem to He that if there were but one meritorious criticism in
my reports, those responsible for administering our shipbuilding contracts
should have asked themselves: "Why has this situation obtained for so long
and why did I not know about it? Why did someone else have to point it out
to me?" Instead, they have adopted the well known tactic of shifting the
blame to the critic; to place him on the defensive. It reminds me of the
Persian kings who were wont to cut off the head of messengers bearing bad
news.
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9. In its conclusions, the Navy Review Team Report paints an encouraging
picture: there are same problems, but' the contractor is cooperative; the
problem that do exist are being addressed and will soon be resolved; the
contractor has progressed substantially in implementing the Naval Material
Command procurement system review recommendations.

10. I, on the other hand, am not encouraged by these reports. Outside of
same "paper changes", i.e., organizational reshuffling, procedure rewriting,
etc., little has been done to improve procurement and cost control practices
at Electric Boat. Nothing appears to have been done to improve the Navy's
administration of its contracts.

11. Particularly disturbing to me is the NAVSHIPS suggestion in reference
(b) that we have no right to efficient performance or proper charging under
our contracts:

"I agree with the overall conclusion of the Review Team, contained in
Appendix III page A-III-I and quoted below, provided it is recognized
that the improvements recommended are beyond the requirements of existing
contracts." [Emphasis added]

It seems to me that any custcmer--including the Government--has a right to
expect economical and efficient perfoananoe-and proper charges-from his
contractors. It is also true that most contractors will give their customers
less than they contracted for if the customer will accept less.

12. Fran the NAVSHIPS responses to date, I see no hope of ever improving
administration of our shipbuilding contracts through existing organizations.
Therefore, I recommend that you take action with the Chief of Naval Material
to institute whatever new organizational relationships are necessary to
obtain proper administration of these contracts.

13. The Navy must make a choice: it can take firm steps now to demand and
obtain acceptable performance by its contractors and to provide for proper
administration of our shipbuilding contracts, or it can allow these problems
to drag on until the General Accounting Office or Congress requires the Navy
to take action. I am sure you understand the importance to the Navy of
setting its own house in order without being forced to do so by an outside
agency or by Congress.

14. I am more than disturbed at the constant effort by the very people who
have been responsible for the faults I discovered to talk them away. It
is discouraging that so many officials in the field and at headquarters will
not face up to facts; apparently they will have to be hit by a sledge-hammer.
At the slightest sign of "improvement" they become euphoric and say: "See, it
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wasn't that bad at all, and even if it was bad, the company has now reformed
itself." They then go about "business as usual", which means going back to
doing little or nothing about the basic issues.

15. Further, they seem to be incapable of taking actions based on principles;
they tend rather to cure only the examples which illustrate the principles.
Or else they are always seeking for precise rules to solve imprecise
situations-in other words they act as clerks, not as officials. Example:
The suggestion by the Navy Review Team that the Anmed Services Procurement
Regulations be modified to specify the desired level of accuracy for labor
charges on Government contracts.

16. I have entered into this series of criticisms because the way the Navy
is doing business is wasteful of Government funds and therefore does not
permit us to build as many ships as we otherwise could. My object is not
the vain effort to make contractors live up to their contracts with proper
accounting,procurement and cost control practices, or to make Government
officials do the jobs they are paid to do. It is to obtain the maximum
defense possible for the United States.

H. G. RICKOVER

Cop to:
CNM
CCNESHIPS
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MMVSHIPS 08 Comments on Navy Departmient Review Team Rport Dated 30 April 1970_
on Electric Boat Procureivnt and Cat Control Practices

Electric Boat Procurement Practices

1. Problem and Recamendations, as stated in NAVSHIPS 08 Report Dated
13 Septerber 1969:

t there are widespread weaknesses and deficiencies in Electric Boat
procurement practices."

'Subcontracted work accounts for about one-third of the construction
costs of a nuclear submarine. In 1968 the Electric Boat procurement
department awarded subcontracts in the amount of $53 million. So far
in 1969, Electric Boat is subcontracting at an annual rate of about $86
million. A review of about 40 procurement files revealed numerous
deficiencies and fundamental weaknesses in Electric Boat's procurement
procedures and practices. The deficiencies in procurement practices
were coAnon and widespread. The Government could save substantial sums
by simply requiring Electric Boat to improve its procurement practices."

'[The Navy should] withdraw approval of the procurement system. The
copany should be required to submit all proposed subcontracts in excess
of $25,000 for Government review and approval prior to placement."

2. Contractor Procurement System Review Team Report (CPSR):

A Contractor Procurement System Review Team (CPSR) in October 1969

(report issued January 1970) confirmed existence of the basic deficiencies

in Electric Boat procurement practices outlined in NAVSHIPS 08 report of

13 Septernber 1969. The CPSR Report stated:

"This initial review disclosed that the contractor's procurement
system is inadequate, fails to afford maxinm protection of the
Government interest and does not assure procurement of materials
at the lowest price consistent with quality and required delivery
schedules.,

The CPSR Report was inclIu~ed as-Appendix 2 to the Navy Department

Review Team Report.

92-530 0 - 82 - 12
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3. Navy Department Review Team Report:

The Navy Department Review Team Report stated:

"Review of the Purchasing Department's files and interviews with EB
personnel disclosed areas of improvement since the CPSR. These areas
included (i) the percentage of cases in which negotiations were
considered to have been performed effectively (31 percent in the October
CPSR vs. 36 percent observed during this review) and (ii) the percentage
of cases in which ES's own resources were used effectively for price/
cost analysis (77 percent in the October CPSR vs. 83 percent observed
during this review). In addition, the current Review Team considered
the purchase orders reviewed to be satisfactory overall for 83 percent
of the cases as opposed to 74 percent observed during the October 1969
review. Moreover, ES has instituted action (e.g., controlled bid pro-
cedures and establishment of a cost/price analysis group) to implement
all of the CPSR recommendations addressed to them. Due to the nature
of some of the recommendations and the relatively short time which ES
has had in which to implement them, it is still too early to test the
total effectiveness of the actions taken to implement the CPSR recommenda-
tions. However, if ES continues with the vigorous approach currently
being utilized, it should be in a position by no later than October 1970
for a complete reevaluation of its procurement system. Electric Boat
Division does not have a standard index (Table of Contents) for its
purchase order files, nor does it have an established Procurement Review
Board to review sole/single source procurement."

4. NAVSHIPS 08 Camment on Navy Review Team Report

While acknowledging existence of basic procurement deficiencies at

Electric Boat and the need for corrective action, the Navy Department Team

Report proceeds to criticize the statements of findings in the NAVSHIPS 08

13 September 1969 report.

NAVSHIPS 08 comments on each item in the Navy Review Team Report concerning

NAVEHIPS 08 findings are contained in the following pages.
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NAVSHIPS 08 Finding - 1

1. NAVSHIPS 08 13 September 1969 Report:

Procurement files do not adequately justify prices being paid by Electric

Boat:

"Of the 40 procurement files reviewed, there was no evidence of actual
return cost information from prior orders being used to justify proposed
costs. Electric Boat is not using pre-award audits or detailed independent
estimates to evaluate, negotiate and justify prices in sole-source and
other non-caspetitive procurements as required by the Armed Services
Procurement Regulation."

2. Contractor Procurement System Review Team Report (CPSR):

The January 1970 CPSR Report confirmed the NAVSHIPS 08 statement

that Electric Boat procurement files do not adequately justify prices

being paid. The CPSR Report stated:

"In addition to the foregoing, the review also disclosed that for the
total of 148 purchase orders reviewed 45 were inadequately documented.
These inadequacies included incomplete data supporting the Certificate
or Current Cost or Pricing Data, no way to determine estimated portion
fran factual data, lack of audit, no cost breakdown for inter-divisional
transactions (DD Form 633 or other), lack of written record of negotiations
and lack of record of previous buys. All of the above plus other
documentation discrepancies are in direct violation of Electric Boat
Division's Procurement Management Directive No. 61 which requires each
file to be self-explanatory. It was also noted that same files contained
incomplete records of cost analysis and records of negotiations."

3. Navy Department Review Team Report

The Navy Department Review Team Report does not comment on the NAVSHIPS

08 finding, but only on the examples cited in support of the finding. The

Team Report stated:

"The specific examples cited [by NAVSHIPS 08] to illustrate this
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deficiency do not completely portray the total situation nor identify
by purchase order number the procurements reviewed. In-depth reviews
during the October 1969 CPSR and this current review of procurement
of shaft seals and pumps disclosed the following:"

The Team Report then proceeds to comment at length on the details of the

examples citing justification to defend Electric Boat actions in the pro-

curements.

4. NAVSEBIPS 08 Ceoment

Despite the extensive comments and discussion in the Review Team Report

in justification of Electric Boat actions, the examples cited by NAVSHIPS

08 show:

a. Electric Boat placed sole source orders for shaft seals for several

years without obtaining and reviewing actual costs on prior orders to

insure-'reasonablePrilnes -to the Government. -When the Government auditor

finally checked one order, he questioned 30% of the price. Clearly

Electric Boat should have been obtaining and reviewing supplier cost and

pricing data instead of relying on price justifications based on its

original 1964 procurement.

b. Electric Boat proposed to place a sole source order totaling over

$500,000 with one of its principal suppliers but without obtaining cost

and pricing data required by the Truth-in-Negotiations Act and the Armed

Services Procurement Regulation. In checking this procurement the auditor

questioned more than $230,000 out of $500,000 price. The NAVSHIPS 08

September 1969 Report noted this matter was still pending; it has not yet

been settled.

The Team Ibport notes that Electric Boat has since reached agreement

with its supplier to obtain certified cost and pricing data where required
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in future procurements. Hcwever, in neither of the above cases did

Electric Boat files contain documentation to support the reasonableness

of the prices paid by Electric Boat. I.
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NMVSHIPS 08 Finding - 2

1. NAVSHIPS 08 13 SeptenTer 1969 Report:

"There seems to be an excessive and unwarranted amount of sole source
procurement. It appears that many of these sole source procurements
have been overpriced.

2. Contractor Procurement System Review Team Report (CPSR):

"The CPSR team's evaluation of contractor files shows that 66.9% of
the subcontracts examined have been awarded to single/sole source
(i.e. 99 subcontracts, so awarded, divided by the 148 subcontracts

sample equals 66.9%). Further, this evaluation shows that 79.9% of the
dollar volume (i.e. $12,819,172 divided by $16,047,687 equals 79.9%)
has been involved in awards to single/sole sources. In comparison and
according to a monthly report by the Purchase Department, approximately
66.5% of the total procurement dollars cumulative through June 1969
have been placed on other than a competitive basis."

3. Navy Department Review Team Report

The Team report criments that subsequent to the Octcber 1969 CPSR,

Electric Boat has prepared an interim instruction setting forth criteria

to be used, justifications to be required, and approvals to be obtained

for sole source procurements.

With regard to NAVSHIPS 08 statement "it appears that many of these

sole source procurements have been overpriced", the Team Comments at length

on three examples from the NAVSHIPS 08 September 1969 report, citing Electric

Boat's justification of its continuing sole source procurement of shipboard

furniture from a "middleman", its continuing sole source procurement of

valve actuators despite lower bids and quotations from other firms, and its

"add-on" procurement of steel without obtaining cmupetitive quotations. These

Team comments are summarized briefly below:
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a. Shipboard furniture The Team Report states that in 1966 and 1967

Electric Boat attempted without success to obtain oinpetition for

for shipboard furniture. Because of the sole source situation

Electric Boat required DZAA to make a pre-award governrent audit in

connection with this procurement. The Report states:

"Although sole source situations are never desirable, and by their
nature are risky, fron a cost stand point, there is no demonstrated
basis for arriving at the conclusion 'it appears that many of these
sole source procurenents have been overpriced', with respect to
the procurement of furniture fram R.L. Hanson, Inc. The General
Dynamics audit scheduled for June 1970 will provide Electric Boat
Division with a valid basis for assuring that final prices paid
are reasonable.

With respect to the DCAA Audit report mentioned in connections with
the allegation, use of the report is misleading in that it is
incomplete and therefore could not be used for its intended purpose
of assisting in the establishment of reasonableness of quoted prices.
Electric Boat Division obtained from SUPSHIP Groton consent for
award to R. L. Hanson on 19 Novenber 1969 (SSN 678-684)."

NAVSHIPS 08 Convent

The Navy Review Team corment is misleading:

1. Electric Boat has been procuring shipboard furniture sole source

for many years. The first governnent "pre-award" audit was requested

in April 1969, four months after the firm fixed price order discussed in

the Team Report was placed. The purchase order in Electric Boat

files did not contain a written provision for a downward price adjust-

nent based on a government audit.

2. There are other sources for shipboard furniture. Newport News and

Ingalls have obtained lower prices through campetitive bidding. In a

recent shipyard solicitation (not Electric Boat), another furniture supplier

,,quoted prices 30 percent lower than the prices quoted by Electric Boat's

sole source supplier.
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b. Valve Actuators

The Team Report cites Electric Boat justifications for selection of

Sargent Industries on the basis of their technically superior design,

proven performance, and more reliable delivery. The report concludes:

'Electric Boat Division is aware of several sources interested in
becxming qualified suppliers but there are the ever present constraints
of time, quality and funding in the development of additional sources.
Nevertheless, such constraints always exist; and unless action is
pushed to obtain another source, one will never be obtained, and the
sole source situation will be with us forever."

NAVSHIPS 08 Camment

In defending Electric Boat's repetitive sole source procurement of valve

actuators from Sargent Industries, the Navy Review Team does not bring

out several relevant facts:

1. Same of the items Electric Boat procured sole source from Sargent

were formerly procured -sole source fram another firm which still

manufactures these items.

2. NAVSHIPS 08 was informed that several employees of Electric Boat's

valve actuator design group left Electric Boat in 1968 and went to

work for Sargent Industries.

3. Electric Boat included in its sole source bid packages items for which

ccnpetition could be obtained.

4. In one procurement, another firm submitted a bid to supply valve

actuators. Sargent subsequently dropped its price, but the other firm

remained law. Electric Boat proceeded to award to Sargent on the basis

that the competitor would not comply with data requirements. However,

Electric Boat files indicate that the competitor made it clear that it

would comply with contract data requirements.
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c. Procurement of Steel as an "add-on"

The team report states:

"Thus, it is supportable by the purchase order file documentation,
even though an urgent situation existed, that Electric Boat Division
Procurement Deparbtent did obtain competitive quotes for the initial
procurement, performed an analysis of such quotes and used the
information in placaoent of the "add-on" orders which were awarded
within a reasonable time period of the receipt of conpetitive quotes.

Nevertheless, EB and the SUPSHIPS must scrupulously refrain from
frequent use of the "urgent situation" (sometimes rationalized) to
avoid fullest possible use of oxs~etition. It could well be
concluded that the 13 plate buy in Septemter, two months after the
modest 6 plate buy, and for a separate, fourth shipset, was not
so urgent as to preclude a coipetitive procurement."

NAVWHIPS 08 Carmeont

With regard to Electric Boat's procurement of steel, NAVSHIPS 08 agrees

with the statement in the Navy Review Team Report. "It could well be

concluded that the 13 plate buy in September, two months after the modest

6 plate buy, and for a separate, fourth shipset, was not so urgent as to

preclude a competitive procurement." Cbviously, the use of

sole source procurement in situations where competition can be obtained

results in higher than necessary prices to the Government.
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NAVSHIPS 08 Finding - 3

1. NAVSHIPS 08 13 September 1969 Report

"Electric Boat is not making effective use of the Truth-in-Negotiations
Act to obtain the lowest possible prices for the Government."

2. Contractor Procurement System Review Report (CPSR):

"Price and Cost Analysis Methods

Review of purchase order files reveals that the contractor is
definitely weak in the area of price and cost analysis. There
are no formally established pricing histories for repetitive buy
type items, nor have data banks been established for cost or pricing
data for use in future procurements. Furthermore, no evidence was
found in the purchase order files, for 15 cases over $100,000 each,
of the contractor making effective use of vendor furnished data in
the analysis of vendor proposals.

Weaknessess in the cost/price analysis operations, coupled with a
high percentage (in excess of 60%) of non-competitive procurements
makes questionable the effectiveness of the omntractor's purchasing
operations to adequately protect the Government's interests."

3. Navy Department Review Team Report

"Results of the October 1969 CPSR and this current review indicate
concurrence with the generalized finding."

Hewever, the Team Report goes on to discuss at length the examples

cited in the NAVSHIPS 08 Report involving the procurement of steel flasks

and procurement of main sea water pumps. The Team report concludes:

"United States Steel refused to furnish cost or pricing data to
Electric Boat Division but did furnish the data to the Administrative
Contracting Office SUPSHIP Groton. Electric Boat Division contacted
the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) requesting their assistance
in obtaining cost and pricing data and having it forwarded to SUPSHIPS
Groton."

"The files available in SUPSHIP Groton and the Electric Boat Division
Procurement Departeent also disclose that prior to granting consent
to placement of this purchase order the Administrative Contracting
Officer, SUPSHIP Groton used all of the tools and information available
to him in determining the reasonableness of the proposed price."
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" . it appears as though the [INAVSHIPS 08] statement with respect to
the main sea water pump is not factual ly correct.

4. NAVSHIPS 08 Csment

a. Procurenent of Steel Flasks The Navy Department Review Team Report

concludes that this procurement was handled properly by SUPSHIPS and by

Electric Boat. It does not mention the fact that the cost breakdown

showed a 20 percent profit which is higher than can be justified under

the DOD profit guidelines, and that this issue was never raised with the

steel supplier by SUPSHIPS or by Electric Boat.

b. Procurenent of Main Sea Water Pumps The Team makes it appear

that Electric Boat, on its own initiative, obtained cost and pricing data

and negotiated a lower price for these pumps. The facts are that during

April and May of 1968 NAVSHIPS 08 and NAVSHIPS Division of Contracts

personnel advised Electric Boat that the government would not consent to

the placement of a subcontract for main sea water pumps until cost and

pricing data had been obtained and used to negotiate the lowest possible

price. This fact was documented in Electric Boat's files which were

available to the Review Team. It was at NAVSIfEPS insistence that the

cost and pricing data were finally obtained. This action resulted in a

negotiated reduction of 18% in the proposed price from $216,000 to

$176,800 which still provided the supplier a 20 percent profit in

addition to a provision for substantial additional contingencies which

NAVSHIPS considered unwarranted.

The CPSR Report described Electric Boat's normal practice in such

cases. It said:
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(3) Lack of Effective Use of Cost or Pricing Data
In the 15 cases cited above, no evidence was found in the purchase
order files of effective use of the data to analyze a vendor's
proposal. . .Discussion with personnel. . . failed to show that any
use was being made of data obtained under the Truth-in-Negotiations
Act."

'Where (Government] audits are made. . . it is Defense Contract
Audit Agency policy to mark the audit reports 'For Official Use
Only' and to respect vendor requests that particular information
not be disclosed to the prime contractor. As a result, little
information of value obtained through the audit finds its way
back to the prime contractor for use in price negotiation."

* * *

"In those cases in which information from the assist audit is not
made available to Electric Boat, the audit request is fruitless
and coapliance with Public Law 87-653 is a sham."

NAVSHIPS 08 review of this matter does show one inaccuracy in its

September 1969 report. The report states:

."For example, Electric Boat submitted a recommendation to the
Naval Ship Systems Ccsnmand '(NAVSEHPS) to buy main sea water pumps
from a sole-source supplier at $216,000 without obtaining cost and
pricing data. On the reocmendation of Naval Reactors, the NAVSHIPS
Contracting Officer rejected this proposal and requested that cost
and pricing data be obtained from the supplier and a revised
procurement recarmendation be submitted based on the reasonableness
of the vendor's costs. . ."

The initial recommendation from Electric Boat was for $195,000 not

$216,000; subsequent changes in scope increased the supplier's price to

$218,000, which was further revised to $216,332.
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NAVSHIPS 08 Finding - 4

1. NAVEHIPS 08 13 September 1969 Report

"Insufficient effort is being expended to reduce the cost of supplies
and materials charged to Government contracts."

2. Navy Department Review Team Report

The Team does not cannent on the basic issue. Qbmants are only made on

the examples NAVSHIPS 08 cited with regard to Electric Boat procurement of

repair parts, use of GEA supplies, and procurement of chemicals. These

are discussed below:

a. Repair Parts:

NAVSHIPS 08 Report:

"Electric Boat generally procures repair parts through the
original equipment supplier without first checking whether they
onuld be procurred more eocrnanically by soliciting crpgetitive
bids fram other suppliers. Procurement files indicate Electric
Boat placed spare part procurements of $208,440 for common valve
actuator parts, $27,000 for shaft seal spare parts, $17,030 for
furniture spare fixtures, and numerous other spare part orders
with the original equipment supplier with no justification
indicated as to the need to procure these spare parts on a sole
source basis.

'- - .prior experience at another prime contractor activity was
that many repair parts can be bought competitively at substantially
Lower prices than can be chtained from the equipment supplier.
In many cases, repair parts could be bought competitively for
about half of what an equipment supplier would charge for
the same part..

Navy Dtpartnmnt Review Team Report

The Team Report describes the procedure whereby the Electric Boat

Engineering Department personnel specify which items are to be secured

proprietarily from original equipment manufacturers and which are

standard items. The Team Report concludes that Electric Boat does
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segregate by records those items that are of a proprietary nature and are

to be purchased from the original vendor and those items which can be

supplied from other sources.

NAVSHIPS 08 Comment

The Review Team oemvents do not speak to the issue. The issue is: Is

Electric Boat making a diligent effort to obtain the lowest prices for

supplies and materials charged to Government contracts? Does Electric Boat

obtain carpetitive quotes in all cases where it could? The answer as evidenced

by the examples cited is no. These examples show that Electric Boat is

continuing to procure camron items proprietarily from equipment suppliers

rather than through competitive quotations.

b. GSASulies

NAVSHIPS 08 Report:

"The General Services Administration (GSA) office in the Boston
Region stated that Electric Boat, as a predominately Government
prime contractor, is authorized to procure supplies through the
GSA, thereby taking advantage of quantity and other discounts
available to the Government. Last year Electric Boat bought
commercially about $2.7 million of general purpose supplies, none
of which were procurred through GSA. At another prime contractor
location, prices obtained through GSA were substantially, in scam
cases 50% or more, belat the normal cammercial market prices."

Na; Deoartment Review Team Report:

"The above quote implies that marely being a predominately
Government prime contractor authorizes Electric Boat Division
to procure supplies through GSA, and that Electric Boat Division
has made the effort to take advantage of this potential cost
savings. The complete story is less simple."
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"It is obvious from the information obtained fran Electric Boat
Division's files, and review of the ASPR requirements that (i)
there are many aspects to utilization of GSA supply sources and
pricing other than just being a predominately Governnent prime
contractor, (ii) Electric Boat Division has conducted a study related
to the economic inpact of utilizing GSA supply sources and pricing
under the regulations imposed by the Governasent, and (iii) Electric
Boat Division has requested the Governrment to furnish copies of the
Federal Supply Schedules and General Services Administration Stores
Stock Catalogs for future use."

NAVSBIPS 08 Camnent

The Review Team conclusion in this matter is not clear. What is clear

is that the use of GSA supplies would save money for the Government. The

Navy should take steps to see that Electric Boat utilizes the most economic

sources of supply.

c. Chemicals:

NAVSHIPS 08 Report

"Another Naval Reactors representative at Electric Boat found
that the price Electric Boat was paying for certain chemicals
used extensively in the construction and overhaul of nuclear
ships was twice that listed in the Navy Stock Catalog for the
identical items."

Navy Department Review Team Report

"The information obtained from the Electric Boat Divisionas files
reveals that the statement regarding procurement of chemicals,
based on hearsay, is addressed to selected items and is not
representative of a general condition in the procurement of
chemicals (note the study disclosed only a $678.26 difference
in total price paid during 1969 for those chemicals that could be
compared with Navy catalog prices.)."

NAVSHIPS 08 Camnent

The team report devotes eight pages to the historical background

of chemical procurements. The team's comment--obviously written

by the contractor--deals mainly with the contractor's difficulty in
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securing a copy of Ships Parts Control Center instruction 4440.310 G oon-

cerning ordering of chemicals and various other requirements for their use

in nuclear reactor plants. None of the comments seem relevant to the issue

of whether Electric Boat is making sufficient effort to obtain supplies and

materials for government contracts at the lowest possible cost. The specific

example is discussed in detail but not the issue.

NAVSHIPS 08 considers that the above examples and others cited in

this report clearly show the need for greater effort by the contractor

to reduce the cost of supplies and materials charged to government contracts

at Electric Boat.
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MAVSHIFS 08 Finding - 5

1. NAVSHIPS 08 13 Septamber 1969 Report

"'ompetitive' procurements are not handled properly. As a result,
there is no assurance that all qualified firms have an equal
opportunity in the bidding process or that reasonable prices are
being obtained."

2. Navy Department Review Team Report

"Results of the October 1969 CPSR indicate general concurrence with
the above statement. Recommendation No. 10 of the CPSR report
states that 'That for the awards where coimpetition is obtainable
the Electric Boat Division should make the awards as a result of a
controlled bid procedure."'

3. NAVSHIPS 08 Comments

None required.

- 17 -
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NAVSHIPS 08 Finding - 6

1. NXAVSHIPS 08 13 September 1969 Report

"The lax procedures and practices employed in the procurement of
equipment and material for government contracts are in sharp contrast
with the close attention paid by Electric Boat and General Dynamics
Management in procurements involving corporate funds."

2. Navy Department Review Team Report

"Based on the findings of the CPSR and this follow-up review there is
insufficient finding of fact to support the statement that the
contractor does not give cosparable attention to procurements involving
Government funds as he does to those involving Corporate funds of the
same magnitude."

3. NAVSHIPS 08 Cbmuents

The NAVSHIPS 08 September 1969 Report points out that procurements

involving corporate funds were reviewed and approved at a very high

level within the company for procurements as low as $300. Moreover,

when corporate funds were involved EB conducted audits and extensive

negotiations among all competing bidders to establish the lowest possible

price. In contrast, when government funds were involved, corporate

management was not involved to a comparable extent. The Review Tbam

eport avoids the main issue with a lengthy discussion of who has

authority to approve what within the company.

The Review Team cited an example where Electric Boat sent its own

auditors to investigate a supplier's proposal under a government pro-

curement. However, this audit involved an item under NAVSHIPS 08

cognizance and was initiated as a result of NAVSHIPS 08's discussions

with Electric Boat management over the company's poor purchasing

performance.

- 18 -
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For procurement actions where Electric Boat is free of any

government supervision under the "Approved Procurement System" or

"disengagement policy", similar efforts are not made. the Review

Team itself noted that no budgets were set up for cost-type contracts.

Yet, tight budgets are set up for corporate-funded procurements. Electric

Boat does not fly in a team of corporate auditors to audit a $50,000

government-funded subcontract. Nor do they get eight "no bids" to verify

that a sole source procurement is necessary for a government-funded

$73,900 purchase order. As shacn in the NAVSHIPS 08 Report, they have

taken such actions for corporate-funded procuremnents of the same amount.

It is inconceivable that a group of procurement experts could look

into the situation at Electric Boat and conclude that there are insufficient

facts to support the statement that the contractor does not give comparable

attention .to procurements involving government funds as it does to those

involving corporate funds of the same magnitude. All one has to do is

look at the records.

- 19 -
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NAVSHIPS 08 Finding - 7

1. NAVSHIPS 08 13 SeptaTber 1969 Report

a. Material Costs

"Electric Boat's material control system contains serious deficien-
cies such that the validity of material costs charged to Govern-
ment contracts cannot be determined."

"In suwmsry, Electric Boat has not taken effective action to
correct the deficiencies in the material control system even after
the Government pointed out the seriousness of this problem. The
Government has not taken action to require Electric Boat to
provide effective control over material costs."

* * *

"[The Navy should] withdraw approval of Electric Boat's accounting
system until effective controls are established to preclude
mischarging of labor and material costs on Government contracts."

2. Navy Department Review Team Report

"The Review Team has found that the above statement and supporting
csmnents present an incomplete portrayal of the contractor's material
costing procedures and are not supportable in light of the considerations
discussed below."

* * *

"In May 1968, the contractor, in accordance with a request from the
Resident Auditor, furnished a status report on the material accounting
adjustments. That status report indicated that a detailed analysis
had been made on approximately 1000 adjustments and disposition had
been made on about 850 of these adjustments.

"In light of the above, the Review Team cannot agree with the statement
that Electric Boat had not taken effective action to correct the
deficiencies or that the Government did not follow-up promptly to
insure that EB's corrective action was adequate.

"The seoord area pertains to the General Dynamics Corporate Headquarters
Audit Report issued in June 1969. This audit pertains to a review
of the Cost Accounting Materials Section or more specifically, Code
Stock Inventory Activity.

a The Code 08 report states, '...they (Corporate Auditors) found serious
quantity and pricing errors in inventory charges.'

- 20 -
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The Review Team discussed this audit with the Corporate Internal
Auditor who performed the review and wrote the report. In a memorandum
confirming this discussion, the Corporate Auditor stated that, 'Nowhere
in our report did we state that the system contained any 'serious'
deficiencies, nor did we consider any 'serious' deficiencies to exist."
Accordingly, we are unaware of the basis for the Code 08 statement
that, .... they found serious quantity and pricing errors in the
inventory charges.'

"While the above conuents are based on only a brief review of selected
transactions entering into the Inventory Adjustment Account during
the first quarter of 1969, it does portray a significantly different
condition from that implied by the Code 08 report which labels the $2
million as corrections resulting frcm deficiencies. To the contrary,
the existence of the account and its accounting function is evidence
of the contractor's effort to control inventory, related material
pricing and costing to contracts rather than the absence of such
control."

NAVSHIPS 08 Camments

The NAVSHIPs 08 September 1969 Report concluded that the deficiencies

in Electric Boat material control procedures were 'serious'. The Navy

Department Review Team apparently considers the Electric Boat material

control deficiencies are not serious. This view conflicts with the

opinion of the resident government auditor given in an internal fmemnrandum

to the Assistant Regional Manager, DCAA, Boston on 5 May 1969, at the time

of the General Dynamics headquarters material audit at Electric Boat. In

that memorandum, the auditor said:

"Although a major system revision for control and accounting of material
stores was implemented in October 1968, we have no evidence that the
Condition disclosed by audit in 1967 has appreciably changed . . .
In May 1967, we wrote to the contractor that based on our audit of
inventory adjustmsnts, we concluded the material stores practices
inadocuate for accumulating costs under cost-type and fixed-price
incentive contracts. [Emphasis added]. However, this was not
included in forward pricing or any other reports to the contracting
officers. In Septeaber 1967, the contractor replied that he understood
DCAA's concern about the system and he would take immediate action to
correct the 1966 records. In January 1969, when this was subsequently
followed up, the contractor replied that 1966 would be fully corrected
by March 1969. Our lack of personnel staff and higher priority work
on overhead has precluded more timely follow-up. However, since the
system was considered inadequate in May 1967, I believe we have sane
urgency to review the present systems and inform the contracting
officer if we are not satisfied. We are not optimistic about our
results as we noted that in the first quarter CY-1969 over $2 million
in inventory adjustments were recorded on a $10 million inventory.
However, we are moving in the direction of making firm conclusions."

- 21 -
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The resident government auditor has not issued a report on the

adequacy of Electric Boat's material control system since the above

was written. In view of the deficiencies cited in other sections of the

Navy Department Review Team Report and the recommendations for changes in

the contractor's system (discussed below), it appears obvious that serious

material ccst control deficiencies have existed for same time and that

government corrective action has been inadequate.

3. Navy Department Review Team Report

"The contractor's systems for receiving, handling, storing, and issuing
materials is considered to be adequate in all respects for the purpose
of supporting the yard's production effort. However, the physical
separation of warehouse facilities and the poor maintenance condition
of scme of these facilities must be a significant factor in the
overall cost of the Materials Department."

* * *

"Extensive use is made of computer based systems to control all
materials from the time procurements are initiated or shop manufacture
is authorized until the time the material is issued to Production
Control. These cxrmputer systems enable material managers to maintain
excellent control and acoxintability and to relate material support
directly to production needs."

NAVSHIPS 08 Ccmnents

The team's statements concerning the "excellent control and accountability"

of Electric Boat's material cost control system seem inconsistent with the

following statement on page XI-14 of their report.

"The actual quantities of material on hand under Material Management
control is known at all time, but lacking line item prices, the
computer run does not show the total dollar value of material in
stores by group, weight account, hull or even by total stores account.
Similarly, the dollar value of materials issued to Production Control
is not known for those materials which are awaiting manufacture or
when manufactured are awaiting installation in a ship. Also, the
dollar value of materials actually installed in each ship is not known.
All of these dollar values are lusped together as 'work-in-progress'
(1IP) and are included in the WIP as a running cumulative figure by
weight account for each hull. This is considered to be a major
deficiencv in the contractor's system for controlling the cost of
materials." [Emphasis added]

- 22 -
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As a result of these and other shortcomings, the review team found

that Electric Boat management did not have the following information

readily available "to facilitate effective cost control":

a. The actual cost of residual manufactured materials resulting fram

either contract changes or poor planning.

b. The actual value of material diversions fram one contract to

another.

c. The actual cost of damaged materials or shop re-work.

d. An immediate tabulation by dollar value of any loss by destruction

or fire.

e. The actual realized loss or gain by sale of materials either as

surplus or as new items.

f. The actual value being purged from stock as obsolete.

The team also found that there is no control system to ensure that

turned-in reusable excess material is being credited to the contract to

which it was originally charged. Thus,'the team's own findings would

appear to support the finding that there are serious deficiencies in

Electric Boat material control system.

- 23 -
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NAVSHIPS 08 Finding - 8

1. NAVSHIPS 08 13 September 1969 Report

"Through questionable material charging practices, Electric Boat is

charging the government for material that remains in inventory and

for material that Electric Boat itself has not paid for."

* **

i[The Navy should] review progress payment procedures so that General

Dynamics no longer gets interest-free use of Government funds."

2. Navy Dapartment Review Team Report

Trhis finding is in reference to the Electric Boat Division's procedures

for allocating or distributing coded stock inventory among its major

Navy contracts for the purpose of supporting requests for progress

payments on each of these contracts.". ..

"The progress payments here however, are based not on 'costs paid,'

as implied by the finding. For shipbuilders they are based upon the

physical progress achieved. In the materials category progress is

represented by the fact that ship construction materials are on hand.

The dollar amount of this physical progress is considered to be equal

to the value or cost of the materials concerned, and the Government

cbtains a lien on the materials to the extent of progress payments

made."

NAVSHIPS 08 Ccmient

The team comment is double-talk. What it says is that for the purpose

of progress payments, materials costs are "progress".

3. Nav Department Review Team Report

"EB carries in inventory approximately $12-13 million worth of materials

at all times. This inventory is made up of approximately S8 million

of allocated oeded stock (pipe fittings, bar stock etc.) and $3

million of open coded stock (lew valve wire, cable, nuts, bolts,

washers, fastners, etc.) with the remaining portion consisting of

various special shop supplies. It seems an entirely appropriate and

equitable approach to acknowledge that a portion of this inventory

is co hand for the purpose of ship construction and does in fact

represent physical progress.

* * *

- 24 -
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"The ASPR B-303(e) provides means whereby the Government can
property finance cominugled inventory allocated to Government
contracts provided it is in the best interest of the Government
to do so. The question then reduces to what is the most efficient
and economical manner to finance material purchased in advance of
needs for ship construction contracts. First, consider two likely
alternatives if the Government were to refuse to make progress
payments on materials in inventory which have been placed there to
carry out actual Navy Shipbuilding contracts.

"a. The contractor could purchase all materials as direct materials..."

'b. Electric Boat Division could finance its own inventory with
corporate funds. The cost to EB to finance a $10 million inventory
would be at least $1 million a year ($10 million at 10% interest
per annum). Thus this additional cost of approximately $1 million
would be reflected in its shipbuilding contracts through overhead.
The Government on the other hand could finance that sane inventory
at a cost (to the Treasury) of approximately $500,000 a year ($10
million @ 5% annum) but reflect no additional cost to the Navy."

"If these or any other alternative means for maintaining an advance
materials inventory are not as economical as Government financing
(when proper and appropriate for Governeent contracts only), then it

1would appear to be in the best interests of the Government to encourage
the contractor to utilize an allocated materials inventory system
financed by Government funds (the cheapest money on the market)."

* * *

"It is the recommendation of the Review Team, based in part on the
discussion above that the Navy policy on shipbuilder progress payments
continue to be 'progress payments for physical progress' (with a
limitation, as now used, of 105% of actual costs incurred). Any
action by the government to discourage the shipbuilder's early obtaininc
and having ready at hand, materials required for construction could be
expected to lead only to construction delays and ultimate increased
building costs."

NAVSHIPS 08 CCaent

ASPR B-303 discusses the records required for control of Government

property in the possession of contractors--it does not provide for

government financing of contractor inventories. Moreover, ASPR B-303

(e) (ii) and (iii) state:

(ii) Authorization. The Head of the Procuring Activity responsible
for contract administration at the contractor's plant involved or his
designee may authorize a contractor who is performing or will perform

25 -
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more than one Government contract to use the multicontract cost
and material control system in accordance with this paragraph.
The property administrator will, for each system authorized, approve
detailed operating procedures as are necessary for that particular
system.

(iii) Criteria. A multicontract cost and material control system may
be authorized if:

a. the contractor demonstrates that savings or improved operations
will result fraom adoption of the system or that it will otherwise be
in the interest of the Government;

b. the contractor's accounting system is adequate to satisfy the
requirements set out in B-312; and

c. the system is applied to existing Government contracts only and
excludes materials acquired or coasts incurred for non-Government
work or in anticipation of future Governmenjt work."

Thus even assuming the Government were willing to allow Electric

Boat to obtain progress payments on its inventories, it does not appear

that the Government determination required by ASPR B-303 (e) has been

made, nor that Electric Boat's accounting for materials is adequate to

oanply with the conditions cited in ASPR B-312.

The Resident Government auditor described questionable aspects of

Electric Boat practices in a memorandum dated 5 May 1969 to the Boston

Regional Office, DCXA. He said:

"The General Dynamics Corporation, Electric Boat Division (Contractor)
has claimed and obtained reimbursement for the orsts of material
purchased in quantities which are not supported by its recorded material
requirements for the specific contracts to which the costs were charged.
Determination of the extent of these practices and of the reasonableness
of significant other material costs estimated at $80 million for period
1966 through March 31, 1969, is hampered by material control and
accounting procedures which are unnecessarily burdensome and ccmplex."

"The material costs charged to cost-type contracts represents either
(1) an arbitrary allocation of material inventory at month-end, thus
obviating the necessity for contractor inventory financing, or (2)
quantities which have been delivered but not invoiced by the suppliers,
thus permitting the contractor to obtain reimbursement from the

- 26 -
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Govermuent prior to making payments to its suppliers. In the latter
situation, the approval of more frequent than monthly billings is
tantamount to advanced fundings . . Under the contractor's system
of billing materials on evidence of delivery, the contractor is
reimbursed within four days and it appears that even with monthly
billings this is quicker than payments to suppliers."

In a letter to Electric Boat dated 31 December 1969 (4 months after

the NAVSHIPS08 Report) the Resident Auditor stated:

"3. monthly Allocations of Inventories

A. ASPR B-303(e) permits the allocation of comingled inventories
subject to the approval of the Administrative Contracting Officer.
This office is not aware of such an approval and recommends that the
ACD be requested to approve the system. If the AmO asks this office
for an opinion prior to approving or disapproving the system, this
office would be reluctant to reomymend approval of the system. Our
position is based on the deficiencies set forth in 3B through 3E
below.

B. The allocation of indirect materials to burden centers on
a monthly basis is unnecessary since indirect costs are recovered
on the basis of provisional rates throughout the year. We reommend
that this- practice be discontinued.

C. The allocation of unassigned allocated stocks is based on a
1966 analysis which has been destroyed. We recammend that a current
analysis be performed and periodically reviewed so that the allocation
of unassigned allocated stock will be based on current experience.

D. The allocation of the total amaunt of open stock inventory
to contracts gives no consideration for withdrawals for miscellaneous
industrial sales, cornercial contracts, and burden center costs. We
recamiend that the procedure for allocating open stock inventory be
revised to consider the above amissions.

E. In both the allocated and open stock inventory allocations,
there were a number of errors. Errors noted consisted of transpositions,
omissions and allocations to contracts under which the vessels constructed
had already been delivered."

The Navy Department Review Teas did not concern itself with the issue of

whether Electric Boat is orcoerlv entitled to claim inventory costs as "pro-

gress" for the purpose of cbtaining progress payments, nor with the questionable

aspects of Electric Boat practices such as whether or not Electric Boat's

procedures for allocating its inventories to Government contracts each

- 27 -
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month are proper and in accordance with Government requirements. Nor

did it attempt to ascertain how much "float" General Dynamics enjoys under

its shipbuilding contracts at Electric Boat as a result of the Government

paying Electric Boat for supplies and materials before Electric Boat pays

its suppliers; or as a result of the special expedited billing and payment

procedures Electric Boat has arranged. The Review Team apparently considers

it entirely proper to have the Government borrow money to give to General

Dynamics before General Dynamics spends its wn money--and to finance

General Dynamics inventories--simply because the Government pays a lower

rate of interst. These conclusions are at odds with the general policies

expressed in the Armed Services Procurement Regulation

differ from the policies applicable to fixed price supply contracts which

limit progress payments to 80% of costs incurred. The Team Report does

not point out that in accordance with its recommendation Electric Boat

would have almost no investment in inventory and thus no incentive to

control inventory costs. In fact higher inventory might actually improve

the cash flow enjoyed by General Dynamics on Navy shipbuilding contracts.

NAVSHIPS 08 again recommends the Navy revise its progress payment

procedures so that General Dynamics no longer gets interest-free use of

Governiment funds.

- 28 -
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VAVSHIPS 08 Finding - 9

1. NAVSHIPS 08 13 September 1969 Report

a. Labor Costs

"Under the present labor charging system supervisors have a strong
incentive to charge labor costs to the labor budget account that
can best absorb the cost and not necessarily to the budget account
for the work actually performed."

2. Navy Department Review Team Report -

". . . That it is possible for a foreman to charge to the wrong-
account in scme instances is certainly correct, based upon the
Team's review, and that matter is discussed under the next finding.
The concern here is with the contention that the labor charging
,system' creates a 'strong incentive' for foremen to mischarge.
On this precise point, the Team disagrees with finding quoted above.
On the basic principle that safeguards should exist against mischarging,
the Team agrees fully."

* * *

"In summary, the Review Team sought evidence supporting, but was not

convinced of, the contention that EB foremen have a strong incentive
to mischarge their labor coasts in order to stay within all their
budgets. Hoaa-ver, .the possibility of.mischarging of labor costs still

exists, for a variety of reasons including those mentioned above, and

steps to control such mischarging are discussed under the next finding."

NAVSHIPS 08 Cacment

The following excerpts fron the minutes of an Electric Boat meeting

in February 1969 indicate that ocmpany personnel are very much aware of

the tie in between labor budgets and profitability:

"(Name) Budget Control, presented a stimulating picture of the BUDGET
LEDGER function in the Budget Control Department. Highlights of (Name)

presentation were:

1. The Budget Ledger is really an up-to-date official statement of

the amount of REVENUE that the Government is expected to pay Electric
Boat for any given contract .. .
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3. In order for the company to make a PRDFIT on any contract, the
ACTUAL returned COSTS must be BELOW or under the COST levels pegged
in the BUDGET REVENUE LEDGER. . .

5. The HCURS locked into the Contract Budget Ledger are furnished
to (Name), Manager of Direct Labor Control. (Name), in issuing DIRECT
LABOR BUDGETS to the Shipyard, is, therefore, always cognizant of
the PROFIT and LOSS impact of the budgets he issues. As the ACrUAL
incurred Direct Labor Hours are returned against the B/M and Groups,
(Name) is in a position to recamaend remedial actions. . ."

The pressure on a supervisor to "charge to the budget" is illustrated

by the following statement which -was printed on a "Budgeted Man Hour

Allocation" form given to supervisors:

"NOTE: Man hours should be kept within this budget.
If you have any questions call the following
telephone number 3795." (The telephone number
is for "Direct Labor Control".)

The above, plus a requirement that supervisors must review variances

from budget with their general foreman, would appear to give supervisors

a strong incentive to charge to their budget level, regardless of actual

ocsts.

- 30 -
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NAVSHIPS 08 Finding - 10

1. NAVSHIPS 08 13 September 1969 Report

"A comprehensive review of Electric Boat's labor charging practices
has not been conducted. However, there are indications that labor
costs are being mischarged. There are no effective controls to pre-
clude such mischarging."

2. Navy Department Review Team Report

"Review of EB's labor charging procedures indicated to the Review
Team that it is possible for shipyard foremen to mischarge incurred
hours. This possibility exists in every industrial organization.
Safeguards against it should exist. The Review Team therefore
focused its attention on what procedures presently exist at EB to
minimize mischarging and to provide management with an indicator
of the level of confidence which it may have in its cost charging."

The Review Team then describes in detail the deterrents to

mischarging of labor costs at Electric Boat. However, it concedes that

possibilities exist for mischarging and reccemnds that the conparny should

institute a meaningful floor check program. The Report states:

"Discussions with DCAA personnel disclosed that a recent floor check
indicated a 32 percent error rate, which was extrapolated into a
potential mischarging rate of 20 percent (on 2700 employees) where tine
was charged erroneously on the day of the floor check. Prior audits
also detected errors, but the number of errors were not considered
significant. The results of their latest review, however, indicated
a substantial deterioration in the contractor's internal controls.

"Summary of discrepancies found:

1. There are no written labor checking procedures to ensure the
adequacy and consistency of review from perior to period.

2. There is no advance schedule of areas to be labor checked to ensure
uniform coverage.

3. Overhead employees are seldom checked, employees working on ships
are never checked, and there is no evidence that employees working on
night shift, overtine, or employees on leave are ever checked.

4. Charges below the contract level are not verified. Therefore the
accuracy of labor charges to weight accounts and tasks is not determined.

5. A statistically-valid method is not being used to select an employee

to be checked within a test area which will result in each employee
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within the area having an equal chance of being selected.

6. Because of the insufficiency of EB's labor check program, DCAA
has had to schedule additional audits in this area.

Based on the above discrepancies, EB's labor check program cannot
adequately provide management with an index of labor accuracy."

NAVSHIPS 08 Ccament

DCAA report 221-99-1-0011 dated 7 August 1970 comments further

on this problem. It states:

"This report summarizes the results of reviews of labor distribution
and related timekeeping practices of the Electric Boat Division (EB),
Groton, Connecticut, during the period January - June 1970. The
deficiencies noted herein are considered to be of major concern and
are sumarized for the information of the Government representatives
presently sharing a responsibility in the management of Government
funds being expended at EB." [Emphasis added]

* * *

"The contractor's established procedures governing labor charging should
have produced reasonably accurate accounting for labor tine by contract
and work assignment. However, we noted a lack of complete adherence to
the prescribed methods by various departments which contributed to
an observed 10 percent error rate in recording of employee time to the
proper contract. A continual error rate of 10 percent is unacceptable
as it generates inaccurate labor costing and billings under cost-type
contracts and negates the value of incurred costs used for pricing
purposes. In late July, the contractor revised its written procedures
relative to labor time recording. The effectiveness of this revision
will be evaluated in future labor checks." [Emhasis added]

"'The prescribed labor accounting practices and procedures required
strengthening. Also needed were improved and reliable methods of
monitoring the system to assure that accurate labor costs were
generated for billing the Government under cost-type contracts and
for developing reliable historical data for use in pricing contract

work. Lack of internal reviews in this area of operation by EB
permitted the weaknesses to go undetected and accordingly,
uncorrected."
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NAVSHIPS 08 Findings - 11 and 12

1. NAVSHIPS 08 13 September 1969 Report

"a. Under the present system, there is no way to insure that the

government is not being overcharged in the adjudication of changes

or in the settlement of claims.

b. Present procedures for handling claims against the Government for

changed work seem to be heavily weighted in favor of the contractor.

[The Navy should] establish principles, procedures, and the means to

place the Government on an equal footing with the contractor in

settling change orders and claims."

2. Navy Department Review Team Report

"it is the conclusion of the review team that the establishment of

the Change Control Department in Electric Boat along with the formation

of a Proposal Evaluation Division of the SUPSHIP organization has

enhanced immeasurably the ability of the SUPSHIP to cope with the

substantial 'change' material. Recomendations to improve the

system now have been registered.

"As addressed in CHAPTER XIII of the Report, substantial improvement

has been registered by both Electric Boat and the SUPSHIPS in their

organization and procedures for handling CHANGES and claims. Further

improvements can be made by action on the recmrmendations cited."

* * *

"Reconendation: That NAVsEIPS investigate the feasibility of

authorizing SUPSHIPS to definitize letter contracts for overhaul and

conversion and that SUPSHIPS authority be increased to allcw imple-

mentation of the disputes procedure when the situation warrants that

action and to issue Contracting Officer decisions where appropriate."

3. NAVSHIPS 08 Carment

The fact remains that Electric Boat has not been required to account
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separately for the cost of changed work so that there is no way to

determine whether or not the government is being overcharged on claim

settlements.

Under current procedures the Navy places great reliance on Electric

Boat's price estimating system to ensure that the government does not pay

more than it should on claims, change orders, and other proposals.

However, in a report dated July 10, 1970, the resident government auditor

pointed out a number of deficiencies in the cmpany's estimating system.

Citing a substantial dollar volume of contractor overestimates, the

auditor concluded that:

the contractor's bidding procedures were not considered
adequate with respect to government contract proposals."

The above emphasizes the need to keep accurate records of the actual

costs of changed work.
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NAVSHIPS 08 Finding - 13

1. NAVsHIPS 08 13 September 1969 Report

"Government representatives place undue reliance on Electric Boat's

procureffnt system to cbtain reasonable prices for the Government."

"Under the terms of Navy cost-type and incentive contracts with Electric

Boat, the Government has the right to review and approve major subcontracts

(generally those over $25,000 in value) prior to placement to determine

if pricing is reasonable. However, the Supervisor of Shipbuilding has

waived this right [based on a NAVSHIPS Procurement System Review Team

recximendation of June 1968.]"

2. Nav Department Review Team Report

"During October 1968 the SUPSHIP, Groton approved Electric Boat

Division's procurement system for a period of one year...."

"During the early part of calendar 1969, certain conditions unsatisfactory

to the SUPSHIP Groton caused that office to request NAVSHIPS' assistance

in conducting a contractor purchasing system review (CPSR) . Further,

the SUPSHIP deliberately permitted approval of the Electric Boat Division's

procurement system to lapse as of 1 October 1969 until the planned CPSR

could be conducted and Electric Boat procurement system reevaluated. The

overall recrmnendation of the CPSR, conducted through October 1969, was

to withhold approval of the Electric Boat Division's procurement system."

3. NAVSHIPS 08 Conrents

The Review Team Report implies that SUPSHIPS uncovered deficiencies in

contractors' procurement practices as a result of its own surveillance of the.

contractors' operations, withdrew government approval of the contractors'

procurement system, and initiated a Special Contractor Purchasing System

Review to identify deficiencies. It reports that corrective action has

been initiated and is nearly completed. In other words, SUPSHIPS and

others in charge have been doing a fine jcb.
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It is possible that the SUPSHIPS became concerned in early 1969 as a

result of NAVSHIPS 08 reports which indicated serious deficiencies in procurement

operations at Electric Boat and Newport News. The first of these reports

dates back to Novenber, 1968--about one month after SUPSHIPS comxended Electric

Boat for its purchasing system, reporting that the systemn affords

maximum protection of the Government's interests and assures procurement of

materials at the lowest price consistent with quality and required delivery

schedules.' One of the items cited in the NAVSHIPS 08 November 1968 Report

involved an Electric Boat procurement dating back to April 1968 when NAVSHIPS

08 first learned that Electric Boat was not complying with the Truth-in-

Negotiations Act in its sole source or limited source procurenents. As a

result of this finding, NAVSHIPS began including and implementing in contracts

with Electric Boat and Newport News a clause requiring NAVSHIPS' consent for

procurements over $25,000 under NAVSHIPS 08 technical cognizance.
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NAVSHIPS 08 Finding - 14

1. NAVSHIPS 08 13 September 1969 Report

"Although Government business accounts for 98 percent of the work at
Electric Boat, Government auditors do not have access to certain Electric
Boat financial reports that are essential in detenmining the reasonableness
of charges to Government contracts."

2. Navy Department Review Team Report

The team cites two Defense Contract Audit Agency responses. The first in

October 1969 stated that the Defense Contract Audit Agency did have access

to all accounting and financial records necessary to the performance of their

audit responsibilities. Later the Defense Contract Audit Agency found that it

was not getting copies of contractor reports concerning estimates to complete

contracts and contract profit forecasts. The Defense Contract Audit Agency

stated this problem was subsequently resolved. The review team stated

"Electric Boat Division has been cooperative and very responsive to inquires

by the review team".

3. NAVSHIPS 08 Camnent

This Defense Contract Audit Agency reaction to this issue is typical of

the reaction to the issues raised concerning shipyard problems. The NAVSHIPS'

08 Reportof September 1969 pointed out that the resident government auditor

at Electric Boat did not have access to labor budget reports and other

financial records and reports relevant to government contracts. The auditor's

response was to claim NAVSHIPS 08 didn't know what he was talking about.' He

stated:

"Presently we do have access to all accounting and financial records
which we consider necessary to the performance of our audit responsibilities."

But a NAVSHIPS 08 representative found that the auditor was not aware of

several other reports EB was preparing at government expense. When the auditor
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became aware of sane of these reports, he wrote the company, in December 1969:

"Since we have been denied access to certain contractor reports, we
cannot report on the accuracy of the estimates to complete. Due to
the critical nature of Government funds and because of the deficiencies
noted in our review, this office is particularly concerned with theprojected cost to complete contracts by element of cost. This
information is available only on the 'Contract Profit Forecast Data'
report. Access to this report and the 'Quarterly Contract Analysis'report is considered essential for us to conclude that the contractor's
financial management system is adeqauate and responsive to Governmeent
procuring agency needs."

Now he again states that:

"Presently we do not have any access to records problems in the
performance of our audit responsibilities."

NAVSHIPS 08 questions whether either the Defense Contract Audit Agency

auditor or the Supervisor of Shirbuilding yet has a comprehensive listing

of financial information and cost reports that are being prepared by Electric

Boat at Government expense. In addition:

a. The review team, elsewhere in their report, noted there is a large

volume of detailed historical data and other information that is not
being made available to the government to support Electric Boat contract

price proposals.

b. In May, 1970, the government auditor asked Electric Boat for

information on royalties received for patents developed under government

contracts, To date the company has not provided the government auditor

this information.
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NAVSHIPS 08 Finding - 15

1. NAVSHIPS 08 13 September 1969 Report

"Government representatives do not review the company's 'Make or Buy'

decisions and there are indications that such decisions are not always
made with the interests of the Government foremost."

2. Navy Department Review Team Report

"The NAVSHIPS 08 finding quoted above is supported by a single example
of an EB 'Buy' decision which allegedly was not in the best interests
of the Government."

"Of course, other persons faced with the decision in this case might
reasonably have reached the opposite result and had the valve overhauling
done at EB. But on the basis of the information available to it, the

Review Team finds that even if one disagrees with it, the decision to
subcontract with Vickers was a reasonable exercise of business judgment,
not an abuse of it. Furthermore, since EB performs its submarine overhaul

work under CPIF prime contracts and since the Government pays 99 percent
of EB's overhead, the total cost approach taken by the Committee (in its

consideration of the additional material management and inventory Custs
of the 'Make' decision) was the approach considered as being the one that

would best protect the Government's interests in this case. Thus the
NAVSHIPS 08 finding quoted above is not concurred in." [Emnphasis added].

3. NAVSHIPS 08 Convent

This is another case where the Review Team agrees with the overall NAVSHIPS

08 conclusion, but disagrees with the example. However, the Review Team

Ocuments miss the point of the example. The Make or Buy committee report shows

that the Electric Boat decision was based not on the potential saving in total

ocst, but on the amount of additional fee to Electric Boat. Electric Boat

decided that it was not worthwhile to try to save the Government $23,000 when

it would only keep $4,000 of the saving as additional fee. Thus, NAVSHIPS 08

recommended that the Government ought also to be reviewing Electric Boat's Make

or Buy decisions.

The Review Team ccrment cited punctuation errors in NAVSHIPS 08 quotation

from the Electric Boat Make or Buy cammittee report. In this respect, the Team

was correct.
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NAVSHIPS 08 Finding - 16

1. NAVSHIPS 08 13 Septenber 1969 Report

"The Supervisor of Shipbuilding does not review Electric Boat pro-
curements from other divisions of General Dynamics Corporation. The
contractor does not justify the cost of these procurements or indicate
whether or not these items are being obtained at less cost than would
be possible fram other companies."

* * *
For example, in March, 1969, Electric Boat placed cost-type

procuresents for ball valves valued at $2.5 million with the Canadair
Division of General Dynamics in Montreal, Canada. No justification
for the estimated costs was given and the files indicate that no
effort was made to verify the reasonableness of estimated costs for
this work. After being questioned about this, the local Government
auditor has taken steps to have Canadair costs audited by Canadian
Governent auditors."

2. Navy Department Review Team Report

"Ball valves for new construction submarines have historically been
'make' items produced either by Electric Boat Division or General
Dynamics subsidiary Canadair, Limited. The transfer of work referred
to above for SSN 678-684 was processed in accordance with and met all
requiremrents of Arned Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR) and
corporate directives."

3. NAVSHIPS 08 Oorments

The Team Report did not address the issue raised by NAVSHIPS 08. It

also neglected to address several important facts relating to the example

cited by NAVSHnIS 08 in its report:

1. Ball valve procurements through Canadair Division of General

Dynamics involve substantial dollar amounts-$2.5 million in 1969.

The government has recognized costs reported by Canadair Division

without benefit of audit verification.

2. If a prme contract of this size or if a subcontract of this

size were awarded following normal government procedures, the

govenmnt would review the pricing and the terms of the procurement.
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3. There are indications that the Government is paying more than it

should for ball valves fran Canadair. The following is quoted from

the October 1969 CPSR Report:

'In two prime contracts recently the Navy has affirmatively required

Electric Boat to solicit and accept the results of open competition

in the procurenent of ball valves. The prime contracts involved are

CPF-F contracts to procure long leadtine materials for certain submarine

overhauls and conversions (N(\X24-68-C-0203 and NO(024-69-C-0325).

"As a result of this requirement in contract 0203, Electric Boat

obtained competitive quotations on three different ball valve

purchase orders. The low bidder on all three orders was Hydramatices,

inc., and it received the awards. Canadair was second low bidder on

the two orders for which it bid. Two other bidders were substantially

higher in price overall.

"Although this instance appeared to be a case of competition working

to the benefit of both the Navy and Electric Boat, Electric Boat

personnel have insisted that Canadair is by far the most reliable

manufacturer of ball valves, and that Electric Boat has experienced

substantial difficulties in negotiating changes and obtaining delivery

as scheduled from other vendors such as Hydrematics. On the purchase

orders under the CPFF prime contract described above, however, Electric

Boat expediting personnel conceded that Hydrceatics was delivering

an time."
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NAVSHIPS 08 Finding - 17

1. NAVSHIPS 08 13 September 1969 Report

"The Supervisor of Shipbuilding does not adequately review major
areas of cost at Electric Boat considering that the governoent
ultimately pays at least 98 percent of these costs."

2. Navy Departreant Review Team Report

"Under the above finding NAVSHIPS 08 stated that SUPSHIPS had included
in approved overhead rates costs of developeent of an artic submarine
tanker amounting to one million dollars, despite the determination
by the Defense Contract Audit Agency that these costs are unreasonable."

* * *

"1. Conclusions: SUPSHIPS maintains that Artic Tanker costs have
been excluded fram the projected overhead rates negotiated between
EB and SUPSHIPS. In support of their argurents SUPSHIPS claims the
Defense Contract Audit Agency representative Mr. Doyle was present
at the negotiations and is aware of this fact. In addition, SUPSHIPS
workpapers indicate that the costs were excluded. This was also
confirmed by Mr. Fred Acker, Manager of Financial Analysis at EB,
who stated that the Artic Tanker costs have been definitely excluded
from the negotiated overhead rate package. Hcwever, as late as
March 1970, the Defense Contract Audit Agency in a Summary History
of Audit Results states that, 'while we have taken the position that
a $1.5 million bid and proposal cost in overhead is unreasonable in
our forward pricing rate, the results of the negotiations do not
indicate whether the cost of this bid and proposal was negotiated
out or not. The ACO (SUPSHIPS) tells us it was, and the cnntractor
persists as to its allowability. Accordingly, during the review of
1970 bid and proposal costs, we anticipate sane problems.'

2. Oar review indicated that the Artic Tanker costs have been excluded
from the projected overhead rates approved by SUPSHIPS. In addition,
it is the Defense Contract Audit Agency's intention to make appropriate
adjustments on any payrents to EB in the event such costs are included
in Government contracts."

3. NAVSHIPS 08 Carments

Again, the Review Team addressed only the example cited rather

than the issue raised by NAVSHIPS 08. The Artic Submarine Tanker was

only one example to illustrate the general point that the goverrxrent
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does not look carefully enough at contractor costs, particularly in

the overhead account. NAVSHIPS 08 has looked further into this matter

and made it the subject of a separate NAVSHIPS report dated 15 July 1970.

That report points out specific examples of inadequate government

surveillance of Electric Boat overhead expenses.
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NAVSHIPS 08 Finding - 18

1. NAVSHIPS 08 13 September 1969 Report

"A number of former Electric Boat employees are working in the offices
of the Supervisor of Shipbuilding and the Government Auditor. This
situation is not conducive to proper business relationships between
the government and Electric Boat."

2. eavy Department Review Team Report

'As of the period of the cost control review at Electric Boat, the
Supervisor of Shipbuilding (SUPSHIPS), Groton had 110 employees out
of 332 onboard who were former employees of the Electric Boat Division.
At the same time the resident auditor, Defense Contract Audit Agency,
Groton had two former EB employees out of 15 auditors and their
supporting staff."

* * *

* . the review team found that the risk was relatively small that
any former EB employee might influence government policies significantly.
This conclusion is based, in part, upon the fact that all of the
SUPSHIPS departments have military officers from outside the local
area as department heads, none of whom are former EB employees. It is
also based in part on the fact that those former EB employees who
have risen to a relatively high position within the SUPSHIP have been
employed with the government for many years and held on only ministerial

responsibilities at EB."

* * *

. . the review team considers that a blanket prohibition on the
employment of former EB employees by the resident government activities
at Groton would be impractical."

3. NAVSHIPS 08 Comments

As stated in NAVSHIPS 08 Memorandum of 19 Feburary 1970:
"I do not agree that it is right to employ former contractor personnel
in surveillance of the contractor's operations. I am aware that NAVSHIPS
employs former contractor personnel in positions having engineering
surveillance responsibilities over the activities where they were
formerly employed. There are also a number of cases where former
contractor personnel are working in the NAVSHIPS contracts division
and where former NAVSHIPS contracting people work for shipbuilders.
However, I do not consider such practice to be in the best interests
of the Government. It may be that SUPSHIPS has violated no law or
regulation in hiring more than 100 former employees of the contractor;
it still seems to me a violation of comnon sense to place these
employees in a position where they are expected to critically review
the performance of their friends and former colleagues. The Navy
must put a stop to this practice, particularly when the position
being filled is directly concerned with the negotiation or administration
of contract matters."
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NAVSEHIPS 08 Finding - 19

1. NAVSHIPS 08 13 September 1969 Report

"There are indications of some recent improvement in Government

surveillance of Electric Boat. lfaoever, the Government must take

much stronger action to correct the fundamental deficiencies at

Electric Boat."

2. Navy Department Review Team Report

"The purpose of the Review Team's assignment to Electric Boat was to

review this contractor's procurement and cost control systems. These

systems have been reviewed; they are addressed in the parent report.

The Review Team found that the contractor had taken action to implement

all of the recommendations of the October 1969 CPSR. Further, he

has acted to adopt several additional modifications informally suggested

as a result of this review. With continued effort in the procurement

area, Electric Boat should be ready for a procurement system certifica-

tion examination by October 1970.

"Basically the contractor's cost control system were determined to be

sound; however, modification and extention is needed to provide work

package control information for industry and change order costing.

Several extentions of an excellent materials system are needed to

provide dollar value, continued accountability, and improved progressing.

Additionally, the review of methods and practices in the production

area with view to institute engineered standards should improve

efficiency in both work and the associated estimating/budgeting.

Systems are a necessary structure of an organization to maintain

direction, continuity, and control in the area of data collection/

reporting; however, the best systems serve little purpose if they are

are not properly monitored, and the data utilized. Especially this is

true with cost control systems. Electric Boat has these systems,

but they are not being utilized to the extent feasible. The Report

speaks to this.

"The SUPSHIPS as the government's on site representative with respon-

sibility to administer the various Electric Boat contracts, has recently

auved in several areas of endeavor to improve their surveillance opera-

tion; namely, contracts and inspection/QC. It is difficult to alter

the philosophy and practices of an engineering orientated organization

to those with a manager with hands-off surveillance. In order to accent

the importance of and the necessity for SUPSHIPS surveillance of the

contractor's procurement and cost control system, it is suggested

that pertinent NAVSHIPS instructions in this regard should be issued

and the implementation supervised. Some additions to the supervisor's

staff may be necessary."
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3. NAVSHipS 08 Cbmment

The review team report paints a very encouraging picture: there are

minor deficiencies at Electric Boat, but these are being quickly corrected

by the contractor and by NAVStIPS. NAVSHIPS 08 s conclusion is not

encouraging. Some "paper changes" have been made at Electric Boat; but

there is little or no real inprovement in actual practice. The Navy

continues to find poor procurement practices, improper labor and

material charges, higher than necessary operating costs, inadequate

accounting for costs and inadequate government administration of contracts

at Electric Boat. Despite impressive milestones, action plans, and

reassuring words, the fact is that little has been done to correct the

fundamental deficiencies pointed out in the NAVSHIPS 08 September 1969

report.
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Final CamTent

Navy Department Review Team Report

"Although NAVSHIPS 08 was invited to assign personnel to participate in this

review, it declined to do so. Further, efforts by the review team to discuss

the NAVSHIPS 08 findings with NAVSHIPS 08 representatives were unsuccessful."

NAVSHIPS 08 Ccmment

NAVSHIPS 08's memorandum of 20 February 1970 recommended that experienced

specialists investigate Electric Boat to "establish the full facts." While

NAVSHIPS 08 did not have personnel available for full tine assignment to the

team, NAVSHIPS 08 representatives met with the review team director in

Washington on 24 March 1970 and pledged full cooperation. It was made clear

to the review team director that NAVSHIPS 08 would provide answers to any

specific questions or requests for information. It was agreed that these

questions would be channeled through the team director to NAVSHIPS 08 for

reply._ Because of this agreement, team members at Groton making inquiries to

local NAVSHIPS 08 representatives at Groton were referred to the team director

in accordance with the prearranged procedure. NAVSHIPS 08 received no requests

for information or assistance from the team director or his staff.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20350

17 SEP 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR VICE ADMIRAL RICKOVER

Subj: Procurement Practices and Cost Controls at Electric Boat
Division, Groton, Connecticut

Ref: (a) Procurement Practices and Cost Controls at Electric Boat
Division, Groton, Connecticut

Reference (a) forwarded your views on the NAVSHIPS Procure-
ment and Cost Control Review of Electric Boat Division. Reference
(a) takes no exception to the main body of the Review Report or to
the recommendations developed by the Review Team for improving
Electric Boat's procurement practices and cost controls.

Reference (a) does object, however, to the Review Team coments
on the charges contained in earlier memoranda from your office con-
cerning procurement and cost control practices at Electric Boat. In
regard to these issues, two points are noted. First, although you
consider that the Review Team dwelled on your earlier memoranda at
undue length, the Team was urged to come to grips with all of the
matters raised in those memoranda. No thorough review of Electric
Boat could have failed to investigate the charges which you had
made earlier. Second, I was quite concerned over the implication
in your suggestion that one particular portion of the Review Report
comments on your earlier memoranda might have been written by the
contractor. Those members of my staff who participated in the review
have advised me that such comments were both researched and written
by the Review Team.

I am forwarding your comments to me to the Chief of Naval
Material for appropriate coments, action and incorporation into
the improvement program at Electric Boat. My primary concern is to
ensure vigorous action to formulate and implement a proper program.
To this end, I have directed NAVSHIPS to take the appropriate im-
plementing action and requested the Chief of Naval Material to
monitor the progress. This office will remain in close touch with
these efforts. I share with you the objective to obtain the maximum
defense possible for the U. S. within the fiscal resources made
available to us. Your cooperation in achieving this objective is
always requested, acknowledged and appreciated

a /

Copy to: sistant Secretary of the Navy
CNM (Installations and Logi U
COMNAVSHIPS
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

fr0L" g''t NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20360 NLH-780

0811-780
13 Octcber 1970

ME)SRANDIM FOR THE COLANDER, NAVhL SHIP SYSMTMS 0XVAND

Subj: Lack of Corrective Action on Procurement and Cost Control Deficiencies
at Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company

Pef: (a) Cannander, Naval Ship Systems Caonand Mema 0763:JF:dsr Ser 334
dated 24 November 1969

(b) Deputy Coislander for Nuclear Propulsion MeNo to Assistant
Secretary of the Navy (Installation & Logistics) Ser 08H-1337
dated 30 April 1969

(c) Deputy Comeander for Nuclear Propulsion Memo Ser 08H-6403 dated
23 December 1969

1. This reporandum onacerns the Navy's lack of progress in correcting two
problem areas at Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company:

a. The lack of an effective form of rost control for work on
goverrIment contracts; and

b. The Navy's failure to require Newport News to comply with the
Truth-in-Negotiations Act in its procurement of hull steel for
Navy ships.

Reference (a) set up various schedules and milestones designed to correct
the deficiencies in cost control and procurement practices at Newport News.
These schedules have not been met, and the shipyard has intimated that sane
of the milestones will be delayed for months. For the most part these
problers,which I first reported more than a year ago, still exist at Newport
News today.

2. Ineffective Cost Controls. As I first reported in reference (b), there
is no way to insure that work performed in the shops and on the waterfront
is within cost budgets established by the capany 's management. About half
of the work at the yard is carried on without any form of cost budgeting.
The shipyard's own survey in 1968 revealed mischarging of costs.

Government representatives have made several reviews of Newport News' rost
control procedures. The resident defense auditor has issued three reports
this year recommending that the Newport News budget control and production
control system be integrated to provide reliable cost control. A Navy
study is considering the oust control problem in connection with a general
review of shipyard cost accounting issues requested by the Assistant Secretary
of the Navy for Financial Managenent. However, the Navy has not reached
agreement with Newport News on a schedule for developing and implementing
an effective cost control system.
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3. Procurement of Steel. Deficiencies in the procurement of hull steel by
the Navy and its shipbuilders were first reported by the General Accounting
Office in 1965. The GAD criticized the shipyards, including Newport News,
for failing to obtain cost and pricing data fran suppliers of hull steel, as
required by the Truth-in-Negotiations Act. Four years later I found that
Newport News still employs the practices criticized by the GAO to avoid the
Truth-in-Negotiations Act. As. a result, the corpany is still buying hull
steel without obtaining cost and pricing data fran its steel suppliers; thus
the Navy cannot determine whether the prices paid for hull steel are reason-
able or excessive. After I reported these findings in reference (c), the
Naval Material Cmerand, on 17 March 1970, suggested that NAVSHIPS prepare a
letter refering this matter to the office of the Secretary of Defense and
reccemending an audit of steel suppliers to assure that prices paid by the
Navy's shipbuilders are reasonable. As of October 13, 1970, this audit had
not yet been requested. In the meantime, I have seen no indication of any
change in shipyard procurements of hull steel.

4. Reomaendation. As I pointed out in references (a) and (b), we cannot
rely on Newport News to correct these problems. Rather, the Navy will have
to take affirmative action. I recommend the following steps:

a. The Navy should seet with Newport News to determine what must be done
by the yard, and by the Navy, in order to establish effective controls
over labor and material costs. The Navy should establish schedules
for corrective action and see to it that all schedules are rigidly
followed;

b. The Navy should request the audit of steel suppliers ' prices. Until
there is evidence that these prices are reasonable, Newport News
should be required to obtain cest and pricing data on its steel
procurements.

Since Navy representatives at the shipyard are not taking action to correct
these two problems, it is apparent to me that the initiative will have to come
from NAVSHIPS headquarters.

H. G. RIC

Copy to:
CNM
ASN (I&L)
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A - DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

Jo A3 NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20360 H-LI IO

1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~OSH-786
30 Oct 1970

M pORaLt FOR THE ASSISTANT SECRIARY OF THE WY (INSDALIATICNS AND LOGLSTICS)

Subj: Excessive Shipbuilder Profits on Nuclear Submarine Overhaul and
Conversion Contracts

Ref: (a) Memorandum for AEN (I&L) from Deputy Crcmnder for Nuclear
Propulsion, NAVSBIPS, dated 13 Septmber 1969

(b) Cmsmander, NAVSHIPS letter 0763:JF:dsr, Ser: 2 dated 20 January
1970

(c) NAVSHIPS ltr 022:C2a:eps, 4280, Ser: 19 dated 3 September 1970
(NOrAL)

1. I have sent you several memoranda over the past two years concerning

serious deficiencies in shipbuilder procurement and cost control practices
under Navy ship design, construction and overhaul contracts at our major

private shipyards. I pointed out that these deficiencies are resulting in

unnecessary oasts to the GovernTent and urged that Governmant administration
of these contracts be improved.

2. One issue I raised in reference (a) was the asount of profit being paid

to shipbuilders under sole and selected source contracts for Navy ship
construction and repair work. I pointed out:

a. Under present policies, profits on these contracts are negotiated

as a percentage of estimated costs. Since higher costs in the long run

result in higher profits, the shipbuilder has little or no incentive to
keep costs down.

b. mhe most cnTson measure of profitability is return on invesbrent.
However, under present Navy profit policies, a shipbuilder has no incentive

to invest capital in order to improve efficiency and thereby reduce costs.

If he increases investment and profit stays the sane, the return on invest-

ment is lowered. If the increased investment results in lowered costs,

profit may go down and the return on investment is again lowered. Thus

shipbuilders have an overriding incentive to minimize their investment and

maintain the highest practicable oust basis for profit.

c. Since 1963 the Navy has substantially increased the rate of profit

negotiated in its shipbuilding oontracts--fran about 7% in 1963 for cost

type contracts to about 10% in 1969.

d. With respect to Electric Boat, a 10 percent profit on Navy contracts

would result in a return on invested capital of 30 to 35 percent annually.

This rate of return is far higher than industry averages shown by Fortune

Magazine's surveys of the 500 largest U. S. oaepanies.

c
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I recosuended that the Navy revise its policies to make return on investment
the primary basis for establishbig profit for ship construction and overhaul
contracts and to give shipbuilders a positive incentive to reduce their
costs.

3. In reference (b) MAVSHIPS responded to reference (a) that:

a. Profits on shipbuilding contracts are based on the Weighted Guidelines
method of profit calculation set forth in the Armed Services Procurnemnt

aegulation. NAVSHIPS did not consider shipbuilding contracts represented
a situation requiring an exception to the use of the Weighted Guidelines
pkofit calculations.

b. Electric Boat had not realized the rates of profit allowed by the
Navy in its contracts. Actual profits were far lower than negotiated profits.
Same contracts resulted in losses.

c. NAVSHIPS considered no action was required on my recommendation
regarding profit policies.

4. As was the case with other issues I have raised in memoranda to you, it
appears that MMNAVSHIPS simply referred my reccrendation to the very same
people who were responsible for shipbuilding contracts. As could be expected,
their response was that no action was required. The facts, however, do not
support the NAVSHIPS position. SSBN submarine overhaul and conversion
contracts at Electric Boat and Newport News provide a glaring specific
example. Belo is a couparison of costs and profits on six recent SSEN
overhaul and conversion contracts-three with Electric Boat and three
comparable contracts with Newport News:

Negotiated Cost and Profit (Fee)
(5 in millions)

Target Target
Cost Fee Fee Rate

Electric Boat
SSBN 617 $29.0 $2.8 9.5%
SSBN 623 27.6 2.6 9.5%
SSBN 627 30.0 2.9 9.5%

TOM $86.6 $8.3 9.5%

Newport News,
SSBN 626 $19.9 $1;8 9.0%
SSBN 624 21.1 1.9 9.0%
SSBN 629 22.2 2.2 10.0%

TOTAL $63.2 $5.9 9.4%
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Actual 0ost and Profit (Fee)
($ in millions)

cost Profit{Fee) Fee Rate

Electric Boat
SSBN 617 $28.0 $3.0 10.8%
SSBN 623 25.3 3.4 13.2%
SSEN 627 31.0 2.8 9.2%

TOL $84.3 $9.2 10.9%

Newport News
SSBN 626 $18.9 $2.5 13.0%
SSBN 624 17.2 3.1 18.2%
SSBN 629 21.9 2.2 10.0%

TOTAL T5 5 8$0.8

5. The above conparison shows:

a. Newport News' cost to perform three SSEN overhauls was about $58
million. For that work Newport News received a fee of$7.8 million. Electric
Boat's cost to perform three ca~parable overhauls was about 584 million-
$26 million more than Newport News. For this work, Electric Boat received
a fee of $9.2 million. The Navy thus paid $1.4 million more profit-- about
18% more--to the shipyard doing the work at the higher cost.

b. Navy profit policies on these contracts resulted in actual profits
for both shipbuilders significantly higher than the 10 percent raxisum
limitation established by the Armed Services Procurerent Regulation for
cost-type contracts.

c. In all but one case, these contracts resulted in higher actual
profits to the shipbuilder than the negotiated target profit.

6. This axparison raises several questions about the Navy's present
procurenent and profit policies -

(1) Why are Electric Boat's costs abqut 45 percent greater than Newport
News' for csparable work?

(2) Why does the Navy pay more profit to the more costly shipbuilder?

(3) Why should the Navy be rontracting on a basis which permits 10 to
13 percoent profit on cost reimbursement type contracts al which the shipbuilders
have no risk of financial loss?
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7. In awarding these contracts, NXVSHIPS requested and obtained approval
fron the Chief of Naval Material'to exceed the ASPR 10% maximum fee
limitation for oust plus incentive fee contracts. Moreover, in reference
(c) NAVSHIPS requested a blanket approval to continue negotiating overhaul

and conversion contracts which provide for profits higher than prescribed
by ASPR. This seems inconsistent with the NAVSHIPS position in reference
(b)-that ship construction and overhaul work does not represent an unusual
pricing situation requiring an exception to ASPR guidelines. I see no
logical, legal, or other reason why the Navy should continue to pay such
high fees on negotiated, sole source, oust reimbursement type contracts.
I consider these fees excessive.

8. Navy ship construction and overhaul contracts contain many provisions
peculiar to the ship construction and overhaul work; these represent
exceptions to the general policies which apply to other suppliers of military
equipment. Examples are:

a. Special progress payment provisions permitting payments higher than
those for fixed price supply ountracts.

b. Special provisions limiting shipbuilder liability.

c. Special provisions with respect to guarantee and correction of
defects.

d. Special provisions for Government self-insurance.

e. Special provisions eliminating responsibility for design.

These provisions severely limit shipbuilder risk under Navy ship construction
and overhaul ountracts; they must be taken into account in establishing
profits for Navy contracts.

9. Froa the above, I believe it is clear that Navy profit policies for ship
construction and overhaul contracts need iimmediate and substantial revision.
In view of the special considerations pertaining to shipbuilding work, i.e.,
a high percentage of sole and limited source contracts, widely varying ousts
of performance, and special contract provisions limiting shipbuilder risk,
NAVSHIPS cannot rely on the weighted guidelines method of profit oamputation
to establish proper profit levels on ship &onstruction and overhaul contracts.
These special ounsiderations, together with shipbuilder capability, efficiency,
and investment must be taken into account in establishing appropriate profit
policies for shipbuilding work.
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10. The Navy cannot avoid its rightful responsibility to insure that only

reasonable profits are made on sbip construction and overaul contracts.

In 1951, our major private shipbuilders were all independent ccmpanies,

having their con managzemnts and devoted chiefly to shipbuilding. At

that tine Renegotiation provided sare protection against excessive profits
on ship construction and overhaul work. Today all our major private

shipbuilders are divisions or subsidiaries of large conglanerates. Ship-
builder profits are averaged in the parent corporation's overall profit

on defense business. This is wrong. The Navy must find out exactly what

profits its shipbuilders are making-particularly when 90 to 99 percent of

their business is with the Goverrment. I am sure that Congress is under

the mistaken impression that the Navy does kncw what profits its shipbuilders
actually make.

U1. I believe the Navy should take action to:

a. Establish policies to insure that negotiated profits for ship

construction and overhaul contracts are reasonable in light of the ship-

builder's capability, efficiency, and investment, and are not based principally
on his costs.

b. require shipbuilders to provide annual reports of costs and profit

from Navy ship construction and overhaul work along with all necessary data

required to measure shipbuilder investment and efficiency.

12. In addition to the above, which can be done at once, I recoeriend that

the Navy initiate action with Congress to amand the Renegotiation Act

so that ship construction and overhaul contracts will be renegotiated on

an individual basis, rather than in the aggregate with other defense

contracts as the Act presently provides.

13. By taking these actions we would be doing the job we are paid to do--

seeing to it that the taxpayers' dollar is spent more prudently than is now

the case.

14. I urge that you give this matter your personal attention and direction.
Only in this way will action be taken in a timely manner. Otherwise we

will have to go through the usual delaying actions and indignant excuses
of those responsible for the sorry situation.

w ~~~~H. G. RCDE

Copy to:
c0e4
COMNAVSHIPS
SHIPS 02
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20350

20 Nov 1970

M)CRANDUC FOR EE CHEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Subj: Profits on Navy Business Earned by the Navy's Major Private
Shipbuilders

Ref: (a) NAVSHIPS 08 memo of 30 Oct 1970 to ASN(I&L), oopy to CtM
and others; Subj: Excessive Shipbuilder Profits on Nuclear
Suhemrine Overhaul and Conversion Contracts

The main issue raised in reference (a), the desirability of
evaluating contractor profit as a percentage return on investedcapital, is not new to the Navy or the Departhent of Defense. Atleast as far back as 1967 this issue was examined by the Logistice
Management Institute, and various DoD committees have wrestled withthe matter since then. The main problem seems to be to develop arealistic but practicable and easily adnmnistered method of determin-
ing the amount of a contractor's private capital devoted to anyparticular contract. I am aware that an Arced Services Procuremnt
Regulation Subomittee is preparing to test certain approaches tothis problem

Although such efforts at the DOD level have not been completed,reference (a) indicates to me that the Navy must take its Own actionsin areas, such as shipbuilding, where it has a unique interest. Listedbelow are three actions which I would like to see taken immediately.

1. lAVSHIPS should forward to this Office its Omments on reference(a), particularly an the allegations concerning the relativecosts at Electric Boat Division and Newport News Shipbuilding
for doing OCIparable work (pages 2 - 3 of reference (a)).

2. I would like to see, for Electric Boat Division, Newport News
Shipbuilding, and Ingalls Sbipbuilding, a recent summary state-Vent of income On each yard's overall Navy business (showingnet sales, cost of sales, gross profit, other income or expense,and profit before incmxe taxes). I understand that NAVSEIPShas already taken some steps toward obtaining such data.

3. I believe that it is feasible to have NAVSHIPA select aprospective ship construction or Overhaul award for experimental
application of the conept of profit as a return on privatecapital in the pre-negotiation determination of profit objectivesand in the negotiation of profit with the contractor. Sufficientstudy of the matter would seem to have been done to date to permitsuch an experiment. The retuXnr-CrinvestyMen approach should be
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done in addition to the present Weighted Guidelines method of
profit analysis. With the negotiator's profit cbjective being
the resultant of the two analyses. I would like to receive
NAVSHIPS' nonination of a prospective award for such an
experiment, alqng with a schedule for placing that award. Sudh -
NAVSHIPS action need not be conditioned upon resolution of DOD
policy in this area. However, the provisions of ASPR 1-108(a) (iv)
should be followed by providing the ASPR Committee with advance
notion of NAVSHIPS' desired application, on a test case basis,
of the return on invested capital concept.

I welocme any cxmmnts or suggestions which you might have on the
above program and would appreciate hearing from 1MVSHIPS within thirty
days.

FEm SANDES
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations and Logistics)
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY-
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20360 "~ R.- REF TO
08H -799

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ASSISrANr SECRETARY CF TE NAVY (FINANCIAL MAJO5T)

Subj: Contractor Cost Performance Measurement for Camclercial
Shipbuilders

Ref: (a) Report of the Special Review Group of Newport News
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Coapany, dtd 11 Septerber 1970

(b) ASN(FM) Memorandum for the vcNo dtd 17 November 1970,
Subj: Contractor Cost Performance Measurement for
Ccnmercial Shipbuilders

1. Reference (a) is the report of the Special Review Group you
established at the request of the Vice Chief of Naval Operations to
determine the causes and the extent of cost accounting problema at
camercial shipyards as described in various reports I have submitted
over the past two years. Reference (b) requested my caments on this
report.

2. My carments are:

a. The report confirms that the Newport News cost control system
is not adequate to control costs under Navy shipbuilding contracts.
No doubt a similar problem exists at other shipyards.

b. In any report of this scope, there are always minor points
with which one could take issue. But the overall conclusion of the
Special Review Group is correct: there is no effective cost control
at Newport News, and the Navy must take steps to establish such control
at Newport News and at all shipyards.

c. The report recamiands that Department of Defense Instruction
7000.2 be implemented for shipbuilding contracts. Wile this instruction
provides a reasonable basis for developing uniform cost control criteria,
some modifications may be needed to make the cost control requirements
compatible with shipyard production processes. ¶

d. I believe that NAVCC14PT, as the Navy's financial management
expert, should and must take the initiative in developing and implementing
effective cost controls. The organizations supposedly responsible for
orst control have been unable to recognize or cope with the problem,
despite the fact that the situation has been brought to their notice.
The following, fram my memo of 26 August 1970 to the Assistant Secretary
of the Navy (Installations and Logistics) regarding the NAVMAT review
team's report on procurement and cost control deficiencies, is apropos:
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"I see no hope of ever improving administration of our ship-

building contracts through existing organizations. Therefore,
I recommend that you take action with the Chief of Naval Material
to institute whatever new organizational relationships are
necessary to obtain proper administration of these contracts.

"The Navy must make a choice: it can take firm steps now to

demand and obtain acceptable performance by its contractors and

to provide for proper administration of our shipbuilding contracts,

or it can allow these problems to drag on until the General Accounting

Office or Congress requires the Navy to take action. I am sure

you understand the importance to the Navy of setting its own house

in order without being forced to do so by an outside agency or by

Congress.

"Ii am more than disturbed at the constant effort bv the very

people who have been responsible for the faults I discovered

to talk then away. It is discouraging that so many officials

in the field and at headquarters will not face up to facts;
apparently they will have to be hit by a sledgehammer. At the

slightest sign of 'improvement' they become euphoric and say:

'See, it wasn't that bad at all, and even if it was bad, the
company has now reformed itself.' They then go about 'business
as usual', which means going back to doing little or nothing

about the basic issues.

"Further, they seem to be incapable of taking actions based on

principles they tend rather to cure only the examples which

illustrate the principles. Or else they are always seeking for
precise rules to solve imprecise situations-in other words,
they act as clerks, not as officials. Example: the suggestion

by the Navy Review Team that the Armed Services Procurement
Regulations be modified to specify the desired level of accuracy
for labor charges on Government contracts.

"I have entered into this series if criticisms because the way
the Navy is doing business is wasteful of Govermnent funds and

therefore does not permit us to build as many ships as we other-

wise could. My object is not the vain effort to make contractor
live up to their contracts with proper accounting, procurement

and cost control practices, or to make Government officials do

the jobs they are paid to do. It is to obtain the maximum
defense possible for the United States."

3. For the above reasons I recaomend that you assign to a separate

individual in NAVCaAPT the overall responsibility for developing and

implementing effective cost controls under Navy shipbuilding contracts.

This individual should seek whatever assistance he needs from other

organizations, within and without the Navy.,
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4. It is plain that much effort has gone into the NVWCaT Special
Review Team report. But the fact nevertheless remains that it has
been over a year since the Vice Chief of Naval Operations requested
NAVCamPT to look into this matter, and over 18 months since I first
reported the problem. Ahead are further potential and probable delays:
NAVCCMPT review of camments by the Naval Ship Systams Ccmmand and the
Chief of Naval Material; submission of the report and accanpanying
caments to the Chief of Naval Operations; establishment of a group to
write cost control system criteria; studying practices at other shipyards)
obtaining comments on that team report; and so on. Meaamqhile the Navy is
doing practically nothing to establish and enforce effective cost controls.

5. If the Navy is to realize any goad from this effort, a sense of
propriety and urgency is needed. The nagging question is whether the
people who like to talk about cost control can think of anything to do
but talk about it. They want to talk about issues for years on end.
To decide an issue quickly would deprive them of anything to keep on
talking about, and there would be no job for them or for their numerous
assistants. This situation results in a distorted picture of official
responsibility, damaging not only to the officials concerned but to
the Navy itself.

6. Unless this issue is handled in the business-like way required under
the circumstances, you will get nothing but more studies and excuses. If
Congress then, as it no doubt will, "takes off" at the Navy, we will have
demonstrated that we are inxcarpetent to do our own job. If supervision of
Navy contracts is, in consequence, turned over to an outside agency, we
ourselves will have been responsible.

7. The time has came to stop fruitless studying of what our job is and
start doing it. A man should learn what his job is, either prior to
assuming it or shortly thereafter. If it takes him his entire working
life to learn what his job is, it would be better to assign him duties
having no responsibility and to pay him accordingly.

I am sure we do not want said of us what Czar Nicholas I said of
his government: "Not I but 10,000 clerks rule Russia."

G. Ri ove
Copy to:
Vice Chief of Naval Operations
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations & Logistics)
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20360 IN REFLY NEFER To

) OBH - 1407

MEWDRANJUM FOR C&MWMNDER, NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS CIMMD

Subj: Cost control and procurement deficiencies at Electric Boat

Division of General Dynamics and Newport News Shipbuilding
and Dry Dock Company

1. I just learned that on 11 January 1971 you sent to Mr. Pierce, the

General Manager of Electric Boat, and Mr. Ackerman, President of Newport

News, several of my reports on their shipyards. In a forwarding letter

you noted that my reports constitute "one view within the Navy" of the

state of cost control at private shipbuilders. You stated that no

detailed response was requested, but invited Messrs. Pierce and Ackerman

to offer their views as to what the major oust control problems at

their yards are, and what should be done to correct them. I was not

consulted when your letter was being prepared, nor was I sent a copy

of the letter after it was signed.

2. It has been more than two years since I began pointing out the

serious deficiencies in procurement and cost control practices at

Newport News and Electric Boat and in the Navy's administration of its

shipbuilding contracts at these shipyards. As a result of my reports,

several other Navy offices--including the Comptroller of the Navy, the

Naval Material Command, and the Naval Ship Systems Cormand (NAVSHIPS)--

have undertaken studies of their own and have found the same discre-

pancies. As a result of these reviews, the Assistant Secretary of the

Navy (Installation and Logistics) last August directed that the Navy

initiate a policy of diligent contract administration in contrast to

the so-called "disengagement policy" which NAVSHIPS indicated had

inhibited its contract administration efforts in the past. The

Comptroller of the Navy's recent report on cost control urged prompt

action to establish effective cost control at private shipyards.

3. Despite the numerous studies and reviews the Navy has made during

the past two years, little has been accomplished. Each review has

resulted in a list of deficiencies and an action plan for correction.

However, cost of the issues raised with the contractors have not gone

to the root of the problem. Moreover, the Navy's actions have been

disjointed. The fact that your letter was not coordinated among the

Navy offices involved--not even within NAVSHIPS-is typical of the

Navy's efforts to date in this matter.
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4. The expression "one view within the Navy" can indicate that you have
disassociated yourself from my criticism of the contractors. It will
cause these contractors to persist in delaying correction of deficiencies
at their yards. Since I started reporting these issues, many in NAVSHIPS
have attempted to discredit then; these attenpts have not been successful.
I think it is high time for this oormand to associate itself with efforts
to improve the shipyards; after all, this is NAVSHIPS' direct responsibility.
NAVSHIPS cannot continue to stand by as a disinterested observer.

5. It would seen to me that by now the Navy should be able to confront
senior management at the major shipyards with a coordinated statement of
what the Navy considers to be wrong with the contractors' operations and
what corrective action is needed. Instead of soliciting opinions from
shipyards as to the action that should be taken, the Navy must decide
for itself what it wants. Specifically, NAVSHIPS should:

a. Identify the major issues, not the procedural deficiencies,
from prior reports;

b. Develop an articulate statement of these issues, obtaining
concurrences where appropriate from the Carptroller of the Navy, the
Naval Material Camnand, and internally within NAVSHIPS;

c. Raise these issues formally with senior shipyard management
and obtain firm commitments for corrective action together with specific
dates for acomplishment;

d. Set up a system of close surveillance to ensure corrective
action is taken.

I will be glad to assist you in taking such actions.

6. In your letters to Messrs. Pierce and Ackerman you indicated that
you had deleted sane material from my reports in the copies you sent
them. I would appreciate receiving a copy of the edited versions of
my reports which were transmitted to the two shipyards.

H. G. Ri&k

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installation & Logistics)
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Financial Management)
Chief of Naval Material
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
, -K> I NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20360 T.REPL R

08H - 1438
14 April 1971

M ixRM FOR TM CUJNER, NAVAL SHIP SYSTYMS CEMND

Subj: Deficiencies in the Procuaremnt of Nickel Alloy Materials
by Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock C-mpany

Ref: (a) Deputy Caneander for Nuclear Propulsion Memorandum
to the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations
& Logistics) Ser 08H-1337 of 30 April 1969

(b) Deputy Ccemander for Nuclear Propulsion Meorandum
to Caomander, Naval Ship Systems Caneand,
Ser 08H-01354 of 23 September 1969

(c) Deputy Conmmader for Nuclear Propulsion Memorandul
to Camnander, Naval Ship Systems Camnand,
Ser 08H-1394 of 23 October 1969

(d) Deputy Carmander for Nuclear Propulsion Memorandum
to Commander, Naval Ship Systemns Ceirand,
Ser 08H-6403 of 23 December 1969

(e) Deputy Ccmnander for Nuclear Propulsion Memorandum
to Caomander, Naval Ship Systems Canmand,
Ser 0UH-780 of 13 October 1970

Encl: (1) Ieport of Practices Used by Newport News Shipbuilding
and Dry Dock Carpany to Procure Nickel Alloy Material
for Construction of CVAN 68 and DI4N 36

1. In references (a) through (d), I identified major deficiencies in

procurement practices and cost controls at Newport News Shipbuilding
and Dry Dock Ccmpany. I pointed out that these deficiencies were

responsible for wasting millions of dollars each year, and were impairing

the Navy's ability to obtain the ships it vitally needs. Also, I urged
the Navy to take proapt and adequate corrective actions. In reference

(e), I pointed out the lack of progress being made in establishing an

effective form of cost control for Newport News' work on government
contracts and the Navy's failure to require Newport News to enforce

the aluth-in-Negotiations Act in its material procurements for Navy

contracts.

2. Enclosure (1) is a report concerning the deficiencies in the Newport

News procurement of nickel alloy material used in the construction of

CVAN 68 and DIGI 36. The report shows:

a. Newport News is buying substantial quantities of nickel alloy

materials through area distributors and paying the distributors' markups

even in cases where the distributors provide no service and the shipyard
deals directly with product manufacturers to resolve pricing, delivery

and technical matters.
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b. Newport News is not obtaining and evaluating cost and pricing
data from nickel alloy material vendors as required by the Truth-in-
Negotiations Act. Newport News is evading the requirements of the Truth-
in-Negotiations Act by determining that "adequate price oarpetition"
exists in procurements which are in fact sole source procurements from
a single manufacturer.

Newport News' purchase orders with area distributors for nickel alloy
materials required for Navy contracts currently amount to nearly a
million dollars. The total of Newport News' purchase orders with area
distributors for all types of materials required for Navy contracts is
approximately $3.5 million. It appears from the attached report that
a savings of 5 to 15 percent could be realized by buying these materials
directly from manufacturers and eliminating the markup to distributors.
While the potential savings is not large in conparison to overall
material procurement costs at Newport News, the deficiencies indicate
that Newport News has not taken effective action to identify and correct
defective procurement practices and is not complying with the Truth-in-
Negotiations Act.

3. I am bringing this matter to your attention so that appropriate
corrective actions may be taken at Newport News. Specifically, I
recomrend that:

a. Newport News establish procurement policies that ensure that
all materials and equipment are obtained from the least cost source.

b. Newport News require cost and pricing data in procurements
where all vendors are dependent upon a single manufacturer for the
basic product.

c. Newport News negotiate with manufacturers to obtain materials
at the same prices manufacturers offer to area distributors.

d. SUPSHIPS at Newport News devote more attention to Newport News
cost control and procurement practices. I

e. NAVSHIPS take steps to require Newport News to enforce the
Truth-in-Negotiations Act.

f. NAVSHIPS request the Defense Contract Audit Agency or if
necessary the General Accounting Office to audit the actual cost
records of the Huntington Alloy Division of International Nickel
Carpany to determine the costs and profits on nickel alloy materials
sold to the Navy and its shipbuilders.

H, G. Rickover

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations and Logistics)
Chief of Naval Material

Io
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REPORT OF PRACTICES USED BY NEWFURr NEWS SHIPBUlnDING AND DRY

DOCK fMWPANY TO PFRDCUE NICKEaL ALLOY MATERIAL FOR CXXNSRU4 INC

OF CVAN 68 AND DLEq 36

Spn~ry

A review conducted in 1969 disclosed several major deficiencies in

the practices employed by Newport News in purchasing hull steel required

in naval ship construction programs. This review also disclosed that

Newport News was not cbtaining and evaluating cost and pricing data

frcn steel suppliers as required by the Truth-in-Negotiations Act. A

recent review of shipyard nickel alloy materials procurements disclosed

what also appear to be major deficiencies in the shipyard's procurement

practices for materials used in construction of COMN 68 and DLGN 36 .

The review covered about 50 shipyard nickel alloy material procurements

and identified the following deficiencies:

a. Newport News is buying substantial quantities of nickel

alloy materials through area distributors and paying the

distributors' markups even in cases where the distributors

provide no service and the shipyard deals directly with

product manufacturers to resolve pricing, delivery and

technical matters.

b. Newport News is not obtaining and evaluating cost and

pricing data fran nickel alloy material vendors as required

by the Truth-in-Negotiations Act. Newport News is evading

the requirements of the Truth-in-Negotiations Act by

determining that "adequate price competition" exists in

procurements which are in fact sole source procurements

fram a single manufacturer.

92-530 0 - 82 - 16
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Procurement of Nickel Alloy and Other Materials Through Distributors

The following is a description of the manner in which most nickel

alloy pipe and fitting products are purchased by Newport News. It

was developed from a review of Newport News purchase orders and Navy

purchasing files. There is only limited competition among the suppliers

of nickel alloy materials. Newport News buys these materials, many of

which are unique to nuclear ship construction, from distributors rather

than directly from manufacturers. This practice is a factor contributing

to higher costs on Navy shipbuilding contracts.

Over 90% of the shipyard's requirements for nickel are supplied by

one producer, International Nickel Company of Canada (INCO). The

principal buyer of this raw material from INOO is Huntington Alloy

Products, a division of INCD. Huntington markets nickel alloy products

in three ways:

1. It sells finished nickel alloy products directly to
the shipyard;

2. It sells finished products through distributors to
the shipyard;

3. It sells semi-finished products to specific pipe and
fitting manufacturers--principally Chezetron and Gulf
and Western-who in turn sell the finished-product,
usually through area distributors, to the shipyard.

A principal finding of the review is that area distributors do

not provide marketing services that would justify the shipyard in

paying prices for nickel alloy products that include a distributor's

markup. Specifically:
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1. In 35 purchase orders reviewednaterial was not provided

from the area distributor's inventory. Instead the material

was manufactured and shipped directly from the finn represented

by the area distributor.

2. Questions regarding pricing, delivery, and technical ordering

data were in most cases resolved by the shipyard directly with

the manufacturer, not the distributor.

3. Two or three area distributors often represent the same

manufacturer and at times quote identical prices.

4. Discrepant material received by the shipyard was returned

directly to the manufacturer, not the distributor.

5. Manufacturers did not underbid their distributors. Whenever

both the manufacturer and his distributors quoted on a Newport

News purchase order, the manufacturer's price was either

identical to or higher than the prices quoted by the

distributors. There are no indications that Newport News

has attempted to obtain materials at the same prices manu-

facturers offer to area distributors. Moreover, manufacturers

on occasion requested that Newport News purchase materials

from an area distributor in order that the distributor could

receive the manufacturer's discount.

A brief check of purchase orders for other types of material indicates

that the above circumstances are not unique to the procurmient of nickel
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alloy material. Newport News purchase orders with area distributors

for materials required for Navy contracts currently totals approximately

$3.5 million and include purchase orders of nearly a million dollars

for nickel alloy products. The products furnished by these distributors

extended fron specialty steels to such ccm~only used items as hoists and

plumbing fixtures. Newport News buys these products in such large

quantities that it could exert significant bargaining power in direct

dealings with the manufacturers.

It was not possible to determine the premium the shipyard pays as

a result of purchasing thrcough distributors instead of directly from

manufacturers. However, it is reasonable to assume that savings of

fron 5 to 15 percent (the normal range of distributors' markups) could

be saved by buying directly and avoiding the distributor's markup.

Failure to Obtain Supplier Cost and Pricing Data

No record could be found that Newport News has cbtained and evaluated

cost and pricing data from nickel alloy material vendors as required by

the Truth-in-Negotiations Act, PL 87-653. The purchase order files

indicate the following:

1. For purchase orders over $100,000, raw material suppliers

such as Interniational Nickel have apparently not been

requested to furnish cost and pricing data.

2. Newport News has avoided the requirement to obtain cost

and pricing data by determining that "adequate price cam-

petition" is obtained by purchasing from distributors,
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even though all are dependent on the same manufacturer. The

determination is clearly erroneous in these circumstances.

Regardless of which supplier is awarded the order, the result

is a sole source procurement to one manufacturer.

3. On the one occasion Newport News requested the Huntington

Alloy Division of International Nickel Company to provide

cost data, Huntington refused. Huntington's reply, dated

20 September 1969, states:

"We are unable to ocaply. We consider our oust
and pricing data to be proprietary information
which, as a matter of company policy, we do
not disclose to customers or competitors. We
certify that the prices and terms set forth in
this quotation are as low as any accorded by us
to our most favored custozers for l-ke materials
and services under comparable conditions. We
further certify that our pricing procedures for
similar products have been audited by GAD and
found acceptable."

Despite certifications such as this, Huntington's prices to

Newport News are not as low as those offered to distributors.

Even if Huntington did sell material to Newport News at the

same price offered to distributors, that would not eliminate

the requirement to provide cost and pricing data in compliance

with the Truth-in-Negotiations Act.

Conclusions

Newport News' practice of buying material through area distributors

instead of purchasing directly from manufacturers may be unnecessarily

increasing material costs under Navy contracts by 5 to 15 percent.
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Newport News is not taking maximumn advantage of its potential bargaining

power to obtain the lowest possible prices for material by buying directly

fran manufacturers. Furthermore, Newport News has, in circumstances

where competition is clearly lacking or limited, classified procurements

as "competitive", thereby avoiding the requirement to obtain and evaluate

cost and pricing data. Newport News has not diligently sought to make

suppliers comply with the requirements of the Truth-in-Negotiations Act.

To correct these procurement deficiencies I recommend that:

1. Newport News establish procurement policies that ensure that

all materials and equipment are obtained directly from

manufacturers unless distributors provide services that

would justify a markup to the distributors.

2. In judging the adequacy of cxnpetition, Newport News look

beyond the mare number of suppliers to the basic nature of

the procurement. If, in fact a procurement is non-ccspetitive,

it should be so classified. Prices received from two or

more distributors, all of whom are dependent on a single

source, should not be treated as competitive prices.

3. Newport News obtain appropriate vendor cost and pricing

data as required by the Truth-in-Negotiations Act.

4. Newport News negotiate with manufacturers to obtain materials

at the same prices manufacturers offer to area distributors.
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5. The Supervisor of Shipbuilding take imuediate action to

require Newport News to obtain and use supplier's cost

and pricing data for materials and equipment procured

under circumstances of limited competition.

6. NAVSHIPS arrange with the Defense Contract Audit Agency

or if necessary the General Acoounting Office to audit

the actual cost records of the Huntington Alloy Division

of International Nickel Coapany to determine what costs

are being incurred and what profits are being made on

nickel alloy materials sold to the Navy and its shipbuilders.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20360 I" REPLY arT
-- II£ Cl0523:STGsdur

Ser 6S-0523

7 JUN 1871

)Q4ORANDUM FOR DEPUTY COlOANDER FOR NUCLEAR PROPULSION

SubJa Deficiencies in the Procurement of Nickel Alloy Materiale by-
Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company, information
concerning; transmittal of

Ref: (a) Deputy Commander for Nuclear Propulsion Memorandum 08E-1438
of 14 Apr 1971 to Comaander, Naval Ship Systems Command

b) NAVSHIPSYSCONHQ ltr 0523:STGsdar Bar 45-0523 of 23 Apr 1971
Fonecon G. Morrison (SUPSIUP Newport News) and T. Gets
(NAVSHIPS 0523) of 2 Jun 1971

Incls (1) Copy of SUPSEIP Newport News ltr GEN/4200 Ser 400-116 of
20 May 1971

1. Reference (a) apprised this Headquarters of deficiencies, noted by a
representative of your staff, in the procurement of Nickel Alloy Materials
by the Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company for construction of
the CVA(N) 68 and the DLG(N) 36.

2. By reference (b), a copy of which was provided your Directorate,
SUPSHIP Newport News was requested to take certain actions and to infoZr
this Command of the results thereof.

3. Renlosure (1) represents SUPSHP Newport News initial report of
actions taken to date. As additional reports are received, a copy of each
such report wi, be provided your Directorate.

4. Based on information received during reference (c), the submission of
the interim report mentioned in paragraph 11 of enclosure (1) will be de-
layed approxinately two (2) weeks,

N.So
Rear Admiral, USN
Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command

OurowLr an Wo GiE=l/
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GEN/4200
6or 400-116

OMAY 1971

Prom: Supervisor of Shipbuilding. Convorsion and Repalr, U9N
Newport News, Virginia 23607

To: Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command

Subj: Deficiencies in the Procurement of Nickel Alloy Haterials by Mewport
;;tWs Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company

Ref: (a) NAYSIPS ltr Ser 45-0523 of 23 Apr 1971
(b) Deputy Commander for Nuclear Propulsion memorandum 081-1438 of

14 Apr 1971 to Cowiander, Haval Ship Systems Cocand
(c) Discussions between !fr. T. Banlta, GAO Washington; Ir. H. Pratt.

GAO NORVA; and CDR D. Potter. SUPSIIP hN of 7 *ay 1971

Encl: (I) SUPSPIP NN ltr Ser 400r-2OS of 27 Apr 1971
(2) KNI;S6DDCo ltr of 3 :.ay 1971 to SUPSMiP NN
(3) INSMDIXo ltr of 30 Apr 1970 to liuntington Alloy
(4) KXS&MCo ltr of 6 May 1971 to INCO, N. Y.
(5) hLNS&DCo ltr of 6 May 1971 to A. M. Castle
(6) WN;SWUDCo ltr of 6 Kay 1971 to IMetal Goods
(7) MNSUI)DCo Itr of 6 I'ay 1971 to J. 1M. Tull
(8) tC.S4DDCo ltr of 5 May 1971 to Tube Turns
(9) Iuntin;ton Alloy ltr of 26 Sep 1969 to MSODDCo
(10) IMS&DUCo Itt of 22 Aug 1969 to Uhuntington Alloy
(11) SUP6SIP tiX Itr Ser 40C-lIOA of 12 hay 1971
(12) SuPsi:Ir N itr Ser 400-109 of 12 flay 1971
(13) SUPSHII I;;: ltr Ser 400-111 of 12 1ay 1971
(14) SUPsIP IN Itr Ser 400-112 of 12 Iay 1971
(15) SUPSIIIP MU ltr Ser 400-113 of 12 May 1971
(16) EUPS1PIIP .L Itr Ser 400-114 of 12 lay 1971
(17) SUPSiIP QI Itr Ser 400-115 of 12 May 1971

1. Peference (a) and the enclosure thereto (reference (b)) apprised the
Supervisor of doficioncies in the procurement of nickel alloy materials by,
the Necwport :cws- Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company. Further, referance (a)
requosted that the Supervisor:

A. 'Comuent on the SUIPSIIP's knowledp.e of the stated deficiencies and
what measures havo Leon taken by the SUPSIIP to assure alleviation of the
problew(s).

b.. "Propare a letter to the Neueport News Shiebuilding and Dry Dock
Co:rpany der.oting tho reported deficiencies, and solicit their comments con-
cerning them as VeCl as a statenent of corrective actions that have been
or are to be, taken to alleviate a re-occurrence of same."
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GEN/4200

SubjS Deficiencies in the Procurement of Hickel Alloy Materials by Newport
News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company

2. Enclosure (1) was hand-carried to the contractor's Acting President on
27 April 1971. In this meeting, interest and cooperative intent on the part

of Niewport ;ews Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company were displayed.

3. A SUPSHiP Procurement System Review Team was designated on 27 April 1971
and assigned responsibility for reviewing the contractor's procurements of

nickel alloy products in light of the information provided by reference (b).
This seven member team is headed by a senior Supervisory Contract Specialist
and is staffed by representatives of the Contracts Department, Planning
Department, and Quality Assurance Department as well as an advisor from
the office of the P.esident Auditor, Defense Contract Audit Agency.

4. On 28 April 1971, the SUPS1aP Contracts Officer met with the contractor's
Director of Material Management, Purchasing Agent, and Assistant Purchasing
Agent. The scabers of the review team were introduced and arrangements were
nade for access to documents, woring space and company assistance and par-
ticipation.

S. The review team co-nenced full time operation on 29 April 1971. As
defitieere" ere discevered. inf==:: ,: c n=cmdatioars or corrective "Vtiou

are being nade directly to the supervisory personnel involved. All major

deficiencies are being documented and will be included in a report to be

submitted upon completion of the review. A formal letter setting forth all.

deficiencies noted and required corrective action will also be directed to
the contractor at that time.

6. Enclosure (2) is the contractor's interim response to enclosure (1).
It should be noted that this letter sets forth the contractor's stated policy

regarding dcaling with distributors. Tno review team is verifying procurement
actions under this policy as a part of their review plan. Subsequently, a
2ucb .stron.er policy has been stated by the President of the Company.

7. Enclosures (3) through (7) are the contractor's requests for cost and
pricing data. It is anticipated that additional firms will be identified
during the review whose sub-contract dollar volumes are nearing or have

exceeded the thresholds of the Truth-in-Negotiations Act (PL 67-653) with

regard to certified cost and pricing data. As such firms are identified,
additional requests similar to tbese enclosures will be released. It should
be noted that these enclosures contain language permitting the submission of
cost and pricing data directly to the government and also requiring documenta-
tion for any claimed exemptions from PL 87-6S5. 'This phraseology was intended

to preclude negntive responses on either of these grounds which would then
require additional follow-up correspondence.

2
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GEN/4200
Ser 400-116

2 0 MA. 1971
Subj: Deficiencies in the Procurement of Nickel Alloy Materials by Newport

News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company

8. Enclosure (8) is the contractor's request for reconsideration of previously
stated policy regarding the exclusive use of distributors by one firm which
has consistently refused to soll diroct. Additional firms nay be identified.
during the course of the review, which have adopted the sase policy. lI
this event, additional lotters sidilar to this enclosure will be released.

9. Enclosures (9) and (10) represent an earlier attempt to obtain cost and
pricing data for the Huntington Alloy Division of the International Nickel
Company. Since enclosure (10) refcrs to an audit of pricing procedures by
the General Accounting Office, the reference (c) discussions resulted la
an agreement by representatives of the 6cnoral Accounting Office to provide
this office with copies of any reports available on this subject. Enclosure
(11) is a request to the Defense Contract Audit Agency for copies of any
reports issued by that agency concerning this same firm.

10. Enclosures (12) through (17) are addressed to other government procure-
ment offices known to be involved in the procurement of nickel alloy products.
Telephone conversations with purchasing officials of the addressee activities,
which preceded the release of this series of enclosures, reveal the prevalence
or .i..iler pisvZX.-s, In vary;ng degrees, at gov@luami4.; plocuixoent acti-iti".
However, it is felt that this series of enclesures could;

a. Identify additional potential sources which will be provided to the
prize contractor to assist in broadening his competitive base.

b. Help to surface widespread problems endemic to the nickel alley
industry which could then be approached on a government-wide basis.

11. This letter is intended as an interim response to reference (a). Purther
actions will be predicated upon the responses receivcd to enclosures (3)
thtrough (8) and (11) through (17), and the final results of the detailed
review still under way. It is anticipated that another interim report will
be submitted by 28 May 1971 nd a final report will be submitted by 14 Junei
1971.

J. D. EVANS
Acting

5.-
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DEPARTMENT OF THE iNAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, 0. C. ZC360 N R -PL .r R TO

0811-1450
6 I-ay 1971

MM04lNDUj4 FOR T'I DEPUTY C-IEF OF NAVAL MkTEREAL /
(PCURfl1-NT AND PRODUCTION)

Subj: Excessive profit rates on Naval Ship Systens Comnand
(NAVSKIPS) contracts with General Dynamics Corporation,
Electric EBoat Division for SSBN Poseidon Missile Conversions

Ref: (a) Director Navy Area Audit Service Boston Report A10040
dated 29 January 1971

C6) Assistant Deputy Chief of Naval Material Route Sheet
to Mr. M. C. Greer, SHIPS 08 undated (received 22 April 1971)

(c) NAVSHIPS 08 rreraorendum 08H-786 dtd 30 October 1970 to
ASN (I&L)

1. Reference (a) reports the results of a Naval Audit Service review of
negotiated target incentive fees under three NAVSHLPS cost-plus-incentive-
fee (CPIF) Poseidon missile conversion contracts with Electric Boat. Thne
three contracts provided negotiated target fees totaling $10.9 million
based on targ.. costs of $112.2 million, or aLbout 9.7 percent on costs.
Froa its calcuin Lions using the ArcEd Services Procurement Pegulation
weighted guidelines method for calculating profits, the Naval Audit Service
eoncluned that these target fees on these three contracts were excessive
and should be reauced to about 7.7 percent,

2. Reference (b) requested NAVSHIPS 08 cunments on reference (a) and on
a route sheet cormment by the NAVHAT Director of Procurement Control .and
Clearance Division that:

"So far as this office (vAT 022) is concerned, 9.7 percent
fee earned on a Poseidon overhaul and conversion is money
well spent and not excessive".

3. In reference (c) NAVSHIPS 08 pointed out that:

a. Electric Boat's costs on three Poseidon conversion contracts
were about 45 percent greater than Newport News' costs for comparable
work.

b. Despite these higher costs, the Navy paid about $1.4 million
sare profit to Electric Boat than to Newport News--about 18 percent
more profit to the shipbuilder having the higher costs.
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c. Actual profits on these Poseidon conversion contracts exceeded
10.9 percent due to the incentive profit feature in these contracts.
NAVSHIPS 08 questioned wshv the Navy was contracting ch a basis which
permitted profits of 10-13 percent on cost reimburserent type contracts
on which the shipbuilders have no risk of financial loss.

4. A 9.7 percent fee on a no-risk contract seers excessive from a
return on investment standpoint. In 1970, Electric Boat's work for the
Navy totaled about $234 million and produced a profit of nearly $24
million. Based on nongovernirent-owned assets of. about $60 million and
a net worth of about $47 million, the folla-ing table corpares Electric
Boat's 1970 actual profit rates with the 9.7 percent average profit on
costs negotiated by the lavy and the 7.7 percent profit on costs suggested
by the Naval Audit Service.

Navy Audit Service
E. B. Actual Negotiated Suggested
1970 Profit Profit Profit

Percent Profit on Costs 11.2% 9.7% 7.7%

Profit as a Percentage of 40.0% 34.0% 27.0%
Net Assets

Profit as a Percentaue of 51.0% 44.0% 35.0%
Net Worth (Calculated)

5. The amount of nuclear work involved in a Poseidon conversion contract
is relatively small and a large portion of the total conversion costs are
not under mry technical control. Hoaever, based on mry extensive nuclear
shipbuilding and overhaul experience I agree with the Naval Audit Service
that a 9.7 percent. profit on these contracts is excessive. Even the 7.7
percent profit on costs recoirrended by the Navy Audit Service results in a
return on investment that is almost twice the average return on investment
indicated in Fortune's 1970 survey of the 500 largest industrial concerns.
Thus, I disagree with the statement by MAT 022 that a "9.7 percent fee
earned on a Poseidon overhaul and conversion is money well spent and not
excessive." A fee of 7.7 percent seenis more liberal than warranted
considering the high costs of doing work at Electric Boat, the contractor's
minimal investment, and no-risk contracts. A fee of about 5 percent would
provide Electric Boat a return on its total assets of 17.5 percent and a
return on net worth of about 22 percent with little or no risk to the
contractor;

- 2 -
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6. Fran the above, I believe it is clear that Navy profit policies for
ship construction aid overhaul contracts need immediate and substantial
revision. In vied of the special considerations pertaining to ship-
building work, i.e., a high percentage of sole anxd limited source contracts,
widely varying costs of perforriunce, and special contract provisions
limiting shipbuilder risk, NAVSHIPS cannot rely on the weighted guidelines
imethod of profit oorputation to establish proper profit levels on ship
construction and overhaul contracts. These special considerations,
together with shipbuilder capability, efficiency, and investment must be
taken in to account in establishing appropriate profit policies for
shipbuilding work.

kG G.fRic Xver

COMNAVSHIPS
NAVSHIPS (02)
ASI(I&L)

- 3 -
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D-PA;R-ML:NT LF T',i NAVY
NAVAL SH:P SYS, aS COMMAND

'WASHINGTON. 0 C. 20310

zs<,_+>-,.2 ' '' 6 ' k~~~~~~~ Jur. l97i

?i^t'OR'sw-Ji FOR THE COIw2acUER, RJAVJt SHIP SYSTEMS CGV2itA.D

Dubji: .ecd for lm-.rov.od Controls over Change Oudcr Priclng at
General Dynarmics Corporation's Electric Boat Division

Encl: (1) Pittsburgh Naval Reacto;rs Representative, Groton,
IMemorandumi dated May 28, 1971

1. Enclosure (1) is a r.rEsorandum recently rcceived fro.m ficl
representatives at Electric Boat. It indicates that Electric Boa, has
oer:harrgc_ thz Govorra.ent on a recent shipbuildirng cor._ract clhtcL sy
misrcpresenting,, durirg negotiation, the basis upon which the work
would be performed.

2. >:ao.-a the info-r-ation contairead in enclosure (1) it a,,.;r t
HAVCYiS;.IPS should be entitled to a price reduction from Elcctric Loat
2cr: this sa-ticular chanze. Morever, the factz in this esse c i'_r.:
several poiints have raised previously; narely:

a. Existing procedures are not adecuato to preclude ovcrpaya-.cr.t on
chs,nees at Electric Boat.

b. Under the present system, the Government is at a s'stantzal
disadvantage in negotiating and settling charge orders because in
pricing changes the Goveroment mrust depond primarily on the cont:ra'ctors
estilmates and his representation of the facts.

c. nhirobuilders should be reclured to kecp track of the coat of
large chang;es separately so that there is a firn basis for chic:;in
t'he rc..on=alonesa of prices negotiata cad so that both the Navy- and
the shipbuilder will kxnow what costs have actually been incurred.

3. Dased on the above, I recommend that NAVSHIPS talc the foll.wing
action: -

a. Obtain an appropriate price reduction from Electric Beat Pe1r the
chanrgc order in question on the basis that the information prcvidu by
Electric Boat during negotiations was not current, complete and accurate
as required by the Truth-in-Negotiations Act.

b. Insist that major changes be handlcd under a cost scparat'.on shoe
order so that actual costs can be compared with negotiated prices for
all significant changes.
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c. Set up a system of spot checks to ensu-re that Electric Boat
pricing of proposals for changed work are in fact consistent with the way
the work will be performed.

4. I would appreciate being kept advised of what acticn N:AVSZIS itzends
to take in this matter.

, I)
H. G. Rickover

Copy to:
!,CVSZ:IPS 02
NAVSRIPS 05
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a,. /.':.D S'l': *.OVERNMLN:'XT

C _ V~tPAF It. G. Ricicover, USE DATE: !ay 23, 1971

ROM :. J. Siskln, Navac .:eactors Representative ' /

Elsctrie Loat, Groton, Ct. xi

J2jEET: fl;ggSflvg COST OF SILTE25IDES (SSi)l 679) 1:11]) CCOLA]i)T' s'u.: VOnLzi :.ODI2 ;12;.

Yl2zOL: :-rmO/SmRo Rep., Groton EiS ;%57

1. 2T'SIHIPS lesttr, serial O6T-0836 of March 3, 1971, authorized the subjcci
worl, at a cost act to exceed .,60,ooo.

It. thirt tinm, I advised you thlt Supervisor of Shipbuildira (St!'UP..'1) pe-.wrnel
'era prc-pmring to issue a .5a2:asasl price uaiatera. chane 2c r ;in; ::wov:.
B;.sO,- on ry discussions with t:;e Supervisor, he subscquently crcU-c -;:ry to
flC'5.:ee tca firs, price derl in advance o'' :;,cual cLara of wo;-. 1' D". t
hasve the Cattis office and ry office give the SUJPSIHIP's negoti:.t L; realD
aceo'rc:''ry infocr.ation -tc assis their efforts. This tiarned o-t to be :4'S;
deslsea'ble, since no SUPS}IIIS people actually obserc-ve-d oi-ler th2 a :u 0
for t;job o: actual job site and, thus, had no ru l idea oait -chcwuo: I'.'
For exaslte, the SUPaHIPS conitr;eu estir-leator 'a; proccecdina ith his *t;. . .:..
onr the ba-ls of .the pumts ilready beirn installed in the volu'ce. A caick.
observation of the intended work area would have made it very cleor to his:l ti;.
thne n as.ps wore not yet installed.

2. Ths original Electric Boat (EE) estimate wa3 j60,45 1. The smernaate .'as
based on assigning all required people (cleaners, insrectorz, ri';vers, etc.)
exclusively ano this Ke:. Whon SUPSHiIPS, at Gui: pro. ,n.rtlng, as:kcd EB wShy
such people couldn't be .ass4gned or an as-noeded basis, Ed indicated that thi s
sac simply nct possible for a job so comple:. EB did agree, ho:ever, that
ex:cessive time was beiag allosed for machinists and a few other trades arcd
agreed to reduce the total price to $149,291. However, no specific breskdo-u-a .
of manpower was provided with this price. SUPSHIPS bought in on this la-tterl
price.

3. Since, :s I advised you at the time, I still considered th"e price :iucn
too highd, nc gcople and I closely followed this job in order to d-teIninc
ho.w many people were actually used. Based on ebout 60 hours of obsere-.:tonz
*(sgot cheeks of nearly all shifts during the 4 weeks of work) and chockin_;
work logs, the foillowing- is the csttnated actual manhours of this job a.;
corpared with iC'3s initial estimat'e. Also noted are the rsanhours currently
showrn in RB's la.bor control records _or this conruleced job.

92-530 0 - 82 - 17
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T::.u- or Ua tit ittijI J: .!.I.(t ,... i,

iuect:ic f,o.:c a Mtnhoust:: .(;; :
Cr] r~n. Wa.!ed E: .; d a.-. to

Pronosal on Obscrvations
_ (1) (2)

Riggers i1168 102

iiachinirts 2204 1146 33%:

Clmnzarz & Painters 808 68

Nuclear Quality Cornftrol 792 170 0

Crinder; 4So 396

j1c-Cb-.W±Zt Toi6 16 0G

32 ;

Sheet : 16 0,

Pr>oducticn Control 40 40

W.'or).ahoriaticn Control 3 8 C

Construct ...on ChLrce Evaluation 120 120 0

Rucloor Construction & Repair 120 120 0

(Suppo t)

Stores o 6 0

Chango Control . 116 116 0

Tool Mclors 0 0 231-

Welders, 0 0

Guards 0 0 5b 3

Process Conitrol 0 0

Total Manhours 5942 2370 19011,

Total Material $500 $500
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(i) ''.ls nkllbar'S ac)carin-; _.1 t,,e "M.an-: Irs i.-. E2etric Boat's Oring:ncl
_ ?xposai" c tlucrr, were the balls for t.e ir-tiea price oa. 60,451.

- Sobeequently, the pricc wtas rcduced to $49,291 and the redaution * .ea
atleibuted primarily to a reduction in machinict ran-hours.

(2) Qhc 7.o.bdsr^ appearinig in thc "Esti.catcd Man.-hours Work-l casd or
Oas.rva.tions' column are consiaered to be libsrca estimats.t f acu_;..

s. o e:;a-.ple, 'l:2re :._ no way to I (;Jttcive t -..
conatrlou ed by the eninpeering sweort .nd aCdiinistrative groups to th_
sIbjcet job. Therafore, the Electric Boat nan-hour esti:-,.a_
support ,groups were scce-e. d. However, I suspect thut very iittle ifeo 't *:as
rcc aircd by these groups and w.hat lit-tle they did contr_-tb.-c wa- s - C

to overhead.

(3) 'ha, sre;c:al tooling requisced 'cr this job *as obtained iLader zctara'_
co.-tr..ct with the B3ttiz. .teratc Powcr teaboratory and t':r .c:a . .".

* rr'suir..ents for tool rs:abers. Also nc uaraas and weldcrs * er. cb0_srvcc
wer-a; en, t..-is Joe - .n thcnre were no snot-:n rcrcaireri.'ts foi hcc .eo:'.
As a result, the basis for thase chanees iS questio..dale.

4. I '..'eve the rsan-hours estissotes based on cbservetiornby ..- n-.lcg... a-- i-Ar.

1C,! eif 'she aetual man-hours worked oe this chsnrc order and ar .e:h.s o'. t::_ :;ih
side. Allo.tritn a 10' contingency and a suitable profit, the .cts.l ptc for t.,.-,

worn. ehoul. have been no-more Gh=r. a30,000. The reason for the dls>:a.-.y be_..Jcer.
iy ';30,003 and Electric Boat's 2,45,291 price is principally t..a-t L.r no-a trcd-s
were on.ly assisaged on an as r cuircd basis right from the beginning,, despite ab..
E3 nc-cti' tor's protestation to the cnatrary. I have no *ay to det rtia.c I'.ict'ner
the' iat.cc between what EB said tacy cre gelng to do and what thcy actaully
did -. s a.: tc yasir co-.rn.icats- ons between negotiators and tradcs or ihetber
the csti-sates ;:ire &.liberi._.ly inflated.

5. 'T'hts Job re3ulted ins a direct increase in the STLVERSIDES cons--ruction cen'lract.
I intan eed to bring¢ this matter to SUPHIPS attention and to reuc st ..U°ShI2rS to
obt._n a trice reduction from Electric Boat based on the submission of falc ana
nisl.adinL, cost data. However, considerirg the discrepancies and ineonsistencicss
in the pricing of tnis relatively inexpensive chan-ge order, 1 feel the iLrplicazions
arc sucl th. t you may wish to brinZ this matter to the attention of Navy officils.
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i, . \ DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASAINCTON. 0. C. 203W0 0t 8T.

-14 1971

MEWADM FOR THE ASSISTANT SE W OF TE NAVY (INSTALIATINS AND MUISTI=)

S3bj: Excessive Progress Payments on Nuclear Shipbuilding Contracts at
Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Coapany

1. On several occasions in the past, I have written to you regarding
deficiencies in shipbuilder procurement and cost control practices and
in Navy management of shipbuilding contracts at Electric Boat Division
of.General lsRamics Corporation and at Newport News Shipbuilding and
Dry Dc Ccpany. In addition, I have pointed out that progress payments
cn nost major Navy shipbuilding ontracts are more liberal than on other
Contracts for military equipment and I cited examples showing that louse
government administration of progress payments is allowing shipbuilders to
dctain what are in effect multi-million dollar, interest-free advances of
government funds beyond those required to perform Navy contracts.

2. Lcckng further into Navy progress payments on shipbuilding contracts
at Newpokt News, here is what I find:

a. Under current Navy policies and practices concerning progress
payments on shipbuilding contracts, Newport News is receiving progress
payments far greater than it actually needs to meet its cash outlays.

b. Newport News has been able to increase its cash surplus by
taking advantage of loopholes in the Navy's progress payment policies
and procedures.

c. Mle Navy does not regularly obtain and review all financial
information necessary to evaluate properly Newport News' financial
coidition and cash flo requirements.

3. The Armed Services ProcurEment Regulation authorizes the use of progress
payments to help finance performance of long-term, high-cost contracts. In
most defense work, progress payments are limited to 80 percent of incurred
costs, except for small businesses wh` ^ receive 85 percent. However,
progress payments for shipbuilding c -lts are more liberal than those
available to other defense contractors. Navy fixed price type shipbuilding
amtracts provide for progress payments based on physical progress, except
that such progress payments may not exceed 105 percent of incurred costs.
These special progress payment provisions result in the government putting
up mare working capital than a shipbuilder actually needs to perform its
shipbuilding ountracts.
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4. Possibly these special progress payment provisions were appropriate
years ago when shipbuilding contracts usually were awarded on a firm fixed
price basis after advertised, caxpetitive bidding. By liquidating part of
the contract price as work progressed, the Navy could lessen the financial
burden and, in addition, provide the shipbuilder a financial incentive
co timely performance. Today, nearly all major shipbuilding contracts are
fixed price incentive contracts awarded on a sole source 6r noncampetitive
basis. The Navy bears nearly all of the cost risk on these contracts, and
the final contract price is determined after the fact, based on actual
incurred costs.

5. The practice of calculating progress payments from physical progress
estimates makes it possible for a shipbuilder to get substantially more
qat,&' -ogress payments than-he needs to finance contract work. Although
stim f of physical crnpletion made in the field have the appearance of

great w duracy, being adjusted from week to week by tenths of one percent,
it is impossible to accurately assess the status and interrelationship of

hundreds of partially completed tasks spread out over the waterfront and in
the shops. Changes and delays further complicate the job. Yet, under
present procedures, even slight errors in these estimates can mean millions
of dollars difference in the amount of progress payments paid to the
shipbuilder. Since estimates of physical crmpletion are inherently imprecise
and since the government must review shipbuilder costs under our present
contracts, there is no reason to base progress payments principally on
estimates of physical progress. In fact, the Navy could avoid overpayment
and tie progress psyrtents sure closely to the shipbuilder s actual cash
requirements by basing progress payments principally on out-of-pocket-
costs. Although estimates of actual physical progress are not an accurate
basis for determining progress payments, they can serve as an independent
check to ensure that progress payments based on out-of-pocket costs do not

overcomprnsate a contractor for work actually performed in the event of
contract Cost overruns or failure to meet contract delivdry schedules.

6. The amount of money Newport News gets over and above that needed to
finance work under Navy contracts is substantial. The excess of progress
payments over costs on Newport News shipbuilding contracts as of July 9, 1971

was $9.2 million. During the previous six months of 1971 the excess has
ranged from $5.2 million to $11.5 million.

7. The surplus working capital at Newport News is quite a bit more than
the $5.2 to $11.5 million mentioned above because Newport News includes in
its costs items such as:

(1) Non-cash expense such as depreciation of capital assets,
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(2, Non-cash accruals for expenses such as workmen's conpensation
insuranoe, self-insurance, state and local taxes--item for which Newport

News has not yet paid,

(3) The total cast of items that should have been capitalized and
written off over a period of years,

(4) '1he cast of supplies and materials purchased in quantities
substantially\greater than required for the perfonrance of specific contracts.
These materials> are charged to government contracts for progress payment
purpcses ard subsequently the contract costs are adjusted when unused
materials are declared excess.

8. From information presently available to the government, it is not
possible to determine just how much the Navy is paying Newport News over
and above actual cash requirerents to perform shipbuilding contracts.
However, lit is obvious that Newport News is obtaining what is, in effect,
a large tnterest-free advance of government funds.

9. Newport News also has taken advantage of loopholes in the Navy's progress
payments policies and procedures to increase its cash surplus on Navy
contracts. For example, on scae major subountracts, Newport News bills the
Navy for 100 percent of the cost of subcontracted work, yet pays to sub-
contractors progress payments equal to only 90 percent of their incurred
costs. The remaining 10 percent is retained by Newport News for months,
perhaps years, to cover the correction of defects and to ensure completion
of subcontract requirements. This practice currently provides Newport News
interest-free use of almost $3.0 million in govermnent funds. Moreover,
there is considerable flexibility in how Newport News progress payments are
calculated. In Decmrber 1970, the method used for the preceding two years
to calculate Newport News progress payments on the DLGN 36/37 contract
indicated that Newport News had been overpaid by $900,000. However, Newport
News arranged with the Navy to apply an alternate method. Under this method,
Newport News, instead of having to'refund $900,000, was able to claim an
additional progress payment of about $3 million.

10. The Navy spends many hundreds of millions of dollars each year in
contracts for its major warships. For the protection of the government it
is essential that the Navy regularly obtain and review shipbuilder cash
flow and other financial information pertinent to the performance of Navy
cantracts. However, I find that the Navy has taken no steps to do this
at Newport News, nor at other major private shipbuilders.
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11. I recrend the follcsing:

a. The Navy's standard shipbuilding progress payment procedures should
be revised so that shipbuilders provide a reasonable arount of working
capital as part of the overall capital investment required to perform Navy
shipbuilding contracts. To avoid paying more than the shipbuilder actually
spends under Navy contracts, progress payments should be based on out-of-
pocket expenses not to exceed actual physical progress. In addition to
conserving government funds, such action should give shipbuilders a
financial incentive to cocplete and close out shipbuilding contracts as
quickly as possible since their own funds will be involved.

b. Progress payment procedures must be tightened. Shipbuilders
should not be permitted to charge the government for material costs in excess
of what they pay their suppliers, or to shift from one payment system to
another to justify higher progress payments.

C. The Navy must regularly obtain and review all financial information
necessary to evaluate properly the financial condition and cash flow
requirements of our major private shipbuilders.

12. Today our shipbuilders seem to be devoting far greater attention to
financial matters such as cash flw, return on investnent and claims against
the government than they are giving to the productivity, efficiency and
eamxny of this work for the government. Likewise, the Navy itself'is largely
at fault. It has neglected to face up to its responsibilities. The progress
payments issue is only one aspect of the problem. I urge that you keep
this in mind in considering the Navy's overall policies with regard to
governrment surveillance of our private shipyards.

13. I would appreciate being kept advised of any action taken as a
result of my reunrnendations.

Deputy CaOnnder for
Nuclear Propulsion

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Material
CmHnander, Naval Ship Systems Cnmand
Offime of the General Counsel
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINCTON, O. C. X03X0 1. REPLY REMR To

, Mi:: < if OCH-1494
11 lSep 1971

'5EXOflANDUM FOR THE COX"4ANDER, NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COWU&ND

Subj: Employment of Electric Boat Personnel by the
Suoervisor of shipbuilding, Groton, Connecticut

Ref: (a) VAD. Rickover memorandum of 13 September l9S9
on Procurement Practices and Cost Control at
Electric Boat Division, General Dynamics
Corporation

(b) COY'iAVSiIIPS meno of 20 January 1970, same subject

1. In reference (a), I pointed out the problem of extensive
interchange of personnel between El 9 ctric Boat Division,
Ceneral Dynamics Corporation and the Supervisor of Ship3Zui6ld3-ag,
(SUtPSHIPS) Groton, Connecticut. In reference (b), a response
to my remort, you indicated that one out of every three
SUrSF.IPS employees had formerly worked for the shipyard.
have maintained that this situation is not conducive to proper
and objective relationships between the Government and
;lectric Boat.

2. I have subsequently reported numerous other problems at
Electric Boat, all of which point to the need for more effective
Govcrnment surveillcnce of Electric Boat's work on Naxv
shipbuilding contracts. During the two years since I began
reporting these problems, NAVSHIPS has established new position:
in the Supervisor's office to deal with them..

3. I understand that Electric Boat personnel are being recruit
to fill some of these positions. For example, the Sunervisor
of Siipbuilding recently hired a man from Electric Boat's
?inancial Resources and Data Systems Department to be the
: ;SIII>S Program Analysis Officer - a position which involves
desi.ning more effective ways of checking Electric Boat
operations. It may.be that such hiring practices do not violat(
.,.v -'aw: or regulations; it still seems to me a violation of
comimorn sense to place employees in a position where they are
oxryected to review critically the performance of their friends
and former colleagues.

4. I am well aware of the standard argument offered in defense
of such hiring practices: "Who understands Electric Boat and
its weaknesses better than a former Electric Boat employee?'
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On this basis it would be entirely proper to hire members of

the eafia to become 'mart of the detective force investigating.
the Mafia. This nosition ignores the fact that hiring

contractor personnel for an office that must regularly

c;;allenqe and criticize the contractor'guts the Navy, the
contractor, and nost of all the employees in an awkward
nonizion. The problem exists even where there is no clear

lvidoncc of favoritism. Ir. situations where personal careers

as well as millions of dollars of public funds may be at stake,

it is necessary to avoid even the appearance of a conflict of

interest. You, of course, appreciate that actions such as

tlicn:e can be the stuff and substance of complaints by news
media, columnists and Congress against NAVSHIPS. Elementary
nrudcaca and judgement should inhibit such actions by NAVSHIPS
offc ials.

5. For the above reasons, I recommend that NAVSHIPS adont a

r.olicy of not hiring contractor personnel for Positions involving
contract administration and Government surveillance at activities
waLr-i they were forncrlv employed. I would appreciate being
advised of what action you intend to take in this matter.

E. G. Rickover

Copy to:
02
05
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20360 052:THTO
i~~~i-k~~~~~fX}/ ~~~~~052:TBT:cdt

Ser 281-052

2 7 J^N 197;2

MEMORUNDUM FOR THE DEPUTY COMMANDER FOR NUCLEAR PROPULSION

Subj: Employment of Former Electric Boat Division Personnel by the
Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Groton

Ref: (a) SHIPS 08 Memorandum Serial 08H-1494 of 11 Sep 1971
(b) SHIPS 08 Memorandum of 13 Sep 1969
(c) COMNAVSHIPS ltr Ser 2 of 20 Jan 1970

1. In reference (a), you recommended that NAVSHIPS adopt a policy of
not hiring contractor personnel for positions involving contract
administration and government surveillance at activities where they
were formerly employed. Reference (a) is similar to reference (b),
in which you recommended that NAVSHIPS issue policy instructions to
preclude employment of former contractor personnel in positions where
they are responsible for reviewing the operations of their prior employer.

2. I responded to reference (b) by reference (c), in which I said that I
considered that proper objective relationships had been maintained in the
case of former contractor employees. I also pointed out that I knew of no
law or Civil Service regulation that would authorize a prohibition of such
employment. in reference (a) you indicated that in your view, the recent
hiring of a former employee of the Electric Boat Division by the Supervisor
of Shipbuilding, Groton was a violation of common sense even if not con-
trary to law or regulation.

3. I cannot agree that it is prudent to categorically prohibit the
hiring of former contractor personnel. Such a rule might violate
existing legislation. I do consider it essential that any such hire
be closely scrutinized to avoid a possible conflict of interests.

4. I intend to promulgate a policy to the Supervisors of Shipbuilding
which requires that current or recent employment by a contractor be
considered as an adverse factor when selecting candidates for positions
which require contract administration or government surveillance primarily
with that contractor.

5. I have examined the recent employment at Groton in detail. In
addition to being procedurally correct, I find that the Supervisor
gave careful consideratiQn to the selectee's previous affiliation with
Electric Boat Division in his selection decision.

Copy to:
SUPSHIP Groton N. S .

*1s Comnna:d
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20360

1 , OSN-1491

I sciP 197i

MIDDRAM FOR UE CaNDER, NAVAL SHIP SYIS anD

Subj: Recurring Deficiencies in Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock CITapany's
Procurement Practices

Ref: (a) Deputy Chmander for Nuclear Propulsion Memo to ASN(I&L) Ser 0H-
1337 of 30 Apr 1969

(b) Deputy C-mantder for Nuclear Propulsion Memo to Coamander, NAVSHUPS
- Ser 08H-1394 of 23 Oct 1969

(c) Deputy Coarrander for Nuclear rpulsion Mem to Camander, NAVSH1IPS
Ser O8H-6403 of 23 Dec 1969

(d) Deputy Caolander for Nuclear Propulsion Memo to Ccxmander, NAVSHIPS
Ser 08H-706 of 29 Jan 1970

(e) Deputy Camnander for Nuclear Propulsion Memo to Canoander, NAVSHIPS
Ser 08H-780 of 13 Oct 1970

(f) Deputy Camsander for Nuclear Propulsion Memo to Camander, NAVSHIPS
Ser 08H-1438 of 14 Apr 1971

ERncl: (1) NAVSHIPS ltr 022D:DJV:clt Ser 10 of 26 Jan 1971
(2) NAVSHIPS ltr 08H-1416 of 22 Feb 1971
(3) NAVSHIPS ltr 08T-2954 of 19 Mar 1971
(4) NAVSHIPS ltr 08H-1436 of 8 Apr 1971
(5) NAVS1UPS ltr 08H-1452 of 21 May 1971
(6)'NAVSHIPS ltr 08H-1493 of 10 Sep 1971

1. References (a) through (f) identified major deficiencies in procurement
practices at Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Ccbnpany. In these
memoranda, I pointed out that without close government surveilIance our major
shipbuilders have little incentive to reduce costs under shipbuilding
contracts. Under today's rules, poor procuresent practices do not hurt
the shipbuilder because the higher casts can generally be passed on to the
Navy. Actually,' the high oast of shipyard-furnished cauponents can work to
the advantage of the shipbuilder because Navy profit policies reward higher
costs with higher profits over the long run.

2. NAVSHIPS responses state, in effect, that these problems are being
resolved through the coordinated actions of NAVSMPS and the Supervisor
of Shipbuilding. Nevertheless, I continue to encounter problems in getting
satisfactory procurements frar Newport News. For example, since January 1971,
I have received five deficient Newport News procurnennt reamsrendations for
asmponents in the nuclear area alone. Enclosures (1) through (6) are copies
of the official NAVSHIPS response to these recoaendatians. In each case,
the deficient Newport News reasenendation had to be rejected, or approved
subject to further action by Newport News. Arong the deficiencies noted were:
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08H-1491

a. Newport News did not always obtain cost and pricing data as
required by the Truth-in-Negotiations Act in cases where the cnpetition
obtained did not appear to be adequate to ensure reasonableness of the
proposed price.

b. Newport News. did rot utilize cost data fram previous orders in their
cost analysis or in negotiations with the bidders.

c. Proposed costs were not crpared with an independent estimate made
prior to receipt of bids. Newport News stated "it is not our policy to make
such an estimate on equipoents of this nature at this point in the procuremrent."

d. Newport News procurement justifications were inadequate. It was
often inpossible to detersine the reasonableness of the proposed price fran
the information provided by Newport News. For example, to resolve governmrnt
audit oannents Newport News merely adopted the subcontractor's rationale on
questioned items "...without adequately explaining the basis for its
ounclusions.'

3. In scre cases Newport News procurement reorseendations arrive shortly
before the order has to be placed in order to meet ship construction
schedules. If the government then discovers deficiencies in the proposed
procurements, there is insufficient time to insist that they be corrected
prior to order placement. The government is then placed in the position of
either agreeing to a pour procurement or delaying the ship. I have too
often been placed in that position by Newport News, and I find it unacceptable.

4. Enclosure (6) is an example where insufficient tine was allowed for
correction of deficiencies prior to required order placement. The original
Newport News procurement recnreendation was submitted by Newport News on
23 March 1971. Cn 8 April 1971 NAVSHWS advised SUPSHIPS that approval was
being withheld peaning correction of the procurarent deficiencies identified
by NAVSHIPS. On 7 September 1971, StP=S advised NAVSHIPS that Newport
News had acbrplished an acceptable cost analysis and that praipt NAVSMIPS
approval was required in order to avoid shipyard delay. Hewever, it was
still not apparent that six of the seven procurerent deficiencies identified
by NAVSHIPS in the 8 April 1971 NAVSHIPS disapproval letter, enclosure (4),
had been resolved. Nonetheless, on 10 Septenber 1971, NAVSHIPS had to grant
approval to proceed with the proposed purchase order so as to avoid delay.

5. Fran the deficiencies indicated above, it is obvious that to date
NAVSHIPS' efforts to upgrade Newport News' procurerents have been largely
unproductive and that much attention is needed in this area. The deficiencies
indicate ignorance of, or indifference to, fundamental principles of sound
procurement. I doubt these deficiencies are confined to the nuclear area.

2
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08H-1491

6. I reasnend that NAVSHIPS bring the above deficiencies including the

five examles to the attention of Newport News' senior management for

corrective action. Specifically, I reasmnd that NAVSHIPS take prarPt

steps to ensure that Newport News:

a. Obtains and evaluates supplier cost and pricing data in all cases

where the adequacy of campetition is questionable.

b. Conducts effective analyses of supplier costs, including reconciliations

of proposed costs with detailed independent Newport News estimates, historical

oost and pricing data from similar orders, and the results of government

audits:

c. Dobcuents its procurevent remrmendations in sufficient detail

that government representatives can determine the reasonableness of the

recormended prioes without having to rely solely on Newport News "judgment."

d. Submits procurement recariendations to the governmient at least 60

days prior to the date the contract must be Warded so that the governsent has

a viable alternative to approval of the recammendation on the terms proposed
by Newport News.

In addition, NAVSPS should establish an effective systes. of procurermnt

surveillance by government representatives at the shipYard so that less

headquarters effort is required in this area.

7. I would appreciate being informed of any action taken in this matter.

G R. iZSveL'

Copy to:
NAVSHIPS 02
NAVSI S 05
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHIESTON, 0. C. 20 1 IN la.V EVA TO
WV ~~~~~~~~~~~088-1495

18 Sep 1971

bMEORANDUM FOR TIE COWMNMER, WAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

Subj: Excessive Costs of Nuclear Submarine Overhaul andConversion Contracts at Electric Boat

Ref: (a) Memorandum for ASN (I&L) from Deputy Commander
for Nuclear Propulsion dtd 13 Sep 1969(b) Memorandum for ASN (I&L) from Deputy Commander forNuclear Propulsion dtd 15 Jul 1970

(c) Memorandum for ASN (I&L) from Deputy Commander forNuclear Propulsion dtd 30 Oct 1970(d) COMNAVSuIPS ltr 13-0525 of 28 Apr 1971 to
General Manager, Electric Boat

(e) General Manager, Electric Boat ltr to CONNAVSHIPS
dtd 15 Jul 1971

1. In reference (a), I identified serious procurement andcost control deficiencies at the Electric Boat Division,General Dynamics Corporation. In reference (b), I pointedout examples of excessive overhead costs on Navy contractswith Electric Boat. In reference (c), I pointed out thatElectric Boat's costs for three SSBN overhaul and conversioncontracts were about 45 percent greater than Newport News'for comparable work, but that the Navy had paid $1.4 millionmore profit--over 18 percent more--to Electric Boat. Inreference (d), COMMAVSHIPS advised Electric Boat that ananalysis of overhaul costs conducted in response to reference(c) showed Electric Boat's costs were higher than NewportNews' in every cost category, with the major difference inoverhead costs. In reference (e), Electric Boat replied:

"We have limited knowledge of the differences intreating direct labor and overhead costs, at the twoyards involved. Those differences we are aware of,however, are quite significant and lead us to questionthe accuracy of a comparative analysis, which was per-formed in such a short period of time. A high overheadrate of itself is not indicative of anything. Excessivecosts can only be eliminated by exaIining the activitiesperformed by individual departments. Electric Boat hasretained the best talent available in an effort toimprove efficiency. Given this situation, a generalallegation that there are deficiencies is not veryhelpful to Electric Boat division, if iL fact there are
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deficiencies. There has been a fairly constant level
of criticism of the Company recently, and we are
determined to correct any situation where we are
unnecessarily incurring costs. However, in order to
do so, we need to know the specific areas where these
unnecessary costs are being incurred. The Navy could
be very helpful to us in dealing with this matter by
being specific in identifying problem areas it is
aware of.'

NAVSBIPS has not responded to reference (e).

2. The high cost of overhauls at Electric Boat continue to be
one of NAVSHZPS' most pressing problems. Recent figures show
that we are still paying millions of dollars extra to perform
overhaul and conversion work at Electric Boat. NAVSHIPS paid
a total of $55.1 million for two conversions (SSBN 632 and 633)
completed at Electric Boat this year; Newport News completed
two comparable conversions (SSEN 628 and 636) for $44.5 million.
A comparison of the cumulative costs of five overhaul and
conversion contracts performed by Newport News and five by
Electric Boat shows that the Navy has paid a premium of about
$40 million to Electric Boat. Despite its higher costs,
Electric Boat received $2.6 million more profit--20 percent
more profit--than Newport News.

3. Paradoxically, Electric Boat quoted competitive prices for
construction of SSN 688 Class submarines. This indicates that
Electric Boat can price shipyard work on a par with Newport
News where the impetus is great enough. NAVSH!PS, therefore,
must take action to provide the impetus for lower costs on
overhaul and conversion work at Electric Boat. This has not
been done to date.

4. NAVSHIPS and the Supervisor of Shipbuilding have undertaken
various studies, set up new staffs, and issued several directives
over the last two years. However, I have not seen any sub-
stantial improvements at Electric Boat in reducing costs. For
example:

* Reference (d) stated that COMWAVSHXPS desired to
carry out my previous recommendations calling for the
establishment of definitive costing standards at
Electric Boat; review and appraisal of the efficiency
and effectiveness of each overhead function; lease
versus buy analyses termination of excess personnel,
and competitive procurement in overhead purchases.
Yet, I have seen little progress in these areas.
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* It costs about twice as much to dry dock a submarine
at Electric Boat as it costs to dry dock one at
Newport News. Yet, no one seems to be working with
Electric Boat to try to lower costs in this area.

* Electric Boat has announced some planned facility
improvement projects. Most of these projects are
aimed at improving productivity and efficiency on
fixed price, new construction work where Electric
Boat must be competitive to continue to get business.
Not much seems to be planned to improve the overhaul
facilities where work is done on cost-type contracts.
To my knowledge, the Navy has not obtained a commit-
ment from Electric Boat to improve the facilities
being used on cost-type overhaul and conversion work.

* Two years ago, in reference (a), I pointed out that
Electric Boat's material control system contains
serious deficiencies such that the validity of
material costs charged to Government contracts
cannot be determined; that Electric Boat has not
taken effective action to correct the deficiencies
in the material control systdm even after the
Government pointed out the seriousness of the
problem; that the Government has not tpken action
to require Electric Boat to provide effective control
over material costs. I recomended that the Navy
withdraw approval of Electric Boat's accounting
system until effective controls are established to
preclude mischarging of labor and material costs on
Government contracts. A recent Government audit
confirmed that these deficiencies still have not
been corrected.

* Although the Navy foots the bill for overtime costs
on overhauls and conversions, it does not attempt
to review the use of overtime or control it.

I

* There seems to be no effective system for independent
Navy review of manpower requirements in relation to
workload in the areas of direct and indirect labor.

* There is no effective system of internal audit by
Electric Boat nor surveillance of this function by
NAVSHIPS.

e The Navy still cannot get access to Electric Boat's
financial books and records in areas of capital
investment plans and cash flow.
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Of course, the real test of the effectiveness of NAVSHIPS'
corrective efforts at Electric Boat is the cost of doing work
at the yard. In this regard, there is no sign of the
improvements claimed by NAVSHIPS and Electric Boat. The
company's most recent proposal for a conversion and overhaul
contract--SSBN 656--indicates no significant change in cost
from prior jobs.

5. Despite higher costs at Electric Boat, the Navy continues
to pay Electric Boat substantially more fee than it pays
Newport News for overhaul and conversion work. The practice
of rewarding high costs with high profit, more than any other
single factor, contributes to the high cost of overhaul and
conversion work at Electric Boat and therefore must be
remedied.

6. In sumeary, I recomaend that NAVIHZPS:

a. Undertake, as a priority effort, the reduction of
overhaul and conversion costs at Electric Boat by at least
30 percent to get them in line with costs for comparable
work at Newport News. My past reports and the results of
other follow-up reviews should serve as the basis for the
needed improvements.

b. Establish closer Government surveillance of costs
on submarine overhaul and conversion contracts at Electric
Boat. This should include verifying Electric Boat budgets
and costs for specific jobs against the cost of similar
work at other shipyards.

c. Reduce the amount of fees paid to Electric Boat to
bring them in line with what it would cost the Navy to get
similar work done at Newport News.

92-530 0 - 82 - 18
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7 * would appreciate being advised of what action NAVSHIPS
intends to take in this matter.

-G. Ri kove
Deputy Commander for

Nuclear Propulsion

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(installations and Logistics)
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Financial Management)
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Submarine Force Atlantic
NAVSHIPS 05
NAVIHIPS 04
NAVSHIPS 02
Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Groton, Connecticut
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e , . ( a t .) _ ~ n
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
7-r--.> SHIPS 08

425:ILB:klr
Ser: 1469-425

DATE: 6 APR 197Z

FROM : SHIPS 00

SUBJECT: Excessive Costs of Nuclear Submarine Overhaul and Conversion

Contracts at Electric Boat -

REFTRENCE: (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

(f)

NAVSHIPS Memo 08H-1495 of 18 SEP 1971
NAVSHIPS Memo Ser: 368-022 of 23 MAR 1972
NAVSHIPS Memo Ser: 369-022 of 22 MAR 1972
SUPSHIP GRDTON ltr to Mr. J. D. Pierce of 23 FEB 1972,
Ser 100-67
NAVSHIPS ltr to Mr. J. D. Pierce of 4 NWV 1971, Ser
4226-425
NAVSHIPS ltr to Mr. J. D. Pierce of 27 V4Az 1972,
Ser 506-022D

1. In your memorandum of 18 September 1971, reference (a), you recommended

that NAVSHIPS undertake an effort to reduce overhaul and conversion costs

at Electric Boat by at least 30 percent, establish closer Government

Surveillance of costs on subject contracts and reduce the amount of fees

paid to Electric Boat.

2. Several actions have been taken on this subject that include the areas

noted above. A series of detailed studies has been completed by NAVSHIPS

personnel which clearly indicate areas where costs are considered to be

excessive at both Electric Boat and Newport News. The detailed reports,

conclusions and recommendations resulting from these studies were provided

by reference (b). I have approved the specific recommendations cited in

the Task IV team report (enclosure (1) of reference (c)) and have directed

that appropriate action be taken.

3. In addition to the action noted in paragraph 2 other actions pertinent

to cost control at flectric Boat were taken by references (d), (J) and (f).

Copy tot
SHIPS 02

04 0
05
425
425B2
425C2

IL Lalea'wn

Buy U.S. Savineg. Bonds Regulardy on the Payroll Savings Plan
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20360 a R f

08F-149Y;
2 Oct 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTAINT SECRETARY -OF- THE NAVY (INSTALLATIONS
and LOGISTICS)

Subj: Progress Payments on Nuclear Shipbuilding Contractc

Ref: (a) VADM Rickover Memo of July 14, 1971 to ASN(IIL)
on Excessive Progress Payments at Newport News
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company

(b) ASN(I&L) Memo of August 23, 1971 to CNM, samne
subject

(c) ASN(I&L) gIemo of August 23, 1971 to VADM RicZo0;er,
same subject

1. In reference (a) I pointed out that private shipbuil5ers
are receiving more money through progress payments than t.oe-need to finance their Navy work; in effect, the Navy fs providing
these firms an interest-free advance of government funds. ;suggested: (a) for future contracts, the Navy's policy s'ould
be changed so that progress payments are based on a contractor's
actual cash outlays; (b) for current contracts, the Navy's
procedures should be tightened to avoid overpayment.

2. In references (b) and (c) you concurred with my views a.,
those of the Chief of Naval Material concerning the need foran in-depth review and revision of contract financing policies
for future shipbuilding contracts. However, there was no
guidance in your memoranda as to what action the Navy should
take on existing contracts. It seems to me the Navy can aid(
should also take immediate action to improve its administration
of progress payments on existing contracts.

3. In reference (a) I cited several situations illustrating-
the problems in progress payment administration. One shipyard
was billing the Navy for 100% of its-subcontract costs, but
was paying subcontractors progress payments at only a 90 : .
In addition, the yard was including in its billings -he
total cost of items that should have been capitalized over
multi-year period; and it was purchasing materials in greater
quantities than necessary. Through these practices the company
was able to accumulate a cash excess from progress payments
which were greater than costs incurred. At the time of my report,
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the single shipyard I cited had built up for itself a total
of $9.2 million in interest-free government funds. I have
no doubt that the Navy would find similar situations at other
shipyards if an investigation were made.

4. Under current shipbuilding contract provisions, progress
payments are calculated on the basis of Navy estimates of the
physical progress of the ship under construction. There is
evidence that the estimates are frequently influenced by
extraneous considerations. In one case at Newport News
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company, for example, the Navy made
a special estimate of the progress nade in a period covering
the last three working days of 1970. This estimate showed
progress on two ships durinq that neriod at 1.3% and .8%
respectively; on this ground, Ne.rport News received payments for
the period totaling $1.5 million. The validity of this paymen-
is questionable at best. It is remarkable in itself that
anyone could evaluate three days' worth of progress on a
45-month shipbuilding contract; to measure that progress within
a tenth of one percent is unbelieveable. Moreover, the
estimated progress over these three working days was as great
as the progress typically recorded over normal estimating
periods, which cover a work span of 10 to 15 days. These facts
indicate to me that in this case the estimate of physical
progress was used as window dressing to support some pre-
determined rate of payment.

5., Many of our existing shipbuilding contracts still have
years to run and would not be affected by the policy change
you discussed in reference (b). Therefore, in addition to
the policy direction you have provided for new contracts, I
urge you to review and revise the Navy's administration of
progress payments -- particularly the procedures for estimasings
physical completion -- on current contracts. We must elimAinate
the large overpayments being made to some shipbuilders under
Navy contracts.

6. I would appreciate being informed of what action is ta.;en
in this regard'.

. G. Rickover

cc:
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Ship Systems Cor-mand
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Billy,\ DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY.
X a ' ": .n * OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

ya) t S 8 WASHINGTON. D C 20350
26 October 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR VADM RICKOVER, USN, DEPUTY COMMANDER FOR
NUCLEAR PROPULSION, NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

Thank you for your memorandum of 2 October 1971.. -
expressing further your views on the effect of current
shipbuilding progress payment practices. Since my last
memorandum to you concerning this matter I have continued
to examine the question of shipbuilding financing in greater
depth with respect to current and future shipbuilding
programs. I recognize that substantial contractual commit-
ments for new ship construction, including nuclear, have
been made by the Navy in the last few years under current
contract finance policies. I am .also mindful of the fact
that policy changes which might evolve from ASN(FM) reviews
of present financing methods will require time to develop
and effect.

I believe the question of shipbuilding financing is
susceptible to both short and longer term considerations.
From your memoranda of July and October I conclude that
your examination of the effect of the Navy's current finance
policies with respect to nuclear shipbuilding at the Newport
News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company leads to your position
that this shipbuilder has accumulated significant interest
free Government funds. This is a matter I believe we can
address in advance of longer term policy considerations and
thereby accrue the benefits inherent in your examination of
conditions obtaining at this Company.

Accordingly, by copy of this memorandum, I am requesting
that the Chief of Naval Material promptly put into effect
at Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company the
recommendations you have made in your memoranda of 14 July
and 2 October 1971. I further desire that present contractual
commitments with that Company be concurrently examined in
the light of your findings and negotiations as necessary be
opened with a view toward elimination of the conditions you
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cite. By interrelating negotiations for current proposed
new construction with existing contracts it would appear
that an optimum bargaining position could be achieved.

I am confident of your cooperation and assistance in -
this effort to obtain the more equitable and appropriate
contract financing arrangements we both seek.

CHARLES L. ILL
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

(INSTALLATIONS AND LOGISTICS)

Copy to:
cNM,
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

', .t/ WASHINGT'#N. D.C. 20360 RE abe REFER ro

08H-1504

13 Oct 1971

MEMWRANDUM FOR THE CCMANDER, NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS C~qMMND

S bj: Need for Inproved Controls over Change Order Pricing at the
General Dynamics Corporation's Electric Boat Division

Ref: (a) Deputy Commander for Nuclear Propulsion M
t
enrandum to Comnander,

Naval Ship Systems Comirand, Ser 08H-1468 of 4 Jun 1971

1. By reference (a), I forwarded to you a memorandum from my field
representative at Electric Boat Division, Groton which indicated that
Electric Boat appeared to have overcharged the Government on a shipbuilding
contract change by misrepresenting, during negotiation, the basis upon which
the work would be performed.

2. In reference (a), I indicated that it appeared that NAVSHIPS should be
entitled to a price reduction from Electric Boat on this particular change.
Specifically, I recomnended that NAVShIPS take the following action:

a. Obtain an appropriate price reduction from Electric Boat for the
change order in question on the basis that the information provided by
Electric Boat during negotiations was not current, complete and accurate as
required by the Truth-in-Negotiations Act.

b. Insist that major changes be handled under a cost separation shop
order so that actual costs can be compared with negotiated prices for all
significant changes.

c. Set up a system of spot checks to ensure that Electric Boat's pricing
of proposals for changed work is in fact consistent with the way the work
will be perfonred.

Also, I requested that I be advised of what action NAVSHIPS intended to take
in this matter.

3. I have not yet received a response to reference (a). I would
appreciate knowing what actions, if any, have been taken at Electric Boat
in this matter.

GkickovL

Copy to:
NAVSHIPS 02
NAVSHIPS 05
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20360 I" map R~Ea TO

08H-7550
15 Nov 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMANDER, NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

Subj: Need for Improved Controls over Change Order Pricing at
the General Dynamics Corporation's Electric Boat
Division

Ref: (a) Deputy Commander for Nuclear Propulsion Memorandum,
Ser 08H-1468 of 4 June 1971, same subject

(b) Deputy Commander for Nuclear Propulsion Memorandum,
Ser 08H-1504 of 13 Oct 1971, same subject

(c) Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command Memorandum,
Ser 280-0523 of 4 Nov 1971, same subject

1. In reference (a), I forwarded a memorandum from my field
representative at Electric Boat Division, Groton which indicated
that Electric Boat appeared to have overcharged the Government
on a shipbuilding contract change by misrepresenting, during
negotiations, the basis upon which the work would be performed.
Reference (b) requested the status of what actions, if any,
had been taken at Electric Boat in this matter.

2. Reference (c) states that you have directed SUPSHIPS, Groton
to request DCAA to perform a review of the cost and pricing data
upon which the negotiated price for the change was based and to
audit the return costs of this change order. Reference (c)
further states that upon receipt of the DCAA report NAVSHIPS
should know the correct course of action in this matter. I
would appreciate receiving a copy of the audit results.

3. With respect to the more general problems, reference (c)
states that SUPSHIPS, Groton has increased the number of checks
of actual progress on work ordered by changes and will conduct
more frequent spot checks to compare the contractor's actual
work performance with that proposed during change order negotiations.
Moreover, according to reference (c), SUPSHIPS will require
cost separation job orders more frequently on future change
orders. I trust these added safeguards will also be implemented
at all shipyards.
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4. One further point shouid be clarified. Paragraph 3 of
reference (c) states that I had authorized the change to
be issued under a maximum price agreement and, had that
course of action been followed, a better pricing action
might haye resulted. I consider that changes must be priced
in advance of the work whenever possible. The problem in this
case is that the change was overpriced because the contractor
furnished erroneous data in support of his proposal. The
incident highlights the need for better safeguards against-
overpricing -- not the need for moreunadjudicated change
orders.

5. I would appreciate being kept advised of progress in the
matters discussed above.

HK ' Ri-over--
Deputy Commander for
Nuclear Propulsion

cc:
NAVSHIPS 02
NAVSHIPS 05
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. Z2365 ,, n.a
\ @ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Ser 08-6817

F ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~14 Decemaber 19'71

J4EMORANDUM FOR THE COWANDER NAVAL SHI SYSTEC COMMAND

Subj: Use of Overtime on Contracts for Overhaul or Conversion of
Commissioned Nuclear Submarines in Privete Shipyards,
Recommendation to Reduce

1. During my visit to Ingalls Nuclear 3hipbuildlr.g or. 11 December,
the President of Ingalls. stated, in response to my question, that
the overall ;ne of overtime in his yard averaged 2% to 3%, rut that the
overtime on nuclear submarine overnhaU work in the yard was 14% to
15%. Similarly, ry representative at Electric Boat has reported that
the use of overtime on ships being overhauled it. that yard far exceeds
the rate of overtime used on new construction ships. It is obviously
to the contractor's advantage to charge overtime to cost type overhaul
contracts instead of fixed price type new construction contracts,
since this results in greater prof ts and less cost risk to the
contractor.

2. Subsequently, I learned that each current overhaul contract, as
well as the proposal for the contract yet to be negotiated with Ingalls
for the overhaul of USS GATO (SSN615), s:heduled to commence in
January 1972, contains an allcvance for overtime premium psy of
approximately 10%. I also note that current cost-plus-fixed-fee
contracts covering the work done by private yards prior to ship arrival
contain an allowance for overtimelpremium pay.

3. Since we do not have enough money to build the ships the Navy needs
or even to repair those we have, and since costs are rising and
productivity is poor, I consider the current excessive use of
overtime, except for emergenciesunconscionable. This is particularly
true when loafing at yards appears to be between thirty and fifty
percent.

4. I recommend that you give this matter your personal attention and
extricate NAVSIUPS from the absurdlposition of squandering our already
limited resouroes on overtime. This is especially so when it is
obvious that the use of overtime has, for many years, become a means
for increasing pay, but with little or no productive benefit.

5. I would appreciate being advised of your action in the premises.

R. CL "'
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D.?,A.W/;,Z';N'Y- OF? 7Y.;Z NAVY
NAVAL 5$1P SY;TES CO1'.AND

\\?\t , ale,// ~~WASHINGTCGN, D.C. iO3- 4,. 6f..

j7SNINGYCN.O~c. ZO~LB Ser 08N-2211

2 0 DEC 1971

From: Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command
To: DIS01BCTRIN

Sub5': TPn--cal Docu~ento end Desin Data ?V-nih--d to Sra---lcae: by
Reactor ?lant Prime Contracts and Roactor ?Zamt rad Ya:ds for
Ships Under Construction, Request to Specify Contractual Inpact

Ref (a) NAVSHIPS letter Ser C08-1103 dated 15 July 1971 (NOTAL)

1. Reference (a) provides that design data furnished to shipbuilders by
lead reactor plant design yards and reactor plant prime contractors forships under construction are issued on the basis that no contract change
is required. Reference (a) prescribes the procedure to follow and the
notification to be made wherever the shipbuilder considers that such
information requires a contract change. All nuclear qualified shipyards
have acknowledged their acceptance of these arrangements.

2. Recently NAVSHIPS discovered that one shipbuilder was accepting
technical information from a design agent on the basis that it might result
in a contract change at some later time. Proper notification, as required
by reference (a), was not provided. To avoid recurring problems in thisarea, reactor plant prime contractors and lead reactor plant design yards
should include the following disclaimer in' all future correspondence trans-mitting technical documents and design data in areas under the technical
cognizance of NAVSHIPS (08) to shipbuilders for ships under construction.

(Insert name or originator) does not have the authority to modify
contracts between the shipbuilder and the government. Therefore if
the action contained herein is considered by the shipbuilder to
require a change in the currently negotiated price or amount or
delivery or completion date of any contract, the shipbuilder shall
not proceed with the action contained herein but should promptly,
and in any event within 20 days of receipt of this document, notify
NAVSHIPS (08) via the Supervisor of Shipbuilding of the facts and
the reasons for considering that a contract change is required.

3. The action requested by this letter should be placed into effect upon
receipt of this letter. Lead reactor plant design yards and reactor plant
prime contractors are requested to confirm by 15 January 1972 that the actionsrequested by this letter are in effect.

4. The action requested by this letter is considered by NAVSHIPS to be within t -escope of existing contracts and no change in contract delivery or completion da-..or in the current negotiateA price or amount of any government contractis ajthor ztc

Degaty Cordnaneer for
Ncear ?G:oytz..nis:.
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-2- Ser 08N-2211

DISTRIBUTION:
Electric Boat Division, General Dynamics Corporation,

Groton, Via: SUPSEIP, Groton
Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co.,

Newport News, Via: SUPSHIP, Newport News
Electric Boat Division, General Dynamics Corp.,

Quincv. Via: SUPSHIP, Quincy
PNRO
6NRO
ANSTR, MAO
ANSTR, PAD

Copy to:
PNRO Rep., Groton (2)
PNRO Rep., Pascagoula
PNRO Rep., Newport News
General Manager, Bettis
General Manager, KAPL
General Manager, MAO
general Manager, PAD
Ingalls Shipbuilding Corp., Pascagoula

Via: SUPSHIP, Pascagoula
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WEWPOpiT t'W'.S S'tLst 3'G
AND ORWY DOC C!OAV! A Major Component of Tenneco Inc.

NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGNWA 5,407 . * PMMONM m 3'Z.Snt

General/Contracts

January 17, 1972

RADM C. M. Hart
Supervisor of Shipbuilding,
:Conversion and Repair, U. S. Navy
Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company
Newport News, Virginia 23607

iSubjects Technical Documents and Design Data Furnished to Shipbuilders by
;Reactor Plant Prime Contractor and Reactor Plant Lead Yards
for Ships Under Construction

'References:
.(a) SupShip-NN letter Gen/4330, Ser 415-481 dated 29 December 1971

* b) NAVSHIPS letter 08N-2210 dated 20 December 1971

;Dear Sirs

Reference (a) stated that a Disclaimer Clause, as provided in
reference (b), should appear on all future correspondence transmitting
technical documents and design data under the cognizance of HAVSHIPS (08).
Reference (a) further requested confirmation by January 15, 1972 that the
actions required by reference (b) are in effect.

This letter is to confirm that we have implemented the requirement.
of reference (b), effective this date, for all work performed by us as a Leac
Reactor Plant Design Yard and for all work performed by us which is equiva-
lent to a Lead Reactor Plant Design Yard and/or a Reactor Plant Prime Contrae

Yours very truly,

C. E. Dart
Vice President

CLWsvep
One duplicate herewith
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ictric Uo;it Division

February 2, 19t2

Subject: .Technieol DOc11cnts ond Dcnd r ; D.to Furniched to
Shipbuildtrs by _Hc.ctcr Plant lrime C~ntrocts end
* iEt fWtTFj...id Ycrds for ShS-e Under Construction

Reference: (P) SUPSHIP-Groton ltr 5er: J'1O-1C dtd 4 :onuory 1972
endorzibr, ;;.iA51I13S ltr Ser: 0511-2211 dtd
20 December 1971

Vice Admiral It. 0. Rickover, US5
;:AVS;1Iis 08
NleVol Ships Systemes Command lHeodquarters
Navy DCportment
Yeehintton, D. C.. 20360

Via: Suporviror of Shipbuilding
C-:nver:ion and iltcpir, USi
Groton, Conmectleut 05340

'!R i

1. Reference (a) requeted Electric Boat Diviclon, as a lerd reactor
plent design yard, to incorporete a disclaimer on all future corr'soon-
dJenee trcnsmitt!nG technical tiocumentr cnd dcsirn data In arocsr under
the technical cosnizance of UAVS! I?5 0" to shipbuilders for chips under

ConstructiOn. ThIl disclaimer is to asrure that the information trans-

mitted Is issued on the basis tl.ot no contract chonge be required.

2. Electric Boot Division ho- taken action to place the use of the

dincloincr Into effect. Since it *:.11 be necersory to obtain stoC-B .

and revise procedures, full. compliance will be nchieved by February 15,
1972.

Very ly yours,

* .D. Piere
Cencral j4sonLger
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,DEPAR t.ZN7 F T EE NAVY
NAVAL!-IUP SYSTEN.SCOMMAND

WASIH:NGTON. C. C. 20360 IN REPLY REFER TO

-2 2 e DEC J'l

.MEYRANDUM FOR T CHIEF OF NAVAL MA=ERIAL

Subject: Litton Industries Managerent of Navy Shipbuilding Work at the
Ingalls Nuclear Shipbuilding Division (East Bank) and Ship Systems
Division (West Bank) Pascagoula, Mississippi

1. In a telephone conversation last night you advised me of a suggestion
within the Governrent that Litton Industries be encouraged to consolidate
work at its Ingalls Nuclear Shipbuilding Division (East Bank Yard) and
its Ship Systeas Division (West Bank Yard), Pascagoula, Mississippi, urner
the management of the East Bank yard. As I understand the suggestion,
Litton would use key management and shipbuilding trades personnel Late:-
changeably betaeen these yards as recessary to carry out the West Bank yard
commitments under the U~A and oD 963 programs. In effect, the East irL.
yard would becore responsible for that work.

2. In our discussion I told you I opposed this suggestion. My experience
in the mclear submarine program is that the management talent and she
availability of skilled, qualified trades personnel at the East Bankc yarc
is limited - barely able to cope with its own problems. The proble-.s t'at
exist on current submarine contracts indicate that there is no excess
talent from nuclear submarine work to solve problems at the West Bank yard.
For exanple:

a. Construction of SSN's 680, 682 and 683 is behind original scnedules
and the performance of work is unsatisfactory in many respects. Poor
workaraship on the reactor plant is resulting in costly and tire const.zing
ripout and rework. The manager of the East Bank yard has been giving these
problems much of his personal attention; he mist continue to do so if these
ships are to be ormpleted in a reasonable tine.

b. Litton has been endeavoring to establish a nuclear submarine overhaul
ans refueling capability at the East Bank yard for many years. Progress
has been slow. The delays in establishing a refueling capability recer.nty
forced the Navy to reassign the overhaul and refueling of the USS DACE
(SSN 607) fran Litton to another shipyard. The establishment of a nuclear
ship overhaul and refueling capability at the East Bank yard is another
substantial effort that will require a great deal of management effort a..d
utilization of key trades personnel at the East Bank yard.

3. If the Navy permits or reduires diversion of key nuclear resources at
the East Bank yard to support the LHA and DD 963 programs at the West a- c
yard, it will undo the nuclear capdoility for which the Navy has worked so
long and at great expense to create.
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4. If the Navy seriously pursues the suggestion to utilize the East Banc

yard to support the LEA and iD 963 programs, I reoa nd that we isnediately

stop all actions to establish a nuclear refueling capability at the East

Bank yard. If the situation further davelopes that there is insufficient

talent at the East Bank yard to perfom thie nuclear work nci underway, I

would be ompelled to consider withdrawing its qualifications as a nuclcar

yard. In this .event I would reoasend that we initiate action to complete

construction of SSN's 680, 68: and 682 now at the East Bank yard at one of

the other nuclear qualified private yards.

5. Litton presently has unsettled contract changes and outstanding clames

against the Government which total well over $250 trillion. If the Navy

requires a Change in management in the Litton organization, the Naw will

thereby assume a large degree of responsibility for the work and expose

itself to substantial risks of further orntract claims by Litton. The Navy

could well became liable for future delays and difficulties at both shipyarcs,

particularly for any deterioration in perfornance.

6. For the above reasons I recorna against the suggestion to consolidate

responsibility for work at the East and West Banck yards. Litton and the

wavy contracted for the LEA and DD 963 programs with full krso2edge of the

orcblems inherent in starting a new yard and utilizing new approaches to

sL .- i:ilding. it would be wrong to attempt a possible solution to these

prcolars at the expense of our nuclear suanarmne progrars.

G. Rickover

Copy to:
Cainander, Naval Ship Systens CoRand

92-530 0 - 82 - 19
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20360

08H1-502
19 Jan 1972

MflR4WM FUR THE QWNDER, NAVAL SHIP SYSTMS =PND

Subj: Review of Procuresnt and Cost Control Systems at the Electric Boat
Division of General Dynamics Corporation

Ref: (a) My memorandum dtd 13 Sep 1969 to ASN(I&L)
(b) NAVSHIPS ass OCN:FCJ:lt Ser 124-OCN dtd 30 Apr 1970
(c) My memorandum Ser o0H-772 dtd 26 Aug 1970 to ASN(I&L)
(d) NAVSHIPS ltr OCN:FCJ:lt Ser 468-4N dtd 23 Dec 1971

Encl: (1) List of my reports of deficiencies at the Electric Boat Division
of General Dynamics Corporation

(2) Minutes of 9 Decenber 1971 moeting between SUPSHIPS, Groton,
and NAVSHEPS 08 Representatives, Groton

1. In reference (a), I reported deficiencies in the procurement and rost
control system under Navy contracts at the Electric Boat Division of General
Dynamics Corporation. Reference (b) is the report of a Special Navy Review
Team foured to investigate those deficiencies. Reference (c) contains my
caimannts on the shortoanings of the review team's report.

2. Reference (d) requested a follo-up review of the procurement and oest
control systems at Electric Boat by the Naval Ship Systems CaWnand Inspector
General. fie asked ma to make reaomuendations for such a review.

3. Enclosure (1) lists several reports I have made concerning other
deficiencies at Electric Boat since the Special Navy Review Team visited
the shipyard. My representatives at Electric Boat recently asked the
Supervisor of Shipbuilding what action had been taken on the remnaendations
contained in my reports. Enclosure (2) is the Supervisor's response.
It shows that not mudi has been done to correct the basic deficiencies I
have reported.

4. If there is to be a follow-up review, my reports would be a good
starting point. In mry opinion, however, the Navy has already wasted far
too much effort in reviews. In the past three years the Navy has had
team after team, group after group travel to shipyards to review the same
deficiencies. These have resulted in considerable effort but few tangible
results. what is needed is corrective action.
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5. My recammendation is that, instead of devoting effort to yet another

review, NAVSHIPS onncentrate on solving the long-standing problems which

have already been identified.

Copy to:
NAVS~rS aCN

02
05
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List of VADM Rickover Reports of Deficiencies at
the Electric Boat Division of
General Dynamics Corporation

VADM Rickover memorandum Ser 08H-767 dtd 15 Jul 1970 to ASN(I&L)
Subj: Review of Overhead Costs on Navy Contracts at Electric
Boat

* VADM Rickover memorandum Ser 08H-786 dtd 30 Oct 1970 to ASN(I&L)
Subj: Excessive Shipbuilder Profits on Nuclear Submarine
Overhaul and Conversion Contracts

* VADM Rickover memorandum Ser 08H-1468 dtd 4 Jun 1971 to
COMNAVSHIPS Subj: Need for Improved Controls over Chanqe
Order Pricing at the General Dynamics Corporation's Electric
Boat Division

* VADM Rickover memorandum Ser 08H-1494 dtd 11 Sep 1971 to
COMNAVSHIPS Subj: Employment of Electric Boat Personnel by
the Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Groton, Connecticut

* VADM Rickover memorandum Ser 08H-1495 dtd 18 Sep 1971 to
COMNAVSHIPS Subj: Excessive Costs of Nuclear Submarine
Overhaul and Conversion Contracts at Electric Boat
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PURPOSE OF MEETING: This meeting was held so that SUPSHIP, Groton could
identify what action has been taken to improve the
administration of Navy contracts at Electric Boat, par-
ticularly with respect to problems raised in various
NAVSHIPS 08 memoranda. It is understood that the re-
porting of this information does not in any way relieve
SUPSHIPS, Groton from its responsibility to take appro-
priate corrective action, nor does this meeting consti-
tute NAVSHIPS 08, Naval Reactors or NR Rep, Groton
concurrence, either expressed or implied, with the
actions outlined by SUPSHIPs.

ATTENDEES: SUPSHIPS, Groton

CAFT A. E. Rose, Jr., SUPSHIPS, Groton
CDR V. J. Manara, Jr., Deputy SUPSBIPS
CDR M. MscKinnon, m, Quality Control and Engineering Officer
CDR R. R. Taylor, Contracting Officer

NR Rep., Groton

E. J. Siskin
D. E. Ledwig

DATE OF MEETING: Thursday, December 9, 1971

I. GENERAL

CAPT Rose started with a discussion of various actions he is taking to
improve the operation and effectiveness of SUPSHIPS, Groton. He pointed out
that many of these actions were being taken on his own initiative and without
any impetus from NAVSHIPS 08. CAPr Rose stated tht these actions include:

A. CAFT Rose has been conducting a program to meet with every SUPSHIPS, Groton
supervisor. This program is now nearly completed. The key points he discusses
aae: (1) the changing contract environment, resulting in a shift from fixed-
price contracts to cost sharing type contracts; (2) the need to develop improved
methods of cost control and cost reductions; (3) the standards of conduct expected
of SUPSHIPS, Groton employees; (4) SUPSS , Groton employees must feel responsible
for their jobs and for a satisfactory product. He also solicits any suggestions
they may have for improving the effectiveness of SUPSHIPS, Groton.

B. SUPSEIPS, Groton has started conducting reviews of various general work
areas to determine what problems exist. The first area investigated was valve
overhaul work. A number of deficiencies including lack of cost feedback, poor
shop procedures and planning and poor productivity were identified and have been
raised with EB in a formal letter from Rose to Pierce. No answer has been
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received yet. The current area being investigated is operation of the machineshop. The next plan review will be in the area of preservation and protectionof equipment.

C. A group headed by CDR Ballantine (SUPSHIPS Planning and Estimating Officer)is comparing overhaul work authorization systems at SUPSNTP, Groton and ElectricBoat with Newport News to determine ways to reduce costs and improve control.Ballantine will also compare productivity at Newport News with that at EB todetermine where improvements can be made.

D. SUPSHIPS now has routine monthly meetings with the local Defense ContractAudit Agency (DCAA) office to coordinate what areas will be checked both by DCMand SUPSHIPS.

E. SUPSHIPS is taking the lead with NAVSHIPS in preparation of a manual forthe control of operations relating to watertight integrity (SUBIANT and NorfolkNaval Shipyard are also participating). This manual will also establish standardrequirements for launching and undocking a ship. This manual should be issuedwithin about six months.

F. SUPSiups and DCAA performed a detailed study of EB's material control andhandling, from initial procurement until final salvage, which identified a largenumber of deficiencies. This was probably the "straw that broke the camel's back"resulting in EB's making massive changes in this area. This review was initiatedin July 1971. A draft report was issued to Electric Boat and EB's initial re-sponse has been received and is being reviewed by SUPSHIPS.

G. SUPSHIPS has just hired an industrial engineer with cost and qualitycontrol backgrounds. He will be assigned to work for the SUPSHIPS businessanalyst (Sykora). The first area he plans to investigate is excessive mainten-ance costs. Ledwig noted that an EB hired consulting firm, WOFAC, has done workin this area. Rose indicated that he expected he would be able to get copiesof this report, or any other, from EB.

H. Rose has sent a letter to Pierce raising the issue of the high Es costof overhauls in comparison with Newport News. Pierce has not yet repliedformally to this specific letter. This letter pre-dates a letter fromAdmiral Sonenshein to Pierce on this same subject.

I. Rose has requested NAVSHIPS help in investigating possible excess costsin the employee compensation areas such as those resulting from trade unionpractices. He pointed out that these areas are very sensitive and that onlyhighly experienced personnel should be permitted to investigate them. Anexample of the kind of excess about which he is concerned is the EB labor contractrequirement that carpenters be available to install or remove brows any time aship is moved. This is in addition to the normal riggers required.
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J. SUPSHIPS, Groton personnel are participating in NAVBHIPS task forces

investigating: (1) any differences between the work authorized and work

actually accoaplished at both Electric Boat and Newport News. This review

is being conducted in considerable detail, including visits to SSBN-634

(overhauled at Electric Boat) and SSBN-636 (overhauled at Newport News);

(2) overhaul cost comparisons between Electric Boat and Newport News in the

areas of material control, direct labor hours and overhead ccparability.

K. SUPSi{IPS is working with ES to develop a more efficient means of de-

fining and negotiating emergent overhaul work items.

L. SUPSHIPS is working with NAVSHIPS to develop action plans covering

corrective action for all problem areas identified in the "Jones Report".

These action plans will be available by the end of January 1972. These action

plans are being established for EB, Newport News and Ingalls and are part of

EAVSHIPS Contract Administration Improvement Program (CAIP).

QUALITY CONTROL

CAPT Rose stated that action being taken by SUPSIPS, Groton in the specific

areas discussed in Admiral Rickover's memorandum to Admiral Sonenshein dated

September 1, 1971, include the following:

A. SUPSHIPS Organization - SUPSHIPS has implemented a reorganization, ap-

proved by NAVSMRS for a one-year trial period, in which quality control and

engineering functions report to CDR MacKinnon (Quality Control and Engineering

Officer). Quality control was previously associated with the production manage-

ment function. CAPT Rose indicated that this reorganization is proving very

beneficial since close coordination between these two groups (Engineering and

Quality Assurance) results in more effective quality control and in prompt

resolution of quality rejections. No conflict of interest exists since neither

engineering nor quality c ntrol has responsibility for production. CDR MacKinnon

noted that he is spending a greater share of his time in the quality control

area at this time.

Rose indicated that he hopes that NAVSH&PS will permit a full one-year trial

of this reorganization.

B. Surveillance of Non-Destructive Testing - SUPSHIPS now actually conducts

liquid penetrant inspections of joints previously accepted by EB Quality Control.

During the first weekend in December 1971, SUPSHIPS inspectors actually performed

liquid penetrant inspections of sixteen joints. All were satisfactory. These

inspections will continue. In addition, SUPSHI will ask EB to reinspect, under

SUPSHIPS observation, about five previously accepted joints per week. Further
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visual inspections to NAVSBPS 250-1500-1 requirements will also be accomplished.SUPSHIPS has been reviewing other non-destructive testing areas to determinewhere else actual government inspections would be of value.

Regarding radiography film reviews, SWPSlIPS no longer will advise EB ofthe scope of their surveillances.

SUPSHIPs is taking action to formally qualify their non-destructive testinginspectors in their areas of responsibility. The present status is:

1. Liqid Penetrant - The Branch Head is a qualified NMVSHIPS 250-1500-1examiner and has qualified ive inspectors.

2. Radiography - One qualified examiner and three qualified readers.

3. M.gnet Particle - A SUPSHIPS Quality Control employee will takethe bbgnetic Particle Examiner's Test at Bettis during the week of December 13, 1971.
4. Ultrasonic - A SUPSHIPS employee will be sent to Bettis in mid-January1972 in order to qualify as an examiner.

C. Inspection Coverage of Back-Shifts and Weekends - Two to three SUPSHIPSinspectors are being assigned to second-shifts and weekends. The emphasis ison in-process work. During November, the addition of one more man to off-shiftsaccounted for approximately 2,000 additional observations in the nuclear area.No discrepancies were noted. A system is being established to identify when workwill be conducted on back-shifts which would warrant SUPS~HPS surveillance.

D. Training and Qualification of SUPSHIPS Inspectors - SUPSHIPS is developinga formal qualification program. Training in loca nuclear standard instructionsand standard documents is expected to be completed by March 1972. In addition,,'approximately 35 SUPSHIPS inspectors will be qualified to Nuclear Welding Standard(lAVSHIS 250-1500-1) visual inspection requirements.

NAVSHIPB is also working on a formal training program. Programs, includingoutside training, are being established in shielding, lifting, cleaning, marking,material control and non-destructive testing. SUPSHIS, Groton has the lead forpreparing programs in the shielding, lifting areas and MIr areas.
E. to Pror Standards - SUPSHIPS is reviewing attribute checklis to insure thatheseflss e requirements of NAVSHIPS 250-1500-1and that all important parameters are covered.

F. Further Comments Regarding Quality Control

1. SUPSHIPS plans to establish a nuclear inspection group with a super-visor and three to five inspectors. These inspectors will undergo a formal
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training and qualification program, although the specific details have not yet
been established. The supervisor will have complete shift freedas to cover any
areas of concern.

2. To ensure that identified problems are raised to the proper level
of EB management, the new nuclear inspection group will have the authority to
deal with EB management reporting to the General Manager. Siskin pointed out
that it is necessary to review the discrepancies found in order to be in a
position to raise such issues with EB management. For example, of 80 quality
efficiency reports issued by SUPSHIPS so far this year, more than 20 concerned
receipt inspection marking deficiencies. Yet SUPSHM has not raised this
general issue with EB management.

. 3. To permit ready identification of STES inspectors on the water-
front, all SUPSHIPS inspectors will wear bard hats painted international orange.

4. CDR MacKinnon noted that one aspect of SUPSHIPS quality control being
investigated is whether their people are "mesmerizes" by statistics. MacKinnon
is devoting mach of his time to overcome this attitude anl to developing a balance
between the analysis of statistical sampling and actual observations of hardware
for the purpose of assuring contractor quality.
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SUPSHIP actions taken in response to recommendations of VAow Rickover for
corrective action at Electric Boat.

G. Recommendations to the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (&L) Dated
13 September 1969 and SUPSHIP'S Resnonse.

1. Recommendation: Withdraw Navy approval of the procurement system.
The company should be required to submit all proposed subcontracts in
excess of $25,000 for Government review and approval prior to placement.

SUPSEIP's Response: Electric Boat's procurement system approval has
been allowed to lapse. To date NAVSEIPS reapproval has not been granted.
Two annual procurement reviews have been performed since, and improve-
ments have been noted. SUPSHIP has employed a Procurement Methods Analyst
to review EB's procurement full time. Effort will be directed toward
improving the quality of EBDIV cost and price analysis. This is an area
in which SUPSHIP considers EBDIV procurement to be deficient.

2. Recendation: Withdraw approval of Electric Boat's accounting
system until effective controls are established to preclude mischarging
of labor and material costs on Goverament contracts.

SUPSHIP'a Resoonse: Recent labor audits reveal great improvement in
the accuracy of labor charges fron a sampled error rate of 32% in early
1970 to less than 1% now. However, SUPSHIP and the DOA have identified
numerous deficiencies in EB's material control system which have been
taken up with EB Management over the past six months. EB has acknowledged
that deficiencies exist and will report to the Supervisor what corrective
action they are taking in January 1972. SUPSHIP and DCAA will continue to
investigate EBDIV's accounting system and will require corrective action
where necessary.

3. AgMMU : Revise progress payment procedures so that General
Dynamics no longer gets interest-free use of Government funds.

SUPSHIP'a Resoonse: This recosmendation, with regard to new
construction contracts, is being reviewed by a special Navy progress
payments review team cozmposed of NAVSEIPS, NAVCCQ, and NAVMAT
members. In addition, a new payments clause for cost-type contracts
has been issued effective 1 January 1972. This clause will restrict
reimbursement to actual cash payments made by the contractor. It is
understood that NAVSEHIPS will issue instructions restricting payments
on cost-type contracts.
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4. ISSUE: Ledsig asked what action was being taken concerning the
following related statement in the 13 September 1969 NAVSBIPS 08 report:

"Through questionable material charging practices,
Electric Boat is charging the government for material
that renains in inventory."

Ledwig pointed out Electric Boat is doing this in order to collect a

progress payment in advance of material actually being issued. Ledwig
stated NAVSHIPS 08 pointed out to the Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(I&L) on 26 August 1970 that:

"Thus even assuming the Goverment were wiling to
allow Electric Boat to obtain progress payments on
its inventories, it does not appear that the Govern-
ment determination required by ASPR B-303(e) has
been made, nor that Electric Boat's accounting for
materials is adequate to comply with the conditions
cited in ASPR B-312."

SUPSMEP's Response: Two separate issues are involved here. The

first issue is whether or not material costs can be properly allocated
to contracts prior to physical movement of the material to the water-

front. The second problem concerns the ability of the EBDIV property
control system to adequately protect our interests as specified in

ASPR B-312. It is the opinion of the Supervisor and DCAA that the

method of allocation currently employed by EBDIV on cost-type contracts
is allowable under the terms of current contracts. While we agree that

it would be advantageous from several aspects to require EB30V to totally

fund the inventory, current ASPR cost principles allow otherwise. In
early January 1972 EBDrV will brief the Supervisor concerning the changes

to his material control system. If his new system meets ASPR requirements,

the determination required by ASPR B-303(e) will be made. If not, DCAA

will be instructed to recommend appropriate disallowances.

5. R n : Issue instructions to preclude the Government from

financing development of the Artic submarine tanker and other cssmercial
ventures.

SUPSHTP'pa Resnonse: The DCAA is preparing a suspension in the amount

of $612,375. This recommended disallowance is now being reviewed by DGAA

Regional Office and will be forwarded to SUPSEIP in the near future. It
is interesting to note that KEDYV is currently charging this expense to

Corporate IRWD.

6. Rec:mmendation Issue policy instructions to preclude employment of

former contractor personnel in positions where they are responsible for

reviewing contractor operations in the activity where they were formerly
employed .

SUPSHIP'a Response: This is a matter for NAVSEIPS action. No policy

instructions have been issued by SUPSHIP in this area.
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7. Recendation: Require that the decision as to whether work should
be performed in-house or subcontracted (make or buy) as vell as the
decision to assign work to other General Dynamics divisions be reviewed
and approved in advance by the Government.

SUPSHIP's ReNaon: Advance reviewed of make-or-buy decisions are
performed by SUPEIP on long lead time material contracts. SUPSHIP does
not participate in make-or-buy decisions on other contracts but reviews
the contractor's policies and procedures as part of the continuous
surveillance of contractor's procurement system; additionally minutes of
the EBDIV Make-or-Buy Conmittee are reviewed on an after-the-fact basis.

8. Recommendation: Establish principles, procedures and the means to
place the Government on an equal footing with the contractor in settling
change orders and claims.

SUPSHIP's Response: Efforts to improve the quality of SUPSHIP's
contracts personnel are being made. Formal training in Cost Principles,
negotiation and contract administration is being provided at both
Government as well as commercial activities. Hiring practices geared
to selecting the "best qualified" individual are being pursued for all
positions where the Civil Service rules permit. The staff of the
Contracts Department now has three het's, a law degree and a number of
individuals with undergraduate degrees. Also, Coumsel is assigned to
SUPSHIP to advise the Contracts Department on disputed items. Adequate
technical support personnel have been made available to the contracts
area. "Equal footing" philospby with the contractor is being constantly
emphasized by the management of the Contracts Department. The management
will continue to intensify the efforts to improve the quality and quantity
of work in the contracts area. To that objective, plans have been made
to request the hiring of two new young end aggressive graduates for claims
work. Additionally, a five-year manoer development program has been
undertaken to provide orderly replacements with fully qualified individuals
as the vacancies through retirement are created.

9. : Assign a team of experienced procurement and cost
control specialists to conduct a thorough investigation of procurement
and cost control practices and to develop a cczprebsnsive corrective
action program so as to preclude further waste of Goverment funds.

SUPSHIP's Resoonse: Numerous NAVHEIPS investigators have visited
EBDIV to study overhaul costs. In addition, the Resident Government
Auditor is now reviewing the EBDIV procurement area. SUPSHIP has
employed a full-time procurement analyst. Electric Boat has employed
a consulting firm to increase productivity and set new production
standards.
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H. Reowmendatiorgs to the Assistant Seretary Of the Navy (I&L) Dated

15 July 19170 end SUPSHIP'sa Resnnse.

1. Recommendation The Navy should require Electric Boat to establish

definitive standards and criteria for charging coats directly to contracts

or to overhead.

SUPSHIP's Response: The Resident Goverment Auditor still has

problems in this area. SUPSEIP expects that Uniform Cost Accoumting

Standards might help correct the problem.

2. Recommendation The Navy should insist that Electric Boat's

accounting system be adequate to ensure that costs are charged fairly

between cost-type and fixed price contracts.

SUPSHIP's Response: There have been several improveenU in this

area; however, SUPSHIP still finds problems which have been and will

continue to be taken up with Electric Boat Lnagement as they are

identified.

3. Recommendation: The Navy should establish a formal program for

regular review and appraisal of the efficiency and effectiveness of

each overhead function.

SUPSHIP's aesnonse: SUPSEIP recognises the need for a comprehensive

review of EBDIV overhead. NAVSHIS is looking at this recommendation

and plans action. If NAVSEIPS does not take action soon, a positive

program will be developed by SUPGMP.

4. Recommendation: The Navy should require a "lease versus purchase"

analysis of any facilities items which wil be charged directly or

indirectly to Governmnt contracts.

STPSHP's Response: This is not being required of Electric Boat by

SUPSEIP except in the ADPE area or where specifically required by ASPR

or the contract. An ADPE request has been submitted for approval. This

proposal is currently under study.

5. Ba g: The Navy should establish procedures for the review

and analysis of Electric Boat manpower requirements in order to ensure

that Electric Boat does rot carry excessive personnel at Government
expense.

STIShIP's Resoonse: NAVSHIPS 425.B2 (Blaney) is reviewing this area

as part of an overhaul work comparison between Electric Boat and Newport

News.
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6. Recommendation: The Navy should require Electric Boat to obtain the
maximum possible competition for overhead purchases, including purchases
of insurance and other service costs. Goveroment approval Of sole source
procurement should be required for purchases of $25,000 or more.

SUPSHIP's Resoonse: Current Navy directives require all insurance
matters to be forwarded to NAVMAT for action. In other areas, two
actions have been taken. An industrial engineer will investigate EBDIV's
maintenance program and other high cost areas. Secondly, we are arranging
with DCASR (Boston) to perform a compensation schedule review which will
include hourly, salaried, and other aspects of compensation including
bonuses.

I. Recommendations to CX!AVSNIPS Dated . June 1971 and SUPSHIP's Resoonse.

1. Recom endation Insist that major changes be handled under a cost
separation shop order so that actual costs can be compared with negotiated
prices for all significant changes.

SUPSHIP's Response: This is not done in all cases but SUPSHIP has
taken this action for a number of recent changes. Some changes are too
broad in scope to permit valid cost separation. An audit check has been
performed on a recent change under which costs were segregated and the
results are inconclusive. Uach effort remains to be done in this area.

2. Recommendation: Set up a system of spot checks to ensure that
Electric Boat's pricing of proposals for changed work is in fact
consistent with the way the work will be performed.

SXPSHIP's Response: No formal system of spot checks has been set up.

J. Recommendation; to Y SIPS Dated 11 Sentemcer 1971 and SUPSHIP's Resnonse.

1. Recommeio: I recoend that NAYSHIPS adopt a policy of not
hiring contractor personnel for positions involving contract administration
and Government surveillance at activities where they were formerly employed.

SUPSHIP'a ResMonse: This is a matter for NAVSHIPS.

K. Recendations to CCElAVSHIPS Dated 18 Seotember 1971 and SUPSHIP's

1. Recommendation: Undertake, as a priority effort, the reduction of
overhaul and conversion costs at Electric Boat by at least 30 percent to
get them in line with costs for comparable work at Newport News. My
past reports and the results of other follow-up reviews should serve as
the basis for the needed improvements.
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RePSH's R e Two NAVSHIPS groups from SHIPS 04 (Blaney) and
SHIPS 05 (Ferguson) are nw looking into this matter. A SUPSHIP team
also is comparing EBDIV and Newport News work packages.

2. ReE=en stablish closer Government surveillance of costs
on submarine overhaul and conversion contracts at Electric Boat. This
should include verifying Electric Boat budgets and costs for specific
jobs against the cost of sinilr work at other shipyards.

SUPSHIP's Resuonse: NAVSBIPS 04 (Blaney) is looking into this
matter. SUPSHIP personnel are participating in the effort. The SUPSHIP
Work Planning-Officer recently spent a week at Newport News observing
operations there for possible cost savings ideas.

Additional Issues Raised with CNNAVSHIPS on 18 September 1971 end SgMS}§IP'
Ieswonse.

3. Issue: Electric Boat has announced some planned facility improvement
projects. Most of these projects are aimed at improving productivity and
efficiency on fixed price, new construction work where Electric Boat must
be competitive to continue to get business. Notmuch seems to be plaxmed
to improve overhaul facilities where work is done on cost-type contracts.
To my kcowledge, the Navy has not obtained a cOmmitment from flectric Boat
to improve the facilities being used on cost-type overhaul and conversion
work.

SUPSH;IP' Response: The Supervisor has seen Electric Boat's five-
year capital improvement plan which includes facilities for UIM and
688 Class submarines. S oP has received no caonitments from Electric
Boat to improve their overhaul facilities.

4. Tssan: Although the Navy foots the bill for overtime costs on over-
hauls and conversions, it does not attempt to review the use of overtime
or control it.

sUPS6IP sResnonse: NAVSHIPS contracts do not require review of
overtime. However, SUPSHIP agrees overtime should be monitored and
plans to set up a system to review this area. Additionally, NAVSHIPS
has been requested to require SUPSEIP's approval of overtime premiums
on the next CPFF contract.

5. Issue: It costs about twice as much to dry dock a submarine at
Electric Boat as it costs to dry dock one at Newport News. Yet, no one
seems to be working with Electric Boat to try to lower costs in this area.

SUPSHIP' a Response: SUPSHIP now is reviewing this matter.
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6. Issue: The Navy still cannot get access-to Electric Boat's
financial books and records in areas of capital investment plans
and cash flow.

SUPSRIP's Response: This area has improved but the problem is not
solved. SUPSHIP has been successful in obtaining access to certain
records on a case-by-case basis.

7. Issue: There is no effective system of internal audit by Electric
Boat nor surveillance of this function by NAVSHIPS.

SUPSHIP's Response: This is correct. Electric Boat will not give
SUPSHIP access to their internal audit plans. This issue is still being
pursued with Electric Boat.

SUPSHIIS, Groton

ALBI, E. ROSE, '
CAPUM, USN

MR Rep, Groton

"D J. SISlIm

DONALD E. LExMI
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND) WASHINGTON. D.C. 20360

7 Feb 1972
The Honorable William Proxmire
U. S. Senate
Washinqton, D. C.

Dear Senator Proxmire,

Your letter of November 29, 1971, requested my comments
on a Naval Ship Systems Command letter dated November 5,
1971. That letter discussed the large disparity in costs
incurred and profits paid on nuclear submarine overhaul
and conversion work at two major shipyards.

I explained this issue in testimony before your Joint
Economic Committee on April 28, 1971. The basic issue is
straightforward. I testified as follows:

The Defense Department's current profit
policies reward inefficiency. Under today's
defense procurement regulations, the higher the
costs on a defense contract, the higher the profit.
Contractors have no incentive to invest in new
machine tools or other facilities which could make
defense work more efficient. There is instead a
strong incentive for a contractor to maintain
minimum investment with the highest possible cost
base for determining profit.

Last year I reported to my superiors a
specific example of the inequities of the present
practice of figuring profits as a percentage of
costs. Two contractors were each awarded noncompetitive
contracts for the same kind of job. Contractor A's
costs were $26 million - 45 percent - higher than
Contractor B's for a comparable scope of work. Yet
Contractor A was paid $1.4 million more profit than
Contractor B. The contractor with the higher costs
was awarded a higher profit than the more efficient
contractor.

In subsequent hearings held by your committee on
September 28, 1971, you asked the Commander, Naval Ship
Systems Command to advise you what action the Navy has
taken to correct this situation. His response is contained
in his November 5th letter. In general, it implies that
corrective action has been taken and that substantial

92-530 0 - 82 - 20
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improvements have been made. I regret to advise you that,
in my opinion, this is not the case.

My comments on the Navy response are attached as enclosure (1).
I invite your attention particularly to Tables 1 and 2 of the
enclosure.

I trust that my comments are responsive to yourrequest.

Respectfully,

H. G. Rickover

Enclosure (1): VADM H. G. Rickover comments on NAVSHIPS letter
dated November 5, 1971

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations & Logistics)
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command.
Office of Lenislative Affairs
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Detailed Comments on NAVSHIPS letter dated November 5, 1971

A. NAVSHIPS Statement:

In viewing the problem of apparent inequity between
Polaris/Poseidon overhaul and conversion costs and

fees at (Shipyard A) and (Shipyard B), it must
be recognized that we are dealing with one of the
most complex weapons systems ever developed, a
process involving imprecise initial estimates
(overhaul and repair), and an extremely complex
industrial environment. As a consequence,
it is a most difficult task to compare the
operational and control procedures as well as
the end product of these two shipbuilders. In
addition, our efforts are significantly limited
by the lack of direct comparability between their
respective accounting systems.

Admiral Rickover Comment:

One reason it is difficult to make detailed comparisons

of the costs of individual tasks at these two yards is

that the Navy has not established minimum standards for

accounting and renortinn of costs under ship overhaul

contracts. The shipyards may keep their books almost any

way they olease -- even though, under their contracts,

their accounting systems are supposed to be satisfactory

to the Navy. The results in total, however, can be

comnared.

Table 1, on the following page, shows that the

negotiated target costs at Shipyard A for nine overhaul

and conversion jobs involving essentially the same work

were about $60 million higher than for Shipyard B.; for

this higher cost, the Navy allowed Shipyard A $5.4 million

moro profit than Shipyard B.

I-'N('rTS!IB (1)
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TABLE 1

PREMIUM IN TARGET COST AND TARGET FEE

FOR WORK PERFORMED AT SHIPYARD A

RATHER THAN SHIPYARD B

Per Ship
Target co arget Fee

Shipyard A $28.2 Million $2.7 MillionShipyard B 21.6 2.1

Average premium per ship $ 6.6 Million I .6 Million

Number of ships handled by
Shipyard A x9 x9

Total premium for work
performed at Shipyard A
rather than Shipyard B $59.4 Million $5.4 Million
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B. NAVSHIPS Statement:

The problem is further aggravated by the fact that
these companies are operating in very different
business environments, a situation which definitely
impacts their respective cost profiles. (Shipyard A)
is solely a submarine overhaul and construction
operation, whereas (Shipyard B) is involved in a
variety of naval shipbuilding and devotes
approximately 10% of its effort to various types
of commercial work. At the present time, (Shipyard A)
is cutting back its labor force because of lacX of
scheduled work, while (Shipyard B) is significantly
increasing its force. Both of these situations
afford (Shipyard B) a broader industrial base over
which to spread its indirect and other overhead
costs than is available to (Shipyard A).

Admiral Rickover Comment:

Shipyard A's costs should not be inherently higher than

Shipyard B's. Several factors should contribute to lower --

not higher -- submarine overhaul and conversion costs at

Shipyard A than at Shipyard B. For example:

a. Experience: Shipyard A has more experience

in building and overhauling nuclear submarines

than Shipyard B. Through October 1, 1971, the

experience figures were:

Shipyard A Shipyard B

New Construction 35 22

Overhauls 12 9

h. Knowledqe: Shipyard A has the advantage of

having been both lead yard and planning yard for nearly all

classes of nuclear submarines being overhauled.
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c. Specialization: Shipyard A's operations are

narrowly focused; the yard works almost exclusively

on nuclear submarines for the Navy whereas Shipyard

B is involved in a much wider variety of work.

This should be to Shipyard A's advantage. On fixed

price, new construction work where some element of

competition is involved, Shipyard A has been very

successful in winning contracts. Therefore, I see

no reason why Shipyard A's costs should be higher

than Shipyard B's on sole source,cost-reimbursement

type,overhaul and conversion work.

C. NAVSHIPS Statement:

As I have previously reported to your committee, we
have conducted a detailed study of the existing
cost differential. As a result of our efforts, we

have been able to identify several specific
areas where it is believed costs at (Shipyard A)
can be reduced and have so informed its management,
requesting that they take appropriate action. I
have also initiated action with both companies to
Improve their accounting and contract systems,
which should improve our capability to make
efficiency comparisons.

Admiral Rickover Comment:

In 1969, I reported that the Navy did not have effective

cost controls overall work at its private shipyards.

This is still the case today. While the Navy has taken

some preliminary actions to improve its cost controls

and accounting for work under new ship construction

contracts, I am not aware of any -- and do not believe

there is any -- equivalent action being taken to improve

the cost control and accounting for work under ship

overhaul and conversion contracts with private shipyards.
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D. NAVSHIPS Statement:

The last submarine in the study that indicated that

(Shipyard A) had received 18% more profit than

(Shipyard B), while generating significantly greater

costs, was completed in August of 1970. For the

period since that time, the cost differential has

been decreased by approximately 50% and the dollar

Profit received by (Shipyard A) on the contracts

is 23% less than that received by (Shinyard B).

Further, (Shipyard A's) profit as a percentage of

total cost is 37% below that of (Shipyard B).

Admiral Rickover Comment:

These figures are misleading. They imply that the Navy

has taken action and, in fact, improved the situation by

reducing costs and profits at Shipyard A. Actually, at

the time the NAVSHIPS letter was issued, the Navy was

continuing to negotiate and award submarine overhaul and

conversion contracts which recognized much higher target

costs and higher target fees at Shipyard A for comparable

work. The differentials in negotiated target costs and

target fees are about the same as they were when I first

raised the issue. This can be seen from Table 2 below:
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TABLE 2

COMPARISON OF TARGET COSTS AND TARGET FEES

FOR SUBMARINE OVERHAUL AND CONVERSION

WORK FROM MARCH 1968 THROUGH 1 NOVEMBER 1971

($ in millions)

Date
Contract

SHIPYARD A Awarded

Ship #l
2
3
4
5*
6*
7*
8*
9

SHIPYARD B

3/68
3/68
2/69
7/69
11/69
11/69

2/71
2/71

11/12/71

Negotiated Price
Target Cost Taroet Fee

$29.0
27.6
30.6
27.3
27.5
27.5
28.5
28.5
27.7

2.8
2.6
2.9
2.6
2.8
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.6 !

Price at Completion
Actual ActualX
Cost V Fee Y

$28.0 3.0
25.3 3.4
31.0 2.8
28.7 2.7
27.5 2.9
27.5 2.9
Not Completed
Not Completed
Not Completed

9/68
5/68
5/69
11/69
10/70
2/71
7/71
11/12/71

'19.9
21.1
22.2
22.1
22.4
22.8
22.1
20.5

1.8
1.9
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.3
2.2
2.0

18.9 2.5
17.2 3.1
22.9 2.2
21.8 2.2
23.8 274
Not Completed
Not Completed
Not Completed

* Average figures from two-ship contracts

Rased on contractor billinas thru Oct 1971. Figures may change due tofinal adjudication of change orders.

2/ These figures represent the procurement that the Naval Shin Systems
Command negotiated and recommended for Chief of Naval Material approval.1rnon learning that the Navy was again qoing to pav a substantial premium
in both cost and profit to Shipyard A, I called the manager of Shinyard A.I told him he was insisting on a higher fee than Shioyard B who would
be doing the job for about $7 million less. He agreed to reduce his
target fee bv about $600,000 to bring it in line with what the Navy
would be navina the other shinyard. The NAVSHIPS procurement recom-
mendation was revised accordingly. The final figures are: estimated
cost $27.7 million; target fee $2.0 million.

Ship *l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1/ (NOTE)
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Thr nrecedina comparisons show that the Navy neaotiates

and awards contracts with Shipyard A which, on the

averand, provide for about $600,000 more target fee

and $6.6 million higher target costs per ship than

contracts with Shipyard B. Until I personally intervened

in the negotiations with Shipyard A for Shin #9 (after

the NAVSTTTPS November 5th letter was written), there was

no significant reduction in target fees being naid the

higher cost shinyard, contrary to the implication in the

NAVSJnTPS letter.

r. NAVS11IPS Statement:

A special Business Review Team has been established
to imnrove coordination between the Supervisors of
Shinbuilding, our contract administrators in the
field, and our procurement group at headquarters.
It is under the team's direction that the current
investigation is being conducted and under whom
corrective action is being coordinated.

Admiral Rickover Comment:

Mew staffs have been formed, at headquarters and in the

field, and new nroqrams have been announced to strengthen the

administration of shipbuilding contracts. However, these

new organizations and nroqrams suffer many of the same

deficiencies as their oredecessors. In some cases, field

jobs have been filled by hiring contractor people- There

is still a tendency to rely on "system" reviews and

contractor procedures rather than checking on day-to-day

happenings. Not much progress has been made in getting

shipbuilders to institute effective internal audit

programs of their own. When issues are
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raised, attention is usually focused on the specific

situation used as an example rather than on the basic

issue.

Rather than insisting on good people, good procedures,

and good organization(s) in the administration of its

contracts, the Navy has settled for more people, more

orocedures and more organizations. Rather than face

the problems and solve them quickly, the Navy has

resorted to "management programs" and acronyms.

Althouqh useful for nublic relations purposes, these

management programs and acronyms have not contributed

much toward resolving the problems.

P. NAVSHIPS Statement:

In a further effort to stimulate management action
toward improved efficiency, we are considering al-
ternatives to our present procedures for determining
profit. As you may know, we are examining the "return
on investment" concept as a technique which, when com-
bined with weighted guidelines, has the potential for
providing a more effective means of motivating manage-
ment to improve efficiency. In addition, it should
provide a more equitable basis for rewarding their
efforts. Whether the use of this technique will
-result in lower fees for a particular company cannot
be known until a determination is made as to what
elements will comprise the investment base, how they
are to be weighted, what an appropriate return would
be, and what the balance vis-a-vis weighted guidelines
is to be, as well as other factors. Implementation
will .be accomplished through the Armed Services Pro-
curement Regulation (ASPR) or in negotiations with
contractors, on an individual basis, prior to such
promulgation. I understand that the ASPR implementa-
tion plan will be submitted to the Deputy Secretary of
Defense in December 1971.
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Admiral Rickover Comment:

I have testified for many years that contractor investment

should be considered in determining profits. My concern

is that, in order to obtain industry acceptance of the new

profit standards, the rules will be interpreted so that

most defense firms obtain hiqher profits without any

improvements in performance. Therefore, regardless of profit

policy,the Navy must still concern itself with the difficult

task of day-to-day surveillance of shipyard operations.

A. NAVSHIPS Statement:

In addition to the mentioned actions, members of my
staff and I have personally discussed the need for
reduced costs with senior executives at both
(Shipyard A) and (Shipyard B).

It is my hope that the foregoing has provided a
more complete picture of the Polaris/Poseidon
overhaul and conversion procurement program, our
problems related thereto, and the courses of
action that we have chosen.

Admiral Rickover Comment

Tables 1 and 2 of this enclosure provide a pretty complete

picture of the Polaris/Poseidon overhaul and conversion

procurement program. It shows tnat the courses of action

chosen by th^ Navy have not led to noticeable improvement.

The Polaris/Posedion Proeram is vital to our national defense.

It disturbs me that the Navy has been lax for so many years

in looking into the costs of this proqram. Had this been done,
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it would have shown that the Navy could overhaul and convert

4 Polaris submarines at one shipyard for the price of 3 at the

other. To all those interested in gettina the most defense

for the dollar, it is essential that these costs be brought

under control. It is not yet clear to me that the Navy is

committed to this objective.
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.DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20360

08H-513

22 Feb 1972

MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMANDER, NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

Subj: Employment of former shipbuilder personnel by
Supervisors of Shipbuilding to monitor contractor
performance on shipbuilding contracts

Ref: (a) NAVSHIPS 08 memo of 13 Sep 69 on Procurement
Practices and Cost Control at Electric Boat

(b) NAVSHIPS 08 memo of 11 Sep 71 on employment of
contractor personnel at SUPSHIP, Groton

(c) COMNAVSHIPS memo of 17 Jan 72 same subject as
ref (b)

1. In June 1971 the Supervisor of Shipbuilding (SUPSHIP),
Groton, hired an employee of Electric Boat to help him
analyze Electric Boat's performance on Navy contracts. Not
long afterwards an Electric Boat official commented on how
nice it was "to have somebody we can work with in that job.'

2. This remark crystalizes the problem in the practice of
hiring an employee of a Navy contractor for a Navy position
involving surveillance of the contractor. As I wrote you in
references (a) and (b), it seems to me improper and unwise
to place employees in a position where they are expected to
review critically the performance of their friends and former
colleagues. This is true even though the employee is a person
of scrupulous integrity. There can still be the appearance of
favoritism, although none may exist in fact. Because it is
essential for the Navy to avoid even the appearance of impropriety,
I have recommended that NAVSHIPS adopt a policy of not hiring
contractor personnel for positions involving contract adminis-
tration or surveillance at their former place of employment.

3. In reference (c) you reported that you plan to issue
instructions to the effect that employment by the contractor
shall be considered an adverse factor when selecting employees
for administration or surveillance positions in the SUPSHIP
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offices. I would appreciate getting a copy of the instructions
you have issued. If it turns out in practice that the
instructions do not eliminate the hiring of former contractor
employees, additional steps will be in order.

cc:
NAVSHIPS 02
NAVSHIPS 05
NAVSHIPS OOJ
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL.SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

0 m WASHINGTON. D. C 20300 IN REPLY RfFERno

08H-518

2 8FEe E12

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT SECRETRY OF THE NAVY (INSTALLATIONS
AND LOGISTICS)

Subj: Progress Payments on Nuclear Shipbuilding Contracts

Ref: (a) My memorandum Ser 08H-1478 dtd 14 July 1971 to
ASN (I&L)

(b) My memorandum Ser 08H-1496 dtd 2 Oct 1971 to ASN
(I&L)

1. In references (a) and (b), I pointed out that progress
payments on most major Navy shipbuilding contracts are more
liberal than on other contracts for military equipment. I
cited examples showing that loose government administration of
progress payments is allowing shipbuilders to obtain what are
in effect multi-million dollar, interest-free advances of
government funds beyond those required to perform Navy contracts.
I stressed the need for better administration of progress payments
to avoid overpayments on shipbuilding contracts.

2. As a result of my memoranda, the Navy recently has taken some
steps to remedy the situation. The Comptroller of the Navy
established a Special Task Grout to review current policies and
to determine what changes are needed. The Naval Ship Systems
Command is attempting to get cash flow data from shipbuilders.
Supervisors of Shipbuilding are beginning to raise progress
payment issues with contractors. Some progress is apparent.

3. Recently, I learned of yet another defect in our present
shipbuilding progress payment procedures. Navy fixed-price-type
shipbuilding contracts provide for progress payments based on
physical progress, except that such progress payments may not
exceed 105 percent of incurred costs. However, I find that
Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company, for example,
includes unallowable costs in its calculation of the 105 percent
limit. While the government auditor disallows such costs in the
final contract settlements, these costs apparently are not
deducted from the progress payment billings. As a result, the
government is financing these unallowable costs through progress
payments to the shipyard.
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4. In 1970, the latest year for which firm information is

available, the resident governrmnt auditor identified

unallowable costs totaliing $2.3 million -- about 1.5 percent

of total overhead costs -- in Fewport News' overhead accounts.
The unallowable costs are as fcjlows:

Item

Pension Fund Adjustment

Commercial Selling
Expense

Research & Development
for Commercial Work

Advertising

Adjustment of
Maintenance & Repair
Costs

Commercial Shipyard
Study

Entertainment

Contributions

All Other Unallowable
Costs

Unallowable Costs
Amount % of Total

$1,107,822 49%

566,310 25

221,854

118,458

103,116

57,344

_- 35,179

31,945

69,041

10

5

4

2

1

1I

13

$2,311,069 100%

By not eliminating these unallowable costs from progress payment

claims, the Navy ends up financing many costs which relate,

strictly to commercial work, as well as other costs thatthe

government auditor has determined to be improper under the
circumstances. I understand that this situation also obtains
at other shipyards.
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S. In addition to being a costly practice, it is also wrong
in principle. It is wrong for the taxpayers to finance the
shipbu-lder's commercial work as well as costs which previously
have been determined as a matter of public policy to be
unallowable. I recommend that the Navy amend its procedures
so that such costs are excluded from progress payment
calculations.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Financial Management)
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command

92-530 0 - 82 - 21
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON. 0. C. 30350

MEMORANDUM FOR VADM RICKOVER, USN, DEPUTY COMMONDER FOR
NUCLEAR PROPULSION, NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMM.eND 's

Thank you for your memorandum of 28 February 1972 2
expressing further your views on the effect of current uhip-
building progress payment practices. You also noted that this
subject has been under study by a special Task Group.. The .

Assistant Secretary of the Navy (PM) and I jointly agreed to
form this Task Group as a result of a recommendation included
in the Industry Advisory Committee Report of June 1971. -The ,
Task Group was established by provision of a memorandum of
3 August 1971. The report prepared by this Task Group will
be distributed for coment within the next few days. I am
advised that a copy will be forwarded to you.

Your recommendation that the Navy amend its procedures
related to progress payments substantially agrees with the
recommendations proposed by this special Task Group studying
Shipbuilding Progress Payments. After appropriate coordination
of the Task Group's efforts, the present method of making
progress payments based on a percentage of completion may be''-'
changed to a method based on costs incurred as provided in _
Appendix E to ASPR, subject to variations suggested by the -
Task Group. Implementing instructions will be promulgated
at the earliest practicable date.

Prior to the establishment of the Task Group, the Defense
Contract Audit Agency and SUPSHIP Newport News initiated certain
discussions, which resulted in NNS&DDCO making certain adjust-
ments in their accounting practices, most of which were effective
1 January 1971 with the remainder becoming effective 1 January
1972. I am told that adjustments eliminated the accounting
deficiencies shown in your tabulation of unallowable costs.'-;' '
I understand that the tabulated unallowed costs included in
your memorandum are overstated by $710,155 due to the credits
shown in the Audit Report.
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To appraise the effectiveness of the systems established,
prior to your memorandum of 28 February 1972, the SUPSHIP
Newport News conducted an analysis of current contracts to
determine the amount of unallowable costs included in progress
payment vouchers. The analysis disclosed that no progress
payments which include such costs have been made since
30 September 1970. Progress payments since that date have been;
made entirely on the basis of percentage of physical completion'.
It should be noted that of the $2,311,069 gross unallowable costs
shown in the audit report, only $73,345 was actually included in
progress payments under Navy contracts for the year 1970. Thej -
financing cost of this amount saved by the contractor for 1970..,-. .
computed at 8% would not have exceeded $2,500.

I also believe that it is wrong for the tax payers to
finance shipbuilders commercial work if the financing is a
result of improper billings. However, as stated above,
procedures have been instituted by the Supervisor of Shipbuilding
to prevent payment of progress payments which are not based on
proper accounting procedures.

By copy of this memorandum, the Chief of Naval Material is
requested to continue to monitor the shipbuilding program and
to keep me advised of any inadequate administration of progress
payments which may occur. I appreciate your interest and agree
with you that overpayments on shipbuilding - or for that matter
on any Government contract- should be avoided.

Copy to: -l

CUM CHAMM L- ILI
A-ssistant Searstary of the faV

-(Instal1*tlofS end lstlol)
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a DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D C 203(I

W 7AR 897?

'NDUkiM FOR ASSISTANT SERLrRY OF lflE NAVY (INSTALLATIONS AND LOGISTICS)

Subj: Progress Paynents on Navy Shipbuilding Contracts

1. On 28 February 1972 I pointed out that wuder current procedures shipbuilders
may include unallowable costs and costs that are not allocable to Covernrent
work in progress billings under fixed price shipbuilding contracts. I
reconerncned that the Navy aerrnd its procedures so that such costs be excluded
fram progress payment calculations.

2. Your 23 March 1972 nenoraiduim responded that:

a. My recoaimtndation that the Navy nitund its procxdures related to
progress payimnts substantially agrees with recxmendations proposed by the
special task group studying shipbuilding progress paynents.

b. Prior to the establishment of the special progress payment task
group, the Defense Contract Audit Agency and the Supervisor of Shipbuilding
had initiated actions wfhiic resulted in changes in tle Newport Nexs
Shipbuilding and Dry Dick Ccirpany accounting practices and elimrinated the
accounting deficiencies shown in the tabulation of unalloreable costs included
in my 28 February 1972 nemorandum. Your nesrorandum also indicated that I had
overstated by $710,000 the 1970 unallowable costs at Newport News through the
cmission of credits shown in the aulit report.

c. Prior to my 28 February mrooranduti, the Supervisor of Shipbuilding had
maide an analysis of Navy contracts to deternisin the arount of unallowable costs
included in progress paynent vouchers. This review indicated that no such
costs have peen paid since Septeuber 1970, and that for all of 1970 only
$73,000 in unallowable costs were included in Navy progress payments, but
that interest on this amnunt would have not exceeded about $2,500.

You concluded that proceoures had been instituted by the Supervisor of
Shipbuilding to prevent paynalit of progress prannits not basecd on proper
accounting procedures. You requested the Chief of Naval Material to continue
to tonitor shipbuilding prograns and advise you of any inaderuate administration
of progress paayennts which naly occur.

3. I submit that the suit and substance of sty 28 February letter is not a
oere $2,500 miutter. 'lie basic issue I raised involves substantial sums not

tidy ait Nuport Ntew:; but also aL other private e;luipyards. If the Navy is to
admitnister its contracts properly, it cannout leave loopholes in its procedures
whAich can be exploited by contractors. For these reasons I do not agree with
your apparent decision to take no further action on this matter.
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4. Several statetiints in your 23 Mardi nosoriodusi arc at variance with the
facts as I know them. Taking your coraeints in order:

a. taiin(r:;q in N~ Itwsiu Accxunt .ing tirouxdure :;. 'Itic diaige:; iii iiewIrt
News accouitilig precedures In m aJualrIy97I1 a inx W Jhiaiuary 1972 had the effect
of reducing Defense Contract Audit Agency disallowances, not clinminating them
as your nenorandun inplies.

On Mardi 21, 1972, thic rcsident Dufenise Contract Auditor at Newport News
advised the Supervisor of Shipbuilding that ho estiniated unallowable costs
to amount to about .G percent of direct labor costs in 1971 and 1972. 'this
would anount to about $700,000 a year for Navy work. 'Thc auditor further
stated that Newport News agreed wiUi this estilii-te and would reduce billings
under cost type oontxacts by .6 percont of direct labor cost in order to
eliminate unallowalb-l costs. 'Ifie cuqaiiy, however, refuseLd to elimlinlate
this anount voluntarily from progress payaent calculations wider fixed price
inceltive shipbuilding contract':. Accordiing bo the Sitljrvisor of SIiipii)ilduidij,
nflst of the accounting changes were iiude effective in January 1972, not in
January 1971, as stated in your mnioranduna.

b. Ovcrstatemient of Unallocable Costs. Your menorandum indicates that I
overstated the 1970 unallowable costs at Newport News by $710,155, by emitting
credits shown in the audit report.

The $710,155 in credits includes audit adjushennfi that N capori Nrws is
entitled to as a result of disallowanees prior to 1970 and other credits to
which Newport News would be entitied even if herce were no audit disallowances
in 1970. Thus, thc credits do not alffcct the asount of cost disallowances
listed in ny snciarandu-m. Thc point I anadc wan that by not eliisinating these
unallowable costs from progress paysnent claims, the Navy eods Lp financing
nany costs wiic relate strictly to nsmercial. work, an well as otlier costs
that thc auditor lrihs dLutennindt IJ -x' ilpropr und'cr Ie circteilt.iiic':.

c. Supervisor of Shipouikding RevieLw of Unallowaable Costs. Your
maoranduln states that prior to 2y 28 February mnnorandum the Supjrvisor of
Shipbuilding rude a review which indicated that since 30 Septenber 1970 lio
progress payinents had been made which includeld unallow;able costs. It
further states that progress payrnt--ts since that date have been entirely
on the basis of percentage of physical coupletion.

My revicw inidicates that this is n'ot correct. According to the Supervisor
of Shipbuilding, his review was isiuc after mry 2t l'en)ruary sncioranduni, nlot betorc.
Mozrcover, I find list Newport New:;' itOgc-jris billigr; in 1971 include several
billings onl a cost-incurree basis for the IDisi 36 aint 37 (Jaiiuary, 1971)
and on Ute SSN 68G (January to Mardi, 1971). Prcgress billings made in 1972
include several billings on a cost-incurred basis fur DlfL( 38 (February and
Mardc, 1972) and onl SSN 639 (Mardi, 1972). Furthur it dic's iiot appear that
the Sulervisor of Shipbuilding his elilinilatL anly liiallaxlabl costs fromii thcc
billings.

My review/ further indicLtes that, except for a Newiport News diange in thicir
nothed of calculating progress payLicits undar tiat contract, Bost of tie costs
billed under the DLN 36 and 37 contract in 1971 would have been billed on a
cost-incurred basis. As I have previously poiiited out to you, I (Lo not agree
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wjtit the NcMx)rt Ncws diange in rothod of bi Iling progress payments on this
contiracL. '11is maUer is preseLtly luKmergoing Iegal review ill NAiVSIlPS for
a determination. If ny inLerpretation of the contract is correct, then the
unLnllcwable Lx.;Ls reiiiburs;l uunuer UOis contisut al cle was about $145,000
in 1971.

5. The Navy must have a clear policy tUEt unallowable costs are to be eliminated
frsm all progress paynrlnt calculations. As I stated in nry 28 Fehruary
srsrorandwii, this problemn is not confined to Newp)rt Nws. For exasple,
lElectric boat billings under fixed price inozntive contracts also include
unallowable costs in progress paymnots prooesseu on the basis of costs
incurred. The Navy should stop this practice, not only at Newport 13ews and
at Electric boat but at all shipyards.

6. I again reconrmend that you issue instructions to eliminate unaillrsable
costs fran progress paymrelit calculations. Action on cxisting contracts can
and should be taken new. The Navy should not wait until the overall issue
of shipbuilding progress payments is settIed. That stay take months or even
years.

7. I honpe you will reconsider your position andi issuc instructions along
the 1 inez; I haive sucjgystLbi.

'))JOover

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Material
Canmander, Naval Ship Systeims Ccnmand
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON, 0. C. 20350

21 APR 1972

MEMDRANDUM FOR VADM RICKOVER, USN, DEPUTY COMMANDER FOR
NUCLEAR PROPULSION, NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND -

I have reviewed your memorandum of 27 March 1972 addressing->
progress payments on shipbuilding contracts together with the
Naval Material Command policy issued 6 April 1972 governing
the treatment of incurred costs for progress payment purposes.
This policy is 0 nsistent with the actions I requested the
Chief of Naval Material to take in my memorandum of 23 March
to you on this subject. I believe, with proper administration,
that a uniform treatment of costs for progress and final
contract payment purposes should overcome previous deficiencies
encountered in progress payments and eliminate unallowable
costs from payments made.

I am also hopeful that the recommendations made by the
Task Group on shipbuilding progress payments jointly formed
last August by ASN(FM) and ASN(I&L) can be promptly reviewed
and coordinated to allow early consideration of their adoption
by the Navy. I understand your comments are being sought on
these recommendations and I shall look forward to learning
your views.

In discussions last week between representatives of our
staffs and ASN(FM), I understand that the matter of progress
payments was reviewed at some length and genera; agreement was
reached that current policy should substantially improve tle
quality of payments made. -

'-' CHARLES L. ILL
Assistant Secretary of the Savy

(Installations and Logistics)
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20360 '" is " "l "
Ser 08-1801
27 March 1')72

MEMORANDUM FOR THE COIWMER, NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS CONMA* D

Subj: Overtime and Productivity in Shipyards

Ref: (a) VADM Rickover Memorandum to Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command
Ser 080-13 of 27 Jan 72

(b) Comander, Naval Ship Systems Command Memorandum to
VADU Rickover Ser 17-00 of 3 Fbb 72

Encl: (1) Examples of Abuses of Overtime in Shipyards
(2) Examples of Lack of Productivity in Shipyards

1. In reference (a), I requested that information on overtime expenditures in
Naval shipyards be provided to me monthly. This information would permit me toevaluate the extent to which overtime is being used and abused on reactor plant
work and to form the basis for corrective actions. In reference (b) youreplied that you look to the Shipyard Commanders to control the use of overtime
within the instructions given them and within the limits imposed by the Chief
of Naval Material. You stated that overtime usage is audited frequently by the
Naval Area Audit Service and by other inspections as they occur. You requested
that if I am aware of cases of abuse, I should inform you.

Reference (b) goes on to state that you have no objection to providing a
portion of the information I requested - that pertaining specifically to
overtime work on the reactor plants of nuclear powered ships -- but that the
remainder of the inforation I requested concerning overtime would not be
provided since the information is not currently required or available in
existing reports.

2. I submit that I do not understand wby you turn to me for information on
abuses of overtime. This suggests that unless I can provide you with sufficient
examples, the problem does not exist. Nevertheless, it is common knowledge
that overtime has been abused for years. Commanding officers of both new
construction ships and ships in overhaul have informed me of numerous examples.
Shipyard officials have acknowledged abuses to me. My own observations and
those of ny representatives at shipyards on numerous occasions have confirmed
that the problem exists. Just last year the report of a Naval Area Audit
Service review of a Naval shipyard showed that 46 percent of the overtime worked
on three successive weekends by two production shops was questionable.

Clearly, there are a number of sources to which you can turn to learn of overtime
abuses. I do not have the staff whose primary responsibility is to look into
such matters. However, as you requested, I am providing in enclosure (1)
examples of abuse of overtime in both Navy and private shipyards.

co
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-2- Ser 08-18tl

3. I recognize fully the need for some overtime for emergencies and fo"

work which is delaying major programs. However, abuses of overtime contrlbitj

to the high cost of ship work. More then $100 million was spent on overtis'

by Naval shipyards in fiscal year 1971; undoubtedly million of dollars were

spent on overtime in private yards as well. The examples listed in enclosure (L)

show that much of this money is wasted. The examples can be categorized as

follows:

a. Lo-n term oLanned use of overtime. Shipyards have established quotas

for overtime to be used routinely, week after week, month after month, on

the basis that such overtime is required to meet schedules. Enclosure (1)

discusses an exeuaple in which the Production Officer at a Naval shipyard was

using a quota of 1500 overtime mun-days per week because he considered his

work force was less than the estimated number needed to mest schedules. This

quota was established without regard to the specific jobs for which overtime

might be justified and amounted to $225,000 a week in overtime costs. I

question whether improved work progress, if any, is worth the large additional

costs incurred by such routine and perfunctory use of overtime.

b. Overtime used for fobs that are not controlling completion of shins.

Examples listed in enclosure (1) such as use of overtime for sweeping a shop

or painting the numbers on a ship' s hull months before the ship is to go to

sea indicate that the importance or timelineaa of the job is not considered

in assigning overtime.

C. Excessive overtimea to individuals. Overtime pay has exceeded half

the basic salaries ofo shipyard employees including senior shipyard

managers. In one case listed in enclosure (1), a shipyard supervisor doubled

his regular annual salary by working overtime. Excess overtime pay is

particularly repugnant in the case of senior shipyard managers who should

be setting the example. Enclosure (1) lists another example in which, over

a period of years, the Planners and Estimators in one shipyard have routinely

worked 4 hours overtime on Tmesdays and 4 hours overtime on Thursdays,

regardless of the yard workload. The Shipyard Comuander was not aware of this

situation until I informed him. It is clear that employees, including their

supervisors, have become accustomed to receiving overtime pay as a normal

and expected routine. This has evolved into a "rights which management is

expected to provide regardless of the need.

d. Extensive overtime used bv inefficient yards. Use of overtime is

particularly ineffective and costly when shipyard productivity and efficiency

is low. Both Navy and private shipyards have excessive numbers of idle workers.

This is worse on weekends because then there is often less supervision and less

management attention. Furthermore, support services are not readily available

during weekends, particularly if something unusual arises. Enclosure (1)

refers to checks my representative made in one yard. These showed that during

a recent weekend 44 percent of workers observed were idle; weekday checks

showed only 31 percent of workers observed were idle.
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4. Overtime could be largely eliminated if productivity were even partlyimproved. I have personally seen, and I continue to receive reports of grossinefficiency in both Naval and private shipyards. So much idleness is apparentthat it is difficult to understand wly aro overtime is warranted. I havelisted in enclosure (2) esamples of lack of productivity in shipyards; thesewill be of value to you in understanding the true overtime situation. Theexamples indicate that:

a. Large numbers of people are idle at all times - day and night.

b. People arrive at work sites long after the work shift has begun andline up to get off the ships well before the end of the shift.

c. People leave early for lunch and return late.

d. There are many places in shipyards where employees hide out. Suchplaces - commonly small sheds or shacks near the waterfront - serve nouseful purpose and should be eliminated.

e. Excessive numbers of people are assigned to jobs.

5. I have not identified the specific yards in enclosures (1) and (2). Ican give the name of the yard in each example if you wish; however, similarexamples exist at all yards - and for anyone to see. It appears to me thatthe NAVSHIPS Deputy Commander for Field Activities who is responsible formanaging Naval shipyards and those in NAYSNIPS responsible for Navy work inprivate yards should be able to give you many eaplea. The examples inenclosures (1) and (2) illustrate that those responsible have not effectedlasting improvements. That Government money should be spent as if it werotheir own, is a concept not ingrained in these officials.

Despite the ineffective use of personnel, the loafing, the idleness, and theabuse of overtime, I am not aware of anyone in NAVSHIPS who is taking actionto reduce overtime below that set in December 1971 by the Chief of Naval Materialas an upper limit. In fact, the opposite appears to be the case. RecentlyNAVSHIPS directed a reduction in force in Naval shipyards. Even though oneyard advised NAVSHIFS that overtime is an undesirable alternative for solvingworkload problems during this mandatory reduction in force, the yard's overtimeallowance has been raised by NAVSMIPS from 5 percent to 9 percent. At thesame time, my representative in that yard reported that an average of 32 percentof all workers he observed over the past three months were idle.

6. I recommend that you take measures to eliminate overtime abuses and toincrease productivity in both Naval and private shipyards. Attempts to solvethese problems in Naval shipyards by conducting more studies or establishingmore management systems should be stopped; these are but palliatives to avoidfacing up to the problems. To lessen the problems will require substantiveactions and constant firm direction to assure the actions are carried through.The situation will not improve until those responsible for managing the yardsactually manage them, instead of merely acting as custodians.
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The situation is so bad within NAVSKIPS itself that when, in April 1971,
NAVSHIPS rated the results of an inspection of productivity at a Naval shipyard

as "excellent", the Shipyard Commander himself requested that the rating be
changed to "marginal". The Shipyard Commander knew that productivity was not

excellent - that in fact it was poor. This exemplifies the need to improve
the performance of your subordinates who are responsible for shipyard
management or, failing that, to replace them.

7. Regarding the overtime information I requested in reference (a), I do need

the statistics on reactor plant work which reference (b) indicates you have

no objection to providing. I have learned that the NAVSHIPS Comptroller already

issues a monthly report which semarizes Naval shipyard operating financial
data and that this includes the total monthly overtime for each Naval shipyard.
I have arranged to receive a copy of this report. I still desire the
remaining information I requested on overtime expended on nuclear ship work

other than reactor plant work. 7bese data would place the reactor plant
overtime work in perspective with other work and assist me in determining the

validity of overtime expended on the work under my cognizance.

8. As to private shipyards, you sent a message to Supervisors of Shipbuilding
on 7 January 1972 directing that they review overtime worked by private
shipyards on Navy work. The message stated that NAVSHIPS will not accept as
reasonable the continued use of substantial amounts of overtime where the cost

is borne partially or in whole by the Government, unless the overtime has been
specifically justified to the Navy. Te message required Supervisors of

Shipbuilding to obtain from the private yards monthly reports of overtime used
on Navy contracts. However, these reports, of themselves, will not reduce
overtime. Over the past month, one private yard has continued to average about

3000 overtime man-days of direct labor per week - 15 percent of the total
direct labor man-days worked in the yard each week.

It is clear to me that the situation with regard to overtime and productivity
in private yards needs considerably more attention than your message requests.
I recommend that you request Supervisors of Shipbuilding to look specifically for

and report abuses of overtime and poor productivity to senior shipyard management.
Their findings as well as corrective actions that have been taken by the
shipyards should be summarized in periodic reports to you.

ii. 'iLi.
Deputy Commander for
Nuclear Propulsion

copy to:
Chief of Naval Naterial
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EXAMNES OF AUSES OF OVIE2TME IN SUIpARDS

The following examples of overtime abuses have been compiledfrom observations by x&VsaMs 08 personnel and Naval Reactors
Representatives, from reports by commanding officer, ofboth new construction ships and ships in overhaul, and fromstatements of shipyard personnel. These examples should not
be construed as a comprehensive listing of overtime abuses.They serve only to illustrate the numerous abuses ofovertime which have occurred and continue to occur in shipyards.

A. Loom Term P~anned Use of Overtime

1. At one Naval shipyard, the Production Officer stated that he was usinga quota of 1500 overtime man-days per week because he considered thatan analysis of the yard's workload indicated that his work force was 300 menshort of the estimated number needed to meet work schedules. In a five dayweek, 300 men could work 1500 m-dayeahence the quota of 1500 man-days perweek. This quota was established without regard to the specific Jobs forwhich overtime might be Justified and amounted to $225,000 in overtime costs.
At the same time, representatives from N&VSBIPS 08 noted that between 45and 55 percent of workers observed in this yard during normal working hourswere idle. Even a small improvement in the utilization of personnel duringnormal working hours would offset the need for such overtime. The NAVSHIPS08 representatives observed specific eanple of improper use and controlof overtime; these included:

a. A Job was worked for six overtime shifts on Saturday and Sunday,but on Manday the incomplete job we not being worked.

b. One production manager approved the Jobs to be worked on an overtimebasis but did not approve the amount of overtime to be worked.

c. A shipyard official pointed out that annual leave is often takenon Mondays and Fridays by employees who work overtime during the weekend.

2. On a ship that started overhaul in July 1971, about 17 percent of thetotal-labor expended on the ship has been overtime, yet the ship is notscheduled to complete overhaul until December 1972. The shipyard wasplanning to conduct certain refueling work in this ship on a twelve-hourshift basis during the work week and on weekends. After the Naval ReactorsRepresentative brought this to the attention of the Shipyard Commander,the yard changed its plans to conduct the game work on an eight-hour shiftbasis during the week with no planned weekend overtime - yet withoutlengthening the refueling schedule. As a result of this action approximately750 man-hours of planned overtime per week were eliminated.

During the time the above plans were being made to work excessive overtime,the yard was publically admitting that the yard workload was down and thatsome workers might have to take forced leave.

Enclosure (1) to
Ser 08-1801
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The abuse of overtime in this yard had been pointed out by the Naval Aran
Audit Service on at least two separate occasions with no apparent results.
In the latest audit report of a year ago, the following statement was made
by the Naval Area Audit Services

"Controllin= Overtime: Overtime worked by (two production) shopson three successive weekends that we reviewed totaled 13,300 man-
hours. The need for 6,211 man-hours, or 46 percent, was questionable.
Based on the period reviewed, it is estimated that there is a potential
annual savings of about W467,000 in overtime premium cost. The
savings can be realized by deteraining the necessity of the requested
overtime on the basis of the scheduled start and completion dates for
the work. This condition was reported in a prior audit report.'

B. Overtime Used for Jobs Not Controlling Comoletion of Shies

1. During a weekend at a shipyard, the following were observed by the Naval
Reactors Representative:

a. Four men were observed in the machine shop. One was repairing a
bicycle, one cleaning the floor, and two loafing.

b. Ten men were noted performing maintenance work on railroad tracks
leading to an area for which other means of transporting materials existed.

c. FoAr men working en a portal crane for which there was no immediate
need.

In addition, during the same weekend the Naval Reactors Representatives observed:

d. Two machinists sitting on a pier reading a newspaper during working
hours.

e. Three inspectors loafing in a storage warehouse.

f. A man was observed in the machine shop working on a shotgun. A time
card on the work bench where he was working indicated he was being paid
for his time.

During the same week, in which the above misuses of overtime occurred, 32 percent
of workers observed in the shipyard during the normal work week were idle.

2. The following similar examples were noted by a Naval Reactors Representative
during a weekend at another yard:

a. Thirteen men were noted working on routine maintenance jobs such as
clearing rocks from a storage area.

b. Of twenty-seven men observed in a pipe shop, no more than five were
actually working, and they appeared to be working routine jobs.

Enclosure (1) to
Ser 08-1801
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c. Four men were sorting Junk in the scrap yard.

d. Three men were working an hull frames for a ship for which the keel
will not be laid until June 1972.

e. One man was painting the sail number on a ship which was not to go to
sea for five months.

3. At one yard, a planner was called in on Saturday to work overtime issuing
routine paper work needed to document a Job which had been completed the
previous Friday. This paper work should have been done during the next
normal working day to avoid the extra cost associated with overtime work.

4. A yard had worked overtime hours at the rate of 19 percent of the totalregular hours worked on the rea tor plant of a submarine in overhaul-yet
the reactor plant work had never been the controlling factor in the length ofthe overhaul. An a result, the yard discovered that with 33 percent of the
scheduled length of the ship's overhaul remaining, 95 percent of the funds
allotted for overhaul of the ship's reactor plant was expended.

C. Nxcessive Overtime Par to Individual

1. In one yard, a trade supervisor doubled his regular annual wage by working
overtime. By the end of the year, his a1nnal inncme was approximately 8,000
more than that of the Shipyard Commnder. In that same yard, four supervisors
increased their 1971 salaries by approximtely 30 percent by working overtime.

2. At another gveal shipyard, at least 80 employees worked over 500 hours ofovertime in 1971. Baed on a noirial work year of 2000 hours and time and a
half pay for overtime, these workers all earned an additional 37 percent of
their base salary in overtime pay. One worker bad 1448 hours of overtime work --an average of four hours per fty -or every day of the year. Thus, this one
worker AdM more than double his base e 1 salary through overtime work.

3. Planning and Estimating personnel routinely worked four hours overtime
every Tuesday and every Thursday in one yard. This practice had been customary
for noa years without regard to actual yard workload. The Shipyard Commander

,was not aware of this situation until advised by the Naval Reactors Representative.

4. The eleven members of a trade in one shipyard earned from 471 to 733 hours
of overtime during the paet year. These overtime hours represented an increaseof between 35 and 50 percent in the amount these tradesmen earned over their
base pay for the year. One of these workmen wrote to VADM Rickover complainingthat the lack of a security clearance was keeping him from getting his "fairshare" of overtime; yet this men had earned 617 hours of overtime in the year,
fifth from the highest in his trade.

5. At another shipyard, in the midst of a drive to reduce overtime throughout
the yard, overtime hours earned by 39 yard employees amounted to 30 percent
of their regular time hours during a four-week period. One of these people worked
59 percent overtime, or more than 4 hours overtime for each 8 hours of regular
time, over the entire four-week period.

Enclosure (1) to
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D. Ertensive Use of Overtime in Ineffipient lards

1. On a Sunday morning in one yard, the Naval Reactors Representative observed
one worker reading a newepaper and two reading pocket books onboard a repair
barge.

2. At another yard, at least six men were assigned to weekend support of a
shipboard test, but only one wae observed by the Co mmanding Officer of the
ship to be busy at any given tine.

3. In an attempt to make up delays which had occurred during the overhaul
of a nuclear submarine, more than 100 pipefittere at one shipyard were assigned
to work two hours overtime each week day and one whole day each weekend. In
one day during this same period of time, 90 pipefitters were observed by the
Naval Reactors Reprenentative standing idle in a waterfront staging area
during normal working hours.

4. A shipyard security guard found five people sleeping in a pipe shop area
early on a Sunday morning. These people were assigned overtime ostensibly
to support testing on a nuclear submarine.

5. In another yard, 44 percent of workers observed by the Naval Reactors
Representative during a weekend were idle. By comparison, an average of 31
percent of workers observed were idle during normal working hours that week.

6. Additional typical abuses of overtime noted by the Naval Reactors Representative
at a yard over a weekend ware:

a. One worker standing in the crew's mesa of a ship eating donuts and
drinking coffee.

b. Two workers loafing in a ship's compartment.

c. Five workers standing together - three reading newspaper and two
engaged in a discussion not related to their work.

d. One person picking up trash around a drydock.

1Eclosure (1) to
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Enclosure (2)

ELA1LRS OF LACK OF PRIOUCTIVIT IN SHIPYARDS

The following examples of lack of productivity have been compiled
from observations by NAVSIPS 08 personnel and Naval Reactors
Representatives, from reports by Commanding officern of both new
construction ships and ships in overhaul, and from statements of
shipyard personnel. These exmples should not be construed as
comprising a complete listing of instances of poor productivity.
They serve only to illustrate the unsatisfactory situation
concerning idleness, loafing and inefficiency in shipyards.

A. Borrowina Personnel from Other Yards

One Naval shipyard has recently considered it necessary to borrow about 14D
mechanics from other shilyarts. These people are paid per diem as well as
their regular pay and the Government has paid travel costs. Yet the need
for their assistance is at least questionable; in the same yard, the Naval
Reactors Representative reported over a week's time that an average of more
than 50 percent of workers observed were idle.

One of the borrowed workers privately stated that he didn't mind getting
the extra pay but that he had been in the yard for one week, had been in a
pay status all seven days (two on overtime) but had only accomplished one
and one-half hours of work.

At the sala time that these 140 borrowed mechanics were working in the yard,
the Naval Reactors Representative pointed out to the Shipyard Commander that
the station bill for the defueling of one ship was padded with extra employees.
As a result, over 20 percent of the workers were removed from the bill. However,
the Naval Reactors Representative later observed that many of the workers
who had been removed from the bill were still being charged to the defueling
work and were being used to provide frequent reliefs for those manning the job.
The Naval Reactors Representative also noted that some of the workers left
on the station bill were not being utilized effectively. In one case a
worker was being charged to the defueling operation for a complete eight hour
shift but the task he was assigned to perform took only ten minutes of the
shift.

B. Lack Of SucerViSion --B. -on

1. During surveillance inspections by the Naval Reactors Representative in one
Naval shipyard, 56 percent of the workers noted in shop areas were not working.
Many were gathered in small groups talking and drinking soft drinks. In ten
of eleven seall groups of non-workers observed, supervisors were present and
were contributing to the idleness.

Enclosure (2) to
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2. A umber of pipe and machine shop personnel at a Naval shipyard were
observed by the Naval Reactors Representative to be standing around with
nothing to do because of radiography work which interfered with the work to

- which they had been assigned. None of the men bad been assigned backup
work by their supervisors.

3. A ship Commanding Officer was concerned enough about loafing of
shipyard workers aboard his ship to write a memorandum to the Shipyard Commander
reporting that he had observed the following two repetitive situations while
making tours of his ship:

a. Workmen not always employed in productive work.

b. A sparsity of supervisors on the ship. He added that about 90 percent
of the workers on his ship discontinued work en masse from 9:00 to
9:30 AM and from 2:00 to 2:30 PM each day for coffee. Moreover, he
stated that work usually ceased 20-25 minutes prior to lunch breaks and
shift changes.

4. Another ship Comranding Officer stated that idle conversation by
unsupervised yard workers is the principle cause of continuing non-productivity
on board his ship.

5. In a shipyard, a worker who bad been assigned to a specific Job was
observed E' the Naval Reactors Representative to be doing nothing for three.
hours. No supervisor checked on the man during the entire three hour period.

6. In one private shipyard, a high weld reject rate has been a continuing
problem. After this problem bad been brought to the attention of shipyard
management and corrective actions were to have been taken, the Naval Reactors
Representative conducted a number of surveillance inspectionsst welding work
sites over a period of a week. No welding supervisors were present at the
work sites during at least half the inspections, no supervisors were noted
actually watching welds being made, and not one welding engineer was observed
at the work sites where welding was in progress.

7. In one private shipyard, a Naval Reactors Representative observed
significantly large numbers of workers over a long period of time to determine
the number of idle workers at various times during a shift. Over 34 percent
were observed idle during the middle of shifts, approixinately 36 percent were
idle one and one-half hours prior to the end of the shift, 40 percent were idle
by one hour before end of shift, and 48 percent were idle one-half hour before
the end of shift.

Enclosure (2) to
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C. Personnel Not at Their Assimned Work Sites

1. At one shipyard, a job was planned to be accomplished in three to four
shifts. After thirteen shifts had been spent on the job, a meeting among
concerned parties was convened. The work was then completed in approximately
six hours. A subsequent review by the Naval Reactors Representative and a
NAVSHIPS 08 representative of entry records at the work site indicated that
during the initial thirteen shift period the first production shop person
entered the work site an average of two hours after shift commenced, and
the last production shop parson left the site an average of one and one-half
hours before the end of shift. In addition, on both day and swing shifts,
the average elapsed time was two hours from when the last production shop
person left the work site prior to lunch until the first production shop
person returned to the site after lunch.

2. The Naval Reactors Representative observed that all workers assigned to a
particular job in one yard left work at least 25 minutes before the end of
the day shift. At another time during the previous week, more than half of
the workers observed at the job site had left at least 401minutes before the
end of shift.

3. At the suggestion of the Naval Reactors Representative, a shipyard
conducted a specific gate check on a swing shift prior to and after the dinner
break. As a result, four employees were disciplined for leaving early
for and returning late from dinner.

4. Approximately 35 minutes after the start of a shift at one yard, not
one of 30 workers aboard a ship had started to work. Workers were noted by
the Naval Reactors Representative and the ship Commanding Officer straggling
to the ship for at least 15 minutes subsequent to that.

5. No lunch period is scheduled for production personnel on the midnight
to 8:00 AM shift in one shipyard. The Naval Reactors Representative observed thata one and one-half hour lunch break was being taken during this shift by
personnel assigned to a dockside refueling facility. After the Naval
Reactors Representative pointed this out to the Shipyard Commander, the
lunch break was reduced to 45 minutes but was not eliminated.

6. Ten shipyard workers were observed aboard a ship by a Naval Reactors
Representative during the last two hours of a day shift. One of the workers
left the ship one and one-half hours before the end of the shift stating
he was through for the day, and four more left 40 minutes before the end
of the shift. These workers are still paid for the full eight hour shift.

Enclosure (2) to
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D. Additional Eamoles of Poor Productivity

1. In one shipyard, at least 50 portable shacks were located within 75 yards
of a nuclear submrine in overhaul. Some of these structures were equipped
with beat, air conditioners, meats, radios, coffee messes, and Playboy
pin-up galleries. In at least two cases, employees had constructed these
shacks from scrap materials. The insides of these units were made obscure
by curtains, tapeor paint over the windows which prevented seeing into the
shacks. On "vW occasions the Naval Reactors Representative found shacks
locked from the inside.

In another yard, similar buildings were noted along a drydock. These wars
serving no useful purpose other then to provide a place to loaf out of sight
and out of the rain. Such shacks have also been observed in other shipyards.

2. The Commanding Officer of a ship in one yard reported that his crew found
two dozen empty liquor bottles as they toured the ship at the end of the
December holiday season. He thought it to be inoonceivalbe that the
supervisors were not aware of this amount of drinking. He identified this
problem to the yard, but subsequently found more liquor bottles on two
separate occasions. A similar incident was reported by a ship Commanding
Officer at another yard during this holiday season.

3. During working hours in one yard, a workerwas noted skinning a deer tail
to obtain materials for refurbishing fishing lines.

4. Productivity was observed to be unusually good aboard one ship in a
Naval shipyard just prior to an announced Shipyard Commander's inspection.
Immediately after the inspection, 30 percent of the workers aboard the
ship were noted to be idle by the Naval Reactors Representative. In this
same yard, the Naval Reactors Representative observed that the number of
idle workers averaged about 32 percent, yet the yard requested relief
from manning and overtime constraints claiming delays would occur in
completing the overhauls of Fleet Ballistic Missile submarines if relief was
not provided.

5. Five shipyard workers were turned in by ship's force personnel in one
yard for shooting craps in the radio room of the ship. These workers had
actually posted a lookout to warn the players of approaching outsiders.

6. At another shipyard, the Naval Reactors Representative noted several
instances of welders spending work time engaged in activities obviously not
connected with their jobs. One was working on what ha considered a
"beneficial suggestion' for which he hoped to receive a monetary award.
Others were noted fabricating items such as small ladders for their personal use.

Enclosure (2) to
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7. The Naval Reactors Representative at a Navy yard noted some blatant
cases of loafing including Shop people congregating in lavatory facilities
drinking coffee and a fork lift operator teaching a cafeteria worker how to
swing a golf club outside of the cafeteria during working hours-not during
the lunch period.

8. A Commanding Officer of a ship in one yard observed much loafing in the
propulsion plant spaces onboard his ship. After pointing this out to
yard management, he noticed that the loafers moved to other compartments
of the ship such as the sonar equipment room. In one day he personally
observed over 30 workmen doing nothing (in his opinion hiding) in ship's
compartments outside the propulsion plant spaces.

9. In at least two instances, the reaction of yard management or the
Commanding Officers of ships to minor improvements in the number of idle
workers has indicated how poor the overall situation is; for example:

a. One ship Commanding Officer reported that he considers improvement
has been made in shipyard productivity aboard hie ship. However, in
the same report he stated that 25 out of 42 shipyard workers observed by
him in a recent tour through his ship were idle.

b. In another yard, Commanding Officers of the submarines present in the
yard reported 12 to 38 percent of the workers on board their ships were
observed to be not working. The yard reacted by congratulating the
workers on the ship with only 12 percent lack of productivity.

10. Approxmately 14 people in one yard were observed by a ship's Executive
Officer lined up in a compartment of the ship waiting for an electrician, who
was blocking the passageway, to complete a lengthy job. The Executive
Officer had to intercede with a yard supervisor before the electrician would
move aside to let the people past so they could proceed to their assigned work.

Enclosure (2) to
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON D. C. 20360 I w r to

2 7 14AR 1972

Mr. L. C. Ackerman, President
Newport News Shipbuilding and
.Dry Dock Ccmpany
Newport News, Virginia 23607

Dear Mr. Ackerman:

I have just read the speech on Government contracting given to the
Federal Government Accountants Association, Virginia Peninsula Chapter,
on March 15, 1972 by your vice president for contracts, and the news
article reporting the speech in the Newport News Times Herald.

Your vine president, of course, is completely free to express any
views he wishes. But if he really believes that high costs, excessive
profits, cost overruns, and contractor abuses on defense contracts are
"myths," and that those of us who are conrned about these matters are
lazy-minded" and "demagogues," then I believe you have a serious problem.

There has been ample testimony in recent years demonstrating that
defense procurement problems are hardly mythical. Former Secretary Packard
spoke out on several aspects of what he called the "mess" in defense
procurement. I, too, have testified concerning numerous specific aspects
of the problem. Findings of the Ctncmission on Government procurement,
the Blue Ribbon Defense Panel, the General Accounting Offioe, and various
Congressional investigations, as well as literally hundreds of thousands
of pages of hearings before various Congressional cnmittees attest to the
problems in defense procurement today.

To label these problems "myths" - "created and nurtured by those who
seek headlines and publicity at the expense of truth" -- does little good
for Newport News or the defense industry generally. Such statements
contribute to public mistrust and enlarge the credibility gap between the
public and the defense industry.

In connection with our nuclear shipbuilding programs, I have tried to
ferret out the problems in contracting for nuclear warships and face up to
them. I have done so to avoid the pitfalls that have plagued other defense
programs. However, I found that not all the cockroaches came from the
apartment next door. With respect to shipbuilding programs, for example,
I found:

o Inadequate cost controls
Poor procurement practices

o Excessive progress payments
Denial of records to Government auditors
Mischarging of labor costs
Deficiencies in material control systems
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° Excessive charges in overhead accounts
Excessive profits

° Excessive loafing and idleness
° Excessive use of overtime o

Inadequate Government surveillance of shipbuilding Ontracts

Not all these problems occurred at Newport News. However, a sufficiently
high percentage of them exist at your yard to provide solid evidence that
greater management attention to Navy shipbuilding work is needed at Newport
News.

Since nuclear powered ships cnnstitute the bulk of Newport News' work,
I can only assume that your vice president's statements were directed, at
least in part, to me. I would like to know if his speech was approved by
Newport News management. I would also like to receive, at your earliest
convenience, specific details of cases where, in ny dealings with Newport News,
I have been lazy-minded, demagogic, or inaozurate. Unless your official
can substantiate such statenents I feel he owes an apology to his audience
as well as to me.

In our years of working together, I have felt free to give you suggestions
on improving work at Newport News. I believed you also felt free to suggest
inprovements on the Navy's side. You can understand, therefore, why I am
disturbed by your official's allegations.

It is my belief that the Department of Defense and the defense
industry are going to have to make a real effort to put defense procurement
on a more efficient basis. This means improvement of Department of Defense
procurfient policies and procedures and improved administration of our
Dontracts. It also means the defense industry is going to have to set its
own house in order. There are plenty of problem areas at Newport News that
need the attention of your management personnel. Additional effort in these
areas -- including contracting -- would be far more beneficial for Newport
News, for the defense industry generally, and for the United States than
efforts to label these problems as nyths.

In order that the relationship between your customer and Newport
News iuay continue in a frank and open manner I would appreciate a reply
at your earliest convenience.

Yours very truly,

Cupy to:
Lbmrander, Naval Ship Systems Cormand

President, FGMA
Virginia Peninsula Chapter
Newport News, Virginia
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NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING AND DRY DOCK COMPANY

NEWPORT NEWS,VIRCINIA 23607

L. C.ACKERMAN
l'ilSll)ENTo' AOl! 011 IXd1J1IVE (Mrl LII

April 26, 1972

Vice Admiral H. G. Rickover, USN
NAVSHIPS 08
Naval Ship Systems Command Headquarters
Department of the Navy
Washington, D. C. 20360

Dear Admiral Rickover:

Thank you for your frank and open letter of
27 March 1972.

This is to advise you that in view of this we
are establishing a review procedure with regard
to public statements by shipyard officials
wherever they deal with our relationships with
our principal customers.

Sincerely yours,

an~~~~~I
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UNITED STATES
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON.D.C. Z0545

MAR 3 11972

Mr. William B. Petty
Director, Defense Contract Audit Agency
Canaron Station
Alexandria, Virginia 22314

Dear Mr. Petty:

I know of your omntitment to provide an effective audit service for
defense programs. Based on my recent experiences at wo major shipyards,
I wish to inform you of areas where I think the Defense Contract
Audit Agency (W.AA) can make substantial improvements in its audit
coverage.

For several years I have been looking into the procurelent, cost
control, and financial management practices at Electric Boat Division,
General Dynamics Corporation and at Newport News Shipbuilding and
Dry Dock Caopany, a division of Tenneco, Inc. My omcen stems from
the rapidly increasing shipbuilding costs which, in tum, jeopardize
congressional support for Navy shipbuilding programs.

I assigned a representative at each shipyard to see how the Navy's
shipouilding work was being handled. Attachment A shoas reports
resulting from this effort. They hihilight many serious deficiencies
and recramend corrective action. Here are same of the deficiencies we
have found and reported:

a. Procuretent practices. Neither shipyard had inrpietented
the Truth-in-Negotiations Act sone six years after enactment by
Congress. Procureaent files were not properly docummnted. Procuzenent
personnel were not well versed in cost and price analysis. There
was little or no evidence of mnaningful price negotiations. MTere
were inadequate safeguards over supplier bid infonnation.

b. Cost control. Neither shipyard had effective cost control
or cost reporting systems. Potential overruns could not be anticipated
with any degree of precision because costs cud not be related to
progress. There were no effective budgets for material procureents.
At one shipyard, it was possible to meet all working level budgets
and still overrun the contract price.

c. Progress paynents. Tragg progress payments, the govenaent
was paying shipbuilders substantially more than needed to finance the
contract; in effect the shipbuilders were getting an interest-free
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advance of government funds. Shipbuilders were paid for material
before the shipuilder paid the supplier and before it was actually
issued for use. Contractor eaployees were offered cash awards for
suggesting ways to increase the amount of costs that ctild be charged
to the government under progress payments. One shipyard got government
representatives to approve a method of calculating and certifying costs
for progress payments such that the shipuilder was able to collect
twice for escalaticn.

d. Access to records. The government did not have access to
shipbuilder books and records necessary to deteraine the reasonableness
of charges to goernmant contracts. Government representatives were
denied assess to cash flow information, capital investment plans and
decisions, and labor budgets.

e. Material oests. One shipbuilder's matearial control system
was deficient to the extent that it was not possible to determine the
reasonableness of charges to Navy ocntracts. A government auditor
discovered many of these deficiencies more than four years ago but
they were not officially reported by DCAA until recently.

f. Flexible cost charging practices. Flexible cost charging
practices resulted in oust-type contracts bearing a disproportionate
share of shipyard costs. The wages of personnel in the salvage
department were charged as a direct cost to cost-type contracts
but as overhead on fixed-priced work. Storage areas were also charged
this way. It appeared that the method in which mists were charged was
dependent on the type of contract involved.

g. Direct labor controls. Controls over direct labor charging
practices were inadequate. The government auditor initially denied
this, but, after a more thorough check, he found a high error rate
in most charges.

h. Overhaul and minversion work. Polaris submarine overhaul and
mnversioEn work costs about 30 percent more at Electric Boat than at

Newport News. Yet the higher cost shipyard, Electric Boat, got
substantially more profit than Newport News for each submarine overhauled.
The Government auditors had not raised this issue, nor had they
investigated what caused the higer costs at Electric Boat.

Here is what I conclude:

a. In general, your auditors lack perspective in their work. No
doubt they are intelligent and conscientious people, but mist of their
time appears to be spent reviewing contractor proposals, dhedking
rate computations, and performing other routine work. Not enough effort
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is directed toward evaluating how well the contractor ontrols his
costs, or manages his business. Had such reviews been onducted,
the auditors would have discovered and reported at least soe of the
more basic problem years ago - the lack of effective oost control
systems at the shipyards, the access to reoords problem, the grossdisparity in overhaul costs at the tea shipyards, the fact that theNavy paid substantially more profit to the higher cost shipyard, and
so on.

b. Auditors frequently take too narrow a view of their responsibilities.Take overhead oosts: Supervisors of Shipuilding paid little attention
to overhead ocsts, apparently thinking that audit verification of
overhead rates was enough. The auditors, however, only checked the
rate calculations and the allowability and allocability of the overheadcosts. They counted on the Supervisors of Shipbuilding to determine
whether overhead costs could be reduced by better management. Thus,
no one was really checking the reasonableness of overhead casts;
yet this fact apparently went unnoticed and unreported by the auditors.

c. The government auditors sometimes are reluctant to insist
upon obtaining the reoards they need. For example, until recently,
the auditors at one shipyard were willing to do without contractor
cash flow data, capital investment plans, labor budgets, and profit
data because the shipbuilder did not want to reveal such data. Arecent report of a DCAA meeting in Washington states that DCAA willnot exchange financial and performance data aong government audit
offices at shipyards doing similar work for fear that a contractor's
proprietary data might be compromised. Yet by doing without such data,auditors are handicapped in their ability to evaluate contractor
performance and highlight potential problem areas.

d. The auditors seem reluctant to require contractors to demonstratethat the shipyards are being run efficiently and eoonomically.
Neither Electric Boat nor Newport News yet has an effective internal
audit program geared to systematic reviews of each operation to seethat performance is efficient and eoonomical. The shipyard's costcontrol systems are also inadequate. Had the auditors required
shipbuilders to demonstrate the adequacy of their oost reporting andinternal auditing system, these problems would have been recognized
and reported much earlier than 1969 when I first'raised'these issues.

e. The auditors have been reluctant to question government operations."or years, the government auditors went along with the Navy and its
:;o-caI led disengagement policy - the idea that you could trustA i4ipuildIrs to make business decisions that would be in the public
I IItir0at without close government surveillance. As it turned out,
us-, LDupartment of Defense had never sanctioned such a policy and theNMvy subsaquently repudiated it.
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f. DCAA auditors deal at too low a level. The head resident
auditor at each shipyard should meet regularly with the head of the

shipyard to discuss deficiencies and raise issues that are not being
resolved adequately at lower levels. This should also be done at
other activities.

The answer to more effective governmrnt surveillance is not nore
auditors. Even one or two people with proper direction and management
support can go a long way toward uncovering problems and focasing
attention on the corrective action needed. What is needed, as I see

it, is closer involvenent in the day to day audit operations by DCAA
headquarters. Experience has amply shown that we cannot afford to
leave auditing completely to the discretion of the local offices.

An effective government audit and surveillance program is, in nay
view, essential to a strong national defense. I will be glad to help
you in your efforts to correct the situation. Please let me know of
any additional information needed. I would appreciate being informed
of what actions are taken in this matter.

Sinoerely,

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller)
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Financial Management)
Chief of Naval Material
ComVander, Naval Ship Systems Cammand
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° My fremaranuun for the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations andLogistics), Serial 08H-1337, dated 30 April 1969, Subject: Review ofControls over Construction Costs of NuClear-Powered Ships at NewportNews Shipbuilding and Dry Dodc Company

o My memorandum for the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations andLogistics), dated 13 September 1969, Subject: Proaoremnt Practices andCost Control under Navy Contracts with Electric Boat Division, GeneralDynamics Corporation, for Design, Construction, and Overhaul of NuclearSubmarines

My a -randun for the Commander, Naval Ship Systems Cammand, Serial 08H-01354dated 23 Septedber 1969, Subject: Cost Controls at Newport News Shipbuildingand Dry Dock Company

o M mermoranaurn for the Commander, Naval Ship Systems Consand, Serial 08H-714,dated 16 February 1970, Subject: Control of Ship Construction Costs atNewpt News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Coipany
M My mnenrandun for the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations and

Logistics), Serial 08H-718, dated 19 February 1970, Subject: ProcurecentPractices and Cost Control under Navy Contracts with Electric BoatDivision, General Dynamics Corporation, for Design, Construction, anmOverhaul of Nuclear Submarines

' Mny neurandun for the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Insrallations andLogistics), Serial 0811-767, dated 15 July 1970, Subject: Review ofOverhead Costs on Navy Contracts at Electric Boat

o My memorandun for the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations andLogistics), Serial 08H-772, dated 26 August 1970, Subject: Deficienciesin Procurement and Cost Control Practices of the Electric Boat Division,General Dynamics Corporation; cnaents on NAMvPS Investigation of
My memorandun for the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations andLogistics), Serial 08H-786, dated 30 October 1970, Subject: ExcessiveShipbuilder Profits on Nuclear Submarine Overhaul and Conversion Contract's

o My mEmorandun for the Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command, Serial O8H-1438,dated 14 April 1971, Subject: Deficiencies in the Procurement of NickelAlly Materials by Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Canpany
°y -norazum for the Comnander, Naval Ship Systems Catmand, Serial 08H-1468,dated 4 June 1971, Subject: Need for Improved Controls over Change OrderPricing at the General Dynamics Corporatioh's Flectric Boat Division

"My ma-randum for the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations andLogistics), Serial 08H-1478, dated 14 July 1971, Subject: ExcessiveProgress Payments on Nuclear Shipbuilding Contracts at Newport NewsShipbuilding and Dry Dock Company

A RACHNT A
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°My , nrandim for tWe Cassander, Naval Ship Systems Catmand, Serial 08H-1495,

dated 18 Septaeber 1971, Subject: Excessive Costs of Nuclear Submarine
Overhaul and Conversion Contracts at Electric Boat

° My memorandum for the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations and

Logistics), Serial 08H-1496, dated 2 Octcber 1971, Subject: Progress

Payments on Nuclear Shipbuilding Contracts

o My mroran-m for the Deputy Canptroller of the Navy, Serial OMi-1515,

dated 15 Novedber 1971, Subject: Progress Payments on Newport Ness

Shi2Pui1ding Contracts

° My myrrandum for the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations and

Logistics), Serial 08H-518, dated 28 February 1972, Subject. Progress

Paynents on Nuclear Shipbuilding Contracts

o >y mrerorandum for the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (InsrallatiOns and

Logistics), dated 27 March 1972, Subject: Progress Payments On Navy
Shipbuilding Contracts
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DEFENSE CONTRACT AUDIT AGENCY
arrivedot',\ .,>'mCAMERON STATION

ALEXANDRIA.VIRGINIA 22314

CA-D April 7, 1972

Vice Admiral H. C. Rickover
Deputy Commander
Nuclear Power Directorate
Naval Ship Systems Command (Code 08).
Navy Department
Washington, D. C. 20360

Dear Admiral Rickover:

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter of March 31, 1972,
in which you discuss various problems and deficiencies which you have
noted in your own surveillance of Defense contractors, with particular
reference to certain major shipyards.

I consider your letter to be most constructive and you may be
assured that we will move out very promptly in the effort to effect
improvements in those areas for which we are responsible and over
which we can exercise some control. We will be in touch with you
and your staff quite soon for this purpose.

Sincerely,

(I'
William B. Petty
Director
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* DEFENSE CONTRACT AUDIT AGENCY
CAMERON STATION

ALEXANDRIA.VIRGINIA 22314

CA-D April 7, 1972

MEMORANDUM FOR REGIONAL MIANAERS, DCAA
RESIDENT AUDITORS, DCAA
BRANCR MANAGERS, DCAA

SUBJECT: Attached Letter from Vice Admiral H. G. Rickover

Your careful and thoughtful attention is directed to the attach-
ment, and most particularly his observations about how he believes
that we in DCAA could do our job better. His initial emphasis is on
shipyard work, but it strikes me that his comments may be equally
pertinent elsewhere. Therefore, with his permission, I am sending a
complete copy of his letter to you.

Many of the deficiencies and weaknesses which Admiral Rickover
writes about are the same that we have tried to overcome and correct
in our operational surveys and reports. We certainly can join with
him in the effort to accomplish needed and often long overdue
improvements.. If, as he believes, we have been too passive and too
willing to accept conditions as they exist, I would like for us to
be more aggressive wherever there is a need to be so.

We wift soon meet with Admiral Rickover and his staff to discuss
matters relating to the particular shipyards to which he makes refer-
ence, and the Office of the Deputy for Audit Management will pursue
these subjects with the Regional Managers and the Resident Auditors
who are concerned.

William B. Petty
Director

Enclosure
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. 0 C 20360 a rePL CREEP To

2K-:tJ ~~~~~~~~~~~~08H-535
28 April 1972

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY
(INSTALLATIONS AND LOGISTICS)

Subj: Proaress Payments under Navy Shinbuilding Contracts

Encl: (1) Report of Meeting with Representatives of the
Offices of the Assistant Secretary of the
Navy (Installations and Logistics) and the
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Financial
Management) on April 14, 1972

1. Thank you for your 21 April 1972 memorandum regardino
progress oayments under shipbuilding contracts. The recent
Naval Material Command policy directive which requires the
elimination of unallowable costs from cost-based progress
payments (NAVMATNOTE dated 6 April 1972) aopears to resolve
the issue I raised in my February 28, and March 27, 1972
memoranda to you.

2. Your 21 April memorandum also makes reference to a
recent meeting among representatives of our staffs and the
staff of the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Financial
Management). Enclosure (1) is a report sent to me followinq
that meeting by Mr. Greer of my office.

3. In his report, Mr. Greer expresses concern that many of
the shinyard oroblems I have been reporting to you and to
others are not being given adequate consideration by senior
members of your staff nor by the staff of the Assistant
Secretary of the Navy (Financial Management). Mr. Greer's
report states that he was urged by the ASN(I&L) and ASN(FM)
representatives to raise shipbuilding issues at the staff
level rather than through the medium of memoranda to you
and other senior naval officials, in order to avoid "sending
ripples through the Navy." Mr. Greer's renort also states
that the ASN(I&L) and ASN(FM) representatives believe that
much more has been accomplished toward correcting the shiobuildino
problems than either he or I believe to be the case.

4. The tendency of devoted staff members to "protect" their
superiors from unpleasant news is a common Practice; it has
been so throughout history. But this tendency must be overcome
if we are to correct the many longstanding and difficult problems
at our shipyards and other activities. Correction of these
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problems will continue to require your personal attention
and action since these problems affect the Navy's ability
to get the ships it needs at reasonable cost. Without
your personal involvement and that of your predecessors,
we would not vet have realized the imorovements that have
been made to date.

5. For the above reasons, I will continue to raise directly
with you and other superiors those matters that I consider
warrant your personal attention.

6. I am sending this memorandum to you and to the Assistant
Secretary of the Navy (Financial Management) for your
personal information. No response is necessary.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Financial Management)

g2-530 0 - 82 - 23
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DI)TR 1'A X I Ni l N0FTHII. NAVY

Memorandum DAIL April 17, 1'7'

FROM M. C. Greer

TO VADM H. G. Rickover

SUBJ MEETING WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF THE OFFICE OF THE
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THFF NAVY (INSTALLATIONS A-ID
LOGISTICS) AND THE OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER OF THE
NAVY on April 14, 1972, RELATING TO PROGRESS PAYMENTS
ON NAVY SHIPBUILDING CONTRACTS AND OTHER PROBLEMS

1. The puroose of this memorandum is to relate the substance of ameeting in my office on April 14, 1972 among myself, Mr. T. L. Fosterand the following representatives from the Office of the AssistantSecretarv of the Navy (Installation and Logistics) and the Officeof the Comptroller of the Navy (NAVCOMPT):

Mr. J. T. Gallagher - ASN(I&L) Staff
Mr. L. E. Chermak - Counsel, NAVCOMPT
Mr. C. A. Buehrle - Director Banking and Contract

Financing, NAVCOMPT

2. This meeting was requested by Mr. Gallagher about two weeks aoo.His request grew out of the recent exchange of correspondence betweenyou and the ASN(I&L) recarding payment of unallowable costs in nroqresspayments under shiobuilding contracts. The background for thismeeting is summarized below:

a. On Februarv 28, 1972 you wrote to the ASN(I&L) Dointino outthat the Navy is financing unallowable costs throuoh prooress paymentson fixed orice type shipbuilding contracts with Newport News and othershipyards. You recommended that the Navy issue instructions requirinrthe elimination of unallowable costs from progress nayments.

b. On March 23, 1972 the ASN(I&L) responded to the effect that-:

(1) Your February 28 memorandum overstated the amount ofunallowable costs at Newport News through omission of
certain credits;

(2) The interest on the overpayments would not have exceeded
$2,500.

(3) Prior to your memorandum the Suoervisor of Shinbuilding
had made an analysis of unallowable costs included in
orooress payment vouchers and the review indicated thatno unallowable costs had been paid since September 1970:
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(4) The Supervisor of Shipbuildinc, Newport News had
instituted procedures to preclude nayments not
based on proper accounting procedures.

By cooy of his menorandum, the ASM(I&L) requested the Chief
of Naval Material "to monitor the shipbuilding proqram and to
keep me advised of any inadequate administration of proqress
Dayments which may occur." The ASN(I&L) memorandum was, I believe,
drafted by Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Chermak.

c. On 27 March 1972 you again wrote the ASN(I&L) pointinp
out that:

(1) The sum and substance of your February 28 memorandum
was not a mere $2,500 matter;

(2) Chanaes in the Newoort News accounting Procedure
had the effect of reducinq but not eliminatino
disallowances;

(3) The Supervisor of Shipbuildina's review was after
you raised the issue, not before;

(4) Payments which included unallowable costs had
been made to Newport News much later than the
30 SePtember 1970 date quoted by ASN(I&L)

(5) The credits mentioned in the auditor's report did
not affect the amount of cost disallowances.

(6) The Navy should issue specific instructions that
would eliminate unallowable costs from pronress
payments as you had previously recommended.

d. On Anril 6, 1972 the Chief of Naval Material issued a
directive (NAkVATNOTE 4200 of 6 April 1972) to require the
elimination of unallowable costs from progress payments, as
you pronosed.

Copies of the above correspondence are attached.

3. The main point I hoped to make in meetinq with Mr. Gallagher

was that it is difficult to try to improve the administration of

Navv shiobuildina contracts when the problems are not taken
seriously by top Navy procurement officials. I planned to review

with him some of the shipvard problems we have reported over the
nast four years, and to point out that:
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a. Inevitably the responses to issues we have raised
were prepared by neoole who were responsible organizationally
for the oroblem area and who therefore tended to downplay the
issue.

b. The resoonses tended to focus attention on the examples
cited rather than the principles involved. Generallv, this
was done by taking issue with the facts cited in the example.

c. The responses always cited improvements that were in
process.

d. The responses often sought to close out the issues without
appropriate corrective action.

I wanted to show Mr. Gallagher the Parallel between these
responses and the ASN(I&L) response to your February 28 memorandum.

4. The meeting did not qo as I had honed it would. It became
apparent to me that the purpose of the meeting from Mr. Gallagher
and Mr. Chermak's standpoint was to discourage further "Rickover
memoranda" because they "send ripples throughout"the Navy" and
make a lot of extra (and oresumablv unnecessary) work. Both
Mr. Gallaaher and Mr. Chermak said I should call them regarding
our Problems since I am not always in a Position to know what
is going on in Navy Policy circles.

5. Mr. Gallagher was particularly disturbed by your March 27, 1972
memorandum. He said you accused the Navw of doing nothing to
improve the administration of progress Payments when in fact he
thought quite a bit was being done. He and Mr. Chermak both felt
that "our memoranda ignored the work of the NAVCOMPT Progress
Payment Task Group. (In fact you did not, you Pointed out that
progress was being made). Mr. Gallacher also claimed that the
NAVMAT directive eliminating unallowable costs from progress
Payments was the direct result of the ASX(I&L) March 23, 1972
response to you. He said that the ASN(I&L) response made no
promise to issue such a directive because he, Mr. Gallagher,
could not be sure how long it would take NAVMAT to issue the
instruction.

6. I told Mr. Gallagher that the ASN(I&L) March 23 memorandum
could be read only one way -- as a turndown of your recommendation
and a "close-out" of the issue. There was nothing in that
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memorandum to indicate that the Navy aqreed with your recommendation
and intended to implement it. Moreover, I showed Mr. Gallacher
that your memorandum did not say that the Navy wasn't doinq
anythinq; it merely disagreed with the Assistant Secretary's
asoarent decision to do nothing further with recard to your
specific recommendation, i.e., to issue instructions recuirino
the elimination of unallowable costs from proqress payments. I
acknowledged that NAVMAT subsequently issued the directive
you had recommended and that the NAVCOMPT Progress Payments Task
Group now seems to be doing a good job.

7. Mr. Gallagher appeared to want some way to close out the
unallowable-cost-in-proqress-eayments issue without havine to
write another letter for the ASN(I&L) He asked me to write a
letter to state that you were satisfied with the actions taken
by ASN(I&L). I refused. However, I told him that as far as
you are concerned the issue is settled since NAVMAT has now
taken the action you recommended.

8. During the meeting, I spent quite some time reviewine
the issues we had raised in the cast. I was not at all
encouraged, however, by the response; for example:

a. I mentioned the lack of effective cost control at
Newport News. Mr. Gallagher said things were now much
better at Newport News, alludine to their new "space control"
cost system. I told him that the new system affects only
about i5% of ship costs and that it had not yet been implemented
on the test ship -- the DLGN 38.

b. I mentioned the lack of effective budgetary controls
over material costs. Mr. Gallaoher argued emphatically --
even offered to bet me -- that Newport News and Electric Boat
in fact had such controls. We showed him the minutes from a
March 23, 1972 cost control meeting with Electric Boat
representatives wherein Electric Boat stated that their present
system does not show whether the orders they place are contributing
to a Potential cost overrun or cost underrun.

c. I mentioned the case of Electric Boat charoino off
inventories at the end of the month for progress pavment
Purposes and later reversing the charge so the government ends
up financing the inventory. Mr. Chermak seemed to be of the
opinion that it did not really matter since the inventories
would eventually be used on Navy work. He indicated that
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most knowledgeable oeoole in the business knew that under the
special orooress Payment provisions on shipbuildinq contracts
the Navy ends un financing nearly all costs at the shioyards.
I pointed out to him that this procedure results in unnecessary
cost to the government.

d. I mentioned the problem of drydocking costs at Electric
Boat being about five times more than at Newport News, principally
because of the difference in methods of depreciation used and
in the depreciable lives established for the dry docks. Mr.
Chermak stated that ASPR rules provide that the Department of
Defense will accept whatever the Internal Revenue Service accepts
so the Navy's hands are effectively tied. I told him that I
thought the Navy itself should have a say in determining what
depreciation is appropriate for drydocks servicing only Navy
ships.

In short, neither Mr. Gallagher nor Mr. Chermak seemed
to take the issues I was raising seriously; they disagreed with
most of them.

9. Upon reflection, a number of things disturb me about the
meeting:

a. Senior representatives of the offices of ASN(I&L)
and NAVCOMPT apparently do not view the issues you are raisina
as particularly serious matters warranting top level attention
in the Navy. Rather they seem to feel that these issues can
be handled routinely by existing organizations.

b. They wanted me to bring future shipyard problems to
them. Yet, Mr. Gallaaher, in particular, and Mr. Chermak, to a
lesser extent, reacted negatively to most of the problems you
have raised. In general, they indicated that we tend to
generalize from one or two examples, and that the Navy deserves
more credit than we give it.

c. Mr. Gallagher regularly visits shipyards on orocurement
review teams and other special Projects, and is influential in
Navy procurement. He paints a picture of substantial improvement
in shipyard practices. This conflicts with your view and my
view that not much has been accomplished in correcting the
deficiencies you have identified.
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d. Mr. Gallaeher implied that both Mr. Annan's and LCDR
Ledwicgs reports are unreliable. He claims they take examples
out of context and blow them into biq issues. He seemed to
remain firm in this conviction although the record clearly shows
that Annan and Ledwie have been rieht in virtually all resnects.
For example, after Ledwiq raised the issue of inadequate controls
over materials at Electric Boat, both the Supervisor of
Shipbuildina and NAVSHIPS'Special Review Team took issue with
him. Later, the DCAA auditor confirmed Ledwic's findings and
refused to certifv Electric Boat's accounting for material
costs. Again, Navy officials took issue with N.nnans report
that Newport News did not have an effective cost control system.
The Assistant Secretary of Navy (Financial 'Manaqement) ultimately
formed a special study groun to review the Newport News cost
control system; that croup confirmed that Annan was right. This
has been the case time and time again.

e. Mr. Gallaoher and Mr. Chermak thouqht vou had not oiven
the Navy enoueh credit for Navw efforts to improve cost control,
proqress payments,shiobuilder procurement practices, contract
administration, and the like. Thev seemed to ignore the fact
that these efforts all stemmed directly from reports You have
issued to vour superiors. Prior to that, the Navy had done
little in these areas.

10. Based on this meeting, I will make an effort to work more
closely with these officials to make sure thev are trulv aware of
the oroblems we find. However, from this meeting I am even
more concerned that senior Navy procurement officials are not
qettine an accurate view of shipvard problems. Therefore, while
it mav offend some staff members, mv conclusion is that vou should
continue to raise these shinvard issues via formal memoranda with
the resoonsible officials just as You have in the nast.

M. C. Greer
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20360 IN TO

08H-546
18 July 1972

.MERVDkDUN FOR TIE OWQNDER, NAVAL SHIP SYSE24S CXmND

Subj: Excessive Prices for Changes to NAVSHIPS Contracts at Litton
Industries' Ingalls Nuclear Shipbuildirg Division,
Pascagoula, Mississippi

Encl: (1) My ltr dtd 15 May 1972 to Supervisor of Shipbuilding,
Pascagoula

(2) Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Pascagoula, ltr Ser 100-14 dtd
31 May 1972

(3) My ltr dtd 27 Jun 1972 to Supsrvisor of Shipbuilding,
Pascagoula

1. Attached as enclosures (1) through (3) are copies of correspondence
between the Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Conversion and Repair, Pasceagoula
and Iyreelf. 'This corresponcuenco-identifies deficiencies in pricina of
contract change orders at Ingalls and indictes that t'e maavy ny be
paying excessive prices, possibly as much as a factor of tao, for changes
to submarine overhaul contracts. It also indicates that there may be
substantial errors in Ingalls' labor charges on Navy contracts.

2. Based on enclosures (1) through (3) and other facts, I believe that
IMVSHIPS should initiate a thorouah investigation into the pricing of
contract changes by SUPSHIPS Pascagoula. Specifically:

a. The cost of change orders on the overhaul of the SSN's 612 and
614, at Ingalls, was 32% and 27% of the original contract target costs
respectively, These figures far exceed the percentages for changes
at other private yards doing nuclear sulmarine overhauls.

b. A caxoarison of the cost per ship for the same Hieaduarters
Modification Requests (HMR's) invo!.ed on nes construction ships at
Electric Boat (SSN's 678/679/681/684) and Ingalls (SSN's 680/682/683)
reveals that costs at Ingalls ere 60% higher than at Electric Boat.
In scsre cases, the negotiated prices fcr Ingalls' changes have been
four tirnes the price for similar work at Electric Boat.

c. The profit percentages allosed by SUPSHIPS Pascagoula on change
orders for SSN's 680/682/683 average l64 of cost, which is excessive.
The original contract target -ee was 6.94% of5st.
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3. I reccmiend that NAVSHIPS investigate the pricing of contract changes
and labor charging practices at Ingalls. I also recommend that the
pricing of change orders by the Supervisors of Shipbuilding- at other
private yards be reviewed to determine whether problems similar to
those identified at Pascagoula exist. I would appreciate bein;g advised
of the action taken in this matter.

-lG. Rl oku~r

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations and Logistics)
Chief of Naval Material
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..et. a ..- :_ coprocoed i- 5co Coern to you?
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.~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~0 iCau
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bee: P. D. RieC, w/o cenCe.
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DrFPYAJR.lNT OF T1lE NAVY

Aidemorandum DATE: 10 tMay 1972

FROM P. D. Rice, PNROR, Poscogoula " '

TO VADMA H. C. Rickover

SIBJ Excessive Cost of USS GRiM4LIUG (SSh614) Pressurizer Heater Cables
Reosir P-ork

1. In February 1972, a problem developed during post overhaul sea trials in
USS GR2=JLING concerning insulation resistance deficiencies in three pressurizer
heoter electrical junction panels in tho ship's reactor compartment. Sub-
sequently, CO:3.SUBLA14T approved correcting these deficiencies and, in order to
prevent delay in the delivery of the ship, the Supervisor of Shipbuilding
issued a unilateral chenge to Ingalls to perform this work. All repairs were
accomplished by the yard during a one w-eek period ending February 23, 1972, and
involved installing.new insulating sleeves and tercinel lugs on 472 electrical
leods.

2. On 20 Msrch 1972, Ingalls submitted to the Supervisor of Shipbuilding a
change crder for the work discussed above. Ingalls' proposed irezease in price
was $18,39B includinc a total charge for material of $258. rln 3 April 1972,
I pointed out to tho Supervisor of Shipbuilding (Adoiral Payne) that Ingolla
proposed change order appeared to be excessive and that I was revie.ing the
Ingalls. cleiw end would get beck to him on any points which I found that could
assist Payne -n the evaluation and negotiation of the change order. However,
on 13 April 1972, prior to conpletion of my reviow, the Supervisor's office
approved Ingells' change order for the pressurizer heater cable repairs at an
increase in price of $17,780 (9Tr4 of Ingalls' request)..

3. Based cn the following comoents, which outline the results of my review
of this Ingells change-order, I ean concerned that the Supervisor of Shipbuild-ii-g
say be approving Ingalls' chance order proposals without en adecuate review to
determine whether their cler.s are accurate, properly justified, and do not
result in excessive charges to the Governrment:

* (a) The Ingalls change order states that 748 mean-hours of electrical craft
tine, excluding supervision, were used to perform the work directly it-
valved at the electrical panels in the reactor compartment, and an opera-
tional test subsequent to the work. However, Ingalls' records for access
to the reactor comportment where nearly all of this work was cerformed show
that electrical croft personnel spent only about 230 nan-hours at the work
site. This actual recorded :ork time, plus obout eight edditional man-hours
which I estion te as the maxiromu tioe required for the operational test, is
less than one-third of the 748 man-hours claimed for this portion of Ingalli
change order. This does not include shop work end adrministrativc efforts
which arecleined separately in tho Incolls change order.
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'VADIM II. G. Rickover -2- 10 May 1972

(b) The Ingalls change order shows that 144 nan-hours of leltrica] super-
vision were charged for this job. However, Ingalls' reactor compartment
access records show that a total of only nine of the 144 man-hours charged
(6%) were actually spent at the work site by electrical supervisors. Super-
visory and support personnel such as nuclear inspectors discussed below
probably would not spend full time et the work site since the site is a
radiation area. However, it stands to reason that personnel used only on
a limited basis for this specific

5
job would also be used for other overhaul

or new construction submarine work, especially in light of Ingallsa claim
in a separate section of the Ingalls change order for disruption of workers,
including electrical supervisors and nuclear inspectors.

(c) The Ingalls change order claims that 196 man-hours of Nuclear Quality
Assurance personnel tine were used to inspect the insulation work, temooarry
shielding installation, and post repair operational test. However, based
or, Ingalls' records only about 13% of this time was spent in the reactor
compartment where the work was performed. Based on the above and my estimat
of the inspection effort required for the operational test, it appears that
lass than one-third of Ingalls' claie for this area is valid.

(d) As stated in comment (c), the Ingalls change order shows that part of
the Nucleer Quality Assurance personnel man-hours claimed was to inspect
the temporory shielding installations. However, Inqalls, orocedurers do not
require temporary shielding installations to be inspected by nuclear in-
spectors. Based on my discussion with Ingalls.' Manager mf Nuclcsr Q:'lity
Assurance, no stch inspection by Nuclear Quality Assurance personnel was
performed.

(a) The Ingalls change order states that 144 hours of premium time were
required for Elactrical Department personnel on the weekend which occurred
during the time period for this job. This claim is based on 12 men working
8 hour shifts both on Saturday and Sunday. However, my review shows that
Ingalls' claim is inflated by at least a factor of two since Ingalls reacto-
compartment access records show that less than six equivalent full-time
electrical personnel were actually working at the work site on Saturday anld
Sunday.

(f) The Ingalls change order states that 104 man-hours of Radiological
Engineering personnel time were required for the design and engineering offo:
associated with temporary lead shielding for this job. My review shows that
this estimate is grossly overstated based on the simple nature of the
teoporary shielding involved and based ibn the fact that Ingalls' reactor
compartment access records show that less than oni man-hour was spent at the
work site by Radiological Engineering personnel.

(g) The Ingalls change order states that 12 man-hours were required by
Nuclear Quality Engineering personnel to evaluate the test results. This
effort simply involved checking approximately 100 electrical reoistance
measurements to see if these data were within scceptable limits. My estioat'
of the time required for this work is less then one hour.
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4. This chrnge order has resulted in a direct increase in the target cost of

the USS GREENLING overhaul contract. I have not determined the ectual cost

Ingalls ices charged to the contract. However, the work was completed well bei

the proposal was submitted to the Supervisor's office. I intended to bring t!

matter to the attention of the Supervisor of Shipbuilding and to request that

the Supervisor obtain a price reduction from Ingalls based on the yard's recoy
showing actual work times spent on the job. However, considering the discre-

peancies and inconsistencies in the pricing of this relatively inexpensive char

order, I feel the implications ere such that you may wish to bring this matter

to the attention of higher Navy officials.

cc: M. C. Greer
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SUPERVISOR OF SHIPBUILDING. CONVERSION
AND REPAIR. U. S. NAVY

PASCAGOULA. MIJS5J5*PPI 30567

100:CNP:mlw
Ser: 100-14
31 May 1972

Vice Admiral H. G. Rickover, USN-
Naval Ship Systems Command (08)
Department of the Navy
Washington, D. C. 20360

Dear Admiral Rickover:

This is in reply to your letter of 15 May, 3972 regarding the settle-
ment of nlnalls' claimi for repairing the pressurizer heater cables in USS
GREENLING (SSNG14). In that letter you asked three questions, which are
given in the following with my answers to each.

The first question was "Do the fa-:ts related in my representative's
memorandum correctly reflect the amount of work performed by Ingalls?
If so, on what basis did the Supervisor approve the contract change for
several times the amount due Ingalls?" The facts stated by Mr. RicE are
substantially correct. However, detailed investigation of man-hounr charges
indiccte that his conclusions drawn from these facts nay not be fully
accurate. Details are provided in Enclosure (1). In summary, Irgalls did
submit a proposal which included the following estimates (not stated to be
return costs). These are given together in the below table with now avail-
able return costs which have been examined by my staff and are in conformity
with regular cost accounting practices of ingalls which have been approved
by DCAA.

Ingalls Negotiated Return
Proposal Estimates Costs

Electrical
Craft 748 M.H. 706 M.H. 609 M.H.

Electrical
Supervision , 144 136 112

Nuclear
Q.A. 202 / 202 156

'Radiological /
Control 164 / 164 172

Other * 388 377 376

Total 1646 1585 1425

Cost $16,741 $16,177 $14,:on

Fee e 1J657 1,602 1,435

Total $18,398 $17,779 $
1
' 9

'
5

ENCLOSUT4
*Assist trades. temp. ventilation. disu-,tion. -.. … …i…o -. P U

-- - -__ .116. . , -u.
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100 :CNP:mlw
Ser: 100-14
31 May 1972

Your second question was "If the facts art not correct, what was the
basis for the settlement of the change order?" Recognizing that the third
cojum.n "Return Costs" was not available at the time of the settlement, my
negotiators were concerned with the fact that this Was unplarr.ad work,
identified during Fast Cruise and accomplished between First and Second Sea
Trials. Due to the overrun condition of the contract, they were anxious to
adjudicate all open changes in order to prevent possible resubmission of
proposals that included delay and additional disruption. The thrust from
my office *iid been to force Ingalls to thoroughly plan this work and accel-
erate as much as possible. The Navy negotiators were also mindful of the
fact that only the actual costs (third column) would be charged finally to
the Government under the cost-plus-incentive--fee type contract. The basis
actually used was the Price Analysis technique provided for in SACAM for
cost contract modifications in this dollar value category.

Your third question was "Why was the change order settled before re-
ceiving comments from my representative, after hie had expressed Ilia concern
to you?" Sly records show that Mr. Rice called titis matter to my atcention
on the afternoon of 30 April. I did not pass on to my staff any constraints
as a result of this information (as 7 should have dote, and normally would
have done) partially due, I think to my preoccupation with events in a very
heavy schedule during the few days irmediately following, including a full
day visit by the Australian CNO (West Bank), a visit by Congressman Kyros
(Wesit Ba;ak), several conferences concerning certification of the Ingalls
dry dock, and its potential ramifications on the schedule of GATO. In
addition on April 4, and the following few days, I changed my residence to
a new address. I therefore take full responsibility for the failure to
instruct my staff to await Mr. Rice's analysis before proceeding with
negotiations.

In this regard, it is my policy to listen attentively and seriously to
all items which Mr. Rice discusses with me and to take follow-up action
where :,ndicated. The failure in this instance was not due to lack of
appreciation for his interest and information.

In addition, the post-analysis of this case has pointed up areas in
our negotiating process and in Ingalls work practices which will revive
further investigation by me and my staff in our continuing efforts to
tighten costs and controls of the Contractor's work.

/ Sincerely-yours,

Ecoe. PAYNE

Enclosure
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DETAILED CO'IEN;YS ON i':P, i'AStC.AWULA
ENIORANDL!M OF 10 HAY 1972 To VRlIN H. c. RICKOVER

1. The memorandum stated that approxfn.;tely 230 uan-hours of vlectricri craft
time were spent in the reactor coopdrtbent.
Commnent: Return costs indicate tha4t a total of 609 direct electrical craft
man-hours were charged of which 76 hours were expended in the shop engravilng
cable sheathing and other prefah work. Scevcnty-six hours were spent in
training briefings, and back-up u:orkers were held on standby because of
anticipated high radiation and high temperalture in the reactor compartment.
The Supervisor will further investigate the records for detailed charges
and usage of manpower.

2. The memorandum noted that 144 man-hours of supervision were charged to the
job. (This was the initial proposal; the actual charges were 112 rian-hours.)
Comment: The initial proposal was rationalized as follows: Two supervisorr
for two shifts to conduct training sessions and craft briefing (32 111,) - on.
shop supervisor for overseeing shop work (32 MH), one ship supervisor ava"l-
able at all times (72 Ni1). Mr. Rice's conclusion that supervisory personnel

5 uid have only been used on a limite0 basis for this job, since they could
have been expected to have been used fur other overhaul or new construction
submarine work is a logical end reasonabhv concluis;on. Since return costs
show that they, in fact, were charged for 112 man-hours (in contrast to a
144 MH estimiate), the records would indicate little diversion to other sub-
marine work from this job. 'However, I intend to have this point more thor-
oughly checked to the extent possible.

3. The memorandum cited Ingalls claim for 196 111 for NQA personnel. (The pro--
posal was in fact for 202 il; the actual charges were 156 mH).
Comment: The significant tasks performed by NQA, in addition to the approxi-
mately 26 hours spent in the-reactor compartment, were in processing rip-olut:
and inspecting the prefabrication work in the shop. Hr. Rice's coaunants that
NQA does not inspect temporary shielding are correct. This will also be a
matter of further inquiry by the Supervisor, eepc-ially into the practice of
assigning and changing NQA personnel, both in view of the disparity between
proposal and return cost, anc.of the seemingly excessivescharies in the
return costs. __

4. The memorandum comwented on seemingly excessive overtime proposed. (The
proposal was for 144 MRll. Reactor access logs show cbout one half of this.)
Comment: This resulted from bad-up worters held in standby because of the
anticipated high radiation and high emperature conditions in the compartment.

S. The memorandum cites that the Radiological Engineering estimate of '104 NH for
design and engineering effort associated with lu.-d shielding appears exces-
sive.
Comment: The Supervisor agrees. Return costs are not availalle, but further
investigation of records will be coidut.ed to attemapL to d,!termine the actus'l.
used and the reason for the estimate. Tic same costuwcatOn. apply to the 12 Sill
estimate for Nuclear Quality Engineering.

Enclusurn (I)
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Act ' DEPARTMENT OF THE NA VY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

'P'&\5;9:!>8t! Is WASHINGTON. D. C. 20360 IN R A~n TO

27 June 1972

RAEN C. H. Payne
Supervisor of Shipbuilding,

Conversion and Renair
Pascagoula, tMississippi 39567

Rcf: (a) VAIM Rickover'ltr dated 15 Mday 1972 to RADM Payne
(b) RAMI Payne ltr Ser 100-14 dated 31 Yay 1972 to VADM Rickover

Dear MAidral Payne:

By refereTice (a) I fcrwardc-d you a memorandum which I received from
sy representative at Ingalls concerning the recent settlement by your
office of an Ingnllh6 claim for repairing pressurizer heater cables in
the USS GSi1m:G (SSim 614). - This data suboitted by rny representative
indicated that the Ingalls' claim was grossly excessive, but that your
office agreed to en increase in contract price of 9$% of the amount
claimed. I rsquestcd your conFDents on the settlement.

In reference (b) you concurred in th2 facts outlined in y'
representative's wemorandwi, but you disagreed with his conclusions.
You iniieated that the settlement was proner based on information
available at the tire. The enclosure to reference (b) provided detailed
cofrnta on the poirnts srad& by my representative.

My review of the information provided in reference (b) still indicates
that this settlement was excessive, possibly by as much as a factor of two.
Enclosure (1) contains detailed co.7ments on the information presented in
reference 'b). In short it appears:

(a) Ingalls assigned excessive numbers of people to this work--far-
more than were required for the amount of work performed.

(b) Ingalls cost charging practices appear questionable. In several
instances it appears the aFount of time charged to this work exceeded
the tine ectuolly worked.

(c) Your office did not take adequate action to control the cost
of this work, and did not utilize all the information available
in pricing this change.

92-530 0 - 82 - 24
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I an-3 info-vd that the contract oricee for overhauling USS GUARDFISH
(SSN 612) and USS GREEFLIi (SSN 614) were increased by 32 and 27 percent
respectively as the re3ult of charge and claimj settlements. These increases
are almost twvice those experienced at Electric Boat and Neuport News on
submarine overhwol work end far greater than should be expected under a
coat type contract. It appears that your office is allowing excessive
claiss and changec and that improvement is required in your surveillance
of Ingalls vork planning. I recormmend that you look into these matters
im=eaiatelyv to determine what corrective action is required. Further,
it is requested that you reexaminu the basic for settlement of the claim
for repair of the pressurizer heater cables and that you require a contract
repricing. I recommend that you do likewise for other changes that have
been settled in thc manner of this change in GREENLHP.

I am sending a copy of this letter to the Commander, Naval Ship Systems
Command with the suggestion that the pricing of changes by Supervisors of
fihipbuilding at all private yards be reviewed to determine whether similar
problems exist.

RH. G. RICKOVRR

Encl:
(1) NAYVEHPS ;0 Co7ments on SUPShIPS Pascagoula

Letter dated 31 May 1972

Copy to:
COWUAVUSIUIPSYSCCM
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DSrAIT-'D NAVShIPS OS CoCJ4ENTS ON SupSniPS PASCAGOtIA LTER
103:CrsiLnh Ser:100-14 dated 31 May 1972

SUPS19PS PASCAGOUIA STATEM7:

'"Return costs were not available at the time of the settlement"

NAVSIttPS 08 Ca-IT0=:

This statement is not understood. The date of settlement was seven weeks

after the work was completed and five weeks after completion of overhaul.

Return costs should have been available.

SUPSHIPS PASCAGOUIA STATVEXPT:

"The Navy negotiators were also mindful of the fact that only the actual

costs (third column) would be charged finally to the Government under the
Cost-plus-in-entive-fee type contract."

NAVSHIPS 03 COKESr:

This stateuent indicates the Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Pascagoula personnel
do not understand the importance of negotiating reasonable target costs on

CPIF contracts. Under a cost-plus-incentive-fee type contract where the

costs are underrun, the contractor receives his return costs, target fee

and a percentage of the underrun costs as additional fee. It is always to

.the contractor's advantage to establish a-high target cost and target fee

on contract changes.

SUPSUPS PASCAGOUIA STATEIENT:

"Return costs indicate that a total of 609 direct electrical craft man-hours

were charged of which 76 hours were expended in the shop engraving cable
sheathing and other prefab work. Seventy-six hours were spent in training

briefings, and back-up workers were held on standby because of anticipated
high radiation and high temperature in the reactor compartment."

KAVSHIPS 08 CteENr:

Ingalls proposal for electrical crafts was 748 san-hours. The settlement
recognized 706 man-hours and 609 man-hours were charged. Reactor compartment
access records show only 230 man-hours of electrical craft time spend in the

reactor cozpartment. Allowing 152 man-hours noted above for prefab and
training, leaves 334 man-hours for standby workers. This number of standby

workers assigned exclusively for this job appears unreasonable and excessive.

Apparently the standby workers were not assigned to other work, subject to

call if needed for the repair of the pressurizer heater cables. Reasonably

accurate radiation and temperature levels should have been available inr

ENCASE W1
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planning for the work and the assigned workers should have been adjusted
based on actual conditions. The statement that this large number of
standby workers was required because of anticipated high radiation and
high temperatures is not reasonable because:

(a) The average radiation dose rate for all of the electric shop
personnel worhirg the GMENI.IWG pressurizer heater job was less than

-10 mr per hour and the average total radiation exposure for all electric
craft personnel who worked tnis job (excluding the low exposure of the
electrical Supervisor) was only about one-third the allowable weekly limit.
No worker exceeded the allowable weekly exposure limit of 300 nr for the.
entire job.

(b) The average number of hours actually spent in the reactor compartment
by all of the electrical craft personnel who worked this job (excluding
Supervision) was 3.1 hrs per shift per man. In several instances individual
electricians worked at least 6r hours in the reactor compartment during one
shift.

SUFSIS PASCAGO'ULA STATEANT:

The memorandum noted that 144 man-hours of supervision were charged to
the job. (This was the initial proposal; the actual charges were 112
man-hours. ) (,ouxrent.: The initial proposal was rationalized as follows:
Two suuervisors for two shifts to conduct training sessions and crast briefing
(32 141) - one shop supervisor for overseeing shop work (32 INS), one ship
supervisor available at all times (72 ME). Mr. Rice's conclusion that
supervisory, personnel could have only been used for other overhaul or
new construction nubsaorine work is a logical and reasonable conclusion.
Since return costs show that they, in fact, were charged for 112 man-hours
(in contrast to. a 144 Ml estimate), the records would indicate little
diversion to other submarine work from this job."

XAVSMIPS 03 CCM4EID:

Mr. Rice's conclusion was that the amount of Supervisor time charged was
excessive. Most of the work was performed in the reactor compartment.
Actual supervision iV the reactor compartment totaled about 10 nan-hours.
Therefore most of the remaining Supervisor time charged to this job should
have been charged to other shipyard work.

SUPSHIPS PASCAGOULA STAT1UENT:

'The meorandum cited IM ALLS claim for 196 MN for NIQA personnel. (The
proposal was in fact for 202 RH; the actual charges were 156151). Comment:
The significant tasits performed by XQA, in addition to the approximately
26 hours spent in the reactor compartment, were in processing rip-outs
and inspecting the prefabrication work in the shop. Mr. Rice's cotents
that NQA doer not inspect temporary shielding arc correct. This will also
be a matter of further inquiry by the Supervisor, especially into the practice
of assigning and changing NtQA personnel, both in view of the disparity
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between proposal and return costs and of the seemingly exessive changes in the
return costs."

wiAVSwDS 08 Cu'2OTNT:

It is ass-aned that "changing" in line 8 and "changes" in line ^ should
read 'chargix¢g And "cherges" respectively. In view of these excessive
charges, the DCAA auditor should make a through investigation o Ingalls_
cost accounting practices.

WUP3MP PASCAGOUIA STATWEfNT1-:

"The meirorandicn cites that the Radiological Engineering estimates of
104 MR for design and engineering effort associated with lead shielding
appears excessive.
Connent: The Supervisor agrees. Return costs are not available, but
further investigation of records will be conducted to attempt to determine
the aetuals used aud the reason-for the estimate. The sane consmnts apply
to the 1.2 M estimate for Nuclear Quality Engineering."

NAVSHIPS 08 C0uaE!T:

The statement is not understood. Return cost should be available. Again,
it appears that the Supervisor of Shipbuilding and the SCAA Auditor should
throughiy investigate-these- charges.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. O. C. 20360 *l

08H-553

18 JUL 197L

KNOMRNDW4 FOR THE 0HDER, NAVAL SHIP SYSTMS CMemND

Sut±j: Progress Payments an Contract N00024-68-C-0342 with Litton Systems,
Inrporated, Ingalls Nuclear Shipbuilding Division, for Construction
of SSNs 680, 682, and 683

1. Litton Industries, Ingalls Nuclear Shipbuilding Division, recently
requested an adjustment in the subject contract billing price fran target
to ceiling. In looking into this matter I found that:

a. In September 1971 the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA)
auditor at the shipyard reported that Litton had overbilled the Navy
$13.3 million in progress payments under this contract.

b. In December 1971 the DCAA auditor again reported an over-billing
by Litton. At that time the over-billing totaled $9.1 million.

c. Cn 10 July 1972 NAVSHIPS 02 asked the Supervisor of Shipbuilding
to review progress billings on this contract in the light of information
sumnitted with Litton's request for an increase in the contract billing
base.

d. 7he DCAA auditor at the shipyard today advised that Litton's
current over-billings total about $9.8 million on this contract.

2. It appears that for a long time the Navy has been over-paying Litton
by a substantial amount. It also appears that NAVSHIPS took no action
on this matter even after the DCAA auditor twice brought it to NAVSHIPS'
attention. In effect AVSHIPS has granted a $10 million interest free
loan to Litton.

3. I recanend:

a. Imediate action should be taken to recover any contract over-
payments from Litton.

b. Progress payments on all other NAVSHIPS oontracts with Litton
should be revieed to determine whether similar overpayments exist.
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c. A formal investigation of the Navy's handling of Litton progress

payments should be made to establish responsibility for the over-payment

and appropriate disciplinary action should be taken.

4. As the over-payment to Litton may be symptoatic of the practice

at other private yards, the Navy should also review the method of making

progress payments at these yards. Further NAVSHIPS should establish

adequate controls over progress payments to preclude future over-payments.

5. I would appreciate being advised of what action you take on this

matter.

k.iG. tk&-

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations and Logistics)
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Financial Management)
Chief of Naval Material
Ships 02

05
O0
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20360
05: BEl: con
Ser 150-05
1 1 AUG 1972

ME4ORANDUM ?OR THE DEPUTY COMMANDER FOR NUCLEAR PROPULSION

Subj: NAVSHIPS Contract N0O24-68-C-0342 with Ingalls for Construction
of SSN's 680, 682, 683; progress payments for

Ref: (a) SHIPS 08 Memorandum for COMNAVSHIPS of 18 July 1972

Encl: (1) Proposed Memorandum for the Deputy Commander for Nuclear
Propulsion

1. We have investigated the matter of the subject progress payments to
Ingalls which you drew to our attention by reference (a). In view of
the length of the attached, I have made it an enclosure which your
staff can examine in detail.

2. You were correct regarding overpayment on the subject contract
although we are not in agreement with the amounts indicated by DCAA or
the method by which he arrived at them. As shown in the enclosure the
overpayment appears to have been limited to material. Labor progress
appears to be adequately measured. The cause of the material overpayment
will be corrected prior to the next progress payment.

3. Our investigation also disclosed other weaknesses at Pascagoula which
we are taking immediate action to correct. In addition, we are in the
process of reviewing the progress payment techniques at other Supervisor's
offices involved in new construction and conversion. We shall take
prompt action to correct any discrepancies which we may find.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Installations and Logistics)

Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Financial Management)

Chief of Naval Material

. Coo.)r.~~~~~~~~.

Rear t.&iirŽ1, US.'J -v-
% Co~mran ~t~zval Slp Sys.errs Comrmd'
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20360 - 054LHVRdch
054:HV:dch

. Ser 560-054

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY COMMANDER FOR NUCLEAR PROPULSION

Subj: NAVSHIPS Contract N0024-68-C-0342 with Ingalls for Construction
of SSN's 680, 682. 683; progress payments for

Ref: (a) SHIPS 08 Memorandum for CQMNAVSHIPS. of 18 July 1972
(b) DCAA, Pascagoula, report of'13 September 1971
(c) DCAA, Pascagoula report of 16 December 1971.
(d) COMNAVSHIPS ltr 0511:TG:gs Ser 332-0511 of 8 November 1971

1. By reference (a) you called attention to two DCAA Audit Reports.
references (b) and (c), that reported a continued over-billing by Ingalls
on the subject contract, thus, in essence, gaining for Ingalls a $10M
interest free loan. You recommended that progress payments on all
NAVSHIPS contracts be reviewed for overpayment, that any overpayment of
Litton be recovered, that adequate controls be established to preclude
future overpayment, and that appropriate disciplinary action be taken.

2. Reference (b) is the response to a NAVSHIPS request that DCAA
evaluate Ingalls' request for an increase in the billing price of the
subject contract. The Resident Auditor found the incurred cost as of
24 June 1971 to'be $76,589,577 and found also that the contractor's
operating records supported an actual cost of $79,323.000 thru the end
of the contractor's fiscal year (31 July 1971). The Auditor reported
that the contractor had refused access to his General Ldger and that
the incurred costs were overstated by an undetermined amount because of
subcontract retentions and any applicable "other income" credits. The
Auditor then used the contractor's unsupported estimate that final
cost of the contract would be $153,198,000 as the basis for measuring
fiscal progress, related his calculation of fiscal progress to physical
progress, and concluded that the contractor had overbilled by $13,287,421
on the subject contract. There is a fallacy in this approach in that
incurred cost and estimate to complete bear no direct relation to work
actually accomplished or to that required by the contract. It deals
with current and projected expenditures rather than progress and thus
can not describe earned value which by the terms of the contract is to
be based on physical progress. Therefore, NAVSHIPS considers the
method used by the Auditor to compute independently the total progress
in the subject contract to be invalid.

3. Reference (c) is a continuation of the Auditor's review of Ingalls'
billing policies, procedures, and practices. It notes that in the
interval between issue of references (b) and (c), the contractor had
revised the estimated final cost of the contract from $153.198,000
to $147,590,000. However, he continued to estimate the total progress
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in the contract by relating incurred costs to the contractor's
unsupported estimate of final cost and concluded that the contractor
had over-billed by $9,130,402 as of 31 October 1971.

4. The Auditor has since been given access to the General ledger and
has advised the Supervisor that the overstatement of incurred costs
as of 24 June 1971, noted in reference (b), amounted to $551,591.
The practice of including subcontract retainage in billings has been
corrected. The contractor now certifies on each invoice that the
amounts requested for progress payments to subcontractors do not exceed
the progress payments made by the contractor. The Auditor also advised
that the overstatement of incurred costs as of 24 June 1971 for failure
to credit the contract for "other income" was found to be less than
920,000.

5. The procedures followed by SUPSHIP Pascagoula in making progress
payments on the subject contract have been reviewed in depth to determine:

a. Validity of the DCAA report of over-billing on the subject
contract.

b. Adequacy of SUPSHIP Pascagoula's procedures and practices for
computing progress payments.

c. Need for additional NAVSHIPS guidance to preclude possible
future over-payment.

6. Incremental payment on the subject contract is a contractual
requirement covered by the Payments Clause (Clause 8) of the General
Provisions. Physical progress in the contract is the basis for payments.
The general procedures for determining and reporting progress are
established by the Ship Acquisition Contract Administration Manual
(SACAM). These procedures effect an earned value system in which the
values based on a set of progress factors established by NAVSHIPS in
conjunction with the Supervisor and the contractor. The detailed
procedures for measuring progress within each progress factor are
established by the Supervisor. In November 1968 NAVSHIPS established
the progress factors for the subject contract. The first level of this
breakdown established a 60.85% labor/39.15% material split of the
total value of the contract for progress measurement purposes.

7. The SACAM provides a means for adjusting progress factors to
reflect significant changes in construction techniques. During a
Quarterly Production Progress Conference on 11 May 1971. PMS-381
requested that the progress factors be adjusted to reflect changes in
the contractor's Make/Buy Plan that had occurred much earlier. The
Supervisor requested the contractor to submit revised progress factors
and the contractor responded with revised factors which provided a
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first-level split of 54.21% labor/45.79% material. These revised
factors were submitted to NAVSHIPS on 13 July 1971 and approved on
8 November 1971 by reference (d).

8. In reviewing the Supervisor's determination of total progress. the
validity of labor progressing was readily established. A Navy/Marad
team conducted a production audit of Ingalls during the period of 2-13
August 1971. The production audit included the subject contract. As
part of the production audit an independent estimate of physical progress
of each SSN was made under the direction of NAVSHIPS production analysis
personnel. The team included ship progressmen from SUPSHIPS Groton and
Newport News with recent experience in determining physical progress on
the same class of submarines at Electric Boat Division or Newport News.
The manufacturing labor progress. which encompassed the bulk of unexpended
effort in the contract, was found to be 57.0% for the SSN 680, vice the
56.5% reported by the contractor; 34.0% for SSN 682 vice 34.5%; and 21.0%
for SSN 683, vice 20.0%. The production audit team's figures represent
progress as of 10 August 1971 while the contractor's figures represent
progress as of 31 July 1971. It is considered that the close agreement
between the labor progress estimates of the production audit team. the
Supervisor, end the contractor confirms the adequacy of the procedures
being used by the Supervisor and the contractor to measure labqr progress.
As was noted in reference (d), however, material progress appeared to
be overstated and the Supervisor was advised to audit material procure-
ment records to "determine 'real' material progress."

9. One valid method for calculating material progress is by dividing
incurred material costs by the then current estimate of the total cost
of material at completion. It is obvious that the denominator is as
important as the numerator and should receive the same degree of scrutiny.
However, the standard practice at Ingalls has been to calculate material
progress by dividing the incurred cost of material'by the value of
material in the target price. The Supervisor has concurred in this
calculation of material progress.* The result in this contract has been
an overstatement of material progress from September 1969 to date.
The largest error (19%) was experienced in DeceTber 1970 and the over-
payment at that time is calculated to have been approximately
$7,590,000. The error has diminished as true material progress approaches
100%. As of the end of July 1972, the effect of the overstatement of
material progress is a current overpayment of approximately $341.000.

10. NAVSHIPS concludes that the contractor overbilled on the subject
contract for a period of about 30 months. In effect, the method used
by the contractor to measure material progress violated the physical
progress concept and provided instead cost reimbursement for material.
A review of total payments on account of the subject contract. including
overpayment and escalation,indicates that the payments were approximately
equal to the incurred costs until about January 1971. Since that time.

*The method of calculation was not in violation of any existing
instruction but did result in an overpayment. The SACAM will be revised
to cover this.
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incurred costs have- exceeded total payments by a steadily increasing
amount. The contractors investment in the subject contract on
25 June 1972 at 86.77% total progress in the contract was approximately
$16,200,000 ($116,425,000 cost incurred as of 25 June 1972 minus
$100,227,311 total payments, including escalation as of 30 June 1972).

11. In summary, we disagree with the method used by DCAA to estimate
progress from which they concluded that Ingalls had been overpayed.
However, our review in August 1971 while indicating adequate treatment
of labor progress, detected that an incorrect method was being used
for the calculation of material progress which regulted in over-
statement of material progress. Hence, we do agree that an overpayment
has existed. SUPSHIP Pascagoula has been directed to correct this
situation on the next progress payment.

12. In the process of this review, a number of weaknesses have been
identified which will be corrected as follows:

ITEM: SUPSHIP Pascagoula has not maintained the surveil iance of
the contractor's total material cost estimate necessary to determine
physical progress of material with reasonable accuracy.

ACTION: SUPSHIP Pascagoula has been directed to ensure that the
material progress used in computing all subsequent progress payments is
based on a valid and current estimate of total cost of material.

ITEM: SUPSHIP Pascagoula has placed the responsibility for
determining manufacturing labor progress, previously performed in the
Quality Assurance Department in the recently formed Production
Surveillance Group, responsibility for determining progress of engineer-
ing labor in Code 200, and the responsibility for determining material
progress in Code 400.

ACTION:

(1) SUPSHIP Pascagoula will assign the responsibility for total
progress evaluation to a single production surveillance group.

(2) SHIPS 05 will issue a change to SACAM to require that responsi-
bility for evaluating total progress in a contract be assigned to a
single element in each SUPSHIP organization.

ITEM: SACAM does not provide detailed examples of material
progress calculation.

ACTION: SHIPS 05 will issue a change to SACAM to provide more
specific guidance regarding progress calculation methods.
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12. NAVSHIPS concludes that appropriate actions have been initiated
to correct the situation at Pascagoula. In addition, a meeting with.

representatives of all SUPSHIP offices involved in new construction

and conversion will be convened in Washington within one week to

instruct them regarding material progress calculation. SHIPS 054 has

been assigned the responsibility for review and further action, as

appropriate. Disciplinary action is considered to be unwarranted in
connection with the material progress overpayment since it appears
to have been a mutual error based on a procedure of long-standing.
The Supervisor will be directed to investigate why corrective action
was not taken following notification in November and to take such
disciplinary action as may be appropriate.

13. The subject of recovery of interest on the progress overpayments
has been discussed by SHIPS 05 with SHIPS 02. At the present time. an
Ingalls request to adjust the billing base upwards is under considera-
tion by NAVSHIPS. This request includes an amount for interest
associated with the difference in payments at the current billing
base and that which has been requested. The amount of interest due to
the Government as a result of the material progress overpayments
discussed in this memorandum will be considered in the establishment
of the new billing base.

Copy to:
SHIPS 02
SHIPS 05
SHIPS 00,
PMS-393
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, 0. C. 2030o - "I TO

~~~~Ip~~~~~~~~~~ ~~08H-570
2 4 OCT In2

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CM0MMANDR, NAVAL SHIP SYSTSM CaO4AND

Subj: Progress Payments on Contract N00024-68-C-0342 with Litton
Systems, Incorporated, Ingalls Nuclear Shipbuilding Division,
for Construction of SSN's 680, 682 and 683

Ref: (a) SHIPS 08 Mamo for COCNAVSHIPS, Ser 08H-553, dtd lB JUL 72;
Subj: As Above

(b) CCMBAVSHIPS Memo for SHIPS 08, 8cr 150-05, dtd 11 AUG 72,
with Decl (1) thereto; SubJ: As above

(c) SUPSHIPS, Pascagoula ltr to SHIPS 02, Ser 400-273, dtd
25 SEP 72; Subj: As above

1. By reference (a) I advised you that the Navy had apparently over-
paid Litton for progress on the subject contract. Specifically:

a. In Septembe; 1971, the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA)
auditor at the shipyard reported that Litton had overbilled the Navy
$13.3 million for progress on this contract.

b. In December, 1971, the DCAA auditor again reported on over-
billing by Litton. At that time, the reported overbilling totaled
$9.1 million.

c. On July 10, 1972, SHIPS 02 asked the Supervisor of Shipbuilding,
Pascagoula, to review progress billings on this contract, in the light
of information submitted with Litton's request for an increase in the
contract billing base.

d. In July, 1972, the DCAA auditor at the shipyard advised that
Litton overbillings totaled about $9.8 million on this contract.

2. Reference (b) reports the results of the NAVSHIPS review of
progress payments on the subject contract at Litton. Although the
NAVSHIPS review team disagreed with the DCAA auditor's calculations
of the amount of overpayment, their review did confirm that Litton
was, in fact, overpaid by as much as $7.5 million for material progress
alone, during the period September, 1969, to September 1972. Reference
(b) states that the cause of the overpayment for material progress would
be corrected promptly. I understand this has been done.

3. Reference (b) reports that labor progress appears to have been
adequately measured, the implication being that Litton bad not been
overpaid for labor progress. However, by reference (c), the Supervisor
of Shipbuilding, Pascagoula, subsequently reported that his office
had recouped $1.6 million from Litton for labor progress overpayments
on the subject contract.
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4. 8bipbuilders are required to certify that the physical (material/labor)
progress, upon which progress payments are based, has been made. Had the
physical progress which Litton certified actually been made, the substantial
overpsyments for labor and material would not have been possible. It
appears, therefore, that Litton msy have certified to false and misleading
data, to its substantial benefit, in vhich case the Navy should take
appropriate legal action.

5. You recently assigned a three-man team to investigate what action
should be taken with respect to false and misleading data submitted
by Litton in support of their multi-million dollar claim under this same
contract. I recomend that you have that team review Litton's progress
payment submissions to determine if the apparent false certification
by Litton violate Federal statutes and, if so, wlhat legal action can be
taken.

6. I would appreciate being kept advised of what further action you
take in this matter.

- 9~~~. G. RJ i cr

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations and Logistics)
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Financial Management)
Chief of Naval Material
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20360

08H-584

i I DEC 1972

MBf(RANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Subj: Proposed Contract Clauses Concerning Change Orders (ASPR Case No.
70-103)

Encl: (1) Proposed Changes to ASPR Section XXVI, Part 2

1. Enclosure (1) sets forth proposed contract language which I understand
is currently being considered for incorporation into the Armed Services
Procurement Regulations. The proposed contract clauses provide procedures
for the issuance, processing and pricing of change orders.

2. The proposed new procedures present a substantial improvement over
current practice and should help reduce the risk of contractors submitting
large claims after the fact based on contract changes. One feature of the
new procedures, however, conflicts with your efforts to see that work is
priced before it is authorized.

3. The proposed sample clause, "Engineering Change Proposals (ECP's)",
provides for direct reimbursement of a contractor for expenses incurred in
quoting on a prospective change if the change is not ordered. Navy ship-
building contracts have a similar provision and in my opinion it places the
Government at an unnecessary disadvantage. Under this arrangement, the
Government incurs an open-ended liability simply by requesting a quote to
evaluate whether or not to make a change. The effect of such a request is
an unpriced change-the Government has little or no control over the effort
that the contractor expends, but nevertheless the Government is required to
directly reimburse the contractor for his costs. For this reason, I do not
favor the adoption of such a provision in the Armed Services Procurement
Regulations.

4. I recormend that expenses incurred by contractors in preparing proposals
be treated as a normal cost of doing business and allocated only as indirect
costs. If large scale engineering studies or other extraordinary effort is
required and the contractor proposes to charge the costs directly to the
Government, the Government should decide at that time whether or not it
wants to contract for special effort-before it incurs a liability.

5. Based on-the above, I recommend that sub-paragraph 7-104.AA(c) of the
proposed clause be modified to delete the provision for direct reimbursement
of the contractor for preparation of change proposals. I would appreciate
being advised of what action you intend to take in this regard. I would be
glad to assist you in any way I can.

Copy to:
Comrander, Naval Ship Systems Comiand
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16 August 1972
Proposed Changes to Section XXVI

Part 2 -- Change Orders

26-200 - Scope of Part. This Part sets forth the policy and

procedures governing the issuance, processing and adjusting of change

orders:

(i) pursuant to the Changes clause of the contract, and

(ii) pursuant to other clauses of the contract invoking

the Changes clause procedures.

26-201 General. Fair and economical processing of change orders

does not occur automatically merely by issuance of an authorized change

order. Procedures are necessary (i) to establish the authority of the

Government to request a contractor to originate a change or to evaluate

a Government-proposed engineering change; (ii) to provide for direct

compensation of contractor efforts to prepare a change or to evaluate an

engineering change by direction of the Government when ultimately it is

decided not to issue the change; (iii) to promote the policy of forward

pricing of changes when feasible; (iv) to require the contractor to

submit and to certify cost or pricing data in support of his equitable

adjustment; (v) to provide that changes of less than a specified magni-

tude may be made without price adjustment; (vi) to provide for recording

of and accounting for the segregable direct costs of changed work in

support of equitable adjustment claims; and (vii) to equitably adjust

the contract in a single, final and complete supplemental agreement.

1helosure (1)

92-530 0 - 82 - 25
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26-202 Originating Engineering Change Proposals (ECP's).

(a) Engineering changes may be originated by either party to

the contract. The Government needs to obtain detailed information

supporting and documenting the proposed change; to evaluate the

technical, cost and schedule effects of implementing the change;

and to price the change in advance when possible. The clause in

7-104.AA may be used to require a contractor to submit engineering

change impact evaluation information, including the maximum equitable

adjustment resulting from the change.

(b) The clause in 7-104.AA includes a sample paragraph (d)

supplementing the basic clause to discourage a large number of small-

dollar contractor-initiated engineering changes and to reduce the

administrative cost of reviewing such changes.

26-203 Change Order Accounting Procedures.

(a) Retrospective pricing of change orders can be accomplished

more accurately if t~he Government has complete and accurate informa-

tion disclosing a contractor's costs incurred in performing the

changes. Recording change order costs is a difficult and complex

task with respect to certain aspects of work and cost; hence con-

tractors' accounting systems seldom segregate the costs of performing

changed work as such. The 7-104.AB clause provides for change order

cost segregation.

(b) It is not possible to enumerate all categories of costs

attributable to a change order because such costs vary according to

the particular contract and the contractor's accounting system.

-2-
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Certain categories of costs are less susceptible of. accounting

segregation than others. Nevertheless, the following categories of

direct costs normally are s-gregable and accountable under the

terms of the 7-104.AB clause:

(i) non-recurring costs; e.g., engineering costs,

and costs of obsolete work or re-performed

work;

(ii) costs of added distinct work; e.g., new

subcontract work, or new prototypes, or new

retrofit or backfit kits caused by the change

order; and

(iii) cost- of recurring work; e.g., labor and

material costs.

26-204 Complete and Final Equitable Adjustments.

(a) Controversies sometimes arise in interpreting what the

parties to a contract intended to include within the scope and terms

of the supplemental agreement equitably adjusting changes. To assure

that equitable adjustments are complete, the supplemental agreement

should expressly state that any elements of adjustment not claimed by

the contractor, but arising out of the change order to which the

equitable adjustment pertains, shall be released by the contractor.

(b) TY-e following is a sample release for use in supplemental

agreements:

-3-
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RELEASE OF CIAI14S

In consideration of the modification(s) agreed to

herein as complete equitable adjustments for the Contrac-

tor's claims, the Contractor
(describe)

hereby releases the Government from any and all liability

under this contract for further equitable adjustments

attributable to such facts or circumstances giving rise to

the aforesaid claims (except for: ).

26-205 Use of Clauses

(a) The clauses in 7-104.AA and 7-104.AB are sample clauses

authorized for use in any research and development or supply contract.

Further, the clause in 7-104.AA may be used either by itself or by

incorporation in a provision invoking MIL-SrD-480 to obtain engineer-

ing change information.

(b) The clause in 7-104.AB and the paragraph (d) to supplement

the clause in 7-104.AA are examples of clauses authorized for use in

contracts of significant technical complexity when numerous changes

are anticipated.

26-206 Change Order Administration Procedures.

26-206.1 Change Order Documentation. When change orders are not

forward priced, they require two documents: the change order and a

supplemental agreement reflecting the resulting equitable adjustment

in contract terms.

-4-
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If an equitable adjustment in the contract price or delivery

terms or both can be agreed upon in advance, only a supplemental

agreement need be issued, but administrative changes and changes

issued pursuant to a clause giving the Government a unilateral

right to make a change (e.g., an option clause) initially require

only one document, the change order.

26-206.2 Authority to Issue Change Orders. (Current 26-202 text

unaltered.)

26-206.3 Preparation of Change Order. All change orders shall

be prepared on Standard Form 30, Amendment of Solicitation/Modifica-

tion of Contract, in accordance with 16-104.4. All applicable items

on the form. shall be completed.

26-206.4 Issuance of Urgent Change Orders. (Current 26-204 text

unaltered.)

26-206.5 Correction or Revision. (Current 26-205 text unaltered.)

26-206.6 Follow-up of Contractor Proposals. When a change order

is not forward priced, equitable adjustments resulting ... remainder

of current 26-206 text unaltered).

26-206.7 Analysis of Proposals. Upon receipt of the contractor's

proposal, the ACO shall assure that a cost analysis, if appropriate,

is conducted in accordance with 3-807.2(c) and consider the contractor's

segregable direct costs of the change, where available. The ACO shall

send the PCO a copy of the contractor's proposal marked to indicate

whether a cost analysis will be conducted and the anticipated

completion date.

-5-
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26-206.8 Responsibility for Negotiation of Equitable Adjustments.

(a) Except for those change orders assigned to the ACO under

26-206.2 (...remainder of current 26-208 text unaltered).

-6-
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16 August 1972
Proposed New Clauses in Section VII

7-104.AA Engineering Change Proposals (ECP's). In accordance with

26-205, the following is a sample clause:

ENGIIIEEEING CHANGE PROPOSALS (ECP's)

(a) The Contracting Officer may at any time, in writing,

request the Contractor to prepare and submit an Engineering

Change Proposal (ECP) as that term is defined in MIL-STD-480,

within the scope of this contract, as hereafter set forth.

Upon receipt of such request, the Contractor shall submit to

the Contracting Officer (i) the information specified by, and

in the format required by paragraph 4 of, MIL-STD-48o, and

(ii) a separately enumerated statement of the ECP preparatory

costs.

(b) Any Contractor ECP shall set forth a "not to exceed"

price* and delivery adjustment or a "not less than" price and

delivery adjustment, acceptable to the Contractor if the

Government subsequently orders such change. If ordered, the

equitable increase shall not exceed, nor shall the equitable

decrease be less than, such "not to exceed" or "not less than"

amounts. This paragraph does not preclude any revision(s) or

correction(s) of an ECP in accordance with paragraphs 4.10

and 4.ll of MIL-STD-48o. Concurrently with the submission of

any ECP under this contract in which the proposed aggregate

cost is $100,000 or greater, the Contractor shall submit to

the Contracting Officer a completed DD Form 633-5. At the

* Use term suitable to type of contract.

-7-
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time of agreement upon the price of the ECP, the Contractor

shall submit a signed Certificate of Current Cost or Pricing

Data.

(c) If an ECP is requested but is not ordered under this

contract or any other Defense contract, the Contractor's work

in preparing the submission shall be treated as if ordered

by the Contracting Officer under the "Changes" clause of this

contract, except that the Contractor shall be entitled only

to an equitable adjustment of the contract price* for such

preparatory work. Such an adjustment shall be allowed only

if the Contractor's accounting system provides for direct

costing of bid and proposal expense. The Contractor shall

not be entitled to any adjustment of the delivery schedule

or time for completion of performance.

The Contracting Officer may include, in the circumstances in 26-205(b),

the following paragraph:

(d) If the price* adjustment proposed for any Contractor-

originated ECP (excluding any Government-requested ECP or

Value Engineering Change Proposal) is ** (percent of

the contract price*) (or $ ** ) or less, such change

shall be made at no adjustment of the contract price*.

* Use term suitable to type of contract.
** To be negotiated.

-8-
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7-104.AB. Change Order Accounting. In accordance with 26-205, the

following is a sample clause:

CHANGE ORDER ACCOUNUING

When the Contracting Officer estimates that the cost of

a change or series of related changes will exceed $100,000,

he may require change order accounting. The Contractor, for

each such change or series of related changes, shall maintain

separate accounts, by Job order or other suitable accounting

procedure, of all historical segregable, direct costs (less

allocable credits), of work, both changed and not changed,

allocable to the change. Such accounts shall be maintained

until the parties agree to an equitable adjustment for the

change order.

7-204.AA Engineering Change Proposals (ECP's). In accordance with

26-205, insert the clause set forth in 7-104.AA.

7-204.AB Change Order Accounting. In accordance with 26-205, insert

the clause set forth in 7-104.AB.

7-303.AA Engineering Change Proposals (ECP's). In accordance with

26-205, insert the clause set forth in 7-104.AA.

7-303.AB Change Order Accounting. In accordance with 26-205, insert

the clause set forth in 7-104.AB.

7-403.AA Engineering Change Proposals (ECP's). In accordance with

26-205, insert the clause set forth in 7-104.AA.

7-403.AB Change Order Accounting. In accordance with 26-205, inset;

the clause set forth in 7-l 1 4.AB.

-9-
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. 0. C. 80360 *K"mt *919ft To

081i-2010

1 a FEB 193
MNEMRANDU. FOR THE COWt ER, NAVAL SHIP SYS(m X COMAND

Subj: Progress Payments on Contract N00024-68-C-0342 with Litton Systems,
Inc., Ingalls Shipbuilding Division, for Construction of SSNs 680,
682 and 683

Ref: (a) SUPSHIP Pascagoula ltr to SHIPS 02, Ser 400-273 dtd 25 Sep 72
(b) SHIPS 08 memo for CllINAVSHIPS, Ser 08H-570, dtd 24 Oct 72

Encl: (1) Memorandum for VADM Rickover dtd 3 Feb 73; Subj: Review
of Labor Progress on Contract N00024-68-C-0342 (SSN 680, 682
and 683); Results of

1. Reference (a) reported that the Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Pascagoula,had recovered $1.6 million from Litton for labor progress overpayments onthe subject contract. In reference (b), I noted that, because of the over-
payment, it appeared Litton may have certified to false and misleading
progress payment data. At that time, I recommended that you have the specialNAVSHIPS Review Board investigating false and misleading data in connection
with the SSN 680 claim determine if Litton's apparent false progress certifi-
cations violated Federal statutes.

2. Enclosure (1) is a report that I recently received concerning Ingalls
Shipbuilding Division's progressing methods and progress calculations for
early 1972. According to this report it appears that Litton has, in fact,certified to false or misleading data in support of progress payments. Thereport indicates that:

a. Beginning in 1971, Litton submitted to SUPSHIP Pascagoula labor
progress calculations that were deliberately inflated by about 2% above
the level actually calculated by the shipyard. During part of 1972, Litton
overstated labor progress in its submissions by 4% above the level actually
calculated. For April, May, and June 1972, Litton certified that the
inflated figures reflected actual labor progress.

b. For four months of 1972, SUPSHIP Pascagoula, accepted Litton's
inflated progress submissions without negotiation, and without making
independent estimates of Litton's labor progress as required by NAAVSHIPS
procedures.
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c. As a result of these actions, Litton was overpaid on labor progress
for SS~s 680, 682 and 683 by about $2.5 million in April, May, and June, 1972.

d. In all likelihood, similar overpayments have been made on other
Navy contracts with Litton. A brief review indicates that the Supervisor
of Shipbuilding, Pascagoula, accepted Litton's labor progress calculations
on the contract for anmmunition ships (AE 32-35) during the April - June 1972
period. If Litton overstated progress on this contract or other contracts
as it did on the submarine contract, similar overpayments could have resulted.

3. I recmound the following:

a. This memorandum and enclosure (1) should be promptly forwarded
to the NAVSHIPS Review Board in connection with its investigation of false
and misleading information submitted by Litton in support of the SSN 680
claim.

b. NAVSHIPS should initiate a review of progress payments made during
the past few years on other Navy fixed price contracts with Litton, e.g.,
the AE 32-35 and DD 963 class destroyer contracts.

c. NAVSHUPS should take prompt steps to tighten progress payment
procedures at SJPSHIP Pascagoula, and other shipyards to preclude further
overpayments.

4. I would appreciate being kept advised of what action you take in this
matter.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations and Logistics)
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Financial Management)
Chief of Naval Material
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Memorandum DATED 3 Pebruary 1973

R. B. Murphy By, 4
b. .

10) VADM H. G. Rickover

Sk bJ Review of Labor Progress on Contract N00024-68-C-0342
(SSN680, 682. 683)h Results of

1. As a result of the repayment of $1.6 million made in September
i

9
72 by Ingalls to the Government due to overprogressing of labor

on the subject contract, I reviewed:

a. Methods used by Ingalls to determine labor progress.

b. Labor progress claimed by Ingalls in submissions to SUPSHIPS.

: c. Labor progress made on subject contract as recorded by
Ingalls' internal progress system.

d. Negotiated labor progress certified to on invoices for pro-
gress payments to Ingalls.

Specifically, my review was made to determine if a demonstrable dif-
ference existed between Ingalls' internal labor progress calculations
and those certified by Ingalls for progress payment purposes. No
attempt was made to determine the accuracy of material progress claimed
by Ingalls on the subject contract.

2. NAVSHIPS and Ingalls have negotiated the labor value of the total
contract volue to be 54.21% (i.e., the toeal dollar value of labor on
the contract is estimated to be 54.21% of the final dollar value of
the contract). Given an original target prince of $107,416,500 for
the contract, it is obvious that a discrepancy in statement of labor
progress as small as one percent can result in a substantial mispey-
ment ($582,304).

3. In order to calculate labor progress made on a vessel, Ingalls
divides the labor required into several hundred production accounts
(e.g., Steam Generators, Air Conditioning Systems, Mr. Sets, etc.).
A budget in man-hours (called planned cost) is made up for each account
anl. revised semi-annually or as contract changes occur. Each account
is then broken down into one or many discrete work packages in three
different forms:

a. Manufacturing Bill of Material (MBM) - Primarily shop work.

b. . Installa tion Group List (IGL) - Installation, fabrication and
erection of the vessel.
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C. Construction Service Order (CSO) - Primorily function of

time or production service tasks.

Approximately 2500 of the above are issued for construction of an SSN.

Each has its own planned cost measured in man-hours. Labor progress

i- measured at this level. IGL's and NLM's not started are measured

at 0%. IGL's and MBMNs completed are measured at 100% less an his-

torical factor for rework. Construction Service Orders are measured

by various "bogey curves" which are derived from historical data

(e.g., when vessel is 30% complete Carpenters are 45s complete).

Thus the major difficulty in determining a vessel's 
progress (assuming

'stimates and distribution of budget man-hours between the 2500 line

items is correct) is measuring the progress of the MBM's and IGL's in

process. This is done by (a) determining a performance factor 
for

each cost center based on the vessel's completed groups 
(actual ,

budget, (b) multiplying this factor times actual man-hours expended

against the in process group (result called earned hours), 
and (c)

dividing earned hours by budget hours. The above calculations are

ccmbined into production accounts for progress payment purposes.

4. lngalls calculates labor progress for vessels under 
construction

:t the end of each month. SUPSHIPS, however, requires Ingalls to

submit its calculations of vessel labor progress in the 
middle of each

mn-th. Submission of labor progress to SUPSHIPS is in terms of the

BUSHIPS Consolidated Index (BSCI) which consists of standard Navy

production occounts. Each BSCI account paosscsses a negotiated weight

sr a per.:eunt volue of the total contract value. Au each USCI account

has one or more corresponding Ingalls production accounts, 
the Ingalls

production accounts are grouped into BSCI accounts by use of a standard

form. Earned hours and budget hours are then summed for each BSCI

account and the appropriate percentage completion calculated (Earned *

Budget). The figures obtained at month end are compared with the pre-

vious submission of labor progzoss for consistency. Two weeks later,

the figures are projected to the end of the month 
using the latest man-

bour expenditures recorded against the accounts as 
a guide for projec-

ti-,n (e.g., labor progress as projected for 30 October is due in

SUPSHEPS on 15 October. Submission is based on actual calculations

of labor progress made on 30 September, comparison with 15 September

labor progress projection for 30 September, and projected to 30 October

using man-hour expenditures recorded during the first two 
weeks of

Dctober as a guide). The labor progress projections submitted to

SJJPSHIPS are then negotiated. SUPSHIPS makes an independent estimate

tof progress. The negotiated labor progress is then used on invoices

for progress payment purposes.

z. I first reviewed SUPSHIPS record-; to check (a) Ingell' sub-

minsions of labor progress to SUPSHIPS, (b) SUPSHIPS 
independent

etermin3tion of labor progress, and (c) the negotiated values of

!:I. pr., oo. Ilic reoults of Lhisi review are shown in Attachment

I. The significant items resulting are:
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s. During the period April through July, 1972, no independent
estimates of labor progress were made by SUPSHIPS.

b. During the above period, SUPSHIPS accepted Ingalls' progress
submissions without negotiation.

c. The August, 1972, labor progress submission to SUPSHIPS re-
sulted in a negative change in labor progress on the three SSN's.

6. Aft: - the 2M- - _-, Z thL obtained copies 3f the Ingalls'
Navy Progress Work Sheets for Submarines for the month ends of April,
May and June, 1972. The work sheets showed Ingalls' calculations Pf
percent labor completion for each BSCI account. I then multiplied
the percentages of completion for each BSCI account (SSN682) or BSCI
account group (SSN680 and 683) by the negotiated weight factors to
determine the total labor value of physical completion which should
have been submitted to the Navy for those months.

7. I next obtained copies of invoices for progress payments sub-
mitted to and approved for payment by SUPSHIPS. I then compared
Ingalls' internal labor progress converted to Navy BSCI accounts with
the certified statements of physical progress made by Ingalls on the
invoices. The difference in percentage labor progress was then mon-
etized using the format and constants included on the invoices. The
results of the comparison are shown below with corresponding values
of overpayment of progress,

Overstatement and Overpayment of Progress
N00024-68-C-0342

Difference Between Invoice and Ingalls' Internal Progress Report
(both based on BSCI weight conversions)

(percents of total contract)

End of; April 1972 May 1972 June 1972

SSN680 3.58% $1,307,409.74 2.90% $1,061,297.95 2.53% $ 897,598.05

SSN662 1.75% $ 637,213.60 1.92% $ 700,271.90 2.53% $ 923,308.32

;SSN683 1.53% $ 556,780.52 1.91% $ 696,506.75 1.92% $ 700.614.63
Overpayment
Totcl: 2.3 % $2,501,403.86 2.2 % $2,458,076.60 2.3 % $2,521,.521.00

8. During the course of my review I contacted several of the Ingalls
personnel who are involved with determination of labor progress and
progress payments. I first met with R. A. Goldbach (Director, Division
Plarnling) under whose cognizance labor progress determination falls.
He informed me of Ingalls' general policies regarding progressing and
gave an overview of how Ingalls' progressing system works. While
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discussing accuracy of the system he mentioned that labor progress

submissions were off last spring but then stopped himself saying he
had already said too much. His instructions to his staff (H. Bullock,
Manager of Industrial Engineering and W. Poster, Manager of Cost
Engineering) were that I was to see how Ingalls progressed vessels

today. If I wanted to see yesterday's data, I was to return to

Goldbach who would have A. Dunn (Director, Contracts Administration)
present. On 29 December 1972 I did return. Goldbach stated that up

until a year and a half ago, SUPSHIPS generally accepted Ingalls'
labor nr-rress seio ~ 4

nq without negotiation. Due to what Goldbach
considered arbitrary positions taken by SUPSHIPS in negotiating labor
progress at that time, Goldbach had labor progress submissions to

SUPSHIPS increased by 2%6above that calculated. This was to leave
s margin to be negotiated out by SUPSHIPS prior to submission of in-
v-iceo. Any settlement below the Ingalls' calculated internal pro-

gress then required Goldbach's approval. Goldbach then mentioned
an OPNAV memorandum of last spring which urged the Navy to have all

cf is 3 money obligated by 30 June 1972. Goldbach stated the mem-

orandum was interpreted locally as meaning progress payments should

be increased by 2%. Ingalls did this by adding another 2% to the
2a overprogress already contained in Ingalls' labor progress sub-

missions. I then asked Goldbach and Dunn why Dunn had to be present

for this discussion. Dunn stated that (a) he had written all of

Ingalls letters on progress payments last year and (b) that he

wanted it made clear that Ingalls has never officially admitted to

being overprogressed. Goldbach then gave me access to all the Ingalls'

past labor progress records.

9. While the above discussion indicated Ingalls' purposeful over-

statement of labor progress on SSN680, 682 and 683, Dunn's dis-
claimer of Ingalls never officially admitting overprogreas means

that the calculations I have made in this review will have to stand

alone. My calculations of actual progress tend to confirm that
;he difference between the projected and the actual progress figures

-id not result from inaccurate projection, but resulted instead from
e deliberate overstatement of labor progress. This can be demon-

-trated by tracking labor progress on the SSN682. At the end of

April, May and June, 1972, Ingalls' internal labor progress cal-

culations (converted to BSCI) showed percent value of labor completed
to be 66.30%, 70.59% and 73.30%, respectively. The April actual was

then supposed to be projected for the May submission which was 73.95%.
Actual Ingalls' labor progress at the end of May was 70.59%. Although

the actual Ingalls' labor progress at the and of May was 3% less than

that submitted to SUPSHIPS two weeks earlier, Ingalls continued to

show an increase of labor progress in its submission for 30 June,

77.95%. The actual at the end of June was 73.30%. At the end of

each month, Ingalls' own figures clearly showed overprogress, yet

Ingalls continued the overprogreas in each of its monthly submissions

of progress to SUPSHIPS. Apparently the overstatement of labor pro-

gress was deliberate.
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In. In summary, my review shows that:

M. During the period April through July, 1972, SUPSHIPS
accepted Ingalla' submissions of labor progress without
question.

b. During the seme period, lngalls' labor progress on SSN68O,
682 and 683 was overstated to the extent that Ingalls was over-
pasid approximately $2.5 million.

c. The overstatement of labor progress appears to be the
result of deliberate Ingalls' policy, not errors in projections.



Attachment I

PERCENT LABOR PRCGRESS
N00024-68-C-C342

SSN680 SSN682 SSN683

Date Ingalls Negotiated Navy Ingalls Nestted Navy Ingalls Negotiated Neyr

Dec. 71 78.05 76.42 76.57 54.12 53.08 53.25 36.29 35.87 36.^)

Jan. 72 81.18 j 79.35 79.35 57.89 I 56.10 i 56.10 39.45 38.44 i 38.44

Feb. 72 84.43 j 83.03 83.03 61.67 59.81 1 59.81 41.95 40.o2 40.e2

Mar. 72 88.36 86.26 86.50 65,54 j 3.35 I 63.61 43.98 ! 43.02 43.'9

Apr. 72 90.50 O°.50 i 90.50 69.53 _ 69.53 47.28 j 47.2_ .

May 72 93.21 93.33 93.21 : 73.95 74.14 73.95 50.39 j 50.52 -

Jun 72 95.19 95.24 95.24* 77.95 77.95 7?.95 53.99 j 53.9

Jul 72 96.44 I 96.44 96.44 80.95 j -95 I 80.95 56.64 58 s.84 -5. 4

Aug. 72 96.66 i 96.66 95.71 78.74 - 5.74 78.74 56.61 56.6: , 56.El

Sep. 72 97.27 97.14 . 97.14 80.15 52.63 8C.53 59.12 I 59.:

Figures represent initial Ingalls

The 0 difference between Navy end
during the same time period.

* Navy estimate origi-e2ly 95.19,
payment equetio;i.

and SUPSHIS est>.etes.

Ingalls estin-stes frr April through July also Foply t- .E sr:-s

crossed out and -r.^reased tc; 95.^4. Later figIre used fr-:

CAD
to
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMANDC-. 47 WASHINGTON. 0. C. 50360 04 "so dch

* ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~054-:ES deh

Ser 46-0542.
.1 4 1AR 173

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY COLANDER FOR NUCLEAR PROPULSION

Subj: Progress Payments to Ingall3 ShIpbuilding Division

'I. I have reviewed your memorandum (08H-2010) of 13 'February 1973
and concur that overpayments similar to those on Ingall's SSN construction
contract may have been made on other Navy contracts with Litton.
Accordingly, I have taken the following actions regarding your
recommendations in this matter:

a. Forwarded your memorandum immediately to the NAVSHIPS Review Board.

b. Initiated a review of progress payments made on other Navy
fixed-price type contracts with Litton. The review will begin this month.
It will be conducted by representatives from SHIPS 054, IMS 383 and
P4S 389 and will look at the AE 32-35 and DD 963 programs.

c. Forwarded your memorandum to Rear Admiral Payne and instructed him
to be sure that all future payments to Litton on all Navy fixed price type
contracts are based on actual physical progress made and not on physical
progress claimed.

d. Each SUPSHIP will be advised of the types of problems experienced
recently in progressing end progress payments and will be instructed to
review the progressing procedures of the SUPSHIPS and assigned contractors,
correct deficiencies and to report the results of this review to NAVSHIPS.

2. I will keep you apprised of any further developments or actions taken
in this area.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20360 1 -PELY V{R TO

13 March 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMANDER, NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

Subj: Excessive Prices for Changes to NAVSHIPS Contracts at Litton
Industries' Ingalls Nuclear Shipbuilding Division, Pascagoula
Mississippi

Ref: (a) My memorandum Ser 08H-546 of 18 July 1972
(b) Your memorandum Ser 605-054 of 3 October 1972

1. In reference (a), I pointed out deficiencies in the pricing of change
orders at Ingalls. I recommended that NAVSHIPS investigate the pricing of
contract changes at Ingalls as well as other private yards to determine if
similar problems exist.

2. In reference (b), you advised me that you had directed SHIPS 054 to
look into the pricing of change orders at Ingalls and cther private shipyards.
You indicated a report would be issued by 1 December 1972.

J. rev .1. v £t'>C.VV'"' ' ;; ^

orders at Ingalls or any other shipyard. I would appreciate being advised
of the action being taken in this matter.

HA. Rck Xr

Copy to:
NAVSHIPS 02
nAVnIaPS o4
NUVSHIPS 05
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20360 IN R6PUV 6(FI To

08ii-2039

B 6 MAY W73
MEMORANDUM FOR THE CCMMANDER, NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

Subj: Progress Payments on Contract N00024-68-C-0342 with Litton Systems,
Inc., Ingalls Shipbuilding Division for Construction of SSN's 680,
682 and 683

Ref: (a) My memo for CaMNAVSHIPS, Ser 08H-553 dtd 18 Jul 1972
(b) CTMNAVSHIPS memo for VADM Rickover Ser 150-05 dtd 11 Aug 1972
(c) SUPSHIPS, Pascagoula ltr to CCMNAVSHIPS (02) Ser 400-273 dtd

25 Sep 1972
(d) My memo for CCMXAVSHIPS, Ser 08H-570 dtd 24 Oct 1972
(e) My memo for CCMNAVSHIPS, Ser 08H-2010 dtd 13 Feb 1973, with

encl (1) thereto

Encl: (1) Memorandum for VAEM Rickover dtd 23 May 1973, subj: Review
of material progress overpayments on SSN 680, 682, and 683
contract; results of

1. By reference (a) I advised you of a number of indications that the
Navy had been overpaying Litton by a substantial amount for progress pay-
ments under the subject contract. Reference Cb) reported that a NAVSHIPS
review confirmed that Litton was overpaid for material progress, but that
labor progress appeared to have been adequately measured. Subsequently,
by reference (c), the Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Pascagoula, reported
that his office had recouped $1.6 million from Litton for labor progress
overpayments on the subject contract, in addition to $0.3 million for
material progress overpayments. In reference (d), I recommended that you
have the NAVSHIPS Review Board investigate Litton's progress payment
submissions. This was to be in conjunction with their investigation of
false and misleading data submitted by Litton in support of the SSN 680
claim,

2. I also asked my.representative in Pascagoula to look itnto this matter.
He reported that Litton had overstated labor progress in the spring of 1972,
which resulted in a $2.5 million overpayment, and that Litton certified the
accuracy of progress payment invoices during that period--even though they
apparently knew these invoices were based on false or misleading data.
By reference (e) I forwarded his report to you.

3. Enclosure (1) is a report I recently received concerning material
progress reported and claimed by Litton on the subject contract. Enclosure
(1) reports that Litton's material progress estimates were inflated and,
as a result, substantial overpayments were made to Litton. The report
contains evidence that Litton repeatedly and knowingly certified to false
or misleading material progress data in connection with progress payment
invoices. The report shows that:
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a. Litton was overpaid by as much as $7.59 million due to over-
statement of material progress, according to NAVqIIPS calculations;

b. At the same time Litton was using artifically low estimates of
material costs for progress payment purposes, Litton was using substantially
higher estimates in their claim against the Government under the subject
contract;

c. By March 1971, Litton had already incurred costs for material
for SSN's 680, 682, and 683 which exceeded the estimate of material
costs at contract completion Litton was using for progress payment purposes.
Rather than adjust their estimate of material costs at completion--as they
should have done--Litton made a negative adjustment to the material costs
incurred figure;

d. The shipyard's top management knew, as far back as early 1969,
that their estimates of material costs at completion were too low., Yet,
for a period of over three years, they continued to submit and certify
to inflated progress figures upon which progress payments were based.

4. Excessive progress payments seem to be a widespread and long-standing
problem with Litton. In addition to the overpayments on the subject contract,
I understand that the Defense Contract Audit Agency has recently reported
a $26 million progress overpayment to Litton on the DD-963 contract. There-
fore, I recommend the following:

a. This memorandum and enclosure (1) should be promptly forwarded
to the NAVSHIPS Review Board in connection with its investigation of false
and misleading information submitted by Litton in support of the SSN 680
claim. The Board should determine whether legal action is appropriate in
view of Litton's false certification on progress payment invoices, and
whether criminal action should be brought against Litton officials for the
false certifications;

b. NAVSHIPS should review all contracts with Litton to determine
whether other overpayments have resulted from false or misleading data
submitted by Litton.

S. A copy of this memorandum is being forwarded to the NAVSHIPS Inspector
General to comply with the requirements of NANVIPS Instruction 5371.1)
of 10 May 1971 entitled "Fraud, Larceny and Embezzlement in connection
with Procurement, Material Management, Property Disposal and Related Matters;
handling and reporting on."

4 G.Riko've
Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations and Logistics)
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Financial Management)

Chief of Naval Material
Naval Ship Systems Command Inspector General
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO VAIN H.G, Rickover DATE: 8 8 MAY 1973

FROM R. E. Murphy Y A ,¼7

SUBJECT: Review of material progress overpayments on SSN 680, 682, 683 contract;
results of

Ref: (a) SUPSHIP, Pascagoula ltr to CMNAVSHIPS (02), 401:JJM:sew Ser
400-273 dtd 25 Sep 1972

(b) My memo for VAIM Rickover dtd 3 Feb 1973
(c) VADM Rickover memo for CCMNAVSHIPS, Ser 08H-2010 dtd 13 Feb 1973(d) C'MNAVSHIPS ltr to SUPSHIP, Pascagoula, 0511:TG:gs Ser 332-0511dtd 8 Nov 1971
(e) COMNAVSHIPS memo for VAIM Rickover, 05:REH:con Ser 150-05 dtd11 Aug 1972, and encl (1) thereto

Encl: (1) Memo fran Ingalls' Director of Contracts to Ingalls' Controller(with copy indicated for the President of Ingalls) dtd 10 Oct 1972(2) Ingalls' Progress Billing Analysis for SSN 680, 682, and 683 dtd14 Oct 1972

1. In reference (a), SUPSHIP, Pascagoula, reported to SHIPS 02 that he hadrecovered from Ingalls Shipbuilding Division of Litton Industries $1.6 millionfor labor progress overpayments and $0.3 million for material progress over-payments on the subject contract--that is, the contractor was paid more inprogress payments than he was entitled to at the time of the payments. The effectof such overpayments is that the contractor enjoys an interest free loan of Govern-ment money. Recently, I have been trying to find out what caused the overpayments.
2. In reference (b), I reported to you the results of my review of laborprogress on the subject contract. That review indicated that Ingalls hadoverstated labor progress on SSN's 680, 682 and 683, that the overstatementextended over a period of about eighteen months, and that the overstatementappeared to be deliberate--not the result of errors in projections. By reference(c), you forwarded my report to the Comnander, Naval Ship Systems Cmnmand forconsideration by the NAVSHIPS Review Board in their investigation of possiblefalse claims or fraud on the part of Litton in its business dealings with theNavy on the subject contract.

3. I have recently completed a review of the material progress overpaymentson SSN's 680, 682 and 683. My current review indicates that, from January 1969,through September 1972:

a. Ingalls repeatedly calculated inflated estimates of material progressfor purposes of arriving at physical progress on these three vessels;

Bay U.S. Saving Bank Ruglarly on the Payroll Saving Plan
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b. Ingalls certified that this physical progress had been made;

c. Ingalls obviously knew that their estimates of material progress,
which are included in physical progress, were inflated;

d. These inflated estimates resulted in multi-million dollar progress
overpayments by the Government to Ingalls.

4. Under the terms of this submarine contract, the Government pays Ingalls
progress payments based on the percentage of physical completion of each vessel
under construction, Two separate estimates of physical completion are made
for each ship. One is the estimate for labor progress, on which I reported to
you in reference (b). The other is the estimate for material progress--the
ratio of material costs incurred to the estimate of material costs at caopletion
of the contract. This ratio is expressed as a percentage.

5. Ingalls overstated material progress, and thus was able to overbill the
Government for progress payments, in the following manner:

a. At the time of contract award, Ingalls used as their estimate of
material costs at completion of the contract the sum of $35.4 million. At that
time, Ingalls planned to fabricate certain hull cylinders in-house, so that
the fabrication costs were considered as labor costs, not as material costs.

b. Shortly after the contract was awarded, Ingalls decided to subcontract
fabrication of these hull cylinders to Canadian Vickers and Chicago Bridge and
Iron. These subcontracts totaled nearly $7 million. Although,imder the
contract, Ingalls is entitled to subcontract fabrication work, Ingalls' decision
to do so should have caused a corresponding increase in their estimate of
material costs to be incurred under the contract.

c. Although the subcontracts were awarded in early 1969, Ingalls did not
consider them in their estimate of material costs at completion of the contract
until November 1971--almost three years later--after NAVSHIPS questioned Ingalls'
figures. However, during this three year period Ingalls included these subcontract
costs in their material costs incurred amounts.

d. To calculate the percentage of material progress, material costs
incurred are divided by the estimate of material costs at completion. Therefore,
the effect of including these subcontract costs in costs incurred but not adjusting
the estimate at completion to reflect the extra subcontracted work and other
projected overruns, was to overstate the percentage of material progress. As a
result, Ingalls was substantially overpaid. This was first pointed out by
NAVSHIPS in November 1971, in reference (d). A review by NAVSHIPS in August
1972 (reference (e)) indicated that Ingalls was overpaid in varying amounts--
by as much as $7,590,000 in December 1970 for material progress alone.

6, Based on my current review, it appears obvious that Ingalls' top management
must have been aware that they were overbilling the Government for material
progress on the subject contract. Yet, on their progress payment invoices, they
continued to certify to physical progress figures based on material progress
estimates which were obviously inflated. That Ingalls' management was aware
of this situation is indicated by the following:
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a. In a 10 October 1972 memo from Ingalls' Director of Contracts toIngalls' Controller (with a copy indicated for the President of Ingalls), theDirector of Contracts states:

"As you know, we did not adjust the relationship between labor andmaterial for the purposes of progress billing in this Contract untilapproximately November 1971 even though we knew from the Spring of1969 that the relationship had changed considerably due to the
approximately $7,000,000 farm out program at CV [Canadian Vickers]and CBI [Chicago Bridge and Iron]. You are requested to recomputethe effect on progress payments for both labor and material that wouldhave occurred had we adjusted the relationship between labor andmaterial when we became fully aware of the CV and CBI orders in
early 1969."

A copy of the 10 October memo from the Ingalls Director of Contracts is attachedas enclosure (1); a copy of the analysis requested in his memo is attached asenclosure (2). The analysis shows that, by their own calculations, Ingalls'failure to adjust their estimate of material costs at completion of the contractresulted in an overpayment of as much as $5.9 million. As stated above, NAVSHIPShas calculated the overpayment to be as much as $7,590,000.

b. During March 1971--well before completion of the contract and eightmonths before Ingalls adjusted their estimate of material costs at completion--Ingalls records show that they had already incurred material costs which exceededthe $35.5 million estimate of total material costs at completion of the contractwhich they were then using for calculating material progress. To avoid theembarrassing situation of reporting they were more than 100 percent complete(obviously an impossibility) while there were still substantial material costs
to be incurred, Ingalls had to adjust some figures. Rather than increase theirestimated material costs at completion to reflect a more accurate projection,Ingalls made a negative adjustment to material costs incurred and reported thatthey were 99.85 percent complete.

c. In November 1971, Ingalls finally adjusted their estimate of materialcosts at completion when NAVSHIPS raised the issue. However, the total estimatedmaterial costs at completion figure was adjusted only by the amount necessaryto reflect material progress of 99.85 percent--the percent of material progresswhich Ingalls had been using for progress payment calculations for the precedingeight months.

d. At the very time Ingalls was using a low figure as their estimate ofmaterial costs at completion for progress payments, they were representing tothe Navy a substantially higher estimate of material costs at completion inthe claim they were asserting against the Government on this same contract.Without attempting to establish the accuracy of Ingalls' figures, the discrepanciesbetween Ingalls' representations for progress payment purposes and those madefor claim purposes can be seen in the following table:

3
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Discrepancies in Ingalls' Estimates of Material Costs at Contract Completion
on ISM's 680, 68Z, and 683

($ in thousands)

Date Estimate Used by Estimate Used by Ingalls
of Ingalls for Progress In its Claim (original and
Estimate Payment Billings supplements 1-3)

Nov-Dec 70 $35,525 $41,215

Feb-Mar 71 35,531 42,710

Dec 71 41,560 42,507

May-Jun 72 41,726 45,838

7. In summary, my review shows that Ingalls knew, or should have known, that
their estimate of material costs at completion was greatly understated. Neverthe-
less, they failed to make the proper adjustment to their progress payment
calculations to avoid overbilling the Government, During this time Ingalls
continued to certify, on their progress payment invoices, that they had achieved
physical progress which was substantially greater than they must have known to
be the case. As a result, Ingalls was overpaid by as much as $7.59 million
according to NAVSHIPS calculations, or at least by as much as $5.9 million by
their own internal calculations--in effect, an interest free loan from the
Government. These overpayments would not have occurred had Ingalls certified only

to that amount of progress which they had actually achieved.

8, NAVSHIPS Instruction 5371,10 of 10 May 1971 entitled "Fraud, Larceny and
Embezzlement in Connection with Procurement, Material Management, Property Disposal
and Related Matters; handling and reporting on" requires that: "When any instance
of fraud or matter concerning the standards of conduct is observed or suspected
all knowledge of the case shall be reported immediately." The instructhn defines
fraud as' "Any willing means of taking or attempting to take unfair advantage of
the Government including... making of false statements, submission of false claims..,"
Accordingly, I recommend that this matter be brought to the attention of the NAVSHIPS
Inspector General as prescribed in the NAVSHIPS Instruction.
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o. J ,, . "'.t 4t,2U
..SiN oO,~ C..,etro. I
N00024-56-C-0312 c, K. Vorseckes

N. J. Marondino
R. E. Davis
0. W. Howell
R. A. Goldbach
P. 0. Rubury

Enclosure, (1) RADIA K. L. Woodfin's letter, Sort 1356-022 dated
October 6, 1972

(2) My ietter, Setr 72-02490-125 dated July 26, 1972

(3). RAlb K. L. Woodfin's letter, Sons 98-02K dated
July 10, 1972

As you nre -enre, over the course of the lest several months it has
been NovShips ststcA position either that Ingalls is overpaid up to
S10,000,000 on subject contract or that Ingalls has been in a position
of overpayment in the past on subject contract- Enclosure Cl) ;.j-s
iavlhipe cost recent letter on this subject. Enclosure (2) wad;
Ingalls response to the last' letter of NavShipd on this subject,
specifically, Enclosure (3).

I had discussions yesterday with N. J. Mfrandino, and it is his
objective to atte-pt to put the subject of 'overpsymnant" to bed
once and for all. Accordingly, in order to eccomplish this objective,
the follou'ng deta, an a sinimum, will have to be prepared,and you
arc requseted to do so.

(a) As you know, we did not adjust the relationship
between labor and .eterial for therpurposes of
progress billing in this Contract until appros 7,sN \
mstely Nove-ber 1971 even though we knew from
Spring of 1969 that the relationship had ohs a,1\ -
considerably due to the approsinstaly'$
fern out program at CV and CdI. You are req ed )

tsto recompute the effect on progress payments f
'fot'9h lobpre~jZ njtrisl thof ouio hevetflr ocYs9>_ C\a

had we edjusted the t3Yaonshlp Efla. labor enb Y
soerial when we bocamc flly oware o e

CBI ordrr cerlyl969.oncuircnty with the
results 'f 'this analysiJrpvido the ectual prooress
paymentsthat were receivcd iq the .aamc rico frame
up to the cLint where vs ctual~l, madu the adjustoent

iNoebr 1971, thereby pruviciAnflancrenei~fl
Lrrly totaTuf -

waill' h'.v,,evlntod ha wu pid loted' the billiing
tin., .. oa u. e.iold !.,vu i
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(b.) -: : ._ .::. ,:-,-:, -,

uu.._rpnyo..gt '!1de.t)25J S.t) UJ>:.:2. I =ht.

51 900,q3ud p.yl-sck by I,-Oo1I, .r. rot one nd tffe
sees itr-; thet i.. the $1.9 r-solvad the $1.6 problem.

Ple-ve provide *n an-lysis of this sittetion. Also

cont-ined in the $1,900,988 is ? sJor -djustent for

the 2X eoelereted progress billilEP progrem specifically

requested by N-vShips lest Pebrury. Please identify
how ouch of the $1,900,988 is httributehls to the? a.

.(e) REarnut D'^.--f F%-bAE *I_-t.! 1.; _* _-

dencrlbed In (e) ebov. euuming a mnateriel

et oospa ton prv odwd tbtlt lr

(d) Prnet nte bore
4

n

progreas billing of where .e .tend on the 680' contract

in terms or actual cost i
reeeiv', Drogrs Poanfl D5 retention, progreass

payrcente receSvsd, end current cash shortage position.

There is no intent in thesa analysee to- deterpins whether we veke

"right or wrong
5

In our epproech to progress 5illings. We were

right, by definition, since in no cese vere _ ever paid based on

any physical progress seussre other than that which wes approved

by SupShips in aeccordanse with SACAM. The iStent is solely to

determine what the financial situation really-wea. This-is necessary

prior to taking our next steps which say well be'l Il action.

against the Govenrment. -*

AJD/csk

r W

1'~~ ~~~~ . .

S,4

1,3
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND)HED WASHINGTON. D C 20360 T.EL. REFERTo

08H-2047
9 JUL 173

MURSAN FOR CMNDER, NAVAL SHIP SYSTMS CCMQ

Subj: Formal meetings on financial, ountractual and management matters
at Ingalls Shipbuilding Division; camLents on

Ref: (a) President of Ingalls letter dtd 13 June 73 to CQmnander,
Naval Ship Systems Command

1. As you know, the President of Ingalls Shipbuilding Division of Litton
Systems, Inc., has been refusing to cooperate with the Supervisor of Ship-
building, Pascagoula, in holding formal meetings to discuss financial,
contractual, and management matters at the shipyard. On May 21, 1973, you
personally attempted to obtain the President of Ingalls' agreement to such
meetings. Reference (a) is his response, upon which you asked me to aoment.

2. In reference (a), the President of Ingalls states that he is willing
"to meet with the Navy on sudi subjects as the Navy feels warrants my
personal attention." Hobwver, he goes on to stipulate the following
conditions on his meetings with the Supervisor:

"1. The parties-agr that the agenda item is such that it warrants
senior managiSiF attention.

"2. The parties mutually prepare the agenda, leaving the solutions
to the probl1ems Toe determined at the meetings.

"3. The parties have their most qualified personnel in attendance
at the meetings.

"4. The decisions of the meetings wvuld be documented, where
necessary, by normal correspondence between the parties."

3. My comments are as follows:

a. Conditions 1. and 2. above preclude the Supervisor from meeting
with the President of Ingalls unless the President is satisfied that
the meeting issue warrants his personal attention and unless his staff
has first agreed with the Navy's statement of the problem. In effect,
the President of Ingalls insists on veto power over those issues which
the Navy may want to raise with him.
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b. Condition 3. gives the President of Ingalls an excuse for not
attending agreed-upon meetings--he can designate a subordinate as "nmst
qualified" to meet with the Supervisor.

c. Condition 4. relates to repeated refusals by the President of
Ingalls to sign formal minutes of meetings, which include a disclaimer
statement. The disclaimer simply serves notice that whenever Ingalls
considers a contract change is required as a result of the oommitrmnts,
decisions or agreements made at the meeting, Ingalls will notify the
Government and not proceed with the changed work until so authorized
by a formal contract change. Litton has a record of submitting claims;
the Supervisor of Shipbuilding is a Government representative authorized
to issue contract changes. Therefore, the signed disclaimer is necessary
to ensure that any statements made at the meetings are not construed by
Ingalls as authorizing a change to existing contracts. It is simply
good business practice-not the sign of an "adversary relationship," as
the President of Ingalls maintained in reference (a) -for both parties
to sign minutes which clearly set forth the substance of their meetings.

4. In my view, his conditions are unacceptable. The Supervisor of Ship-
building is responsible for protecting the Government's interest on all
Navy work at Ingalls. The Supervisor cannot properly discharge his duties
if he must first obtain the permission of Ingall's President to any meeting
between the President and himself in which he proposes to raise financial,
contractual or management issues with the oonpany. As the agent of the
Government who is the customer, the Supervisor muist be able to meet with
the President of Ingalls, without the threat of claims, whenever the
Supervisor concludes the issues warrant such a meeting.

5. The position taken by the President of Ingalls is prejudicial to aproper business relationship between the Navy and the shipyard. In my
experience, no other contractor has treated the Government in this manner.
Both the General Manager, Electric Boat Division, General Dynamics Cbrpora-
tion and the President, Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Conpany
attend formal meetings with the Supervisors of Shipbuilding at their
respective shipyards to respond to financial, contractual, and management
issues raised by the Navy; so should the President of Ingalls. If the
Navy gives in at Ingalls, its position will be undermined at other shipyards.

6. Since the President of Ingalls continues to be uncooperative in this
matter, I recommend that you notify the Chief of Naval Material. The Navy
should raise this issue formally with the Chairman of the Board of Litton
Industries to obtain his agreement that meetings be held between the
Supervisor and the President of Ingalls at the request of the Supervisor
without the conditions set forth by the President of Ingalls.

2
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7. I would appreciate being advised of what action you take in this
regard.

G. Rickover

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations and Logistics)

Chief of Naval Material

Supervisor of Shipbuilding,
Pascagoula, Mississippi
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20360
Ser 08H-7781

2 e AL'G 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (INSTALLATION
AND LOGISTICS)

Subj: Compliance with the requirements of P.L. 87-653 (Truth-
in-Negotiations Act)

rncl: (1) Memorandum for Deputy Chief of Naval Material
(Procurement and Production) from Deputy Commander
for Contracts, Naval Ship Systems Command dated
10 August 1973

(2) Ltr from VADM H. G. Rickover to Senator William
Proxmire dtd May 28, 1970

1. Your memorandum dated 5 July 1973 to the Deputy Chief of
Naval Material (Procurement and Production) granted a waiver
of the requirements of the Truth-in-Negotiations Act for a
procurement from the Ladish Company of forgings required in
manufacture of a nuclear propulsion component. Your memorandum
also stated that no further waivers will be granted for Ladish
until a plan for resolving the problem with Ladish is presented
to you.

2. By memorandum dated 10 August 1973, enclosure (1), The
Deputy Commander for Contracts, Naval Ship Systems Command
(NAVSHIPS) outlines the NAVSHIPS position in this matter to the
Naval Material Command (NAVMAT). NAVSHIPS concludes that the
problem of obtaining compliance with the act extends throughout
the forging industry and requests NAVMAT assistance in dealing
with the general problem. NAVSHIPS suggests that the similarity
of positions taken by suppliers in the forging industry indicates
that the suppliers may be engaged in a coordinated effort to
circumvent the requirements of the Truth-in-Negotiations Act.

3. I concur in the NAVSHIPS position. As I pointed out in
enclosure (2), the problem of obtaining compliance with the
Act is not confined to the forging industry. In several other
industries, including computer manufacturers and suppliers of
raw material such as steel and nickel, suppliers do not provide
certified cost or pricing data required by the Act. However,
for reasons which I cannot understand, my program seems to be
unique in recognizing and reporting the problem. For example,
12 of the 14 waivers granted by your office in the last 18 months
were for my program. I find it difficult to believe that others
do not have the same problem in obtaining compliance with the
Act since products such as computers, steel and forgings are
basic to most military hardware. I can only conclude that the
requirements of the Act are not being enforced in other defense
programs.
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4. Since various industries aopear to have taken a united position
in non-comoliance with the Truth-in-Negotiations Act, the problem
of obtaining compliance must be approached on a Navy-wide or DOD-

wide basis with the industries involved. In this regard, I
recommend that the following specific steps be taken:

a. The Navy should advise the Office of the Secretary of
Defense of the problems it is having in obtaining compliance with
the Truth-in-Negotiations Act and request assistance in raising
this problem in behalf of the Navy and the other military services
with the industries and companies involved.

b. The Navy should strengthen its procedures to ensure that
its contracting officers and contract administrators obtain
certified cost and pricing data where required from all segments

of defense industry or report the circumstances to higher
authority as required by the Armed Services Procurement Regulation.

c. The Navy should request investigation by the Federal
Trade Commission or the Department of Justice, to determine
whether in arriving at industry-wide decisions not to comply
with the Truth-in-Negotiations Act, the firms involved have
violated federal statutes.

5. I would appreciate being informed of what action you take
in this regard.

CODY to:
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command

92-530 0 - 82 - 27
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. 0. C. 2031:0 -11 -u -T.

021I:CTS :mce
4280
Ser 60'7-024

1 0 AUG 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR DEPUfY CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL (PROCUIEMEMT AND PRODUCTION)

Subj: Compliance with the requirements of Public Law 87-653 (Truth-in-
Negotiations Act) by the Ladish Comlpanly

Ref: (a) NAVMAT ltr MAT-0212:KAP of 12 July 1973

1. Purpose. This memorandum responds to reference (a) which requests
Naval Ship Systens Ccumand (NAVSHIPS) input for a response to the Assintant
Secretary of the Navy (Installation and Logistics) (ASN(T&L)) concerning
the problem of obtaining certified cost or pricing data from the Ladiioh
Company. This memorandum responds to the Secretary's specific request for
identification and evaluation of alternatives in the Ladish situation and,in addition, places the Ladish situation in an overall perspective of
similar problems with other forging suppliers. Finally, assistance is
requested in obtaining compliance with P.L. 87-653 by Ladish and other
forging suppliers.

P. BnrkrrounS.

a. For the last fonr years, Ladish has declined to provide certified
cost or pricing data on non-caepetitive fixed price procurement actions.
Ai a result, seven waivers of the requirement for such certified 1'ta
have had to he granted. Ladish currently is taking the position that the
risk Ladish would assume in certifying such data on fixet price contracts
would be too great because its accounting system is not adequate for
accumulation of the data.

b. Throughout the period during which waivers of the requirement
for certified data have been granted for procurements from Ladish, extensive
efforts have been made by NAVSHIPS and its prime contractors and by NAMWAT
to obtain certified data where required. The most recent effort in this
regard was mede in May and June of this year when NAVSHIPS met with Ladlsh
top management based on results of a General Accounting Office (GAO) reviewof Ladish requested by HAVMAT. The GAO review confirmed the adequacy of
Ladish's accounting system for segregation of costs and submission of
certified cost or pricing date. Further, the GAO review reports high
profits on Navy forging orders (40.1 percent on one major forging type).
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c. None of the efforts cited above has been successful. In

connection with the last procurement, Ladish agreed to review its overall

position in this matter. However, Ladish is almost two months late in

submitting their response and states they will not respond before mid-

August. Based on past experience, NAVSHIPS is not optimistic that Ladish

will agree to provide certified cost and pricing data on future orders.

d. The position taken by Ladish is by no means unique in NAVSHIPS

experience. During the past three years approximately 20 procurements for

the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program have required waivers of the require-

ment for certified cost or pricing data. Most of these were in connection

with forging procurements. By obtaining the initial order for a particular

type of forging a supplier can recover the cost of special tools, dies and

fixtures. This gives him a substantial competitive advantage in follow-

on procurements. Although these problems obviously affect other segments

of defense procurement, procurement officials do not seem to be reporting

these problems to higher authority as required by the Armed Services

Procurement Regulation.

3. Discussion and Alternatives. Considering the Ladish problem in

isolation from the general problem of compliance with the Act by forging

vendors, three alternatives have been explored:

a. Use of cost-te subcontracts. Ladish will provide certified

cost or pricing data on cost-type subcontracts. Ladish states that they

are willing to accept the risk of defective cost or pricing data in this

contract type since their risk would be limited to a reduction in fee and

the Government would assume risk of cost overruns. NAVSHIPS considers that

the emall risk in producing these forgings does not warrant use of a cost

reimbursement contract; in most cases, Ladish has delivered similar items

under previous procurements; this makes uncertainties minimal and dictates

the use of fixed price contract types. The alleged high profits realized

by Ladish on past orders confirm this Judgement. Further, forgings are

sub-tier procurements under fixed price orders with component subcontractors.

Use of a cost-type contract would result in the Government, instead of

the component manufacturer and his subcontractor, assuming the financial

risk and responsibility to e nure the forgings are technically adequate.

The compromise of technical responsibility and the difficulty of properly

administering cost-type contracts at the third tier is too great a

concession for obtaining token compliance with the Adt. Moreover, the

precedent of using cost-type orders to obtain compliance with the Act

could result in demands from other contractors for similar concessions in

assuming financial risk and technical responsibility. From NAVSIIIPS view,

the use of cost-type contracts/subcontracts is not a viable alternative.
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b. Development of alternate sources to provide competition on
forgings where Ladish currently is sole source. This alternative has bee,,pursued on two major forgings for which Ladish has been sole source.
Quotations were received from W4yman-Gordon Company in July 1973 in whichproposed recurring costs (cost per forging) are within a competitive raiiacof Ladish; however, one-time costs for tooling (i.e., forging dies) aresignificant. It is unlikely that a large investment in one-time charges

would be recovered througb the resulting price competition. NAVSHIPS hacbeen unwilling to incur large one-time charges to a second source solely
for the purpose of creating a situation where Ladish could be excused frOmproviding certified coat and pricing data. NAVSHIPS considers such action
is not consistent with the intent of P.L. 87-653. Moreover, although theWyman-Gordon proposals cover two of the major forging types on which Ladishis now sole source, there are other types of forgings for which adequate
competition still would not exist. NAVSHIPS is continuing to pursue,
through its prime contractors, negotiations with Wyman-Gordon to see
whether one-time costs could be reduced to the point that future savingswould offset the initial investment in obtaining a second supplier. Evenif this effort is successful, it will not solve the basic problem of Ladislrefusal to provide certified cost or pricing data where required by theAct. Moreover, NAVSHIPS should not be put into the position of paying apremium to circumvent the Ladish refusal to provide certified cost and
pricing data required by the Truth-in-Negotiations Act.

e. Continue to exert pressure on Ladish for fiull copliance with
?.. 7 . .%_ -Nod abcvc, 1tLO.TIEL-t Las a,'.Leaqted to olot'il puffn,.

agccr..=.t t-- ;.-_ply rJ- .L. 2,tB-4-~,ueh 5.6L Up wwet. l ,prime contractors and through meetings between NAVSHIPS and Ladish. NAVINTassisted in this effort by meeting with Ladish officials in connection
with past procurements and by obtaining the GAO review of Ladish. To datethese efforts have not resulted in compliance by Ladish. Later this monthNAVS1IIPS expects to receive the official Ladish position with regard totheir willingness to comply with the Truth-in-Negotiations Act. You willbe advised of the Ladish response. NAVSHIPS will continue-to seek compli-ance from Ladish but the history of such efforts is not promising.

4. Conclusion and Recommendations for Further Action. NAVSHIPS considersthat neither the Ladish problem nor the refusal of other forging suppliers
to provide certified eost or pricing data will be resolved at the NAVSHIISlevel. There are some pimeemeal actions--identified-above--which at bestwould defer or mask the problem or which would compromise procurement andtechnical integrity. However, in the long range, the problem of refusalto comply with the requirements of the Act is broader than a single vendor,or a single type of forging. Judging from the similar positions taken bysuppliers in the forging industry, it appears that the suppliers may beenaiged ini a coordWiated effort to circumvent the requirements of theTruth-in-Negotiations Act. Thus it is unlikely that the problem will be
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resolvetl unloss it is dealt with on a Navy-wide or DOD-wide basis with
the industry. In this regard, INASHIPS reccunends that the Navy seek
assistance as anpropriate frcee tbe Departmeunt of Defense, Federal Trade
Coanission or the Department of Justice, to obtain compliance with the
Truth-in-Negotiations Act.

E. E RENFPO
Eear Adr:ni l. uj-slv uvrns, G'<N
Gcputy C ; r ':r io n -

4
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UNITED STATES
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

* WASHINGTON. D.C. .,45

May 28, 1970

The Hornrable William Promnire
U. S. Senate
Washington, D. C.

Dear Senator Pronire,

On May 1, 1970, yOU sent ne copies of your Margh 17, 1970 letter to theSecretary of Defense and the Defense Deparment' s respowe dated
April 21, 1970. Ymr March 17th letter raised several qmsticms nerningthe lack of industry c-pliance with the Truth-in-ftgotiatios Act. Thequestions were based On mzy testimcry and that of other witnesses before
the Joint Eo=-ic Committee. Your May 1st letter asked zw to cissnt onthe Defense Department's official response.

I can appreciate your concern. The Defense Department's respone qppearsinconsistent with testimony I have given before variou Cgrsusional
committees, including your oan. I have testified on oseeral oomaions
that the Truth-in-Negotiations Act has not been ifleI AnItI efbctively bythe Department of Defense and that entire segmnts of irdntzy, such
computer Manufacturers, saterial suppliers, wnd othes, ppmor to be takinga united stand in refusing to provide cost and pricing d ta requLrd bythe Act. The Departmant of Defense, however, resods that, gnerally
speaking, defense contractors and sub:cntractora hae prvidaed Oct orpricing data when required by Public Lw 87-653 *xopt in lect ca ase;that, with the exception of two firms, the Department does not kw= of any
industries Or companies that refuse across-the-board to provide cost andpricing data; and that since the passage of Public Lw 87-653, the Departmentof Defense has entered into well over 100 thousand transactions ,hich were
subject to the Act with only a minuscule number of waivers-all of which
were reviewed at high levels in accordance with administrative procedures.

The DePartnent of Defense also stated it was always seeking inproved
methods of administering the Truth-in-Negotiations Act; that a task griuphad been recently created to study alleged contractor resistance in
supplying cost and pricing data in specific instances, and that theDepartment would take actions as necessary to improve its lzplecntaticn
of this law.

In stating that only a small mmber of waivers to the Truth-in-NegotiationsAct have been granted, the inplication is that all but this small number
have been in compliance with the Act. The real issue, however, is the
very large number of procurements, both prie contracts and subcontracts,where the law has not been complied with.
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WiUl rcJ'd to the Defense Departent's response:

1. [t is incomprehen9ible to me that defense procurent officials En not
know of any industries or corpanies, other than the two specifically
detiened, that refuse across-ihe-board to provide cost and pricing
data.

2. I believe, in light of the large segments of the defense industry that
have bean refusing to aongly with the Truth-in-Negotiations Act, that
the small number of waivers granted by the Defense Depertfeet is evidenrce
it has failedl to police the Act.

3. It appears that defense procuremnt officials have been placing too
Much reliance en _mnament system rather than actually dcekng into
its procuresent operations to identify prcblet. The establishuemt of
a special task group at this late date to study 'alleged contractor
resistance to supplying cost or pricing data in specific instances"
is indicative of the extent to which defense prouremet officials have
insulated themelves fru actual procurumnt pzoblem. Comtractos in
a nuober of industries have not been providing cost and pricing data
since 1962--the year of enPctzent of the Truth-in-tegotiaticms Act.

The refusal of industries and companies to provide mat and pricing data in
accordance with the Truth-in-Negtiaticns Act is knoe t0 officials of
other Gv enient agencies and to those involved in day-to-day pracuremnt.
I do not understand why the Defense Dspartnent dos not face up to this
problen. The following are three specific industries I have enoountered
that have not been complying with the reuirents of the Truth-inftegotiations
Act;

a. Luputer induat

Cciputer suppliers have not been providing cost and pricing data to the
Governrment as required by the Truth-in-Negotiations A,--t. Defense procuremnt
officials should know of the prcblan; the Department of Defense has waived
the Truth-in-Negotiations Act in cnection with ornputer proarements.
The issue has been well documntad within the Governmnt.

l pointed out this particular problem in testimrny to Ccmgress for the
past several years. The Administrator of the General Services Ndministratim
also raised this issue in Congressional hearings and took it up with the
General Accoenting Office. The Atanic Energy Canmission recognized this
problem, too, and has been working with the Bureau of the Bdget and the
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General Services Adninistration to try to get it resolved. The problem isa matter of Concern at the higest levels within the Atomic Energy CAmmission,as is evident from the following statement from a recent Atomic EnergyCoanission staff paper concerning failure of Computer manufacturers toocmply with the Truth-in-NegotiationS Act:

fin sumary, the problem has been brought to the attention ofthe Ccnguess and the General Accounting Office, to the
attention of the Government's central ADPE procurement agency
((LA), and to the attention of the Bureau of the Budget. Wehave received a great deal of sympathy, but no solution. It
would appear, therefore, that in the absence of getting the
law amended either (1) to make inhnission of Cost or pricingdata mandatory, with penalties for failure to do so, or (2)to exespt campaters from the present requirements of the
law, we have no alternative but to continue waiving the
requirement for cost or pricing data an a case-by-case basis.'

b. Material Suvoliera

Raw materials, particularly steel, are another example where an entireindustry has not been required to Comply with the Truth-in-Negotiationc
Act. Despite the many special purpose materials develqped and procuredstrictly for military application, very few material swppliers have beenrequired provide cost or pricing data. Becume materiel preazmrnteoften take place at the second, third, or lnar level of "ibtier uqplvir,nonmcmpliance with the Act in the area of material procurement is lessapparent than it is in the case of c pater procurements. However, a littlechedcing would show that material suppliers ganerally do not provide costand pricing data in accordance with the Act.

I found that in some cases considerable effort and ingenuity have goneinto finding ways to circumvent the law. Here are se ways defensecontractors and Govermaunt officials have been able for 8 years to procurematerials from Capanies that refuse to comply with the Truth-in-NegotiationsAct without having to obtain an official waiver of the law:

1. Deternmne that two or three bids constitute adeqruate ompetitionregardless of the circunftances.

The Truth-in-bNegotiaticn Act provides that supplier coot andpricing data are sot required if the procuring activity considers
ccmpetition to be adequate. Since this judgment is often based
on subjective and intangible factors, it is subject to onsiderablL
abuse.
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procuwmet of HY 80 and HY luG aevr plate for shipbuilding is ;.

good am 1e. These specialty steels were develoed at aeruent

expense and are uAed Almot exclusively in the construction of

nuclear surine and other naval vessels. In 1965 the General
Acconting Office issued a irexot on Navy procurement of Ht 80

steel pointing out that the limited coipetition avaible did not

insure reasonable prices; the bo supplers wre making profits of
14 to 27%. be Nay replied that, in futsre, the Nay and its prime
contractors wold dis otinue pzmocr8Tant of this material by

formal advertising and wld dbtain certified cost and pricing

data as required by the Truth-in-Negotiations Act.

In Oeoieer, 1969, I pointed cut to Navy officials that shipbuilder

had not been obtaining cost and pricing data on HY 80 and HY 100
steel procsrenents despite the assuances the Navy had made to the

General Acootmting Office. Further, it tuned cut that respcosibility
for direct Navy procunrements of this material hal been assigned to
the Defense industrial Supply Center. This Canter had not insisted

on ost and pricing data either. The shipyards and the Defense

Industrial Supply Center had decided that coopetition ms adequate

and that no coast and pricing data were required.

The fact is that no one has yet been able to cbtain the steel
coapanies' agreement to provide such data. The Navy is w working

on this ermblem; I understand that as of this date all the steel
suppliers still refuse to provide cost and pricing data on tese

procurelents.

2. Conclude that the price is based on standard catalog Brices.

The Truth-in-Negotiations Act provides that suwplier ccet and
pricing data need not be obtained where prices are negotiated based

on established catalog or market prices of coamercial itbms sold
in substantial quantities to the general public. Materl suppliers,

therefore, establish standard catalog prices for the basic material,
and separate aMlon factors for additional specification reguiremunts.
The result is that prices for specialty materials peculiar to defense
equipient can be "based on established catalog or market prices of
commercial items sold in substantial qiantities to the general
public". The Truth-in-NegDtiations Act is thereby avoided.

3. iBreak Procurements into small orders that do not exceed $100,000.

Procurements under $100,000 are exempt fran the Truth-in-Negotiations
Act. As a result, some contractors divide their total requirements
into several smaller orders to bypass the Truth-in-Negotiaticns Act.
I found that a shipbuilder recently procured on a sole-source basis
$3.4 million of specialty steel for a single ship under 1200 separate

purdcase orders, none of which exceeded $100,000.
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4. Disregard the law and chance that no one in the Government will
find out.

Ihis tends to be encountered ucre in the seoond or third tier
subcontract level. However, in 1969, I found that two of theNavy's major shipbuilders, most of whose goverment business isunder Navy prime contracts, had not isplaemnted the Truth-ir.-
Negotiations Act seven years after its enactment.

c. Forging Suppliers

Fbr years the Deert-ent of Defense and its contractors have beenbuying specialty forgings without obtaining cost and pricing data fromforging suppliers. The forgings are bought Cn the basis that there is
"adequate acrpetltaio for auch items and that this ovpetitionl can be
relied upon to insure reasonable prOm to the government; therefore castand pricing data are not required. In fact, there is not usually realcxpetiton for audh forgings. ithat limited oomietition there is asuallyis not adequate to insure reasoznale prices. For exiqple, frequently onlyone or two suppliers are able to Rake the itm, and often one supplierhas a significant ooJpetitive advantage over the others in the fan ofproduction facilities or by virtue of having obtained the initial orderwhich paid for the tools, dies and fixtures neaded for the forgings.Often there is only one source.

I recently brought four specific cases involving sole-asmrre procure-ments to the .attention of sailor defense proareament officials. SinceSole-source procurement were involved, there was no questimn as to whetheror not canpetition was adequate; oust and pricing data were clearly required.in these procuremnts.

In these tour cases, each of the four forging canpanres stated thatIts policy was to not provide Cost and pricing data. Navy procurementofficials had to devote considerable tins and effort trying to camwincethese oapanis- 8 years after unactuent of the Truth-in-Negotiations
Act-that they should start complying with the law. {hs results were lassthan satisfactory but they were the best the Navy could obtain in thecircumstances without further jeopardizing project schedules. The foryngwsa suinary:
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TIM S1 iG
TO (MT A _MM

SUPPLIER TO PR0IM 0? IYID

Forging
Supplier A

Forging
Supplier C

Forging
Supplicr D

2 amrzths

6 rasrds

7 nrmths

7 months

FMM RM3U"IlM

Forging Supplier A refuted to prmvide
cost data. The Assistant Secretary
of the Navy ha to waive the law to
avoid daily to an iqmortant project.

Forging Suplier B finally agzee to
proviAe cost data, an this ane pxo-
-airnt only, an the basis that the
Navy anld get no bids fron another
soure. Te cost data ahed an
umsuported cantigcty factor smic
that the suplier stands to miake a
23% profit an this order. The
supplier, haever, has refused to
reduce his price.

The Gvernmsnt had to agree to a
oost-type contract rather than a
fixed-price contract before FPrging
94{pple C woud agree bt pruwide
meot and pricing data an this pro-
curement. 5he _ ma t is left
with the prdblem of administering a
cost-type contract thrcugh two higher
tiers of contractors, one of which
is cperating under a fixed prioe
order. This is not an acceptable
long-run solution to the prdblem.

Shortly after a member of Forging
Supplier D's nanagenent was appointed
to the Holifield Ccmmission an
Government Procurement, the oatpany
provided oost data. These data are
being audited. Since then, hoiever,
Forging Supplier D has been unable
to obtain the required cost and
pricing data from its traditional
steel supplier on an order for steel
to be used in the Navy forgings.
Forging Supplier D is now seeking d
bid from another steel supplier so
that his kloer tier procurnment of
stab] can be classified "competitive".
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T find it hard to believe that the pbl I have pointed Oat ame uMiqLw
to my area of re sibility whidh c s but a me" fractic o' Defense
Dertmn t procurnt. oaters, steel, an f prgings are basic to mt
mulitary hazdam. Therefore, I ca cnly ooncbde that a geral laxity
in the izplentaticn an enfor nt of the tuth-in-Negtiatians Act
pervades the ufa pre ocuremet establidment. It wculd 4ar to Me
that, if e issue were thomro ly investigsted, it woud be fwxil that t-he
problen is endmc thrcagxt defeia pmament. Of cse, if you don't
follw the fact too cloeely yau wn't have dirt kidmd in yor few.

As I hae testified may tir, I believe the Dart t of Defane shoud
faoe up to thn la of effective Cetitian in contrats and su ntracts
for cmax defse e"Ivin and mplmt the Truth-im-Ngo tiatis Act.
Moreover, I believe it is wrong to aply &dmle standard such that m
favored in tries ad aqmpn ae allod to avoi Urn Trut-in-Kestiaions
Act, while oth mot aWly. I believe you will find that my testimmy to
this effect is baund cn fact.

I trust the above is responive to yar letter.

m.g-A-Lt-.
H. G. FaIlfm
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

i 1 1 WASHINGTON. D. C. 20360 a" tOt to

WASNINGTON. D.C. 08H1-2060

5 SEP 1973

MBDRANIM FOR THE ASSISrANr SBCRELa OF THE NAVY (INSALLATIONS AND LOGISrICS)

Subj: Cost Control at Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company

Encl: (1) Chronology regarding Navy Efforts to Improve Cost Control on
Navy Contracts with Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company

1. 1 understand that on 6 September 1973 you are scheduled to meet with

Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company officials regarding cost

control and cost reporting requirements on Navy shipbuilding contracts. I

am forwarding herewith a chronology of significant events pertaining to this

problem, enclosure (1), to assist you in preparing for that meeting.

2. Over four years ago, in a letter to your predecessor dated April 30, 1969,

I pointed out fundamental deficiencies in Newport News! cost control practices.

As noted in the attached chronology, subsequent independent reviews by

Naval Ship Systems Command and Naval Material Command representatives, a special
study by the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Financial Management), and

audits by the Defense Contract Audit Agency and by the General Accounting

Office have confirmed and elaborated upon these deficiencies. In response

to these reviews, Newport News has presented plans for improved cost control

systems at the shipyard. However, little progress has been made in implementing

these improvements. The improvements always seem to be scheduled for full

implementation "sometime in the future".

3. The deficiencies identified at Newport News are basic. In a letter to

the President of Newport News dated March 26, 1971, the Commander, Naval Ship

Systems Camnand summarized the deficiencies as follows:

"Labor costs are not related to physical progress by cost account, work

package, or other conmon base in a way that identifies potential overruns

and the causes therefor in time to take corrective action."

"Budgets and incentives at the working level are not related to contract
price. Labor incentive targets are assigned without considering direct

labor budgets. It is possible to meet all working level budgets and
still overrun a contract because contract budgeting stops at the depart-
ment level."

'Material costs are not related to budgets in a way that identifies
potential overruns or underruns and the causes therefor as work progresses."

"Budgets are not updated to reflect changes, rework, etc., and thus cannot

be an effective check on performance."
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"Existing cost control reports do not provide for prompt identificationof budget variances and the causes therefor. Moreover, Newport Newsapparently does not have procedures for the evaluation of variances orthe determination of corrective action. Finally, there.is no formalsystem to ensure that necessary corrective action is taken."
"Newport News does not generate cost reports sufficient for NewportNews management and the Navy to identify variances from budgets, thecause of such variances or the corrective action needed."

"Cost charging system is extremely flexible. Over 25% of direct chargesare preallocated among contracts. No controls over whether cost is tobe charged directly or to overhead."

4. In a letter to Ca4AVSHIPS dated June 21, 1971, the President of NewportNews acknowledged that improvements were necessary to the cost control systemand stated that they had under development a "space-oriented" ship cost controlsystem which the company believed would provide improved cost control. Basedon subsequent discussions with the Navy, the shipyard's "space-oriented" systemwas to be implemented, on a trial basis, to control costs of work duringconstruction of the DLGN 38. The DLGN 38 contract therefore contains aprovision requiring that Newport News report budgets, costs and variances atthe cost account level; provide an explanation of these variances; andidentify the action to be taken to preclude overruns. This reporting systemwas never implemented by the company. When this issue was raised by theNavy, shipyard management stated that the company was not committed to provideany more information on the DLGN 38 contract than its existing accountingsystem generated.

5, During 1972 and 1973 Newport News spent and allocated to Navy contractsmore than $400,000 in development of its proposed new cost control system.However, in recent discussions with shipyard cost control personnel, myrepresentative was told that Newport News management had decided againstimplementing key portions of the "space-oriented" system at this time. Thusit appears that the company intends to continue to rely for labor cost controlon the existing system which the Government has found to be inadequate.
6, The company's intent in this regard is also apparent from its responseto the request for proposal for the FY 73, FY 74 SSN 688 Class submarines.This request for proposal requires contractors to implement cost controlsystems which meet the general criteria of Department of Defense Instruction7000,2, Newport News proposed an improved material cost control system forthis contract, but proposed to use the present inadequate labor cost controlsystem,

7. That the company has not corrected these deficiencies and apparently hasno plans to correct them in the near future, are matters I recommend you takeup with Newport News officials, Newport News management will doubtless claimthat their existing system already provides adequate control; that attempts atimproved controls will not be cost effective; and that the reason for contract

2
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cost overruns is due to Navy actions, not the lack of internal company
controls, However, in view of the extensive deficiencies that have been
identified in Newport News' cost control systems, and the fact that cost
overruns are projected on mnry different contracts, this is not a credible
argument.

8. There is also an access to records problem with Newport News that bears
on the subject of cost control. I understand that the company has been
denying Government representatives access to certain records and analyses
of the reasons actual costs vary from budgets. Since government work is
predominant at Newport News; since Navy contracts with the company are almost
all cost type or fixed price incentive type contracts where the Government
shares heavily in cost overruns; and because the Navy mist pay the cost of the
company budget systems, the Government should have access to these records.
Otherwise, it cannot evaluate the effectiveness of these budget systems.

9. I urge you to familiarize yourself with the background of this problem
summarized in enclosure (1) prior to your meeting with Newport News officials.
I recommend that you obtain a firm commitment from the President of Newport
News--or, if necessary, from Tenneco--to correct the deficiencies that have
been identified in the Newport News cost control system, and obtain his
agreement to provide Government access to budgetary and other financial
records that on-site Government representatives need to evaluate the effective-
ness of the company's cost control efforts.

10, I would appreciate being kept informed of progress in this matter. If
I can be of further assistance, please let me know.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Financial Management)
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command

3
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CHRONOLOGY REGARDING NAVY EFFORTS TO IMPROVE COST WONTIL ON NAVY fONIRACTS
WITH NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING AND DRY DOCK CCMPANY

April, 1969 NAVSHIPS 08 memorandum to ASN (I&L) dated 30 April 1969 points out
major dficiencies in controls over shipbuilding costs at Newport News. The
memo states in part:

a. Newport News budget control system does not effectively use cost
estimates developed for negotiating ship prices as budgets for controlling
actual costs during ship construction. Further under the present system, it
is possible to meet all working level budgets and still overrun the ship
construction contract.

b. About 50% of all Newport News construction work is performed without
any form of cost budgeting.

c. About 70% of ship construction costs are allocated to the various
ship contracts by shop working level supervisors.

The report concludes that the present Newport News cost control system
cannot be relied upon to adequately control costs under shipbuilding contracts.

June 1969 Supervisor of Shipbuilding (SUPSHIPS) Newport News letter dated
3 JuneiI969 summarizes to the shipyard the deficiencies in the shipyard's cost
control system as identified in DCAA and Navy reviews. This letter raised the issues
brought out in the NAVSHIPS 08 report of April 1969. The letter requests
that the company implement on a priority basis effective cost controls for
construction of DLGN 36 and 37, CVAN 68 and other contracts where the Govern-
ment bears risk of cost overruns.

August 1969 Newport News' reply dated 6 August 1969 to the SUPSHIPS letter
orfJunie3,l1969 states that the company acknowledges that their present cost
control system has deficiencies but disagrees with the Navy finding that
there is evidence of lack of cost controls.

August 1969 SUPSHIPS letter dated 29 August 1969 advises COMNAVSHIPS that
ewport News August reply is unresponsive, The letter states that shipyard

top management has stated that the Company lacks visibility on the cost of doing
specific packages of work.

Septembe 1969 SHIPS 08 memorandum to COMMAVSHIPS dated 23 September 1969 points
t th nothing has been done to improve cost controls at Newport News since

April 1969. The memorandum also points out that the shipyard has again deferred
an improved cost budgeting system and that the improved system may not be put
into effect at all.

November 1969 (IIWAVSHIPS letter to ASN (I&L) dtd 23 November 1969 forwards the results
of-his review of Newport News cost controls, His review team reports that
the shipyard has a "reasonably good cost control system". However, the review
team recomnends certain improvements and assigns the Supervisor of Shipbuilding
to monitor implementation of these improvements.
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1970 NAVSHIPS 08 memorandum to CaONAVSHIIPS dated 16 February 1970 points

outthe need to establish cost controls for construction of (VAN 68. It points out

that because CVAN 68 construction work had been in progress for two years it

would not be possible to develop a reliable cost control system which related

work as performed under the production control system to budgeted costs developed

from a negotiated ship construction price. Instead emphasis will have to be

placed on developing a cost reporting system that provides status of labor

costs. These costs will then have to be analyzed against the progress of the

work in order to ferret out potential problems.

February 1970 NAVSHIPS 08 memo to COM(AVSHIPS dated 16 February 1970 comments

as follows on the findings of the NAVSHIPS November 1969 review: "I do not

understand how Newport News cost control system can be classed "reasonably good"

when cost budgets do not and cannot act as a prompt and effective check on work

actually being performed in shops and on waterfront. Under the Newport News

system it is impossible to identify specific cost overruns in a timely manner

or make effective use of budgetary controls to safeguard against mischarging
of costs.

January, April, May, June 1970 Defense Contract Audit Agency reports that its

renews indicate a lack or internal Newport News controls over labor costs

and that the shipyards production controls are not related to cost budget
controls.

July 1970 NAVMAT issues a draft report of its study regarding segregation

of chage order costs. The report points out that accounting for changes

would be facilitated if shipbuilders budgeted and accounted for costs of

individual work packages. (Report finally issued December 1970.)

August 1970 Senator Proxmire asks the General Accounting Office to look into

VWM-cRidVer's charges regarding the lack of cost controls at the Navy's
major shipyard.

September 1970 The Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Financial Management)
reports the results of his study of the causes for and the extent of cost

acct mting problems at Newport News which had been requested by the Vice Chief

of Naval Operations in December 1969. The report lists 16 major deficiencies
in the Newport News cost control system and notes that the Navy has not levied

the necessary specific requirements on the contractor to provide effective

control, The deficiencies are:

'Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company does not have,.an
integrated management control system. It has a "Program Control

System" which has four separate subsystems that are not capable of
relating to each other.

'The system is not capable of relating costs with planned performance;
nor reporting accurate status of physical progress.

92-530 0 - 82 - 28
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"Labor budgets are developed at too high a level of work definition
for effective management control.

"labor budgets are not related to significant events, milestones,
or specific time spans.

"Variances between actual performance and budgets cannot be explained
in a timely manner, due to non-compatibility of production and cost
subsystems.

"Cost growth problems cannot be identified early enough to permit
timely corrective action.

"Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company work breakdown
structure is not compatible with MIL-STD-881, therefore, company
will have problems when DDDI 7000.2 is implemented.

'Material budgets are not used for cost control purposes after the
material is introduced into the production process.

"Change order identity is lost when incorporated in the production
cycle; therefore, cost of changes are lost and the impact on work
schedule cannot be fully identified.

"Responsibility for overtime costs is not identified to either the
contractor (contractor inefficiencies) or to the Navy (added Navy
requirements).

"Overhead budgets are prepared for Newport News Shipbuilding and
Dry Dock Company Departments. These budgets are not meaningful to
Navy management for control and evaluation of contract costs.

"Costs for rework are virtually impossible to segregate and identify.
Therefore, product costs and future estimates are overstated by the
amount of rework.

"Incentive pay targets are not coordinated with direct labor budgets.

"Incentive payments can be paid for rework as well as regular work
thus increasing costs to the Navy.

"Newport Newis Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company billings cannot be
related to either (1) change orders, or (2) specific fund authorizations.

"The study also revealed several internal Navy problems: Multiple
funding for ship construction and overhaul/repair work and split
management controls have resulted in a number of activities performing
accounting functions related to a single contract.
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September 1970 CVAN 68, 69 construction contract awarded. The contract
requires cost reporting which conforms to Newport News current internal system
of cost reporting and budget control for each new ship. It also requires
that as the shipyard develops new reports, these reports may be substituted
for reports outlined in the contract. For the nuclear propulsion plant Newport
News is also required to identify variances between current total estimated
cost and contract amounts and explain any case where actual costs exceed
budgets by 10% of any work item.

October 1970 NAVSHIPS 08 memorandum dated 13 October 'to CCMNAVSHIPS points
out concern over the Navy's lack of progress in correcting cost control
deficiencies at Newport News. The memorandum states in part:

"Government representatives have made several reviews of Newport
News' cost control procedures. The resident defense auditor has
issued three reports this year recommending that the Newport News
budget control and production control systems be integrated to
provide reliable cost control. A Navy study is considering the
cost control problem in connection with a general review of ship-
yard cost accounting issues requested by the Assistant Secretary
of the Navy for Financial Management. However, the Navy has not
reached agreement with Newport News on a schedule for developing and
implementing an effective cost control system."

January 1971 NAVSHIPS forwards NAVSHIPS 08's reports on Newport News Cost
Controls to Newport News for review and requests that the shipyard offer their
views as to what the major cost control problems are and what should be done
to correct them.

January 1971 The SSN 688 construction contract awarded. Article 8(c) requires
a-quarterly cost report that provides for cost category reporting in accordance
with the work breakdown structure, the cost incurred, cumulative to date,
projected to completion showing budgeted amount and any variance between the
projected to completion and the budgeted amount.

February 1971 Newport News responds to NAVSHIPS January 1971 request and
provies a status of shipyard's action to improve cost controls.

March 1971 By letter dated 26 March 1971, NAVSHIPS provides Newport News with
a list of specific deficiencies in its cost control system. This list is
stated as representing a consolidated NAVSHIPS opinion of the yards' current
cost control system. The deficiencies are:

1. Labor costs are not related to physical progress by cost account,
work package, or other common base in a way that identifies potential
overruns and the causes therefor in time to take corrective action.

2. No budgets and incentives at the working level. Labor incentive
targets are assigned without considering direct labor budgets. It
is possible to meet all working level budgets and still overrun a
contract because contract budgeting stops at the department level.

4
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3. Material costs are not related to budgets in a way that identifies
potential overruns or underruns and the causes therefor as work
progresses.

4. Budgets are not updated to reflect changes, rework, etc., and thus
cannot be an effective check on performance.

S. Existing cost control reports do not provide for prompt identification
of budget variances and the causes therefor. Moreover, Newport News
apparently does not have procedures for the evaluation of variancesor the determination of corrective action. Finally, there is noformal system to ensure that necessary corrective action is taken.

6. Newport News does not generate cost reports sufficient for Newport
News management and the Navy to identify variances from budgets, thecause of such variances or the corrective action needed.

7. Cost charging system is extremely flexible. Over 25% of direct chargesare preallocated among contracts, No controls over whether cost is
to be charged directly or to overhead.

The NAVSHIPS letter also forwards a set of cost control criteria considered necessaryfor an effective cost control system and requests that Newport News evaluate itssystem being developed against the criteria. The letter states that NAVSHIPSwould like to resolve any differences and obtain agreement that the systembeing developed will satisfy the Navy criteria, and a time phased plan developedby which Newport News plans to implement the system.

June 1971 President of Newport News provides his comments on NAVSHIPS March1971 etter and cost control criteria in a letter to COMNAVSHIPS on 21 June1971, This letter outlines the cost control improvements the company hasunder development for use on the upcoming DLGN 38 contract. The letter statesthat., ,"we are confident that our system will be in agreement with logicalinterpretations of the cost control criteria." The Supervisor advises NAVSHIPSthat he considers the shipyard's approach to be logical and constructive.The Supervisor proposes a series of meetings with the shipyard for the purposeof establishing milestone and implementation goals."

August 1971 SUPSHIPS requests that NAVSHIPS review Newport News new cost
contro7stem improvements prior to approval for implementation on the pendingDLA5N 38 contract,

Auut October 1971 The President of Newport News briefs Navy officials onthe stas o shipyard's implementation of improved cost controls on shipconstruction. The company outlines its plans for the so-called "space controlsystem," NAVSHIPS never responded formally to these briefings or to theNewport News August letter commenting on the NAVSHIPS cost control criteria.
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November 1971 SHIPS 08 memo to SHIPS 05 dated 12 November 1971 points out
defiienhcies in shipyard's plans for cost control improvements. The memorandua
recommends that NAVSHIPS obtain from Newport News a detailed statement of
exactly how they intend to comply with each item in the NAVSHIPS Cost Control
criteria for shipbuilding contracts and obtain a firm plan and time schedule
for implementing the needed changes.

December 1971 The DLGN 38 contract is awarded. Clause 36 of the contract
requires Newport News to maintain a management control system to ensure
effective cost control. It specifies:

"The Contractor shall submit to the Contracting Officer a quarterly
cost report for the work covered by this Contract. The report format shall
provide for cost category reporting of incurred, committed and projected
costs in accordance with the Contractor's normal accounting system and
consistent with the work breakdown structure included in the Contractor's
pricing proposal for this contract, As a minimum the report format shall
provide the following information for each cost category broken down into
labor hours, labor dollars, and material dollars.

(a) budget amount based on contract price (target price)

(b) actual costs incurred and committed to date

(c) percentage of physical completion

(d) estimated cost to complete based on incurred costs and status of
physical completion

(e) variance between current total estimated.cost and budget amount

(f) explanation of changes in budget amounts

(g) explanation of variances identified in (e) above, Such explanations
shall include corrective action to be taken to preclude overruns and identification
of the individual designated responsible for taking corrective action.

January 1972 The GAO reports the results of its review of Newport News
operations as requested by Senator Proxmire. The GAO report states "We
believe that the current budget and cost system of the Contractor does not
effectively insure proper control of costs on Navy ships."

September 1972 Newport News issues a document entitled "Cost Schedule Control
NMan for e DLGN 38 Contract." Its purpose, according to the manual, is
to establish the basis for a revised cost schedule control system to be
followed for construction of DLQN 38.

6
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October 1972 A Navy/Newport News conference report on SSN (688 Class
construction cost reports dated 27 October 1972 concluded that Newport News'
cost control system does not correct the deficiencies outlined in the 2X} March
1971 NAVSHIPS Cost Control letter and recommends that Newport News take
immediate management action to establish a cost control system which meets
the general criteria necessary for effective control of costs.

December 1972 DCAA report dated 29 December 1972 on Newport News financial
controls states that the Government is paying excessive and unnecessary costs
due to the lack of effective financial control procedures.

1w973 Newport News cost control personnel state that Newport News
agementhas decided not to implement at this time key portions of

the space control system. Without total implementation of the system,
Newport News personnel will be unable to compare actual costs with budgeted
costs and to determine reasons for any variances at the detailed level of work.

Agst 1973 Supervisor of Shipbuilding/Newport News management meeting is
held to discuss the company's failure to comply with the DLGN 38 contract
requirement regarding cost controls. Newport News responds that under the
specific wording of the contract, Newport News is not committed to provide any
more information on the DLGN 38 contract than its existing accounting generated.

Augt 1973 Mr. Bowers, Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations and
EL1gftics) visits Newport News for a tour of the shipyard. The subject of
Newport News cost control is brought up,

September 1973 A meeting is scheduled for 6 September 1973 for Newport News
o -iala ~to scuss cost control with the Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Installations and Logistics).
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20360 * PEL RFEr TO

28 March 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS

Subj: Interpretation of National Defense As Defined In The
Defense Production Act For Purposes of Determining
Eligibility of Products for Defense Priorities

Per your request of 27 March 1974 I am writing this
memorandum to present my views regarding the memorandum
from the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations and
Logistics), ASN(I&L), dated 26 March 1974, to the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics), ASD(I&L).
The ASN(I&L) memorandum recommends a broadened interpretation
of national defense as defined in the Defense Production Act
in order to justify recommending assignment of defense
priorities for Very Large Crude Carriers CVLCC) of 380,000
DWT or larger, sometimes referred to as Ultra Large Crude
Carriers (ULCC), to be constructed at the Todd Shipyard,
Galveston, Texas.

In the fall of 1973 the Navy was asked by ASD(I&L) to
comment on the applicability of defense priorities for the
first VLCC of 380,000 DWT or larger, proposed for construction
in the United States. At that time the Deputy Chief of Naval
Operations (Logistics) concluded that such ships do not meet
the criteria necessary for assignment of defense priority
under the Defense Production Act. This position was based
primarily on the large size, lack of maneuverability, and
deep draft of these ships which, combined with the importance
of their basic commercial mission, make it unlikely that they
would be used in an activity directly related to military
programs. Based on this position the ASN(I&L), in a memorandum
of 27 November 1973 to ASD(I&L) recommended.that the first four
ships of this class not be granted priorities. The ASD(I&L).in
a letter of 5 December 1973 to the Office of Preparedness
concurred with the Navy recommendation, and this position was
upheld by the Office of Preparedness in a letter dated 6 February
1974 following completion of their own consideration regarding
priority for these ships.

When you and I met with the Secretary of Defense on
31 December 1973 one of the items we discussed was capacity
for building nuclear warships. Following this meeting you
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directed the Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command (COMNAVSHIPS),
to prepare a briefing on this subject. The resultant briefing
was reviewed and approved by you, the Chief of Naval Material
(CNM), the ASN(IL), and the Secretary of the Navy. Portions
of the briefing were presented by the Navy to the Deputy
Secretary of Defense (DEPSECDEF), on 28 January 1974. One
major point made in this briefing was that over the past decade
the dollar value of shipbuilding contracts placed annually in
the United States for merchant ships has increased from one-
fourth the value of annual naval shipbuilding contracts being
placed ten years ago, to where today the value of annual merchant.
ship contracts exceeds annual naval shipbuilding contracts. It
was emphasized that naval ships are in competition with merchant
ships for United States shipbuilding capacity and that the Navy
is losing capacity in this competition. The briefing also
spelled out the difference between qualification requirements
for subsidies granted to merchant ships under the Merchant
Marine Act and prorities assigned under the Defense Production
Act. COMNAVSHIPS stressed in the briefing that the Navy had
officially concluded that Liquified Natural Gas carriers (LNG's)
and the large crude carriers of 380,000 DWT displacement do not
meet the requirements to be eligible for assignment of defense
priority. He also pointed out that ASD(I&L) had supported this
Navy position in correspondence with the Office of Preparedness.
One of the concluding recommendations of the briefing was that
the Navy urge the Secretary of Defense to support strongly this
Navy position on priorities.

However, the ASN(IL) in his memorandum of 26 March 1974
to ASD(I&L) changed the Navy position to recommend defense
priority for 380,000 DWT tankers to be built at the Todd
Galveston yard based on his proposed "broadened interpretation
of national defense." His broadened interpretation would
extend the meaning of national defense, as defined in the
Defense Production Act, to include:

a. Supplies critical to the nation in time of war and
their means of transport.

b. Programs supported financially by the U.S.-
Government.

c. Programs affecting our continuing economic growth
and prosperity.

The ASN(I&L) also stated that if the broadened interpretation
were not concurred in, the prior recommended denial of priority
must stand.
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If the broadened interpretation of national defense
recommended by the ASN(I&L) were adopted, the defense
priorities system would inevitably be extended to a wide
range of non-military programs which are critical to the
nation in time of war, and/or qualify for Government subsidy,
and/or affect our continuingeconomic growth and prosperity.
This would reduce the protection of production for military
programs intended by the Defense Production Act. Even with
the present interpretation of programs eligible for defense
priority; the Navy is currently experiencing increasing pro-
curement lead times arising from shortages of material, corm-
ponents, and skilled labor. The longer lead times delay ship
deliveries and increase costs. In this environment, to protect
military programs it is even more important that the scope of
programs assigned defense priorities not be broadened. I
question whether the Navy and the Department of Defense may
not already have gone beyond the intent of the Defense Product-
ion Act by supporting the assignment of defense priorities to
non-military programs.

I am particularly concerned about the impact of commercial
work on naval ships when defense priorities are assigned to
commercial ships being built in yards on which the Navy depends
for warship construction. In late 1972 COMNAVSHIPS and I
attempted through the Joint MARAD/Navy Shipbuilding and Repair
Committee to persuade the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for
Maritime Affairs to enter into a mutual agreement with the
Department of Defense that would resolve this problem in favor
of Department of Defense work. The proposed agreement stated
that whenever there is a conflict between the Defense Department
and Maritime Administration shipbuilding contracts which are
assigned defense priority, then these conflicts would be
resolved so that work on Maritime Administration contracts
would not interfere with performance of work required to meet
commitments on Navy contracts, irrespective of the dates of
placement of either the Navy or the Maritime Administration
contracts. Subsequently, we were informed that the Department
of Commerce had determined that neither the Navy nor the
Maritime Administration had authority to enter into such an
agreement. Instead the Navy would be required in each individual
case of conflict to request special assistance from the
Department of Commerce in accordance with established procedures.

The ASN(I&L) 26 March memorandum states that "if national
defense is to be interpreted in this broader sense, then we
must not do a disservice to naval vessels in construction at
the same time," and that therefore "the approval of the Todd
380,000 DWT VLCC's should not be taken as a broad precedent."
However, I do not see how the Department of Defense could
establish a broad interpretation of national defense without

3
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establishing a broad precedent. Further, it would be very
difficult for the people administering the defense priorities
system to justify granting or denying priorities on a given
product, based on whether or not the supplier is performing
other military work at the same time. It would also lead to
a situation whereby suppliers such as shipbuilders would soon
realize that acceptance of Navy work would place them at a
disadvantage relative to other contractors as regards to
commercial work, thus further decreasing their incentive to
do Navy work.

Because of the great importance of this matter to all
Naval procurement programs, and because action taken on the
ASN(I&L) 26 March memorandum can set a precedent for applica-
tion to the procurement programs of other Services, I
recommend you take this matter up with the Secretary of the
Navy and the Secretary of Defense.

' G. Rc bverl

Copy to:
Secretary of the Navy
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations and Logistics)
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command

4
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAN.

-VASHINGTON. 0. C. 20360 10

1 1 APR 324
w 08~~~~~~~~~~~~~OH-725

'TEO ?A4DUM TO COVAŽNDER NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS CO?1'AND

Subj: Deficiencies in Procurement of Material by Private Shipyards

Ref: (a) NAVSHIPS 08 memorandum to COM]4AVSHIPS, Ser 08H-1438
of 14 April 1971

(b) Suoervisor of Shinbuilding Newoort Jlews letter to
COHNAVSHIPS, Ser 403-122 of 14 August 197i

1. In April 1971, I wrote to you-about the higher than necessary
prices being paid for nickel alloy products because of Newport News
Shiobuilding and Dry Dock ComoanyIs practice of buying this material
through distributors. Reference (a) pointed out that distributors
for nickel alloy material provide little or none of the services
ordinarily expected of a middleman such as stocking and delivering
goods; acting as a liaison between the buyer and the manufacturer:
billing customers; and receiving payment. Reference (a) reported
that:

a. Material was not provided from the distributors' inventories;
it was manufactured and shipped directly from the manufacturer
represented by the distributor.

b. Shipyard questions regarding pricing, delivery and technical
ordering data were in most cases resolved by the shipyard directly
with the manufacturer, not the distributor.

c. Discrepant material received by the shipyard was returned
directly to the manufacturer, not the distributor.

d. Manufacturers did not underbid their distributors. Two or
three distributors often represented the same manufacturer and at
times quoted identical prices. Whenever both the manufacturer and
his distributor quoted on a shinyard purchase order, the-manufacturer's
price was either identical to or higher than the prices quoted by
the distributor. Manufacturers on occasion even iequested that-
the shipyard purchase materials from an area distributor in order
that the distributors could receive the manufacturer's discount.

I estimated that the shipyard could save 5% to 15t of the cost of
material if it purchased material directly from manufacturers and
eliminated the markun to distributors in those cases where the
distributors Provided no meaningful services. Reference (a) recommended
that NA.VS!MIPS take action that would preclude the shipyard from Paying
unnecessary distributor markups in the procurement of nickel alloy
materials.
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2. Tn resnonse to my mcnorandumrtha Sunervisor of Shinbhiildin.
at the request of NAVS'IIPS conducted a review of Newnort News'
Dractice of purchasing nickel alloy material through distributors.
His report, reference (b), confirmed my findings. According to
reference (b):

a. A leading manufacturer of nichel alloy products sold
through distributors not only to Ne.wnort News, but to Electric Boat,
-lath Iron Works, Litton Industries, Portsmouth, Mare Island and
Charleston Naval Shinyards, Defense Construction Suoply Center,
Ships Parts Control Center, and the Tennessee Valley Authority.

b. As verified by DCAA audit, distributors' markup rates varied
from 3 to 20% with 201 as the objective.

c. The only services provided by distributors representing
the nickel alloy manufacturer consisted of pricing and preparing
invoices.

d. A principle distributor doing business with Newport News
is Gas Equipment Engineers which is another subsidiary of Newport
News' parent corporation, Tenneco.

e. Newport News at the Navy's request attempted to procure
nickel alloy material from one manufacturer but was unsuccessful.

Reference (b) concluded that the distributor issue should be resolved
on a Government-wide basis because it was not an issue unique to
Newnort News. Accordingly, the Supervisor recommended that NAVSHIPS
take the lead and provide the coordination necessary to resolve this
matter.

3. To my knowledge no further action has been taken by the Navy on
this issue. Recently I asked my representatives at Newport News
and Electric Boat to conduct follow up reviews to determine the status
of shipyard procurement from distributors. They found:

a. In those cases whore nickel alloy products are procured by
Electric Boat and Newnort News through distributors, these distributors
provide little or no services that would justify paying the distri-
butors markup. Moreover, the same pricing tactics used by manu-
facturers and distributors in 1971 still exist.-

b. Distributors are not limited to nickel alloy products. They
are also involved in selling such items as pipe, tubing and fittings,
electrical equinment and lumber.

c. At Newnort News the principle distributor continues to
be Gas Equipment Engineers, a Tenneco-owned subsidiary.

d. The total amount of purchase orders placed with known
distributors on current Navy contracts at Newnort News and Electric
Boat is over $10 million. It is reasonable to assume that S-10% of
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this amount, or siooono to ¢l million could have been saved-if
shinyards had been able to nurchase this material directly fron
Manufacturers at the sane Drice they charged their distributors.

e. There was no evidence that the M!avy had taken coordinated
action to require the direct procurement of material from
manufacturers.

4. In view of the high cost of naval ship construction, we should
be doing everything nossible to ston naying unnecessary costs. One
high nriority item should be the elimination of markups charged by
middle men who perforn no substantial or essential services. There-
fore, I recommend you take immediate action to eliminate'paying these
kinds of distributor markups at both Navy and private shipyards.
As this problem undoubtedly is endemic throughoutdefense procurement,
Ialso tecnwmend that NAVSHIPS bring this matter to/the attention :
of hi-her officials withint the Navy and the Department of Defense
so that coordinated action can be taken to reduce the unnecessary
additional costs caused bv distributor markups on all defense
procurement. Delay in obtaining corrective action will only lead
to further unnecessary costs to the Government.

S. I would appreciate being advised of what action you take in this
matter.

G. RJ Xer

Copy:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations & Logistics)
Chief of Naval Material
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i',. N; DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
.,- 4 , -\ vNAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20360 e REFER;

08H-732

m 7 JUW;i 1974

P.EMORANDUM FOR COMANDER, NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

Subj: Contract Cost Data Reporting (CCDR)

Ref: (a) DODI 7000.11 of 5 September 1973
(b) NAVSHIPS 05A2 Route Sheet of 3 April 1974
(c) Pending SECNAVINST 7000.XX of 5 November 1973
(d) Draft NAVMATINST of 19 February 1974

Encl: (1) My memorandum to CNM dtd 28 January 1972

1. By reference (a), the Department of Defense established
a Contractor Cost Data Reporting system to collect projected
and actual cost data from contractors for DOD cost analysis
and procurement management purposes. Under the requirements
of the system, raw cost data from NAVSHIPS contractors will
be provided directly to the Office of the Secretary of Defense
Cost Analysis Improvement Group. Reference (b) requests 08
comments on the draft instructions (references Cc) and (d))
which will implement this cost data reporting system within
the Department of the Navy and the Naval Material Command,
respectively. The purpose of this memorandum is to provide
icy comments and to ask for your assistance in exempting nuclear
shipbuilding from the requirements of reference (a).

2. I have previously expressed my concern over the establish-
ment of independent ship cost estimating groups outside NAVSHIPS.
Enclosure (1) sets forth my views and points out several
examples where NAVSHIPS has had problems when unqualified
people or organizations have made estimates, evaluations, or
studies based on raw cost data taken out of context. This is
so because shin cost estimators above the NAVSIHIPS working
level just do-not have the intimate knowledge of current
factors affecting shipbuilding that would enable them to use
raw cost data effectively. As a result, NAVSI[IPS personnel
are required to expend much time and effort correcting erroneous
data, assumptions and conclusions.

3. In my opinion, the Contractor Cost Data Reporting system
will compound the problem of involvement by outside organiza-
tions in areas that are primarily NAVSHIPS responsibility.
The reports generated by the requirements of reference (a)
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are to be provided to NAVMAT, and to OPNAV and DOD systems
analysts by NAVSHIPS. In addition, other DOD components
may receive the reports upon request to the Department of
the Navy and federal agencies outside the DOD may receive
the reports upon request to the OSD Cost Analysis Improve-
ment Group. Such unlimited distribution of raw data will
result in NAVSHIPS personnel spending an increasingly
greater amount of time interpreting this data and answering
questions from higher echelons within the DOD rather than
doing their own jobs.

4. If the Office of the Secretary of Defense considers
that the NAVSHIPS cost estimating capability should be
improved, the solution should be to require improvement in thecost estimating function within NAVSHIPS since NAVSHIPS is
ultimately responsible for the accuracy of ship cost estimates.
NAVSHIPS cost estimating capability cannot be improved by
creating additional, independent cost estimatinggroups or by
imposing external cost reporting requirements upon NAVSHIPS'
contractors. Moreover, NAVSHIPS, not OSD,should be deciding
the cost reporting requirements to be imposed on our contractors
since NAVSHIPS must be responsible for ensuring it has adequate
data to accurately estimate the cost of building ships.

S. Today it is harder than it has ever been to design and
build Navy ships within appropriated funds. I predict it will
become even harder if NAVSHIPS is required to implement and
support a system for disseminating raw cost data that cannot
be properly evaluated except by thosedirectly responsible forbuilding ships. I therefore recommend that NAVSHIPS arrange
to exempt nuclear shipbuilding from the requirements of this
system.

.G. Risk v

Copy to:
Chiaf of Naval Material
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DEPARTMENT W- THE NAVY

NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

VWASHING rO., D.C. 203G2

IN TEPU? P.EFE. TO

I9 JUN 175

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY
(INSTALLATIONS AND LOGISTICS)

Subj: Request for assistance in obtaining supplier acceptance
of urgent defense orders containing cost accounting
standards requirements

Ref: (a) COMNAVSEA ltr Ser 607 dtd 17 Jun 75, subj: Vendor
Acceptance of Purchase Orders; request for special
priorities assistance

1. Jn reference (a), the Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
submitted, via the Chief of Naval Material, a formal request
for Department of Commerce assistance under the Defense Production

SAct in requiring U.S. Steel, Ingersoll-Rand and Ladish to accept
subcontracts from Electric Boat Division, General Dynamics
Corporation. All three suppliers are currently refusing to accept
orders for critical components needed for construction of nuclear-
powered submarines and surface ships on the basis that they are
unwilling to comply wsith cost accounting standards requirements.

2. Although I am soiewhat familiar with the three cases
involved, the Ladish case specifically involves work under my
technical cognizance. The Ladish order involves TRIDENT sub-
marine reactor plant forgings which pace reactor compartment
construction schedules. At present Ladish is working on these
forgings without a contract but has threatened to stop work if
the Navy does not obtain a waiver of cost accounting standards.
Ladish has accepted cost accounting standards in previous contracts.

3. I agree with the Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command that
there is no valid basis to exclude Ladish or the other two
suppliers from cost accounting standards. If the Navy supports
a waiver request in these cases other contractors will undoubtedly
adopt similar tactics. This would inevitably delay other projects
and undermine the implementation of cost accounting standards.
In addition, it would be unfair to excuse these contractors from
cost accounting standards requirements when the vast majority
of defense contractors are required to accept them.

4. I understand that the Naval Material Command has referred
this matter to you. Apparently questions have been raised about
whether the Navy should request the Department of Commerce to
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require acceptance and performance of these orders under the
Defense Production Act as recommended by the Commander, Naval
Sea Systems Command or seek a waiver from the Cost Accounting
Standards Board as proposed by the contractors.

5. Congress has legislated that defense contracts must include
various requirements of which cost accounting standards is one.
The Navy would be placed in an intolerable position if contractors
could evade such requirements by threatening to hold up work on
critical defense contracts. How the Navy handles these cases
will set a pattern for the future. The Navy therefore should.
take strong action to insist on performance of the work in
accordance with all applicable laws and regulations.

6. I recommend that you proceed in the manner recommended by
the Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command. To preclude delays
and increased costs to the Navy's shipbuilding program, prompt
Navy action is required.

Ai fkeRi X

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command

92-530 0 - 82 - 29
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C 20362

IN REPLy REFER TO

JO U'J 1375

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF TEE NAVY
(INSTALLATIONS AND LOGISTICS)

Subj: Request for Assistance in Obtaining Supplier
Acceptance of Urgent Defense Orders Containing
Cost Accounting Standards Requirements

Ref: (a) NAVSEA 08 Memo for the Assistant Secretary
of the Navy (Installations and Logistics) of
19 June 1975

1. In reference (a), I stated that I agreed with the
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command's request for
Department of Commerce assistance under the Defense Pro-
duction Act in requiring U. S. Steel, Ingersoll-Rand,
and Ladish to accept contracts containing Cost Accounting
Standards requirements. I pointed out that if the Navy
supports the contractors' requests to waive Cost Accounting
Standards this would cause other contractors to request
similar waivers. This situation would, in turn, delay
procurement and undermine the implementation of Cost
Accounting Standards. As I stated in reference (a), this
matter has been referred to you because of the apparent
question about whether the Navy should request the Depart-
ment of Commerce to require acceptance and performance of
these orders under the Defense Production Act as recommended
by the Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command.

2. The situation with regard to the Ladish purchase order
from Electric Boat for TRIDENT reactor plant forgings
under my technical cognizance is becoming increasingly
critical. Ladish has received the material for the forgings;
however, forging of the material has not commenced as
scheduled. Delivery of forgings to Electric Boat in
August 1975 is necessary to support the reactor plant
construction schedule for the lead TRIDENT submarine.
Normally about four months would be required by Ladish
to make the forgings, thus prompt action is required to
maintain schedules and avoid a potential claim.

3. I understand that you advised Ladish of the urgent need
for these forgings and requested that Ladish notify you
by 7 July of their willingness to accept defense orders
subject to Cost Accounting Standards. In the absence of
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a prompt, favorable response from Ladish, I urge that
you request the assistance of the Department of Commerce
as recommended by the Comafander, Naval Sea Systems Command.
I would appreciate being advised of what action you
take in this regard.

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command

2
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

17 August 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL, MATERIAL

Subj: Shipbuilding Priorities

1. By letter of 12 February 1973, the Chaiirman of the Board of Tenneco
stated that "Tenneco will not allow performance of work oln non-Navy
contracts to interfere with the performance of work necessary to meet
Newport News commitments oil Navy contracts. " He also stated "\Vhen
either Newport News or the Navy has reason to question Newport News'
ability to meet commitments on Navy contracts, Newport News prior to
transferring personnel from Navy work to non-Navy work will make every
effort to work out with the Navy a mutually satisfactory course of action
to enable Newport News to meet commitments on Navy contracts."

2. Under date of 20 February 1976 the Commander, Naval Sea Systems
Command signed a memiorandum for the Deputy Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Installations & Logistics) in which he requested that the office
of the Secretary of Defense and/or the Commerce Depart ment concur
that the CVN 70 and the CGN 41 have precedener for priritvy plr:p':;
over the three LNG ships currently under construction at Newport News
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company. It is my unclerstand(ing that both
you and the Chief of Naval Operations concurred in that memorandum and
that after nearly- four months it was forwarded on or about 10 June 1976
to the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations & Logistics) for en-
dorsement to the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations &
Logistics). I am not aware of any action as yet having been takell on this
memorandum.

3. In my memorandum to you of 2 June 1976 in which I commniblited to you
oln a letter to you from the President of Newport News Shipbuilding andi
Dry Dock Company dated 21 May 1976, 1 attached a report from thle Super-
visor of Shipbuilding, Newport News. which indicates that scarce Newport
News manpower is being diverted to commercial construction work to the
detriment of Navy work. I recommended that you take action to obtain
priority assistance from the Department of Commerce to ensure that
Newport News does not allow Navy work to be delayed by commercial work.
I am not aware of any action as yet having been taken on this memorandum
either.
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4. Newport News is contractually obligated to deliver (lie (CVN 701 by
September 1980. In recent correspondence Newport News has indicated
they intend to delay delivery of the CVN 70 about one year. The most
recent reports from the Supervisor of Shipbuilding indicate that Newport
News has decreased the production manning on1 the CVN 70, while increas-
ing the production manning on commercial work.

5. 1 again recommend that you take action to obtain priority assistance
from the Department of Commerce to ensure that Newport News does
not allow Navy work to be delayed by commercial work and that you take
action with Tenneco to require them to comply with the Tenneco policy
in this regard committed by their Chairman of the Board.

6. Lack of action in this matter by the Navy is causing delay in construc-
tion and increased cost of the CVN 70.

H. G. ickver
Copy to:
Secretary of the Navy
Chief of Naval Operations
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command

2
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C..20362
IN REPLY REFER TO

Mr. John P. Diesel
President and Chief Executive Officer
Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company
Newport News, Virginia 23607

Encl: (1) Newport News ltr dtd 25 July 1969
(2) NAVSEA ltr Ser 08M-1103 dtd 15 July 1969

Dear Sir:

By letter of 25 July 1969, enclosure (1), the President
and Chief Executive Officer of Newport News agreed that
Newport News would handle correspondence on matters under
the technical cognizance of NAVSEA 08 in accordance with the
procedures set forth in enclosure (2). The purpose of the
agreement was to ensure that there would be no future mis-
understandings concerning the contractual status of technical
correspondence and other technical documents exchanged between
shipbuilders and the Government or its design agents concerning
matters under the technical cognizance of NAVSEA 08. Under
the agreed procedures Newport News technical submittals since
1969 have either: (1) identified that the recommended action
did not require changes in any contracts; or, (2) identified
contractual changes considered necessary for implementing the
recommended action so that NAVSEA could consider this informa-
tion in making its technical decisions.

By following the procedure set forth in the agreement, Newport
News has identified prior to work authorization whether the
company considered the work to require a change in applicable
contracts. This allowed contract changes to be priced out
and issued prior to authorization of the changed work in cases
where Newport News considered a contract change was required.
The procedure also facilitates prompt action on technical
correspondence.

As you are aware, it has been longstanding Department of Defense policy
to price out changes in advance of performance. Newport News
and other shipbuilders have testified that they also want to
settle changes on a pay-as-you-go basis. The procedure set
forth in the 1969 agreement facilitates this policy as it
identified changes before they are performed. This early
identification can avoid situations wherein a contractor
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performs additional work which is a change to his contract
and then must attempt to get paid after the work is done.

Despite the foregoing, Newport News personnel have
informally stated to NAVSEA 08 personnel that the company
will no longer identify the contractual impact of actions
recommended in the company's technical submittals. Newport
News technical correspondence is now being received without
the agreed contractual impact statements. Such action is in
direct contradiction to the 1969 agreement. Moreover, this
action could delay the processing of the large volume of
technical correspondence essential to ship construction; e.g.
approvals required by contract, inquiries to lead design yards,
requests for specification waivers, and so on. It will also
serve to frustrate our mutual objective of ricing out contract
changes prior to the performance of changed work and will

introduce delays in ship construction.

Based on the above I would appreciate your assurance that
you will continue to honor the 1969 agreement and that you
advise your personnel accordingly.

-.G. ickover

Copy to:
Deputy Secretary of Defense
Secretary of the Navy
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Installations and Logistics)

Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Newport News

2
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HrNORT NEWS SHIPDIIILrIN6
AND DRY DOCK COMPAIIY A M.;yv, ComPorCe of TreC",CEoNNECO
hiwPORT NElWS,. IRGI0 2360? P. NE 731 .121,1 -

*. July 25, 1969

wwm II. G. Rickover, USN
':AV'IIPS 0a
:%.i.l ship Systems Command Headquarters
Xishington, D. C. 20360 -

VIA' ''-

suoervisor of Shipbuilding
Conversion and Repair, USN
Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company
Newport News, Virginia 23607

Subject: Technical Correspondence and Documents Exchanged Between
Shipbuilders -and the Government Regarding Work.-Under theTechnical Cognizance of NAVSHIPS (08) :in Ships -Under
Construction; Contractual status of .-

References:
(a) Ser 08M-1103 dated July 15, 1969
(b) Gen/4330, Ser 40.0-204 dated July 22, 1969

Dear Sir:

Effective August 1, 1969 the actions requested byreference (a) , which was forwarded by reference (b), wiTi-be;-'aced into effect.

With regard to paragraph 3.a(2) of reference )'a)iwe will-He every effort to meet the twenty day requirement; however, there* h he cases such as receipt of large quantities of drawings, tech-.*2l manuals, etc. in early stages of contracts or long-coinplicated
..;-nl changes requiring comments from several of our divisions

we will need up to forty-five days to provide notification of

Yours very truly,

L. C. Ackerman ,. - -
President and Chief Executive Officer

"'MAItion on Page 2
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To: VADM H. G. Rickover, USN
VIA
SupShip, Newport News -2-

Distribution

2 - NAVSHIPS 08 VIA SupShip, NN
1 - VADM H. G. Rickover, NAVSHIPS 08
1 - Mr. T. J. Walters, PNRO(NN)
1 - Mlr. L. C. Ackerman
1 - Mr. C. E. Dart
1 - Mr. R. Broad
I - Mr. D. E. Kane, Jr.
1 - Mr. J. H. Redpath, III-

July 25, .1969
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
, -sS\ - .: tNAVAL SHIP SYSTEKS COM..ND
\t 't _Y'.-- ' j>' .. -;. - WASHICGTON. D.C. 203. , : ,M i

. - - -..0-1103

1SJUL 1969

Fromr: Comander, Naval Ship Systems OCumnd
To: Pistribution

-ubb: Technical Correnpondence and Documents F-cchanged 33etween Shipbuilders
and the Goveran;ent Regarding Work Under the Technical Cognizance
of KA7VS3!1` (o8) in Ships Under Constraction; Contractual etatus of

1. .1SHP - h d. a

1. 314VSRIP3 shipbuilding and design contracts provide for a consid rable
day-to-d'y interchange of technical correspondsncc betv!ecn shipyard!] end
the gover.r.cnt or its design agents concerning matters under the technical
cognizance of 1 VSHIPS (03). For example:

a. Shipbuilders frequently submit proposed plan, technical Manuel,
procedure and specification charZes, and other technical correrpondence to
lirmSHIpS (On) arsd other gover-enct activitics, reactor plant primo contractors,
or the lead reactor plant design yard for action.

b. Lead reactor plant design yards submit nany plans, documents, and
other technical corresrondence to IAVSHIPS (03) and other government
activities for action.

c. Shipbuilding contracts specify that working plans, technical manuals,
test proced.ares, and other design data for construction and testin, of the
reactor plants in nuclecar powered ships till be furniched to the rhipbuilder
and are to be used without deviation. Reactor plr.nt prime contractors, lead
reactor plant deoign yards, and other activities furnish such design data,
technical documents, and revisions thereto directly to shipbuildera.

2. DeesiG data and technical doc-=.ents- furnished to the shipbuilder and
technical replics to rhipyard correspondence rclatin3 thereto are not intended
to authorize contract charn.es and are not intended to require a contractor to take
action not already within the scope of his contract. In somo casee,
shipbuilders have considered such technical correspondence as authorizing
contract changes. For this rcason liAVSHIPS considers that additional steps
are necesz-ny to ensure that there are no future misunderstandings concerning
the contrsectual status of technical correspondence and other technical documents
exchanged between shipbuildero and the Government or its design agents
concerninrq matters under the technical cognizance of 1AVSIDPS (08.
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08W-1103

3. The following action in requested:

Da. Shiphuildern

(1) "echnical Correrxlontcnce to Covornent Activit ee, Reactor Plant

Prime Gon-cctorz. nc ).ca Rcac*nrPlnnt Dn-'a-n YardI - S;ipbuildors are

requested t~o lnclude tneu Illo;wlrg astatc=c in Lll ruch corrospondonco

concerning rmatters undeor the technical cognizance of IAVSlCP0 (08):

"The vork that would rrcult frem approval of thio subhittal
in within the rcope o. contract (s;) (Inert aroerint.
contract n-.lti, ane no changZ in tho contract cdel'ey
or complction dite or tho current negotiated price or anount

of any gover-nment contract with (InEcrt ners. of rhiabuilter)
is required."

If the above statement cannot be included in the subnittal, the correepondenco

should bl addresred to ZA.VZiS(O8)via the cognizant Suiparvivor of Shipbuilding,

citing th.e circvnsl-encas involvcd, the shipbuilder' cestinatu of the additional

costs ir."olved, the effect on ship delivery, and any alternate contractual

arrenizeerts considered neceesary.

The above reculrerent doeS not r.nly to rep3irs or modification3 to government-

furnished reactor Fl-.c ciFan. ?zaair.. or codificationi to goverr-nent-

furnished reactor nl~l.t equipent chould continue to be handled in accordanco

with. existirn instructionn.

(2) Reactor Plant Dezirn atr. cand Technical Do-^cntC nTirnirhed to

ShipbuildarC - DesiE:n wrta, tec:n icai cou-nt3, aud rmvieioenj heruto zurriah-d

to rhipbuiad1nrs by re-:ctor plant prime contractors, lead reactor plant dasign

yards, ard other activities rre iesued on the basis that no chnr-n, in the currcrt

negotiated price or vaount, or contrect delivery or ccopletion dste of any

contract is involved. If the chinbuildar considers that the use of' ary nuch

design data, technilal doeueents, or revisions thereto raiquiros a contract

change, he chall not proceed with work aifccted by such designa data or tochnical

documents, but should prlccptly, erd in rny event uithin 20 days of receipt of

such design data or technical doc-ents, notilfy 1IZViF,:IS(C8)in iriting via the

Supervisor of Shiphiilding of the facts and his rearons for conridoring that

a contract shange is required. FIowever, in emer-erciaG where:

(a) the ciremzstancen do not cllow sufficient tine to notify

-iVSrIPS (O8)of the facts prior to the need to proceed with tho

work,; and,

- (b) t37e *ork must proceed to avoid hazardn to personnel or facilities

or to avoid additional cost to the Govcrn=ent,

the shipbuilder may proceed with work in accordance vith tho denignodata or

technical document furnished. in such caecs, the shipbuilder should notify

aVS!g(08 )via t.he Supervicor of Shipbuilding as voon ao porcible, end in any

event within 7 days, of his recronm for considering thlt a contr-:ct change is

reeded and the nature of the mt.rGency wvhich required his proceedlng prior to

rotificat ion rof MV3IiIIS (OVL
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08-w1103

b. Lead Re1actor flPnt Desnin Yards

(1) Lend reactor plant design yardo arc reulestea to inc.udo the
statement in paragr]tLpL 3.a.(1) above in future technical correopondonee to
NAVSISIIPS(03)or other government aetivities. The statement nhould r.pply
to both deesign work undcr design contrecte and conotruction work under
applicable chipbuildinZ contractt held bjk the chipyard. Whore decigr. or
construction work proposed is riot consiCerd within the seone of applicable
contracts, the corresrondence chould idtnti,-y the cSti~oiatod cost to perform
the design or construction work involved, the el',ct err Ship dolivcr7, and
any contractual arrengc;:ents considered neoesr ry. In ruch cases, the chip-
builder is not authori,.ed to perform design or constructIon work; that is
considered to be outside the scope of the contract until appropriate :
contractual arrenar-ento are reade,

II. The aetions reque-ted by thi6 letter should be placed into effect
expeditiocuzly. S1hlpbuilders and lead reactor plaint design yards are requested
to confirm by 31 July 1559 that the actions requested by this letter are
in efsiec..

5. TeM aetion request ed by this letter is donsidered by I7AVS{IP:S to be
wlthin the scope of cn-eting contracts, and no chansge in contract delivery or
completion dates or in the current negotiated price or cnount oi ainy govern-ent
contract is authorized.

X. G. nm1C.:ov-
DePuty Ca--zrnder for
Nelecar Propulcion

Distribution:
Electric IBoat Div., General Dynamrics Corp.,

Groton, Vin: SUPSHIP, Groton
Ingalls Shipbuildinr, Corp., Paseazoula

Via: S' wsv:np , Pasensoula.
Newport 1:V-w ShSpb-u tdirng and Dry Dock Co.,

Newport News, Via.: SUISHIP, Mnzsoort Ntr,
Electric Boat Div., Generol Dynrnics Cor1- .

Qainey, Via: SUPS}3IP, Quiney

Copy to:
PVRO Rep., Groton (2)
P1CO Rep., Paseagoula
PNXRO Rep., lleerport tfe-we
Gen. I'gr., Bettil
aen. I'gr., KAPL

Gen. MIgr., 19D
Gen. agr., PAD
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O3PAR2T MINT 07 Ti-r NAVY
N4AVAL 5IP SY.T CS COi.WA2ND

lt~~~~i} - ~~~WASMIN17OON' D.C. 203 O hvtto

Ser O8N-2211

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~20 Dec 1971

From: Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command
To: DISTRIBlT'ON

Subj: "echnicau. Docucc.-.ts .. Dcain Z :;ra t' j:.tad Sin aiclers by
Reactor Plant Primu Conract3 and R-acs:or 7.-anit Lead Yards for
Ships Under Construction, Request Tz Spocif\y Contractual Impact

Ref (a) NAVSHIPS letter Ser CSM-l03 dated 15 July 19G9(NCTAL)

1. Reference (a) providos that cesign day i'anished to shipbuilders by
lead reactor plant design yards annd reactor plant prima contractors fX

=~p~ynde coi 7r~e issued on the basis that no contract change
is required. Reference (a) prescribes the procedjre to follow and the
notification to be made wherever the ehipbuildwr considers that such
information requires a contract chance. 'ar f j

E ~ock~neofwlesee toraar Frengmet, '

2. Recently NAVShIPS discovered that one shipbuilder was accepting
technical information from a dosign agent on the basis that it might result
in a contract change at some later time. Proper notification, as required
by reference (a), *vas not provided. To avoid rocurring problems in this
area, '- o pimt rntp iiio con'tirctor1 and lerd r' actor plant desr63dy 's7

? 7hould incluide tho follri.- i'z-'r - n 11 f hrro co~r rr crco trannS
iaitting tschnincal dcccune'n- '. dnoi'nn d .a in .- ;-ts xIadA= Lhe tcchnicaY
Loognizaeg of 9NAVSHIPa (08) to shipbuildors for ships under construction'

(Insert name or or4.einator) does not have the authority to modify
contracts between the shipbuilder and the government. Therefore if
the action contained herein is considered by the shipbuilder to
require a change in the currently negotiated price or amount or
delivery or completion date of any contract, the shipbuilder shall
not proceed with the action contained herein but should promptly,
and in any event within 20 dayn of receipt of this document, notify
NAVSHIPS (08) via the Supervisor of Shipbuilding of the facts and
the reasons for considering that a contract change is required.

3. The action requested by this letter should be placed into effect upon
receipt of this letter. Lead reactor plant design yrd anri reactor plant
prime eontractors are requested to confirm by 1 5 January 1Y72 that the actions
requested by this letter are in effect.

4. The action requested by this letter is considered by NAVShIPS to be within the
scope of existing contracts, and no change in contract delivery or completion dates
or in the current negotiated price or amount of any government contractis mithor! "ad.

-Xueloa:.-or-o
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-2- Ser 08N-2211

DISTRIBUTION:
Electric Boat Division, General Dynamics Corporation,

Groton, Via SUPSP.IP, Grotfin
Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co.,

Newport News, Via: SUPSHIP, Newport News
Electric Boat Division, General Dynamics Corp.,

Quincy, Via.: SUPSHIP, Quincy
PNRO
SNRO
ANSTR, MAO
ANSTR, PAD

Copy to:
PNRO Rep., Groton (2)
PNRO Rep., Pascagoula
PNRO Rep., Newport News
General Manager, Bettis
General Manager, -.APL
General Manager, MAO
General Manager, PAD
Ingalls Shipbuilding Corp., Pascagoula
' Via: SUPSHIP, Pascagoula
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NEWroar N2ws samunurWa,
Newport New, Vo, Nooember 9, 1976.

Admiral R. G. Rzecovz,
Deputy Commander for Nuclear Propulsion, Navy Bea Systeu Commais, Do-

portment of the Nat', Washington, D.C.
Dr.a 8: This Is In response to your letter of November 10,1976, wherein you

requested that the company "honor" a purported agreement concerning the han-
dling of correspondence on matters under the technical cognizance of your office.
Tou state that this purported agreement was intended to ensure that there would
be no future misunderstanding concerning "the contractual status of technical
correspondence and other technical documents." Let me assre you that there is
no misunderstanding on the company's part an to the 'Contractual status of
such, documents. They have no contractual sitt.

In previous years, the company, at the demand of NAVSKA 08 representativs
has included statements in technical correspondence that such correspondence
did not require a change to the eontract 8uch correspondence was issued by com-
pany employees who. as the Navy was aware. were not authorized to bind this
company contractually. When It became apparent that the Navy was taking a
position that such statements barred future equitable adjustments wheo a Navy
action did In fact Involve a contract change, the company bad no choice but to
order Its employees to stop using the language In correspondence with the Navy.

As you are well aware, there are many instances wbere a company employee
who Initiates an Item of technical correspondence has no way of knowing whether
or not It requires a change to the contract at that time. Indeed. In many cames
the Nary Is In a better position than the eomany to know whether a ehanga Is
Involved or whether costa will be affected. To hait performance pending an
analysis and determination as to the contractual tffeet of the reardution of a

technical problem would significantly delay contract performance. We do not
believe that such delay and the additional est associated therewith Is either
required by our contracts or desired by the Navy.

Your attempt to justify a requirement for such language on the basis that it
bfalitates pricing out of changes Is a transparent effort to obscure the true reason
for your Insistence on such language. It in now apparent to the company that
you have Insisted upon the use of such language for the purpose of attempting
to shift to the company the cost and scbedule risk of changes for which the Navy-
Is constractually responsible.

Accordingly, please be advised that the company categorically denies that teeh-
nleal correspondence has "contractual significance." Further, so long aS the Navy
continues to assert that such correspondence has contrsctual significance in that
Inclusion of the Navy's requested language will preclude subsequent equitable
adjustments, the company declines to Include such language in Its correspondence.
Further, to the extent there are delays in construction due to failure of the Navy
to respond or act upon the company's technical correspondence, the company will
bold the Navy responsible for all cost *nd schedule Impact or otherwise assert its
legal rights.

We also request that, In the future, all contractual matters should be ad-
dressed to the company by the cognizant Contracting Officer.

Sincerely yours, J. P. DPsseL,
Presidet.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20362

1. REPLY REPER TO

12 Jan 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

Subj: Shipbuilding claims

Encl: (1) Comparison of Newport News and Electric Boat
Costs to Construct SSN688 Class Submarines
(NOTE: THIS ENCLOSURE CONTAINS INFORMATION
WHICH MAY BE PROPRIETARY)

1. During your meeting last Friday with the Secretary of
the Navy and me, I promised to send you information regarding
the efficiency of Electric Boat relative to Newport News.
Enclosure (1) is a comparison of incurred and projected
manhours and costs reported by these shipbuilders for
construction of SSN688 Class submarines. Both yards are
building identical ships, to the same drawings, during
roughly the same time frame. Yet, for the first four ships
at each yard, the labor hours incurred or projected by
Electric Boat are about 15 percent higher than the labor hours
reported by Newport News. The estimated total cost at
completion of the first four ships at Electric Boat is about
40 percent higher than at Newport News. Electric Boat's
proposed price for the forthcoming overhaul of the USS
SPADEFISH (SSN668) was nearly 50 percent higher than that
proposed by Newport News. It should be recognized that
declining productivity has been a problem at Electric Boat
for several years.

2. In assessing the shipbuilding cost overruns in the SSN688
Class submarine construction program, it should be borne in
mind that:

* The contract for the ship design was awarded to
Newport News on a sole-source, cost-plus basis.

e A fixed-price-incentive-fee contract to construct
the lead ship of the class, the SSN688 in the FY
1970 program, was negotiated with Newport News
on a sole-source basis.

e Competitive bids for the first eleven follow ships,
SSN's 689-699, appropriated in the FY 1970-1972
programs, were submitted by Ingalls, Electric Boat,
and Newport News in 1970.
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* All three bidders had extensive nuclear submarine
building experience. At the time of bidding:

Ingalls had delivered nine nuclear attack submarines
and was building three more.

Newport News had delivered 21 nuclear attack and
missile submarines.

Electric Boat had delivered 32 nuclear attack and
missile submarines of many classes and was building
six more nuclear attack submarines. Electric Boat
has been the Navy's principal nuclear submarine
designer starting with the NAUTILUS.

* Since three qualified, experienced nuclear submarine
builders submitted responsive competitive bids for
these eleven submarines, the pricing-proposed by
the bidders was accepted without negotiation.

* Based on the bids, the lowest total contract price
for the first eleven follow ships resulted from
awarding seven to Electric Boat, four to Newport
News, and none to Ingalls.

3. Upon reflecting on last Friday's meeting, I realized
that the notes I left with you and Secretary Claytor regarding
shipbuilding claims did not adequately address some aspects
of the problem. This memorandum comments further on those
points.

4. One of my recommendations was that before deciding to
grant extra-contractual relief to a company that states it is
in financial difficulty, the Government should verify the
company's true financial condition through the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC). Secretary Claytor suggested that
it might be better to have the Defense Contract Audit Agency
(DCAA) perform this task since that agency is experienced
in defense contracting.

S. Although DCAA can be of assistance and should be consulted,
it does not have the legal authority to review contractor
records pertaining to non-defense business. A DCAA audit of
a corporation's overall financial condition can be thwarted
if corporate officials refuse to grant unrestricted access
to their records. The SEC, however, has access to corporate
records and is therefore in the position to assess the overall
financial condition of a company. For this reason I believe

2
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it essential that the SEC as well as DCAA verify the financial
figures presented by shipbuilders before the Defense Depart-
ment decides to provide extra-contractual relief.

6. The matter of litigative risk also deserves further
discussion. I left the meeting with the impression that
Secretary Claytor and Assistant Secretary Hidalgo were
considering assigning litigative risk factors to Navy claim
settlement offers based on their own business and legal
experience. I believe it would be far better to rely on the
Navy Claims Settlement Board for that function.

7. At present, the Board assesses litigative risk and
includes amounts for this purpose in its settlement offers.
I understand that the Board's attorneys base these estimates
of litigative risk on their detailed review of each claim
item; the results of the Government's technical analysis;
evaluation of applicable case law; and, presumably, considera-
tion of possible violations of fraud or false claims statutes.
I doubt that the Navy Secretariat will have the necessary
time to review all this material, and develop and document an
independent assessment of litigative risk.

8. Moreover, under the terms of Navy contracts the Secretary
of the Navy is the official to whom a shipbuilder appeals
Contracting Officer decisions. The Secretary has delegated
his authority to act on such appeals to the Armed Services
Board of Contract Appeals (ASBCA), which handles contract
appeals for all the military services. If the Secretariat
participates in establishing Navy claims settlement offers
and the disputes are subsequently appealed to the ASBCA, the
question could arise: How can the ASBCA, acting for the
Secretary of the Navy, fairly resolve a contractor's appeal
from a decision in which the Secretary himself participated?
This, therefore, is another reason the Navy would be in a far
better position if the Secretariat would rely upon the Navy
Claims Settlement Board, rather than trying to apply its own
factors for litigative risk.

9. In any event, litigative risk should be dealt with
carefully. Basically, it consists of a judgment of the likeli-
hood that the Government might receive an unfavorable ruling
by the ASBCA or a court on items for which the Government
does not believe it is liable. If, on a $100 million claim
item, a Government official considers there is a 25 percent
chance of losing, he might include $25 million in the settle-
ment offer. If he concludes the odds rare 50/50, he might
include $50 million in the claim settlement offer. The
Government official assessing litigative risk becomes, in

3
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effect, a judge. He tries the case in his mind as if he were
the ASBCA or a court. His estimates can add hundreds of
millions of dollars to the Government's claim settlement
offers. If his estimates are excessive, there is no formal
avenue of Government appeal. For this reason, strict
control and careful review of assessments of litigative risk
are essential.

10. It is also important to ensure that claim settlements
based on litigative risk do not compromise contract principles
applicable to other contracts or to future work. Specifically,
large portions of both the Newport News and Electric Boat
claims challenge the validity of certain contract provisions
and procedures which have been in effect for many years and
remain in effect today. To maintain a viable basis for
conducting future Defense Department business the underlying
disputes must be resolved--even if they must be litigated.
In the absence of such a resolution of the issues, an expedient
claim settlement based on litigative risk would leave the
Navy and the shipbuilder at an impasse concerning these same
issues in their day-to-day work, and would invite future claims.

11. As I pointed out during our meeting and in my testimony
of 29 December 1977 to the Joint Economic Committee, the Navy
must put a stop to the submission of false and inflated claims.
They waste our time and money and threaten the integrity of
all Government contracts. The only effective deterrent I
know is to enforce the Federal statutes pertaining to fraud
and false claims.

12. Some have questioned whether what we are finding in the
shipbuilding claims actually constitutes fraud. The description
of fraud in two standard legal texts is quite broad. Here
are excerpts which I believe are apropos:

"Black's Law Dictionary

Revised Fourth Edition 1968

Fraud

An intentional perversion of truth for the purpose of
inducing another in reliance upon it to part with some
valuable thing belonging to him or to surrender a
legal right; a false representation of a matter of
fact, whether by words or by conduct, by false or
misleading allegations, or by concealment of that
which should have been disclosed, which deceives and
is intended to deceive another so that he shall act

4
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upon it to his legal injury.. .Any kind of artifice
employed by one person to deceive another...A generic
term, embracing all nefarious means which human
ingenuity can devise, and which are resorted to by one
individual to get advantage over another by false
suggestion or by suppression of truth, and includes
all enterprise, trick, cunning, dissembling, and any
unfair way by which another is cheated."

"American Jurisprudence

Second Edition
Volume 37 1968

Fraud and Deceit

'...it has been said that there can be no all-
encompassing definition of 'fraud' but each case must
be considered upon its own particular facts. The
term 'fraud' is a generic one which is used in various
senses, and fraud assumes so many different degrees
and forms that courts are compelled to content them-
selves with comparatively few general rules for its
discovery and defeat, and allow the facts and circumstances
peculiar to each case to bear heavily on the conscience
and judgment of the court or jury in determining its
presence or absence. In fact, the fertility of man's
invention in devising new schemes of fraud is so great
that courts have always declined to define it, reserving
to themselves the liberty to deal with it in whatever
form it may present itself. It is, indeed, said that
it is better not to define the term lest the craft of
men should find ways of committing fraud which might
evade such a definition."

"Nevertheless, while it has often been said that fraud
cannot or should not be precisely defined, the books
contain many definitions such as unfair dealing,
malfeasance, a positive act resulting from a wilful
intent to deceive; an artifice by which a person is
deceived to his hurt; a wilful, malevolent act, directed
to perpetrating a wrong to the rights of others;
anything which is calculated to deceive, whether it is
a single act or a combination of circumstances, or
acts or words which amount to a suppression of the
truth, or mere silence; deceitful practices in depriving
or endeavoring to deprive another of his known right
by means of some artful device or plan contrary to the
plain rules of common honesty; the unlawful appropriation
of another's property by design; and making one state
of things appear to a person with whom dealings are
had to be the true state of things, while acting on
the knowledge of a different state of things. Fraud

S
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has also been said to consist of conduct that operates
prejudicially on the rights of others and is so intended;
a deceitful design to deprive another of some profit
or advantage; or deception practiced to induce another
to part with property or to surrender some legal right,
which accomplishes the end desired. Fraud therefore,
in its general sense, is deemed to comprise anything
calculated to deceive, including all acts, omissions,
and concealments involving a breach of legal or
equitable duty, trust, or confidence justly reposed,
resulting in damage to another, or by which an undue
and unconscientious advantage is taken of another."

13. The above descriptions of fraud seem to fit the ship-
building claims situation exactly. Specifically, the reports
I have submitted to date are examples of the following:

* Statements which are demonstrably untrue.

* Statements apparently designed to mislead.

* Withholding of documents which would disprove
allegations of Government responsibility.

* Alleged Government responsibility for costs which
are the shipbuilder's responsibility under the
contract.

* Claims for costs that have already been reimbursed.

* Claims for costs which have not or will not be
incurred.

14. Because of the many reports of possible fraud submitted
by others as well as myself in connection with these claims,
it is obvious that, sooner or later, these reports will have
to be sent to the Department of Justice. That Department has
the legal authority and capability to conduct fraud investiga-
tions and decide whether or not to pursue an indictment; the
Defense Department does not. Lengthy review by the Navy
Office of General Counsel prior to forwarding these reports
to the Department of Justice only delays an investigation and
could jeopardize it. Further, delay by the Navy could create
the impression that the Navy is deliberately dragging its
feet and trying to avoid an investigation.

15. I know that both you and Secretary Claytor desire to
get ships for the Navy and to resolve quickly what has been
for several years a serious and festering problem. However,

6
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one of the reasons so little progress has been made is that
in the past some wellimeaning officials have, by their words
and actions, encouraged shipbuilders to believe they will
not-have to honor their contracts, and that eventually the
Government will take care of their financial problems.

16. As I have pointed out, simply paying off the shipbuilders
would not solve the problem. The Navy and the Defense Depart-
ment would find themselves in similar circumstances the next
time these same shipbuilders run into financial problems.
Also, other defense contractors could be expected to follow
the example set by the shipbuilders. Thus, it is of utmost
importance that any actions taken to resolve the shipbuilding
claims problem are carried out in a manner which does not
undermine long and well-established principles of Government
contracting.

Very respectfully,

H. G. Ri c over

Copy to:
Secretary of the Navy
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. DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

4. ~~~~ WASUI6OT~~~~~ C. C 20362
INAEPLV ECFER TO

5 Apr 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMAJNDER, NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

Subj: Procurement of Fiscal Year 1978/1979 SSN 688 Class
submarines

Ref: (a) SSN 688 Class AdvancedProcurement Plan No. 143-78
(b) Draft forwarding letter Ser 321 requesting

SSN 688 Class proposals from Electric Boat
and Newport News

1. I understand that on 30 March 1978, the Secretary of

the Navy disapproved the NAVSEA plan to procure the FY
1978/1979 SSN 688 Class submarines on a sole source basis
from Newport News. NAVSEA was instead directed to solicit
competitive bids from both Electric Boat and Newport News.
Consistent with this decision your staff is now circulating
for concurrence an Advanced Procurement Plan, reference (a),
which purports to justify soliciting proposals from Electric
Boat as well as Newport News. I have also been asked to
comment on a proposed forwarding letter which would be sent
to Electric Boa-t and Newport News as part of the Request for
Proposal. I understand that the Secretary has directed that
reference (b) be cleared with Assistant Secretary Hidalgo
prior to release.

2. In my view the Navy is making a mistake by inviting a
bid from Electric Boat on the SSN 688 Class procurement. I

have testified to Congress and recommended to senior defense
officials that the Navy should not award any more contracts
to Electric Boat for several years--until that shipyard works
off a large part of its present backlog and can effectively
demonstrate its ability to handle more work.

3. The Navy's recent exercise of the Trident contract
option has added two more TRIDENT submarines to the existing
backlog at Electric Boat. Awarding more SSN 688 Class
submarines to Electric Boat would further compound Electric
Boat's production problems. Moreover, it does not make sense
to solicit bids from Electric Boat for construction of more
SSN 688 Class submarines when the company is threatening to
stop work on earlier contracts for ships in the same program.
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4. It seems to me that instead of offering them more
business the Navy should start dealing firmly with shipbuilders
who stop work or threaten to do so. For example, if General
Dynamics carries out its threat to stop work on its SSN 688
Class contracts, I would recommend that the Navy terminate
for default three of the last SSN 688 Class submarines
awarded to Electric Boat--ships upon which little or no work
has been done on actual ship construction. These ships
could then be packaged with the FY 1978/1979 procurement
and offered on a sole source basis to Newport News on the
condition that Newport News would accept the same terms and
conditions it agreed to last September on its last SSN 688
Class submarine construction contract.

5. If Newport News is unwilling to accept additional SSN 688
Class submarines on the same terms that were previously
negotiated and agreed to, then the Navy should take prompt
steps to obtain an assured source of supply for SSN 688 Class
submarines at the Mare Island Naval Shipyard. Funds for re-
establishing Mare Island's submarine construction capability
might be made available from those freed up by defaulting
Electric Boat on its later ships.

6. In any event, I do not concur with the proposed advanced
procurement plan. If Electric Boat is solicited for additional
SSN 688 Class submarines and elects to submit a low bid, or
if Newport News declines to bid, the Navy will find itself
in an untenable position.

7. I recognize that the Secretary of the Navy has directed
that the SSN 688 Class procurement be handled as set forth
in reference (a). However, since you are required to obtain
approval of references (a) and (b) from higher authorities,
I request that you forward with that submittal a copy of
this memorandum in connection with the Secretary of the Navy's
possible reconsideration of his decision.

8. I would appreciate being advised of what action is
taken on this natter.

H. . tikover
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

ttsK ago llf^~~~~~WSHINGTON. D.C. 2031

IN RCPLV Rarer

- ~ ~~~~~~ it1 (I.h
i Api I'P

MEMORANDUM FOR DEPUTY CO*1ANDER FOR NUCLEAR PROPULSION (SEA 08)

Subj: Procurement of FY 1978/1979 SSN 688 Class Submarines

Ref: (a) Your memo dtd 5 Apr 1978 (same subject)

1. Rcfrencec (a) requested that I forward Lt with my request for
approval of SSN 688 Class Advanced Procurement Plan No. 143-78.

2. Reference (a) will be so forwarded.

C. R.BeRYANa
Commander, Naval Sea Systeme Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20382

IN REPLY REFER TO

8 Sep 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

Subj: Shipbuilding claims

Ref: (a) NAVSEA ltr Ser 08M-4742 dtd 7 Sep 1978
(b) My memo to you dtd 24 Aug 1978, subj: Shipbuilding

claims
(c) Electric Boat ltr dtd 6 Sep 1978
(d) My memo to you dtd 14 Aug 1978, subj: Problems

that need to be resolved in connection with the
proposed PL 85-804 settlements

(e) My notes for discussion with you dtd 18 Aug 1978,
subj: Shipbuilding claims

1. The purpose of this memorandum is to report that day-to-
day contractual problems at Electric Boat are growing worse;
that these problems are now encroaching upon the Navy's abilityto have the company perform work which is technically necessary;
and that, absent corrective action, the situation can only beexpected to deteriorate further. This situation stems directlyfrom Electric Boat policies which make it very difficult toadminister Navy shipbuilding contracts properly and on a pay-as-you-go basis. Accordingly, I am again requesting that youquickly obtain General Dynamics written commitment to abandonthese policies, before the proposeW-TT85-804 settlements take.effect.

2. An Electric Boat contract change proposal dated 29 August
1978, illustrates why action must be taken now to establish aproper basis for conducting Navy business with that company.The pertinent background is as follows:

a. Two Government-furnished gate valves on the SSN 698were improperly operated by ships force.

b. The desired valve replacement work is the Government's
contractual responsibility. The problem is that Electric Boathas inflated proposed costs to accomplish the actual replace-
ment, by including additional costs for arbitrary or unsubstantiatedfactors, as explained below.

c. In its change proposal, the company contends thatreplacement of the two valves will delay the nuclear core
installation by 10 days. For this effort, the company proposed
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a cost of $32,088 for 2,047 additional manhours--25 nuclear
support personnel full time for the 10-day period. This
proposed amount appears to be greatly inflated.

d. As I have explained in prior correspondence, Electric
Boat has now begun to allege that performance of work on
changes requires an acceleration of unchanged work to offset
the "delaying effect" of the change. In order to recover from
the effects of the change, Electric Boat states it will be
forced to extend its workdays and accomplish unchanged contract
work on an overtime basis. Electric Boat arbitrarily estimates
that the amount of alleged overtime manhours is equivalent to
the manhours added by the change. In the valve replacement
proposal, Electric Boat included a cost of $21,619 for an
overtime premium; this additional cost is SO percent of the
direct production labor cost proposed for the change.

e. In addition, the company states that overtime will
reduce productivity, and that the resultant "loss of labor
effectiveness" will constitute 25 percent of each overtime
hour worked. This "loss of labor effectiveness" factor adds
to the change proposal costs of $20,645 for 1,317 additional
manhours.

3. In reference (a) I advised the Supervisor of Shipbuilding
at Electric Boat that although it would be highly desirable
to replace the valves at this time, the terms proposed by
Electric Boat are unacceptable. This is the second time in
recent weeks where work had to be deferred due to Electric
Boat pricing policies. The first incident involved changed
work on the SSN 698 reactor vessel test head. As I explained
in reference (b), I asked the Supervisor of Shipbuilding to
bring that item to the attention of Mr. Veliotis, the General
Manager of Electric Boat, as an example where the company is
frustrating the conduct of day-to-day business on shipbuilding
contracts by trying to overcharge the Navy.

4. Reference (c) is Mr. Veliotis' response. Reference (c)
states that the factors presently being used by Electric Boat
to price acceleration and loss of labor effectiveness are
"neither arbitrary nor unsubstantiated." Reference (c)
describes the company's current approach as "taking a first step
toward developing a workable formula or othcr approach which
will produce equitable results.. ." The basic fallacy in this
approach is Electric Boat's underlying assumption that every
change delays shipyard work, no matter when the change is
issued, what trades are involved, or what work is required.

2
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5. It makes no sense for Electric Boat to represent that ithas the capacity to take on new contracts while at the sametime maintaining that every change to the company's existingworkload requires excessive amounts of overtime and "loss oflabor effectiveness." As I'stated in reference (d), the Navydoes owe its contractors the legitimate costs of contractchanges, including any associated delay, disruption, or accelera-tion costs. But the price of changes should not be padded byinclusion of arbitrary and unsubstantiated factors. ElectricBoat's recent policy in this regard in effect serves noticeto the Navy that every time a contract change is necessary, apremium must be paid to help the company recover past losses.
6. In reference (d) and during our meeting on 18 August 1978,I emphasized the need for you to obtain a written commitmentfrom the Chairman of the Board of General Dynamics to stopinflating price proposals for changed work. I also explainedto you Electric Boat's theory that even minor revisions toGovernment-furnished drawings and other technical data are"changes" which entitle the company to have its contractsrepriced.

7. To put to rest, once and for all, the much publicizedcontroversy over drawing revisions, I recommended in reference(d) that as part of the claims settlement you obtain GeneralDynamics agreement to contract language proposed by the NavalSea Systems Command which spells out the rights and obligationsof the parties in this area. Also, as explained in referenceCe), I recommended that you obtain from the Chairman of theBoard of General Dynamics, Mr. David Lewis, a written policystatement setting forth the principles under which the companywill conduct future business with the Navy. This writtenpolicy statement should address, in a manner satisfactory tothe Navy, the drawing revision issue; false and inflated claims;compliance with the so-called anti-claims clauses; as well asthe issue of inflated pricing proposals described above. Ido not know whether you have raised these issues with Mr. Lewis.However, it is evident that the problems persist.

8. Today, we in the Navy are, in essence, working for thecontractor. The Navy policy is to administer contracts on apay-as-you-go basis. Navy technical personnel are instructed,and properly so, to settle all aspects of a proposed contractchange before authorizing it. Yet a contractor, so inclined,can frustrate this policy simply by inflating the prices heproposes for a change or by taking a contractual position heknows the Navy cannot accept. This is obviously ElectricBoat's strategy: to leave the Navy with a "Hobson's Choice,"--either:

a. Meet the company's terms; or

b. Unilaterally direct the company to perform the change

3
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knowing that a claim will be submitted; or

c. Defer work that should be performed now and get it
accomplished after ship delivery.

9. By its current practice, Electric Boat has effectively
nullified the Navy's ability to administer its contracts. The
traditional customer-seller relationship is being turned on
its head. Services which the Navy has the right to expect
from Electric Boat under the contract axe no longer being
rendered. The situation is analagous to a man having to accept
an ill-fitting suit of clothes because his tailor insists on
charging an outrageous price for moving a button.

10. In recent years shipbuilders have found that the Navy is
rarely willing to "draw the line" on contract issues. Each
Navy official, his superior or successor, gives away a little
more in an effort to appease a shipbuilder. As a result,
the Navy is constantly being ratcheted to the point that contracts
have become meaningless; the Navy might as well give up the
pretense of fixed priced contracting.

11. The time has come to draw the line with General Dynamics.
No private citizen or head of a commercial firm would tolerate
doing business with a company that treated him in this manner.
Why should the Navy? Unless the situation is remedied, the
PL 85-804 settlement arranged by you and Mr. Hidalgo will
backfire, destroying the Navy's already fragile credibility,
and rendering it incapable of administering fixed priced
contracts in future.

12. The issues I have raised are not academic. Today the
Supervisor of Shipbuilding at Electric Boat has almost 600
unadjudicated proposals for TRIDENT drawing revisions which
Electric Boat contends are contract changes. Unless you are
able to reach agreement with General Dynamics as to the rights
and obligations of the parties in the matter of drawing revisions,
those revisions.will later resurface in an omnibus claim.

13. In my opinion, the recent contractual actions by Electric
Boat speak louder than any oral assurances company officials
may have given that the proposed PL 85-804 settlements will
pave the way towards harmonious business relations with the
Navy. It appears to me that in the coming months and years
Electric Boat intends to generate claims on both the TRIDENT
and SSN 688 Class contracts, and that these claims, together
with the overpricing of contract changes, will become a basis
for offsetting all or a portion of the $359 million loss the
company has agreed to accept under the PL 85-804 settlement.

4
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Also, it is important to remember that historically, Electric
Boat claims have increased in parallel with increases in the
company's projected end costs of SSN 688 Class construction.
In this regard the Public Accounting firm of Coopers and Lybrand
has concluded that Electric Boat's present estimated cost to
complete the present SSN 688 Class construction workload is
based on assumptions "which appear optimistic in light of
recent experience on the SSN 688 contracts and the history of
the Electric Boat Division." Based on past experience, this
finding is ominous.

14. In summary, we cannot afford and should not tolerate the
manner in which Electric Boat is currently conducting
business with the Navy. We must face this issue squarely.
If we do not, the problem will inevitably spread to other
defense contracts.

15. In the past several months, I have repeatedly explained
why I believe that the proposed PL 85-804 settlements leave the
Navy vulnerable to future shipbuilding claims and why specific
corrective action must be taken now to assure proper conduct
of our business in future. I have also asked to be advised of
progress in resolving these problems. I have never received
a response. In the meantime the situation grows worse.

16. The matters I have raised directly and adversely affect
my ability to execute my responsibilities. I must depend upon
you--my superior--for assistance in getting General Dynamics
to act responsibly in shipbuilding affairs. Therefore, I would
appreciate being notified of the actions that will be taken in
this regard.

Copy to:
Under Secretary of the Navy
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Manpower, Reserve Affairs and Logistics)

General Counsel of the Navy
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
Chairman, Navy Claims Settlement Board
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command

5
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

-~ IN REPLY REFER TO

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY 2 0 SEP 1978

Subj: Shipbuilding claims

Ref: (a) My 14 Aug 1978 memo to you
(b) EB ltr Ser 2222 dtd 7 Sep 1978
(c) EB ltr Ser 688/2736 dtd 11 Sep 1978

1. In recent correspondence I have pointed out examples
showing that Electric Boat is actively laying the groundwork
for future claims on TRIDENT and SSN 688 Class submarine
construction contracts. My purpose in writing to you again
is to provide you with additional information concerning
contractual problems at Electric Boat.

2. One example of General Dynamics actions in laying the
groundwork for future claims which I discussed in my memoranda
to you, involved Electric Boat requesting a contract change
to correct a TRIDENT shielding drawing. The correction added
a requirement to drill a single 1½ inch hole in each ship.
The revision was necessary to correct an error made by Electric
Boat in its capacity as the Government's design agent under
the TRIDENT design contracts.

3. As I explained in reference (a) and in our subsequent
meeting on 18 August, shipbuilding contracts are neither priced,
negotiated, nor intended to be administered on the basis that
every drawing revision constitutes a contract change. The
shield construction in the TRIDENT shipbuilding contract was
priced on the basis of a manhours-per-pound estimate, not on
the basis of the detailed drawings. Further, the TRIDENT
contract provides a 45 percent margin between follow ship
target cost and ceiling price to provide for uncertainty. As
a result, I turned down the company's request for a contract change,
and predicted a claim from Electric Boat would follow.

4. By reference (b) Electric Boat has now withdrawn the
request for a contract change to add the 1h inch hole.
Apparently company officials have decided to "back off" on
this example--but in a way that leaves the basic issue unresolved.
Specifically, reference (b) states:
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"Upon further review of the facts, Electric Boat has
concluded that, if the drawing error had not been made
by the design agent and if the original drawing had
embodied the most economical proper design for attaching
annulus shield segments to the tank top, it would have
included the counterbored hole added by the proposed
drawing revision...".

"Although Electric Boat has withdrawn its notification,
it is important to point out, in the interest of
avoiding future misunderstanding, that such withdrawal
was made for the reasons outlined above and that Electric
Boat does not agree with the NAVSEA position as set
forth in paragraph 4 of reference (b)."

S. The NAVSEA position to which Electric Boat refers is
that revisions to drawings are an inherent feature of ship
construction contracts; that the contractor agreed to build
the ship to the drawings "including revisions thereof"; and
that the contractor is not entitled to a contract change unless
the revision changes the requirements of the ship specifications
or requires ripout, rework, or changes to material on order.

6. As noted in reference (a), the Naval Sea Systems Command
previously tried to settle this issue of drawing revisions in
the contract modification implementing the PL 85-804 settlement.
NAVSEA proposed contract language which would have formalized
the criteria for entitlement to a contract change for a drawing
revision. The company objected; apparently senior Navy
officials agreed to delete the clause.

7. The drawing revision controversy at Electric Boat must
be resolved. The Supervisor of Shipbuilding at Electric Boat
currently has almost 600 requests for contract changes due to
drawing revisions on the TRIDENT contract. No doubt there
will be thousands of additional revisions to both TRIDENT and
SSN 688 Class drawings in future.

8. The company is apparently trying to establish a basis for
claims in other areas as well. For example, recently a Govern-
ment-sponsored team consisting of representatives from the
Government, the design yard, and a valve manufacturer was
sent to Electric Boat to verify that required equipment field
modifications had been made to hydraulic control valves in the
SSN 696. In reference (c), however, Electric Boat stated that
the Government-sponsored team could not have unescorted access
to the ship and that the Government would have to issue a contract
change to pay for an Electric Boat escort. The "Access to
Vessels" clause of these contracts, however, states:

2
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"Officers, employees and associates of other prime
contractors with the Government and their subcontractors,
shall, as authorized by the Supervisor, have, at all
reasonable times, admission to the plant, access to
vessel(s) where and as required, and be permitted,
within the plant and on the vessel(s) to perform and
fulfill their respective obligation to the Government."

In this case, the Supervisor of Shipbuilding denied the company's
request for a contract change and proceeded with the inspection.
It would not surprise me, however, if the company later submits
a claim.

9. Last night another incident arose which highlights what
it is like trying to conduct business with Electric Boat in
the current climate. The pertinent facts are as follows:

a. On Saturday, 16 September 1978, Electric Boat, in
conducting the reactor plant test program on the BREMERTON
(SSN 696), discovered a malfunction in a Government-furnished
differential pressure detector installed in the port steam
generator level indicating system.

b. Consistent with a longstanding procedure, the company
reported the problem to the naval nuclear propulsion program
prime contractor representative--the Knolls Atomic Power
Laboratory representative (KAPL) and proceeded to troubleshoot
the problem in order to ascertain what was wrong.

c. On Sunday, 17 September, Electric Boat received technical
approval of its recommendation to replace the detector, and
did so.

d. On Monday morning, 18 September, Electric Boat
reported leakage in the new detector which, after shop hydrostatic
testing by Electric Boat, had been installed in the plant.
The company recommended removal of the second detector and
reinstallation of the original unit which the company concluded
had been fouled by dirt. Electric Boat requested funding for
this work.

e. The KAPL representative approved the Electric Boat
recommendation to reinstall the original unit, but stated that
funding would not be provided because the presence of dirt in
the reactor system--an Electric Boat responsibility--rather
than defective Government-furnished equipment, appeared to be
the cause of the failure.

92-530 0 - 82 - 31
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f. On Monday evening, Electric Boat proceeded to reinstall
the original detector and, at 2100, began testing it.

g. At about 0400 Tuesday, 9/19/78, Electric Boat stopped
testing because the detector was still not working properly.
At 0900, the company notified the KAPL representative of the
latest problem and recommended replacing the detector with one
in storage.

h. About 1040, 9/19/78, KAPL acknowledged that the
original detector problem was not caused by dirt but by a
defect in the detector. KAPL then requested Electric Boat to
submit a proposal to replace the detector under a cost type
task order contract by which KAPL normally pays for correction
of defective Government-furnished equipment.

i. About 1115, Electric Boat informed KAPL that the
company would not accept a KAPL work authorization but
would require contractual authorization
under the Navy's shipbuilding contract. At approximately 1500
on Tuesday, 9/19/78, Electric Boat reported the problem to
the Supervisor of Shipbuilding and requested contractual
authorization under the shipbuilding contract but did not
submit a price proposal.

j. About 1700 on 9/19/78, NAVSEA 08 was informed that
the Supervisor of Shipbuilding needed to obtain a contract
change proposal or the Government would have to order the
requested change on a unilateral, unpriced basis on the ship-
building contract. At NAVSEA 08 request, the Supervisor
requested Electric Boat to quote a maximum price for the
requested change before authorizing it. The responsible
Electric Boat representative would not provide such an estimate.

k. About 1800, I tried to contact the General Manager
of Electric Boat (Mr. Veliotis) to advise him that the BREMERTON
test program was being delayed because the company had not
received contractual authorization from the Navy, yet the Navy
could not even get the company to provide a maximum price
proposal on this work. I did not want to authorize an unpriced
change under the shipbuilding contract and leave the Navy
vulnerable to a possible unsubstantiated claim for delay and
disruption of the type we have previously received.

4
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1. I was unable to contact Mr. Veliotis. No one at
the shipyard could tell me how to reach him. The Supervisor
of Shipbuilding did not know how to reach him. The hotel where
he purportedly stays denied he was registered there, and then
said that no information could be given out on Mr. Veliotis.
His secretary, when contacted at home, said he was out on
personal business and would return in about an hour.

m. Unable to reach Mr. Veliotis, I called Mr. David
Lewis, Chairman of the Board of General Dynamics. His secretary
agreed to get in touch with him and ask him to return my call
which he did 45 minutes later.

n. Upon listening to the problem, Mr. Lewis said the
company should not be holding up test programs on issues like
this. He said he would take care of the problem, and said
Mr. Veliotis was out of the country.

o. About 2400, 9/19/78, Electric Boat resumed work
installing the replacement detector.

p. At 0900, 9/20/78, my representative at Electric Boat
called Mr. Veliotis' office. His secretary said he was not
in; that she was not sure where he was; that he might be on
his way to St. Louis. In response to a question whether he
was in the country, she said "yes."

q. At 1030, Mr. Veliotis' secretary called my representa-
tive at Electric Boat and told him that she was told to tell
him that Mr. Veliotis was out of the country and that she had
been trying to "protect Mr. Veliotis' interests."

10. The Navy cannot continue to do business on this basis.
We cannot afford to hold up shipwork and tie up our technical
people this way. Similarly Electric Boat's claims-oriented
approach to shipbuilding impedes waterfront personnel at the
shipyard who want to keep the work moving.

11. Another matter of concern is the frequent absence and
"unavailability" of Mr. Veliotis in recent months. I under-
stand that in the past month he has been away from the yard
roughly two-thirds of the time. I cannot understand how he
can thus run the yard efficiently. Nor is it proper that he
insulates himself from the problems at the yard or from the
Navy, his customer.

12. Mr. Lewis informed me last night that in an effort to
work out a mutually satisfactory method of conducting business
in future, he and Mr. Veliotis would visit me in Washington
in the near future. I will inform you of the results of
that meeting.

5
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13. 1 also recommend that you take action along the lines I
have recommended in prior correspondence with you.

Copy to:
Under Secretary of the Navy
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Manpower, Reserve Affairs and Logistics)

General Counsel of the Navy
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
Chairman, Navy Claims Settlement Board
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command

6
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362
IN REPLY REFER TO

2 Oct 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR COMMANDER, NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

Subj: Proposed agenda for meeting with General Dynamics'
officials concerning administration of Navy shipbuilding
contracts at Electric Boat

Encl: (1) Suggested issues to be resolved and commitments
to be obtained from General Dynamics management
in the forthcoming meeting between Navy and
General Dynamics' officials

1. In my meeting with the Secretary of the Navy on 20 September
1978 he said that he was arranging a meeting in the near future
with General Dynamics' officials regarding the growing problems
affecting administration of Navy shipbuilding contracts at
Electric Boat. He said specifically that the Chief of Naval
Material and I would be present at the meeting. I presumed
that you, as the Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command, would
also attend.

2. The Chief of Naval Material informed me this morning that
he has been asked to attend a meeting at 1100 tomorrow (October
3, 1978) involving the Secretary of the Navy, the Chairman of
the Board of General Dynamics (Mr. David Lewis), and the
General Manager, Electric Boat Division (Mr. P.T. Veliotis).
Apparently neither you nor I are invited to the meeting.

3. The purpose of this memorandum is to submit a proposed
agenda of items that the Navy needs to raise with General
Dynamics' officials and commitments that should be obtained
from them.

4. It appears from recent events that Electric Boat is
determined to establish new terms and conditions for conducting
day-to-day business. This effort appears designed to enable the
company to recover some or all of the $359 million loss it
recently agreed to absorb on the SSN 688 Class contracts.
Specifically:

a. The company has been treating many routine items as
the basis for future claims.
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b. The company has been including new, large and arbitrary
factors in pricing contract change proposals. This company
strategy places the Navy in the position of either paying too
much for the change; not being able to adjudicate the change
promptly, as required by contract and Defense Department policy;
or having to defer the work.

S. It is clear to me that the establishment of an open-ended
basis for submitting future claims is the driving force behind
the company's efforts in recent months.

6. The Navy, not Electric Boat, is the customer and should
be treated accordingly. A contractor should not be able to
obtain contracts on one basis and then attempt to change the
rules midway through contract performance. Nor is it appropriate
for a contractor to dictate the terms of future Navy contracts.

7. As a separate matter, the General Manager, Electric Boat
Division has been frequently absent from the shipyard--apparently
on other corporate business. In the past two months, for example,
he has been away from the shipyard more than half the time.
Further, he does not notify the Supervisor of his absence or
where he can be reached.

8. Considering the amount and importance of Navy contracts
at Electric Boat and the difficult nature of the work, it seems
to me the Navy has the right to a full-time General Manager.

9. The day-to-day administration of shipbuilding contracts
involves concepts which have evolved over years of actual
experience. Thus, it would be very easy for a meeting of Navy
officials not familiar with prior experience or the details of
shipbuilding contracts to end up with agreements that would
impede technical work, establish the basis for future claims,
and weaken the Government's defense against such claims.

10. I recommend that you and I discuss the attached items with
Admiral Whittle when he returns from Norfolk this afternoon.

k OcR ove'r"_

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Material
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Agenda for meeting with General Dynamics and Navy officials
regarding administration of Navy shipbuilding contracts.

Attachments: (A) NAVSHIPS ltr 08MI-1103 dtd 15 Jul 1969 to
Distribution

(B) NAVSHIPS ltr Ser 08N-2211 dtd 20 Dec 1971
to Distribution

1. The purpose of this meeting is to address the growing

problems concerning the day-to-day administration of Navy

shipbuilding contracts at Electric Boat. It is proposed that

the following items be discussed and the contractor's concurrence

obtained to the following:

A. Drawing revisions

(1) The use of non-deviation working drawings is

essential in the construction of warships to control critical

design details and ensure an accurate record of ship configuration.

For nuclear-powered ships this practice started with the

NAUTILUS at Electric Boat over 25 years ago. A.

(2) Despite the best efforts of all concerned to

minimize drawing revisions, it is inevitable that a large

number of these revisions will be required over and above

those required to implement ship design changes. Drawing

revisions are inevitable and needed to add technical and

administrative notes; to reflect "as built" configurations; to

correct drafting errors or omissions; to resolve interferences;

to accommodate shipbuilder errors, shipbuilder requests for

changes to facilitate construction, changes to contractor and

Government-furnished equipment, etc.

t eI t I A"'
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(3) The Navy has contracted with its shipbuilders,

within the original contract price, to accommodate revisions

to detailed drawings throughout the life of a shipbuilding

contract. However, drawing revisions which conflict with

requirements of the Ship Specifications or Contract Guidance

Drawings; or those which require ripout, rework, or a change

to material already on order, are recognized by the Navy as

constituting a change to the contract.

(4) Historically, Electric Boat has extrapolated

bid prices for new ships based largely on actual cost experience

with prior ships rather than on the specific myriad details

contained in the thousands of working drawings required to

build the ship. Thus, the shipbuilder's bid estimates have

built into them the cost of handling thousands of routine

drawing revisions in the traditional manner.

(5) Under Navy shipbuilding contracts, shipbuilders

get pricing protection for uncertainties in design details,

errors in estimating, and unanticipated problems, through

contingencies in their estimates and through the cost sharing

provisions between target costs and ceiling prices.

(6) The Navy cannot do business or tolerate a

situation where a shipbuilder can exploit the design data he

generates under cost-plus design contracts--or technical

correspondence and communications from Navy prime contractors

or from persons other than the Contracting Officer--as a basis

for subsequent claims on shipbuilding contracts.

2
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(7) Navy policy is to identify potential contract

changes and settle the price and delivery implications of

proposed contract changes before authorizing them. It is for

this reason that the procedures set forth in the Changes clause

of Navy shipbuilding contracts and in Attachments (A) and (B)

were promulgated by the Navy.

(8) These procedures, which were agreed to by Electric

Boat, make it clear that: (1) no one other than the contracting

officer can authorize a change to a Navy shipbuilding contract;

and (2) the shipbuilder must identify promptly any case where

he believes he is being asked to do more than the contract

requires so that the appropriate Government contracting officer

can control what changes are made to the Government's contract

and the extent to which the Government is increasing its

liability for additional costs due to these changes.

(9) The Navy and its prime contractors provide

considerable technical direction and assistance to the ship-

builder on a day-to-day basis. In many cases the Navy has

worked with the shipbuilder to accommodate shipbuilder errors

and provide other support without demanding reduced cost change

orders or asserting claims against the shipbuilder, and so on.

(10) It is neither to the Navy's advantage nor to a

shipbuilder's to funnel the thousands of routine technical

documents required to build a ship through contract specialists

and lawyers. To do so impedes the flow of technical data and

construction.

3
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B. Pricing of contract changes

(1) To administer shipbuilding contracts on a

pay-as-you-go basis, the shipbuilder's proposal must include

only those costs actually associated with the work.

(2) While the Navy is willing to pay for actual

delay or disruption caused by a contract change, such costs

should be demonstrable. Arbitrary factors or formulas to

estimate delay or disruption are not an adequate basis for the

pricing of changes.

(3) The recent EB practice of automatically including

overtime premiums and inefficiency factors to the cost of

change proposals is unreasonable and unacceptable.

(4) Contract changes, like drawing revisions, are

inherent to ship construction. A responsible, experienced

shipbuilder should make appropriate allowance for a normal

level of Government initiated changes. It is not practicable

to operate on the basis that each and every contract change

disrupts the work force. Many are issued by the Navy well in

advance, and provide adequate time for manpower planning.

(5) In cases where a contract change must be accomplished

quickly, and therefore generates a requirement for overtime

or actually causes delay in critical path operations, the Navy

will accept such costs in the price of the change. However,

these costs need to be specifically identified so that they

can be evaluated on a case by case basis.

4
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C. Repairs and modifications to Government-furnished

reactor plant components

(1) Historically, whenever a delay or disruption to

ship construction is not involved, Electric Boat has performed

authorized repairs and modifications to Government-furnished

reactor plant equipment under a separate cost reimbursement

contract with the cognizant Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program

prime contractor. Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program prime

contractors who provided the equipment can authorize and pay

for these repairs and modifications under a "Work Authorization"

circuit, without the Government and the shipbuilder having to

modify their shipbuilding contracts.

(2) The Work Authorization procedure works to the

mutual advantage of the shipbuilder and the Government. But

to remain viable it must be used whenever possible by the

shipbuilder for routine repairs and modification, rather than

trying to exploit these items for claims purposes under ship-

building contracts.

D. Recommended commitments to obtain from General

Dynamics' officials

a. The General Manager of Electric Boat will be

assigned no other corporate responsibilities; his full time

attention will be devoted to Electric Boat.

b. The Chairman of the Board of General Dynamics

will issue written corporate policy direction to the General

Manager, Electric Boat and he in turn to his subordinates as

follows:

S
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(1) To the maximum extent possible contract changes

are to be priced out fully, and settled at the time the change

is authorized by the Navy. The company will cooperate fully

in this regard.

(2) In emergencies where contract action must be

taken before a fully priced proposal can be prepared, the

company will provide a maximum price proposal.

(3) The Work Authorization procedure will be used

to the maximum extent possible by Electric Boat for repairs

and modification to reactor plant equipment.

(4) Contract changes will be priced and settled on

their individual merits. Contract change proposals will include

only those costs associated with the change, or delay or
ranz Jl- 4 b P sc, pee ite 4disruption costs which can bch-shcwr to flow from the change.

(S) Delay costs, if any, shall be substantiated in

relation to impact on critical paths. Disruption, if any,

shall be substantiated in relation to the specific work to

be performed under the change. Special factors or percentages

which cannot be substantiated in the company's records shall

not be used in contract change proposals.

(6) Consistent with longstanding practice, drawing

revisions which do not conflict with the Ship Specifications

or with the Contract Guidance Drawings, and.which do not require

ripout, rework, or a change to material on order, are acknowledged

as being within contract requirements and therefore.will be

implemented without a request for contract change.

6
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(7) Government prime contractors, design yards and

other third parties do not have authority to change Government

contracts, constructively or otherwise. Therefore, in accordance

with the Changes clause of its shipbuilding contracts and 
in

accordance with Attachments (A) and (B), the company will

identify promptly any action taken by third parties which 
the

contractor considers as constituting a change to contract

requirements, and obtain contracting officer authorization

prior to commencing work.

(8) It is in the best long term interest of the

United States Government and of General Dynamics that the

administration of all of our contracts be on a completely open

and aboveboard basis; all financial, contractual and technical

matters must be handled on a straightforward basis with the

Government.

(9) Electric Boat Division and corporate personnel

recognize the Navy and other Government representatives as 
the

customer and shall treat them in the same manner as any good

business treats its customer.

(10) It is the responsibility of the corporation

and Electric Boat Division to establish the propriety of

practices questioned by the Navy or Government representatives

without resorting to technicalities or loopholes.

(11) All corporate officials and General Dynamics

Electric Boat personnel concerned with the performance and

administration of Navy contracts should live up to the spirit

of the settlement and not create the impression by words or
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

IN REPLY REFER TO

3 Oct 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

Subj: Shipbuilding claims

1. I understand you are meeting with Mr. Lewis and Mr.
Veliotis of General Dynamics at 1100 today regarding ship-
building problems but that you do not want the Commander, Naval
Sea Systems Command or me to attend.

2. As I informed you previously, Mr. Lewis had agreed to
bring Mr. Veliotis to Washington to discuss with me the problems
I was having on work under my cognizance. You later told me
that you would set up a meeting with Mr. Lewis and Mr. Veliotis
to address Navy-wide problems at Electric Boat and that I and
others involved would be present at that meeting.

3. A major problem I foresee at Electric Boat is the likelihood
of large claims on the TRIDENT shipbuilding program as well as
additional claims on the SSN 688 Class program. We need to
take action now to avert these claims. I have made specific
recommendationfs in this regard in prior correspondence to you.

4. I assume that your meeting today is not in lieu of the
meeting that the Chief of Naval Material,-Tle Commander, Naval
Sea Systems Command, and I need to have with Mr. Lewis and Mr.
Veliotis to address ongoing problems at Electric Boat. In
that regard it is most important that neither you nor Mr.
Hidalgo say anything today which the Contractor can interpret
as prejudging the case in their favor.

5. Over the years I have learned that the shipbuilders have
found that they make out better by dealing with senior Navy
officials who are not familiar with the history and details of
shipbuilding contracts than by dealing with the working people
who are directly responsible and knowledgeable. Former Secretary
of the Navy Warner, however, handled these overtures by
contractors effectively. He told the contractors to deal with
that element of the Navy directly responsible for the contract
in question and come back to see him after they had reached
agreement or have both sides see him if they could not agree.

6. For this morning's meeting I suggest the following:

a. Make clear to Mr. Lewis and Mr. Veliotis that on
matters pertaining to administration of Navy shipbuilding
contracts they should deal directly with the Naval Sea Systems
Command.
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b. Avoid making any agreements, conceptual agreements
or concessions at this meeting. In the context of some of the
ongoing problems even innocent sounding statements of principle
may have unanticipated implications.

c. Ensure that the working people in the Navy who are
responsible for the Electric Boat contracts are fully informed
of what transpires at your meeting.

Copy to:
Under Secretary of the Navy
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Manpower, Reserve Affairs and Logistics)

General Counsel of the Navy
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
Chairman, Navy Claims Settlement Board
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

IN REPLY REFER TO

13 April 1979

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

Subj: Allocation of two FY 80/81 SSN's to Newport News in
conjunction with award of the two FY 78/79 SSN's to
Electric Boat

Ref: (a) COMNAVSEA Memo to SECNAV dtd 10 April 1979
(b) NAVSEA 02 Route Sheet to CNM dtd 11 April 1979

1. In reference (a), COMNAVSEA recommended entering into sole
source negotiations with Newport News for the two FY 80/81
SSN's coincident with the award of the FY 78/79 SSN's to
Electric Boat. Reference (b) provides detailed justification
in support of this recommendation, emphasizing the need to award
two ships to Newport News at this time, and for Secretarial
approval to approach Newport News concurrently with the contract
award. This would permit the Navy to take the initiative in
this matter and deal with Newport News from the strongest
possible negotiating position.

2. 1 understand that the Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command,
the Chief of Naval Material, and the Chief of Naval Operations
briefed you yesterday on the Navy's plan and that you desired
to defer a decision with respect to awarding the FY 80/81
ships to Newport News until you could explore all the ramifica-
tions. The purpose of this memorandum is to emphasize the
importance of getting whatever additional information is needed
quickly so that the decision regarding the FY 80/81 ships can
be made prior to the award of a contract for the FY 78/79 ships.
I also want to bring to your personal attention other considera-
tions which I believe militate in favor of proceeding as NAVSEA
has recommended but which to my knowledge have not been high-
lighted in correspondence that has reached you.

3. References (a) and (b) effectively make the case for
allocating the two FY 80/81 ships to Newport News from the
standpoint of avoiding a gap in production. They also explain
why, if the Navy does not set aside these two ships now for
Newport News, it is unlikely the company would be able to
compete successfully later for these ships--and more importantly,
for new design submarines or possibly an increased submarine
construction program now being studied for the early 1980's.
In my view, these are compelling reasons for trying to allocate
the two FY 80/81 ships to Newport News--particularly since,

92-530 0 - 82 - 32
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according to NAVSEA estimates, Newport News would be able to
build the FY 78/79 ships at less cost to the Government than
Electric Boat. I do not know of any reason which would preclude
Newport News from doing the same for the FY 80/81 ships.

4. In addition to the above, there is the issue of an apparent
"buy-in" by Electric Boat in connection with the FY 78/79 two
ship procurement. It is this issue which, although well
documented in the contract files and negotiating minutes, needs
to be brought clearly to your attention. Newport News has
submitted a bid which is considered by NAVSEA to be realistic.
The company has consistently built SSN 688 Class submarines for
far less than Electric Boat and NAVSEA considers award of the
FY 78/79 ships to Newport News would save the Government money.
Yet, without allocation of both FY 80/81 SSN's, Newport News
stands to lose not only the FY 78/79 contract but those to come
in the future--all on the strength of Electric Boat assertions
that in the future they will perform far more efficiently than
they have in the past. In fact, Electric Boat purports to be
able to build the FY 78/79 ships for far fewer manhours than
projected in connection with the PL 85-804 settlement for
completion of SSN 688 Class ships already under contract.
NAVSEA had previously concluded the shipyard's estimates for
PL 85-804 purposes were optimistic.

S. In these circumstances, how can Newport News or any other
contractor conclude they have a fair chance to compete for the
available business without cutting their own bids below
realistic levels? Generally, I have taken the view that if a
large contractor understands the job and decides to cut his
bid for the sake of keeping work in his shop, the Government
should avail itself of the lower price. However, the evolution
of fixed price incentive fee pricing and escalation provisions
has resulted in a situation where a shipbuilder can bid a lower
target price that can result in a higher total cost to the
Government. Such appears to be the case for the BY 78/79 SSN
contract. Further, experience has shown that, at least in
shipbuilding, the limited number of suppliers; the impracticability
of default action; and the inability to obtain prompt resolution
of disputes through the cognizant administrative and judicial
forums--all lead toward the Government later having to pay a
large part of any cost overruns through claims.

6. I recognize that neither NAVSEA, nor anyone else, can
"prove" that Electric Boat cannot achieve the improvements they
predict. However, I believe that the requirement for "proof"
is too restrictive to be applied in assessing whether or not a
contractor's bid constitutes a buy-in. One could argue that
anything is possible until time eventually determines who was
right and who was wrong. By then, however, we may be down to but
one submarine shipbuilder--and perhaps the least efficient one.

2
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7. With respect to the potential "buy-in" aspects of the
Electric Boat proposal, I have learned that what looks like a
duck, walks like a duck, and quacks like a duck, more often
than not, is a duck. In this regard, the following is pertinent:

o The NAVSEA Technical Advisory Report (TAR) concluded
that Electric Boat's "proposed total direct manhours
for SSN 719 and SSN 720 are understated by approximately
1,400,000 per ship." Regarding the new Hull Cylinder
Fabrication Facility, which accounts for a substantial
portion of EB's projected manhour savings over the
SSN 710 manhour estimate, the TAR states "there is
a strong 'prima facie' case that the proposed savings
are drastic, unrealistic, and not achievable." The
TAR notes that "past SSN 688 Class experience,
particularly at EBDIV, has painfully demonstrated
that unfounded optimism based on undemonstrated
improvements is disastrous to both the Government
and the Contractor."

o The NAVSEA Pre-Award Survey Team considered the
Electric Boat proposal to be "overly optimistic"
and recommended to the Contracting Officer that no
award be made to Electric Boat without substantiation
of the proposed construction plan. The Pre-Award
Survey Review Board, which forwarded the team's
report to the Contracting Officer, concluded that
Electric Boat "is not capable of constructing SSN's
719 and 720 as proposed without the unwarranted
assumption of significant risk on the part of NAVSEA,"
and recommended against awarding a contract to
Electric Boat.

o The NAVSEA Responsibility Panel determined that both
EB and NN were capable of construcing the ships but
stated it was not the responsibility of the panel
to assess the adequacy of EB's manhour proposal.
The panel noted that the Contracting Officer would
address the manhour issue in his post-negotiation
business clearance.

o The NAVSEA post-negotiation business clearance
discussed Electric Boat's projections for reducing
labor hours required to build SSN 688 Class submarines
and stated: "...it is considered that the extent
of such reductions has been significantly overstated
to arrive at an unrealistically low target cost
proposal." The clearance shows that Electric Boat
has the lower bid when offers are evaluated using
the factors identified in the solicitation (i.e.
target price bid, projected escalation based on

3
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proposed delivery dates and other payables under the
contract). However, it is further shown that the
NAVSEA estimates of the end cost to the Government
of the two offers results in the Newport News
ships costing less than Electric Boat's. The
difference results from the cost sharing provision
of the proposed contract, with NAVSEA paying 80%
of the expected Electric Boat overrun.

8. Notwithstanding the above, NAVSEA concluded it was bound
by the terms of the solicitation to award both FY 78/79 ships
to Electric Boat. To discourage deliberate underbidding in
future and the havoc this could cause to the Navy procurement
process, I believe the Navy would be better off in the long run
awarding the FY 78/79 ships to Newport News, or alternatively to
award one ship to each. In this way, contractors in the future
might think twice about '!winning the contract at all costs."

9. I am aware, however, that because of the terms of the
solicitation, Electric Boat might be able to sustain a bid
protest and that this could prove disruptive to submarine
construction. However, having decided to award the FY 78/79
ships to Electric Boat in order to sustain the credibility of
the solicitation, it becomes all the more important for the
Navy to take the initiative in contacting Newport News along
the lines set forth in reference (a) immediately upon award of
the contract to Electric Boat. In that way, the Navy will
stand the best chance of salvaging credibility for its
procurement process as well as ensuring a second submarine
construction yard. This act would show that the Navy wants to
keep Newport News in the business and is willing to take steps
to see that the company is not frozen out of the business by
a competitor who appears to be submitting an unrealistically
low bid.

10. If the Navy proceeds to award the FY 78/79 ships to
Electric Boat without simultaneously contacting Newport News
with respect to the FY 80/81 ships, Newport News might protest
the Electric Boat award on the basis that the total cost to the
Government would be less if the ships were awarded to Newport
News. If the Navy then approached Newport News to negotiate
allocation of the FY 80/81 submarines it might appear that the
Navy was pressured into sole source negotiations, thus sending
an unintended message to contractors that it pays to protest.

4
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11. I consider it essential that the Navy face up now to
the apparent "buy-in" situation at Electric Boat. The Defense
Acquisition Regulation provides no clear guidance with respect
to handling a situation such as this. Faced with an apparent
buy-in, the legal and contractual experts inevitably conclude
the Government has no alternative but to make the award to the
apparent low bidder. Later, when the claims come in, those
who made the award will be criticized for their actions. But
as usual, they will probably no longer be around.

12. Awarding the FY 80/81 ships to Newport News will at least
reflect some effort on the part of the Navy to discourage
underbidding. In addition, it may prove useful in the event
of future claims by Electric Boat to be able to evaluate these
claims in the light of the very same ships having been built by
Newport News in the same time frame.

13. For the reasons explained above, I strongly recommend
that you approve the reference (a) proposal with respect to
Newport News before the Navy awards the FY 78/79 ships to
Electric Boat.

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Operatbns
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASMINGTON. O.C 2C342

N 5DEPLY REFER TO

OSH-502
11 January 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMANDER, NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

Subj: Adjudication of delays in Ingalls submarine overhaul work

Ref: (a) My memo to Chief of Naval Material dtd 2 Mar 79
(b) My memo to you Ser 080-C16 dtd 20 Apr 79

1. As you know, I have been concerned over poor performance
by Ingalls Shipbuilding for several years. In references (a)
and (b) I discussed many examples of shipyard problems with
the GATO and SUNFISH overhauls. In addition, I have written
the President of Ingalls Shipbuilding on several occasions
pointing out numerous deficiencies in reactor plant overhaul
work. Because of my concern, I recommended in reference (b)
that a team be established to review Ingalls ability to com-
plete safely the work remaining on the last two overhauls
assigned to the shipyard. Subsequently, you established a
NAVSEA Special Submarine Review Team which visited Ingalls
during May and November to review work in GATO and SUNFISH
and recommend actions to properly complete the overhauls of
these ships.

2. In addition to Ingalls ability to properly perform the
remaining overhaul work, I am also concerned over the adjudica-
tion of responsibility for the long delays in overhaul com-
pletion which are occurring with GATO and SUNFISH. Recommenda-
tions made by the Special Submarine Review Team did not address
this area of concern. By present estimates, GATO will be
610 days and SUNFISH 347 days late to their original contract
delivery dates. To date, SUPSHIP and Ingalls have adjudicated
responsibility for only 48 days of the 610 days of delay
estimated for GATO. Responsibility for any SUNFISH delay has not
yet been adjudicated. Due to the numerous and recurring
deficiencies which have been identified with Ingalls performance,
I would be surprised if the Government is responsible for very
much, if any, of the delay on the two overhauls.

3. A local SUPSHIP/Ingalls procedure (commonly called the
milestone agreement) is the basis by which responsibility for
delay occurring to GATO and SUNFISH is evaluated and negotiated.
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This agreement provides a framework for Ingalls to submit delay
proposals and for the parties to adjudicate delay responsibility
at predetermined overhaul events or milestones (e.g. loop fill
and criticality). However, the Ingalls proposals submitted to
date indicate that it will be difficult to negotiate a fair
settlement of delay responsibility for GATO and SUNFISH. In fact,
the Ingalls delay proposal submitted in May 1978 for the GATO
loop fill milestone has not yet been adjudicated. Examples of
difficulties encountered in adjudicating delay responsibility for
these ships are shown by the following:

a. Ingalls delay proposal for the SUNFISH loop fill milestone
alleged Government responsibility for delays clearly the
responsibility of the contractor.

b. In its delay proposals, Ingalls has been reserving the
right to claim further delay resulting from other work in these
ships occurring during the same time frame. Delay settlements
subject to such reservations are meaningless and merely place
the Government in double jeopardy.

c. Ingalls most recent delay proposal failed to discuss
the months of delay caused by the installation of fasteners in
SUNFISH which did not meet specifications, a matter for which
the contractor is responsible. In the SUNFISH delay proposal
submitted to the Supervisor on 30 October 1979 Ingalls suggests
the possibility of a subsequent claim against the Navy for this
delay. The Ingalls proposal stated: "The Contractor requests to
reserve its rights to delay with respect to investigations and
resolution of all fastener problems on SUNFISH." I expect the
next GATO delay proposal to include similar statements.

4. I understand that in August 1979 the Supervisor of Shipbuilding
established a submarine delay evaluation group which should
enable the Government to better assess responsibility for delays
which have occurred. While this action is a step in the right
direction, it is obvious to me that responsibility for the 957
days of delay which are occurring with both GATO and SUNFISH
will not be easily settled by the Supervisor. Since the Navy
is no longer assigning SSN overhauls to Ingalls, the shipyard
will have every incentive to be obstreperous in its negotiations
with the Supervisor. In addition to alleging Government
responsibility for much of the delay as a method to increase
contract fees, Ingalls may try to create the impression that
the delays were the Navy's fault and not indicative of the
shipyard's actual contract performance.

S. It is important that SUPSHIP perform a complete and accurate
analysis of Ingalls delay proposals. To help ensure that delay
proposals for GATO and SUNFISH are properly analyzed and
negotiated, I consider that NAVSEA should review the Super-
visor's submarine delay evaluation group to ensure it:

2
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a. has the capability to thoroughly and critically
analyze Ingalls delay proposals, and

b. insists on receiving complete and substantiated
proposals from Ingalls without any "reservation of rights"to claim additional Government responsibilityfor delays.

6. In view of the amounts of delay time and money involved withIngalls late performance of overhaul work, it may be advisableto obtain one complete delay proposal from Ingalls for eachship rather than continue to analyze and negotiate individualmilestone proposals. Further, I consider that NAVSEA shouldreview and approve all proposed delay settlements.

7. I would appreciate being advised of your action on thismatter.

* Ahi-clo-e-c~
Copy to:
SEA 92
SEA 02

3
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DEPARTMENT OF THEWAVY -

NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND ;
WAHINGOTON 0 C. MMe

o 0REPLV RtFER TO

921/L0/cro
SUr 335-921 - -

- , - . - --- 29- Jan 1980I

KDRANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY COKIADER. NUCLEAR PROPULSIOl D lRECTORAZ

Subj: Adjudication of Delays,/6 Ingalls Submarine Overhaul Iork

Ref: (a) NAVSEA 08 ne of 11 January 1980

1. In response to your emo of 11 January 1980 (reference (a)) I concur
with your conclusions and recomendations in regard to the adjudication
of delays in Ingalls submarine work.

2. As noted, the Supervisor established a Submarine Delay Ervaluation ea
on 6 August 1979. The composition of the team consists of a team leader,
an experienced negotiator from the SUPSHIP Contracts Depsrt t, legal
counsel,three Production Controllers who are familiar with the history
of the two overhauls, two Quality Assurance Specialists. and one Technical
Analyst who has experience in preparing Technical Advisory Reports. SUPSUIP
PASCA is scheduled to give a Program Review Presentation to RAVSEA on
26 February 1980 during which the Delay Evaluation Team's ability to thoroughly
and critically analyze all areas of Ingalls' delay proposal will be reviewed.
If residual concern exists after this presentation, consideration will be
given to an on-site review by a NAVSEA team.

3. I concur with your recoiendation to insist on the receipt of complete
and substantiated proposals from Ingalls without any "reservation of rights"
to claim additional Government responsibility for delays. The Supervisor is
in the process of implementing this action In addition, the Supervisor
has recently concluded that it would be in the beat interest of the
Government to reject the proposals on hand and to require Ingalls to resubmit
one delay proposal for each of the overheul contracts after redelivery. This
action is also in process. After the receipt of the revised Ingalls proposals
and analysis by the SUPSlIP Team, the Supervisor will obtain NAVSEA approval
subsequent to negotiations and prior to final settlement.

- C.-R. *IRYAN.: -^,.

Copy to:
SEA 92
SEA 02
SEA 07
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DEPARTMENTOF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

',,i: .J WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

IN RELl{ REFER TO

. February 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMANDER, NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS C080IAND

Subj: Proposed NAVSEA position on the Naval Ship
Procurement Process Study recommendations to
expedite the settling of shipbuilding contract
changes through various techniques for pricing
delay and disruption

1. During the past year, the Naval Sea Systems Command
has been commenting on recommendations contained in the
Naval Ship Procurement Process Study (NSPPS) with the aim
of improving ship procurement practices. NAVSEA has not
yet reached a final position on the following NSPPS
recommendations regarding pricing of contract changes:

a. "Continue the work aimed at devising a formula
method for pricing delay and disruption costs," and,

b. "Experiment with techniques for pricing delay
and disruption on a quarterly or semiannual basis rather
than as an element of individual changes."

The purpose of this memorandum is to recommend that
NAVSEA not adopt these two recommendations.

2. The controversy over delay and disruption in Navy
shipbuilding contracts arose primarily i-i connection
with the large shipbuilding claims submitted against
the Navy during the past decade. In many of these
claims, shipbuilders alleged that Government changes,
both formal and constructive, disrupted shipyard work
and were the predominate cause of delivery delays.
In many cases the shipbuilders were not able to attribute
the claimed delay and disruption to specific changes.
Thus the large sums claimed for the effects of delay
and disruption provided a way for shipbuilders to fill
the large ga? between the amounts they could substantiate
as Government liability and the claim total they decided
to submit.

3. Facing tne prospect of losing money if the large
claims outstanding were unsuccessful, some shipbuilders
became reluctant to price out even rcutine changes on
their merits and a large backlog of unadjudicated
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changes developed. These shipbuilders wanted to settle
a price for the changes but at the same time reserve the
right to submit a claim at a later date for delay and
disruption. This practice, known as partial adjudication
of changes, guarantees shipbuilders the basis for
subsequent claims in almost any amount. Shipbuilders,
and even Government personnel, blamed the large backlog
of unadjudicated changes that developed during the claims
era on an inability to measure the alleged Government
responsible delay and disruption costs. Actually
shipbuilders had no intention of settling their claims
or contract changes on their merits; the alleged
problem of pricing delay and disruptionhowever, was a
convenient explanation for the failure to settle the
claims or contract changes.

4. A year a-Id a half ago, the Secretary of the Navy
settled all the large outstanding Navy shipbuilding
claims by granting additional amounts as extracontractual
relief under P.L. 85-804. Despite these claim settlements,
some shipbuilders persist in their attempts to gain
Government acceptance of the disruption theories put
forth in their previous claims - namely that all changes
involve delay and disruption; that the Navy and shipbuilders
cannot price changes promptly because of an inability
to measure and price this delay and disruption; and
that shipbuilders are not adequately compensated for
changed work unless delay and disruption is included as
a separate pricing element.

S. In an effort to be responsive to these charges,
Navy representatives at various shipyards have been
attempting to reach agreement on additional factors
to be added to cost estimates, eithei in consideration
of delay and disruption or to mitigate these effects.
In some cases formulas have been developed locally
on a trial basis to develop factors for pricing delay
and disruption on individual changes for which delay
and disruption cannot be directly estimated, or
periodically to adjust the contract to cover the delay
and disruption for all changes issued in a prior period.

6. Adjudicating contract changes by incorporating special
factors has been defended on the basis of foreclosing
future claims against those changes. Yet only a very small
fraction of the amounts claimed undei the recently settled

2
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shipbuilding claims stemmed from formal contract changes.
The balance was attributed to alleged constructive changes.
Thus, even if a shipbuilder is willing to settle contract
changes today with only a small amount added for unsub-
stantiated delay and disruption, he does not in any way
foreclose himself from later disputing the underlying
assumptions and claiming far larger amounts on contract changes
or after-the-fact claims for constructive changes. In the
same way, agreements to partially adjudicate changes with
periodic settlement of delay and disruption require the con-
tinued cooperation of both parties. Such agreements will not
hold up if we again find ourselves in a claims situation and
will only serve to increase the Government's vulnerability
to future clairms.

7. The Navy has always been willing to pay for bona fide
ship delay caused by Government responsible items, including
changes and al] reasonable costs associated with such delay.
But the Navy should not include in the pricing of changes,
special factors to compensate for subtle effects of delay
and disruption which cannot be substantiated.

8. The pricing of Navy shipbuilding contracts has been,
and will continue to be, a relatively crude approximation
of the work to be performed based on the shipyard's past
experience in constructing ships over many years. Contract
changes have bten an inherent part of that experience. It
makes no sense to. price huge contracts on the basis of so
many manhoufs and material dollars per ton and then administer
them as if each and every manhour to be used had been carefully
planned and calculated at the outset. In this regard, it is
worth reflecting on the following:

a. Historically, contract changes have amounted to
only a small percentage of ship construction costs -
somewhere in the neighborhood of 5 percent. With all
the other uncertainties inherent in pricing shipbuilding
contracts and the liberal protection these contracts provide
in the form of large target cost-to-ceiling price spreads
and incentive cost sharing provisions, why should a ship-
builder be concerned about further refining the accuracy of
pricing 5 percent or less of his work?

3
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b. If delay and disruption are inherent in contract
changes, and changes are inherent in naval ship construction,
are not the costs of delay and disruption - to the extent
they exist - automatically built into historical costs
upon which the prices of most shipbuilding contracts and
contract changes are based?

c. flow can shipbuilders allege they have insufficient
manpower to accommodate the changes inherent in ship
construction when they continually represent to NAVSEA
that they have adequate facilities and manpow~er to
accommodate new contracts?

d. In comparison with basic contract work, changes
are generally better defined at the outset, accomplished
over a much shorter time period, and involve fewer
uncertainties. Yet at several major shipyards, Navy
contracting officers routinely add to the negotiated
price of contract changes a target cost-to-ceiling price
spread comparable to that used on the basic shipbuilding
contract. Under these circumstances, how can shipbuilders
legitimately contend they are not being fairly compensated
for changed uork?

e. Why is it that prior to the 1970's, the era of
the large, omnibus shipbuilding claims, the Navy and its
shipbuilders were able to price contract changes without
resorting to formulas and special factors for unsubstantiated
delay and disruption?

f. What kind of precedent will the Navy establish
if it routinely increases the prices of its shipbuilding
contracts in recognition of costs that cannot be substantiated?

10. With regard to the above, it is important to recognize
that to the extent unsubstantiated delay and disruption
costs exist, they are reflected in the costs reimbursed
under Navy contracts, the same as for other allowable
costs under the shareline pricing provisions of the
contract. The only issue involved therefore is whether
in negotiating a contract price adjustment for the
effects of a change, the Navy must include a separate
factorin consideration of unsubstantiated delay and
disruption. To do so,in my opinion, would be a grave
mistake.

11. In recent years there has been a disturbing tendency
by shipbuilders and by the Navy itself to complicate

4
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unnecessarily the administration of shipbuilding contracts.
Shipbuilding contracts have become a playground for
procurement theorists. Time and again the concerns being
raised by some shipbuilders seem to be prompted by their
lawyers or contracts people, many of whom have been
involved in shipbuilding claims. Their arguments,
while perhaps defensible in an academic sense, assume

a degree of sophistication which does not and should
not exist in the pricing and management of shipbuilding
work.

12. A theoretical approach to contract administration
is counter productive and diverts attention from
primary tasks. But if the Navy is to pursue such a

policy it should do so consistently including occassions
when the Navy would benefit; e.g. on that basis the Navy
should stop automatically paying large target cost-to-

ceiling price spreadson contract changes, and should
insist that for contract pricing purposes historical
cost data be purged of "the effects of delay and
disruption", and so on.

13. I recommend we waste no more time in pursuit of
"accurate" pricing of contract changes. I am aware that

various pricing schemes and mathematical models have
been born of this effort. These have been complex,
subjective, and built around assumptions and figures
that could easily be challenged. It is nonsense to
believe that the compounded total of such assumptions and

subjective judgements could in any way improve the pricing

of changes or that letting our own people and shipbuilder
personnel get boggeddown in such efforts will be to our

mutual interest. The complexity and subjectivity of

such schemes would in my opinion, result in more claims and

contract disputes, not less.

14. Based on the above, I believe NAVSEA should at
once adopt the following position wizh regard to pricing
delay and disruption effects of contract changes,
and make this position clear to shipbuilders and
Navy contracts personnel:

* Separate pricing factors for delay and disruption
should be allowed in contract change proposals
when the ship delay and disruption can be directly
attributed to the change and directly estimated
and substantiated.

S
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e Delay and disruption effects of changes that cannot
be directly estimated and substantiated will not be
included as a separate pricing element of shipbuilding
contract changes. The cost sharing provisions of
fixed price incentive shipbuilding contracts are
considered by NAVSEA to provide sore than adequate
protection for such effects.

* Partial adjudication of contract changes with
subsequent settlement of delay and disruption is
contrary to Navy and Defense Department policy and
should not be done.

15. I consider that rapid adoption of the measures
outlined above will be of immediate and lasting benefit
to the Navy and to shipbuilders and will eliminate much
of the acrimony and confusion which has plagued Navy
ship procurement in recent years. By adopting the
above suggestions, shipbuilding officials and the Navy
will be able to use their technical people to their
proper purpose - designing and building ships - instead
of fighting legal battles engineered by lawyers who
benefit most from the confusion they have introduced.

17. I would appreciate being informed of what action
you take in this matter.

Copy to:
NAVSEA 09
NAVSEA 90
NAVSEA 02
NAVSEA OOL

6
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20362

an OWKY T GO
27 February 1980

Mt1OIDRANDM FOR THE DEPUTY COHMANDER, NUCLEAR PROPULSION DIRECTORATE

Subj: Proposed NAVSEA Position on the Naval Ship Procurement Process Study
recommendations to expedite the settling of shipbuilding contract
changes through various techniques for pricing delay and disruption

Ref: (a) Deputy Commander, Nuclear Propulsion Memorandum of 6 Feb 80

1. Reference (a) provided your recommendations that NAVSEA not accept the
Naval Ship Procurement Process Study (NSPPS) conclusions concerning contin-
uation of work aimed at devising a formula method for pricing delay and
disruption costs and experimentation with quarterly or semiannual techniques
for pricing such costs. You further expressed the belief that NAVSEA should
adopt the following position with regard to the pricing of delay and dia-
ruption effects of contract changes:

a. Separate pricing factors for delay and disruption should be allowed
in contract change proposals when the ship delay and disruption can be
directly attributed to the change and directly estimated and substantiated.

b. Delay and disruption effects of changes that cannot be directly
estimated and substantiated will not be included es a separate pricing
element of shipbuilding contract clanges. The cost sharing provision of
fixed price incentive shipbuilding contracts are considered by NAVSEA to
provide more than adequate protection for such effects..

c. Partial adjudication of cnntract changes with subsequent settlement
of delay and disruption is contrary to Navy and Defense Department policy
and should not be done.

2. Your discussion of the history of the delay and disruption issue and your
perceptions of factors involved in that issue were very clear. I propose to
adopt for use in the NAVSEA Position Paper the following basic principles of
reasonable cause and effect relationship that you espouse:

a. Prices for contract changes must be adequately supported for all
cost elements including delay and disruption. It is recognized that.although
delay and disruption impacts are known,effects for some changes, such impacts
at times cannot be directly estimated or verified from the shipbuilders cost
records. However, though delay and disruption costs are difficult to estimate,
they cannot be ignored in reaching equitable settlements for implementing
contract changes. In such cases, inclusion of delay and disruption costs in
change settlements is considered appropriate: (1) when it is reasonable to
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conclude that delay and disruption did occur as result of a change, and
(2) when delay and disruption costs can be estimated reasonably, even by
use of pricing factors, provided an adequate basis is established to sup-
port the reasonableness of such factors. Use of a formula to develop
pricing factors would be acceptable if the development of the formula
itself stands the test of being based upon reasonable substantiation.

b. In pricing changes under fixed price incentive contracts, the
target cost to ceiling price spread should be established to reflect the
risk and uncertainties associated only with changed work. The basic con-
tract price spread should not automatically be used for pricing the change.
Equally, however, the spread should not automatically be considered full
compensation for delay and disruption cost impacts, merely because such
impacts are difficult to estimate.

c. Partial adjudication of contract changes will be used only in
exceptional circumstances, in accordance with applicable DAR and NCD
policy. In accordance with SACAM, ACOs at SUPSHIPs are not authorized
to settle contract changes partially without specific NAVSEA approval.

d. NAVSEA experience to date with such formula methods of pricing
indicates that they have limited application in unique and exceptional
circumstances. Their use will be subject to stringent NAVSEA Headquarters
control. I have directed the Deputy Comaneder for Contracts to review
current practice to ensure conformance with the discussion herein.

3. I trust that you will find the NAVSEA position set out above responsive
to your expressed concern.

Very respectfully,

C RQ
C. R. BRYAN

92-530 0 - 82 - 33
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEES COMMAND

WASNINGTON. D.C.

J "my my To

31 March 1980

Mr. David S. Lewis
Chairman of the Board
General Dynamics Corporation
Pierre Leclede Center
St. Louis, Missouri 63105

Dear Mr. Lewis:

My letters to you of January 25, 1980, and February 12, 1980,
discussed quality control problems at the Electric Boat Division
of General Dynamics. I expressed my concern with the overall
attitude and the degree of emphasis on quality control and
attention to details at Electric Boat. I noted that submarines
have been delayed for months and continue to be delayed because
of quality control problems and lack of attention to seemingly
minor details.

Subsequent to my letters discussed above, there have been
additional examples which indicate the attitude of the current
Electric Boat management toward dealing with nuclear submarine
construction problems. Within the last two months, the General
Manager of Electric Boat cancelled the long standing weekly
meetings with the submarine commanding officers and stopped submitting
critical items reports to me. Both of these practices were started
early in the naval nuclear propulsion program and are used at all
shipyards performing naval nuclear ship work.

The weekly meetings with the submarine commanding officers were
established to provide the shipyard manager with first hand
information on shipyard performance directly from the ultimate
customer -- the ship's commanding officer. The prospective
commanding officers of submarines under construction spend con-
siderable time observing construction and testing in their submarines.
Their observations have been particularly useful in shipyards where
the shipyard manager does not frequently inspect the ships, and
where he cannot know what is going on in individual ships as well
as do the commanding officers.

Since the inception of the Navy nuclear propulsion program, the
weekly critical items reports have been used to identify problems
and obtain my assistance, if necessary. The reports go directly
from the top contractor official to me and enable me to ensure
that prompt action is being taken.
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I recognize that the value of both the shipyard weekly meetings
with the ship commanding officers and the critical items reports
depends strongly on the attitude of the shipyard manager. If the
manager does not desire to hear about problems from his customers,
the ship commanding officers, or obtain my assistance, as appropriate,
simply to hold pro forma meetings and submit weekly letters is a
waste of time.

I stated in my letter to you of January 25, 1980, that unless steps
are taken to redirect the attention of Electric Boat management to
details and necessary corrective action, I expect more problems
for both General Dynamics and the Navy. For this reason, I an
bringing the matters discussed above to your personal attention.

Sincerely,

14 kGtRi

2
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20362

IN REftV REFER TO

24 June 1980

ME4RANWM FOR THE SECrIUB OF THE NAVY

Subj: Nuclear Submarine Work at the Electric Boat Division of General Dynamics
Corporation

Ref: (a) Electric Boat letter R38101 dated 4 June 1980

Encl: (1) NAVSEA letter Ser 08N-604 dated 6 June 1980

1. In October 1977, General Dynamics Corporation replaced the top management
of its Electric Boat Division. New managers were selected by General Dynamics
for all the major functions affecting work in the shipyard including production,
quality control, and engineering. The new management, after reviewing the situa-
tion at Electric Boat, advised the Navy in February 1978 of new estimated delivery
dates for all the suhnarines, both SSN688 Class and TRIDE2T, under construction
at Electric Boat. Major problems have prevented the new Electric Boat management
fran achieving its schedules, and I expect will continue to adversely impact sub-
marine construction at Electric Boat.

2. Instead of working with the Navy to solve the problems delaying submarines at
Electric Boat, the Electric Boat management in its dealings with the Navy appears
to be concentrating on financial and contractual issues. For example, recently
Electric Boat has created an entire new series of problems by claiming unreasonable
TRIDENT ship delays for minor work items. Reference (a) describes an instance
where Electric Boat alleged that installation of a wire rope retainer for an
engine roan deck hatch cover would result in a 14 day delay in delivery of the
lead TRIDENT subnarine. As noted in enclosure (1), a naval shipyard estimated
the work could be accomplished in less than two hours. There have been many
other claims of this type fran Electric Boat recently and these issues are taking
up the time of many Navy and shipyard people and detracting these people from the
real job of getting the ships built properly.

3. In the area of quality control, inspection and repair of defective structural
welds continue to delay submarines. This structural welding problem which was
discovered by Electric Boat in late Deoxber 1979 was originally considered by
Electric Boat to be a limited situation attributed to inadequate inspection by
certain personnel. The BRSIERTON (SSN698), which was ready in other respects
for sea trials when the welding problem was discovered, is still being repaired
and Electric Boat has not informed the Navy when the ship will be ready for sea
trials.

4. Delays at Electric Boat are also aggravating the Navy's personnel problems
because the BREC1EON and other delayed submarines have essentially full Navy
crews assigned. In effect, the construction delays at Electric Boat are tying
up a large number of critically needed nuclear submarine personnel. The Navy
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crews train for several months in the shipyard in anticipation of going to sea.
mhe long delays result in excessive and unplanned personnel turnover with a net
reduction in overall crew experience level. This causes the Navy to incur large
costs for unnecessary recruiting and training which are generally not recognized,
and the trained men leave the Navy before use can be made of them. A formal request
by the Naval Sea Systems Command to Electric Boat on 22 May 1980 for current schedule
information has not been answered, and the Navy is unable to make realistic schedule
estimates independently.

5. In my opinion, the problems discussed above are indicative of a more funda-
mental difficulty in dealing with Electric Boat. The contractor apparently has
adopted a policy of dealing with the Navy as an adversary rather than as its sole
custazer. It appears that Electric Boat management attention is directed at laying
the basis for future claims, and the actual performance of the work is being neglected.
As I reported to you in my menorandum of 4 March 1980, Electric Boat has implied in
fonmli correspondence that the Navy shares responsibility for the structural welding
problem. In an effort to clarify this issue, the Naval Sea Systems CaRmand on
2 May 1980 formally requested Electric Boat to state its intentions with regard
to pursuing claims on the welding problem, or any other problems. Despite a
follow-up request on 10 June, no reply has been received frua Electric Boat.

6. As you know, the Navy is camnitted to Congress to administer shipbuilding
Contracts with Electric Boat and other shipbuilders on a pay-as-you-go basis, in
order to obviate future shipbuilding claims of the type you settled in 1978. To
help avoid recurrence of large claims for events allegedly occurring many years
before subaission of the claim, the Navy drafted a "Notification of Changes" clause
for use in new contracts. This would "obtain prompt reporting of any conduct
which the contractor considers would constitute or would require a change to
the contract." By obtaining prarpt reporting of potential changes, problems
can be resolved as they arise and the new contracts administered on a current
basis.

7. As revised during negotiations with Electric Boat, the "Notification of
Changes" clause still provides for the shipbuilder to notify the Navy promptly
of any conduct the shipbuilder considers to constitute or to require a change
to the contract. In addition, by the end of the first and third quarters of
each calendar year, the shipbuilder is required to deliver a full and final
claims release for all conduct occurring through the end of the second and
fourth quarters respectively, of the preceding year - e.g., by 31 March 1982,
the shipbuilder is to deliver a claims release for conduct through 30 June 1981.
The shipbuilder may review his operations to determine if any conduct entitles
him to a contract change, but any such conduct must be specifically identified
and listed as an exception to the claims release. Thus, the clause requires
periodic claims releases to be delivered to the Government covering conduct
occurring during the interval between 9 and 15 months prior to the claims
release.

8. Both Electric Boat and General Dynamics officials profess to share the Navy's
desire to keep contracts current and on a pay-as-you-go basis. These officials
also deny that the carpany is "setting up" the Navy for subsequent claims. Yet
the Navy and Electric Boat are now at an impasse in negotiations over the "Notifi-
cation of Changes" clause for the new TRIDENT and SSN688 Class contracts. AT though
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Electric Boat has appeared to make concessions during negotiations, the company
is nevertheless holding out for a provision which would create a large loophole
in the clause. Specifically, Electric Boat now insists that only conduct "underthe contract" will be identified or released. By adding the words "urder the
contract" to the conduct covered by the "Notification of Changes" clause, Electric
Boat could submit a claim, years after the fact, by alleging that the claim resulted
fran Goverrment conduct under another contract. This type of claim, known as a
cross-contract impact claim, would not be barred by the semi-annual claims releases
required by the "Notification of Changes" clause should the loophole Electric Boat
desires be included in the clause.

9. This loophole, which excludes cross-contract impact claims fran the claims
releases required to be delivered by the "Notification of Changes" clause, would
pave the way for the canpany, at sane later date, to assert a large after-the-fact
claim alleging that the new SSN688 or TRIDENT contracts were impacted by Government
actions under the existing TRIDENT or SSN688 contracts or under other Government
contracts. The Navy faced large after-the-fact shipbuilding cross-contract claims.
in the 1970's. One such claim was a multi-million dollar cross-contract impactclaim from General Dynamics under several submarine construction contracts. The
Navy was forced to litigate it for years during the 1970's. This General Dynamics
claim was dismissed by the Court of Claims. In another case, the Armed Services
Board of Contract Appeals (ASBCA), in 1978, ordered the Navy to pay $50.4 millionof a $131.5 million cross-contract inpact claim fran the Ingalls Shipbuilding
Division of Litton Industries.

10. Electric Boat contends it cannot always identify cross-contract impact problems
within the time frame allaed by the "Notification of Charges" clause for delivering
the claims releases; therefore, Electric Boat will not grant a full claims release.
It is inconceivable that Electric Boat, or any other yard building Navy ships,
cannot identify any significant cross-contract impact within a minimum of 9 months
after the event giving rise to the alleged impact.

11. A second loophole Electric Boat is seeking for new contracts is a clause that
would grant the right to a contract price and delivery adjustment for "changes in
law". Were the Navy to agree to such a clause, this would be sought by all othercontractors, and would provide a convenient avenue for Government contractors to
reprice their contracts by attributing their own problems to changes in law. The
effects of statutory and regulatory changes on a contractor's operations are sub-
jective judgnents not susceptible to measurement. Consequently, agreeing to this
loophole would be an open invitation to claims in all Government contracting.

12. If the Navy allows these loopholes, it will be inviting omnibus claims of
the type that have caused such vast troubles in the past. Moreover, Navy officials
will then be unable to provide Congress with assurance that the Navy is adminis-
tering contracts on a pay-as-you-go basis. Past experience has demonstrated that
when Navy managed programs beccne subject to large, after-the-fact claims, it is
the Navy, not the shipbuilders, that bears the brunt of Congressional dissatisfaction.
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13. TIhe "Notification of Changes' clause proposed by the Navy inposes no unreason-

able burdens on a shipbuilder. While the clause requires prompt notification of

potential changes, the shipbuilder does not lose entitlement to a change for failure

to do so, provided he identifies the conduct requiring the potential change within

9 - 15 months after the duct occurs. In the same vein, the Navy's position in

rejecting the shipbuilder's proposed "Changes in Law' clause is consistent with

the standard, and I believe sound, Government procurement practice of holding

contractors financially responsible for caiplying with applicable laws and

regulations.

14. In view of the current situation with Electric Boat, I consider that senior

General Dynamics officials may try to persuade you and other senior Navy officials

to abandon the Navy's efforts to close these loopholes. Electric Boat seems to

be of the opinion that if the company holds fast to its present position, the

Navy will have to give in because of its desire to award the contracts quickly.

On the other hand, if cospany officials understand that you are fully and firmly

behind the Navy's efforts and that you intend to honor the Navy's Congressional

commitment to keep shipbuilding contracts current, I believe they will accept

the Navy position, and we can then proceed with negotiation and award of our

shipbuilding contracts.

15. In sum, there are serious problems affecting existing submarine construction

contracts at Electric Boat and the Navy's ability to place new contracts with that

cospany. The Naval Sea Systems Carmand is attempting to resolve these problems

with the company; I do not believe any action by you is required at this tine.

Hasever, if Electric Boat or General Dynamics officials attempt to enlist your

support, I urge that you make clear to then that you fully support the Naval Sea

Systems Camand. This is necessary to ensure that the contracts now being

negotiated do not contain loopholes which would leave the Navy once more open
to large, after-the-fact claims.

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea System Ccmad
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20362

IN REPLY REFER TO

N00024-75-C-2014
Ser 08N-604
6 June 1980

From: Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
To: General Manager, Electric Boat Division

General Dynamics Corporation
Groton, Connecticut

Via: Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Conversion and Repair, U. S. Navy
Groton, Connecticut

Subj: TRIDENT (SSBN 726 Class); Contract N00024-75-C-2014; Propulsion
Plant Drawing Revisions

Ref: (a) Electric Boat letter R-37811 dated 28 April 1980
(b) Electric Boat letter R-38101 dated 4 June 1980

1. Background:

a. In reference (a) Electric Boat stated:

"...effective April 28, 1980, Electric Boat Division will not proceed
with accomplishment of the work of any Non-Deviation Design Data Revisions
received from Design Agent until an assessment has been made regarding
entitlement to compensation. When Electric Boat Division finds that
there is a requirement for an equitable adjustment- the government will
be so notified and work will not be released to the shipyard until a
fully priced modification to the contract has been adjudicated."

b. Since April 28, 1980, Electric Boat has notified the Supervisor of
Shipbuilding that accomplishment of the work required by several non-deviation
propulsion plant drawing revisions (Engineering Notices) will require an
equitable adjustment to the subject contract. In some cases, Electric Boat
has alleged that accomplishment of even minor work items would cause delay
in delivery of the OHIO (SSBN 726) with the estimated delay costs far
exceeding the cost of the changed work. Upon review of the Electric Boat's
proposals, the Navy concluded that the minor nature of the work did not
justify any delay. Therefore, the Navy authorized the work only on the
basis that there would be no ship delay.

c. Reference (b) is a recent example of the problem. Reference (b)
states that Electric Boat's preliminary evaluation of the schedule effect
of accomplishing the work associated with Engineering Notice 6305, Rev. A,
will cause a delay in delivery of the OHIO (SSBN 726). Reference (b) states:

ERCLOSURE()
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-2- Ser OBN-604

'In order to minimize the delay caused by this change, the work
will be accomplished after Power Range Testing but prior to Sea Trials.
The accomplishment of this work will result in a two (2) day delay to
Dock Trials. Due to the requirement to commence Sea Trials on Sunday.
the two (2) days of additional work produces a seven (7) day delay to
Sea Trials. Resequencing and rescheduling the fourth Sea Trial work
period to avoid being at sea over Christmas and New Year's Day, and to
enable INSURV Inspection to commence on a Tuesday, causes an additional
seven (7) days delay resulting in a total delay of fourteen (14) days."

2. NAVSEA Discussion:

a. Engineering Notice 6305, Rev. A involves a minor work item. It
requires the addition of a wire rope (approximately 36 inches long) to an
engineroom hatch cover to limit the opening of the cover. The wire rope
is connected by bolts to the hatch cover and adjacent deck. No ripout is
required to accomplish the work.

b. A shipyard experienced in naval nuclear submarine work has estimated
that this work can be accomplished in a submarine in less than two hours.

c. Since this work can be performed in the OHIO (SSBN 726) during the
next several months before sea trials without affecting the dockside test
program, NAVSEA concludes there is no basis for this work causing any delay
in the OHIO (SSBN 726).

3. NAVSEA Action:

a. Electric Boat is requested to re-evaluate its position with regard
to accomplishments of the work required by Engia".oring Notice 6305, Rev. A.
If Electric Boat still concludes that this work cannot be accomplished without
delay of the OHIO (SSBN 726), Electric Boat shoulu provide NAVSEA a detailed
explanation of how installation of a wire rope to secure a hatch cover would
delay the OHIO (SSBN 726).

b. As in the past, NAVSEA desires to be informed in advance of the
contractual implications of proposed technical actions, so that these can
be considered in deciding whether or not to authorize the work. In this
regard, Electric Boat has indicated its willingness to cooperate. Therefore,
the General Manager of Electric Boat is requested to ensure that Electric
Boat's statements concerning ship delay in connection with potential contract
changes are properly reviewed and valid.

4. The action taken by this letter is considered by NAVSEA to be within
the scope of contract N00024-75-C-2014 and no change in contract delivery
or completion date or in the current negotiated price or amount of any
Government contract is authorized.

Deputy Commander for
Nuclear Propulsion

Copy to:
SUPSHIP, Groton
NRRO, Groton
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

El..Y REF TO

15 July 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

Subj.: Cancellation of Plans to Accomplish Reactor Modifications
in ARKANSAS (CGN 41)

Encl: (1) NAVSEA letter Ser 081-1571 dated 15 July 1980

1. On 10 July 1980, I told you of a case in which authorization of
reactor modifications in the nuclear powered cruiser ARKANSAS was
being withheld because of a contractual problem at Newport News.
Specifically, Newport News insisted on the right to claim contract
adjustments for alleged impact on other contracts if the Navy
authorized the reactor modifications in ARKANSAS. The Navy made
repeated requests that Newport News identify any specific conflicts
with other contracts so that the Navy might evaluate and resolve
them, in advance. Newport News insisted that "impact of the work
on other contracts may be determinable only after the work is well
along". You said you would contact Tenneco officials.

2. On 11 July 1980, Newport News officials contacted the Navy, but
again insisted that the Government recognize and provide for the
payment of impact costs before the company would agree to accept
a maximum price, bilateral contract modification to do the ARKANSAS
repair job.

3. I consider Newport News' insistence on "impact" charges is an
attempt to take contractual advantage of a technical problem. I
doubt that Newport News charges commercial customers for "impact"
on Navy ships. Nor am I aware of any situation where Government
contracts have been credited with amounts collected from commercial
contracts for such "impact".

4. Extensive technical analysis and testing indicates that the
reactor modifications, although desirable, are not essential to the
safe operation of the nuclear propulsion plant. Authorizing the
modifications, in light of the terms insisted upon by Newport News,
would set an unacceptable precedent wherein changes on one Government
contract entitle a contractor to adjustments on other contracts; a
concept long desired by claims lawyers and opposed by the Navy.
Rather than expose the Navy in this manner, I have decided not to
authorize the reactor modifications in ARKANSAS and by enclosure (1)
have so informed the Supervisor of Shipbuilding.
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5. Last night, the ARKANSAS achieved criticality in the Number 2
reactor plant. Thus, the opportunity to accomplish the reactor
modifications as originally intended has now passed.

6. This episode highlights an increasing tendency at Newport News,
as well as at Electric Boat, to dictate contract terms to the Navy
and to have their contracts written and administered on an open-
ended basis which provides ample opportunity for future claims.

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander, Naval Sea Systems

Command (Contracts)
SUPSHIP, Newport News
NRRO, Newport News
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

IASINCGTON, DC 20362

Ser 081-1571
15 July 1980

From: Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
To: Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Conversion and Repair,

USN, Newport News (5)

Subj: CGN41 (ARKANSAS) Reactor Modifications; Headquarters
Modification Requisitions (HMRs) 366, 367, and 368;
Cancellation of

Ref: (a) CGN41 Headquarters Modification Requisition (HMR)
Number 366, forwarded by NAVSEA letter 08I-C1576
dated 6 June 1980

(b) CGN41 HMR 367 forwarded by NAVSEA letter
08I-C1574 dated 6 June 1980

(c) CGN41 HMR 368 forwarded by NAVSEA letter
081-C1575 dated 6 June 1980

(d) Newport News letter 601/1-4-2087 dated
20 June 1980

(e) Newport News letter 601/1-4-2087 dated
26 June 1980

1. References (a) through (c) authorized certain preparatory
work required to be accomplished -if reactor modifications
in ARKANSAS were to be authorized. The purpose of this
letter is to cancel references (al through (c).

2. In references (d) and (e), and in subsequent discussions
between senior Navy and Newport News officials, Newport News
has insisted on the right to claim contract adjustments for
alleged impact on other contracts if the Navy authorizes the
reactor modifications in ARKANSAS. The Navy made repeated
requests that Newport News identify any specific conflicts
with other contracts so that the Navy might evaluate and
resolve them, in advance. Newport News has insisted that
"impact of the work on other contracts may be determinable
only after the work is well along".

3. NAVSEA considers Newport News' insistence on "impact"
charges is an attempt to take contractual advantage of a
technical problem. I doubt that Newport News charges commercial
customers for "impact" on Navy ships. Nor am I aware of any
situation where Government contracts have been credited with
amounts collected from commercial contracts for such "impact".
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Ser 08I-1571

4. Extensive technical analysis and testing indicates that
the reactor modifications, although desirable, are not
essential to the safe operation of the nuclear propulsion
plant. Authorizing the modifications, in light of the terms

insisted upon by Newport News, would set an unacceptable

precedent wherein changes on one Government contract entitle
a contractor to adjustments on other contracts; a concept
long desired by claims lawyers and opposed by the Navy.
Rather than expose the Navy in this manner, I have decided
not to authorize the reactor modifications in ARKANSAS.

5. The Supervisor of Shipbuilding is requested to take
appropriate action to discontinue all shipbuilder effort

authorized to be performed by contract modifications which

implemented references (a) through (c). The Supervisor
should take similar action with respect to any contract
modifications issued by Field Modification Requisitions in

connection with preparations for accomplishment of the
reactor modifications in ARKANSAS. Instructions will be
provided by the applicable reactor plant prime contractor
for shipping of the seal weld cutting machine and mock-ups
furnished by the Government in connection with reference
(b).

'H. t. RICKOVER
Deputy Commander for
Nuclear Propulsion

Copy to:
Secretary of the Navy
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Naterial
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command (Contracts)

SUPSHIP, Newport News (5)
NRRO, Newport News

-2-
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

x ;RS..GTON. D C 2362

N REPL- RElER TO

15 July 1980

OID0RANDUI] FOR THE SECRETARY OF TE NAVY

Subj: Adverse Impact On Nuclear Submarine Manning Resulting from
Delays in Nuclear Submarine Work at Electric Boat Division
of General Dynamics Corporation

Ref: (a) NAVSEA (08) Memorandum to SECNAV dtd 24 June 1980; Subj:
Nuclear Submarine Work at the Electric Boat Division of
General Dynamics Corporation

(b) CNO ltr ser 291/307790 dtd 16 Oct 1979; Subj: Nuclear
Submarine Manpower Requirements Policy

1. In reference (a), I described several problems that are being
experienced by the Navy in its efforts to get Electric Boat to satisfactorily
complete work on nuclear powered submarines. I also noted in reference
(a) that delays in construction of nuclear powered submarines at Electric
Boat are causing serious Navy personnel problems that directly affect
these new construction submarines and that indirectly affect submarines
throughout the rest of the Navy.

2. The structural welding problem which was discovered in late December
1979 and the inability of Electric Boat to promulgate a schedule for
completion of the work to correct this problem in each submarine involved
has produced an unsatisfactory personnel manning situation in these
submarines. It is essential that the adverse impact on nuclear trained
personnel resulting from the delays in nuclear submarine work at Electric
Boat be promptly addressed in conjunction with other actions necessary
to obtain firm commitments for satisfactorily completing these submarines.

3. The Chief of Naval Operations promulgated the policy for new constructionnuclear submarine manpower requirements in reference (b). Specifically,
certain key officer and enlisted billets are manned based on the planned
state of completion of the propulsion plant. This policy is essential
in order to have the necessary nuclear trained personnel on board and
properly trained to safely conduct testing in the nuclear propulsion
plant. In addition, the initial group of personnel assigned to a new
construction submarine are sea perienced. The use of sea experienced
personnel helps assure the success an asafety of the test programs. It
also provides the necessary base of experience for operating the ship at
sea during sea trials and after commissioning. For example, SSN new
construction billet phasing policy provides for assignment of seven seaexperienced officers and twenty-four sea experienced nuclear trained
enlisted personnel three months prior to initial fill of the reactor
plant systems.
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4. If construction of a nuclear powered submarine follows the initial
schedule reasonably well, the personnel situation is relatively stable,
with some planned transfers and a few unplanned losses occurring that
can be handled through normal procedures by the Chief of Naval Personnel.
However, long delays in construction such as those which have been and
are being experienced at Electric Boat cause excessive unplanned personnel
turnover with a drastic net reduction in overall crew experience level.
The failure of Electric Boat to establish a delivery date, even though a
formal written request was made by the Naval Sea Systems Conmand on 22
May 1980, further complicates efforts to improve the unsatisfactory
manning situation.

5. The excessive unplanned turnover of personnel during submarine
construction causes many problems. Because of the overall shortage of
experienced nuclear trained operators, in many cases it is necessary to
replace the required sea experienced personnel with personnel who have
just completed their initial nuclear training at the land based nuclear
propulsion plant prototypes. In some instances drastic action is necessary
to provide adequate experienced manning for safe initial at-sea testing
of the nuclear propulsion plant. Usually this involves sudden transfer
of experienced personnel from another ship, sometimes in a different
homeport, to the new ship whose manning levels are deficient. In the
long run this type of response results in lower morale and poorer retention
and causes the Navy to incur added costs for additional recruiting and
training. These experienced nuclear trained personnel, who have trained
for months in the shipyard in anticipation of going to sea, leave the
Navy before full use is ever made of them. In the case of recent prototype
graduates who are assigned to a new construction ship as their first
duty, although they gain experience in operating the propulsion plant in
a shipyard environment, they do not gain the much needed experience of
operating a ship, and particularly a submarine, at sea. As a result,
these recent prototype graduates in a ship which is delayed may have one
to two years on board with no sea experience.

6. The degradation of experience of nuclear trained enlisted personnel
in BRaflfRT'N (SSN 698) as a result of delays due to structural welding
problems provides an unfortunate example of the impact significant
delays in ship construction have on manning. BRMERTON was manned in
April 1978 with 24 sea experienced nuclear enlisted operators. These
sea experienced personnel were assigned three months prior to scheduled
reactor plant fill as required by reference (b). The sea experienced
nuclear trained personnel were assigned with sufficient obligated service
and tour lengths to allow them to remain with the ship through scheduled
reactor plant testing, sea trials, commissioning and the shakedown
period or until about one year after commissioning. When BRMEREMIM was
initially manned in April 1978, commissioning was scheduled for October
1979 and senior personnel assigned had sufficient obligated service to
remain on board through April to December 1980. With the delays in

2
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BREDIERTON's schedule resulting in sea trials not being completed or even
scheduled as of July 1980, senior enlisted nuclear trained personnel are
being lost from BRBIERTON either because they leave the Navy or because
they reenlist for a guaranteed assignment to other duty. In June 1980,
only 11 of 24 original sea experienced personnel remained on board.

7. The problems described in the case of BRB.ERTON are not unique and
are developing in similar fashion in JAMCOSNVILLE (SSN 699) and alLIAS
(SSN 700). The current projection of experienced personnel manning in
these two ships show that in a few months their manning situation will
be worse than that of BRMEERTON. The personnel situation in follow-on
SSN6BVClass ships at Electric Boat (SSN's 701, 702, 703, 704) will
also be affected, but it is impossible to predict the impact since
Electric Boat has not provided a schedule for correction of the welding
problems in these ships. The SSN 705 should normally be manned conmencing
in November 1980, but according to the best information available to me,
at least a two month delay is more realistic. The Navy does not have
the manpower available to continue to assign experienced personnel to
new construction submarines based on unrealistic schedules and then have
them "sit around" in an unproductive manner while the shipyard resolves
its construction problems at an unpredictable rate.

8. In summary, the Naval Sea Systems Command has not been able to
obtain current, realistic schedules for submarines under construction at
Electric Boat in order to permit the Chief of Naval Personnel to efficiently
plan personnel assignments for these ships. In view of this situation,
I believe it would be appropriate for you to raise this issue with the
Chairman of the General Dynamics Corporation. It should be emphasized
to General DEnamics management that:

a. The poor performance at its Electric Boat Division is seriously
impacting the Navy's personnel problems, and

b. Current realistic schedules for submarines under construction
are urgently required by the Navy.

9. I would appreciate being informed of the action you take in this
matter.

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
Chief of Naval Personnel
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command

3
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20362
Rd EZMY y TO

25 July 1980

From: Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
To: Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Conversion and Repair, USN

Newport News

Subj: Use of Unilateral Change Orders

Ref: (a) SUPSHIP Newport News letter to ADM Rickover dated
11 July 1980

1. In reference (a) you informed me of your concern "that we are

not taking advantage of the use of Change Orders to authorize new

work." You based this concern on the premise that the time needed

to obtain price proposals and adjudicate changes often adds delay

and increases the cost of performing the changed work.

2. You cited as an example of your concern the 23 days of delay

adjudicated for the repair and replacement of copper-nickel bosses

in the Reactor Plant Fresh Water System on SAN FRANCISCO (SSN 711).

You concluded that had an unpriced unilateral change order been

issued on 1 November 1979 rather than the maximum priced supplemental

agreement which was executed on 21 November 1979, the Navy could have

"significantly reduced delay."

3. I do not agree with your conclusion. Work on the SAN FRANCISCO

could not have begun on 1 November 1979 as you imply. The technical

action to correct the problem was taken by NAVSEA on 15 November 1979.

Further, additional technical evaluations led to replacement of two

more copper-nickel bosses in SAN FRANCISCO. The technical action to

replace the additional bosses and the contractual authorization were

both taken by NAVSEA on 3 January 1980. Based on NAVSEA's review of

the progress reports furnished by your office, it was the replacement

of these two additional bosses, authorized over one month after the

original change, that caused the 23 day delay finally negotiated for

SANi FRANCISCO.

4. You stated your belief that authorizing the ARKANSAS (CGN 41)

noise modification by unilateral change order would not have

increased the Navy's ultimate liability. While it may be possible

for you to monitor the work actually performed and establish a

reasonable estimate of cost for negotiating a final settlement,
nothing requires the shipbuilder to agree. The "impact" charges

alleged by Newport News for the ARKANSAS work are an example of

how authorizing work unilaterally would have opened a new area for

Newport News to submit claims, and which might involve prolonged
litigation.

92-530 0 - 82 - 34
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S. As you are aware, although desirable, the ARKANSAS noise modifica-
tion is not essential to the safe operation of the nuclear propulsion
plant. As stated in my memorandum for the Secretary of the Navy on
the subject, authorizing the modifications based on the terms and
conditions dictated by Newport News including "impact" charges,
would set an unacceptable precedent wherein changes on one
Government contract would entitle a contractor to adjustments on
other contracts; a concept long desired by claims lawyers and
opposed by the Navy.

6. I do not agree that we should use unpriced unilateral change
orders more frequently. I have always found it best, whenever
possible, to limit the Government's financial liability in advance
of authorizing changes. In addition, the procurement regulations
provide that for contract changes:

... either a final price or an established ceiling
price shall be negotiated prior to execution, unless
to do so would be patently impractical."

7. For my work I will continue to request fully-priced or maximum-
priced proposals for changes prior to authorization of those changes
except in instances where the work must be done and it is impossible
to obtain such proposals.

Copy to:
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander, Naval Sea Systems
Command (Contracts)

NRRO, Newport News

2
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, 0.C 20362

27 August 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR THE GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE NAVY
COMPTROLLER OF THE NAVY

Subj: Deferred payment agreements with Electric Boat Division in

connection with Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals
Case No. 21737 regarding cost disallowance under "Basic
Agreement Concerning Overhead Costs"

1. Because of increased Navy concern with regard to high overhead

costs at Electric Boat during the early 1970's, the Naval Sea
Systems Command and the shipbuilder entered into the "Basic
Agreement Concerning Overhead Costs" in August 1972. The Agreement
formed a part of each Atomic Energy Commission (now Department of

Energy) contract and subcontract for Naval nuclear propulsion work

and each Navy contract and subcontract existing or subsequently
awarded to Electric Boat with respect to overhead costs incurred
during the period 1 January 1972 through 31 December 1975. The

Agreement provided that if otherwise allowable overhead costs
exceeded stated annual maximum amounts for 1972-1975, after
making certain adjustments permitted by the Agreement, the costs
would be disallowed under the applicable contracts.

2. In 1977, the Navy issued final Contracting Officer decisions

which, in accordance with the terms of the Overhead Agreement, dis-

allowed approximately $63 million in overhead costs for the years
1973-1975 on Navy contracts. The Contracting Officer also determined

that the Navy had by then made provisional payments to Electric Boat

for unallowable overhead costs and demanded repayment of over
$27.9 million. Electric Boat appealed these decisions to the Armed

Services Board of Contract Appeals (ASBCA) and requested that the

Navy enter into deferred payment agreements pursuant to the
provisions of the Defense Contract Financing Regulations contained
in Appendix E of the Armed Services Procurement Regulation (now

Defense Acquisition Regulation). The deferred payment agreements
would allow Electric Boat to delay the repayments to the Government

pending the outcome of the appeals.

3. At the time Electric Boat requested the deferred payment
agreements in 1977, the company was experiencing severe financial
difficulties as a result of cost overruns on the SSN 688 Class
construction program. The company alleged "unreimbursed expenditures"
in excess of $200 million. Based on Electric Boat's cash flow
situation at that time, the Naval Sea Systems Command recommended
that the Comptroller of the Navy grant the shipbuilder's request
for the deferred payment agreements. Under the deferred payment
agreements entered into during 1977, the Navy agreed not to recoup
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the $27.9 million in overpayments pending resolution of the
contractor's appeal. By 1978, the cash flow problem which arose
from the company's cost overrun on SSN 688 Class contracts was
alleviated by the 1978 P.L. 85-804 settlement. Under the terms
of that settlement, Electric Boat agreed to write off a $359
million loss ($187 million after taxes), and received a $300
million cash payment from the Navy.

4. With the deferred payment agreements, Electric Boat has a strong
incentive to delay or avoid resolution of the overhead cost dispute.
The company holds $27.9 million which the Contracting Officer had
determined to be the overpayment when he issued his final decisions.
Unless the ASBCA rules 100 percent for Electric Boat, the company
will owe the Navy a refund.

S. It is apparent that Electric Boat is trying to stretch out
litigation of this case, which I understand is the largest case
presently before the ASBCA. Repeated efforts by the Office of Navy
General Counsel in establishing and maintaining a firm schedule for
litigation have been unsuccessful. The case has already been in
litigation for over three and one-half years, during which time
there have been numerous requests for documents and several rounds
of interrogatories. Counsel for Electric Boat (Sellers, Conner 4
Cuneo) has repeatedly delayed pre-trial activities. Deposition
proceedings have finally started but the attorneys for Electric
Boat recently notified the Navy that the depositions of three
General Dynamics officials would have to be delayed from mid-August
to mid-September. This jeopardizes the 15 October 1980 trial date
Sellers, Conner 6 Cuneo recommended to the ASBCA on 13 February 1980.
An Electric Boat official commented recently that he doubted thecase would come to trial before the first of next year.

6. Meanwhile, Electric Boat has been trying to obtain other deferred
payment agreements to cover approximately $4.5 million of overhead
costs disallowed in accordance with the terms of the Overhead
Agreement under Electric Boat subcontracts performed under Department
of Energy and Navy prime contracts with General Electric. In responseto the refusal of the General Electric Company and the Government
to enter into any such deferred payment agreements, Electric Boat
recently filed an appeal before the Department of Energy Board of
Contract Appeals concerning the continued withholding of funds by
General Electric under the Department of Energy prime contract.

7. At the rate they are going, Electric Boat and Sellers, Conner
6 Cuneo could probably drag out the ASBCA appeal for several more
years. This would work to the substantial advantage of Electric
Boat. As time passes memories tend to fade, people become more
difficult to locate and the matter becomes even more difficult to
settle on its merits. It is therefore essential that the Navy takewhatever steps are available to preclude any further unnecessary
delays.
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8. The provisions of the Defense Acquisition Regulation and the
Navy's deferred payment agreements with Electric Boat provide
that the Navy may terminate the agreements and demand repayment
upon failure of the contractor to pursue diligently the resolution
of its appeal. The record of the past three and one-half years
and the delaying actions the company continues to employ make it
clear that Electric Boat has not fulfilled its obligations to
resolve the dispute in a diligent manner. The Navy, on the other
hand, is committed to Congress to resolve contracting disputes
promptly on their merits. It will not speak well for Navy
management if it cannot preclude a contractor who is enjoying the
benefits of a deferred payment agreement from unduly delaying
resolution of a dispute before the ASBCA. Therefore, I recommend
that the Navy establish with the company a firm schedule, built
around the 15 October 1980 trial date previously recommended by
Electric Boat for resolution of this dispute before the ASBCA.
If the company fails to cooperate in this effort or upon the
company's failure to adhere to the schedule, the Navy should
immediately rescind the deferred payment agreementsand recover
the disallowed amounts as an offset to future progress payments
due Electric Boat.

9. I would appreciate being informed of the action you take with
respect to the above.

H. G. Rickovrter'___;

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander for Contracts, Naval

Sea Systems Command

3
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

-MK. Ita TO

6 September 1980
MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMANDER, NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

Subj: Electric Boat refusal to honor its agreement with the Navy
for repairs of government furnished equipment

Encl: (1) Memorandum of Agreement dated 15 January 1979
(2) My letter to Mr. Lewis dated 18 August 1980
(3) Letter to Me from Mr. Lewis dated 21 August 1980

1. In the aftermath of the PL 85-804 settlement of the Electric
Boat SSN 688 Class contract claims, the Navy set out to strengthen
procedures to ensure that its contracts would be administered on a
pay-as-you-go basis. In this regard, the then Vice Commander of theNaval Sea Systems Command, Rear Admiral Manganaro, was designated asthe Navy's representative to resolve with senior Electric Boat
management several major problems involved with administration of
Electric Boat submarine construction contracts.

2. The first problem addressed in this effort involved Electric
Boat efforts to establish repairs to Government furnished equipment
(GFE) as a basis for subsequent claims. Specifically, after many
years of receiving authorization and payment for repairs to nuclear
GFE directly from reactor plant prime contractors under cost
reimbursement contracts, Electric Boat announced that it would not
accept further authorizations under this arrangement without
reserving the right to submit later claims for alleged delay and
disruption. This violated the Navy's policy of fully pricing
contract work prior to authorization and undermined a longstanding
and effective system for paying for such repairs promptly without
exposing the Government to after-the-fact claims.

3. After many months of discussions and negotiations, Mr. Veliotis,
General Manager of Electric Boat, signed an agreement with the Navy
in which he agreed to handle repairs of nuclear GFE in accordance
with past practice. In this regard, the agreement states the
following:

"Repairs or modifications to nuclear GFE which Electric Boat
agrees do not involve ship delay or disruption or a change to
any Government contract shall be done under a Work Authorization
issued on a cost-type contract administered and funded for this
purpose by Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program prime contractors."

Enclosure (1) is a copy of the full agreement.
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4. Subsequent to the agreement, the work authorization circuit
again ran smoothly, providing a convenient vehicle in cases not
involving ship delay for authorizing and paying for repairs to
nuclear GFE in a way that would not leave the Government open for
subsequent claims. Recently, however, Electric Boat reneged on
the agreement by refusing to renew the Knolls Atomic Power
Laboratory's (KAPL) cost type contracts used to authorize and pay
for these repairs. The company is now insisting that these repairs
be authorized as changes to the shipbuilding contract itself. In
this way, the company would have a basis to reopen routine GFE
repairs as a basis for subsequent claims. The pertinent facts are
as follows:

a. The KAPL cost-type GFE repair contracts were scheduled to
expire June 30, 1980; they were extended until July 31, 1980 to
provide additional time for negotiations.

b. In its proposal to renew these contracts, Electric Boat
decided to demand a higher fee than the 7 percent figure which,
by prior understanding, was traditionally accepted for this type
work.

c. During negotiations Electric Boat reduced the requested fee
from 8.5 percent to 8.1 percent while KAPL increased its offer from
7 percent to 7.5 percent.

d. When efforts to get Electric Boat management to accept the
7.5 percent fee failed, I called the President of General Dynamics,
Mr. Boileau, and requested his assistance.

e. Mr. Boileau agreed to extend the existing contracts another
month so that repairs to GFE could continue while he was looking
into the matter.

f. KAPL, when notified of Mr. Boileau's agreement, contacted
Electric Boat to arrange for the extension he ad agreed to. The
Electric Boat people insisted that the contracts would be extended
only if the Navy agreed to the Electric Boat position on fee - 8.1
percent.

g. The General Manager of KAPL then raised the issue with
Mr. Veliotis, the General Manager of Electric Boat,and offered to
accept the 8.1 percent fee Electric Boat was demanding. Mr. Veliotis
told him that Electric Boat would no longer contract with KAPL for
this work - even at the 8.1 percent fee.

h. Since Mr. Boileau apparently had no influence over the
Electric Boat Division of the corporation, I wrote to the Chairman
of the Board and Chief Executive Officer of General Dynamics,
Mr. David Lewison 18 August 1980 explaining the problem and

2
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requesting his assistance. Enclosure (2) is a copy of my letter.
I told him that it was inconceivable to me that extension of
cost-type contracts which were apparently acceptable to Electric
Boat on 31 July 1980 could become unacceptable to the company five
days later.

i. Mr. Lewis responded on 21 August 1980. Enclosure (3) is
a copy of his response. He said he agreed with Mr. Veliotis'
position not to accept the follow-on cost-type GFE repair contracts
and that future repairs to Government furnished equipment should be
authorized under the shipbuilding contracts. He stated "... it
has been Electric Boat's experience that large numbers of GFE
repair items can collectively cause delay and disruption even
though each identified item, viewed alone, would hardly justify
a program delay and disruption contract price increase."

S. There is considerably mote at stake in this matter than fee
levels on cost type contracts. The company is again trying to
reestablish GFE repairs as a basis for future after-the-fact
claims, and in the process has violated its agreement with the
Navy.

6. This is not an isolated instance. As you well know, throughout
the TRIDENT and SSN 688 contract negotiations Electric Boat has
maneuvered to create in the contract itself bases for subsequent
claims. Examples are:

a. Electric Boat's continued demands for a loophole whereby
the company could evade the semi-annual claims releases called for
by Notification of Changes clause simply by attributing claims to
events arising on other contracts.

b. Electric Boat's refusal to provide claims releases on the
new contracts for events occurring prior to award of the new
contracts.

c. Electric Boat's recent demand that continued performance
of the contract in the event the company alleges a breach of
contract is contingent on Government payment of all costs incurred
from that point on, without regard to contract price.

7. I believe the substantial delays and other problems being
experienced at Electric Boat will result in cost overruns on
current contracts far greater than those the company currently
reports. No doubt this accounts for Electric Boat's intensive
efforts to lay the basis for future claims. On the other hand, I
understand the NAVSEA Deputy Commander for Contracts has made it
clear to Electric Boat that NAVSEA will not enter into any new
contracts which leave the Government vulnerable to large claims
submitted years after the fact and that the company must also

3
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commit contractually to a program for upgrading quality assurance
in view of the substantial quality problem being experienced at
the yard.

B. The GFE agreement was worked out at the highest levels of
Electric Boat and the Naval Sea Systems Command as part of the
Navy's claims prevention effort. By reneging on the agreement,
Electric Boat has set the Navy back in one of the few areas in
which it appeared that some progress was made in claims prevention.
In view of the Navy's commitment to Congress to administer contracts
on a pay-as-you-go basis I recommend that the Naval Sea Systems
Command insist that Electric Boat honor its agreement with respect
to repairs of Government furnished equipment as a prerequisite to

award of the TRIDENT and SSN 688 Class submarines now being
negotiated.

9. I would appreciate being informed of the action you take on
this item.

H.G R ick oe

Copy to:

Chief of Naval Material
Vice Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander for Contracts,

Naval Sea Systems Command

4
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5 Jsnm:ary 1979

-- EM-W! OF ACR1FDT%7

The purpose of this mrnorandtn is to establish the procedure for
the contractual authorization of repairs and modifications to
Government-Furnished Equipcnent'(GFE) provided under the submarine
construction contracts with Electric Boat. In repairs or modifications
to Government-Furnished Equipment, time is sometimes of the essence in
the authorization to start the work because of the impact this work may
have on other work and on-ship schedules. It is the intent of the parties
to provide for timely authorization, pricing, and definitization of work on'
Government-Furnished Equipnent, and to provide the Government the abilit-
to assess the financial and contractual implications of the proposed
repairs Or modifications prior to authorizing them or deciding on alter-
native courses of action where possible.

A. Modification and repair to nuclear GFE with no disruption or
aiay in ship delivery.

1. Repairs or modifications to nuclear GFE which Electric Boat
agrees do not involve ship delay or disruption or a change
to any Government contract shall be done under a Work Author-
ization issued on a cost-type contract administered and funded
for this purpose by Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program prime
contractors.

2. Upon Electric Boat acceptance of a Work Authorization, Electric
Boat will sign the GFE deficiency report stating that no delay
in ship delivery will result and that no change in the current
negotiated price or amount of any contract is required as a
result of the work covered by the Work Authorization. SJPSHIP
will then sign the Electric Boat GFE deficiency report which
identifies the Work Authorization funding and which will be
the authority for diversion of material and for performing work
in accordance with the Work Authorization.

B. Repairs or modifications of nuclear and non-nuclear GFE involving
ess than f10, in hard core work and not involvi

delay.

Repairs or modifications to GPE which do not involve delay in ship
delivery or change to any other Government contract and which cannot
be handled under the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program Work Author-
ization described above (e.g., Nuclear GFE where work under the ship-
building contract would be impacted or non-nuclear (GFE) will be
handled as follows:

2. Repairs or modifications in this category will be done under a
forward pricing agreement similar to the previous arrangement
under RM 14.1 under Contract N00024-71-C-026S. Upon notifi-
cation by,Electric Boat that a repair or modification is accepted
in this category, SUPSHIP will autborize -the work.

i
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3, January 1979

2. Electric Boat wi.'1ll subnit a proposal for the forward pricing
agreement described above within 60 days The parties will
make best efforts to negotiate and definitize that proposal
within 30 days of receipt.

C. Repairs or modifications to nuclear and non-nuclear GFE other
than those covered by A or B above.

1. Electric Boat will submit to SUPSHIP a fully priced proposal.
for the ~work when Electric Boat agrees the scope of work is
sufficiently defined to permit fixed pricing and schedule
evaluation.

2. If it is impractical to submit a fully priced proposal before
the date authorization is required, Electric Boat will submit
a maxinum priced proposal, including proposed impact on ship
contract delivery date, prior to authorization by SUPSHIP.

3., When Electric Boat cannot provide either a fully priced or
maximum priced proposal prior to the date authorization is
required, the Govermsent will authorize the repairs or mod-
ifications unilaterally or will notify Electric Boat of the
Govermsent's disposition of the deficiency. In the event
the Goverment authorizes the repairs or modifications
unilaterally, Electric Boat will provide a fully priced
proposal for the work in accordance with the articles of
the contract entitled "Goverment arished nd
'"uanges". u , . . *

Approved:

P. T. Veliotis W. L. MARTIN 111, CT., USN
General anager Supervisor of Shipbuilding
Electric Boat Division Conversion and Repair, USN
General Dynamics Groton, Connecticut

2 E
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20362

NRE-Y REFER TO

18 August 1980

Mr. David S. Lewis
Chairman of the Board
General Dynamics Corporation
Pierre Leclede Center
St. Louis, Missouri 63105

Dear Mr. Lewis:

The purpose of this letter is to request your assistance in
resolving a current problem at Electric Boat Division of General
Dynamics.

It has been a longstanding practice of the Naval Nuclear Propulsion
Program to handle the repair of reactor plant Government furnished
equipment (GFE) through work authorizations issued under cost-type
contracts administered by the reactor plant prime contractors. A
memorandum of agreement (attached) outlining this procedure at
Electric Boat was signed on 15 January 1979, by the General Manager
of Electric Boat, Mr. Veliotis, and the Supervisor of Shipbuilding.
This procedure provides a rapid and equitable means of obtaining
repairs or modifications to GFE and has worked well over the years
at all yards involved in Navy nuclear ship construction or repair.

Because the contracts for this work at Electric Boat were scheduled
to expire on 30 June 1980, the cognizant prime contractor, the
Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory (KAPL), requested Electric Boat to
provide a proposal for follow-on contracts. Electric Boat's
proposal included a higher fee than had previously been paid for
this work. To provide more time for negotiations, the contracts
were subsequently extended to 31 July 1980. Negotiations reached
an impasse with Electric Boat requesting 8.1% fee and KAPL offering
7.5%. (The fee for this work on the earlier contracts had been
7.0%.)

I requested assistance from the President of General Dynamics
(Mr. Boileau) to get the contracts awarded. Mr. Boileau assured

me that the existing contracts could be extended for another 30
days while the fee issue was being negotiated. Nonetheless, when
KAPL tried to extend the existing contracts with the current 7% fee,
Electric Boat refused, stating that the contracts could only be
extended if agreement was reached for the fee for the follow-on
contracts. On 5 August 1980 KAPL offered to extend existing con-
tracts with the 8.1% fee as requested by Electric Boat. Electric
Boat, however, again refused to accept the extension stating that
it no longer intended to contract with KAPL for this work.
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It is inconceivable to me that extension of cost-type contracts

which were apparently acceptable to Electric Boat on 31 July 1980

could become unacceptable to the company five days later.

Apparently Mr. Veliotis is using these small but important

contracts to "prove" to the Navy and to his superior, Mr. Boileau,

that he alone can make decisions affecting work at Electric 
Boat --

even if, to make his point, he reneges on a formal commitment he

previously entered into with the Navy. It appears that Mr. Boileau

as President of the corporation has little control 
or influence

over senior management at Electric Boat. Accordingly, I request

your assistance, as Chairman of the Board, in getting Electric

Boat to accept the KAPL contracts for repair of Government

furnished reactor plant equipment.

Sincerely,

Attachment

XuvJ 4
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1S Jan:iary l'79

_ E'4'RWDT5.! OF A(GP'EDEN

The purpose o0 this monorandun is to establish the procedure for
the contractual authorization of repairs and modifications to
Government-Furnished Equipnment (GFE) provided under the submarine
construction contracts with Electric Boat. In repairs or modifications
to Government-Furnished Equipment, tine is sometimes of the essence inthe authorization to start the work because of the impact this work maahave on other work and on ship schedules. It is the intent of the partiesto provide for timels) authorization, pricing, and definitization of work onGovernment-Furnished Equipment, and to provide the Government the abilityto assess the financial and contractual implications of the proposed .repairs or modifications prior to authorizing them or deciding on alter-native courses of action where possible.

A. J~bdification and repair to nuclear GFE with no disruption or
ei'ay In sip de ivery.

1. Repairs or modifications to nuclear GFE which Electric Boat
agrees do not involve ship delay or disruption or a change
to any Government contract shall be done under a Work Author-
ization issued on a cost-type contract administered and fundedfor this purpose by Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program prime
contractors.

2. Upon Electric Boat acceptance of a Wprk Authorization, Electric
Boat will sign the GFE deficiency report stating that no delay
in ship delivery will result and that no change in the current
negotiated price or amount of ajy contract is required as a
result of the work covered by the Work Authorization. SUPSHIPwill then sign the Electric Boat GFE deficiency reDort which
identifies the Work Authorization funding and which will be
the authority for diversion of material and for performing work
in accordance with the Work Authorization.

B. Repairs or modifications of nuclear and non-nuclear GFE involv
less than *°OOOO in hardcore work and not involving ship delivery

delay.

Repairs or modifications to GFE which do not involve delay in shipdelivery or change to any other Government contract and which cannot
be handled under the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program Work Author-ization described above (e.g., Nuclear GFE where work under the ship-building contract would be impacted or non-nuclear (GFE) will be
handled as follows:

1. Repairs or modifications in this category will be done under a
forward pricing agreement similar to the previous arrangementunder FMR 14.1 under Contract N00024-71-C-0268. Upon notifi-
cation by,Electric Boat that a repair or modification is accepted
in this category, SUPSHIP will autborize the work.

i
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1., January 1979

2. Electric Boat will sub it a proposal for the fornard pricing
agreement described above within 60 days. The parties Will

make best efforts to negotiate and definitite that proposal
within 30 days of receipt.

C. Repairs or modifications to nuclear and non-nuclear GFE other
than those covered by A or B above.

1. Electric Boat will submit to SUPSHIP a fully priced proposal.
for the work when Electric Boat agrees the scope of work is
sufficiently defined to permit fixed pricing and schedule
evaluation.

2. If it is impractical to submit a fully priced proposal before
the date authorization is required, tlectric Boat will submit
a maximum priced proposal, including proposed impact on ship
contract delivery date, prior to authorization by SUPSHIP.

3. when Electric Boat cannot provide either a fully priced or
maximum priced proposal prior to the date authorization is
required, the Goverment will authorize the repairs or Mod-
ifications unilaterally or will notify Electric Boat of the
Government's disposition of the deficiency. In the event
the Government authorizes the repairs or modifications
unilaterally, Electric Boat will provide a fully priced
proposal for the work in acc6rdance with the articles of
the contract entitled "Government Furnished Property" and
"Changes". -

Approved:

P. T. Veliotis W. L. MARTIN III, CAPT., USN
General Manager . Supervisor of Shipbuilding
Electric Boat Division Conversion and Repair. USN
General Dynamics Groton, Connecticut

2
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GENERAL DINAMICS CORPORATION

Pitric L.:),,& Center
St. Loui. Missouri 63105

21 A^uuEt 19S0
D-id S. L is 314-862-2440
ctairman and Chii E.eculi r Off, a,

Admiral H. G. Rickover
Naval Sea Systems Command
Department of the Navy
Washington, D.C. 20362

*Dear Admiral Rickover,

In response to your letter of 18 August 1980, I have
reviewed the events surrounding the negotiations of the extension
of the Memorandum of Agreement between General Dynamics and the
Navy for the repair of the reactor plant GFE. While the present
contract as extended expired on 31 July 1980, I have been advised
that there has been no interruption of work on this GFE nor was
any interruption contemplated or threatened, therefore, required
work is, in fact, being accomplished.

Your letter is particularly concerned with the earnings
rates proposed for the extension of the previous Memorandum of
Agreement. However, over the past few weeks, Electric Boat manage-
ment reviewed the work done previously under the agreement to deter-
mine whether this type of contractual arrangement was indeed appro-
priate or necessary. This review concluded that the standard govern-
ment furnished property clause of the basic shipbuilding contract
provides an appropriate contractual vehicle for repair of government
furnished property. This standard clause is in the majority of the
Government contracts which General Dynamics has with the Navy, Air
Force and Army and our experience has been that GFE repairs are
handled under this standard contract clause in a straightforward and
timely manner.

We recognize the vital importance of timely repair of GFE
and we see no reason why the use of a standard GFE repair clause
would occasion any more delay than would result from the use of the
KAPL type contract arrangement. In addition, the use of the standard
contract clause provides protection for the contractor against delay
and disruption of the overall program if it occurs as a result of the
need to repair GFE. I recognize that the previous Memorandum of
Agreement covering KAPL GFE is designed for use where no delays or
disruptions in ship delivery are anticipated. However, it has been
Electric Boat's experience that large numbers of GFE repair items
can collectively cause delay and disruption even though each indivi-
dual item, viewed alone, would hardly justify a program delay and
disruption contract price increase. This situation is in no way

Enclosure (3)
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Page 2
Admiral H. G. Rickover 21 August 1980

unique to the submarine programs and the use of the standard
government furnished property clause has resulted in GFE repairs
being made on an efficient and timely basis, when the two parties
are determined to make the contract provisions work.

The General Manager of Electric Boat believes that this
entire process can be better handled in a standard contractual
manner and for that reason he proposed that the January 1979
Memorandum of Agreement not be extended further. I agree with
this position. Accordingly, I recommend that the Supervisor of
Shipbuilding and the General Manager of Electric Boat set up pro-
cedures to implement the provisions of the standard government
furnished property clause in the existing shipbuilding contracts
to cover necessary repair work on reactor plant GFE as well as on
other GFE.

Sincerely,

GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION

David S. Lew
Chairman

92-530 0 - 82 - 35
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20362

.N REPL REFER TO

11 September 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR DEPUTY COMMANDER FOR NUCLEAR PROPULSION (SEA 08)

Subj: Government Furnished Equipment (GFE) Repairs at Electric
Boat

Ref: (a) SEA 08 memo to SEA 00 of ' September 1980

1. Reference (a) provided information on problems being experienced
with Electric Boat concerning pricir.g repairs to nuclear GFE for the
TRIDENT and SSN 688 Class programs. You recommended that as a pre-
requisite to award of the TRIDENT and SSN 688 Class submarine
contract now under negotiation, :U;.SEA should insist Electric Boat
agree to conform to the January 1979 Electric Boat/SUPSHIP agreement
on handling pricing of GFE repairs.

2. I agree that we should have a means of authorizing GFE repairs
so that contracts can be administered on a current, pay-as-you-go
basis. While we can pursue arrangements with Electric Boat for
generally pre-pricing GFE repairs under the shipbuilding contract,
I consider we have little leverace to require that Electric Boat
deal with a Nuclear Propulsion Plant Component prime contractor
even though this had been a long standing practice. Nevertheless,
the GFE repair problem should be addressed in the current
negotiations. I have directed Captain Platt to include in TRIDENT
and SSN 688 Class negotiations discussions directed at either
reactivating the January 1979 Memorandum of Agreement or some
mutually agreeable alternative means to price GFE repairs.

Very respectfully,

e3 -
E. B. FOWLER
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C.206

24 September 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMANDER, NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

Subj: Government furnished equipment (GFE) repairs at Electric
Boat

Ref: (a) My memo to you dated 6 September 1980
(b) Your memo to me dated 11 September 1980

1. In reference (a) I pointed out how Electric Boat had reneged
on an agreement entered into with the Navy in which the Navy and
Electric Boat formalized procedures to handle repairs to Government

furnished equipment (GFE). The agreement contained a section which
called for nuclear GFE to be repaired in accordance with past
practice. I recommended that, as a prerequisite to the award of
the TRIDENT and SSN 688 Class submarine contracts now under
negotiation, NAVSEA should insist that Electric Boat agree to
conform to that January 1979 agreement.

2. Repairs to GFE at Electric Boat was just one of several contract
administration problems that arose on the heels of the PL 85-804

claims settlement in 1978 and which indicated that the company was
trying to set up the Navy for future claims. These problems were
the subject of a meeting with the Chairman of the Board of General
Dynamics; the General Manager, Electric Boat; the Secretary of the
Navy; the Chief of Naval Material, and other senior Navy officials.
Subsequently, the then Vice Commander of the Naval Sea Systems
Command, RADM Manganaro, was assigned the lead to resolve these
problems. Of the three issues to be addressed at that time, only
one - repairs to GFE - was settled. The January 1979 Memorandum
of Agreement was arrived at only after months of work by RADM
Manganaro and others.

3. You stated in reference (b) that you had directed the Deputy
Commander for Contracts, Captain Platt, to include in the current

TRIDENT and SSN 688 Class construction contract negotiations
"discussions directed at either reactivating the January 1979
Memorandum of Agreement or some mutually agreeable alternative means
to price GFE repairs." You further stated, "While we can pursue

arrangements with Electric Boat for generally pre-pricing GFE
repairs under the shipbuilding contract, I consider we have little
leverage to require that Electric Boat deal with a Nuclear Propulsion
Plant component prime contractor even though this had been a long
standing practice."
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4. The issue of Electric Boat's renege of the 1979 agreement
concerning repairs to GFE should be considered in the context of
our overall problems with Electric Boat and the Navy's commitment
to Congress to keep contracts current and administered on a pay-as-
you-go basis. Moreover, the 1979 agreement involved more than just
the provision requiring acceptance of contracts from Naval Nuclear
prime contractors. It also provided for the pre-pricing of
repairs to non-nuclear GFE under the shipbuilding contracts. If
the company can unilaterally void one part of the 1979 Memorandum
of Agreement it can void other parts. Therefore, I recommend that
NAVSEA pursue this issue from the standpoint of getting Electric
Boat to honor its agreement rather than reopening negotiations
with Electric Boat for alternative means of handling GFE repairs.

5. I do not agree with the reference (b) comment that "we have
little leverage" to require Electric Boat to live up to the terms
of the 1979 agreement. The terms of the contracts being negotiated,
as well as those of the existing Electric Boat contracts, clearly
provide that the Contractor will obtain from third parties com-
pensation for repairs to GFE. The 1979 agreement merely provided
the detailed mechanism for meeting this contract requirement.

6. Based on the above, I urge that the Naval Sea Systems Command
insist that Electric Boat honor the 1979 agreement on the repair
of GFE as a prerequisite to the award of the FY 1980/81 submarines.
If the company continues to refuse to honor the agreement, then
the matter should be escalated to the level of the Chief of Naval
Material and the Secretary of the Navy as indicative of the problems
in dealing with Electric Boat. I would appreciate being kept
informed of NAVSEA's action on this matter.

14 G.Ric Av -

Copy to:
Vice Commander, Naval Sea

Systems Command
Deputy Commander for Contracts,

Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20382

24 September 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMANDER, NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

Subj: Construction of Nuclear Submarines in Navy Shipyards

Ref: (a) NAVSEA Ltr PMS 393/MG Ser 2099 dtd 19 Sept 1980

1. Public Law 89-37 reinstated the Vinson-Trammell Act requirement
regarding construction of warships and escort vessels "that the

first and each succeeding alternate vessel shall be constructed
in the Government Navy yards: Provided, That, if inconsistent

with the public interests in any year to have a vessel or vessels
constructed as required above, the President may have such vessel

or vessels built in a Government or private yard as he may direct."
In the past the Navy has requested, and received, a Presidential
determination that it is in the public interest to build all
warships in private shipyards.

2. I recently received for concurrence the Navy's request for
Presidential authorization to construct all of the Fiscal Year 1981

warships in private shipyards. The requested authorization would

include the Fiscal Year 1981 SSN 688 Class and TRIDENT Class
submarines.

3. In reference (a) NAVSEA requested the Commanders of three Navy

shipyards to "make an appraisal of actions required to undertake

construction of follow-on SSN 688 Class and Fleet Attack Submarines."

Reestablishing a nuclear submarine construction capability at Navy
shipyards would allow construction of the Fiscal Year 1981 ships to

begin while current problems at the private shipyards are being
worked out. It would also provide the Navy with an increased

shipbuilding capacity which might be needed in the event of increased

shipbuilding programs.

4. Until the alternative of building nuclear submarines at Navy

shipyards has been fully evaluated, it would be improvident to
request a Presidential determination to build nuclear submarines
at private shipyards. Accordingly, I request you specifically
exclude the Fiscal Year 1981 nuclear submarines from the request

for a Presidential determination to build warships in private
shipyards.

S. I have returned the previously prepared request for a Presidential

determination to the Congressional Affairs Branch, Congressional/Public
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Affairs Directorate, with mv concurrence subject to excluding the
Fiscal Year 1981 nuclear sub::x>rines from the request. I would
appreciate being advised of the actions you plan to take on this
matter.

A .i Gov e

Copy to:
Vice Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander for Submarines,
Naval Sea Systems Command

Deputy Commander for Contracts,
Naval Sea Systems Command

Director of Congressional/Public Affairs,
Naval Sea Systems Command

PMS 393
PMS 396

2
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY454.E" lgi/),% NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND0t.,4; @ WASHINGTON, D.C. 202

v~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ust MM To

8JAN 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY COMMANDER FOR NUCLEAR PROPULSION

Subj: Proposed Construction in Private Shipyards of Warships
Authorized for the Navy's Fiscal Year 1981 Shipbuilding
and Conversion Program

Ref: (a) NAVSEA 08 Memorandum of 24 Sep 1980, Construction of

Nuclear Submarines in Navy Shipyards

1. In reference (a) you noted that it would be improvident to request a

Presidential determination to build nuclear submarines at private shipyards

until the alternative of building nuclear submarines at Navy shipyards has

been fully evaluated. You requested that I specifically exclude the Fiscal

Year 1981 nuclear submarines from the request for a Presidential determination

to build warships in private shipyards.

2. In July, I initiated an analysis of the actions required to construct

nuclear submarines in Navy shipyards. Preliminary conclusions are that

substantial one-time costs are involved which would require additional

Congressional action before we could proceed. The Fiscal Year 1982 budget

would be the earliest that necessary funding approval could be obtained.

3. In view of the above, I am sending forward the Navy's request for

Presidential authorization to construct all of the Fiscal Year 1981 war-

ships in private shipyards. Upon completion of the Navy shipyard analysis,

a decision can be made concerning future SSN 688 Class construction
assignments.

4. Thank you for your suggestions in this matter.

a, is. JOL
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

Ah"~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- REM.REE TO

15 October 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMANDER, NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

Subj: Overhaul of Nuclear Powered Ships at Quincy Shipbuilding
Division of General Dynamics

Encl: (1) Proposed Letter to P. T. Veliotis

1. On 7 October 1980 you provided me a copy of a 24 September 1980
letter to you from Mr. P. T. Veliotis, Executive Vice President--
Marine, General Dynamics Corporation. Mr. Veliotis again proposes,
as he did two years ago, that the Navy agree to assign nuclear ship
overhaul work to General Dynamics' Quincy Shipbuilding Division. In
response to that earlier request the Naval Sea Systems Command
(NAVSEA), by letter dated 26 March 1979, informed General Dynamics
that the possible need for additional shipyard capacity for the
performance of post shakedown availabilities (PSA's) and selected
restricted availabilities (SRA's) did not warrant the cost of
establishing a submarine repair capability at Quincy and that it
would be more realistic to consider accomplishing future PSA's and
SRA's at Electric Boat, Groton.

2. I note that NAVSEA workload studies prior to a Chief of Naval
Material letter to Commander, Submarine Force, U.S. Atlantic Fleet,
dated 4 August 1980 concerning nuclear submarine overhaul capacity
showed that the six existing Naval Shipyards and Newport News, which
are qualified for nuclear overhaul work, could accommodate this work
in the 1980's. The studies showed that an expected peak workload in
1984-1986 could be handled by using more-of the capacity available
in these yards for nuclear ship work. In addition, an internal
NAVSEA point paper prepared in SEA 07 and dated 14 April 1980 on the
subject of overhauls of nuclear powered submarines at General Dynamics
Quincy contained the following conclusion:

"The process of acquiring nuclear capability at a shipyard
including the necessary qualified personnel, training,
organization, procedures, facilities, and equipment requires
a substantial amount of effort and a major expenditure of funds.
An effort of this magnitude and cost should be undertaken only
if there is an identified need for additional shipyards with
nuclear capability. Since the present nuclear capability
provides sufficient capacity for presently planned nuclear
shipwork, further expansion is not required. If the Navy should
at some point make a determination that additional Navy work
needs to be performed in private shipyards to accommodate
temporary surges in workload, such work should be the less
complex ships including the non-nuclear combatants such as
DD 963 Class, and FF 1052 Class ships, rather than the
nuclear ships."
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3. I recognize that more fully utilizing the existing qualified
yards for nuclear ship overhauls will mean assigning more non-
nuclear Navy ship work to private shipyards and some Atlantic Fleet
nuclear submarine overhauls to the West Coast nuclear qualified yards.
However, in my view this is a far more prudent approach than under-
taking the development of a nuclear overhaul capability at an
additional shipyard. The difficulties of such an undertaking,
whether at Quincy or elsewhere, are such that only a long range,
clearly defined deficit in capability at the existing qualified
yards would warrant such a step.

4. Establishing a nuclear ship overhaul capability at Quincy would
place an added drain on the Electric Boat Division. Electric Boat
is already bogged down with production problems that have substantially
delayed delivery of TRIDENT and SSN 688 Class submarines being built
at that yard. In his 24 September letter Mr. Veliotis proposes
drawing on Electric Boat to develop a nuclear submarine overhaul
capability at Quincy. He states:

"The Quincy Division would have access to the pool of Electric
Boat personnel experienced in submarine overhauls. From this
pool a cadre of both supervisory and senior trades personnel
would be drawn to facilitate early phases of overhaul work
and training of Quincy personnel."

In a letter dated 3 October 1980, however, Mr. Veliotis contends
that work required by the Navy under submarine contracts at Electric
Boat is taxing the company's resources. In that letter he states:

"However, since we do not have unlimited resources of skilled
personnel available to us, nor are such resources readily
obtainable as a realistic matter, the extent to which the
structural welding reinspection program continues to require
a high level of such resources will necessarily affect our
ability to cope with any continuing level of changes."

Under these circumstances, it appears that the General Dynamics proposal
to establish Quincy as a nuclear submarine overhaul yard would be
contrary to the Navy's interest.

S. Although in March 1979 NAVSEA concluded it would be more realistic
to consider accomplishing PSA's and SRA's at Electric Boat, Groton
rather than Quincy. this conclusion is no longer viable. Electric
Boat, in its business relations with the Navy, seems bent on shifting
to the Navy financial responsibility for all the problems at the
shipyard. Electric Boat has reneged on an agreement for administering
repairs to Government furnished equipment, routinely proposed
delay for accomplishment of minor work items on TRIDENT, and
announced it would be submitting insurance claims to cover the effects
of faulty workmanship at the shipyard. These actions and others have
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frustrated the Navy's efforts to meet commitments to Congress to
administer contracts on a pay-as-you-go basis. Under these
circumstances it would be unwise for the Navy to broaden its
reliance on Electric Boat.

6. I recommend NAVSEA inform General Dynamics that the Navy does
not plan to attain additional nuclear submarine repair capacity at
either the Quincy Shipbuilding Division or the Electric Boat Division.
A proposed reply to Mr. Veliotis for your signature is attached. In
addition, I recommend that you assure necessary actions are underway
or are initiated as needed to provide the necessary capacity in the
six nuclear qualified Naval shipyards so that these yards, together
with Newport News, will support the nuclear ship overhaul and repair
workload through the 1980's.

7. I would appreciate being advised of the action you intend to
take concerning this matter.

G. R1 fWr

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Material
Vice Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander for Submarines,
Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander for Contracts,
Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander for Industrial and
Facility Management,
Naval Sea Systems Command
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DRAFT

Mr. P. T. Veliotis
Executive Vice President--Marine
General Dynamics Corporation
Eastern Point Road
Groton, Connecticut 06340

Dear Mr. Veliotis:

This is in response to your letter of 24 September 1980 in which

you lay out your concept for developing the capability to perform

nuclear submarine overhauls at the General Dynamics Quincy yard. By

drawing on Electric Boat for experienced supervisors and senior trades

personnel you state that Quincy would be able to commence the first

submarine restricted availability (SRA) 18 months, and the first

submarine overhaul 30 months, after a decision to start doing nuclear

submarine repair work at Quincy.

NAVSEA continually reviews the Navy's projected nuclear ship

workload and the available shipyard capacity to accomplish that workload.

Based on these reviews you were advised in March 1979 that the possible

need for additional shipyard capacity to Accomplish certain nuclear

powered submarine availabilities and overhauls did not warrant the

potential cost associated with establishing a submarine repair

capability and a Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Conversion and Repair

office at Quincy, and that it would be more realistic to consider

accomplishing Post Shakedown Availabilities (PSA's) and SRA's at

Electric Boat Division than Quincy Shipbuilding Division.

Based on studies conducted since March 1979 NAVSEA still concludes

that the expected peak workload in the mid-1980's can be handled by

using more of the capacity of shipyards already qualified to perform

work on nuclear powered ships. Under these circumstances, the

Enclosure (1)
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substantial amount of effort and expenditure of funds required to

attain a nuclear capability in an additional shipyard is not warranted.

Your proposal to accomplish nuclear submarine work at Quincy

includes transfer of skilled personnel from Electric Boat to Quincy.

There is already a large backlog of late and undelivered ships at

Electric Boat. In fact, in your letter to me of 3 October 1980

concerning TRIDENT delivery delays, you contend that you do not have

unlimited resources of skilled personnel at the yard and that

resolution of the defective structural weld problem affects your

ability to cope with any continuing level of changes.

In addition to skilled manpower restraints, there are other reasons

why the March 1979 NAVSEA conclusion that it would be more realistic

to consider accomplishing future PSA's and SRA's at Electric Boat,

Groton is also not viable. Electric Boat seems bent on shifting to

the Navy financial responsibility for all problems at that yard,

whether Government responsible or contractor responsible. This has

made it extremely difficult to conduct business with your company on

a proper basis. It is frustrating Navy efforts to meet commitments

to Congress to administer contracts on a pay-as-you-go basis.

For the above reasons, I consider it unwise for the Navy to agree

to assign submarine repair work in a manner which would either transfer

skilled personnel from Electric Boat or add additional work to Electric

Boat's backlog and further affect your ability to deliver ships already

several years late. Accordingly, I do not intend to give your

24 September proposal further consideration.

Sincerely,

E. B. FOWLER, VADM, USN
Commander, Naval Sea
Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20352

- fK- RIPE TO

22 October 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMANDER, NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

Subj: Electric Boat's proposals for accomplishing revisions to
TRIDENT ship construction drawings

Ref: (a) Electric Boat ltr PTV-801001 dtd 3 October 1980
(b) Electric Boat ltr LEH/80-10-9 dtd 9 October 1980
(c) My memorandum to COMNAVSEA dtd 15 October 1980
(d) Electric Boat ltr 683/HJN-6095 (CB3305) dtd

17 October 1980

1. In reference (a) Mr. P. T. Veliotis, Electric Boat General
Manager, cited as one of the causes of delays in the TRIDENT
construction program, the time required to agree in advance on the
cost and schedule impact of accomplishing design data revisions
referred to as Engineering Notices. These Engineering Notices are
prepared by Electric Boat and subsequently furnished to the ship-
builder as Government furnished design data. Mr. Veliotis proposed
a daily meeting between Electric Boat and Navy representatives to
establish which Engineering Notices are mandatory and to obtain
contractual authorization to implement them. Reference (b)
provided proposed procedures for conducting these daily meetings.

2. On October 10, 1980 my representatives met with representatives
of the NAVSEA Submarine Directorate and the TRIDENT Project to point
out shortcomings in the Electric Boat proposed meeting procedures
and to recommend revisions. In reference (c), I forwarded to you a
recommended response to reference (a). I pointed out that to
authorize these drawing revisions prior to fully settling the price
and schedule impact as Electric Boat proposed would leave the Navy
vulnerable to large, after-the-fact claims of the type we are trying
to avoid. I recommended an alternative procedure predicated on the
contractor coming to the daily meetings prepared to settle, prior
to authorization, the price and delivery impact of mandatory
drawing revisions.

3. Subsequent to reference (c) I learned that Electric Boat and
Navy representatives had met on October 15, 1980 to discuss the EB
proposal for daily meetings. Reference (d) is the Electric Boat
version of agreements reached at that meeting. I understand that
the Supervisor of Shipbuilding and Electric Boat representatives
have commenced the daily meetings. Contrary to my recommendations
contract changes have been authorized on an other than fully priced
basis - even for minor items - leaving the Navy open to subsequent
claims.
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4. I recently learned that, during a meeting on October 20, 1980
the Supervisor - without prior consultation with or approval of
NAVSEA 08 - authorized the accomplishment of seven Engineering
Notices in areas under my technical cognizance for which Electric
Boat asserted contractual authorization was required. The items
involved are minor; one involves sound damping a pipe hanger and
six involve minor changes to stowage foundations - including moving
stowages a few inches to avoid interferences and other changes to
facilitate installation by the shipbuilder. Five of the seven
items were proposed as no-cost items; the proposal for the other
two totals less than $5,000. Under normal circumstances contractual
authorization would not have been needed for the no-cost items,
however, Electric Boat - as it has in most items of late - proposed
to reserve the right to later claim delay up to June 29, 1981, the
lead TRIDENT estimated delivery date, on behalf of these items. This
reservation of rights is contrary to the company's previous agreement
under the PL 85-804 settlement to fully price changes.

S. It does not make sense to me that an Engineering Notice authorized
in October 1980 (this very month) can have anything to do with delay-
ing the lead TRIDENT (SSBN 726) to June 29, 1981. Electric Boat has'
been reporting since August 1980 (two months ago) that SSBN 726 would
deliver on June 29, 1981. SUPSHIP readily acknowledges that
accomplishment of these work items would not in any way delay the
actual delivery of the lead TRIDENT. Yet because of Electric Boat's
allegation of delay for these seven items and SUPSHIP's subsequent
contractual authorization, the company now has the opportunity to
later submit delay claims on these items.

6. The vast majority of these items are minor and are inherent in
the construction of any nuclear powered lead ship. In the case of
the stowage items, the contractor in most cases acknowledges that
he is required by the contract to provide this work. Apparently
his reservation of rights for delivery adjustment is predicated on
the concept that the drawings are late to his previously estimated
February 1981 delivery date for SSBN 726. Keep in mind, the company
has not yet provided the Navy a firm schedule for delivery of this
ship, and, in reference (a), Mr. Veliotis made it clear that he
does not intend to provide such information since he claims that
delivery dates are in a "state of flux" and that "until the
situation becomes more stable ... predictions regarding delivery
of TRIDENT ships will necessarily be relatively subjective."

7. Obviously the Navy should strive to minimize the time needed
to authorize contract changes, but in so doing, it should not
abandon the sound business principle of facing up to the contractual
ramifications of a change before authorizing it. The procedure you
have authorized for the daily meetings presumes good faith on the
part of the shipbuilder. Yet our experience in recent months
indicates the company is taking advantage of the Navy's need for
these ships to force the Navy into issuing changes which are
unpriced or which can be later used as the basis for an omnibus
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claim covering all delays in ship delivery. The procedure currently
used in the daily meetings will neither expedite delivery of SSBN
726 nor improve Electric Boat's chances of delivering SSBN 726
complete by 29 June 1981. Continued problems and slippages at
Electric Boat make it unlikely that the company will meet even the
29 June 1981 delivery date. These problems, not Engineering Notices,
are controlling ship delivery. Since the vast majority of the
currently issued Engineering Notices are not in the critical path
to delivery, authorizing them on an other than fully priced basis
serves only to leave the Government vulnerable to delay claims.

8. I understand your procedure is intended to apply to those
changes which are "mandatory." The vast majority of the "mandatory"
changes represented by Engineering Notices are not mandatory in the
sense of precluding a ship from going to sea and performing its
mission in an emergency. They represent essential work required
to get a completed ship. In an emergency, Ship's Force could no
doubt jury-rig stowages, get along without permanent label plates,
and so on. However, the Navy should not expect them to have to do
so, especially when it is obvious that the accomplishment of these
items during ship construction will not in any way delay the actual
delivery date of the ship. Under these circumstances, the Navy
should be able to authorize this work and have it accomplished prior
to ship delivery. What stands in the way of their accomplishment,
however, is Electric Boat's routine reservation of rights for
contract delivery and price adjustment.

9. From time to time there may be major changes for which the need
to proceed at once precludes fully pre-pricing the change. But this
should not be true for the vast majority of Engineering Notices.
The Navy is coming to the daily meetings prepared to authorize
changes; except for occasional major items which might actually
delay ship deliveries,the company should come to the meetings prepared
to settle Engineering Notices on a fully priced basis.

10. I recommend that you respond quickly to Mr. Veliotis' October 3,
1980 letter along the lines I recommended in reference (c). I
further recommend that you and other Navy officials take a strong
stand with senior Electric Boat management and, if necessary, with
General Dynamics Corporation management that the company's approach
to day-to-day contract administration is unacceptable and contrary
to the mandate of Congress to keep these contracts current. You
should inform them that a satisfactory arrangement for administering
these contracts on a pay-as-you-go basis must be worked out prior
to .aard of any further shipbuilding contracts to General Dynamics.
In this regard I recommend that you obtain General Dynamics' agreement
to:

a. Provide current accurate ship construction schedules against -
which the Navy can evaluate Electric Boat's alleged delays.

3
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b. Identify the price and delivery impact on the basis of
individual changes.

c. Settle changes on a full and final basis.

d. Claim delay only for those items where delay can be clearly
justified on the basis of ship construction schedules.

11. I also request that you reiterate to appropriate NAVSEA and
SUPSHIP personnel that no contract changes are to be authorized in
matters under my technical cognizance without my agreement.

12. Please advise me at your earliest convenience of the action
you intend taking on this matter.

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Material
Vice Commander, Naval Sea Systems

Command
Deputy Commander for Submarines,

Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander for Contracts,

Naval Sea Systems Command
Counsel, Naval Sea Systems Command

4
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20362
NREPL -RE.E TO

23 October 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR THE GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE NAVY
COMPTROLLER OF THE NAVY

Subj: Deferred payment agreements with Electric Boat Division in

connection with Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals

Case No. 21737 regarding cost disallowance under "Basic

Agreement Concerning Overhead Costs"

Ref: (a) My memorandum to you dated 27 August 1980

1. In reference (a) I discussed the deferred payment agreements

entered into by the Navy and Electric Boat covering the payment

of costs subsequently disallowed by Contracting Officer decisions

which upheld the terms of the "Basic Agreement Concerning Overhead

Costs." Under the deferred payment agreements, Electric Boat has

delayed repayment of $27.9 million of disallowed costs pending

appeal of the Contracting Officer decisions to the Armed Services

Board of Contract Appeals (ASBCA). I expressed concern that the

deferred payment agreements provided Electric Boat with a strong

incentive to delay or avoid resolution of the dispute since Electric

Boat would owe a refund to the Navy unless the ASBCA rules 100

percent for the company.

2. I recommended in reference (a) that the Navy establish with

Electric Boat a firm schedule for resolution of the dispute based

on the 15 October 1980 trial date previously recommended by the

company. I pointed out that the Defense Acquisition Regulation

and the deferred payment agreements provide that the Navy may

terminate the agreements and demand repayment upon failure of the

contractor to pursue diligently the resolution of its appeal.

Accordingly, I recommended that the deferred payment agreements

be rescinded and the disallowed amounts be recovered if the company

failed to cooperate in establishing or adhering to the schedule.

3. To date I have not received a response to reference (a). The

previously recommended 15 October 1980 trial date has passed. Not

only has the trial not started, but to date no trial date has been

set and, to my knowledge, no schedule has been established for

resolution of the dispute. In the meantime, Electric Boat continues

to enjoy the benefits of the deferred payment agreements by with-

holding payments due the Navy.

4. The Navy should not allow the company to continue to profit

from undue delays caused by Electric Boat's attempts to stretch

92-530 0 - 82 - 36
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out litigation. Therefore, I reiterate my previous recommendation
that a firm schedule for resolution of the dispute be established
immediately. If such a schedule cannot be established or followed,
the disallowed amounts should promptly be recovered from Electric
Boat.

S. I would appreciate the courtesy of a reply to this memorandum
and to reference (a) advising me of the action you are taking in
regard to my recommendation.

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander for Contracts, Naval

Sea Systems Command
Counsel, Naval Sea Systems Command

2
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GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE NAVY
WASHINGTON, D.C. UZO

November 4, 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY COMMANDER, NUCLEAR PROPULSION DIRECTORATE,
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND (SEA 08)

Thank you for your memoranda dated 27 August 1980 and

23 October 1980, making recommendations regarding how ASBCA
No. 21737 should be pursued and what approach should be

followed with respect to the deferred payment agreements
entered into by the Navy and Electric Boat. Your recommendations

have been forwarded to this Office's Litigation Division, which

is responsible for handling this case. The Division continues

to seek trial of this matter at the earliest feasible date. In

light of the interest you have expressed, I have asked that your

staff be kept informed of any significant developments in the

litigation or with respect to the deferred payment agreements.
The Comptroller of the Navy concurs in this memorandum.

C o1e4 .M ck5

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Material
Comptroller of the Navy
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander for Contracts, Naval Sea

Systems Command
Counsel, Naval Sea Systems Command
Director, Litigation Division
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

lb RE. RAt I TO

21 November 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS

Subj: Center for Naval Analyses (CNA) study on the disruption
costs in Navy shipbuilding programs

Ref: (a) CNO Memo, Ser 96/594534, dtd Oct. 24, 1980, Subj:
Shipbuilding Delay and Disruption Study Report

1. On 7 November 1980 I received a copy of reference (a) which
forwarded for comment a proposed letter of promulgation for the
Final Study Report, Shipbuilding Delay and Disruption. According
to reference (a) the study report was completed by the Center for
Naval Analyses as part of its independent study program and is
intended to be promulgated as a Chief of Naval Operations study.

2. I recommend that the Navy neither promulgate nor endorse the
study report. Rather than facilitating the settlement of changes
and thereby avoiding or minimizing future claims, the proposed
approach to pricing of delay and disruption would undermine Navy
efforts to protect the Government against inflated claims.

3. The study presupposes that Navy claims problems stem in large
measure from disagreement between shipbuilders and the Navy as to
the amount of delay and disruption caused by Government initiated
changes, and that the way around this problem is for the Navy and
its shipbuilders to agree to use the proposed mathematical model.
It presumes that the manhours required to accomplish ship construction
work depend on eight factors - number of workers, average hours per
day, experience of the workforce, skill level of the workforce, ship
construction sequence, hard core change hours, manhours applied to
other programs, and delay in ship delivery. Using data previously
collected for other purposes, or assumptions where data does not
exist, CNA attempts to sort out how much each of the eight factors
contributes to shipyard efficiency. CNA calculates that on the
FF 1052 and DD 963 programs at Avondale and Litton respectively,
disruption costs amounted to between 1h and 2½ times the so-called
hard core labor cost of a change.

4. The study concludes that shipbuilders and the Navy, working
together, should be able to price out changes using the statistical
cost equations developed in the report. It recommends that the
Navy test the proposed change pricing formula on an ongoing program,
preferably under a cost type contract, to further refine and prove
out the system.
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S. The mathematical techniques used in the report give an aura

of accuracy and exactitude which is out of character with 
the

shipbuilding process. I doubt that most who have been asked to

comment on the report will read it - or that those who do will know

whether the authors were correct in using the "Cobb-Douglas log

linear cost equation' rather than the "Leontief and Translog

equations" or whether the "Durbin-Watson test statistic for serial

error correlations" and the "Cochrane-Orcutt generalized 
least

squares estimates of the equations" are appropriate for 
this

study. Neither do those asked to comment on the report have

ready access to the data and even some of the equations 
used in

the study, nor the wherewithal to evaluate its accuracy - certainly

not by the close of business on 21 November 1980, the date 
by which

comments were requested.

6. The underlying premise of the study is wrong. A statistical

model along the lines of that recommended in the study would have

contributed nothing to the prevention or resolution of the $2.7

billion backlog in claims that developed through the mid-1970's.

Moreover it would increase the Navy's vulnerability in future

claims of this sort.

7. Take, for example, the current situation at Electric Boat:

a. Submarines under construction at Electric Boat have been

delayed substantially, largely due to quality control problems,

including installation of discrepant contractor furnished 
material,

defective welding, and the use of wrong kinds of paint.

b. According to the Defense Contract Audit Agency, Electric

Boat to date has spent, in direct labor and material alone, more

than $45 million correcting these problems.

c. In releasing its financial report for the third quarter of

1980 General Dynamics alludes to these problems but hastens 
to add

that it expects to recover most of these costs from the Government.

d. Electric Boat has already placed the Navy on notice that

under the Government insurance provisions of Navy shipbuilding

contracts it will claim a contract adjustment for all costs

attendant to these problems.

8. Although the Navy considers Electric Boat to be not entitled

to a contract adjustment for these problems, there is no question

that the company will eventually submit a large omnibus 
claim in

one form or another in an effort to get the Navy to underwrite

Electric Boat's own financial problems. No doubt delay and

disruption will constitute a large portion of such a claim. 
In

past claims the difference between the amount the contractor 
could

attribute to matters alleged to be Government responsible and the

total amount claimed was frequently attributed to delay and

disruption.
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9. The Ship Acquisition Contract Administration Manual (SACAM)presently sets forth guidelines for analyzing delay and disruption.Under these guidelines the contractor is expected to provide factsand data upon which to substantiate his claim. The Navy ClaimsSettlement Board has followed this approach in analyzing ElectricBoat's past claims.

10. With perhaps hundreds of millions of dollars at stake, aspotentially is the case at Electric Boat, the Navy should not belured away from evaluating delay and disruption claims on theirindividual merits. Were the Navy to adopt a formula approach alongthe lines the CNA study suggests, attempts to resolve delay anddisruption claims would degenerate into unresolvable disputes overwhich equations, models, and assumptions most accurately simulatethe particular ship construction process whenever the Governmentoffer is less than the contractor wants. Consultants have developedmodels with widely varying results - all impressive in their apparentlogic and mathematical sophistication, yet all dependent on highlysubjective assumptions.

11. To administer its contracts properly, the Navy must strive forsimplicity. The CNA proposal leads in the opposite direction. Thosewho administer contracts must be able to understand what it is theyare doing. Rest assured that if mathematical models such as thatproposed by CNA become the basis of contract payments, contractorswill hire systems analysts to "out model" the Navy. No judicialforum could reasonably be expected to be able to deal effectivelywith the disputes that would inevitably arise.
12. Changes typically total about 5 percent of the price of aship. They are an inevitable part of the shipbuilding businessand shipbuilders are well aware of this. For the most part,shipbuilders price these contract changes as well as the contractsthemselves using historical costs of prior ships. Cost estimatesderived in this manner therefore have built into them the effectsof delay and disruption incurred on prior work. To whatever targetprice is negotiated based on these estimates, the Navy typicallyagrees to absorb 80 percent or more on overruns subject to thelimits of a ceiling price. In the TRIDENT and SSN 688 contracts,the so-called spread between target cost and ceiling price rangesfrom 30 to 52 percent of target cost. This spread provides a highdegree of protection for errors in cost estimating or other risks.Further, the Navy recognizes those estimated costs of delay anddisruption that the contractor can reasonably support. Thus theoverall arrangement should satisfy any reasonable concern that theNavy is not fulfilling its obligation to equitably compensate itsshipbuilders for the cost of changes.

13. Past experience with formula pricing shows, as the CNA reportitself acknowledges, that these systems work only to the extentboth parties stay satisfied with the results. The serious claims

3
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problems however have arisen in an environment in which contractors

were determined to hold out for more than the Navy concluded 
it

owed. Thus the Navy would be better off to confine delay and

disruption analysis to the specifics of the case rather than adopt

a cumbersome system which works only to the extent the shipbuilder

is satisfied with the results. If adopted, the CNA recommendations

would result in another one-way street. In cases where the con-

tractor is willing to accept the formula results, the formula would

be the basis for rationalizing the Government payments. 
However,

in cases where the contractor is dissatisfied, he could disavow the

system.

15. In essence, a simplistic solution is being proposed to a most

difficult problem which has defied the efforts of many experienced

and sophisticated people. Ever since conglomerates took over Naval

shipbuilding they have been chiefly interested in maximizing 
their

profits - regardless of the means to accomplish this aim. That is

the crux of the problem. The solution to human greed cannot be

found by means of a mathematical model.

16. In summary I recommend against CNO issuance or endorsement 
of

this study. I further recommend that the Navy cancel other efforts

which have been underway for many years to derive 
a simple formula

approach for pricing delay and disruption. As explained above,

shipbuilders have ample protection under the present 
contract

procedures for recognition and payment of legitimate 
delay and

disruption they can reasonably substantiate.

idG. Riciover

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Manpower, Reserve Affairs, &
Logistics)

General Counsel of the Navy
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander for Contracts,
Naval Sea Systems Command

Counsel, Naval Sea Systems Command

4
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DEPARTMENTAF THE NAVY
r- ,)n OFFICE OF THE CII9F OF NAVAL OPERATIONS

- WAS^4ON.C-2011i

Ser 00/500003
2 January 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY COMMANDER NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND,
NUCLEAR PROPULSION DIRECTORATE

Subj: Center for Naval Analyses (CNA) Study on the Disruption -
Costs in Navy Ship Building Programs

Ref: (a) Your memorandum of 21 November 1980

1. In reference (a) you recommended that the Navy should neither
promulgate nor endorse the CNA independent study Analysis of
Disruption Costs in Navy Ship Building Programs." I agree. --

2. As you must know, CNA initiatives such as the above study are
often undertaken independently from the Navy Studies and Analysis
Program. Such occurred in the instant case. They are normally
promulgated by CNA although, in this case, CNA requested Navy
staffing and review for potential promulgation as a CNO study.
This will not be done; however, such comments as may stem from
the Navy review will be provided to CNA for use in promulgating
the study should they chose to do so under CNA cover.

T. HAYWARD--

Copy to:
ASN (MRA&L)
General Counsel of the Navy
CHNAVMAT
COMNAVSEASYSCOM
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

%\t }7, ~~~~~~WASHINGTON. D.Q 2035

I" REPMY REFER TO

11 December 1980

MEMIORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

Subj: General Dynamics (Electric Boat Division) delay to
resolution of Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals
Case No. 21737 regarding disallowed overhead costs
under the "Basic Agreement Concerning Overhead Costs"

Encl: (1) My memorandum to the General Counsel of the Navy
and Comptroller of the Navy dated 27 August 1980

(2) Ny memorandum to the General Counsel of the Navy
and Comptroller of the Navy dated 23 October 1980

(3) General Counsel of the Navy memorandum to me dated
4 November 1980

1. The purpose of this memorandum is to inform you of General
Dynamics' (Electric Boat Division) actions in dragging out pre-
trial activities of the so-called "Electric Boat Overhead Case"

and to request your assistance in forcing this dispute to
trial.

2. This dispute, which is one of the largest cases presently
before the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals (ASBCA), has
now been in litigation for nearly four years. It involves

overhead costs incurred by Electric Boat in excess of mutually
agreed overhead cost ceilings set forth in the "Basic Agreement
Concerning Overhead Costs" for the years 1973 through 1975.

In 1977, the Navy issued three contracting officer decisions
which upheld Defense Contract Audit Agency cost disallowances

in accordance with terms of the Basic Agreement and demanded
repayment of $27.9 million. The contracting officer decisions
were appealed by Electric Boat to the ASBCA. At the time of
the appeals, Electric Boat was experiencing cash flow problems
due to large cost overruns on its SSN 688 Class submarine
construction contracts. Because of the Electric Boat cash

flow problem, the Navy entered into deferred payment agreements
with the shipbuilder under which the Navy agreed not to recoup

the $27.9 million in overpayments pending resolution of the
dispute.

3. (Deleted. Release of this paragraph was denied pursuant to
a recent request submitted under the Freedom of Information Act.

The request was submitted by an attorney whose law firm frequently
represents Electric Boat Division.)
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4. The Litigation Division's efforts to bring this case to
trial promptly have been thwarted by Electric Boat. Electric
Boat, as stated previously, had recozmendedearlier this year,.
a trial date of 15 October 1980. Due primarily to delays
caused by Electric Boat in completing depositions, the recommended
date was not met- Subsequently, the Litigation Division re-
quested the ASBCA to set a trial date no later than January 1981.
Electric Boat then responded in a letter to the ASBCA on
12 November 1980 stating that the Navy's request for a trial date
no later than January 1981 Pis both cavalier and reflective of
respondent's one sided view of this appeal."

5. In addition to objecting to the Litigation Division's -
request for a trial date, Electric Boat continues to stretch
out the discovery process. Despite the fact that there have been
several rounds of discovery starting in 1977, the company sub-
mitted on November 26, 1980 a new set of interrogatories and'
requests for documents. It is obvious that these continued
rounds of discovery will serve no purpose but to further prolong
the start of the trial. This seems an excellent way to prevent
the issue from ever coming to trial.

6. This case illustrates the difficulty the Navy faces in pro-
secuting disputes with private shipbuilders. Despite the efforts
of the Litigation Division, Electric Boat has succeeded to date
in keeping the case from coming to trial on its merits. As the
case drags on, the company's chances of winning improve due to
the turnover of Government personnel and the tendency of Govern-
ment officials to lose interest and seek ways of resolving old
cases by compromise - regardless of the merits of the case.

7. The deferred payment agreements which have allowed Electric
Boat to use $27.9 million of public funds over the past four
years are explicitly conditioned on the company's diligent
prosecution of its appeals. The record shows that Electric Boat
has failed to meet its obligations. Had the Navy recouped the
$27.9 million several years ago, I am certain the company would
be prosecuting its case more diligently. However, as long as
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8. Electric Boat appealed this case to the ASBCA in January
1977, prior to you taking office. You addressed this dispute
in testimony regarding the Electric Boat P.S. 85-804 claims
settlement before the House Committee on Armed Services on
August 3. 1978. You stated that you saw no advantage for the
Navy to include the overhead dispute in the P.-. 85-804 claims
settlement. At that time there was no trial-date established
for bearing the case before the ASBCA. Now, almost two and one-
half years after the P.L. 85-804 hearings, there is still no
trial date.

9. (Deleted. Release of this paragraph was denied pursuant to a
recent request submitted under the Freedom of Information Act.
The request- was submitted by an attorney whose law firm frequently
represents Electric Boat Division.)

10. If the Navy is ever to be successful in discouraging frivolous
claims and promptly resolving contract disputes, it must be
able to cope successfully with large contractors and highly
paid claims lawyers who seek to frustrate resolution of these
disputes on their merits. I would appreciate you looking into
this matter and informing me of the action you take with respect
to the above.

Copy to:
General Counsel of the Navy
Comptroller of the Navy
Chief of Naval Material
Commander. Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander for Contracts. Naval

Sea Systems Command
Counsel. Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20352

13 December 1980
MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

Subj: Request for response to recommendations I have submitted
regarding problems relating to Naval ship construction

Ref: (a) My memorandum to SECNAV dated 10 December 1980
(b) My memorandum to SECNAV dated 11 December 1980
(c) My memorandum to SECNAV dated 12 December 1980

1. In the past few days I have sent you three important
memoranda - references (a), (b), and (c). Reference (a) contains
specific recommendations for your prospective meeting with senior
shipbuilding executives on December 17, 1980. Reference (b)
requests your assistance in keeping General Dynamics from continuing
to drag out the Electric Boat overhead case that has been pending
for years before the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals
without yet coming to trial. Reference (c) requests your assistance
in getting the Navy Office of General Counsel to promptly forward to
the Department of Justice a formal report I submitted one year ago
citing three cases of apparent violations of fraud and false claim
statutes by a claims lawyer.

2. In the past I have written numerous letters to the Navy
Secretariat regarding shipbuilding and related problems extending
back to the time when you took over primary responsibility for
these problems, first as Assistant Secretary of the Navy and later
as Secretary. Rarely have I received a response.

3. Senior Defense Department officials frequently encourage sub-
ordinates to recommend economy in Government. As a means of
accomplishing this goal, special programs, such as the Beneficial
Suggestions Program, have been established. Although the ideas
submitted under such programs frequently concern minor items, the
Department instructions call for those in charge to act upon them
and inform the subordinate of the action taken. In my opinion the
recommendations I have submitted are at least worthy of equal
consideration as those submitted under the Beneficial Suggestions
Program.

4. The actions recommended in references (a) through (c) are items
that you can and should act upon prior to leaving office. I
respectfully request, therefore, that you give these matters your
personal attention. If you do not consider the recommendations I
have made worthy of implementation, I request the courtesy of being
inf ormed of the reasons for that determination.

H. -� 19c k o �er
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

24 December 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

Subj: Request for assistance in obtaining answers to recommendations
for improvement in Government operations

Encl: (1) My memorandum to SECNAV dated 10 December 1980
(2) My memorandum to SECNAV dated 11 December 1980
(3) My memorandum to SECNAV dated 12 December 1980
(4) My memorandum to SECNAV dated 13 December 1980

1. Enclosures (1) through (3) are memoranda I recently sent to the
Secretary of the Navy regarding various procurement related problems
together with my recommendations for Secretarial action. In
enclosure (4), I invited his attention to the fact that his record
for answering mail left something to be desired, and requested in
particular that he take the actions recommended in enclosures (1)
through (3) prior to leaving office.

2. You may recall that during your tenure as Secretary of the Navy,
when Mr. Hidalgo was Assistant Secretary, I submitted various
memoranda to you and your senior staff pertaining primarily to
shipbuilding claims and related matters. I am still experiencing
the same problem that I had prior to your departure, namely, I
rarely receive even an acknowledgement, let alone a substantive
response, to memoranda I send to the Navy Secretariat.

3. Although only about two weeks have elapsed since I sent my most
recent memoranda to Secretary Hidalgo, I am concerned that the
issues I raised might once again be ignored. Enclosure (1), for
example, pointed out that General Dynamics has been setting up
the Government for a large claim; Litton is pursuing large claims
on cost reimbursement contracts; and Newport News, through the
Shipbuilding Council of America, is trying to enlist the support of
other shipbuilders in opposing Navy efforts to preclude large,
after-the-fact claims through the Navy's Notification of Changes
Clause. I urged therefore that at the meeting he was going to have
with the shipbuilders on December 17, 1980, he should make clear that
he supports the Navy efforts to administer contracts on a pay-as-you-
go basis and that the Navy does not intend to tolerate false and
inflated claims.

4. Enclosure (2) requested Secretary of the Navy assistance in
keeping General Dynamics from continuing to drag out the Electric
Boat overhead case that has been pending for years before the Armed
Services Board of Contract Appeals without yet coming to trial.
Enclosure (3) requested his assistance in getting the Navy Office
of General Counsel to promptly forward to the Department of Justice
a formalreport I submitted one year ago citing three cases of
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apparent violations of fraud and false claim statutes by a claims
lawyer. If I wait several more weeks for a response to these
letters, the present Secretary will be gone and action further
delayed until his successor can turn his attention to the problems.

5. Defense Department personnel are often enjoined to improve
efficiency and economy in Government. These ends are not served
when subordinates perceive that, without explanation, their
recommendations are being systematically ignored.

6. The practice of not responding to my various recommendations
started with your arrival in office as Secretary of the Navy. It
has occurred to me, therefore, that perhaps Secretary Hidalgo, in
not responding to my recommendations, is simply carrying out a policy
that you, as his superior, have imposed.

7. I am under no illusion that you or Secretary Hidalgo will, at
this late date, answer all the memoranda I have sent you. However,
action can and should be taken by the Secretary of the Navy - or by
you, if you have imposed constraints upon him - to respond to
enclosures (1) through (3) prior to your possible departure.
Therefore, I am raising this issue with both you and Secretary
Hidalgo.

8. I respectfully request that you consider including these items
on your agenda of duties to be accomplished prior to departure from
office. I would appreciate receiving a reply to this memorandum.

G. Rickover

Copy to:
General Counsel, Department of Defense
Secretary of the Navy
General Counsel of the Navy
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Counsel, Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander for Contracts, Naval

Sea Systems Command
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THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
Igj¶J WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20301

January 16, 1981

Admiral H. G. Rickover, USN
Deputy Commander for Nuclear Power
Naval Sea Systems Command
Navy Department
Washington, D.C. 20362

Dear Admiral Rickover:

I have read and carefully considered the memoranda
to the Secretary of the Navy you forwarded with your
memorandum to me of December 24. I am acquainted with
the issues discussed in these r.emoranda, having been
directly concerned with most of them both in my present
capacity as Deputy Secretary of Defense and in my earlier
capacity as Secretary of the Navy.

I have passed along to my able successor, Frank
Carlucci, your memoranda as well as my recommendations
with respect to them.

Sincerely,

Ad .TK. Ls.WA ~ >ztV

W. Graham Claytor, Jr.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20382

IN~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 RFRLY REFER T.
29 December 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

1. Today's edition of The Washington Star states:

"Mr. Hidalgo asserted in an interview last week that
Admiral Rickover sought to hamper the construction of
the TRIDENT submarines, which are intended to carry
missiles as part of the nation's nuclear deterrent force,
by trying to create ill will between the Navy and the
shipbuilder."

2. The New York Times version of this interview cites the same
quote, but statesEEtat you did not name me "directly'. The Times
article, however, said that you left no doubt that I was the-
target of your criticism and that it was I to whom you referred as
"chanting alarm and chanting doom without any justification or
basis for that at all". You are quoted as having said that such
predictions were "provocations" that were "unfair" to both the
Navy and the shipbuilder and that they "have a negative effect on
national security".

3. These are most serious charges for a Secretary of the Navy to
make against a senior Naval Officer, whether directly or by strong
implication as the Times article suggests. If the thrust of the
Times and Star articfles correctly reflects your views, I question
why I had to read of these charges for the first time in the press.
Certainly the many memoranda I have sent you during the past two
years have afforded ample opportunity for you to tell me of any
concerns you might have that I was seeking "to hamper construction
of the TRIDENT submarines".

4. If these charges are true, they warrant prompt disciplinary
action by you against whomever you are referring to. It is for
this reason I am sending a copy of this letter to the Judge
Advocate General of the Navy.

.5. Since the press seems to think your comments were aimed at me,
I respectfully request that I promptly be informed whether or not
they were, together with the facts behind these charges.

.A. iCkover

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Judge Advocate General of the Navy
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Navy Secretary Faults Rickover
Secretary of the Navy Edward iii.

dalgo, who is scheduled to leave of-
fice Jani. 20, has fired a parting salvo
evidently aimed at Adm. Hyman G.
Rickover, the independent-minded
proponent of nuclear power at sea.

Hidalgo asserted in an interview
last week that Rickover sought to
hamper contruction of the Trident
submarines, which are intended to
carry missiles as part of the nation's
nuclear deterrent force, by trying
to create ill will between the Navy
and the shipbuilder.

The first of the Tridents, the Ohio,
was originally scheduled for deliv-
ery in May 1979. The date was later
revised to June 1981 because of
faulty workmanship, steel that did
not meet specifications and changes
ordered by the Navy in design, en-
gineeriig and equipment.

In recent disclosures to the news

media, unnamed critics of the pro.
gram have alleged that the Ohio
would not be delivered until 1982.
F.idalso called the prediction 'com.
p!etely irresponsible' and asserted
that the ship would be delivered in
mid-1981.

"No constructive purpose is
served, indeed a very negative pur.
pose is served, by chanting alarm
'and chanting doom without any jus-
tification or basis for that at all,'
Hidalgo said. He said such predic-
tions were "provocations' that were
'unfair" to both the Navy and to
the shipbuilder, the Electric Boat
Co., a subsidiary of General Dynam-
ics.

In response to question, Hidalgo
said, "I think by his own words that
Admiral Rickover seems to have a
different view of the situatioin than
I do.-

New York n.n Ser"ice

92-530 0 - 82 - 38
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SECRETARY OF NAVY
CRITICIZES RICKOVER

Says He Hurts Trident Program by
Suggesting Contractor Won't

Meet Delivery Schedule

By RICHARD HALORAN -

WASHNGTON Dec. 28-The Secre.
taryof the Navy, Edward Hidalgo, whois
scheduled to leave office Jan. 20, han
fired a paring salvo evidently aimed at
Adn. Hyman G. Rickover, the independ-
ent-msnded proponent of nuclear power
at sea. .

Without naming him directly. Mr. Hi-.
dalgo asserted in an interview last week
that Admiral Rickover sought to hamper
the construction of the Trident subma.
rines, which are intended to carry mis-
siles as part of the nations nuclear deter-
rent force, by trying to create ill will be-
twreen the Navty and the shipbuilder.

The first of the Tridents, the Ohio, waa
originally scheduled fee dvlivery in Mny
1979. The date was later revised to June
1981, because of faulty workmanship
steel that did not meet specifications and
changes ordered by the Navy in tesign
engineering andequipment.

In recent disclosures to the news
media, unnamed crtics of the program
have alleged that the Ohio would not be
delivered until 1982. Mr. Hidolgo called
the prediction "completely irresponsi-
ble" and asserted that the ship would be
delivered in mid-1991.

'Chanting Alarm'
Then, taking apparent aim at Admiral

Rickover, Mr. Hidalgo said, -No con.
Structive plarpose is served, indeed a very
negative purpose is served, by chanting
alarm and chanting doom without any
justification or basis for that at all."

Mr. Hidalgo said such predictions were
"provocations" that were "unrair" to
beth the Navy and to tic shipbuilder, the
Electric Boat Company, a subsidiary of
General Dynamics.

"Thy ere unfair to both sides and I
think they, indeed, have a negative effect
on national security," Mr. Hidalgo said.

Mr. Hidalgo left no doubt as to the tar-
get of his criticism. In response to a ques-
ten on that point, he said: "I think by his
own words that Admira)tJRicktover seems
to have a different view Athe situation
thanrildo."1

Admiral Rlckover's office said that :ie
was away on leave and was not availaole
for comment. The 80-year-old father of
the nuclear Navy has become somethin
of an institution in Washington and has
usually been immune to criticism.

Dispute Over Contract Settlement
The roots of the conflict between the

Secretary and the Admiral appear to go
back to June 1078, when Mr. Hidalgo,
then an assistant secretary ef the Navy,
arranged a $2.8 billion compromise set-
tlement between the Navy and three ship. i
builders, including Electric Boat, en cost
overruns on Navy contracts.

At that tinc, Admiral Rickover pub.
licly and vigorously opposed the settle-.
ment, contending that the shipbuilders
should be kept to the letter of their con-
tracts even though many of the additional I
costs were caused by changes ordered by |
the Admiral or his staff. I

The dispute between the Secretary and
the Admiral simmered until earlier this
year, when a memo from Admiral Rick-
over to Mr. Hidalgo found its way into
print in a trade publication, Defense
Week, devoted to military affaitt. The
memo said that it was "only a matter of
time until the Navy will again be con-
front.ed with omnibus claims" from ship.
builders who will try to blame the Navy
for more cost overruns. The Navy has in.
spectors, who are under Admiral Rick.
over's general supervision, in the ship-
building yard.

Delay as Campaign Issue
Mr. Hidalgo responded to the memo in

a June letter to Representative Charles
E. Bennett, Democrat of Florida. chair -
man of the Subcommittee on Seapowert
and Strategic and Critical Materials of
the House Armed Services Committee.
Mr. Hidalgo said. "There is no basis
whatsoever for linking these develop- .
ments with predictions for lature claims
comparable hii -my way with those in the
past."

The dispute cortinued, largely rtwt of
sight, until recent news arizcles alleged
that dCavcy of thc Trident wa: being de-
layed again, until 1912. Republicans
made an issue of the alleged delay in the
Presidential campaign, criticizing Presi.
dent Carter for neglecting the nation's de-
fewse.

Then, two weeks ago, Mr. Hidalgo at-
tended the launching of an attack subma-
rine, the Baltimore, also built by Electric
Boat. There, he delivered remarks that
be said later were unprepared but that he
had thought about on the way to the cere.
mony.

'lhey Want Us to Fa'il
Again without mentioning Admiral

Rickover directly, Mr. Hidalgo said, "I1
think it is we). for us to realize that all our,
dreams, all our ambitions, all our fulfill-
ments, are not unopposed."

Referring to what he called "an ava-
lanche of this opposition lately," the Sec-
retary said, "Those who do not wish us
well would do well to understand that we
are going ahead and succeed not only in
spite of but because of their opposition
and because of their irresponsible criti-
cism."

" "They want us to fail," Mr. Hidalgo as-
serted. "We shall not fail."

Elaborating oml those remarks in last
week's interview in his Pentagon office,
Mr. Hidalgo said that he had spoken out
because of "an accuwn iation of things."
There has been a "continuous sugges-
tion" in newspaoers end r.magazines that
more problerr.i for the Trident program
are on the way, Mr. Hidalgo said.

"I thought no useful purpose was
served by talking of thirgs that hadn't
happened, particularly ini iew of the long
history of the negative consequences."
the Secretary said.

l

i
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 2032

1ftf ftPl a mI TO

8 January 1981

The Honorable Charles E. Bennett
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Bennett:

Today I received your letter dated December 29, 1980 in which you
said you had been called a number of times on that day relative
to the TRIDENT submarine program and possible delays in that
program. You said you were trying to understand the matter and
would appreciate a memorandum or note from me on the subject.

I presume the calls you received on December 29th were prompted by
articles that appeared in the New York Times and in the Washington
Star on that date, apparently based on an interview between
Secretary of the Navy Hidalgo and a New York Times reporter.

According to these articles Secretary Hidalgo asserted that I
" ... sought to hamper the construction of the TRIDENT submarines,
which are intended to carry missiles as part of the nation's nuclear
deterrent force, by trying to create ill will between the Navy and
the shipbuilder.". In addition the Times article cites other
criticisms made by the Secretary whichEthe Times said were obviously
directed at me. \

I have no idea of the basis for the statements that appeared in the
press. Since Secretary Hidalgo was not in his office on 29 December
1980 when I called him, I wrote him the attached letter asking
whether or not his charges were aimed at me and the facts behind
these charges.

To date I have received no response from the Secretary. In view of
the importance of this matter and my inability to get a response to
my letter, you may wish to pursue this matter directly with the
Secretary of the Navy.

Respectfully,

1AigoAT

Attachment
My Memorandum for the Secretary

of the Navy dated 29 December 1980

so
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20362

IR~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~E REPL-RFI TO

29 December 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

1. Today's edition of The Washington Star states:

"Mr. Hidalgo asserted in an interview last week that
Admiral Rickover sought to hamper the construction of
the TRIDENT submarines, which are intended to carry
missiles as part of the nation's nuclear deterrent force,
by trying to create ill will between the Navy and the
shipbuilder.'

2. The New York Times version of this interview cites the same
quote, but states that you did not name me "directly". The Times
article, however, said that you left no doubt that I was the-
target of your criticism and that it was I to whom you referred as
"chanting alarm and chanting doom without any justification or
basis for that at all". You are quoted as having said that such
predictions were "provocations" that were "unfair" to both the
Navy and the shipbuilder and that they "have a negative effect on
national security'.

3. These are most serious charges for a Secretary of the Navy to
make against a senior Naval Officer, whether directly or by strong
implication as the Times article suggests. If the thrust of the
Times and Star articles correctly reflects your views, I question
wny I had to read of these charges for the first time in the press.
Certainly the many memoranda I have sent you during the past two
years have afforded ample opportunity for you to tell me of any
concerns you might have that I was seeking "to hamper construction
of the TRIDENT submarines".

4. If these charges are true, they warrant prompt disciplinary
action by you against whomever you are referring to. It is for
this reason I am sending a copy of this letter to the Judge
Advocate General of the Navy.

5. Since the press seems to think your comments were aimed at me,
I respectfully request that I promptly be informed whether or not
they were, together with the facts behind these charges.

14 GAickover
Copy to:
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Judge Advocate General of the Navy

11
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362K )~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ REft Pt REFER TO

16 January 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Subj: Notification of Changes clause for future shipbuilding
contracts

Ref: (a) My memorandum to CNM dated 7 January 1981
(b) CNM memorandum to me dated 14 January 1981

1. On Tuesday, January 6, you and I discussed several problems
which resulted from Secretary Hidalgo's direction to award a new
TRIDENT shipbuilding contract to Electric Boat using Electric
Boat's version of the Notification of Changes clause. Concerning
the Navy's vulnerability to future cross contract impact claims,
you informed me that Assistant Secretary Doyle was under the
impression that the Navy would be protected against cross contract
impact claims between the TRIDENT and the SSN 688 Class programs
once the Electric Boat version of the clause was included in the
next SSN 688 Class contract.

2. By reference (a) I advised you that Secretary Doyle's impression
was not- correct since even with a new SSN 688 Class contract the Navy
would still be vulnerable to cross contract impact claims between:

a. The new TRIDENT contract and previous SSN 688 Class
contracts, and

b. A new SSN 688 Class contract and previous TRIDENT contracts.

I also stated in reference (a) that I believed the problem warrants
being raised to the highest levels of General Dynamics management
with the Navy Secretariat insisting on elimination of the Electric
Boat loophole.

3. By reference (b) you agreed that the Electric Boat version of
the Notification of Changes clause would not provide complete pro-
tection from cross contract impact claims even if included in a
new SSN 688 Class contract in addition to the new TRIDENT contract.
You further stated that you did not believe it would be to our
advantage to reopen the old TRIDENT and SSN 688 Class contracts
and intended no further action.

4. The problem with the Electric Boat version of the clause is that
new contracts with the clause are vulnerable to cross contract
impact claims from previous contracts. The NAVSEA version of the
clause would protect a new contract from such claims. I agree that
it would be virtually impossible to obtain Electric Boat's agreement
to backfit their version of the clause into existing contracts. In
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reference (a) I was supporting the NAVSEA version of the

Notification of Changes clause for the new TRIDENT contract and

not recommending the backfit of the clause into existing contracts

with Electric Boat.

5. Even though NAVSEA was directed by the Secretary to accept the

Electric Boat loophole for the new TRIDENT contract, I consider the

Navy should not accept this loophole in any future shipbuilding

contracts. The NAVSEA Notification of Changes clause was designed

to enable shipbuilding contracts to be administered on a pay-as-

you-go basis consistent with commitments made to Congress to keep

contracts current and avoid large after-the-fact claims.

6. To ensure that the Electric Boat version of the Notification

of Changes clause does not become a precedent for future shipbuilding

contracts, I recommend you take the following actions:

a. Modify the Navy Contracting Directives to require the use

of the NAVSEA Notification of Changes clause in all future ship-

building contracts.

b. Advise the shipbuilding industry of the Navy's policy to

use the NAVSEA clause without deviation.

7. I would appreciate being advised of your actions in this

matter.

G. Rive r

Copy to:
Secretary of the Navy
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Manpower, Reserve Affairs & Logistics)

General Counsel of the Navy
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander for Contracts, Naval

Sea Systems Command
Counsel, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
HEADQUARTERS NAVAL MATERIAL COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20380 O EM, PK"" 1

@&:-'A , ; Ser 00/0075
22 Jan 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY COMMANDER FOR NUCLEAR PROPULSION,
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

Subj: Notification of Changes Clause for Future Shipbuilding Contracts

Ref: (a) Your memo of 16 Jan 81, same subject

1. In reference (a) you recommended that I take action to modify the Navy
Contracting Directives to require the use of the NAVSEA Notification of
Changes clause in all future shipbuilding contracts and advise the ship-
building industry that the Navy will use the NAVSEA clause without deviation.

2. As you know, we have all pursued the policy objective of avoiding and
eliminating the opportunity for large after-the-fact claims. The Ship
Acquisition Advisory Council, in its conclusion on an earlier version of the
NAVSEA clause, supported trial use and implementation in appropriate contracts
and the current NAVSEA Notification of Changes clause continues to be in
consonance with our stated policy objective.

3. 1 am concerned, as I know you are, that we have no contract at this time
that contains the current clause; therefore, we have had no opportunity to
observe its operation and determine whether further iterations of the clause
are necessary to support the policy objective. I am aware that the clause is
in solicitations for the FY 80/81. SSN-688 Class; the FY 81/82/83 FFG-7 Class;
the FY81 LSD-41 Class; and is planned for the CG-49/50 TICONDEROGA Class.
With the clause in these solicitations we are giving the shipbuilding
industry a clear signal of our policy.

4. With regard to publishing the clause in the NCD, your recommendation has
merit and is acceptable to me, and I will take action to publish the clause
in the category "When Applicable." Publishing the clause in this category
rather than as a "Required" clause is prudent at this time, since the clause
is in current solicitations and the results of its trial use are unknown.
After we view additional aspects of the shipbuilding industry's acceptance
of the clause we may want to make some refinements. At that time it would be
proper to place the clause in the "Required" category. By this action, grantinc
of deviations should be minimal, and the intent of your recommendation to use
the clause without deviation would be served.

Copy to: ITLE,
General Counsel of the Navy
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

ae RE-Y REFER TO

.23 January 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS

Subj: Center for Naval Analyses (CNA) study on the disruption
costs in Navy shipbuilding programs

Ref: (a) My memorandum to CNO dated 21 November 1980
(b) CNO memorandum to me, Ser 00/500003, dated 2 January 1981

1. In reference (a) I recommended that the Navy should neither
promulgate nor endorse the Center for Naval Analyses (CNA) indepen-
dent study, "Analysis of Disruption Costs in Navy Shipbuilding
Programs." In reference (b) you agreed.

2. Reference (b) further pointed out that this study was undertaken
independently from the Navy Studies and Analysis Program and that
while it will not be promulgated as a CNO study, " ... such comments
as may stem from the Navy review will be provided to CNA for use in
promulgating the study should they choose to do so under CNA cover."

3. I recommend the Navy take steps to preclude the CNA from
issuing the subject report even "under CNA cover." The name of
this private organization and its total dependence on Navy funding
make it appear that all its actions are Navy sponsored. This is
particularly true in the case of the subject report, since CNA
states that the study was prompted by a Navy request. Since the
study was funded under a Navy contract, the Navy should have the
right to scrap the entire effort.

4. Reference (a) detailed my reasons why the concept promoted in
the subject study is not in the Navy's best interests. As noted
in reference (a), shipbuilders have ample protection under present
contract procedures for recognition and payment of legitimate delay
and disruption costs which they can reasonably substantiate.
Adoption of mathematical equations to pay alleged delay and dis-
ruption costs, not substantiated by the shipbuilders involved,
would unnecessarily complicate the administration of shipbuilding
contracts and lead to additional contract disputes which will be
difficult to resolve. Such an approach would not preclude the
serious claims the Navy has experienced in the past in which
contractors were determined to hold out for more than the Navy
concluded it owed.

5. In reference (a), I further recommended that the Navy cancel
other efforts which have been underway for many years to derive a
simple formula approach for pricing delay and disruption. Reference
(b) did not address this recommendation. The Navy should prohibit
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the waste of its money and manpower on efforts like the subject
study to develop formula approaches for automatically pricing
unsubstantiated delay and disruption costs. If such a policy is
not clearly established, it will only be a matter of time before
someone else is once again wasting money developing such a formula
to waste additional Navy money.

6. I would appreciate being informed of the action you take on my
recommendations to (1) preclude the CNA from issuing the subject
report even "under CNA cover" and (2) abandon efforts to develop
pricing formulas for delay and disruption.

.G.kickover

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Manpower, Reserve Affairs & Logistics)

General Counsel of the Navy
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander for Contracts,
Naval Sea Systems Command

Counsel, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT or THE NAVY
.U7I OF ToH CHOW OF NAVAL oMRfAIONS

WASHINaTON. D.A- 2033

Ser 00/300055
14 February 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY COMMANDER NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND,.-
NUCLEAR PROPULSION DIRECTORATE

Subj: Center for Naval Analyses (CNA) Study on Disruption Costs
in Navy Ship Building Programs

Refs (a) Your memo of 23 January 1981

1. In reference (a), you recommended that the Navy take steps to
preclude CNA from issuing the subject study, even under CNA
cover. I simply don't agree with that recommendation.

2. The studies program is supposed to provide the Navy with
objective and independent perspectives to aid in decision making.
Moreover, our contract with the University of Rochester affirms a
high degree of independence on the part of CNA. We would under-
mine that if we terminated or kept from promulgation competent
analyses with which we disagreed.

3. I shall stick to my previous decision to let the study stand
as an independent effort by CNA.

Copy to:
ASN (MRA&L)
General Counsel of the Navy
CHNAVMAT
COMNAVSEASYSCOM
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20362

IN RELY -AD TO

17 February 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMANDER, NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

Subj: Ceremonial expenses in Naval ship construction at private
yards

Ref: (a) SECNAV memo for CNO dtd 1 March 1977
(b) SECNAV memo for CNO dtd 5 July 1977
(c) DCAA Report No. 6461-OA179370-001 dtd 11 Sept. 1980
(d) DCAA Report No. 2360-lW179100 of 12 Nov. 1980

1. In references (a) and (b) then Secretary of the Navy Claytor

established a policy aimed at reducing the Government's financial

burden in ship keel laying, launching, and commissioning ceremonies.

Reference (a) stated, "... expensive, time-consuming keel laying

ceremonies should be the exception rather than the rule." Reference

(b) stated, for launching and commissioning ceremonies: "To the

extent that Navy decision making and responsibility are involved,
Navy officials should effect all reasonable reductions in the cost

of such ceremonies." The purpose of this memorandum is to express

my concern that the policy established in references (a) and (b)

does not appear to be working; and to recommend that NAVSEA take

action to ensure unwarranted ceremonial expenses are not charged
to Navy ship construction contracts.

2. Reference (c) is the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) report

of September 11, 1980 regarding ceremonial launching costs for SSN

711 and CVN 70 under construction at Newport News Shipbuilding.
Reference (d) is the DCAA report of November 12, 1980 regarding

ceremonial costs charged to launching and keel laying of SSN 688
Class and TRIDENT Class submarines under construction at Electric

Boat. These reports indicate the Navy's major private shipyards

are improperly allocating ceremonial costs and generally undertaking
extravagant ceremonies at the taxpayers' expense.

3. References (c) and (d) indicate Newport News and Electric Boat

charged to Navy contracts the costs of receptions and dinners; film

coverage of ceremonies; jewelry and gifts; excessive limousine,
bus and car rentals; and excessive labor and overhead associated

with ceremonial functions. Moreover, both shipbuilders charged

all direct labor costs associated with the ceremonies to single

accounts - combining allowable and unallowable costs. This practice

makes the Government's task of determining allowability of costs

extremely difficult and, according to reference (c) may violate

Cost Accounting Standards. Since shipbuilders know in advance that

much of the cost charged is unallowable and do not separately

account for these costs, the Government is left vulnerable to paying
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unwarranted sums. I understand SUPSHIP, Groton and Electric Boatrepresentatives had agreed on an acceptable method of accountingfor ship launching costs but the shipbuilder failed to use theagreed upon method in charging the costs discussed in reference (d).
4. While references (c) and (d) highlight the problem at NewportNews and Electric Boat, undoubtedly other private shipyards aresimilarly wasteful. One would expect shipbuilders to minimizecosts, thereby earning higher profit oh fixed price type contractwork. But apparently senior shipyard officials perceive lavishceremonies for ship key events to be a good business practice.Such ceremonies are a promotion device for the shipbuilders, andoften generate media attention - free publicity. These ceremoniesallow shipyard managers to entertain political guests, senior Navyofficials, and shipyard employees. Most of the costs are thenbilled the taxpayer. I suspect shipyard officials would not be soprone to engage in expensive ceremonies if the shipbuilder paid theentire bill.

S. To my knowledge, the Navy's policy of austerity in key eventceremonies is still in force. However, the policy appears to bewidely disregarded. To ensure NAVSEA ship construction contractscomply with the policy, I recommend you take action along thefollowing lines:

a. Issue instructions to all Supervisors of Shipbuilding,Conversion and Repair which set forth in detail the Navy's policyregarding key event ceremonies. These instructions should limitallowable costs to a prescribed amount, not to exceed $25,000 forlaunchings and $10,000 for keel layings. No doubt higher amountswere originally included in the prices of shipbuilding contracts.

b. Develop a contract clause for use in all future ship con-struction contracts which contains the above limits on allowableceremonial expenses. The clause should specify that these limitssupersede any other contract clause which otherwise might permitthe billing of ceremonial expense beyond such amounts.

6. I would appreciate being advised of the action you take in thismatter. An effective program of austerity in key event ceremonieswould eliminate much waste which, as you know, is a major goal ofthe new Administration.

Copy to:
Deputy Commander for Contracts,

Naval Sea Systems Command
Inspector General, Naval Sea
Systems Command
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set 96;

Froo3 Conander. Naval Sto Syatema Cand -_ SAR 1,

Subjs lundiuC of Coats Associated with xate Laying and Launching Ceremonies
at Private Shipyarda ; -s- :".'

Sofi (a) Defense Acquisition Ragulall (UDK) Par 1 -1- -0' ^;
(b) xAYComPr nanuaxlo 353m4 Subms Ceremonia. for tool Laying ad

L-uncbing f - ; . ! . *.

1. Reent udit raporta have focused attention on the level and kinda of coata
billed by contractors to appropriated funds for ship launching' and keal laying.
at epecified private shipyards. The purpose of thia letter is to provide
guidence to seaure that only properly elloveble coats for ship launching and.
keel laying ceremonies are ebargSd to Navy Shipbuildin .contract-._ ; 0 -

2. Raference (a) makes ntei*r;t-e!-tt uaa 11obti.rf Uoate sasocl--
*ted with keel weying ad e wre conaidered
to be antertainnent-typeueenses then these costa would be conaidered .allo-
ablo. Ilowever, auch ceremoniesiair Mftto-W *reg, &f eSe9fla are
not literally entertaienj ps= n nable. alnimal costs
can be accepted s ialloavble by applying tlie citer eterence
(b). ;

3. Keel laying and launching anpeDnes not within the guidelinds of reference
(b) are considered to be unallowable ad way not be charged to Navy Shipbuilding
contracts. Coat Accounting Standard 405. which Is Invoked In uat currant
ahipbuilding contracts. requirea that & contractor identify and exclude free; -

billnrs expressly unalloweble and mutually agreed to unallovable coats.
Accordingly, this Standard would apply to keel laying and launching eoremony -

expenaee which are outside the scope of reference Ab).

4. Based on the above, Supervisors of Shipbuilding, Conversion and Repair. UtSN
*hould take the following action:

a. If not already In affect. negotiate an agreement with each shipbuilder
who conducts keel laying and launching craoniaes covering specific
types of coats which mey be billed under the criteria set fortbh l
reference (b)M.

b. ensure that only clinal, reasonable and properly allowable corts are
booked againat Davy shipbuilding contracts.

5. *lthovgh many of the coats aesociated with keel laying and launching cere-
monies are borne by the Shipbuloder out of profits. Supervisors of Shipbuilding.
Conversion and Repair USN should, to the exteant possibla. encourage
shipbuilders to avoid overly elaborate ceraeonies.

COpy to:
SEA-OIB SEA-08 4-eAW4 -Orig O1PB/LOt/28240/1

S OBC 90 - Typd: OlPSI/Jhc/3-3-S
012 92 Distribution
.. 02X.. . 93 FlP (SUPSUIPS)

it MAIR ts
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r \ DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20362

2 March 1981
MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Subj: Newport News proposal for the inspection of a valve
in ATLANTA (SSN 712)

1. The purpose of this memorandum is to inform you of thecircumstances under which I authorized the Supervisor ofShipbuilding at Newport News on 25 February 1981 to issue anunpriced unilateral contract modification for the inspection
of a check valve in ATLANTA (SSN 712). The work was necessary,and was authorized on an unpriced basis because of unacceptablecontractual arrangements proposed by Newport News.

2. On 19 February 1981 Newport News reported that reactorplant testing on ATLANTA revealed that one of the main checkvalves in the reactor plant primary system was not functioningproperly. On 20 February the Supervisor requested Newport News toprovide a maximum priced proposal for the opening and inspectionof this valve. Preliminary work in support of the inspectionwas authorized by the Supervisor on 21 February. The Supervisorwas told that he could expect the proposal for the rest of thework on 23 February. However, despite repeated requests to thecompany, a proposal was not received until late in the afternoonon 25 February. The Newport News maximum price and delay proposalis summarized as follows:

a. A price increase of $4,000,000 in the contract underwhich ATLANTA is being built and a price increase of $2,000,000in a subsequent contract for SSNs 716-718.

b. Delay of 38 days to delivery of each of the sdvensubmarines under construction at Newport News under the twodifferent contracts.

The pricing of the proposal was good only until 4:30 PM on25 February - the same day it was submitted. For each additionalday before authorization the pricing would increase by $157,000.The proposal was also conditioned on shortening from 21 daysto 16 days the contractually specified period from CombinedAcceptance Trials to delivery.

3. This is another case in which the contracts and financialpeople at Newport News seem to be taking advantage of a technicalproblem as a means of forcing the Navy to do work under NewportNews terms. Newport News has tried for many years to get the
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Navy to accept the theory of cross-contractual impact. In this
case the company asserted a day-for-day delay to delivery of
each of the follow ships, but did not bother to provide any
justification or rationale for how this impact would occur. The
Supervisor's rough estimate for this work, which I consider to
be in the ball park, is a cost of about $1,000,000 and about
ten days delay in ATLANTA. There should be no appreciable impact
on any of the follow ships.

4. Newport News similarly provided no rationale for their
proposed shortening of the period from Combined Acceptance Trials
to delivery from 21 days to 16 days. This period is specified
in the ship construction contracts as the period for the
correction of all contractor responsible deficiencies determined
to be necessary to avoid an adverse effect on the operational
capability of the vessel. Like the issue of cross-contractual
impact, this is another area where Newport News has historically
tried to lessen its responsibilities to the Navy.

5. Authorizing the work on the-Newport News terms would have set
a precedent whereby any provision of shipbuilding contracts could
be reopened whenever additional or revised technical work is
necessary. Since the work on ATLANTA was vital to the operation
of the reactor plant, it was necessary to authorize it as an
unpriced unilateral contract modification.

6. Inspection of the check valve has subsequently revealed
that it was blocked with a large piece of cloth material (Herculite)
of the type used by the shipyard to protect equipment from
exposure to the weather. The Supervisor has advised Newport
News that the Navy considers this problem to be the responsibility
of the shipyard. To date Newport News has not stated its position
with regard to financial responsibility.

Copy to:
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander for Contracts,
Naval Sea Systems Command

Deputy Commander for Submarines,
Naval Sea Systems Command

Counsel, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

29 OCT 1981
Code 08

MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMANDER OF THE NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

Subj: Proposed incentive of early delivery of CVN 71

1. This past week the Naval Sea Systems Command has been
negotiating with Newport News to deliver CVN 71 approximately
one year prior to the contract delivery date. I understand
there is a desire for the Secretary of Defense to be able to
announce agreement on such an arrangement during a launching at
Newport News tomorrow.

2. As I understand the proposed arrangement, Newport News
would uDrkto the earlier delivery date as a target. The Navy
and Newport News would share the escalation and other savings
that would be realized by early delivery. The Newport News
share of the savings would be awarded in the form of an incentive
payment, providing the company met the target date. The incentive
payment would decrease to the extent the company delivered the
ship later than this date.

3. I just learned this evenin g that during negotiations Newport
News has been insisting that:

a. The target date should be adjusted for various actions
by government, e.g., contract changes, defective government-
furnished materials, or other items of the sort that would normally
entitle the contractor to an adjustment in the contract delivery
date.

b. The Navy would be committed to support the target date
while Newport News would only "attempt" to meet this date. The
language Newport News has proposed appears to leave open the
possibility that any change to the target date would entitle
Newport News to a change for the contract delivery date.

4. I agree with Navy efforts to obtain an earlier delivery date
from Newport News for CVN 71. During negotiations of the CVN 71
contract, the Navy repeatedly tried to get Newport News to agree
to an earlier delivery date, but without success. In addition,
I see nothing wrong with the concept of sharing any ensuing costs
savings with Newport News, if they meet the earlier date.
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29 OCT 1981
Code Q8

5. I strongly recommend, however, against the Navy entering

into an agreement with Newport News based on the provisions 
in

paragraph 3 above. If the target delivery date is to be ad-

justed for contract changes, defective government material 
and

the like, the Navy will run the risk of being flooded in its

day-to-day business with claims for alleged delay to the target

schedule.

6. This is what actually happened when the Navy incorporated

delivery incentive provisions on submarine contracts during 
the

1960s. Some shipbuilders,to preserve their rights to the delivery

incentive payment, would claim delivery impact on even minor

items, which did not in reality create a problem. A contractor

could deliver the ship later than the target date, and 
still claim

the bonus by blaming the delay on government actions. Because

the target delivery date was subject to adjustments, the bonus

created an incentive to generate contract disputes. This made

it almost impossible to settle changes. In some cases, the Navy

ended up paying bonuses for ships delivered later than the

original target date.

7. Under the proposed agreement, the Navy gets no improvement

in contract delivery date. In these circumstances, the Navy

should not commit itself contractually to support the earlier

date. To do so would make the av vulnerable to claims.

8. The current contract price for CVN 71 is based on the longer

construction schedule. Therefore, earlier delivery offers Newport

News an opportunity for savings and extra profit, apart from the

proposed incentive provision. Therefore, if Newport News insists

in reserving the right to submit claims for adjustment of the

target delivery date, I recommend that the Navy abandon 
the in-

centive payment scheme. It is not worth saddling NAVSEA with the

potential of years of haggling over the alleged delivery 
impact

of changes, deficiencies in government-furnished materials, 
and

the like. These will inevitably arise during the remainder of the

CVN 71 building period. In the final count, the prospect of

additional carriers--if the shipyard performs well--should 
pro-

vide Newport News the greatest incentive to deliver early.

. i. dA

92-530 0 - 82 - 37
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASNINOTON, D.C. 20382

3 December 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY, SHIPBUILDING
AND LOGISTICS

Subj: Center for Naval Analyses (CNA) study entitled "DisruptionCosts in Navy Shipbuilding Programs"

Ref: (a) Center for Naval Analyses study entitled -Disruption
Costs in Navy Shipbuilding Programs"

(b) OPNAV Coordination Record 81-0298 dtd 2 Nov. 1981

Encl: (1) My memorandum to the Chief of Naval Operations
dated 21 November 1980

1. Reference (a) is the report of a study of disruption costs inNavy shipbuilding programs. Reference (b) recently submitted thereport to the Naval Sea Systems Command for security review priorto releasing it to the public. The purpose of this memorandum isto recommend that the Navy not approve the study for public release.

2. The Center for Naval Analyses (CNA), a private organizationaffiliated with the University of Rochester, performed the study.In deriving a mathematical formula for pricing delay anddisruption, CNA and the study's proponents believed the risk offuture claims would be reduced.

-3. In enclosure (1) I urged the Chief of Naval Operations neitherto promulgate nor endorse the subject report. I pointed out thefollowing:

a. The underlying premise of the study is wrong. Astatistical model similar to that used in the CNA study wouldhave contributed nothing to the prevention or resolution of themassive claims backlog that developed in the 1970's.

b. The Ship Acquisition Contract Administration Manualpresently sets forth guidelines for analyzing delay and disruption.Under these guidelines, the contractor is expected to provide factsand data upon which to substantiate his claim.

C. Attempts to establish a formula along the lines the CNAstudy suggests would degenerate into unresolvable disputes overwhich equations, models and assumptions most accurately simulatethe particular ship construction process.
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d. Mathematical models such as that proposed by CNA are
impressive in their apparent logic and sophistication, but
depend on highly subjective assumptions.

4. The Chief of Naval Operations agreed with my recommendation
that the Navy should not endorse the subject study but did not
prevent CNA from promulgating the study on its own on the basis
that the Navy's contract with the University of Rochester "affirms
a high degree of independence on the part of CNA. - Subsequently
the President of CNA issued the study report to numerous Naval
offices including Supervisors of Shipbuilding. In addition, CNA
has requested Navy approval to release the report to the public.

5. I recommend you disapprove public release of the CNA report.
It would be ammunition for shipbuilders in promoting change pricing
theories the Navy does not endorse. Moreover, the major premises
in the CNA study are wrong - contract changes are not largely
responsible for claims; and the problems in resolving delay and
disruption costs included in claims did not arise because of
insufficient capability to evaluate such costs, if properly
documented. Nearly all of the large claims of the 1970's were
submitted by shipbuilders who were experiencing poor financial
results on their contracts due to a variety ofreasons, many of
which were the responsibility of the shipbuilders. For the most
part the large sums shipbuilders claimed for delay and disruption
were based on legal theories that the Navy constructively changed
their contracts. These legal theories were used to attribute
all of the cost overruns and all of the delay in ship deliveries
to the Navy. Navy analysts found many of the claim theories to
be invalid.

6. Over the years consultants to the shipbuilding industry and
the Navy have worked on various mathematical models and techniques
for calculating delay and disruption amounts to include in the
price of contract changes. Considerable time and effort has been
wasted. Deriving a formula for delay and disruption will not
alleviate the problem of shipbuilders who submit claims and
refuse all offers to settle if the amounts offered do not achieve
the shipbuilders' desired financial results.

7. Since the current Administration has expressed an interest
in eliminating waste in Government, I strongly urge that you not
approve the reference (a) report for public release. The study
has been paid for by the Navy and already distributed to Naval
authorities. I see no reason why the Navy should encourage
wider distribution. Notwithstanding the fine print disclaimer
contained in the report, public distribution of the report,
particularly under a Center for Naval Analyses cover, will
inevitably imply Navy endorsement.

To
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8. To eliminate confusion on this point in the future, I
further recommend that the Navy take steps to have the
University of Rochester change the name of its Center for
Naval Analyses so it cannot continue to be mistaken for an
official Navy or Government organization.

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command

To
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20362
a ,y Or TO

21 November 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHTEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS

Subj: Center for Naval Analyses (CNA) study on the disruption
costs in Navy shipbuilding programs

Ref: (a) CNO Memo, Ser 96/594534, dtd Oct. 24, 1980, Subj:
Shipbuilding Delay and Disruption Study Report

1. On 7 November 1980 I received a copy of reference (a) which
forwarded for comment a proposed letter of promulgation for the
Final Study Report, Shipbuilding Delay and Disruption. According
to reference (a) the study report was completed by the Center for
Naval Analyses as part of its independent study program and is
intended to be promulgated as a Chief of Naval Operations study.

2. I recommend that the Navy neither promulgate nor endorse the
study report. Rather than facilitating the settlement of changes
and thereby avoiding or minimizing future claims, the proposed
approach to pricing of delay and disruption would undermine Navy
efforts to protect the Government against inflated claims.

3. The study presupposes that Navy claims problems stem in large
measure from disagreement between shipbuilders and the Navy as to
the amount of delay and disruption caused by Government initiated
changes, and that the way around this problem is for the Navy and
its shipbuilders to agree to use the proposed mathematical model.
It presumes that the manhours required to accomplish ship construction
work depend on eight factors - number of workers, average hours per
day, experience of the workforce, skill level of the workforce, ship
construction sequence, hard core change hours, manhours applied to
other programs, and delay in ship delivery. Using data previously
collected for other purposes, or assumptions where data does not
exist, CNA attempts to sort out how much each of the eight factors
contributes to shipyard efficiency. CNA calculates that on the
FF 1052 and DD 963 programs at Avondale and Litton respectively,
disruption costs amounted to between 1II and 2½ times the so-called
hard core labor cost of a change.

4. The study concludes that shipbuilders and the Navy, working ,
together, should be able to price out changes using the statistical
cost equations developed in the report. It recommends that the
Navy test the proposed change pricing formula on an ongoing program,
preferably under a cost type contract, to further refine and prove
out the system.
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S. The mathematical techniques used in the report give an aura
of accuracy and exactitude which is out of character with the
shipbuilding process. I doubt that most who have been asked to
comment on the report will read it - or that those who do will know
whether the authors were correct in using the "Cobb-Douglas log
linear cost equation" rather than the "Leontief and Translog
equations" or whether the "Durbin-Watson test statistic for serial
error correlations" and the "Cochrane-Orcutt generalized least
squares estimates of the equations" are appropriate for this
study. Neither do those asked to comment on the report have
ready access to the data and even some of the equations used in
the study, nor the wherewithal to evaluate its accuracy - certainly
not by the close of business on 21 November 1980, the date by which
comments were requested.

6. The underlying premise of the study is wrong. A statistical
model along the lines of that recommended in the study would have
contributed nothing to the prevention or resolution of the $2.7
billion backlog in claims that developed through the mid-1970's.
Moreover it would increase the Navy's vulnerability in future
claims of this sort.

7. Take, for example, the current situation at Electric Boat:

a. Submarines under construction at Electric Boat have been
delayed substantially, largely due to quality control problems,
including installation of discrepant contractor furnished material,
defective welding, and the use of wrong kinds of paint.

b. According to the Defense Contract Audit Agency, Electric
Boat to date has spent, in direct labor and material alone, more
than $45 million correcting these problems.

c. In releasing its financial report for the third quarter of
1980 General Dynamics alludes to these problems but hastens to add
that it expects to recover most of these costs from the Government.

d. Electric Boat has already placed the Navy on notice that
under the Government insurance provisions of Navy shipbuilding
contracts it will claim a contract adjustment for all costs
attendant to these problems.

B. Although the Navy considers Electric Boat to be not entitled
to a contract adjustment for these problems, there is no question
that the company will eventually submit a large omnibus claim in
one form or another in an effort to get the Navy to underwrite
Electric Boat's own financial problems. No doubt delay and
disruption will constitute a large portion of such a claim. In
past claims the difference between the amount the contractor could
attribute to matters alleged to be Government responsible and the
total amount claimed was frequently attributed to delay and
disruption.
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9. The Ship Acquisition Contract Administration Manual (SACAM)
presently sets forth guidelines for analyzing delay and disruption.
Under these guidelines the contractor is expected to provide facts
and data upon which to substantiate his claim. The Navy Claims
Settlement Board has followed this approach in analyzing Electric
Boat's past claims.

10. With perhaps hundreds of millions of dollars at stake, as
potentially is the case at Electric Boat, the Navy should not be
lured away from evaluating delay and disruption claims on their
individual merits. Were the Navy to adopt a formula approach along
the lines the CNA study suggests, attempts to resolve delay and
disruption claims would degenerate into unresolvable disputes over
which equations, models, and assumptions most accurately simulate
the particular ship construction process whenever the Government
offer is less than the contractor wants. Consultants have developed
models with widely varying results - all impressive in their apparent
logic and mathematical sophistication, yet all dependent on highly
subjective assumptions.

11. To administer its contracts properly, the Navy must strive for
simplicity. The CNA proposal leads in the opposite direction. Those
who administer contracts must be able to understand what it is they
are doing. Rest assured that if mathematical models such as that
proposed by CNA become the basis of contract payments, contractors
will hire systems analysts to "out model" the Navy. No judicial
forum could reasonably be expected to be able to deal effectively
with the disputes that would inevitably arise.

12. Changes typically total about 5 percent of the price of a
ship. They are an inevitable part of the shipbuilding business
and shipbuilders are well aware of this. For the most part,
shipbuilders price these contract changes as well as the contracts
themselves using historical costs of prior ships. Cost estimates
derived in this manner therefore have built into them the effects
of delay and disruption incurred on prior work. To whatever target
price is negotiated based on these estimates, the Navy typically
agrees to absorb 80 percent or more on overruns subject to the
limits of a ceiling price. In the TRIDENT and SSN 688 contracts,
the so-called spread between target cost and ceiling price ranges
from 30 to 52 percent of target cost. This spread provides a high
degree of protection for errors in cost estimating or other risks.
Further, the Navy recognizes those estimated costs of delay and
disruption that the contractor can reasonably support. Thus the
overall arrangement should satisfy any reasonable concern that the
Navy is not fulfilling its obligation to equitably compensate its
shipbuilders for the cost of changes.

13. Past experience with formula pricing shows, as the CNA report
itself acknowledges, that these systems work only to the extent
both parties stay satisfied with the results. The serious claims

3
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problems however have arisen in an environment in which contractorswere determined to hold out for more than the Navy concluded itowed. Thus the Navy would be better off to confine delay anddisruption analysis to the specifics of the case rather than adopta cumbersome system which works only to the extent the shipbuilderis satisfied with the results. If adopted, the CNA recommendationswould result in another one-way street. In cases where the con-tractor is willing to accept the formula results, the formula wouldbe the basis for rationalizing the Government payments. However,in cases where the contractor is dissatisfied, he could disavow thesystem.

15. In essence, a simplistic solution is being proposed to a mostdifficult problem which has defied the efforts of many experiencedand sophisticated people. Ever since conglomerates took over Navalshipbuilding they have been chiefly interested in maximizing theirprofits - regardless of the means to accomplish this aim. That isthe crux of the problem. The solution to human greed cannot befound by means of a mathematical model.

16. In summary I recommend against CNO issuance or endorsement ofthis study. I further recommend that the Navy cancel other effortswhich have been underway for many years to derive a simple formulaapproach for pricing delay and disruption. As explained above,shipbuilders have ample protection under the present contractprocedures for recognition and payment of legitimate delay anddisruption they can reasonably substantiate.

S G. RiciWk'h

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Manpower, Reserve Affairs, &
Logistics)

General Counsel of the Navy
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander for Contracts,

Naval Sea Systems Command
Counsel, Naval Sea Systems Command
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J EPARTMENT OF THE NAVY'
TME AWMff S=MfWV GP TM MAW

4 December 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

SUBJ: CNA Study 'Disruption Costs in Navy Shipbuilding Programs";
Release Disposition

Ref: (a) KAVSEA-08 memorandum dated 3 December 1981; same subject.

I have reviewed reference (a) and its enclosure and agree completely
with the conclusion that the application of statistically based, mathematical
models for contract change negotiation and adjudication is flawed in concept
and would be highly contentious in application Any possible practical.
beneficial use would be totally compromised for the reasons indicated in
enclosure (1) to reference (a).

At the same time, however, I am not certain that we have a good
legal reason to deny release of the report. Unless the assumptions or the
data used in model development and evaluation involves classified information,
the subject matter itself would appear to be benign from the standpoint of
national security. I suggest that we receive a brief on this report by the
study contractor and his Navy sponsor and review the security implications
after that time.

Nevertheless. I am interested as to the rationale allegedly used by
CHO last year in allowing a study, the conclusions of which apparently
were not acceptable to Navy, to be promulgated by a Navy contractor because
of the 'independence' of that contractor. All our contractors are supposed
to perform as independent entities. Indeed, my years of experience as a
study contractor with many public and private agencies without exception
have been based on the premise that:

o The client who pays for the study either owns the report outright
or at least has proprietary rights to its results.

o If the client does not accept the results of the study, he
can so indicate (indeed with private clients, he often also doesn't payl)

Since the report has already been released within the Goverment, it
is possible that it must be now legally releasable to the public. Release
would clearly be required under a Freedom of Information Act request.
Nevertheless, I see no reason why we cannot require that the frontpiece of
the document clearly stipulate any and all our rservations with regard to
concept and content -- perhaps headed in Beck prreacters "DISAPPROVED."
Under such circumstances CHA ight ver iell hI yee thoughts about
releasing the report.

6EORGE A. S sR

Copy to:
CO94NAVSMASYSCOM

-7 HAVSEA-08
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

i LIERt Y Let. TO

7 January 1982

MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMANDER, NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

Subj: Arrangements for Post Shakedown Availability of USS OHIO
(SSBN 726)

Ref: (a) EBDIV ltr Ser 140/12-141-T.D.47 dtd 21 Dec 1981

1. I understand that the Naval Sea Systems Command and Electric
Boat are scheduled to sign the contract today for construction
of the ninth TRIDENT submarine. Before signing this contract
there is an important issue the Navy needs to settle with Electric
Boat to avoid a recurrence of claims from that shipyard. This
concerns arrangements for the April 1982 Post Shakedown Availability
(PSA) of the USS OHIO - the lead TRIDENT submarine.

2. As you will recall, during the last year of OHIO's construction
Electric Boat contended that even minor work items performed prior
to delivery would lead to delay and disruption of OHIO - and
consequent claims. Electric Boat has continually pressed the Navy
to defer as much work as possible for accomplishment after delivery
during the PSA. The Navy has cooperated with Electric Boat, and
only directed accomplishment of essential work items on the basis
that the remaining work would be accomplished during the PSA.

3. The issue of the OHIO PSA, however, has been in controversy
for the past year. Electric Boat has attempted to severely limit
the work to be accomplished during the PSA, and has suggested that
a PSA work load which uses a high proportion of critical trades
would cause delay and disruption to other work in the shipyard.
I understand that despite extensive efforts by the Supervisor
and NAVSEA personnel there is still no agreement that Electric
Boat will accept and perform the work in the OHIO the Navy needs
to accomplish. By reference (a) Electric Boat provided a "planned
manning" chart for the OHIO PSA which identifies the manpower, by
trade, the company would commit to the PSA. Reference (a) further
advised the Supervisor that Electric Boat's execution of a contract
modification to perform the PSA was conditioned on agreement that
any work would be cancelled "which Electric Boat Division considers
exceeds the sixty (60) day duration and/or which causes a dispro-
portionate concentration of trade allocation..."

4. Electric Boat officials know it is not practicable for the Navy,
at this late date, to accomplish the OHIO PSA at any other shipyard.
It appears, therefore, that the company may be trying to set up
the OHIO PSA as the basis for a delay claim on Navy shipbuilding
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contracts. This is of particular concern since, in its efforts
to reap the public relations benefits of delivering seven (7)
ships in 1981, Electric Boat undermanned later ships.

5. While senior Navy officials have been complimenting Electric
Boat on finally delivering, in 1981, seven (7) ships originally
scheduled to be delivered years earlier, the Navy should not lose
sight of the fact that Electric Boat has a tradition of passing
off to the Navy through claims problems created by itself. The
company's position with respect to the PSA for the OHIO has the
very earmarks of another claims situation.

6. It is wrong to award another TRIDENT contract to Electric
Boat when the company has not yet agreed to perform the required
PSA work in the first TRIDENT submarine. The Navy would thereby
lose an opportunity to protect itself against a problem Electric
Boat is creating for future use against the Navy.

7. Based on the above, I recommend that before the Navy signs the
contract for the ninth TRIDENT the Navy should obtain an agreement
that Electric Boat will provide adequate resources to perform all
the required OHIO PSA work without impact on other contracts.
Please advise me of the action you intend to take with regard to
this matter.

1i4G 4 i

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Shipbuilding and Logistics)
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
TRIDENT Systems Project Office (PM 2)
Vice Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander for Contracts, Naval

Sea Systems Command
Counsel, Naval Sea Systems Command
TRIDENT Submarine Ship Acquisition Project (PMS 396)

0


